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A generalization of the Perelomov procedure for the construction of coherent states is 
proposed. The new procedure is used to construct systems of coherent states in the carrier 
spaces of unitary irreducible representations of groups G = 5YlJ V, where V is a vector space and 
SCGL( V). The coherent states are shown to be labeled by the points in cotangent bundles 
T*&* of orbits &* of Sin V*, the dual of V; it is proven that T*&* is a symplectic 
homogeneous space of G. The generalized procedure for the construction of coherent states 
presented in this paper is shown to encompass as special cases the constructions known in the 
literature for the coherent states of the Weyl-Heisenberg, the "ax + b," and the Galilei and 
Poincare groups. Moreover, completely new sets of coherent states are constructed for the 
Euclidean group E(n), where the Perelomov construction fails. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Continuously labeled, overcomplete sets of vectors in 
Hilbert space, referred to as coherent states, are used exten
sively in the physics literature for a variety of purposes, 1-3 as 
well as in signal analysis (see Refs. 3 and 4 and the references 
therein). 

In this paper we construct coherent states in irreducible 
representation spaces of noncom pact Lie groups G = Sfl> V, 
where Vis a real vector space and SC GL ( V). Our construc
tion is a generalization of the Perelomov construction5 and 
works in a number of cases where the latter fails. The coher
ent states for the Weyl-Heisenberg group, 1,2.5 the "ax + b" 
group, 1,3,4,6 and the Galilei and Poincare groups7,8 occur as 
special cases of our construction. The coherent states we 
construct are in all cases labeled by points in X = T*tJ*, 
where tJ * is an orbit of S in V *, the dual of V. The cotangent 
bundle T * tJ * is proven to be a symplectic homogeneous 
space of G (Theorem 2.1) and the importance of the role of 
symplectic geometry will be stressed repeatedly. Interesting 
new sets of coherent states obtained from our construction 
include coherent states in L 2(s(n) ,lU), where sen) is the n 
sphere and lU is its Riemannian volume element. In this case 
the coherent states are labeled by the points in X = T*s(n) , 

the cotangent bundle to the sphere (Sec. IV). The construc
tion also provides coherent states in L 2 (H" ,lU), where H" is 
the n-dimensional Poincare half-space and lU is its Rieman
nian volume element; as before, the labeling is done with 
points in T * H" . In particular, this should allow one to study 
quantization problems for systems that have sen) ,H" or 
more generally, tJ* as configuration spaces, much in the 
same way as previously done for Rn (Refs. 9 and 10); this 
point was briefly elaborated in Ref. 11 and we hope to return 
to it in a later pUblication. 

Before outlining the generalized construction we pro
pose, we first recall the general definition of coherent states. I 
Let JV be a Hilbert space and X a smooth oriented manifold 
with volume form !l. Let 

C:xEX ..... C(x)eJV (1.1 ) 

be a weakly C'" map such that 

L !l(x) (C(x),tP)C(x) = tP, 'V1/JeK, ( 1.2) 

where ( . , . ) is the inner product on JV. Then we call the set 
C(X) a collection of coherent states on JV. Note that as a 
result of ( 1.2), the map 

W:1/JeKt---+ W¢'eL 2 (X,!l) , ( 1.3 ) 

defined by (WtP) (x) = (C(x),tP), is a partial isometry. For 
the link between this definition, the notion of PO V measures 
on X, and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces we refer to Ref. 
12. 

The above definition does not, of course, by itself give 
any indication on how to construct coherent states given a 
Hilbert space JV. In other words, the definition does not 
state where to find the manifold X or how to construct the 
map Cin (1.1). In this paper, we are interested in construct
ing coherent states in the case where JV carries a unitary 
irreducible representation U of a Lie group G. We propose 
the following construction, which generalizes the Perelomov 
construction, outlined below. Choose a fixed regular (i.e., 
C'" ) vectorl3 7]eJV and consider tJ'1 = {U(g)7]lgEG} CJV, 
the orbit of U through 7]. Here tJ 7j carries in a natural way a 
degenerate symplectic (i.e., presymplectic l4

) structure as 
follows. Consider the symplectic form 

(1.4) 

on JV and define € 7j to be the restriction of lU to T tJ 7j; it then 
follows from general theory that €'1 is a presymplectic form 
on tJ'1 .15 The corresponding moment map is computed to be 

( 1.5) 

where g* is the dual of the Lie algebra g of G and r is the 
representation of g on JV, obtained via the Stone theorem 
from U. The image under J7j of tJ'1} is an orbit P'1} of the 
coadjoint action of G on g* and as such, is naturally a sym
plectic homogeneous space of G. 15 Defining H'1} C G by 
hEIf'1 iffU(h)7] = 7], we have tJ'1 r;;;t.G IH'1}' Moreover, defin
ing K'1}CG by kEK'1 iff Ad!J'1(7]) = J'1} (7]), one has 
P'1r;;;t.G IK'1' Choosing a smooth section{3:G IK'1} ..... G IH'1' 
provided it exists, we construct 
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C1J: xEGIK1J I---+C1J (x)E2, 

where 

C1J (x)=,=U(g)1J, for gE/3(x). 

( 1.6a) 

(1.6b) 

The map C1J is well-defined since 1J is H1J invariant. Setting 
C=,=C1J andX='=P1J in (1.1), we see that C1J (P1J) is a collec
tion of coherent states, provided ( 1.2) holds, where n is now 
chosen to be (a constant multiple of) the symplectic volume 
form on the coadjoint orbit P 1J' The requirement that (1.2) 
must hold imposes restrictions on the choices of 1JE2 and 
the sectionp. Given a Lie group G and an irreducible unitary 
representation U of G on JY, it is not clear that such choices 
can indeed be made: Our main result in this paper is the 
identification (in Sec. III) of admissible choices of 1J and p 
in the case where the group Gis of the form G = SQ)V (De
finition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2). 

In the Perelomov construction,5 one replaces (1.6) by 

C\ :XEG IH ~I---+U(rCx) )1JE2, (1.7) 

where H~CG is defined by hEH~ iffU(h)1J = eia(h)1J for 
somea(h)ER and r:GIH ~ -+G is a Borel section. Note that 
H 1J C H ~ C K 1J C G. Assuming that G I H ~ carries an invar
iant measure v, a necessary and sufficient condition for 
(:1J (G I H;) to be a collection of coherent states is that5 

L/H~ v(x)I<1J,U(rCx»)1JW = 111J112, 

which puts restrictions on the admissible 1J. 

(1.8 ) 

Our proposal C 1.6) has the following advantages over 
the Perelomov construction (1. 7). First, the symplectic 
structure on G I K1J makes G I K1J a natural object to consider 
and guarantees the existence of an invariant volume element, 
which might be absent on G IH~. Second, since K1J -::;H~, 
we see that typically, G I K 1J is a manifold oflower dimension 

than G I H ~; as a result, a coherent state representation of a 
vector in JY, labeled by points in G IK1J , is more parsimon
ious than one labeled by points in G I H ~. This observation is 
of importance in applications. Finally, and most important, 
there are cases, as we shall see, where the integral in (1. 8) 

diverges for all1JE2, whereas (1.6) nevertheless yields co
herent states for an appropriate choice of 1JE2. Examples of 
this phenomenon are given in Sec. IV. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we analyze 
those symplectic orbits of G = SQ) V that are needed in the 
coherent state construction. In Sec. III, we identify neces
sary conditions on 1JE2, an irreducible representation space 
of G, in order for 0.6) to yield a collection of coherent 
states. Section IV is devoted to examples. We advise the 
reader to read Sec. IV A in conjunction with Secs. II and III: 
An effort has been made to clearly identify the mathematical 
objects introduced in these sections in the example worked 
out in Sec. IV A. The results of this paper were announced in 
Ref. 11, where an application to quantization was also brief
ly discussed. 

II. SYMPLECTIC ORBITS OF G=9l>V 

The central result of this section is Theorem 2.1: It is 
crucial for the construction of the coherent states in Sec. III. 
Let g = s X Vbe the Lie algebra of G = SQ) V, with s the Lie 
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algebra of S. Here G acts on V and hence, by lifting,16 on 
T* V. Moreover, this lifted action is symplectic with respect 
to the natural symplectic form liJo on T * V g,;; V X V *.16 The 
corresponding Ad*-equivariant moment map J is l5 

J:PvET* VI---+J(pv )Eg*, 

with 

JCpv) 'Y = Pv« r) v(v»), V reg, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where g* is the dual of the Lie algebra of G and (r) v is the 
generator of reg on V.15 The orbits of G in T* V are of the 
form Vx tJ*, with tJ* as in Sec. I,i.e., tJ*g,;;S IHisanorbit 
of the action of S on V *. Hence V X tJ * g,;; G I H. Let 
VtEtJ* C V* be a fixed point in tJ* such that Hvt = vt; in 
the identification of tJ * with the coset space S I H, we identi
fy vt with eHES I H (eES, the unit element of S). The follow
ing vector sub-bundle of V X tJ * -+ tJ * presents itself natu
rally: 

W='={(V,V*)EV X tJ*lw*Cv) = 0, VW*ETv• tJ*C V*}. 
(2.3 ) 

We write Wv* for the fiber of Wat V*EtJ* and call W the 
normal bundle over tJ * . We call a vector sub-bundle ~ of 
V X tJ * parallel iff 

~ $ Wg,;; V X tJ*, (2.4) 

where $ denotes the Whitney sum of vector bundles. Paral
lel bundles always exist; it suffices to introduce a metric g on 
Vand to choose ~v. ='= W~., the orthogonal complement of 
Wv• with respect to g. We now have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1: (i) (V X tJ*, liJol vx ty. ) is a presymplectic 
submanifold of T * V. (ii) I: V X tJ * -+ T * tJ *, defined by 

I(v,v*)'w*= -w*(v), VW*ETv.tJ*CV*, (2.5) 

is the symplectic reduction of V X tJ*, i.e., I is a surjective 
submersion and 

Ker liJo 1 v X I'. = Ker TI, 

I*liJ = liJol Vx/I., 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where liJ is the canonical symplectic form on T * tJ *. (iii) 
T*tJ*g,;;G IKwithK = H(])W •. (iv) If~c V X tJ*isapar-

vo 

allel bundle, then 

I 11::~-+T*tJ* (2.8) 

is a symplectic diffeomorphism, where ~ is equipped with 
the symplectic form liJo 11: . 

Remarks: Before turning to the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
we note that it follows from (i)-Ciii) that T*tJ* is a sym
plectic homogeneous space of G. Let 

K:T*tJ*-+g* = s*X V* 

be defined by 

K(pv.)·S=pv.(S)v.(v*»), VSES, 

. (2.9) 

(2.10) 

K(pv.)·W=v*(W), VWEV. (2.11) 

Then one verifies that on V X tJ *, with J as in (2.1), 

J=KoI (2.12) 

and that K is a moment map15 for the action of G on T*tJ*. 
Moreover, K is a diffeomorphism onto its image, so that 
T*tJ* is symplectomorphic with a G orbit in g*. 
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The above observation is of interest in itself in the con
text of quantization. If tJ * is thought of as the configuration 
space of a physical system, then T * tJ * is its classical phase 
space. Theorem 2.1 identifies a group G, i.e., G = S(l) V, for 
which T * tJ * is a homogeneous symplectic space. Examples 
include tJ* = Rn, tJ* = s(n) , or tJ* = H(n) , the Poincare 
half-space with G given, respectively, by the Weyl-Heisen
berg group, the Euclidean group in (n + 1) dimension, and 
the Poincare group SO(n, 1 )<l>Rn + I . 

Pro%/Theorem 2.1: (i) Note that cuol Vx"" is a closed 
two-form on the orbit V X tJ *; its kernel has constant dimen
sion on V X tJ * since CUo is invariant under the action of G. 
(ii) We need the following lemma. 17 

Lemma 2.2: Let i: N -Mbe an injective immersion of a 
smooth manifold N into a smooth manifold M. Define 

N = 1TAI l(i(N»), (2.13) 

where 1TM: T*M ..... Mis the natural projection. Writing CUM 
for the canonical symplectic form on T * M, we have that 
(N,cuN = CUM IN) is a presymplectic submanifold of T * M and 

f:N ..... T*N, (2.14 ) 

definedbyf(pj(n) )'vn =Pj(n) (Ti'vn); (VnETnN) is a surjec
tive submersion satisfying 

(2.15 ) 

Hence T * N is the symplectic reduction of AT. 
Proof 0/ Lemma 2.2: It is readily seen that N is presym

plectic and f is a surjective submersion. To prove (2.15), 
notice that locally, on some open set, U, i(N) is determined 
by 

(2.16) 

where the p (i = 1, ... ,k = dim M - dim N) are smooth 
functions defined on UCM such that the d/; are linearly 
independent one-forms on U. Hence, if xj 

(j = 1,2, ... ,dim N) are local coordinates on N, we can use 
(xj,fj) as local coordinates on M. Then, locally, 

cuM=dxj /\dpj + dP /\dpj' (2.17) 

Hence, 

(2.18 ) 

o 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we apply 

Lemma 2.2 as follows. With i:tJ* ..... V* as the natural imbed
ding, we have &* = tJ*X Vsince T*V*= V*X V. Hence, 
T * tJ * is the symplectic reduction of tJ * X V, regarded as a 
presymplectic submanifold of T* V*. On the other hand, 
T* V* is symplectically diffeomorphic to T* V; explicitly, 

A: (v,v*)ET*V ..... (v*, - v)ET*V* (2.19) 

is a symplectomorphism. 
Note that A( V X tJ*) = tJ* X V. Combining (2.5), 

(2.14), and (2.19), we conclude that! = foAl Vxt' .• , which 
proves (ii). 

(iii) As the symplectic reduction of a presymplectic ho
mogeneous manifold, T * tJ * is itself a symplectic homoge
neous manifold of G. We now determine its isotropy group 
K. From (2.5), it follows that 

J(v,v*) = J(v',v*') (2.20) 
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iff 

v* = v*' (2.21) 

and 

W*(v) = w*(v'), VW*ETv' tJ*C V*, 

i.e., by (2.3), 

(2.22) 

v - V'EWv" (2.23 ) 

Now VXtJ*gfG/H, where (0, Vt)EVXtJ* is identified 
with (e,O)H(eES, the unit element in S) and VtEtJ* is as in 
the beginning of this section. Hence, T * tJ * gf G / K with 
K=H0Wv?;' 

(iv) This statement follows from a dimensional argu-
ment using (2.4) and (ii). 0 

In Sec. III, we shall need to make extensive use of the 
symplectic volume form .0. on the parallel bundle l: over tJ *. 
Let Jl denote a volume form on tJ *: We need to express the 
relationship between Jl and .o.. To do so, let Uv' C tJ* be a 
neighborhood of a point V*EtJ* and let 
{O I(V*'), ... ,OP(v*')},p = dim tJ*, and V*'EUv" be a mov
ing frame in T tJ * such that 

Jl(O I(V*'), ... ,OP(v*'») = 1. (2.24) 

Denote by {el (v*'), ... ,ep (v*')} the unique moving frame in 
the vector bundle l: ..... tJ* [i.e., ej (V*')El: v" C V, i = 1, ... ,p] 
determined by 

OJ(v*')(ej(v*')) = 8;, i,j = 1, ... ,p. (2.25) 

Note that in (2.25) OJ (v*') is regarded as an element of V* 
and ej(v*') is regarded as an element of V. Then, (2.24) 
implies 

Jl = el /\ e2 /\ ••• /\ ep , (2.26) 

where now ej (v~ )El: v" C V = (V*)* is regarded in the nat
ural way as a linear function on Tv" tJ * C V *. Choosing a 
moving frame {ep + I (v*'), ... ,en (v*')}, V*'EUv' in the nor
mal bundle W ..... tJ * [see (2.3 ) ], one obtains a moving frame 
{el(v*'), ... ,en (v*')}, n = dim V of the trivial bundle 
V X tJ* ..... tJ*. Denote by {O I (v*' ), .. ,on (v*')} the basis of 
V* dual to {e l (v*'), ... ,en (v*')}. Recall now that every vec
tor WE V is in an obvious way a linear function on 
T(v',v") (T* V) gf V X V*; namely, if (v,v*)ET(v',v") 
X ( V X V *), then we define, with some abuse of notation, 

W' (v,v*) = v*(w). (2.27a) 

Analogously, every W*E V* is a one-form on T* V: 

w*' (v,v*) = w*(v). (2.27b) 

With this in mind, one can write, for each (V,V*')EV X tJ*, 
n 

cuo(v,v*') = L OJ(v*') /\ej(v*'), (2.28) 
i= 1 

where we recall that CUo is the symplectic form on T* V. A 
simple calculation then shows that 

.0.=( -1)P(l/p!)cug Il: 
= 0 1

/\" ·/\OP /\e l " ·/\ep • (2.29) 

To further rewrite expression (2.29) we introduce the func
tions 

(2.30) 
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(i = 1,2, ... ,p), i.e., a i (v*') is the component of v*' - v* 
along (Ji(V*). Using the fact that (J I(V*), ... ,(JP(v*) span 
Tv' & * it is readily shown that by choosing Uv' sufficiently 
small around v*, the ai' i = 1,2, ... ,p can be used as coordi
nate functions on Uv" Hence, there exists a positive function 
fv., on Uv' such that 

(i) TJ is a regular vector l3
; 

(ii) HTJ = TJ, with H as above, i.e., &* ';;5.S /H; 
(iii) JTf(TJ)'(s,v)=vt(v), VSES, VVEV, i.e., 

JTf (TJ) = (O,vt)ES*X V*';;5.g*; and 
(iv) the support of TJ is contained in U of and there exists 

a nonzero constant N such that 

fLv" =fv. (v*')da l A'" Adap • 

Moreover, defining for i = 1,2, ... ,p the functions 

Wi: (V,V*')E~n (V X Uv' ) -+(J i(V*')(V)ER, 

one verifies that 

(2.31) V</J, t/JE%, VW*E&*, 

N (</J,t/!) x 

(2.32a) 

dwi(e) = 8;, (2.32b) 

where ej (v*' )E~v" C Vis regarded as a tangent vector to l:. 
Consequently, combining (2.32b) with (2.26), (2.29), anG 
(2.31), one finds 

n =fv. dw l A'" AdwP Ada l A'" Adap • (2.33) 

Recall that (2.33) is valid on the neighborhood Uv' chosen 
above and note that the function!v' depends on the choice 
made for the parallel bundle l:, but not on the choice of the 
moving frame {(J I(V*'), ... ,(JP(v*')} in (2.24). 

Definition 2.2: Let l: be a parallel bundle over an orbit 
& * of S in V * and let fL be a volume element on & *. We shall 
say (l:, & *,fL) is admissible if the following conditions hold. 

(i) There exists a neighborhood U .. ofvtE&* (wherevt 
Vo 

is as in the beginning of this section) which is H invariant, 
i.e., HU .. = U. and on which there exists a function!. .. such 

~ ~- % 

that (2.31) and hence, (2.33) holds. 
(ii) Defining Uv' =- s· U *' where sES is chosen such that 

Vo 

s'vt = V*E&*, there exists a functionfv. on Uv' such that 
(2.33) holds. When dealing with an admissible triple 
(l:, & * ,fL), we introduce the notation 

f {(v*,V*')E&* X &* Iv*'EUv' }f--+fv. (v*')ER+. (2.34) 

In Sec. IV we shall see that in many cases U .. and hence Uv" 
Vo 

VV*E&* can be taken equal to &* itself. 

III. COHERENT STATES 

Up to unitary equivalence, the unitary irreducible repre
sentations of G = Sfl) V are obtained, via induction, as fol
lows. 13 Let &*';;5.S /HbeanorbitofSin V* andLan irredu
cible unitary representation of H on a Hilbert space %. Set 
cW' = L 2 ( & * ,fL;%), where fL is a quasi-invariant measure 
on &*. Then, 

(3.1 ) 

where L US is the representation of S induced from Land 
t/JEcW' defines a unitary irreducible representation of G. 
Moreover, all such representations are unitarily equivalent 
to one of the above, so that they are labeled by a pair (& * ,L). 
In the following, we always assume that the triple (l:, & * ,fL) 
is admissible (Definition 2.2) and that the family of neigh
borhoods Uv' ,V*E& * has been chosen fixed. 

Definition 3.1: A vector TJEcW' = L 2 ( & ,fL;%) is said to 
be a resolution generator (or an admissible vector) with re
spect to a parallel bundle l: iff: 
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= (21T)P r fL(v*)!(v*,w*) (</J'L US(s(v*»)TJ(w*) ).5V Jt"1. 
X (L US(s(v*»)TJ(w*),t/!)x, (3.2) 

with s( v*)ES such that s( v*) . vt = v*. 
Remark: In the special case where G is the Weyl-Hei

senberg or "ax + b " group, the resolution generator is what 
is usually called the "analyzing wavelet" in the literature, as 
seen in Sec. IV. We can now formulate and prove the main 
result of this paper. 

Theorem 3.2: If TJEcW' = L 2( &*,fL;%) is a resolution 
generator with respect to a parallel bundle l: C V X & *, then 

(i) CTf: (V,V*)EV X &*f--+U(s(v*),V)TJE& "I' with 
s( v*)ES such that s( v*) . vt = v*, is a presymplectic diffeo
morphism; in particular, 

C~€Tf = Wo I Vxt", . (3.3) 

(ii) Define CTf =-CTf 11:' Then, CTf (l:) ccW' is a collec
tion of coherent states on cW'; in particular, the map 

WTf: t/JEcW'f--+WTftfJEL 2(~,N-ln), (3.4a) 

defined by 

(WTf t/!) (v,v*) =- (CTf (v,v*)TJ,t/!), (3.4b) 

is an isometry, where n is the invariant symplectic volume 
form on l:. [Here N is defined in Definition 3.1 (iv).] Also, 

(</J,t/!) =N-1 L n(v,v*) (</J,CTf (v,v*)TJ) 

X (CTf (v,v*)TJ,t/!). (3.4c) 

Proof: (i) Because ofDe!nition 3.1 (ii), CTf is both well
defined and bijective. That CTf preserves the presymplectic 
structures of & "I and V X &* follows from Definition 3.1 
(iii) and (2.10)-(2.12). 

(ii) Let </J, t/JEcW' = L 2( &*,fL;%). Introducing the no
tation 

1= L N-1n(v,v*) (t/!,CTf (v,v*» (CTf (v,v*),</J), (3.5) 

we have to show that 

(3.6) 

First, consider 

(t/!,CTf (v,v*» 

= (t/!,U(v,s(v*)TJ) 

= f fL( w*) (t/!(w* )'L US(s(v*) )TJ( w*) )."f eiw'(V), 

(3.7) 

where (".) x denotes the inner product on %. Now, since 
TJ is a resolution generator, Definition 3.1 (iv) guarantees 
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thatsupp 'T]C Uof and thussupp L US(s(v*»)'T]C Uvo, Hence, 

the integral in (3.7) is only over Uvo, Also, 

(C"I (v,v*),~) 

= I jl(w*') (L US(s(v*»)'T](w*'), ~(w*') ).r e - iWO'(v), 
JtJ o 

(3.8) 

where, again, the integral is over Uvo. We now insert (3.7) 
and (3.8) into (3.5) and use (2.32) to first calculate the 
integral over the fiber ~vo of ~ above v*, i.e., 

I dwl"'dul'expi(w* - W*')i Wi 
JI.~~RP 

= (21T}P8«w* - W*')I)" '8(w* - w*')p), (3.9) 

where we wrote (w* - w*')(v) = (w* - w*');fl (v*)(v) 
and used the definition (2.32a) of Wi. Now, recall that for 
w*, W*'EUvo, if (w* - W*')i = 0, Vi = 1, ... ,p, then 
w* = w*'. Hence, using (3.9), we find 

1= (2;)P f jl(v*)jl(w*)/(v*,w*) 

X (,p(W*)'L US(s(v*) )'T](w*) ).;v 

X (L US(s(v*»'T](w*),~(w*) ).r· 

Using Definition 3.1 (iv), (3.6) follows. 0 
Remarks: (i) As a result of Definition 3.1 (ii), we have 

H"I =H, so VX&*r;;;;;r,G1H"I' Moreover, Theorem 3.2(i) 
guarantees that the following diagram is commutative: 

C"I 

Vx&*r;;;;;r,G1H"I • &"Ir;;;;;r, G1H"I 

J ~P'~G/K/ J, . 

Here, J is defined in (2.1) and J"I is defined in (1.5). As a 
result,~isaglobalsectionofG 1H"I--G IK"I and,comparing 
to (1.6), we see that different choices of ~ correspond to 
different choices of the section p. 

(ii) Condition (i) in Definition 3.1 is needed to guaran
tee that condition (iii) makes sense, i.e., that 'T] is in the 
domain of the generators of the representation U of G on cW'. 
If one is not interested in Theorem 3.2(i), then conditions 
(i) and (iii) of Definition 3.1 can be omitted and Theorem 
3.2 (ii) can be proven directly from (ii) and (iv) of Defini
tion 3.1. 

IV. EXAMPLES 

A. Coherent states for the Euclidean group E(n) 

We first illustrate the construction of Sec. III on the 
Euclidean group E(n) = SO(n )<l>Rn

: As we shall see, this is 
an example where the Perelomov construction fails and the 
full machinery developed here is needed. We shall do the 
calculations explicitly in the case of E(2), indicating at the 
end the changes needed for the general case. 

We shall write OESO(2) =S, v = (VI ,V2 )ER2= V, and 
x = (X I ,X2)ER2*= V*. The action ofSO(2) on R2 is the usu
alone, i.e., 

(4.1 ) 
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Hence, the action on V * is 
0'x=(cosOxl-sinOx2, sinOv I + cos Ov2), (4.2) 

so that the orbits & * of S in V * are circles. We shall choose 
t1* to be the unit circle S I, 

xi + x~ = 1, (4.3) 

in V*. There is now only one unitary irreducible representa
tion of E(2) associated with &* since H = {e}: Its carrier 
spaceisL 2(S I,da) and, in accordance with (3.1), is given by 

(U(0,V I,v2),p)(a) = exp i(v i cos a + V2 sin a),p(a - 0), 
(4.4) 

where we introduce the obvious angular coordinate a on S I, 
i.e., XI = cos a, X 2 = sin a. The last ingredient needed in or
der to be able to identify admissible vectors in L 2 (S I ,da) is a 
parallel bundle ~ in V X & * . 

Although many choices of ~ are in principle possible, 
the following imposes itself naturally. First, one verifies 
readily, using the definition in (2.3), that the normal bundle 
W is given in this case by 

W={(v,x)ER2XS I13aER such that v = ax}. (4.5) 

We then choose for ~ the bundle for which the fibers ~x, 
xES I are the orthogonal complement of Wx with respect to 
the usual inner product on V = R2: 

~={(v,x)EH2XSllvlxl + VzX2 = O}. (4.6) 

If we identify Vand V* using the inner product, we can 
represent the situation as shown in Fig. 1. 

Note that ~ is invariant under the action of SO(2) on 
H2 X H2*. The results of Theorem 2.1 can now quite easily be 
verified by direct calculation using, for example, the Dirac 
theory of constraints. 18 In particular, sinceH = {e}, we find 
K= Wxo ' where Xo= (1,O)ESI. Although it would suffice 
for the verification of condition (iv) in Definition 3,1 to find 
the function/ (x,x') in (2.34), we shall explicitly compute 
some of the other objects introduced in Sec. II in the present 
case. First, we introduce coordinates on ~ by 

(a,a)EHXS I __ (V I (a,a),v2(a,a),a)E~CR2XS 1, (4,7) 

with 

VI (a,a) = - a sin a, 

v2(a,a) = a cos a, 

so that 

x 
2 

FIG, L The choice of tl*. ~. and W for E(2). 
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CUo Il: = dvlA dX I + dv2 A dX2 

= da Ada, (4.9) 

which is indeed seen to be a symplectic form on ~. Second, 

Ol(a) = :a ETaSI , (4. lOa) 

el (a) = ( - sin a,cos a)ER2 (4. lOb) 

satisfy (2.34) (withll = da) and (2.25). Third, let Ua CS I 
be the open half-circle (a - 1T,a + 1T) CS I; then, following 
(2.30), we define 

al:a'EUa CS II--+sin(a' - a)ER, 

so that 

da' = [1/cos(a' - a)] da l . 

It then follows from (2.31) that 

/(a,a') = [cos(a' - a)]-I, 

where / is defined provided that 

la - a'i <1T(mod 21T). 

( 4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14 ) 

Finally, we can verify that (2.33) indeed holds by first com
puting 

Wi: (a,a' )E~I--+Q = 0 I (a')( - a sin a,a cos a) (4.15) 

from (2.32a) and then inserting (4.13) into (2.33) and com
paring to (4.9) using (4.12). We conclude that the triple 
(~,S I,da) is indeed admissible as defined in Definition 2.2. 

We now have all the ingredients to check which vectors 
1]EL 2 (S I ,da), if any, are admissible with respect to ~ as de
fined in Definition 3.1: For (i), it suffices that 1] is in 
COO (SI). Condition (ii) in Definition 3.1 is empty in the 
present case, whereas (iii) becomes 

r (1](a) ~ ~ 1](a)) da = 0, JSI I Ja 

r sin al1](a) 12 da = 0, JSI 

r cos al1](a) 12 da = 1, JSI 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

(4.16c) 

where we used (1.5) and (4.4). For condition (iv) of De fin i
tion 3.1 we have the double requirement that 1] is supported 
in the half-circle aE( - 1T12,1T12) and that there must exist 
an N such that 

Va'ES\ (4.17a) 

this is readily rewritten as 

J~/:/2 da(cosa)-II1](aW< 00. (4.17b) 

Hence, condition (iv) of Definition 3.1 in this case only re
quires the above support property of 1] and convergence of 
the integral in (4.17b): This will be assured provided 1] de
cays fast enough to zero at the edges of its support. We con
clude that any regular 1]EL 2(S I,da) with support in ( - 1TI 
2, 1T 12) and satisfying (4.16) and (4.17b) is admissible. In 
view of the second remark following Theorem 3.2, it is in fact 
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only condition ( 4.17b) that is needed if one is only interested 
in Theorem 3.2(ii). At any rate, (4.16c) is easily satisfied by 
appropriately normalizing 1] and (4.16b) will follow if 1] is 
chosen symmetric about a = 0; for (4.16a), we remark that 
if we are given ijEL 2(S I,da), satisfying (4.16b) and (4.16c), 
we can always find a V2ER such that 

1] = eiV2 sin aij(a) (4.18 ) 

satisfies (4.16a)-( 4.16c). Moreover, this will not affect the 
coherent states obtained since C",Il: = C'lll:. We conclude 
that L 2 (S I ,da) contains a large number of resolution gener
ators; the map W'l in (3.4) is explicitly given by 

( W'l.,p)(a,a) 

= r exp - ia sin(a' - a)r;(a' - a).,p(a')da'. JSI 
( 4.19) 

We note that for the representation (4.4) of E(2), the 
Perelomov construction does not work since it would re
quire integrating over all of V X (J * ~ R2 X S I, rather than 
over ~ alone, which would lead to a divergent integral. Fin
ally, we remark that the irreducibility of (4.4) implies that 
the von Neumann algebra generated by the generators 

PI = cos a, 

P2 = sin a, 

1 J 
L=--

i Ja' 

( 4.20a) 

(4.20b) 

(4.20c) 

of the representation (4.4) is B (L 2(S I,da)); however, the 
same is already true for the von Neumann algebra generated 
by L and PI or Land P2• This observation clarifies why it is 
sufficient to integrate over (a,a)E~, rather than over the 
whole group, to obtain a resolution of the identity as in 
(3.4c). 

In the case of E(n), the orbits (J* are spheres s(n-I) 

and H becomes SO (n - 1). The main differences with the 
case of E(2) are then that representations of H other than 
the trivial one can be used to define the unitary irreducible 
representations of E(n) and that 1]57(" has to be chosen 
SO(n - 1) invariant. 

B. Coherent states for the Weyl-Heisenberg, "ax+b," 
and Galilei and Poincare groups 

We briefly identify the ingredients needed for our con
struction of coherent states for each of the Weyl-Heisen
berg, "ax + b," and Galilei and Poincare groups. For the 
Weyl-Heisenberg group, we have S~Rn, V = Rn + I and 
bES acts on v = (v,vn + I )EVvia 

(b'v) =( I 0) v. (4.21) 
- b 1 

A typical orbit of Sin V* is given by xn + I = 1, where we 
wrote x = (x,xn + I ) E V * ~ R n • An obvious choice for ~ is 

~={(X,V)EV*X Vlxn+ 1= 1, vn+ I = O}. (4.22) 

The machinery of Sec. III now leads to the standard coher
ent states of the Weyl-Heisenberg group.I,5 For the 
"ax + b" group, S = R+ and V = R, ~ = R X R+. Again, 
the known coherent states are recovered; in particular, con
dition (iv) in Definition 3.1 now reads as 
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(4.23 ) 

which is indeed the standard condition. 1.6 Similarly, the co
herent states for the Galilei and Poincare groups considered 
in Refs. 7 and 8 can be obtained from our construction. By 
making a choice for ~ other than the one used implicitly in 
Refs. 7 and 8, in close analogy with the choice of ~ for E( n) 
in Sec. IV A, we obtain new sets of coherent states for the 
Poincare group as follows. Let G = SO(n,l )0Rn 

+ 1, so that 
S = SO(n,l) and V = Rn + 1. Write v = (Vi ,Vo)EV and 
x = (Xi,Xo)EV*. Then, 

~ = {(V,X)EVX V*lxo>O, X'X = - 1, X'V = o}, 
( 4.24) 

where the center dot indicates the Lorentzian inner product 
on R n + 1 • The analogy with (4.6) is obvious. We recall that 
the mass hyperboloid X' x = - 1 is isometric to the Poincare 
half-space II" ; we expect that the coherent states built on ~ 
in (4.24) will prove useful in the study of quantization prob
lems of a system with II" as configuration space. 

As a result of the success of the wavelet transform in 
signal analysis,3,4 the interest in coherent states for new 
groups is growing. We cite Ref. 19 as an example, where the 
group (SO(n) XR+)<Z>Rn is considered. Here R+ acts on Rn 

by dilation. Again, the construction proposed in this paper 
applies to this group. 
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The branching rules for the conformal subalgebra Su(2)N XSO(N)4CSp(2N) 1 are 
calculated. The method used relies on the outer automorphisms of affine Kac-Moody algebras, 
and was first applied by the author to the conformal subalgebra Str (p) q x-SU (q)P CSu (pq) 1. 

The results presented here demonstrate the general applicability of the method. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Affine Kac-Moody algebras 1 have made a mark in theo
retical physics (for a review see Ref. 2). They are realized in 
many two-dimensional conformal field theories. These theo
ries describe both the critical points of second-order phase 
transitions and the basic building blocks of classical string 
theories. In fact, a string theory can only have a local space
time gauge symmetry if there is a corresponding Kac
Moody algebra realized in the conformal field theory on its 
world sheet. 

The subalgebras of affine Kac-Moody algebras are 
therefore important. Even a small subclass of affine subalge
bras, the so-called conformal subalgebras, are remarkably 
useful. 3-8 Conformal subalgebras are subalgebras having 
central charge equal to that of the algebra in which they are 
embedded. Lists of these subalgebras have been compiled,9 
but there is no universally applicable method for calculating 
their branching rules. Hence all of the conformal branching 
rules have not been worked out. 

In this paper we show that there does exist a quite gen
eral procedure for calculating conformal branching rules. It 
makes use of the outer automorphisms of affine Kac-Moody 
a~ebras. The method was first applied to the subalgebra 
SU(p) XSu(q) CSu(pq) in Ref. 8. Here we calculate the - - ~ branching rules for SU (2) X SO (N) L Sp (2N), demonstrat-
ing the general applicability of the outer automorphism 
method. 

The layout of this paper is as follows. Section II contains 
a short review of affine Kac-Moody algebras and conformal 
subalgebras (serving mainly to establish notation) and a 
general description of the outer automorphism method. Sec
tion III contains the explicit calculation of the branching ..-.... 
rules for the conformal embedding SU(2) 
~ ....--. 

xSO(N) CSp(2N); Sec. III A treats N odd and Sec. III B 
treats N even. Finally, Sec. IV is a short conclusion. 

II. REVIEW AND NOTATION 

Let g denote the affine Kac-Moody algebra that is the 
central extension of the loop algebra of the finite-dimension
al Lie algebra g. (In general, we use the convention that 
carets and square brackets denote objects associated with 
affine algebras, and bars and parentheses their finite algebra 
counterparts.) The algebra g is 

(2.1 ) 

We will often include the value of kEZ by writing 

g = gk. Setting the integral indices m and n in (2.1) to zero 
reduces this algebra to the finite one gCg. 

The Sugawara construction, 

Lm = 1 v I Kab: J':n+Jb_n:-Omo c(g), 
2(k + h ) nEZ 24 

associates with g, the Virasoro algebra, 

[Lm,Lnl =(m-n)Lm+n 

(2.2) 

+ [c(g)/12](m -l)m(m + 1)0m+n,O' 
(2.3 ) 

with central charge 

c(g) = k'dim gl(k + h v ) . (2.4 ) 

Here Kab,h v are the Killing form and dual Coxeter number 
ofg, and the normal ordering is defined in the usual way. 

The Cartan subalgebra h of g contains the Cartan subal
gebra h of g, with elements hi (i = l, ... ,r) plus the extra 
element ho. We denote the elements of h by hp 
(ft = O,l, ... ,r). Dual to these elements, living in the weight 
space h *, are the fundamental weights if : 

of'(hv) = 8;, . (2.5) 

Associated w~th each hp is a coroot a;:, also living in the 
weight space h *, so that we have 

if'a: = if(hv) = 8;, . (2.6) 

The dot product is determined from the Cartan matrix A by 
the definition of its elements: 

Apv = a p 'a: , (2.7) 

where a root ap and its coroot a;: are mUltiples of each 
other, 

a;: = 2aplap 'ap . 

There is an extra operator that commutes with the hpi. it 
is Lo of (2.3). The Cartan subalgebra can be extended to he, 
having elements hp and d = - Lo. We denote the weight 
dual to d by 0, 

oed) = O( - Lo) = 1 (2.8) 

and the coroot, corresponding to d, by Ao, 

O· Ao = D(d) = 1 . 

With the usual conventions, 

Ao(hi ) = DiO , i = 1, ... ,r, 
Ao(d) =Ao( -Lo) =Ao'Ao=O, 

(2.9) 
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the scalar product on the extended weight space h ". is Min
kowskian. Let 

(2.10) 

be the highest root ofg. The k I-',k v I-' are known as marks and 
comarks, respectively, with k o;:k vo;: 1. Then if B,CEh"', 
we write 

B = /3l-'if + /3ljD = [P;li/ = ]i,k [B ]'plj] , 

C = YI-'if + yljD = [Y;w; = C,k [C ],Ylj] , 
(2.11) 

where k[B],k[ C] are the levels of Band C, respectively, 

k [B] =PI-'k VI-', k [C] = YI-'k VI-'. (2.12) 

Then the dot product on the expanded weight space h"' 
takes the form 

(2.13 ) 

With the above notation, the simple roots and fundamental 
weights of g can be written as 

a; = [a;,O,O], a o = [ - i/o,O,l] , 

w; = [iT/,k v ;,0], WO = [0,1,0] . 

So the Dynkin diagram of g is the extended Dynkin dia
gram of g. Outer automorphisms act as symmetries of the 
~nkin diagram of g. The Dynkin diagrams of Sp(2N), 
SlJ(2), andSO(N) are shown in Fig. 1; their outer automor
phisms will be discussed later. 

The highest weight representations of g are generated 
from a "vacuum" state 1M), labeled by a dominant weight, 

M = MI-'if = [M,MI-'k VI-',O] • (2.14) 

The vacuum satisfies 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

J~IM)=O, n>O, 

J~IM) = T~IM), 

A 

o 1 2 ~ N·2 N-1 N 

<»=O--O-···i···~ 
(1) (1) (1) ! (1) (1) (1) 

a 
,-.,. 

0 1 
CX:X) 
(1) (1) 

0 

0-2 0-1 a 
••• --()--()::X) 

(2) (2) (1) 

(1) 

0 Ii 
~ 

a 
2 3 

•• 1 •• 
0-3 0-2 

i (2) (2) 

(1) (1) 

FIG. 1. The Dynkin diagrams of (a) SP(2N) = eN' (b) SU(2) =A" 
(c) So(2Q + I) = BQ, and (d) SO(2Q) = DQ are shown. The nodes are 
labeled above and the corresponding comark k v I' is written below in brack
ets. Depicted are symmetries of Dynkin diagrams. As explained in the text, 
these are either outer automorphisms themselves or can be used to define 
them. 
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where T~ are the matrices representing the generators ofg 
in the finite-dimensional representation labeled by M. We 
will use the notation M = [MoMl· .. Mr] ;: [M] to denote 
the weight M and corresponding highest weight representa
tion. Similarly, representations of g will be denoted by 
M = (MIM 2 ••• Mr) = (M). For unitary highest weight 
representations [M] of (2.1 ), we must require 

k[M] =Ml-'kvl-'=k. (2.15) 

The states in [M] having a fixed eigenvalue of Lo fall 
into a finite sum of irreducible representations of g. For ex
ample, the lowest value of Lo is 

Lo = h [M] _ c(g) = M· (M + 2p) _ c(g) (2.16) 
24 2 (k + h v ) 24' 

where p is the half-sum of positive roots of g. The states of 
[M] with this value of Lo fill out the representation 
M= (M). 

The character of a highest weight representation 
M = [M] is defined by 

ChM (7,Z) = triM Je21T;(TL" + z·ii) 

The characters at Z = 0, 

X[M] =x[MoMl,···,Mr ] =chM (7,0), 

(2.17) 

(2.18 ) 

are called specialized characters. The modular transforma
tion properties of the characters were found in Ref. 10. 
Transforming by S: 7-+ - 1/7 reveals the asymptotic behav
ior of the characters: 

x[M] -I [M ]e21T;c(g)/24T as 7-+0. (2.19) 

The I[M] can be calculated entirely from objects relevant to 
the finite algebra g: 

I[M] = 1 ~ 1112 [k [M] + h V] - r/2 

X II 2 sin[ 1T(M + p) ·a ] . 
aEK+ k [M] + h v 

(2.20) 

Here A+ denotes the set of positive roots, M = (MI" 'Mr ), 

and P and Q are, respectively, the weight and root lattices of 
g. 

Knowledge of affine subalgebras of affine algebras is no
where near as extensive as that of finite subalgebras. How
ever, each subalgebra] of a finite Lie algebra g induces a 
subalgebra J of g (see, for example, Ref. 3). One identifying 
feature of a finite subalgebra]Cg is the index of embedding 
CT, equal to the ratio of the length squared of the highest root 
ofg to that of] embedded in g. The affine subalgebra induced 
by l' C g (obvious notation) is JUk C gk. 

All other information concerning a finite subalgebra 
J"CT Cg is contained in the so-called projection matrix F.ll 
Here F is a (rank] = r) X (rank g = r) matrix, relating 
weights ofg to the weights of] onto which they are projected. 
If (M) = (MIM 2 ' •• Mr ) is a weight ofg, it is projected onto 
the weight (M)FT

• A. 

We can define an affine projection matrix F, containing 
P, so that an affine weight [M] = [MoMl" 'Mr ] is project-

'" ed onto the weight [M]pT . For our purposes, we can assume 
that] is semisimple, with f simple terms, ] = l:{ ~ t1;, the 

terms having embedding indices CT;. Then F will be a 
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(Y + f) X (r + 1) matrix. The extra column is determined 
by the projection of the weight [100" '0] = OJO ofgl. Clear-

ly, OJO is projected onto ~{= I (TiOJ~i)' where OJ~i) is the zeroth 
fundamental weight of]i' The extra rows are easily deter
mined by the values (Ti' 

A special class of affine subalgebras is induced byJu Cg 
when c( j) = c(g). These are the so-called conformal subal-

gebras and we denote them by]uk<Jgk. Now this situation is 
only possible for k = 1,9 so without loss of generality, we 

writej""<Jg l. The name conformal subalgebra is appropriate 
because the Sugawara stress tensors of]u and gl are equiva
lent. 2 Complete lists of conformal subalgebras have been 
compiled.9 

Consider a conformal subalgebra,?<Jgl. Suppose [M] 
is a highest weight representation of g satisfying k[M] = 1, 
i.e., it is a level-one representation. Then the branching rule 
for [M] takes the form 

[M]-+ I Nm[m], (2.21) 
kIm] = k 

where O<.N m EZ and the sum is a finite one,6 over all highest 
weight representations of? satisfying k[m] = k. Further
more, there is a branching rule for each level-one representa
tion of g. 

Since the Sugawara stress tensors for gl and? are equiv
alent, so are their lowest moments Lo. Each state in [M] 
must be represented by a state in one of the [m] for which 
N m =1= 0, and having the same eigenvalue of Lo. Every state in 
[M] has an Lo eigenvalue equal to h[M] - c/24 of (2.16) 
mod an integer; and similarly for [m]. Therefore every [m] 
for which N m =1= ° in (2.21) must satisfy the level matching 
condition: 

O<.h[m] - h[M]EZ. (2.22) 

Clearly, (2.21) implies 

X[M] = I Nmx[m]. (2.23) 
kIm] = k 

By (2.21), as 7-+0, this yields the asymptotic constraint 

I[M]= I Nml[m]. (2.24) 
kIm] = k 

For many conformal subalgebras, asymptotics and level 
matching are sufficient to determine the positive integers 
N m and therefore the branching rules (2.21).5.12 But there 
are many others for which this is not true. 

Note that the outer automorphisms of g map level-one 
representations into each other. One can hope to obtail! from 
the branching rule of one representation of gl into l the 
branching rule for another level-one representation. This 
will be possible when there is an image of the outer automor
phism in the outer automorphisms of th~ subalgebra]. In 
that case there exists a projection matrix F manifesting the 
relation between the algebra and subalgebra automorphism. 

Pieces of each branching rule can be computed simply 
from finite Lie algebra theory. The states with the lowest 
eigenvalue of Lo in the level-one representation [M] of gl fill 
out the representation (M) of g. Here (M) branches into 
several representations (m) of the subalgebra J: 
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(2.25) 
m 

These latter retain the lowest eigenvalue of L o, so they must 
fill out the lowest Lo level of highest weight representations 
of]. The finite branching rules (2.25) provide part of the full 
affine branching rule (2.21). 

The outer automorphisms may be sufficient to generate 
the full affine branching rule from the parts of them just 
mentioned. This is the case for the infinite series of confor-

---- ---- ----mal subalgebras SU(p) XSU(q)<JSU(pq).8 In the next sec-
tion we show that this conformal subalgebra is not special, 
bX calculating in the same manner the branching rules for 
SlJ(2)N XSo(N)4<JSP(2N).1 

III. BRANCHING RULES FOR'SP(2N)[>Su(2)NX SO"(N)4 

The finite subalgebra 

Sp(2N) ~SU(2)N XSO(N)4 

is defined by the branching rule 

WI-+(WI,WI) . 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The first entry in the parentheses is the first fundamental 
weight of SU(2) and the second that of SO(N). Equation 
(3.2) says that the fundamental2N-dimensional representa
tion ofSp(2N) branches into the direct product of an SU(2) 
doublet with a vector ofSO(N). 

The Sp(2N) representations at the lowest eigenvalues of 
Lo in the highest weight representations of' (ft = O,I, ... ,N) 

............ . 
of Sp(2N) are the scalar and basic representations, 0, W' 
(i = I, ... ,N). The branching rules for the latter into 
SU(2) XSO(N) are 

[i/2] 

Wi ...... I (i - 2s)w l ,V' + l;i~S). (3.3 ) 
5=0 

Here the Wi, on the right-hand side, is the fundamental 
weight ofSU(2), and the 1i are weights ofSO(N). The defi
nitions of the :yi differ for N odd and N even. For 
N= 2Q+ 1, 

:yj=w j (1<.j<.Q-1) , 

(3.4 ) 

The weights with indices larger than the rank Q in (3.3) are 
handled by duality: 

v Q+ I ~j =:yj. 

For N = 2Q, the definitions are 

:yj = wj (1<i<.Q - 2) , 

:yo = 0, :yQ~ I = wQ + wQ~ I , 

:yQ = 2wQ Ell 2wQ ~ I . 

(3.5 ) 

(3.6) 

The symbol Ell indicates that there are two separate represen
tations in :yQ. Weights with indices larger than Q are again 
handled by duality: 

vQ ~ j = :yj, j> Q . (3.7) 

Note that (3.3) also correctly gives the branching rule for 
the scalar representation when i = 0. For the reader's con
venience we sketch the derivation of the finite branching 
rules in an Appendix. A A 

The outer automorphisms of Sp(2N), SU(2), and 
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S<J(N) can be explained with the help of Fig. 1. 
A . 

Sp(2N) = eN has a Z2 outer automorphIsm group genera-
ted by A: 

(3.8) 
__ A 

The action of A is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). SU (2) = A I also 
has a Z2 outer automorphism group. Its generator a is de
picted in Fig. 1 (b): 

(3.9) 

Since the root structure of SO(N) differs for odd 
N = 2Q + 1, and even N = 2Q, we will discuss them sepa
rately. 

A C~ [>A~O+l .;. 
• 20+1 1 XDo 

With N = 2Q + 1, the subalgebra is that shown above. 
The outer automorphism group of B Q is Z2' generated by a: 

awo = WI, awl = wO, aws = w S
, s#O,I. (3.10) 

Figure 1 (c) illustrates the action of a. 
There is considerable freedom in the choice of affine 

projection matrix F. One restriction is that it should contain 
an acceptable projection matrix F for the finite Lie algebra 
embedding. Here F is obtained from F by deleting the rows 
and columns associated with the zeroth fundamental 
weights of the "large" algebra and all embedded algebras. 
For F to be satisfactory for (3.1), it is necessary and suffi
cient that it reproduce (3.2). 

An acceptable projection matrix F is 

N N-l N-2 Q+2 Q+I Q Q-l 2 0 

0 1 2 Q-l Q Q+l Q+2 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 3 3 2 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
. . . 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 2 

This matrix makes manifest the relation 

A = aX 1. 

2 

0 

0 

0 

2 

(3.12 ) 

The finite branching rules give us part of the full branch
ing rules. Equation (3.3) implies 

[1'12] 

wit ...... L [(N - J-L + 2s)wo 
s=o 

+ (J-L - 2s)w l,v + V'-S] + ... , (3.13 ) 

where we define the weights v such that [v P + VA] is al
ways a level-four representaion ofBQ: 

V' = wit, 2<p<Q - 1 , 
(3.14) 

and also VO = 2wo. Weights with negative indices in (3.13) 
are defined by 

V'=v-I'. (3.15 ) 

Equation (3.13) also implies 

Q - [1'12] _...... L [(J-L + 2s)wo + (N - J-L - 2s)w l,v 
s=o 

_ 0-I'-S] + .... (3.16 ) 

Using duality, 

(3.17) 

and flipping the sign of s we get 
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3 

0 

0 

1 

0 

N-2 N-l N 

3 3 4 

0 0 (3.11 ) 

0 0 
. . . 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

° ...... L [(J-L - 2s)wo + (N - J-L + 2s)w l,v + V' - S] 
s= [1'/2]- Q 

+ .... 
Now applying (3.12) to this last equation and adding the 
result to (3.13) yields 

[1'12] 

wit -+ L [(N - J-L + 2s)wo + (J-L - 2s)w l ,v + V' - S] 
s= [1'/2]- Q 

+ .... (3.18 ) 

To see whether or not (3.18) is the complete affine 
branching rule one can check numerically to see if the 
asymptotic sum rule (2.24) is satisfied. We find that it is not; 
there are representations missing from (3.18). But we find 
the unique way to satisfy the asymptotic sum rule by adding 
representations obeying the level matching condition (2.22) 
is to modify the definition of VO to 

(3.19) 

Again, the symboll Ell indicates VO consists of two representa
tions. Then the following are the complete branching rules 
for the conformal embedding Co2Q + I [>A fQ + I X B ~: 

[1'12] 

wit -+ L [ (N - J-L + 2s)wo + (J-L - 2s)w l,v + V' - S] 
s= [1'/2]- Q 

(3.20) 

with the definitions (3.14) and (3.19). 
To make the procedure perfectly clear, let us go through 

a specific example: the branching rule of 
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ui = [0010000000] of C9 into Ai X.B!. Here (3.3) tells us 
the branching rules for the representations iii,ii/ of the finite 
Lie algebra C9 into representations of A I XB4 : 

iii-+ (2 - 01(0) + (0 - 2(00) , 

ii/ -+ (7 - 01(0) + (5 - 1010) 

+ (3 - 0102) + (1 - (012) . 

Each of these tells us part of the corresponding affine 
branching rule: 

ui-+ [72 - 20100] + [90 - 22000] + ... , 
a/-+[27-20100] + [45-11010] + [63-00102] 

+ [81 - 00012] + .... 

Applying the automorphism (3.12) to the second equation 
and combining the result with the first gives 

w2 -+ [90 - 22000] + [72 - 20100] + [54 - 11010] 

+ [36 - 00102] + [18 - 00012] + .... 

The unique way to satisfy (2.24) by adding representations 
obeying (2.22) is to include [72 - 02100]. Then the result is 
that dictated by (3.20). 

Q+l 
Q-l 

2 

o 
o 

o 

Q Q-l 

Q Q+l 

2 

o 
o 

o 
2 

2 

o 
o 

o 

. 

A ~Q ~ B. C2QI>A1 XUQ 

For even N = 2Q in'SP(2N)I>Su(2)N X SO(N) 4, the 
A A A 

~mbedding is C2Q I>A iQXD~. The outer automorphisms of 
D Q differ for Q odd and even, and can be explained using the 
Dynkin diagram symmetries of Fig. 1 (d). The symmetries 
e b ,e f' and /L are defined by 

ebwO = WI, ebwl = wO, ebwA = wA, 

e~Q- I = wQ, e~Q = wQ - I, 

e~A =wA, A. '#Q-l,Q, 

/LWA = wQ - A, O<A.<Q. 

For Q odd there is an outer automorphism, 

A. ,#0,1 , 

(3.21) 

/L' = /Ler = eb/L, (3.22) 

of period four. For Q even the outer automorphism group is 
Z2 X Z2' with generators /L and 

U = eber . (3.23) 

Notice that U is also an outer automorphism for odd Q, since 
(/L,)2 = u. 

We have found three different affine projection matrices 
manifesting the outer automorphisms of the embedding 
AA 2Q DA 4 <lAC I 0 . 

I X Q 2Q' ne IS 

2 0 
N-2 N-l N 

2 3 4 
0 0 (3.24) 

0 0 . . 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 

This matrix shows the branching rules obey (3.12), as in the case when N is odd, discussed above. A second matrix is 

N N-l N N-l N N N-l N N-l N 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

4 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F= (3.25 ) 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 

0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 

For Q odd, this manifests A = lXu/L (3.29) 

A = 1 X/L', (3.26) for Q even, when acting on the affine branching rules. 
while for Q even it realizes As in Sec. III A, we have A = a X 1. Also, the finite 

A = 1 X/L. (3.27) branching rules (3.3) take the same form for N odd or even. 

The third matrix is obtained by interchanging the last two So we arrive immediately at the result (3.18). However, the 

rows of (3.25). So we also have i1 of (3.3) are defined differently for N = 2Q [compare 

A = lXu/L' (3.28 ) 
(3.6) and (3.4) ], so the corresponding v I' must also be de-
fined differently. 

for Qodd and In fact, comparing (3.26) with (3.28) for Q odd and 
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(3.27) with (3.29) for Q even tells us that the affine branch
ing rules must be invariant under a. This in turn means that 
the affine weights v {t in (3.18) must be redefined to be a 
invariant. The appropriate v {t are therefore 

v{t = if, 2<J-l<Q - 2 , 

v O =2{U°Ell2{UI, vl={U0+{UI, (3.30) 
vQ- 1= {UQ- 1+ {UQ, vQ = 2{UQ-I EIl2{UQ. 

We have verified numerically (for a large number of cases) 
that the asymptotic sum rule (2.24) is also satisfied by the 
branching rule (3.20) for N even. Again, weights with nega
tive indices are defined by v{t = v- {t, and the v {t satisfy the 
duality relation (3.17). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For ease of reference, let us first state that the branching 
rules for the conformal embedding SU(2)N 
XSO(N)4<lSp(2N) are 

[{t12) 

if-- I 
s~[{t/2)-Q 

[(N - J-l + 2s){U0 + (J-l - 2S){UI,V + V' - S] • 
........... 

The SO(N) weights v {t are defined differently for N odd or 
even; for N = 2Q + 1 the definitions are given in (3.14) and 
(3.19), and for N = 2Q they are those written in (3.30). 
Weights v {t with indices J-l too small or too large are to be 
understood using v-{t = v{t and v{t = vN-{t, respectively. 

Our results demonstrate the general utility of outer au
tomorphisms in the calculation of conformal branching 
rules. 

They also complete the calculation of the conformal 
branching rules for infinite series of nonsimple higher level 
embeddings. There are four such infinite series of conformal 
subalgebras.9 SU(2)N XSO(N)4<lSP(2N) was treated here 

........... ........... ........... 
and SU (p) q X SU (q)P <lSU (pq) in Ref. 8. The remaining 

"..-......... ;.....--.." .....-...... 
two are SO(p)q XSO(q)p<lSO(pq) and 

........... ............ ............ 
Sp (2p) q X Sp (2q)P <lSO ( 4pq). But their branching rules 
may be calculated using a theorem 13 applicable to conformal 

A ............ 

embeddings,j<lSO(D) , when there exists a symmetric space 
gl] of dimension D. 

We believe the use of Kac-Moody outer automor
phisms will allow the calculation of all conformal branching 
rules. 
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APPENDIX: BRANCHING RULES FOR 
Sp(2N}:J SU(2} X SO(N} 

In this appendix we derive formula (3.3) for the branch
ing of the basic representations of Sp (2N) into SU (2) 
XSO(N) representations. 

Here Sp(2N) is the group of transformations of 2N
dimensional vectors that leaves invariant the anti symmetric 
tensor T with nonzero components T M.M + I = 1 
= - T M + I,M' The basic representations (j/ can be repre-
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sented by traceless anti symmetric tensors of rank i, the 
traces taken using the invariant two tensor T. As such, they 
can be represented by Young tableaux consisting of one col
umn of i boxes. 

Representations of SU(2) can also be symbolized by 
Young tableaux. A row of m boxes realizes the representa
tion (m). Since SU (2) leaves invariant the E tensor of rank 
2, a column of two boxes is equivalent by duality to a scalar 
(0). A column of more than two boxes is impossible and 
must be excluded. 

Totally anti symmetric tensors again correspond to irre
ducible representations of SO(N). The representations are 
not the basic ones, however. In fact, an antisymmetric tensor 
of rank i transforms as the representation with highest 
weight Vi of (3.4) or (3.6), according to whether N is odd or 
even. 

Since SO(N) transformations preserve determinants, 
they leave invariant the E tensor of rank N. So the concept of 
dual tensors applies to SO(N) as well. This is the origin of 
the relations (3.5) and (3.7). In the language of Young tab
leaux, it says that a column of j boxes is dual to a column of 
N - jboxes. 

The embedding Sp(2N) :JSU(2) xSO(N) is defined 
by the branching rule 

Wi __ (w I ,w I ) . 

This is depicted in Fig. 2(a), and allows us to use Young 
tableaux to find the branching rules for (3.3). 

Consider a basic representation Wi of Sp (2N). The i 
boxes of the column that is the corresponding Young tableau 
break up into 2iboxes, ifor SU (2) and the other ifor SO(N). 
Each of the two sets of i boxes can form a Young tableau of 
any type, but the anti symmetry of the original rank i tensor 
must be respected. This is done by pairing SU (2) and 
SO(N) representations such that their Young tableaux can 
be obtained from each other by interchanging rows and co
lumns. 

As an example, the branching of the fourth basic repre
sentation w4 of Sp(2N) is shown in Fig. 2(b). If the first 
Young tableau in each pair on the right-hand side is that of 

(a) 
D--D D 

(b)~ _~ = + ~ EfD + 

EE EE+ EfD ~ +ITill ~ 

FIG. 2. Sp(2N) :::JSU(2) XSO(N) branching rules using Young tableaux. 
(a) Depicted is the defining branching rule of the fundamental representa
tion WI~(WI,WI). Branchings of the fourth basic representation and the 
adjoint representation ofSp(2N) are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. 
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SU (2), the first two pairs are superfluous, since the tableaux 
do not correspond to SU (2) representations. It is easy to 
convince oneself that this procedure for any basic represen
tation leads to (3.3). 

For completeness we mention that Young tableaux can 
be used to find the branchings of other Sp(2N) representa
tions, but some care is needed. Consider the adjoint repre
sentation. It can be represented by a symmetric rank 2 ten
sor. Because of its symmetry, its branching is represented by 
identical Young tableaux forSU(2) and SO(N), as shown in 
Fig. 2 (c). But the original Sp (2N) tensor is not traceless, 
since there is no Sp (2N) invariant symmetric tensor with 
which to contract. Therefore the row of two SO(N) boxes on 
the right-hand side of Fig. 2 (c) represents two representa
tions; 2w l and a scalar that is essentially the trace of the 
SO(N) tensor. The adjoint branching rule is therefore 

2w l -(2w l ,2w l
) + (2w l ,Q) + (O,w2

). 
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Highest weight representations for gl(m/n) and gl(m+n) 
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It is shown how vector coherent state (VCS) theory enlightens the simultaneous discussion of 
representation theory for classical Lie algebras and superalgebras and provides an optimal 
framework for the explanation of the noted similarities and dissimilarities of their 
representations. Reducibility, atypicality, and the positive-definitiveness of inner products in 
VCS representation spaces are discussed. The discussion is exemplified through the parallel 
and explicit construction of highest weight ladder representations of the Lie algebra gl(m + n) 

and superalgebra gl(mln) in gl(m) E!) glen) bases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has recently been shown in'considerable detail 1-6 how 
vector coherent state (VCS) theory provides, under certain 
conditions, a means to construct ladder representations of a 
complex Lie algebra g in bases adapted to algebra-subalge
bra chains of the type g::JDo, with rank (Do) = rank(g). VCS 
theory then provides a systematic prescription by which one 
can induce irreps of g from highest or lowest weight irreps of 
Do' The VCS construction has much in common with the 
standard Chevalley-Harish-Chandra7 method of inducing 
highest (or lowest) weight representations of a Lie algebra 
from a Cartan subalgebra. Similarly, its application to Lie 
superalgebras has much in common with the parallel induc
ing construction given by Kac. 8 However, there are notable 
differences particularly as regards the construction of the 
irreducible modules. In the Chevalley-Harish-Chandra
Kac construction, it is generally necessary to factorize the 
induced module with respect to its maximal invariant sub
module. This latter step can be quite complicated and is en
tirely avoided in the VCS construction. The irreducibility of 
the VCS induced representations is illustrated in this paper 
but the proof will be given elsewhere. 

Fundamental to VCS theory is the Z gradation of g, 

g=DO+ 2: D±i' (Ll) 
i= 1,2"., 

where the gradation is performed by a grading operator Z 
belonging to the Cartan subalgebra and such that 

[Z,x] = ix, 'VXEDi. (1.2) 

This gradation endows the Lie algebra with a Z-graded 
structure, By definition, a Lie algebra, endowed with a Z
graded structure, is a vector space g that (i) is a direct sum of 
vector subspaces Do where the index i takes integer values; 
and (ii) has a bilinear product that satisfies 

[X,Y]ED i + j , 

[x,y] = - [y,x], 

[x, [y,z]] = [[x,y],z] + [y,[x,z]], 

for XEDoyEDp and any z in g. 

( l.3a) 

( l.3b) 

(1.3c) 

The Z-graded stucture of a Lie algebra g has some im
portant properties which are exploited in VCS theory. 

( I ) The zero grade component Do, usually referred to as 
the stability algebra, is a reductive subalgebra of g which is 

its own normalizer. It plays a central role in VCS theory. 
Obviously,the Cartan subalgebra h belongs to Do, hCDo' 
However, unlike h, Do need not be Abelian. Note that the 
grading element Z belongs to h C Do and hence to the center 
of Do; i.e., [Z,x] = 0 for any XEDo' 

(2) The subspaces 

imax - imax 

° + = 2: Do 0_ = 2: Di (1.4) 
;>0 ;<0 

are nilpotent subalgebras of raising and lowering operators. 
The index imax corresponds to the highest grade pertaining to 
the given Z gradation of the Lie algebra. Since each level Di is 
in variant under the adjoint action adnn of the stability alge
bra Do, the subalgebras ° ± are generally reducible under 
adnn • For imax = I, the subalgebras 0+ are necessarily Abe
lian. The first applications ofVCS theory addressed the Abe
lian case,I-3,5,6 but recent developments3,4 have shown that it 
applies equally to non-Abelian cases with imax ;;<>2. 

Now, the Z-graded structure of the Lie algebra natural
ly imparts a Z-graded structure on a representation with 
highest or lowest weight of the Lie algebra. In particular, it 
defines a subspace of highest andlor lowest grade vectors 
which are, respectively, annihilated by the subset 0+ or 0_, 

and which transform irreducibly under the action of the sta
bility algebra Do. The VCS construction then corresponds to 
the induction of highest/lowest weight irreps of g on a space 
of vector-valued holomorphic functions taking values in the 
highest/lowest grade irreducible Do subspace. 

Now, the gist of these considerations also applies to the 
so-called classical Lie superalgebras.9 By definition, a Lie 
superalgebra, endowed with a Z-graded structure, is a vector 
space g that (i) is a direct sum of vector subspaces Di, where 
the index i takes integer values; and (ii) has a bilinear prod
uct that satisfies 

[X,y]EDi + j , 

[x,y] = - ( - I)ii[y,x], 

[x,[y,z]] = [[x,y],z] + ( - l)ii[y,[x,z]], 

( 1.5a) 

( l.5b) 

( l.5c) 

for XEDi, yEDj' and any z in g. One observes that the even 
grade sector go of g, 

go = 2: D i , ( 1.6a) 
ieven 
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defines a standard Lie algebra, and that the superalgebra g 
has a Z2-graded structure 

g=~+~ 

with an odd grade sector defined by 

~= I ni · (1.6b) 
iodd 

The Z2 gradation of such a superalgebra is thus given by its Z 
gradation modulo 2. The Z gradation is then said to be con
sistent with the Z2 gradation defining the superalgebra.9 

It can be shown that any classical Lie superalgebra can 
be assigned a convenient Z-graded structure, with either 
imax = 1 or 2, and where no is either the Lie algebra ~ or a 
subalgebra thereof. We then have for classical Lie superalge
bras that the even sector ~ of the superalgebra is given by 
either ~ = no or Do + n_ 2 + D+ 2, and the odd sector ~ is 
given by ~ = n_1 + n+ l • 

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that YCS theory 
applies without substantial modification to the representa
tion theory of classical Lie superalgebras. In fact, the only 
significant departure amounts to a replacement of the vec
tor-valued polynomials in Bargmann variables by vector
values polynomials in either Grassman variables (imax = 1) 

or both Bargmann and Grassman variables (imax = 2). All 
noted dissimilarities between the representation theory of 
Lie algebras and superalgebras are then readily explained in 
terms of the different algebraic properties of these variables. 
It is also shown how YCS theory enlightens the discussion of 
such concepts as reducibility, atypicality, and the positive
definitiveness of inner products in (graded) Hilbert spaces. 
For simplicity, we restrict our attention herein to the reduc
tive Lie algebras gl( m + n) ~ gl( m) Ell gl (n) and their su
peralgebraic counterparts, the superalgebras of the type 
gl(mln) ~gl(m) Ell gl(n), m,n;d, for which 

~ = no == gl(m) EIlgI(n), ~ = n_ 1 + n+ l · 

Classical Lie superalgebras for which 

~ = Do + D_2 + D+ 2 , ~ = n_1 + D+ 1 

will be considered in a subsequent publication. 10 

II. ZGRADING OF THE ALGEBRAS 

A.Zgrading of the Lie algebra gl(m+n)=>gl(m).gl(n) 

The canonical basis {EAB ; 1 <;A,B<;m + n} for the 
(complexification of the) (m + n)2-dimensional Lie alge
bra gl(m + n), m,n;;,;d, satisfies the commutation relations 

[EAB,EcD ] =8BCE AD -8ADECB' (2.1) 

where A, B, ... = 1,2 ... ,m + n. 
The partial trace operator 

(2.2) 

is a convenient Z-grading operator for gl(m + n). It natu
rally performs a Z gradation of gl(m + n) into three subal
gebras: (a) a nilpotent Abelian subalgebra D+ 1 of Z grade 
g = + 1 spanned by the subset of raising operators 

(2.3a) 
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(b) a nilpotent Abelian subalgebra D_ 1 of Z grade g = - 1 
spanned by the subset of lowering operators 

(2.3b) 

(c) a reducible stability subalgebra Do of Z grade g = 0, the 
centralizer of Z, isomorphic to gl (m) Ell gl (n) with 

gl(m) = span{Cij = Eij' 1 <;ij<;m}, 
(2.3c) 

1 <;a,p<;n}. 

[We follow herein the convention that lowercase roman in
dices (ij,k. .. ) assume values from 1 to m; greek indices 
(a,p,r ... ) from 1 to n; and uppercase roman indices 
(A,B,C. .. ), from 1 to m + n.] 

The subset of diagonal elements 

h = Span{EII,E22,···,Em + n.m + n} (2.4 ) 

spans a splitting Cartan subalgebra h of gl (m + n). 
From (2.1), we obtain the following non vanishing com-

mutators: 

[Cij'Ckl ] = 8jk Cil - 8 i1 Ckj , 

[Cap,Cl'v] = 8pI' Cav - 8avel'P' 

[Cij,Akl'] = 8jkAil" [Cap,Akl'] = - 8al'Akp, (2.5) 

[Cij,Bkl'] = -8ik Bju , [Cap,Bkl'] =8PI'Bka , 

[A;a,BjP] =8apCij -8ijCfJa· 

From (2.5), we conclude that the set of raising opera
tors {A ia} spans an irreducible representation of the stability 
algebra Do-gl(m) Ell gl(n) labeled by the partitions 
{l}:{ - l}, while the set of lowering operators {B ia } spans 
an irreducible representation of Do labeled by the partitions 
{- l}:{l}. [For ease, we use the shorthand notation {IHor 
the partition in I parts {10}-{100" ·o} with (1- 1) zeros 
and {- l} for {O, ... ,O, -l}.] Similarly, the sl(m) subalge
bra 

sl(m) = span{Cij - (lIm)8ijCkk } 

has rank {10 - l}:{0}, the sl(n) subalgebra 

sl(n) = span{Cap - (lIn)8apCaa } 

has rank {0}:{10 - l}, while the partial trace operators Ckk 

and Caa both have rank {O}:{O}. Following these identifica
tions, we have that the Z grade of an elementXEgl(m + n), 
belonging to aD Do irreducible tensorial set {u}:{ v}, is simply 
given by ~;: IJ-li' 

B. Z grading of the Lie superalgebra 
gl(ml n)=>gl(m).gl(n) 

The above considerations apply almost verbatim to the 
Lie superalgebra gl(mln), the essential modifications being 
as follows. 

(i) The canonical basis {EAB ; 1 <;A,B<;m + n} for the 
(complexification ofthe) (m + n)2-dimensional superalge
bra gl(mln), m,n> 1, now satisfies the graded commutation 
relations 

[EAB,EcD ] = 8BCEAD 

-8 (_I)(1/2)(aA -aB )x(1/2)(ac -ao )E 
AD CB' 

(2.6) 

where A,B, ... = 1,2 ... ,m + n, and where 
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O"A = -1, m+l<A<m+n. 
(2.7) 

(ii) The nilpotent subalgebras n+ I and D_I are now su
per-Abelian, i.e., 

[A;a.Ajp ] = 0, [B;a,BjP] = ° 
should be interpreted as vanishing anticommutators. 

(iii) The anticommutator mapping n + I X D _ I -110 now 
reads 

[A;a,BjP] = oapCij + oijCpa · (2.8) 

(iv) The algebra Z gradation is consistent with the Z2 
gradation 

gl(mln)a = 110 = gl(m) (£) gl(n), 

gl(mlnh = n+ 1 + D_I' 

defining gl(mln) as a superalgebra. 

III. GRADED HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULES 

A. Graded highest weight modules over gl(m+n) 

(2.9) 

We shall refer to the carrier space for a representation of 
either a Lie algebra or Lie superalgebra g as a g module. Let 
M(A) be a module for an irreducible ladder representation 
of gl(m + n) with highest weight A (see also Sec. VI A). 
The Z gradation of gl (m + n) naturally imparts a Z grada
tion on this module. 

Let M( A) be the highest Z-grade subspace with respect 
to the Z gradation, i.e., the subspace of weight vectors in 
M(A) of homogeneous highest Z grade gmax annihilated by 
the subalgebra of raising operators D+ I: 

M(A) 

{ 
2'111) =gmaxlll), } 

= 11I)EM(A)such that I) - V . 
A;a 11 - 0, A;a En + I 

(3.1 ) 

This subspace carries an irreducible representation of the 
stability algebra and will be referred to as the intrinsic Do 
module. It is assumed herein (although this is not neces
sary) that the intrinsic Do module M( A) is finite dimension
al and equivalent to a unitary representation of Do' It is con
veniently labeled by its gl(m) and gl(n) highest weights 

{jt°}:{VO}={jt?Il~" '1l~,}:{V?v~" 'v~}, 

where {jt0} and {~} refer to gl(m) and gl(n), respectively, 
and Il? and ~ are real numbers such that (Il? - Il? + I ) and 
(~ - ~ + I) are non-negative integers. By definition, 
{jt°}:{VO} are also the highest weights for the gl(m + n)ir
rep A; i.e., if IA) is the highest weight state inM(A), we have 

EiiI A ) = CiilA) =1l?IA), 

Ea+m,a+m IA) = Caa IA) = ~ IA), 

E;.a+mlA) =A;aIA) =0 

(no sum on i or a). Thus 

(3.2) 

(A) = (1l?1l~"·Ilr;"v?V~"·v~). (3.3) 

Following the definition (2.2) of the grading operator, the 
highest Z grade of this representation is verified to be given 

by gmax = ~;: Ill?· 
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B. Graded highest weight modules over gl(mln) 

Once more, all of the above considerations apply almost 
verbatimforgl(mln):themoduleM(A) = Va + VTisnow 
defined as a Z2-graded carrier space with highest weight A 
for a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of the Lie 
superalgebra gl(mln) (see Secs. VI and IX for a discussion 
of the question of irreducibility). The Z gradation of gl (ml 
n) naturally imparts a Z gradation on this module compati
ble with the Z2 gradation [see Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) ]. 

IV. ves THEORY 

A. ves theory for gl(m+n) 

A fundamental aspect ofVCS theory for a Lie algebra g 
is the embedding of an irreducible graded highest weight g 
module M(A) in a vector-Bargmann (VB) space. For 
gl (m + n), the VB space is the tensor product space 
JY'VB = V(£) Bg, where the following conditions hold. 

(i) V is the intrinsic Do module V = M(A) defined by 
Eq. (3.1). We recall that it carries a unitary irreducible fi
nite-dimensional representation of the stability algebra Do' 
Let flJ M = {11I) } be an orthonormal basis for V with respect 
to the inner product on Vand let {( 1I1} be a dual basis satis
fying (11111') = 0"1"1" 

(ii) Bg is the space of polynomials in the mn 
(= dim 0+1) Bargmann (complex) variables {z;a; l<i<m, 
1 <a<n}. The Bargmann space Bg is infinite dimensional. It 
is isomorphic to the symmetric tensor algebra over 9fJ mn, and 
has a natural inner product for which the nonzero polynomi
als 

{Ii IT (z;a )n'''llI); 

;= I a= I ~n;a! 

n;a = 0,1,2 ... ; 11I)EflJ M } (4.1 ) 

form an orthonormal basis for the VB space. The completion 
of this space is the well-known Bargmann-Segal Hilbert 
space of entire analytic functions introduced by Bargmann II 
as the carrier space for an irreducible representation of the 
mnth Heisenberg-Weyl algebra hw(mn), 

{

z;a,V;a =~'1;} 
hw(mn) = span aZ;a, 

l<i<m, l<a<n 

(4.2) 

defined by the commutation relations 

[Z;a,ZjP] =0, [V;a,VjP] =0, [V;a,ZjP] =oijoaP' 
(4.3) 

With respect to the inner product on Bg, we have 

(Z;a)t = V;a' (V;a)t=z;a' (4.4) 

The Bargmann variables and their derivatives can be inter
preted as boson annihilation and creation operators. 

Levels can be defined on the VB basis (4.1) in terms of 
the eigenvalue nz of the z-number operator Nz = Zip V;Jl' 

There is an infinite number of such levels. We define the Z 
grade of a VB state by gmax - nz • This definition is consistent 
with the definition (2.2) for the grading operator and Eq. 
(4.11b) below. 
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The VCS embedding M(A) --+KVB is defined by 

( 4.5a) 

where 

(4.5b) 
ia 

This embedding invokes a projection M(A) -M(A) in 
which 1<;6) = exp Y(z) I¢) projects to its highest grade com
ponent 

and which, since M (A) is a direct sum of graded subspaces, 
is well defined without the necessity of assuming that M( A) 

is a Hilbert space. Because the variables Zia belong to an 
algebra that is independent of the algebra gl (m + n), we 
have that all of the following commutators vanish: 

[Zia,x) = 0, VXEgl(m/n). ( 4.6) 

The VCS realization reX) of an arbitrary generator 
XEgl(m + n) is defined by 

r(x)¢(Z) = II1J)(1Jlexp(Y)XI¢) 
'1 

= II1J)(1JIX + .!. [Y,X J) 
'1 1! 

+ .!. [Y,[Y,X]] + ... )exP(Y)I¢). (4.7) 
2! 

The operator reX) can be expressed as a differential 
operator on ¢(z). First note that 

(1JIBia Efo A I¢) =0, VBiaED_; (4.8) 

this is easily verified by considering the Z-graded structure 
of the highest weight module M( A) with the understanding 
that states of different Z grade are orthogonal. We also have 

I 11J) (1JICijez 
A I¢) = ICijl1J)(1Jlez 

°A I¢), 
'1 '1 (4.9) 

I 11J)( 1JICap Ef A I¢) = I Cap l1J)( 1JleZ" A I¢), 
'1 '1 

where span{ Cij} $ span{ Cap} is the intrinsic gl (m) $ gl (n) 
representation carried by the irreducible highest weight sub
module M(A). Finally, we note that 

(4.10) 

Introducing these equalities in (4.7), we find, with the usual 
convention concerning the summation of repeated indices, 
the following VCS expansion for the generators of 
gl(m + n): 

r(A ia ) = Via, (4.11a) 

r(cij) =Cij -Zj"Vip.' (4.11b) 

r(CaP) = Cap + Zia ViP' (4.11c) 

r(Bia ) =ZkaCki -Zi"Ca" -ZkaZ;"Vkw (4.11d) 

Note that in the VCS realization, the gl(m) subalgebra 
consists of the piecewise sum by component of an intrinsic 
subalgebra (Cij) and a Bargmann realization ( - Zjl' ViI' ) of 
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gl (m). Similarly, the gl( n) subalgebra consists of the sum of 
an intrinsic subalgebra (CaP) and a Bargmann realization 
(+ZiaViP) ofgl(n). 

B. ves theory for gl(mln) 

Conversely, the embedding of an irreducible graded 
gl(m/n) highest weight module M(A) is in a vector-Grass
man (VG) space. The VG space, which may be larger than 
M(A), is the tensor product space V ® G, where the follow
ing conditions hold. 

(i) Vis the intrinsic Do module described above. 
(ii)G is the space of polynomials in the mn 

( = dim 0+ 1) anticommuting Grassman variables {O;a; 
1 <J<,m, 1 <,a<,n}; 

(4.12) 

[We have assigned a Z2 grade T to the variable 0ia. The 
commutator in (4.12), interpreted as a graded commutator, 
thus stands for an anticommutator.J Eq. (4.12) implies 

(Oia)2 = 0; (4.13) 

the Grassman space G is thus 2mn dimensional. It is isomor
phic to the antisymmetric (exterior) tensor algebra over 
C(j mn, and has a natural inner product for which the nonzero 
polynomials 

(4.14 ) 

form an orthonormal basis for the VG space. The space G 
carries an irreducible representation of the mnth Grassman 
algebra Gr(mn), 

{

Oia ,aia =~,1; } 
Gr(mn) = span aoia , 

1 <,i<,m, 1 <,a<,n 

(4.15 ) 

defined by the anticommutation relations 

[ 0ia ,0iB] = 0, [ aia ,ajp ) = 0, [ aia ,Ojp] = t)ijt)ap. 
(4.16 ) 

With respect to the inner product on G, we have 

(Oia)t=aia , (aia)t=Oia. (4.17) 

The Grassman variables and their derivatives can be inter
preted as fermion annihilation and creation operators; G is 
thus isomorphic to a fermion Fock space. The dimension of 
the VG basis (4.14) is 2mm times the dimension of the intrin
sic Do module V. Levels can be defined on this basis in terms 
of the eigenvalue no of the O-number operator No = Oi" ail'. 
There are mn + 1 such levels. The number ofVG states on a 
given level is then given by (:,)n) times the dimension of the 
intrinsic module. 

We define the Z grade ofa VG state by 

( 4.18) 

This definition is consistent with definition (2.2) for the 
grading operator and Eq. (4.23b) below. Now, if the intrin
sic space is assigned a Z2 grade 0, consistency requires us to 
identify the even (odd) subspace Va (VT ) of the VG space 
with the set of all VG states with no even (odd). The Z2 
grade u of a state is then given by 
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a=no(mod2). (4.19a) 

Conversely, if the intrinsic space is assigned a Z2 grade 1, we 
identify the even (odd) subspace Va ( VT ) of the VG space 
with the set of all VG states with no odd (even). The Z2 
grade a of a state is then given by 

a=no + 1(mod2). (4.19b) 

The dimension of the even subspace Va is equal to the dimen
sion of the odd subspace VT since 

The VCS embedding M(A) ..... Jf"VG is now defined by 

( 4.20a) 
1] 

where 

YeO) = 0· A = I 0iaAia' (4.20b) 
ia 

Once more, it is not necessary to assume that M(A) is a 
Hilbert space but only that it is a Z-graded space; the projec
tion M(A) ..... M(A), defined by (4.20a), is thus meaningful. 
Because the variables 0ia belong to an algebra that is inde
pendent of the superalgebra gl (min), we have that all of the 
following (graded) commutators vanish: 

(4.21 ) 

For example, the set {Oia} of Grassman variables anticam
mutes with the set ofraising and lowering operators {A ia } 
and {Bia }, and (4.20a) should be developed accordingly. 

The VCS realization reX) of an arbitrary generator 
XEgl(mln) is once more defined by 

reX)tf(O) = II1J) (1Jlexp(Y)X Itf) 
1] 

= II1J)(1JI(X + J, [Y,x] 
1] 1. 

+ ..!.. [Y,[y,x)) + "')exP(Y)ltf), 
2! 

(4.22) 

and, following a procedure similar to the gl(mln) case, we 
find 

r(A ia ) = Jia , 

recij) = Cij - Ojp J iP ' 

r(CaP) = Cap + 0ia J iP ' 

r(Bia ) =OkaCki +OipCap -Oka O,,, Jkl-" 

(4.23a) 

(4.23b) 

(4.23c) 

(4.23d) 

v. CONSTRUCTION OF gl(m).gl(n)-COUPLED BASIS 
STATES FOR Jf" 

A. Construction of gl(m).gl(n)-coupled basis states for 
K YB 

We now seek to construct a VB basis that [unlike the 
basis ( 4.1 ) ] reduces the stability subalgebra 
gl(m) EEl gl(n) Cgl(m + n) and that, as a consequence, fa
cilitates identification of its invariant VCS subspace. 
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We start by noting that, since 

[r( Cij ),Zka] = - DikZja , 

[re Cap ),Zka] = DPaZka' 

( 5.1a) 

(5.1b) 

the Bargmann variable Zia transforms as the i component of 
a gl( m) tensor{ - l} and the a component of a gl (n) tensor 
{l}. The set {Zia} thus transforms contragradiently to the 
set of raising operators {A ia } which has a VCS realization 
given by the set of partial derivatives {Jia } comprising a 
{l}:{ - l} gl(m) EElgl(n) tensor. 

The fully symmetric polynomials of degree nz in the 
Bargmann variables {Zia} span the set of irreps 
l:r { - 7}:{ r} of gl(m) EEl gl(n), where 

m " I 7i = I 7a = nz • (5.2) 
;= 1 a=l 

We shall denote these polynomials by 

Z {-r}(m_ T )( ) (5.3) 
{ r}(m

T
) Z, 

where (m_ r ) and (m r ) stand for basis labels for the gl(m) 
and glen) irreps { - 7} and { 7}, respectively. Assuming 
without loss of generality that m <n, the partition { 7} has m 
rows oflength 7a;;;'O and, for a given { 7} = {717 2" '7m }, 

{- 7} is given by {- 7} = {- 7 m' - 7 m -I '''., - 7 1}. 

A basis for the VB space, which reduces the stability 
subalgebra gl(m) EEl glen) Cgl(m + n), is then given by the 
(note) U(m) ® U(n) coupling of the basis of Bargmann 
polynomials (5.3) with an orthonormal basis 

{pU}(m u) } 
&1J if = {11J) == I {,!'}(m:') ) (5.4) 

for the intrinsic Do moduleM(A) defined by Eq. (3.1). Such 
a basis is denoted 

I~~~'?f ~}{~~~:i::':» = [Z ~ -;:}r}(z) X I ~~~?) ] t?:~«;~/ ,( 5.5) 

where the labelspp andpv denote multiplicity labels resolv
ing any multiplicity that could possibly arise in the U(m) 
and U(n) couplings 

(5.6) 

{VO}X{ 7}""'{V}, 
p,. 

B. Construction of gl(m).gl(n)-coupled basis states for 
K YG 

Our strategy is the same as for the gl( m + n) case. 
Again, we start by noting that, since 

[r(Cij),0ka] = -DikOju ' 

[reCap),Oka] = DpuOka , 

(5.7a) 

(5. 7b) 

the Grassman variable 0ia also transforms as the i compo
nent of a gl(m) tensor {- l} and the a component of a 
glen) tensor {l}. The set {Oia} thus transforms contragra
diently to the set of raising operators {A ia } which has a VCS 
realization given by the set of partial derivatives {Jia } com
'prising a {l}:{ - l} gl(m) EEl gl(n) tensor. 

The fullyantisymmetric polynomials of degree no in the 
Grassman variables {Oia} span the set of irreps 
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~T { - 7}:{7} of gl(m) EB glen), where, as a result of the 
antisymmetry of the polynomial, {f} is the partition conju
gate to { 7}, and 

m n 

I 7i = I fa = no' (5.8) 
i= I a= 1 

We shall denote these polynomials by 

e{-T}(m_ T )(() (5.9) 
{ i-}(mr ) , 

where (m _ T) and (mr ) stand for basis labels for the gl(m) 
and glen) irreps {- 7} and {f}, respectively. The n parti
tion {T} has rows oflength fa in the range 0<; fa <;m, while 
the m partition { - 7} has rows of length 7i in the range 
0<;7i <;n. 

A basis for the YG space, which reduces the stability 
subalgebra gl(m) fa gl(n) CgI(mln), is then given by cou
pling the basis of Grassman polynomials (5.9) with the or
thonormal basis {17J)} for the intrinsic Do module M(A) 
defined by Eqs. (3.1) and (5.4). Such a basis is denoted 

I {I-'''H - THI-'}p,,(m,,» - [e{ - T}( () X I {I-'''} )] {I-'}p,,(m,.l (5.10) 
{vI'H rHv}p,.(m,') - { r} h P } {v}p,.(m,.) ' 

where, once more, the labels PI-' and Pv denote multiplicity 
labels resolving any multiplicity that could possibly arise in 
the U(m) and U(n) couplings 

(5.11 ) 
{",o}X{ T}-+{v}. 

p,. 

For generic couplings [i.e., couplings for which the V(m) 
and V(n) multiplicities assume their maximal values], Eq. 
(5.10) defines a subset of 2mn (highest weight) 
gl(m) fa gl(n) modules. 

VI. THE ves r-MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS 

A. ves r-matrix representations for gl(mln) 

In this section, we argue that the YCS embedding 
M(A) -+2YG defines a YCS subspace of the YG space on 

I 

where (1) a symbol like 

[

{PO} {- 7} {P}pl-' 1 
{a} { - l} { - l} 

{PO} { - 7'} {P'}pl-" 

{- r} 

{ -l} 

{ -7'} 

which the YCS realization r of gl(mln) acts irreducibly. 
This subspace is generated by the repeated action of the YCS 
operators {reX); XEgI(mln)} on the highest grade YG 
states. However, one observes that the YCS operators have a 
well-defined action on the whole of the YG space and it is 
instructive to examine the structure ofthis (possibly reduc
ible) extended r representation. It will be convenient to ex
press it in matrix form with respect to the gl( m) fa gl (n) 
coupled basis defined by Eq. (5.10). 

Since we are interested in the superstructure of the alge
bra, it is useful to exploit the Wigner-Eckart theorem in 
order to compute no-reduced matrix elements of the (YCS 
realization of the) no tensors A {~}I} and B {I}I} of the odd 
sector gl(mlnh of the superalgebra. It is assumed that ma
trix elements of the generators of the Lie algebra 
no = gl(mln)o"",gl(m) fa glen) are known6

,12; the reduced 
matrix elements of the tensors A and B thus contain all the 
relevant information concerning the representation. Since 
we have not yet introduced adjoint relations for the superal
gebra, we need to compute the no-reduced matrix elements of 
A and B independently. 

First, in order to facilitate the computation of no-re
duced matrix elements for B, note that Eq. (4.23d) can be 
rewritten 

r(Bia ) = [n'()ia]' ( 6.1a) 

where the no-invariant operator n is given by 

n = :1(21g1 (n) - 2/gl (m) - I~~)n) + I~~)m) + (m - n)No), 

(6.1b) 
and where 

Ig1(m) = r( Cij)r( Cji), 1 i~)m) = ( - ()jl-' ail-')( - ()iv ajv ), 

Ig1(n) = r(Ca,B)r(C{3a)' li~)n) = (()ia ai,B)(()j,B aja ), 

(6.lc) 

are gl (m) and gl (n) quadratic Casimir invariants pertaining 
to the four independent (intrinsic and Grassmanian) alge
bras defined by the expansions (4.23c) and (4.23d). The no-
reduced matrix elements for the tensor B are then given by 

{ f} 

{l} 

{f'} 

(6.3 ) 

stands for a unitary 9j recoupling coefficient [the appearance of the partition {a} indicates that one can replace the unitary 9j 
symbol by a 6j symbol; we prefer the former notation since it makes readily apparent the various couplings, their order, and 
their assigned multiplicity labels], including the relevant multiplicity labels resolving the multiplicities appearing in the 
couplings (5.11); 

( 2) ({ - T}II() {- I}II{ - T}) 
{ T} {I} {r} 

is the Do-reduced matrix element of the Grassman variables {()ia} between two Grassman polynomials e(() labeled, respec
tively, by {- 7'}:{T'} and { - 7}:{f} (explicitly computed in Appendix A); and 
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is the eigenvalue of the operator 0. on the VG state (5.10). [Since 0. is Do invariant, its eigenvalues are independent of the basis 
labels (mil) and (m v )' They are also, by construction, independent of the multiplicity labelsPIl,pv'] The Do-reduced matrix 
elements for the tensor A are more simply given by 

( {poH - -r'HIl'}p"'llr(A {t} ) II{poH - THIl}P,,) 
{v'H f'Hv'}p" {-I} {v'H rHv}pv 

[

{PO} {- r} {P}PIl] [{VOl 
= {o} {t} {t} X {o} 

{PO} { - 'T'} {P/}PIl' {"o} 

{ 1'} 

{- t} 
{r} 

{V}Pv 1 
{ I} X ({--r'}lla{ I} II{-T}) 

- {T} {-I} {T} , 

{ V}Pv' 

(6.4) 

where 

(4) d~.r}lIaLI}I}II~j:{}) 

is the Do-reduced matrix element of the partial derivatives 
{a;a} (also computed in Appendix A). 

Lowering down from the intrinsic Do-module, the VCS 
realization r of gl (min) generates an irreducible subspace 
of the VG space. If the representation is atypical,8.13 it is a 
proper subspace of K VG : its extended r representation (de
fined at the beginning of this section) is then indecompos
able, i.e., it is reducible but not fully reducible. Its matrix 
representation is therefore of the form 

as some of the states defined by (5.10) cannot be reached 
from the intrinsic module (as exemplified below). Mean
while, the r representation itself consists only of the upper 
left matrix and is, as noted in the Introduction, always irre
ducible. 

Before deriving explicitly the atypicality conditions, we 
find it useful to introduce some extra notation. Associated 
with the set of generators {EAB ; 1.;;;;A,B<;m + n} of the su
peralgebra gl(mln) is the set of roots {± (€A - €B); 

1 <;A < B<;m + n}, where 

€A (hB ) = ~AB' €AEh*, hBEh, 

so that 

(6.5 ) 

[h,EAB]=€A(h)-€B(h), hEh. (6.6) 

The set of even roots is given by 

A _ {± (€; - €j)' 1<;i<i<;m} 
'-lo- £ £ {J' ~a=€m+a' ± (ua - Up), l<;a < <;n 

(6.7a) 

and the odd roots by 

a l = {± (€; - ~a)' 1 <;i<;m, 1 <;a<;n}. (6.7b) 

A supersymmetric invariant and nondegenerate bilinear 
form on h* is given by [see Eq. (2.7)] 

( € AI€ B) = a A ~ AB . ( 6. 8 ) 

The linear formp, defined as half the sum of the positive even 
roots minus half the sum of the positive odd roots, is given by 

1421 

1 m . 
P = Po - PI = - L (m - n + 1 - 21)€; 

2 ;= I 

1 n 

+- L(m+n+I-2a)~a' (6.9) 
2 a= I 
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The conditions for atypicality are easily derived in the 
present framework. Consider the matrix element of the Do
invariant operator T_, 

T_ = r(Bln)r(B2n)"'r(Bmn) 

Xr(BI •n _ 1 )r(B2.n_ 1 ),,·r(Bm,n_l) 

X'" 

X r(BII )r(B21 )'" r(Bml ) 

= [n,Oln] X [n,02n] X··· X [n,Omn] 

(6. lOa) 

X [n,OI,n_l] X [n,02,n_l] X··· X [n,Om,n_l] 

X'" 

X [0.,011 ] X [n,02tl X··· X [n,Oml]' (6.lOb) 

between the highest weight state IA) and the VG state IA') 
defined by 

IA') = e~ -:.~;"}(O) IA). 

The latter is the Do highest weight state of the unique Do 
module on the mnth 0 level. The sequence of Grassman vari
ables in (6.lOb) determines a unique path in the weight 
space from A to A': it treks from highest-highest-weight 
state to highest-highest-weight state of the stability algebra 
as it successively goes up the various no levels. The succes
sive couplings are then fully stretched, the recoupling coeffi
cients in (6.2) are all unity, and the only contribution of a 
given commutator in (6.1 Ob) is given by the corresponding 
difference term on the right-hand side of (6.2) found to be 
given by the expression 

wd~':U ¥}{U{}) - w(~~<:U t}{~jll}) 

=Pt+m-l+va-a+{3-1'p, (6.11) 

for P' = P - a(l), v' = v + A.(a), and 1" = l' + a({3) 
[where, e.g., a (I) is a null m vector except for its I th entry, 
which has value unity]. We then easily find, for 

m n 

A = L p?€; + L v~~a 
;=1 a= I 

[see also Eq. (3.3)], 
m n 

(A'IT_IA)= II II(A+p'€k-~p) 
k=IP=1 

m n 

= II II (to - to) (6.12) 
k = I P = I Ilk Vl1 

in terms of the quantities C:7 and tJ~ defined by [see Eq. 
(6.9) ] 
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to = f1? + l(m - n + 1 - 2i), J.l, ~ 

- to = v~ + !(m + n + 1 - 2a). 
Va 

(6.13 ) 

This matrix element vanishes if and only if the highest 
weight extended r representation under consideration is 
atypica1. 8

•
13 We thus have atypicality whenever any of the 

factors in (6.12) vanishes, i.e., if 

(A + p,Ek - D{3) = to - to = 0, 
J.lk V(J 

for 1 <,k<,m, 1 <'/3<,n. (6.14 ) 

The Do-invariant operator n, derived entirely within the 
yeS framework, thus conveniently summarizes the mn 
atypicality conditions (6.14). 

It is interesting to identify which YG states can be 
reached from the intrinsic highest Z-grade module through 
the application of polynomials involving a single power of 
the lowering operators r(B;a)' The possible Do highest 
weight labels are then given by A" = A - (Ek - D{3)' 

1 <,k<,m, 1 <'/3<,n, and each such Do highest weight always 
appears in a multiplicity-free fashion. One then easily finds 
from (6.2) and (6.11) the reduced matrix elements 

(6.15 ) 

Thus the Do and consequently the gl(m/n) subrepresenta
tions of atypical representations identified by the Do highest 
weights A = A - Ek + D{3' such that (A + p, Ek - D{3) = 0, 
decouple from the highest weight irreducible representation 
A of gl(m/n). 

We note that the nonreducibility of atypical representa
tions is not peculiar to superalgebras; extended f yeS repre

I 

where 

(1) 

{ -r} 

{ -l} 
{ - r'} 

( { - T'}llz{ - 1}11{ - T}) 
{T} {I} {r} 

{ r} 

{l} 
{ r'} 

sentations of Lie algebras have a similar structure as we now 
illustrate. 

B. r-matrix representations for gl(m+n} 

As for gl(m/n), the yeS embedding M(A) -+JYVB for 
gl(m + n) defines a yeS subspace of the YB space, genera
ted by the repeated action of the yeS operators r(X), 
XEgl(m + n), on the highest grade YB states, on which the 
yeS realization r of gl (m + n) acts irreducibly. 

We again exploit the Wigner-Eckart theorem in order 
to compute Do-reduced matrix elements of the (yeS realiza
tion of the) Do tensors A ~ ~}I} and B ~ I}I} composing the D + 

nilpotent subalgebras of raising and lowering operators of 
the algebra gl(m + n). Similarly, in order to facilitate the 
computation of Do-reduced matrix elements for B, note that 
Eq. (4.11d) can be rewritten 

(6.16a) 

where the Do-invariant operator n is given by 

n =!( - 2Ig1 (m) - 2Igl(n) + I~flm) + I~fln) + (m + n)Nz)' 
( 6.16b) 

where 

Ig1(m) = r( Cij) r( Cji)' I ~flm) = ( - ZjJ.l V;J.l)( - Z;v V jv ), 

Ig1(n) = r(Ca{3)r(C{3a)' I~fln) = (z;a V;{3)(Zj{3Vja)' 
(6.16c) 

The Do-reduced matrix elements for the tensor Bare 
given by 

( 6.17) 

is the Do-reduced matrix element of the Bargmann variables {z;a} between two Bargmann polynomials Z(z) labeled, respec
tively, by {- r}:{ r} and { - r'}:{r'} (given in Appendix B), and 

( 2) -( {J.l"H - THJ.l}) 
(j) {V'H TH V} 

is the eigenvalue of the operator n on the YB state (5.5). The Do-reduced matrix elements for the tensor A are given by 

where 

( 3) ({-dIIV{I} II{-T}) 
{ T} { - I} {T} 

{ r} 

{ -l} 
{r'} 

{V}Pv 1 
{ -I} X({-T'}IIV{ I} II{-T}) { T} {_I} {T} , 

{v'}Pv' 

is the Do-reduced matrix element of the partial derivatives {Via} (also given in Appendix B). 
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c. A simple example: The gl(2) and gl(1/1) complex 
algebras 

In this subsection, we show through a simple example, 
namely, the VCS construction of highest weight ladder rep
resentations of the (complex) Lie algebra 
gl(2)::J gl(l) EB gl(l), that the nonreducibility of highest 
weight atypical representations is not a phenomena peculiar 
to superalgebras: more specifically, we show that extended f 
representations of Lie algebraic structures usually present 
the same peculiarity. There is nevertheless a pertinent dis
tinction to be made between the VCS theory for Lie algebras 
and superalgebras. For the former, basis states are vector
valued polynomials of Bargmann (complex) variables 
while, in the latter, they are polynomials of Grassman vari
ables. As a consequence, the vector-Bargmann (VB) repre
sentation space is always infinite dimensional while the vec
tor-Grassman (VG) representation space is finite 
dimensional whenever V is finite. 

Setting m = n = 1 in the results of the preceding subsec
tions on gl(m + n), we find the following VCS representa
tion for the complex Lie algebra gl(2): 

( 1) for J-l0 
- VO = 21>0, 

0 ,ff 0 0 0 

0 0 .j2 0 0 

f(A 12 ) = 0 0 0 ,j3 0 

0 0 0 0 J.i 
0 0 0 0 0 

. . . 
0 0 0 

2J·,ff 0 0 

f(B 12 ) = 
0 (2 J - 1) . .j2 0 

0 0 (2J-2)·,j3 

0 0 0 

(2) for J-l0 
- VO = - 2/,0, 

0 ,ff 0 0 0 

0 0 .j2 0 0 

f(A 12 ) = 0 0 0 ,j3 0 

0 0 0 0 J.i 
0 0 0 0 0 

. . . 
0 0 

-2/·,ff 0 

0 - (2/ + 1)·.j2 

nCll ) =J-l°-zV, r(C22 ) =vo+zV, 

nB12 ) = (J-l0 
- YJ)z - z?V, r(A 12 ) = V. 

Defining the VB basis states 

zn ( I {J-L0} 
In) = .[iif 10)= z {VO} 

{J-L}) 
{v} , 

where 

I 
{J-L0} {J-L0}) 

10) = {VO} {VO} 

(6.20) 

is the highest weight state, we obtain the matrix elements 

(njr(Cll)ln) =J-l=J-l°-n, 

(njr(C22 )ln) =v=vo+n, 

(n + 1 jr(BI2 ) In) = (J-l0 
- VO - n){ii+T, 

(n - 1 jr(A 12) In) = {n. 

(6.21 ) 

We thus find the following infinite-dimensional extendedf
matrix representations for the raising and lowering opera
tors A 12 and B 12 of gl( 2) ::J gl (1 ) EB gl (1 ) : 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
(6.22a) 

0 0 

(21-3)·J.i 0 
. . . 

(6.22b) 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
f(B I2 ) = 

0 0 - (2/ + 2)·,j3 0 0 

0 0 0 -(2/+3)·J.i 0 
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in an increasing n-ordered basis. 

It is easily seen that for 2J a positive integer the repre
sentation (6.22a) is reducible but not fully reducible, i.e., it 
has the matrix structure 

- (X Y) r- 0 Z ' (6.23 ) 

where the invariant subspace X is given by the upper-left 
(2 J + I) X (2 J + 1) matrix. It carries a finite-dimensional 
ladder representation of gl(2) and is shown in the next sec
tion to be equivalent to a finite-dimensional unitary irreduci
ble ladder representation (unirrep) of the compact real form 
u (2) of gl (2). We note that the submatrix Z carries an infi
nite-dimensional representation of gl(2) which shares with 
X the same values for the gl (2) Casimir operators. This rep
resentation is obviously not equivalent to a unitary represen
tation of the real compact form u(2). These results though 
do not nullify Weyl's theorem concerning the complete re
ducibility of representations of compact Lie algebras since 
the theorem applies only to the finite-dimensional represen
tations of these algebras. The representation (6.22b) is a 
highest weight infinite-dimensional irreducible representa
tion of gl (2) and is shown in the next section to be equivalent 
to an infinite-dimensional unitary representation of the non
compact real form u( 1,1) when 2/ is a positive integer. 

Similar results hold for the generic gl (m + n) case: the 
various reduced matrix elements for the raising operators 
r (A) never vanish, but the same does not hold true for re
duced matrix elements ofr(B) when starting from a highest 
grade Do module since some states (5.5) (or linear combina
tions thereof) may not be accessible. For example, the differ
ence term 

7.>( {Jl"H - T}{p'}) (J( {Jl"H - THJl}) 
LV {v'H fHv'j - {v'H THv} 

= P.l + m -I + 7'{3 - (J - Va + a, (6.24) 

for p.' = p. - 1l.(/), V' = V + a(a), and 7" = 7' + a({J) in 
(6.17) may vanish for some simple Do submodules {p.'}:{ V'} 
in {p.0}. [A Do submodule {p.}:{ v} is called simple ifno mul
tiplicity occurs in the couplings (5.5) or (5.10) and if the 
specification of the partition {p.}:{v} uniquely determines 
the partition { - r}:{ r} or { - r}:{ 7}. For nonsimple Do 
submodules, it is usually specific linear combinations of VB 
or VG states that may be inaccessible.] Whenever such an 
inaccessibility occurs, the (necessarily infinite-dimensional) 
extended r representation for gl (m + n) is ofthe form 

(~ :), 
i.e., it is not fully reducible, and some of the states defined by 
(5.5) cannot be reached from the intrinsic module. Obvious
ly, an irreducible finite-dimensional highest weight repre
sentation of a compact real Lie algebra g always extends to a 
non-fully-reducible infinite-dimensional r representation of 
the complexification of g. 

Finally, for comparison, we give the VCS representation 
for the Lie algebra gl ( 1/ 1 ) : 
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r(CII) = VO - (Ja 

r( C22 ) = P.0 + (J a, 
r(BI2 ) = (p.o + vO)(J, 

r(A I2 ) = a 

(6.25 ) 

[note that there is no quadratic term in (J in the expression 
for r(BI2 )]. Defining the VG basis states 

In) =(JnIO)=«(JI~~':U~?), n=O,l, 
we obtain the matrix elements 

(nlr(CII)ln) =p.=p.°-n, 
(nlr(C22 ) In) = V = VO + n, 

Ojr(BI2 )10) = (p.o + vo), 

(01r(A I2 )IO = 1. 

( 6.26) 

We thus find, for ..r = p'0 + vo, the following two-dimen
sional extended r-matrix representation 

- (0 1) r(A 12 ) = 0 0' 
(6.27) - (0 0) 

r(B12 ) = ..r 0' 

in an increasing n-ordered basis for the raising and lowering 
operators A 12 and B 12 of gl ( 1/ 1) ::J gl (1) Ell gl (1 ). The repre
sentation is atypical for ..r = O. 

VII. VCS INNER PRODUCTS 

To every weight A, there exists, for a complex semisim
pie Lie algebra g, an irreducible g module unique up to iso
morphism and containing a highest weight vector of weight 
A 14. Ifg91 is a real compact form ofg and the g module is finite 
dimensional, an inner product is known to exist on the g 
module for which the corresponding representation is Her
mitian. Recall that if g = eiX is an element of a Lie group with 
infinitesimal generator XEg91

, then unitarity of the represen
tation yon the group implies Hermiticity of the representa
tion on the algebra, i.e., 

y(g-I) = yt(g) :::::}y(X) = yt(X). 

It has been shown herein (see also Refs. 1-6) how VCS 
theory gives a realization of irreducible highest weight g 
modules of reductive complex Lie algebras as invariant sub
spaces of VB spaces. It has also been shown 1-3 how K-matrix 
theory enables one to evaluate inner products. Inner prod
ucts for discrete series representations can be defined in inte
gral form in terms of invariant measures on coset spaces. 2 

Unfortunately, the integral form is in most cases unknown 
and/or difficult to evaluate. The K-matrix theory does not 
suffer such limitations as it defines the inner products in 
terms of the simple and well-defined VB inner product. We 
show here that the theory also applies (with minor modifica
tions) to classical Lie superalgebras. 

A. K-matrlx theory for gl(m+n) and gl(mln) 

In selecting a basis for a complex Lie algebra g, it is 
customary and convenient to choose bases of raising {Av} 
and lowering {Bv} operators such that a representation yof 
g will be Hermitian on restriction to some particular real 
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form g9! of g when the Hermitian adjoint relations 
y(Bv ) = y(A v ) t are satisfied. For example, the basis given 
in Sec. II for gl (m + n) is such that a representation y of 
gl( m + n) is Hermitian on restriction to the compact real 
form u(m + n) if 

yt(A;a) = y(B;a)' (7.1a) 

However, one is aware that representations that are not Her
mitian for one real form may nevertheless be Hermitian for 
some other for which different Hermitian adjoint relations 
are satisfied. For example, in the given gl(m + n) basis, a 
representation y is Hermitian on restriction to the noncom
pact real form u (m,n) if 

yt(A;a) = - y(B;a)' (7.1b) 

To determine if a given (irreducible) VCS representa
tion r of gl (m + n) is equivalent to a Hermitian representa
tion on restriction to u(m + n) or u(m,n), we inquire if 
there exists a similarity transformation K: r -+ y = K - IrK, 

for which 

y(B;a) =K-Ir(Bia)K= ± (K-Ir(Aia)K)t 

± Ktrt(Aia)K - It = ± yt(A ia ), (7.2a) 

i.e., for which 

KKtrt(A ia ) = cr(Bia )KKt, (7.2b) 

where c = ± 1, where the Hermitian adjoints in (7.2) are 
understood to be defined with respect to the simple VB mea
sure, and where the upper (lower) sign refers to u(m + n) 

[u(m,n)]. Since KKt is a positive definite operator, there 
can be only one solution (to within equivalence) to Eq. 
(7.2), i.e., the representation r is equivalent to a Hermitian 
representation of either real form of gl (m + n) but not both 
simultaneously. 

It can be shown3 that the VCS representation r is, by 
construction, Hermitian on restriction to the stability alge
bra gl (m) Ell gl (n); it is then convenient to require that K 
commutes with the VCS representation of the stability alge
bra, i.e., 

r(X)K = Kr(X), VXEgI(m) Ell glen), (7.3) 

Having determined the existence of a similarity trans
formation K that satisfies the above equations (7.2) and 
(7.3), the equivalent representation y, defined by 

y(X)=K-Ir(X)K, VXEgl(m+n), (7.4) 

is observed to be explicitly Hermitian on restriction to 
u(m + n) if c = + 1, and on restriction to u(m,n) if 
€ = - 1, in the solution to (7.2b). 

Now, for a representation y of a classical Lie superalge
bra g on a Hilbert space, one can define at least two types of 
adjoint operation. 15 A star adjoint yt(X) of the operator 
y(X) for XEg is defined by the usual Hermitian adjoint rule 

(y(X)xly) = (xlyt(X)y). 

Similarly, a grade star adjoint is defined by 

(y(X)xly) = ( - l)CT(X) CT(X)(xlr(X)y), 

where O"(X) is the Z2 grade of the element XEg and O"(y) is 
the Z2 grade of the state Iy). A representation y of a Lie 
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classical superalgebra g is then said to be a star representa
tion if, for every XEg, there is some YxEg for which 

yt(X) = ± y(Yx )' 

For gl(mln), we have two possibilities (up to equivalence) 
for the star adjoint operation: 

yt(A;a) = ± y(B;a), yt(B;a) = ± y(A ia ). (7.5) 

Thus a star representation of a classical Lie superalgebra 
corresponds to a Hermitian representation of a standard Lie 
algebra. Similarly, a representation yofa Lie classical super
algebra g is said to be a grade star representation if, for every 
XEg, there is some ZxEg for which 

reX) = ±y(Zx), r(Zx) = +y(X). 

Again, for gl(mln), we have two possibilities (up to equiv
alence) for the grade star adjoint operation: 

r(A;a) = ± y(B;a), r(Bia ) = + y(A ia )· (7.6) 

Note that it may be possible for a representation to be equiv
alent to both a star and grade star representation simulta
neously. Representations may also exist that are neither star 
nor grade star. 

We seek to determine which representations of gl( min) 
are equivalent to a star representation or a grade star repre
sentation. We thus seek solutions for a generalization of Eq. 
(7.2), namely, 

(xIKKtrt(A ia ) Iy) = c(xlr(B;a )KKtly ), (7.7) 

where c takes values ± 1 for the gl(m) Ell glen) basis and is 
determined by the (critical) requirement that KK t be posi
tive semidefinite (otherwise K would not be equivalent to a 
similarity transformation). It is possible that such a solution 
does not exist for a given highest weight. Conversely, if a 
solution does exist, one can then verify that the representa
tion y = K - IrK is explicitly a star representation if and 
only if c takes the constant value + 1 or - 1 for all matrix 
elements (7.7). Similarly, the representation is equivalent to 
a grade star representation if and only if c is given by 
- ( - l)CT(X) or ( - l)CT(X) for all matrix elements (7.7). 

Otherwise, it is neither a star nor a grade star representation. 
The algorithm defined by (7.7) thus provides us with a sim
ple mean to uncover (parametric) conditions for which a 
given representation {u0}:{ va} can be declared equivalent to 
a star or grade star representation. We illustrate this point in 
Sec. VIII. 

The explicit prescription for the computation of the 
(semipositive definite Hermitian) operator K- = KKt for 
gl(mln) is the same as for Lie algebras with Abelian nilpo
tent algebra of raising operators. 1.3 From (7.7), we have 

(7.8) 

Substituting Eq. (6.1a) in (7.8), we thus have the equality 

(7.9) 

yielding 

= Ic(xl [n,Oai ]K-IY) (yIJa; Iz), (7.10) 
y 
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which is the desired recursion formula for ~. For a generic problem, ~ is a matrix, diagonal in Do = gl (m) Ell gl (n), and of 
dimension given by the multiplicity of the gl(mln) 19l(m) Ell gl(n) branching. For simplicity, we write 

{pOH - rHp'}p~.(m".> 1~I{pOH - rHp}p,,(m,,» ~ t) t) t) ({pOH - rHp}p~I~1 {pOH - r}{P}p,,) 
({vIH T'Hv'}p:'(m,,> N'H THv}pv(mv> = {p'Hp} (m".)(m,,> {v'Hv} {m,,)(mv> {v'H T'Hv}p;. {v'H T'Hv}pv ' (7.11) 

From (7,10), we easily derive the recursion formula 

for~, where 

Given a basis for the intrinsic no module that is properly 
orthonormalized, the one-dimensional matrix 

( tJ.°HOHpO}I_2Iw"HOHpO}) - 1 (7.12c) tvIHoHv'} Ie {vIHoHv'} -

provides the starting point for the recursion process. 
Although Eq. (7, 12a) may appear quite formidable, it is 

usually quite straightforward in practice, Furthermore, for 
simple {.u}:{ v} and {.u'}:{ v'} no modules (such modules 
have been defined in Sec. VI A), Eq, (7,9) yields directly the 
much simpler recursion formula 

( {p"Hp'} I ~ I (p'IHp'}) {v'}{ v'} {V'H v'} 

{ {OHm'} { "H } }({p"Hp}I-21{p"Hp}) = € {U ({~IH v'} ) - (U ({~IH~} ) {V'H v} K- {v'}{ v} • 

(7.13) 

The VG spaces for representations of the superalgebras 
gl( 1/n) or gl(mll) are composed entirely of simple states: 
ves computations are therefore straightforward for these 
cases as we illustrate in Sec, VIII. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the ~ matrices can 
be shown 16 to be related in a simple manner to the inner 
products (overlaps) of states belonging to a given {.u}:{v} 
multiplicity set in a representation of the superalgebra gl(ml 
n). 

B. ves inner products for real forms of 91(2) and 91(1/1) 

In order to illustrate the K-matrix theory, we compute 
in this section inner products for real forms of the complex 
algebras gl (2) and gl ( 1/ 1 ), We first examine the two possi
ble real forms u (2) and u (1,1) of gl (2) and seek to solve the 
recursion formula (7.2b). 

(1) For /10 - VO = 2 J>O, we find (see Sec. VI e for 
notation) 

~(n + 1) = (2J - n)~(n), 

where 

~(n) = (nl~ln). 
Setting ~ (0) = I, we obtain, for n < 2 J, 

~(n) = [(2 J)!]I(2 J - n)! 
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(7.14 ) 

(7.15) 

(7.12a) 

(7.12b) 

[ we choose the positive square root K( n) of ~ (n) ]. It also 
follows from (7.14) that~(n) = o for n>2Jand theKoper
ator thus effects a truncation of the infinite-dimensional VB 
space to its irreducible invariant subspace, It is easily verified 
that matrix elements of the r representation reproduce the 
well-known angular momentum matrix elements 

(nlr(C11 ) In) =/10 - n = /10 - J + M, 

(nlr(Czz ) In) = VO + n = VO + J - M, 

(n+ Ilr(B)ln) =~(J+M)(J-M+ 1), 

(n-Ilr(A)ln) =~(J-M)(J+M+ 1), 

(7.16) 

where 2J = /10 - VO and M = J - n. The r representation is 
therefore finite-dimensional and satisfies the hermiticity 
condition (7.1a) for a unitary irreducible representation of 
u(2), 

(2) For /10 - VO = - 2/ .;;;0, we find 

~(n) = [(2/ +n -1)!]I(2/ -I)!. (7.17) 

The matrix elements 

(nlr(C11)ln) =/10 - n =/10 + / + 1, 

(nlr(Czz ) In) = VO + n = VO -)' -1, 
(7.18) 

(n + Ilr(B)ln) = -~(1 +)' -1)(1- f), 

(n - Ilr(A)ln) = ~(1- / + 1)(1 + /), 
of the r representation, for 1 = - / - n, now pertain to 
the so-called D - series 17 of Hermitian representations of the 
real noncompact form u (1,1 ). _ 

For the gl( 1/1) example of the end of Sec. VI e, we 
obtain from (7.13) and (6.5) 

(7.19) 

where the sign in the expression for KZ ( I) is determined by 
the requirement that K Z 

( 1 ) be positive. The two-dimensional 
r representations for A and B are then given by 

rCA) = (~ K~»). reB) = (± ~(1) ~). 
The star adjoints 
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(w Xlt = (Wt yt) 
y z} x t zt 

and grade star adjoints 

( w Xli = (W t 

y z) X t 
_ yt) 
zt 

of these matrices then verify that 

r(A) = yt(A) = ± y(B), 

r(B) = - yt(B) = + y(A). 

Any {u°}:{VO} representation ofgl(1/1) is thus simulta
neously star and grade star, and trivial (one-dimensional) 
when atypical (ft° + VO = 0). 

VIII. THE LIE SUPERALGEBRA gl(1 1 n) 

The Lie superalgebras gl(mln) and gl(nlm) are iso
morphic. We consider in this section the superalgebras of 
type gl( 1/n). These are the only gl(mln) type ofsuperalge
bras whose representations are multiplicity-free on restric
tion to gl(m) 6) gl(n) and for which, as a consequence, ma
jor simplifications arise. 

(1) The partitions { - 7 }:{ :r} for the Grassman poly
nomial ef fr} (0) restrict to the set { - k}:{ I k}, O<k<.n. 

(2) The gl (1) algebra is isomorphic to m, with trivial 
one-dimensional representations labeled by the number ft°, 
which is restricted here to real values. 

0 

(ft° + v~ ) 

({v'}jIr(B) II{v}) = (ft° + v~ - 1) 

0 

0 

0 

(3) The U(n) coupling 

{vO}X{l k }-+{v0 + ~(al,a2,···,ak)} 
[where ~(al,a2, ... ,ak), 1,a l <a2 < ... <ak ,n, is a null n 
vector except for the numeral 1 in its (a l ,a2, ... ,ak) entries] 
is multiplicity-free. 

We ignore the 7, :r (redundant) and PJ.l' Pv (unneces
sary) labels in the following. For ease of notation, we also 
suppress the labels {u0}, {VO}, and {u} = {un - K}. 

A. The Lie superalgebra gl(1 12) 

For simplicity of exposition, we first consider the finite
dimensional representations of the Lie superalgebra gl( 1/ 
2). 

The orthonormal VG basis (5.10) consists of the 
(22

' I = 4 )gl( 1) 6) gl(2) sub-bases: 

1{v?,vU(mv », 
I{v~ + 1,vU(mv », 
I{v~,v~ + l}(m v », 
I{v? + 1,v~ + l}(m v », 

When v~ = v~, the state (8.1c) is not allowed. 

( 8.1a) 

(8.1b) 

(8.1c) 

( 8.1d) 

Using (6.2), (6.4), and (6.5), we find the following 
u(2)-reduced extended r matrix representation 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

[ VO - VO + 2 f12 [ VO - VO f/2 
0 (ft0 + v~ _ 1) I 2 _( O+VO) I 2 0 

ft I ° ° v~-v~+1 VI - v2 + 1 
(8.2a) 

0 
[ v~ - v~ + 2 f/2 _ [ v~ - v~ f/2 0 
v~-v~+l v~-v~+1 

({v'}jIr(A)II{v}) = 0 0 - 1 , (8.2b) 

0 0 -1 
0 0 0 

in the ordered basis (8.1). The atypicality conditions (6.14) are given by ft° + v~ = 0 or ft° + v~ - 1 = O. It is verified that 
these matrices obey the U(2)-reduced commutator algebra 

L U({v}{l}{v'}{ -l};{v"}{O})({v'}IIA II{v"}) ({v"}IIB lI{v}) 
v" 

- L U({v}{ - l}{v'}{l};{v"}{O}) ({v'}IIB II{v"}) ({v"}jIA lI{v}) 
v' 

= Dvv (1/~) ({v'}11 (2CII + Caa )11{v}) 

= Dw (1/~)[2(ft° + v~ + v~) - (VI + v2 )] ( 8.3a) 

and 

L U({v}{l}{v'}{ -l};{v"}{l, -l})({v'}IIA lI{v"}) ({v"}IIB II {v}) 
v' 

+ L U({v}{ - l}{v'}{l};{v"}{I, -l})({v'}IIB II{v"}) ({v"}IIA 1I{v}) 
v' 

( 8.3b) 
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where the symbols U(···) are unitary U (2) 6 j recoupling coefficients, and J is the angular momentum operator of the 
su(2) Cu(2) Lie subalgebra. 

With the help of (6.5) and (7.13), we find the following solutions for the,r matrices. 
( 1) For star equivalent representations, 

({v? ,~}I,rlhf ,vn) = 1, ({v? + 1,~}I,rI{v? + 1,~}) = ± (Ilo + v?), 

({v?,~ + t}1,r1{v?,~ + t}) = ± (Ilo+~ -1), 

({v? + 1,~ + t}1,r1{v? + 1,~ + t}) = (llo+v?)(llo+~ -1). 

(2) For grade star equivalent representations, 

({v? ,vnl,rl{v? ,~}) = 1, ({v? + 1,~}I,rI{v? + 1,~}) = ± (Ilo + v?), 

({v?,~ + t}1,r1{v?,~ + t}) = ± (Ilo+~ -1), 

({v? + 1,~ + t}1,rI{v? + 1,~ + t}) = (Ilo + v?)(l-Ilo - ~). 

(8.4a) 

(8.4b) 

Recalling that v?;>~, implyingllO + v? > Ilo + ~ - 1, we have that the ves representation is equivalent to a star representa
tion if and only ifllo + ~ - 1;>0 [upper sign in (8.4a)] or - (Ilo + v? );>0 [lower sign in (8.4a)].1t is equivalent to a grade 
star representation if and only if v? = ~ [the state (8.1 c) is then not allowed] and 0 < (Ilo + v? ) < 1 [only the upper sign is 
allowed in (8.4b)]. To within a different parametrization (Ilo + v? = b + q, Ilo + v~ - 1 = b - q,) these results duplicate 
the analysis carried out by Scheunert et a/. 18 for sue 112). 

In the ordered basis (8.1), we find, for the star matrix representation, 

({ v}lIr(B) II{ v} 

o 
[ ± (Ilo + v?) ] 1/2 

= ± [± (Ilo + ~ - 1) )'12 

o 

({v}llr(A) II {v}) 

[ ° lP. (v? - ~ + 2 ) ]'12 0 ± (Il + d lP. ~ 
1- 2 + 1 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

- [ ± (Ilo + ~ ) ( v? ~ ~ ~ J ]'12 

[ ( lP. ~ ) ]'/2 - ± (Ilo + ~ - 1) v? ~ ~ : 1 0 

o 
o 

o 

( 8.5a) 

0 0 0 - [ ± (Ilo + ~ - 1)] 1/2 

0 0 0 _ [ ± (Ilo + v?) )'/2 

0 0 0 0 
(8.5b) 

and, for the grade star matrix representation [with rows and columns referring to the unallowed state (8.1 c) deleted 1, 

({v'}llr(B) II {v}) = ([IlO +oOvn 1/2 ~ ~), 
- [2(1-IlO-V?>]1/2 0 

( 8.6a) 

(

0 [2(llo + v?) )'/2 0 ) 

({v'}!ir(A)II{v})= ~ ~ - [1_Il~_v?]1/2 . (8.6b) 

It is verified that these matrix representations both obey the reduced-commutator algebra (8.3). 
Finally, for star representations, we have the star adjoint relationship 

({v'}llr(B)II{v}) = ± (-1)t,6,({v})+t,6,({l})-t,6,({v'})[dim{v}/dim{v,}]1/2({v}!ir(A)II{v'}) (8.7) 

(see Appendix A for the definition of the phase factors) while, for the grade star representation, we have the grade star adjoint 
relationship 

({v'}!ir(B) II {v}) = + ( - l)U({v'}) ( - l)t,6,({v}) H,({l}) - t,6,({v'}) X [dim{ v}/dim{ v,}] 1/2( {v}llr(A) lI{v'}), (8.8) 

where the sign in (8.8) (and, consequently, the grade of the intrinsic module) is chosen such that 
+ ( _ 1)U({v~+ I • .P,}) = + 1. 
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B. The Lie superalgebra gl(1 / n) 

In this subsection on the superalgebra gl ( 1/ n), we parallel the developments of the preceding subsection on gl ( 1/2), 
quoting only the most important results. For simplicity, we set {V} = {vD + a(a l ,a2, ... ,ak )} in the following. 

From (6.2) and (6.5), we have 

({v}ljr(B)II{v - a(ai )}) = (po + va, - a j + 1) X U({vO}{l k- l }{v}{l};{v - a(aj)}{l k}) X ({l k}IIO II{1k-I}) 

= (po + Va, - a j + 1) X (i~ S(i - j») [i~(V~~~ :~~~ :ia-~ a+ 1)] 112, (8.9) 
""" #; a} a, I J 

where we have used l9 

U({vO}{l k- l}{v}{l};{v _ a(aj)}{ik}) = (.rr S(i _ j») [~.rr (V~j ~ :~j ~ a j 

- ~ + 1)]112, 
J=I k J=I Va Va +a j aJ. 

1 ' 
~j ~j 

with S(i - j) the sign ofthe difference i - j, and, from Appendix A, 

({l k}IIOII{l k- I}) =$. 
Similarly, from (6.4), we have 

({v- a(aj)}llrcA)II{v}) = U({vD}{lk}{v- a(a j )}{ -l};{v}{l k- I
}) X ({l k- I}IIJ 1I{l k}) 

(

k )[ n (V
O

_v
o

+p_a.+l)]1I2 = (_I)a j
-1 II S(i-j) II a,:. ° _' , 

J=I (3=1 ~j V{3+P a j 

#i #a,.a~ .... ,a.l.. 

where we have used6 

U({vO}{l k}{v- a(a j )}{ -l};{v}{l k - I }) 

= (_1)<fo,,({,'})+<fo,,({l k
-

1})-<fo,,({v-<\(aj )})-<fo,,({l k
}) x[ dim{v}dim{l k

-
l
} ]112 

dim{v - a(a j )} dim{1 k} 

X U({vO}{l k - l }{v}{l};{v - a(a;)}{lk}) , 

and where, from Appendix A, 

({1k-I}IIJ 11{l k}) = ( -1)k-l~n - k + 1. 

The atypicality conditions (6.9) are given by 

(8.10) 

po + Va - a + 1 = 0, l<a<n. (8.11) 

The results are consistent with those ofPalev20 who used the method of induced representations,8 which we discuss further in 
Sec. IX. 

From (7.13), we easily derive the solutions 
k 

({v}I~I{v}) = (_1)<1> II (po+v~,-al + 1) 
1= I 

(8.12) 

for~, where ( - 1)<1> is defined such that the right-hand side ofEq. (8.12) is positive. A representation is then determined to 
be equivalent to a star representation if ( - 1) <I> = ( ± 1) k and equivalent to a grade star representation if ( - 1) <I> 

= ( - 1) (i/2)k(k += I). Since v~ ;;w~, for a> p, we have that a highest weight representation {pO}:{ vD} is star if and only if 
po + v~ - n + 1;;;.0 [( - 1) <I> = ( + 1) k = + 1] or - ( po + y? );;;.0 [( - 1) <I> = ( - 1) k ]. The conditions for positive
definitiveness of ~ in the grade star case are so stringent that they are the exception rather than the rule. Consequently, we do 
not investigate the grade star case any further. 

For star representations, we then have 

(8.13a) 

and 

({v - a(a j )}liy(A)II{v}) 

=(-I)aj-I(.rr S (i-j») [±(P()+vaj -a j +l)X rr (V~j~~:p-aj+l)]1I2, 
J=I {3=1 VUj -v{3+p-a j 

#; =#=a •• a::! •..•• ak 

(8.13b) 

with star adjoint relationship 
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({v}//y(D)//{v-a(a;)}) = ± (_I)~,,({v-A(a;)})+~,,({t})-~,,({v}) 

X [dim{v - a(a; )}/dim{v}] 1/2({V - a(a; )}//y(A) //{v}) . (8.14 ) 

The Wigner coefficients needed to evaluate from these re
duced matrix elements the full matrix elements in a Gel
'fand-Zetlin basis are given in Refs. 19 and 21. 

IX. DISCUSSION 
It has been shown, herein and elsewhere, that, using 

ves theory, one can explicitly construct irreducible repre
sentations of semisimple (and, more generally, reductive) 
Lie algebras starting from representations of a stability sub
algebra with highest or lowest weight. We have further 
shown, in this paper, that, with minor adjustments, the same 
construction applies to classical Lie superalgebras, thus pro
viding us with the means to construct all irreducible repre
sentations with highest/lowest weight of the latter. How
ever, a few qualifications concerning this claim are in order. 

Recall that to every weight for a complex semisimple 
Lie algebra, there exists an irreducible representation that is 
unique up to equivalence and for which the given weight is 
its highest. 14 It can be proved that ves theory gives an ex
plicit construction of this represenation on an irreducible 
subspace of a VB space. We have shown that application of 
the ves construction to the classical Lie superalgebra 
gl(m/n), albeit using Grassman as opposed to Bargmann 
variables, leads to parallel results. 

To expose the essence of the ves construction, it is use
ful to compare it with the standard inducing construction 
given for superalgebras by Kac8 and applied by Palev20 to 
gl( lin). In the standard theory, the modulefor the induced 
representation of gl (m/ n) is easily shown to be isomorphic 
to the vector-Grassman space V ® G, where Vis the irreduci
ble highest grade module for the gl(m) Gl glen) subalgebra. 
But whereas in the extended ves representation, the odd 
generators are realized by 

I'(A;a) = J;a' j\B;a) = [n,B;a] , 

it can be shown that they have the expression 

T(A;a) = [J;a,n], T(Dia ) = Bia , 

in the standard induced representation. One sees that the 
T(Dia ) lowering operators can lower all the way from the 
highest to the lowest grade Grassman states. It follows that 
the space V ® G could have no proper submodule for T 
which contains the highest weight state. To obtain an irredu
cible module for a representation with the desired highest 
weight, one must factorize the V ® G space with respect to its 
maximal invariant submodule. In contrast, the ves r(D ia ) 
lowering operators generate an irreducible submodule of the 
V ® G space and there is no need for factorization. For typi
cal representations of superalgebras, the standard induced 
representation is irreducible and the two constructions be
come equivalent. However, for the atypical representations, 
the ves construction is simpler and more direct. 

Another distinctive difference between classical Lie su
peralgebras and standard Lie algebras, which is clearly ex
posed in ves theory, is the existence of three kinds (star, 
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grade star, and neither) of representations as opposed to two 
kinds (Hermitian and non-Hermitian) for Lie algebras. Re
call that for a real Lie group, and irreducible representation 
is either equivalent to a unitary representation or it is not. 
The corresponding representation of the real Lie algebra is 
then Hermitian or not. Now if Y is a representation of a (real 
or complex) Lie algebra g, one has the rather remarkable 
(but familiar) result that, with respect to any non degenerate 
(Hermitian, positive) inner product on the carrier space for 
y, there always exists some YxEgforwhich y( Yx ) = yt(X). 
The concept of a Hermitian adjoint operation is therefore 
well defined for a Hilbert space representation of a Lie alge
bra. A corollary is that every representation of a complex Lie 
algebra is (equivalent to) a Hermitian representation of 
some real form of the Lie algebra. 

For a classical Lie superalgebra g, we can similarly de
fine the Hermitian adjoint yt (X) as a linear operator on the 
representation space for any XEg. However, we cannot in 
general guarantee that Y x defined by y( Y x) = yt (X) is an 
element of g. If it is, the representation is called a "star" 
representation. For a representation of a superalgebra, 
Scheunert et af. have shown 15 that one can also define a 
grade adjoint operation y(x) --->r (X) and is therefore mean
ingful to enquire if there exists some Z xEg, corresponding to 
an XEg, for which y(Zx) = reX). If there does, the repre
sentation is called a "grade star" representation. As we have 
shown in this paper, K-matrix theory provides a simple 
straightforward technique for determining if a given irredu
cible representation is of the star or grade star type. Note 
that representations can be of one or the other type, of both 
types simultaneously, or of neither type. 

In conclusion, we submit that ves and K-matrix theory 
have been proved to be of substantial pedagogical and practi
cal value for classical Lie superalgebras as well as for stan
dard Lie algebras. They not only enable one to construct and 
examine the structures and properties of any irreducible lad
der representations of these algebras, they also provide the 
only simple systematic procedure that we are aware of for 
explicitly determining the inner products arId computing 
matrix elements for these representations. This is, of course, 
an essential step in the practical application of algebraic 
structures to physical problems. Furthermore, it is achieved 
in a very physical way by embedding representation in a 
simple boson Fock space for Lie algebras, and in a simple 
fermion or combined boson/fermion Fock space for classi
cal Lie superalgebras. 

APPENDIX A: THE 8(0) POLYNOMIALS 

As argued in Sec. V, the set of Grassman variables {Bia } 
transforms under Do = gl (m) Gl gl( n) as a { - I}:{ I} ten
sor. The set of all polynomials of rank no in the Grassman 
variables {Bia } reduces, under gl (m) Gl gl (n), to the direct 
sum of all tensor irreps labeled by partitions {- r}:{ 7} in 
m and n parts, respectively, where in order to insure full 
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antisymmetry of the polynomial, { 1} is the partition conju
gate to { r}. 

We set the convention (essentially a phase convention) 
that the () polynomial corresponding to the highest weight 
component of the irreducible tensor labeled by { - r }:{ 1}, 
and properly normalized with respect to the Grassman inner 
product, is given by 

0{-r}(hw)«() -I{-r}(hw» 
{ T}(hw) - {r}(hw) 

X() () ... () 
m - T/I _ 1 + I.n - 1 m - Til _ t.n - 1 m,n - 1 

x··· 

(AI) 

That the expression (A 1 ) is of highest weight with respect to 
both gl(m) and glen) is easily verified by the vanishing ac
tion of the raising operators r( CaP), a <{3, and r( Cij)' i <j, 
on it. 

Appealing to the Wigner-Eckart theorem, we now com
pute the Do-reduced matrix elements of the Grassman tensor 
() ~ Ii} between states belonging to the tensor representations 
{-r}:{ 1}and{-r-a(Tp + I)}:{T+a({3)},where, 
e.g., a( {3) is the n vector (00" ·010·· '0) with null entries 
everywhere except for the numeral 1 in its {3 th entry. Using 
the anti symmetry properties of the Grassman variables, one 
easily obtains the following matrix element: 

(
{-r-lI.(rp+I)}(hW)I( _I)m-rp-I() _ I{-::r}(hw» = (_I)m-rp-I( _I)Y;~p+lrr 
{r + 11.( m}(hw) m - rp. P { r}(hw) • (A2) 

The corresponding U(m) and U(n) Wigner coefficients needed to isolate the reduced matrix element from the matrix 
element (A2) are obtained following the pattern calculus of Biedenharn and Louck l9

•
21 and are given, for U(m), by 

_ 1 IT PP~ - Pa: + [ (- - 1)]112 
(PPn + 1) a=p+1 Ppn -Pan 

(A3a) 

and, for U(n), by 

[Yi (PP: -~a: + 1)]112, 
a= I PPn Pan 

(A3b) 

where the partial hooks Pan are defined by 

Pan = Ta + n - a. 

Dividing the right-hand side of (A2) by (A3a) and (A3b), we find 

( {-r-lI.(Tp+I)}II(){-I}II{-::r}) = (_I)m-rp-l( _l)Y;~p+lrr [( - + 1) lIn ( PPn -Pan )]112 
h+II.(P)} {J} {r} Ppn . - _- +1 

J= I PPn Pan 
#P 

(A4) 

The reduced matrix elements for the tensor operator a ~IV are similarly given by 

(~J.-r}lIa ~ ~}J} II~ ~}}) = ( - 1) tPm({ - r}) - tPm({J}) - tPm({ - r '}) ( _ 1) tP.({ T}) - tP.({ - J}) - tP.({r'}) 

X [dim{ 1} . dim{ - r} ] 112 X ({ -:: rJll() {-1}11{ -:: T}) 

d· {-'} d' { '} { r} {l} {T} , Imr Im-r 
(AS) 

where the dimension of the U (I) partition {s} is given by 

dime {s}) = lll,i< j,{ (Pil - PjI) , 
l!2!'" (/ - I)! 

(A6) 

and 

(A7) 

APPENDIX B: THE Z(z) POLYNOMIALS 

Alsp as argued in Sec. V, the set of Bargmann variables {z;a} transforms under Do = gl (m) Ell gl( n) as a { - I}:{ 1} 
tensor. The set of all polynomials of rank nz in the Bargmann variables {z;a} reduces, under gl(m) Ell glen), to the direct sum 
of all tensor irreps labeled by partitions { - r }:{ r} in m and n parts, respectively. 

We set the convention that the Z polynomial corresponding to the highest weight component of the irreducible tensor 
labeled by { - r}:{ r}, and properly normalized with respect to the Bargmann inner product, is given by19,22 

Z{ - T}(hw)(Z) = N(r) (zm)r, - r'(zm m - I)r,- r •... (zm m-I"'I )rm 
{ r}(hw) I I 2 I 2 "'m (Bla) 

(recall that we assume m<n), where 
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mm-J"'m-I+l 
ZI 2 ···1 (BIb) 

Zm_I+I,1 

(Blc) 

and 

Pim = Ti + m - i . (BId) 

That the expression (Bla) is highest weight with respect to both gl(m) and glen) is easily verified by the vanishing action of 
the raising operators r( CaP), a <fl, and rc Cij)' i < j, on it. 

Following a procedure similar to the one used in Appendix A, we find that the no-reduced matrix elements for the 
Bargmann tensor z~ - n between states belonging to the tensor representations {- T}:{ T} and {- T - a(i}}:h + aU)}, 
where a(i) is the m vector (00" ·010·· '0) with null entries everywhere except for the numeral 1 in its ith entry, are given by 

( {-r-A(i)}llz{-I}II{-rl) = [(Po + 1) rrm ( Pim -Pkm )]112 (B2) 
{r+A(I)} {I} {r} 1m + 1 

k~1 Pim -Pkm 
#i 

The reduced matrix elements for the tensor operator V~ _ N are then given by 

( 
{- T}IIV{ I} II{ - rl) _ ( _ 1) ~m({ - r}) - ~m({I}) - ~m({ - r '}) ( _ 1) ~n({ rl) - ~n({ - I}) - ~n({r '}) 
{ r'} {- I} {rl -

X [dim{ T} . dim{ - T} ]112 X ({-r}llz{-I}II{-r}) . 

d· {'} d' {'} { r} {I} {r} ImT Im-T 
(B3) 
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All finite-dimensional irreducible representations of the general linear Lie superalgebra 
gl(n/l) are studied. For each representation, a concept of a Gel'fand-Zetlin basis is defined. 
Expressions for the transformation of the basis under the action of the generators are written 
down. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present paper we study all finite-dimensional irre
ducible representations of the general linear Lie superalge
bra gl(n/l) for any n> 1. To this end we first extend the 
concept of a Gel'fand-Zetlin basis (GZ basis) for this Lie 
superalgebra (LS) and then write down explicit expressions 
for the transformation of the basis under the action of the 
algebra generators. The algebra under consideration is a cen
tral extension of the special linear LS sl(n/l), which is also 
denoted asA (n - 1,0).1 The latter belongs to the class of the 
basic Lie superalgebras.2 Each finite-dimensional irreduci
ble module (fidirmod) of A(n - 1,0) is either typical or 
nontypical.2 The modules over gl(n/l), which we consider, 
are such that they remain irreducible when restricted to 
sl (nil). These modules describe all typical and nontypical 
representations of this LS in a unified form. In this respect 
the relations between the irreducible representations of 
gl(n/l) and sl(n/l) are in complete analogy with the corre
sponding relations for the Lie algebras gl (n) and sl (n ) . 

The properties and the transformation of the GZ basis 
for gl(n/l) have been partially announce<J in Ref. 3. In the 
present paper we derive all results. Our considerations are 
based on the material contained in Refs. 4 and 5, where we 
have studied the finite-dimensional irreducible modules of 
the special linear LS sl( lin). 

The Lie superalgebra gl (nil) can be defined as the set of 
all squared (n + I) -dimensional matrices, whose rows and 
columns we label with indicesA,B,C,D, ... = 1,2, ... ,n + I. As 
a basis in gl(n/l) we choose all Weyl matrices eAB , 

A,B = I, ... ,n + 1. Assign to each index A a degree (A), 
which is zero for A = I, ... ,n and I for A = n + 1. Then the 
generator eAB is even (resp. odd), if (A) + (B) is an even 
(resp. odd) number. The multiplication ( = the supercom
mutator) [, ] of gl(n/l) is given with the linear extension of 
the relations 

[eAB,eCD ] =~BCeAD - (_I)[(A)+(B)][(C)+(D)J~ADeCB' 

(1) 

The even subalgebra gl(n/l)o of gl(n/l) is 

gl(nll)o = lin. env. {eli,en + l.n + 1 lij = I, ... ,n}, (2) 

and it is isomorphic to 

a) Permanent address: Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy. 
bou!. Lenin 72, 1184 Sofia, Bulgaria. 

b) On leave of absence from the Arnold-Sommerfeld Institute for Math
ematical Physics. 3392 Clausthal ZeUerfeld. West Germany. 

gl(n/l)o = gl(n) e C, 

where 

gl(n) = lin. env.{eli lij = I, ... ,n}, 

C = lin. env.{en + l,n+ I}' 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

As an ordered basis in the Cartan subalgebra H of gl (nil), 
we choose e1l> e22, ... ,en + l,n + l' and denote by 

(6) 

the dual to its basis in the space of all linear functionals H· of 
H,i.e., 

~(eBB) = ~~. (7) 

The Lie algebra gl (n ), defined by (4), contains several 
copies of the subalgebra gl(k) for k = 1,2, ... ,n - 1. Unless 
otherwise stated, by gl (k) we shall understand the subalge
bra 

gl(k) = lin. env. {eli lij = I, ... ,k}. (8) 

The possibility to introduce a Gel'fand-Zetlin basis in 
any finite-dimensional irreducible gl(m) module V stems 
from the following proposition. 

Proposition 1: Consider the finite-dimensional irreduci
ble gl(m) module Vas a gl(m - I) module. Then one can 
always represent Vas a direct sum of gl(m - I) modules, 

(9) 

with the following properties. (I) All Vi have different high
est weights, i.e., the decomposition (9) is multiplicity-free; 
(2) All Vi are irreducible gl(m - 1) modules. 

Consider the chain of subalgebras 

gl(n) ::Jgl(n -1)::J ... ::Jgl(k)::J" 'g1(2) ::Jgl(1), (10) 

and let 

V= V(n)::J V(n - 1)::J ... ::J V(k)::J···::J V(2)::J V(1) 
(11) 

be a flag of subspaces of the gl (n) fidirmod V, where for each 
k = I, ... ,n, V(k) is an irreducible gl(k) module. Since any 
irreducible gl( I) module V( I) is a one-dimensional space, 
the flag (11) determines a one-dimensional subspace in V. 
Choose an arbitrary vector in this subspace and denote it by 
(m). Let 
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A(k) = mlkel + m 2k t? + ... + mkkek (12) 

be the highest weight of V(k). From (9) it follows that the 
highest weights, 

min' m 2n , mn_l,n' 

ml,n_l, m 2,n_I' mn_l,n_I' 

(m) = m lk , m 2k , m kk 

m 12, m 22 
mll 

where the kth row mlk, m 2k, ... ,mkk gives the signature of 
V(k), i.e., these numbers are the coordinates of A(k) [see 
( 12) ]. The vectors (14), corresponding to all possible flags 
( 11 ), constitute a basis in V, which was introduced by 
Gel'fand and Zetlin6 and is now called a Gel'fand-Zetlin 
basis in the gl(n) module V. 

In the present paper we show that the above approach 
can be used in a similar way in order to introduce a basis in 
every fidirmod W of the LS gl (n/ 1 ). The crucial point in this 
respect stems from the observation (see Proposition 4) that 
Proposition 1 holds also for any gl(n/l) fidirmod W, con
sidered as a representation space of the Lie algebra gl( n), 
namely 

(15) 

where all Wi are irreducible gl(n) submodules with differ
ent highest weights. It may be worthwhile to point out that 
similar property does not hold for an arbitrary gl(n/m) fi
dirmod W, m> 1, considered as a gl(n/m - 1) module. In 
this more general case some of the gl (n/ m - 1) submodules 
Wi in the decomposition (15) may be indecomposible.7 The 
gl(n/m - 1) highest weight Ai of Wi does not carry infor
mation of whether Wi is irreducible or indecomposible. 
Therefore, the very idea to introduce a GZ basis in an arbi
trary gl(n/m) fidirmod fails. In this respect the algebras 
gl(n/l) and gl( 11m) are the only exceptions among all Lie 
superalgebras gl ( n/ m ) . 

II. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL IRREDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF sl(nI1) 

A. Some abbreviation and notation 

LS, LS's-Lie superalgebra, Lie superalgebras. 
LA, LA's-Lie algebra, Lie algebras. 
Fidirmod (s )-finite-dimensional irreducible mod-

ule(s). 

1434 

GZ basis-Gel'fand-Zetlin basis. 
lin. env. {Xl-the linear envelope of X. 
C-the complex numbers. 
Z+ -all non-negative integers. 
[, ]-product ( = supercommutator) in the LS. 
Let m ij EC. Then we set 
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A(n),A(n - 1 ), ... ,A(2),A( 1), (13) 

determine up to a multiplicative constant the vector (m). 
Therefore, one can set 

mnn 

(14) 

[ml,n + I>m2,n + I> ... ,mn,n + I ] = [m] n + I> (16) 

[mlk,m2k, ... ,mkd = [mh, k= 1, ... ,n, (17) 

[mlk + e,m2k + e, ... ,mkk + e] = [m + elk' ceC, (18) 

[mlk ±8li ,m2k ±82it· .. ,mkk ±8k;] = [mU i. (19) 

Moreover, if MABEC, then 

[MIA ,M2A , ... ,MAA ] = [M]A,A = 1, ... ,n + 1, (20) 

[MIA ±81itM2A ±82i , ... ,MAA ±8A;] = [MU i, (21) 

lij = mij - i, (22) 

Lij = Mij - i. (23) 

B. Transformation of the sl(nI1) fldlrmods 

The special linear LS sl (n/ 1 ) is a subalgebra of gl (n/ 1 ) . 
It consists of all those (n + 1 )-dimensional squared matri
ces aEgl(n/I), whose supertrace ( = str) vanishes, i.e., 

sl(n/1) = {a laEgl(n/l),str(a) = :t: (_1)(AlaAA =o}. 
(24) 

The even subalgebra 

sl(n/1)o = lin. env.{EijIEij = eij + 8ijen+ I,n+ I, 

i,j = 1, ... ,n} (25) 

is isomorphic to the general linear Lie algebra gl (n ). In this 
case Eij are the Weyl generators of the algebra: 

[Eij,Ekl ] = 8jk Ei/ - 8/iEkj , i,j,k,1 = 1, ... ,n. (26) 

We shall denote this particular gl (n) by gl (n ) , i.e., we set 

gl(n) = lin. env.{Eij IEij = eij + 8ijen + I,n + I' 

i,j, = 1, ... ,n}. (27) 

The notation gl (n) is reserved for [see (4) ] 

gl(n) = lin. env.{eijli,j= 1, ... ,n}. (28) 

In Refs. 4 and 5 we have introduced a basis within each 
sl( lin) fidirmod and have written down explicit relations 
for its transformation under the action of the algebra. Using 
those results and the circumstance that the mapping 
(iJ = l, ... ,n) 

fjJ(eOi ) = en + I,i' fjJ(e iO ) = ei,n + I' fjJ(eij) = eij (29) 
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defines an isomorphism of gl (1 / n) onto gl( n/ I ), we can 
write down immediately the corresponding relations for 
sl(n/l). We formulate the result as a proposition [see Prop
osition 14, Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7), (3.64), and (3.66) of Ref. 5]. 

to-one correspondence with the set of all complex n-tuples, 

[m]n+ 1= [ml,n+ l,m2,n+ I,···,mn,n+ 1], 

mi,n + I - mj,n + I EZ+, (30) 

Proposition 2: The finite-dimensional irreducible mod
ules W( [m] n + I ) of the Lie superalgebra sl(n/l) are in one-

for all kj = 1, ... ,n. The sl(n/l) basis r([m] n + I) in 
W( [m] n + I ) can be chosen to consist of all patterns, 

[m]n+ I ml,n+I' m2,n+I' mn,n+1 

[m]n min' m 2n , mnn 

(m)= [m); - m li , m2i> m ii 

[mh m 12, m 22 

[mJ II m ll 

which are consistent with the conditions: 
(1) The numbers ml,n+ I' m2,n+ I ,,,., mn,n+ I are fixed and label the sl(n/I) module W( [m]n+ I); 

n 

(2) min = mi,n+ I + 0i - L Ok' OI,02,,,.,On = 0,1; 
k=1 

(31) 

(32) 

(3) If mj,n + I = j - 1, then OJ is fixed to be either 0 or ,I; (33) 

(4) mij+l-mijEZ+, mij-mi+I.j+IEZ+ Vi<,j=I, ... ,n-l. (34) 

The transformation of the sl(n/I) basis (31) is completely determined from the action of the even generators 
(lij=mij-i), 

[m]n+ I [m]n+ I 

Ekk [m]k = (m lk + ... + m kk - ml,k_1 - ... - mk_I,k_l) [m]k 

m ll 

[m]n+ I 

[mh 

Ek,k_1 [m]k_1 

[m]k_2 

[m]k 

Ek_I,k .lm]k-I 

[m]k_2 

m ll 

k-I I n7= I (lik - Ij,k_1 + 1 )n7~~(li,k-2 - Ij,k_l) 1112 
=L 

n7ii~ I (/i,k-I - Ij,k_1 + 1) (/i,k-I - Ij,k_1 ) j=1 

= kil In~:;'_rl(/ik -lj,k-l)n7~~(li,k-2 -lj,k_1 -1) 1112 
}=I ni,..j=l(li,k-1 -lj,k-I)(li,k-I -lj,k_I-1) 

and the action of the odd generators, 

[m]n+ I 

[m]n 

[m]n+ I 

[m]k 

[m]k! I 

[mh_2 

[mh 

[m]LI 

[m]k_2 

[m]n+1 

[m-l]~ 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

[m]n_1 
n I nn-I (I -I. -1) 1112 = ~ (1_0.)(_1)6,+ ... +6,-,(/. +1)1/2 k=1 k,n-I In [1] 
L' ',n + I nn (I I) m - n-I 
i= I k,..i= I k,n+ I - i,n+ I 

(38) 
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[m]n+ I 

[m]n 

[m]n-I 

[m]n+ 1 

[m+l],;-i 
= ~ 8(_I)IJ,+ ... +IJi-'(I. +1) 112 1 Uk:\Uk,n-I-1in) 1112 
~ i .,n+1 un (I I) [m+l]n_1 
i=1 k".i=1 k,n+1 - ~n+1 

(39) 

The expressions for the other generators [see Ref. 5, 
Eqs. (3.56) and (3.57)] can be derived from the above rela
tions (35 )-( 39) and the supercommutation relations (1). 

The condition (3) [see (33)] indicates that whenever 
mj,n + I = j - 1 and 8j = 0,1, i.e., if one skips (33), then the 
linear envelope of all sl(n/I) basis vectors (31) leads to a 
reducible module. It is a direct sum of two fidirmods. Fixing 
with (33) 8j to be 0 or 1, one selects one of the fidirmods. 

The possibility to define the basis r ( [m] n + I ) stems 
from Proposition 4 in Ref. 4, which asserts that the decom-

position of W( [m] n+ I ) into glen) fidirmods W( [m] n ) is 
simple and multiplicity-free: 

W( [m]n+ I) = L ED W([m]n)' (40) 
Iml. 

The sum in (40) is over all gl (n ) signatures [m] n , 

which satisfy the conditions (32) and (33). Each signature 

[ m ] n in (40) denotes the coordinates of the gl (n) highest 
weight A( [m] n ) of W( [m]n ) in the basis 

(41 ) 

dual to the Cartan basis 

(42) 

of gl(n), i.e., 
n 

A([m]n) = L minEi. (43) 
i=1 

The basis r ( [m ] n + I ) is introduced in a similar way as 
the GZ basis for gl( n). In this case instead of the chain (10) 
we take 

sl(n/l)::J gI(1i) 

::J glen - I) ::J ... ::J gl(k) ::J ... ::J gl(1), 

where 

gl(k) = lin. env.{Eij lij = 1, ... ,k}. 

(44) 

(45) 

Each vector (31) is determined by a flag of subspaces 

W([m]n+ 1) 

::J W( [m]n)::J"'::J W( [mh)::J···::J W(mll)' (46) 

where W( [mh) is a gl(k) fidirmod with a highest weight 
k 

A([m]k) = L mikEi. 
i=1 

(47) 

Thus the rows [m] n , ... , [m h , ... ,mlliabelingthe sl(n/l) ba
sis vectors (31) are the coordinates of the highest weights 
A([m]n ), ... ,A([mh ), ... ,A(mll ) of the chain (46) corre
sponding to this vector. 
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mll -l 

It is natural to expect that the top row [m] n + I in any 
pattern (31) gives the coordinates of the sl(n/I) highest 
weight in W( [m] n + I ), Here, however, this is not the case. 
The reason for this peculiarity is due to the fact that the basis 
r([m] n + I ) was first introduced for the LS sl( 1/n).4,S Here 
we have described its properties directly in terms of sl (n/l ), 
using the isomorphism rp of sl( 1/ n ) onto sl (n/ 1 ) [see 
(29)]. In the case of sl( 1/n), the weight vector XA with a 
weight A, for which [m]n = [m]n+ I and 
mkk = mk,k + 1 = ... = mkn for all k = 1, ... ,n, is annihilat
ed by all sl ( 1/ n) simple root vectors, 

(48) 

Therefore XA is the sl( 1/n) highest weight vector in 
W( [m]n + 1 ), i.e., in the case ofsl( 1/n), the top row of each 
pattern (31) gives the coordinates of the sl ( 1/ n) highest 
weight in W( [m] n + I ). The isomorphism rp, however, does 
not transform the simple root vectors (48) ofsl(1/n) onto 
the simple root vectors 

(49) 

of sl( n/ 1 ). Indeed, 

rp(eOI)=en+I,n (50) 

is a negative root vector in sl(n/I). Consequently X A is not 
annihilated by the generators (49) and is not, therefore, the 
sl(n/l) highest weight vector in the sl(n/l) module 
W( [m] n + 1 ). In the next section we improve this anomaly 
of the notation, introducing appropriate notations directly 
for gl(n/I). 

III. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL IRREDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF gl(n/1) 

A. Gel'fand-Zetlln basis 

The first task of the present subsection is to enlarge each 
sl(n/l) module W( [m] n + 1 ) to a gl(n/l) fidirmod. To this 
end, it is sufficient to define the transformation of 
r ( [m ] n + 1 ) under the action, for instance, of the generator 

I = ell + e22 + ... + en+ I,n+ I Egl(n/l), (51) 

which in the defining realization of gl(n/l) is the unit ma
trix. 

Since I is a central element in gl (n/l ), 

[I,sl(n/I)] = 0, (52) 

and W( [m] n + 1 ) is an irreducible space under the action of 
sl(n/l), the generator I [considered as an operator in 
W( [m] n + 1 )] has to be proportional to the unit operator, 
i.e., 

[

[m].n+ I] [[m].n+ I] 
I : =c : ,ceC, 

mll mll 

(53) 
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for every pattern (31). The relations (35)-(39), together 
with (53), turn W([m]n+l) into an irreducible gl(n/l) 
module, which is characterized by the sequence of the 
numbers 

(ml,n + I ,m2,n+ I , ... ,mn + I,n + I ,c) == ([m]n + I ,c). 

If (53) holds, we set 

W( [m]n+ I) = W( [m]n+ I>c), 

r([m] n + I ) = r([m]n + I>c). (54) 

This solves the problem of how to enlarge any sl(n/l) fidir
mod to a gl(n/l) fidirmod. We wish, however, more. We 
wish to introduce within each W( [m ] n + I ,c) a basis which 
will be a natural generalization of the GZ basis for glen) 
with respect to the chain, 

gl(n/l) ::> gl(n) 

::>gl(n - 1)::>'" ::>gl(k)::>" 'gl(2) ::>gl(1). (55) 

Consider for a certain p, 1 <p<n, the subalgebras gl(p) 
and gl(p) of gl(n/l): 

gl(p) = lin. env.{eij,Ekk 

= ekk + en + I,n + Ili#j = 1, ... ,p, k = 1, ... ,p}, (56) 

gl(p) = lin. env.{eij,ekk li#j = l, ... ,p, k = 1, ... ,p}. (57) 

Proposition 3: Let Wbe a (finite-dimensional) module 

over both gl (p) and gl (p ). Then W is an irreducible gl (p ) 
module iff it is an irreducible gl (p) module. In the natural 

ordering Ew ... ,Epp of the Cartan generators of gl(p) and 
ew ... ,e pp of gl (p), both algebras have one and the same high
est weight vector, if W is irreducible. 

Proof' Since the Cartan generators of gl(p) and gl(p) 
commute, the basis in W can be chosen to consist of weight 
vectors with respect to both algebras. Then the irreducibility 
of W depends only on the actions of the other generators, 

which are the same for gl(p) andgl(p). Hence Wissimulta
neously irreducible or reducible with respect to both alge
bras. Moreover, these algebras have the same simple root 
vectors e12, e23, ... , ep _ I,p and therefore one and the same 
highest weight vector, if the module W is irreducible. 

If W is a fidirmod over gl (p) and gl (p ), then we denote 
by 

[M]p = [Mlp, ... ,Mpp] and [m]p = [mlp, ... ,mpp ] (58) 

the gl(p) and the gl(p) signatures ( = the coordinates of 
the highest weight A) of W, respectively. In order to com
pute them, one has to determine the eigenvalues of the Car
tan generators on the highest weight vector x A E W: 

eUxA =M;pXA, i= l, ... ,p, 

EUXA = m;pxA, i = 1, ... ,p. 

We write 

(59) 

(60) 

W== W([M]p) == W([m]p) == W([M]p;[m]p) (61) 

if we wish to indicate the signature of W with respect to 

gl (p), gl (p ), or both of them. 
Proposition 4: A decomposition, 
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(62) 

of W([m]n+l,c) into a direct sum of glen) fidirmods 
W( [M] n ) s is multiplicity-free, i.e., the gl (n) signatures 
[M] n of the different terms in (62) are different. 

Proof' Clearly, each term W( [M]n). is a glen) mod

ule, and hence (Proposition 3) each W( [M]n)s is a gl(n) 

fidirmod. Denote its gl (n) signature by [m] n' Then [see 
(61 )] 

W([M]n)s = W([M]n;[m]n).' (63) 

and we can write (62) as 

Hence (64) can be viewed also as a decomposition of 

W([ m] n + I ,c) into fidirmods of gl (n). This decomposi
tion is multiplicity-free. Therefore (64) is nothing but the 

decomposition (40). The latter is unique, since the gl (n) 
signatures [m] n of all its terms are different. Then the de
composition (62) is also unique, which is possible only if the 
glen) signatures [M]n, corresponding to different terms in 
the sum (62), are also different. This completes the proof. 

From the above proposition, it follows that there exists 
one-to-one correspondence between s, [M] n , and [m] n , i.e., 
for every two terms in the sum (64) 

W( [M ]n;[m]n )., W( [M']n;[m']n ) .. , (65) 

any two of the inequalities 

s#s', [M]n # [M']n' [m]n # [m']n (66) 

are a consequence ofthe third inequality. Therefore, in par
ticular, (62) can be written as 

W([m]n+l>c) = I EEl W([M]n)' (67) 
IMl. 

Consider the chain of sub algebras (55) and let 

W( [m]n+ I ,c) == Wen + 1)::> W(n)::>'" 

::> W(k)::>"'::> W(2)::> W(1) (68) 

be a flag of subs paces, where for each k = 1, ... ,n, W(k) is a 
gl (k) fidirmod. Let 

[M]n+1 = [MI,n+I,M2,n+I, .. ·,Mn+ I,n+l] (69) 

be the glen/I) signature of W([m] n + I ,c), 

W([m]n + I ,c) == W([M]n + I)' (70) 

From Proposition 1 and Proposition 4, it follows that each 
W(k) in (68) is uniquely defined by its gl(k) signature 
[M] k' Therefore an arbitrary flag (68) can be written as 

W([m]n+ I ,c) 

== W( [M] n + I ) ::> W( [M] n ) ::> ... ::> W( [M] k) 

::> ... ::> W( [M ]2)::> W(MII )· (71) 

This flag defines (Up to a mUltiplicative constant, which we 
fix) a vector (M). This vector is characterized uniquely by 
the signatures [M]n, ... ,[Mh, ... ,[Mh, Mil' Therefore, in a 
complete analogy with the LA glen), we set 
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[M]n+1 MI,n+I' M 2,n+I' 

[M]n Min, M 2n , 

(M)=: [M]k - M lk , M 2k , Mkk 

[Mb M 12, M22 

Mll Mll 

Definition: The vectors (72), corresponding to all possi
ble flags (71), constitute a basis in the gl(n/l) module 
W( [M]n+ I)' which we call a gl(n/1) Gel'fand-Zetlin ba
sis in W( [M]n+ I)' and denote it as r( [M]n+ I)' 

According to Proposition 3, every gl (k) fidirmod 

W( [M]k) in (71) is also a gl(k) fidirmod. Let its gl(k) 
signature be [m] k' Then [see (61) ] 

W([M]k)=:W([M]dm]d, (73) 

and the flag (71) can be written as 

W( [m]n+ I ,c) = W([M ]n+ I):J W([M ]n;[m]n) 

:J"':JW([M]k;[m]k) 

:J ... :J W( [M b;[mb):J W(Mll;m ll ). 
(74) 

According to (71 ) and (72), the flag (74) defines a G Z basis 
vector (M); according to (46) it defines a basis vector 
(m)Er( [m]n + I ,c). Therefore (M) = (m), i.e., 

[M]n+1 [m]n+ I 

[M]n [m]n 

[M]k [mh (75) 

[Mb [m]2 

Mll m ll 

M n.n+ I' Mn+ I,n+ I 

Mnn 

(Ell + ... + Enn)(m)N 

= [itl mi,n+1 - (n -1)N] (m)N' 

From (53), (76), and (77) we derive that 

en+ I,n+ I (m)N = (d - N) (m)N, 

(72) 

(78) 

(79) 

where we have replaced the constant c by another constant, 

d = (n - 1)-I(ml.n+ I + ... + mn,n+ I - c). (80) 

Taking into account that E jj = ejj + en + I,n + I' i = 1, ... ,n, 
from (35) and (79) we receive 

ejj(m)N = [± mki - iII mk.i _ 1 + N - d] (m)N' 
k~1 k~1 

Consider the vector (of degree n) 

[m]n+ I 

[m]n 

[mb 

for which 

(JI = (J2 = ... = (In = 1, 

(81) 

(82) 

An essential part of what remains to be done is (1) to find the mjj =mi.i+ 1 = ... = min =mi,n+1 + I-n, 

relations between the labels oftheGZ basis vector (M) and Vi = 1, ... ,n, (83) 
the labels of (m); (2) to write down the transformations 
(35)-(39) in terms of the notations of the GZ basis. i.e., for all i = 1, ... ,n, 

B. Transformations of the GZ basis 

We first proceed to establish a connection between the 
different labels ofthe vector (75). From (25) and (51) one 
derives 

en+ I,n+ 1= (n -l)-I(Ell + ... + Enn + I). (76) 

Let (m) NEr( [m] n + I ,c) be a vector (31) ofdegreeN (Ref. 
4, Def. 3), i.e., the (J-tuple of this vector is such that 

(JI + (J2 + ... + (In = N. (77) 

The relation (35) yields 

(Ell + ... + Enn)(m)N = Ltl min] (mh, 

which, using (32), can be written as 
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[mL = [ml,n+ I + 1 - n,m2,n+ I 

+ I-n, ... ,mi,n+1 + I-n]. (84) 

Using Eqs. (37) and (38), and taking into account that 
Ek_I,k = ek_I,k' one derives that (m)nis annihilated by all 
simple root vectors (49), 

ei,i+ I (m)n = 0, Vi = 1, ... ,n. (85) 

Therefore, (m) n is the gl (n/ 1) [and also sl( n/ 1 )] highest 
weight vector. In the case of (m)N = (m)n' the relations 
(81) and (79) reduce to 

ejj (m)n = (mi,n + I + 1 - d)(m)n' i = 1, ... ,n, 

en+ I.n+ I (m)n = (d - n) (m)n' 

Since by definition [see (69) ] 

ejj(m)n =Mi,n+l(m)n 

and 
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(87) 

from (86) and (87) we obtain a relation between the gl(n/ 
1) signatures [M]n+1 and [m]n+I' 

M;,n+1 =m;,n+1 + I-d, 'tIi= 1" .. ,n, 

Mn + I,n + I = d - n. (88) 

In order to relate [M]p with [m]p, p = 1, ... ,n for the 
vector (72), recall that MIP, ... ,Mpp is the signature of the 
gl(p) module W( [M ] p) in the flag (71). In other words, 
Mlp, ... ,Mpp are the eigenvalues of the generators ew ... ,epp on 
the highest weight vector x([M]p) of W([M]p)' Since 
x( [M]p) is also the highest weight vector ofgl(p) (Proposi
tion 3), it has to be a vector (31) for which 

mkk = mk,k+ I = '" = m k; = '" = m kp , 'tIk = 1, ... ,p. 
(89) 

Equations (89) are known from the properties of the GZ 
basis for gl(p). They can be also derived from (37). Insert
ing (89) into (81), we obtain 

eux( [M]p) = (m;p + N - d)x( [M]p), 'tIi = 1, ... ,p, 
(90) 

where [see (77)] 

deg(x([M]p»)=N=OI +02+", +On' 

Thus 

M;p = m;p + N - d, 'tIi = 1, ... ,p. 

In particular, ifp = n, (92) and (32) yield 

M;n = m;,n+ 1+ 0; -d. 

(91) 

(92) 

(93) 

Now we are able to draw conclusions about the param
eters M AB , A<.B = 1, ... ,n + 1, which label the GZ basis 
(75). From (30) and (88) it follows thatthe gl(n/1) signa
ture MI,n + I ,M2,n + I , ... ,Mn + I,n + I' which labels the repre
sentations' space and is therefore fixed within W( [M ] n + I ), 

can consist of any complex numbers, for which 

M;,n+1 -~,n+IEZ+ 'tIi<.j= 1, ... ,n. (94) 

Equations (33) and (88) yield that 

MI,n + I' M2,n + I , 

(M)= [ML - Mw M2iJ Mu 

[Mh M 12, M22 
Mll Mll 

which are consistent with the conditions: 

(1) M;n =M;,n+1 -CfJ;, CfJI,CfJ2, .. ·,CfJn =0,1, (103) 

(2) if ~.n+1 +Mn+I,n+1 =j-n, then CfJj =0, 
(104) 

(3) M;,H I - MijEZ+, 'tIi<.j = 1, ... ,n - 1, 

Mij -M;+I,HIEZ+. (105) 

The gl(n/l) highest weight vector is the one from 
(102), for which 
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mj.n + I = j - 1 iff Mj.n + I + Mn + I,n + I = j - n. (95) 

The irreducible representations for which (95) holds are 
[when restricted to sl(n/1)] called nontypical representa
tions.2 All other irreducible representations are said to be 
typical. 

As a consequence of (93) and (88), one concludes that 
(32) holds if and only if 

M;n = M;,n+ I + 0; - 1, 'tIi = 1, ... ,n, 

where in the typical case 

01,02, ... ,On = 0,1. 

(96) 

(97) 

If (95) is fulfilled, then [see (33)] we have to fix OJ to be 
either 0 or 1. In view of the choice ( 83 ), it is more convenient 
to set OJ = 1. 

From (34) and (93), it follows that within a given GZ 
pattern (75), the entries Mij,i<.j = 1, ... ,n are such that 

M;.j+ I - MijEZ+, 'tIi<.j = 1, ... ,n - 1, 
(98) 

In order to have more natural notation for the highest weight 
vector [see (83) and (96) ], it is convenient to replace 0; by 

CfJ; = 1 - 0;. (99) 

We summarize the results obtained so far for the GZ 
basis. 

Proposition 5: The finite-dimensional irreducible mod
ules W([M] n + I) of the Lie superalgebra gl(n/1) are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the set of all complex n + 1 
tuples 

[M]n+1 = [MI,n+I,M2,n+I,. .. ,Mn+I,n+I]' (100) 

for which 

M;,n+1 -Mj,n+I EZ+, 'tIi<.j= 1, ... ,n. (101) 

Within a given gl(n/1) fidirmod W( [M] n + I ) the numbers 
(100) are fixed. The Gel'fand-Zetlin basis r ([ M ] n + I ) in 
W( [M] n + I ) consists of all patterns, 

Mn,n+ I' Mn+ I,n+ I, 

M nn 

(102) 

[Mli,Mw .. ·,Mu ] = [MI,n + I ,M2,n + I , ... ,M;,n + I] (106) 

for all i = 1,2, ... ,n. 
Proposition 6: IfEq, (75) holds, then 

[m]n+ I 

[m - l]~ 

[m-l]n_1 

mll -1 

[M ]n+ I 

[M]~ 

[M]n_1 
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and 

[m]n+1 [M]n+1 

[m+l]n- i [M]n- i 

[m+l]n_1 [M]n_1 

m ll +l Mll 

Proof: According to Proposition 7 in Ref. 4, 

( 108) 

(111 ) 

and ifp<n, 

M kP = mkp +N - d= mkp - 1 +N + I-d=Mkp ' 
(112) 

Therefore 

[M]n = [M]~, [M]p = [M]p 

forp = 1, ... ,n - I, which proves (107). In a similar way one 
proves (108). 

([

[m]n+ I]) ([ [m]n+ 1 ]) 
if deg [~] n = N, then deg [m ~ 1] n± i Let (M) be an arbitrary GZ pattern (102). Denote by 

(M)H' i<j=I, ... ,n (113) 

the scheme obtained from (M) by the replacement =N+ I=N. (109) 

Consider (107) and denote 
(114) 

Set 

[m]n+1 

[m]n 

[m]n_1 

[m]n+1 

[m - I]~ 

[m-l]n_1 

[M]n+1 

[M]n 

[M]n_1 (110) 

LAB = MAB - A, A<B = 1, ... ,n + 1. (115) 

Then using the relations (88), (92), (99), (107), and (108), 
we easily rewrite the transformation (35)-(39) in terms of 
the GZ basis (102). We write the result in somewhat more 
general form. 

According to ( 92 ) and (110) [ see (18) and (19) for 
k = 1,2, ... ,n], 

The relations written below give transformations of the 
GZ basis (102), if the new variable q, which we have intro
duced for convenience, takes value 

A = 1,2, ... ,n + 1, 

e (M) = ~ 1= 1 Ik 1,k - 1 1= 1 I,k - 2 1,k - 1 (M). k-ll"k (L--L- +1)IIk- 2(L- -L- )1 112 
k,k - 1 £... k _ 1 - 1,k - 1 , 

j= 1 "i,..j= 1 (Li,k_1 - Lj,k_1 + 1) (Li,k_1 - Lj,k_l) 

e (M) = ~ 1= 1 Ik 1,k - 1 1= 1 I,k - 2 1, - 1 (M) . k-II IIk (L- -L- )IIk
-

2 (L- -L- -1) 1112 
k-I,k £... k-I L L 1,k-1> 

j=1 IIi,..j=l( i,k_I-Lj,k_I)(Li,k_l- j,k_I-l) 
n 

(M) - ~ ( l)i-l( 1)'P'+"'+'P'-'(L L 2 + l)q en,n+1 - £... (jJi - - i,n+1 + n+I,n+1 + n 
i=1 

X k= 1 k,n-I - i,n+ 1 (M). 

1 

IIn-I(L L) 1112 
IIk,..i= 1 (Lk,n+ 1 - Li,n+ I) I,n' 

en+I,n(M) = i (1-(jJi)( _1)i-l( -1)'P'+'''+'P'-'(Li,n+1 +Ln+I,n+1 +2n+ 1)I-q 
;=1 

X k = 1 k,n - 1 I,n + 1 (M). . 

1 

IIn - 1 (L - L- ) 1112 
IIk,..i=I(Lk,n+1 -Li,n+l) -I,n 

(116) 

(117) 

(118) 

( 119) 

(120) 

(121 ) 

Using the relations (117)-(121) and the supercommutation relations (1), one can write down expressions for the 
transformations of the GZ basis under the action of the other generators of gl( nil). In particular, taking into account that 

[m]n+ 1 [M]n+1 [m]n+ 1 [M]n+1 

[m - 1]: [M]: [m + 1];in [M];in 

[m -1]; [M]; [m + l]p-iP [M ]p- ip (122) 

[m-l]p_1 [M]p_1 [m + l]p_I [M]p_I 

mll-I Mll mll+1 Mll 
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using the relations (3.116) and (3.117) from Ref. 4 and going to the second basis [see Sec. III CinRef. 5], one obtains the ex
pressions for all odd generators (p = 1, ... ,n), 

[M]"+I 

[M]" 

ep." + I [M]p 
" ,,- I P '1'0 + ... + 'l'i _ I L L ... L f{Ji.( -1) • (L i .. " + I +L,,+I.n+1 +2n+ l)q 

[M]p_I 
i" = 1 i" _ t = 1 ip = 1 

[M]"+I 

[M]" 

[M],,+I 

[M]~' 

Mll 
(12 ) 

",,-I P ... 
'" '" '" (1 1 '1'0 + + 'l'i -'Ll I - q e,,+ I.p [M]p - ~ ~ • •• ~ - f{Ji) (- ) • ( i •• n+ I + L" + I.n+ I + 2n + ) 

[M]p_I 
in = 1 i" _ I = 1 ip = J 

Mll 

where 

{
I fi . . 

S( ' .) _ ' or l<j 
l,j - 1 fi . .' - , or I> j 

(125) 

The expressions for the even generators eij> i=l=j = 1, ... ,n, are 
the same as for the transformation of a gl (n) module with 
signature [M]". These expressions are available from the 
literature.8 

Ifq = 0, then the Eqs. (117)-(121), (123), and (124) 
define a representation of gl(n/1) in the same space 
W( [M ]" + I ). The relations between the GZ basis (corre
sponding to q = !) and the q = 0 basis can be easily written 
down and are similar to the relations between the first and 
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I 

[M],,+I 

[M ],,- i. 

the second basis in Ref. 5, Eqs. (3.61) and (3.68). 

(124) 

If q = 1, then the basis is defined with all patterns ( 102 ) 
and the conditions (103) and (105). In this case, the repre
sentation is indecomposible if 

~."+I +M,,+I.,,+I =j-n. (126) 

The maximal invariant subspace consists of all those vectors 
(102), for which f{Jj = 1. 
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Two types of discontinuities are considered in conjunction with the conservation laws: those 
that arise from a limit of finite and differentiable functions in a boundary layer and those that 
do not. It is shown that the former, which prevail in electromagnetism, do not playa role in 
the conservation laws, but the situation in other areas of physics, such as general relativity, 
may be more complex. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the first type of 
discontinuity is derived. For the second type, the conservation laws are no longer of the 
conventional form. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper,l the authors presented various inte
gral theorems for functions with discontinuities. The theo
rems are of two types: (A) those for "instantaneous" volume 
integrals, i.e., for integrals defined on constant-time slices, 
and (B) those for retarded integrals. In this paper the theo
rems are used to study the conservation laws associated with 
functions T"' satisfying2 

m,m = O. (l ) 

In three-vector notation, (1) has the form 

a-,» 
-+V·T=O. at 

Should the functions T"' be continuous everywhere, then the 
conservation laws associated with ( 1) are, of course, simply 

!!... r -,» dV = - J, dSI' ~, dt Jv 1s (2) 

where the surface S bounds V. The point of interest in this 
work is to find the corresponding conservation laws for func
tions T"' with discontinuities. 

For convenience, the theorems of Ref. 1 that are rel
evant to this paper are noted below in Sec. II. In Sec. III, the 
conservation laws arising from (1) are derived, and the role 
played by discontinuities is discussed for the cases of electro
dynamics and general relativity. In Sec. IV, it is shown that 
there exist two classes of discontinuities, and the necessary 
and sufficient conditions are found for the class that always 
yields the conventional conservation laws of the form of (2). 

II. INTEGRAL THEOREMS WITH DISCONTINUITIES 

Consider a time-independent volume V bounded by a 
surface Sin which functions/(r,t) and F(r,t) are defined to 
be continuous everywhere, except on a closed time-depen
dent surface (or a finite set of such surfaces) D. The jumps 
(or discontinuities) in/ and F on D are denoted by a slash: 

/1 =J:n -lex, 
(3) 

where in and ex refer to functions inside and outside D, re-

spectively. The theorems (of type a and b) to be used below 
are 

(4a) 

(4b) 

where the surface element d S is outwardly directed from D, v 
is the velocity of an element of D, square brackets denote 
retardation, and W is defined as 

A 

W= I-voR, (5) 

where R is a unit vector from a source point on D to the field 
point in question. 3 Equation (4a) has a simple counterpart 
to a closed time-dependent surface S bounding a volume V, 
where / is continuous and need not have a discontinuity on 
s: 

!!... r /dV 
drJv 

= L( ~)dV+ t dSovj ( 4') 

In fact, (4a) can be derived from (4') by taking S to be a 
surface of discontinuity D, applying (4') first to the volume 
interior to D, then to the volume exterior to D, and adding 
the results. 

Two forms of Gauss' theorem will also be employed: 

L(VoF)dV=tdSoF+t dSoFI, (6a) 

L [VoF]dV = t dSo[F] + t dSo[FI] 

-L dV[:t (RoF)]. (6b) 

It is stressed that the partial derivatives of/and Fin Eq. 
( 4) and (6) are not defined4 on D; for this reason, the vol
ume of integration excludes the surface D.l 
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III. CONSERVATION LAWS 

Suppose the functions 'T"' are defined in V to have dis
continuities on the surface (or surfaces) D and to satisfy ( 1 ) 
everywhere except on D; on this surface, partial derivatives 
of 'T"' are not defined. Equations ( 1) and (4a) show that 

.!!.- r ~ dV = - r r',p dV + j ds.v~1 ' dtJv Jv YD 

and this expression is reduced by (6a) to the form 

.!!.- r ~ dV = - j dSp r' - j dSp (r' - if~) I. (7) 
dt Jv Ys YD 

Thus the D integral in (7) negates the usual interpretation of 
r' as the f1- component of flux of a portion of the quantity 
f~ dV across the surface S as in (2) or, alternatively, that 
the S integral does not account for the entire rate of change 
within S of the total content of~. It is instructive to consider 
this D integral for the particular cases of electromagnetic 
and gravitational fields. 

In electromagnetism, the four-current r satisfies an 
equation of the form of ( 1 ) and the corresponding D integral 
in (7) is then 

For each charge species, the four-current components are 
related to the charge density ass 

r=p, j'=prJ:, (8) 

where rJ: is the three-velocity of the respective charge spe
cies. On any given D surface, the charge velocity would differ 
from the velocity of the surface of discontinuity if by, at 
most, a component tangential to the surface. Hence (8) and 
the orthogonality of dSp with any residual tangential com
ponent reduces (7) to the usual form of (2) for charge con
servation: 

.!!.- r p dV = - j dS·j. 
dt Jv Ys 

(9) 

In general relativity one may define symmetric (nonten
sorial) functions -rm, which satisfy equations of the form of 
(1), i.e., 

-rm'm = O. 

The total four-momentum of the system is then 

pi = Iv -r0 dV, (10) 

where Vis all space. The conservation laws (7) then take the 
form 

d:r
l 

= - f dSp~ - idSp (-rP 
- v"-r0

) I· (11) 

Although it may be tempting to conjecture that the D inte
gral vanishes in (11), as in the electromagnetic case, the 
functions -rm do not satisfy relations of the form of ( 8 ). This 
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is because -rm includes not only a matter part, which does 
satisfy a relation analogous to (8), but also a pseudotensorial 
field part which does not. 6 Thus the precise role of discontin
uities in the energy-momentum conservation laws of general 
relativity remains to be found, and this is discussed in some 
detail in a separate paper.7 

IV. CONCEPT OF STRUCTURED JUMPS 

In Sec. III, the fields 'T"' satisfy (1) only inside and out
side the surface D; partial derivatives of the 'T"' are undefined 
on the surface of discontinuity. Without further knowledge 
of'T"', it would be meaningless to assume that ( 1 ) holds on D. 
One may, however, construct a special class of discontinui
ties for which (1) could hold on D as follows. Define an 
infinitesimal boundary layer, of thickness € and volume V£, 
containing the surface D. Inside this layer, define auxiliary 
fields r" that are continuous with the fields 'T"' on each sur
face ofthe boundary layer (i.e., inside and outside D), and 
are finite and differentiable throughout V... Such fields r" 
are henceforth designated as "smoothing fields." (Note that, 
for any fields 'T"' with finite discontinuities on D, the associat
ed smoothing fields r" can always be defined.) Since the 'T"' 
satisfy (1), here it is taken that the smoothing fields also 
satisfy this equation in V£, i.e., r"'m = O. Finite discontinui
ties in 'T"' are then obtained by taking the limit €-+O on the 
smoothing fields r" satisfying Eq. (1). It is convenient to 
designate such discontinuities as "structured jumps." 8 The 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the fields 'T"', satisfy
ing (1), to have structured jumps are now found using the 
theorems of Sec. II. 

First, assume that the jumps are structured. Consider an 
arbitrary open section of D, denoted by D 1, and the boundary 
layer of thickness € and volume V .. around D 1• Now, the 
limit € -+ 0 of the integral 

r dVTP-.p Jv, 

may be found in two ways. First, using (6a), 9 with the condi
tions of continuity and finiteness ofr" it follows that 

(12) 

(N ote that the continuity ofr" with 'T"' on each surface of the 
boundary layer, with Gauss' theorem, forces the boundary 
surface integral of r" in the limit V .. -+ 0 to become the 'T"' 
surface discontinuity integral because 'T"' itself is discontin
uous there. Also, since the r" are finite, the Gauss-theorem 
surface contributions with unit normal tangential to the sur
face D are of order € and vanish on taking the limit.) The left 
side of (12) could also be found from (4') with Eq. (1) (and 
the finiteness condition) for the r": 
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= - Lim {!!.- f ?J dV} 
E-O dt Jv. 

+ Lim f d S'v?J 
E_O Js£ 

= - So, ds.vrol ' (13) 

where SE is the surface of the infinitesimal boundary layer 
that approaches D J in the limit. The limit applied to the SE 
integral produces the result in ( 13), provided the expression 

!!.- f ?J dV 
dt Jv. 

vanishes in the limit E-+O. If that is the case, (12) and (13) 

yield 

L, dSJL (r" - zf'.,.o) I = 0, (14) 

and since D J is arbitrary, (14) implies that the integrand is 
orthogonal to the unit normal izJL on D: 

izJL (r" - zf'.,.o) I = O. (15) 

Although the finiteness of the integrand for all times assures 
that the integral of ?J is of order E for all times, it is not 
obvious that, in the absence of any further constraining con
ditions, the time derivative of this integral must also be of 
order E. 

To analyze this further, assume that 1"'" satisfies ( 1 ), but 
not the equivalent of (8); i.e., that r" = .,.ozf' does not hold. 
Consider an arbitrary point P on the surface of discontinuity 
at time t, at which point the surface has a velocity v with 
respect to the original reference frame K. Let K' denote the 
reference frame that is instantaneously comoving with the 
surface at point P at time t, in which we consider an element 
offour-volume dU' ofthicknesS€in the direction perpendic
ular to the surface, area dA ' tangential to the surface, and of a 
time interval dt'. In dU', the structure functions r,m join 
smoothly with r'm at the boundaries and satisfy ( 1). Thus by 
Gauss' theorem in four dimensions, 

0= J (film dU' = f..;pm dS' = J T'.iz'ldA' dt' 
aX'm j m , 

where the last expression follows in the limit as E ..... O. Since 
dA' and dt' are arbitrary, it follows that structured jumps 
imply that T'·iz'l = O. 

This can be expressed in Lorentz-covariant form as fol
lows: Let .0 (r,t) = 0 be the equation of the surface of discon
tinuity, .0 being a scalar. Then in any Lorentz frame, the 
four-gradient of .0, evaluated at .0 = 0, has components 

(a~) = Ivnl-( - iz'V,iz). 
ax 0=0 

Thus in K', T'·iz'l = 0 is equivalent to 

r,ianl =0 
ax'i ' 

since v' = 0 at the given point and time. Moreover, since the 
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latter is a scalar equation, it can be applied in the K frame as 
well, where it reduces to 

·an O=r-a. .1 = (T-.,.ov)oitl, 
x' 

which is the result of ( 15). 
This latter approach avoided a confrontation with the 

evaluation of 

!!.- f TO dV. 
dt Jv. 

However, an implicit assumption employed in the latter der
ivation was that of continuity of the velocity of the surface of 
discontinuity. A comparison of the two derivations thus 
shows that the same condition constrains the time derivative 
of the TO integral, in addition to the integral itself, to be of 
order E. 

Equation (15) is the necessary condition for the fields 
1"'" to have structured jumps. It is interesting to note that 
( 15) shows that structured jumps play no role whatsoever in 
the conservation laws because the D integral in (7) vanishes 
identically in that case. 

It is now shown that (15) is also a sufficient condition 
for the 1"'" to have structured jumps. Suppose (15) holds. As 
noted above, one can always define a set of smoothing fields 
rm associated with the 1""'. The above argument leading to 
( 15) can be run backward, and it is easy to show that (15) 
then implies that the smoothing fields satisfy 

rm'm =0 

in VE • Thus ( 15) is the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the 1"'" to have structured jumps. 

The entire discussion in this section has considered vol
ume integrals on constant time slices. Thus ( 14) and its con
sequence (15) are conditions on D for a constant time t. In 
radiation theory one often has to deal with retarded func
tions,6 and it is then important to find the conditions corre
sponding to (14) and (15) for retarded fields [1""']. An ar
gument similar to the one above, but using the retarded 
theorems ( 4b) and (6b), shows that the necessary and suffi
cient conditions for fields [ 1""'], satisfying ( 1 ), to have struc
tured jumps is 

~JL[r"- (zf'IW).,.o+ (zf'IW)Rar"] I =0, (16) 

where ~ is the unit normal to the retarded surface of discon
tinuity, 

O(r,t) ==n(r,t - R) = 0, IRI == IRo - rl, (17) 

where, as before, n(r,t) = 0 is the equation of the discontin
uity surface on a constant time slice and Ro is the vector 
defining a fixed field point. Thus 

~==VO/IVfll. (18) 

It is straightforward to show that 

hI' [r" + (If'IW)Rar'' - (If'IW).,.o] I 
= llVnl/lVOll [izJL] [r"-lf'.,.o]I, (19) 

and hence the test for the existence of structured jumps with 
retarded fields, Eq. (16), can be more easily applied by de-
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termining whether or not the right-hand side of Eq. (19) 
vanishes. 

These considerations have an immediate application in 
the formula for gravitational radiation energy loss in general 
relativity.6 In that formula, with the vector fields ..f of this 
paper replaced by pseudotensor field constructs ,-f<i, surface 
integrals appear whose integrands contain factors of the 
form ofthe left-hand side ofEq. (19). Thus if the jumps are 
structured, it immediately follows that all of these surface 
integrals vanish and the formula is simplified considerably. 
If ..f were a four-current, as in electromagnetism, then the 
vanishing of such effects would be immediate since 
r-' = ~-fJ. However, in more complicated theories such as 
general relativity, where the fields serve in a nonlinear way as 
sources, the situation is not as straightforward. 

A simple example is readily constructed in which the 
orthogonality in Eq. (16) does not hold, but in which both 
global and local [Eq. (1)] conservation are satisfied. Con
sider a flow in the x direction of a source confined to a cylin
der of cross section A and length L + M: 

-fJ = h)xIL, O<x<L, 

-fJ=h2{xIM+ (1 +LIM)}, L<x<L+M, 

T = (fI2)(x2IL)h), O<x<L, (20) 

T=fh2{x2/2M-x(1 + LIM)}, L<x<L+M, 

-fJ=O=T, x<O, x>L+M. 

The local conservation laws (1) are seen to hold, and if 

Lh) +Mh2 = 0, (21) 

there is also a global conservation of S-fJ dV. The normal 
jumps of T 1-;' are nonzero at x = L and at x = L + M. How
ever, consistently with the conservation law (7), we find that 
!P Dd SOT I = 0 from the sum of the contributions over the 
faces at x = L and at x = L + M. The S integral at infinity 
vanishes and the D surfaces have no velocity, hence the glo
bal conservation demands that the D integrals must sum to 
zero, which they do consistently under the condition (21). It 
should be noted, however, that because of the fact that there 
is effectively a separated source and sink, it is not surprising 
that the conservation fails to hold under a Lorentz transfor
mation, i.e., the simultaneity of the events atL and atL + M 
is not absolute. 
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Such a model would be impossible for ordinM'Y cur
rents: there is no buildup of surface layers of -fJ at the D 
surfaces, and hence in a theory such as electromagnetism we 
would require that the three-current flux have continuity 
across D. The interesting question is whether or not the ana
log of such a model could exist with ..f constructed in a com
plicated manner from fields, such as the case in general rela
tivity. Sample calculations by the authors on model 
two-body systems in general relativity have, to this point, 
revealed only structured jumps with the condition of ( 16) 
holding. However, these examples have not yet probed com
plex field sources to the order where the field has served as 
part of the source itself. It will be interesting to determine 
whether nature provides exceptions to ( 16). It is conceivable 
that sources in nature that are constructed in a causal man
ner have a natural currentlike behavior, and so allow jumps 
that are, at most, structured. 
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A recently proposed perturbative technique for quantum field theory consists of replacing 
nonlinear terms in the Lagrangian such as ¢J4 by (¢J2) 1 + [; and then treating D as a small 
parameter. It is shown here that the same approach gives excellent results when applied to 
difficult nonlinear differential equations such as the Lane-Emden, Thomas-Fermi, Blasius, 
and Duffing equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A recent series of papers has introduced a new perturba
tive method specifically designed to confront the nonlinear 
aspects of quantum field theory. 1-9 The idea is quite simple. 
Consider, for example, a scalar quantum field theory having 
a g¢J4 self-interaction term. One replaces this interaction 
term by another which contains the parameter D: 

g¢J4 __ g( ¢J2) 1 +<5 • 

The parameter D is a measure of the nonlinearity of the 
self-interaction term. When D = 0 this term becomes qua
dratic, the field equations are linear, and the theory (which 
is now free) can be solved analytically. As D increases 
smoothly from zero the nonlinear processes gradually turn 
on. 

The new approach consists of expanding the g( ¢J2) 1 + {j 

theory as a formal perturbation series in powers of D. Then 
having computed several terms in this series one can set 
D = 1 to obtain numerical results for the g¢J4 theory. The 
most immediate advantage of this procedure is that the D
perturbation series usually has a finite (nonzero) radius of 
convergence. 10 This is surprising because it is normally the 
case that quantum field theoretic perturbation series have 
zero radii of convergence. Indeed, the conventional pertur
bative approach is to expand a g¢J4 theory as a series in pow
ers of the coupling constant parameter g. Such a series is 
called a weak-coupling expansion and the coefficients of 
such a series can be represented as sums of Feynman dia
grams. It was Dyson 11 who first pointed out that this series 
has a vanishing radius of convergence. Dyson's argument is 
simply that for any g> 0 the energy is bounded below, but 
when g < 0 the energy is not bounded below. Thus in every 
neighborhood of g = 0 there is an abrupt transition from a 
theory having a ground state to one that does not have a 
ground state. Therefore, there must be a singularity in the 
complex-g plane situated at g = 0 and the radius of conver
gence of the perturbation series in powers of g is zero. 12 In 
contrast, the series in powers of D is convergent because in 

the vicinity of D = 0 there is usually no abrupt transition; the 
dependence on D when [D[ is small is smooth. In slightly 
different words, a change from g = 0 to gi=O causes the lin
ear theory to jump to a fully nonlinear theory, no matter how 
small[g[ is. However, in most of the models we have studied, 
the effect of changing from D = 0 to Di=O is not associated 
with any sudden nonanalytic effects. 

While the D-perturbation expansion method was specifi
cally developed to solve quantum field theory problems, we 
have come to realize that it can be a powerful tool in the 
analysis of any nonlinear problem. The purpose of this paper 
is to show how to use the D expansion to solve nonlinear 
differential equation problems. We apply it to a panoply of 
well-known and difficult nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations and from just a few terms in the D series, we obtain 
uniformly excellent numerical results. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we use the D 
expansion to examine some elementary problems; we illus
trate the properties of the D series and demonstrate the kind 
of numerical results one can expect to obtain. Then, in Secs. 
III-VI we apply the D-expansion method in turn to four non
linear ordinary differential equation problems: The Lane
Emden, Thomas-Fermi, Blasius, and Duffing equations 
(the classical anharmonic oscillator). In future work we will 
apply the D-expansion method to two nonlinear partial dif
ferential equations: The Burgers and Korteweg-deVries 
equations. 

II. ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

The idea of introducing a small parameter D in the expo
nent of a nonlinear term as a calculational tool is sufficiently 
new that it is of value to solve some elementary problems. In 
doing so we hope to achieve at least an intuitive understand
ing of the perturbative procedure. We consider in this sec
tion two elementary illustrative problems: The first involves 
finding the roots of a fifth-degree polynomial and the second 
concerns a very elementary nonlinear differential equation. 
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A. Roots of a fifth-degree polynomial 

We are concerned here with finding the real root Xo of 
the polynomial equation 

x S +x=l. (2.0 

We have chosen the degree of this polynomial to be 5 because 
this is just high enough to be sure that there is no quadrature 
formula for the roots. However, one can be sure that there is 
a unique real root Xo and that this root is positive because the 
function x5 + x is monotone increasing. Using Newton's 
method we compute that 

Xo = 0.75487767... . (2.2) 

There are several conventional perturbative approaches 
that we could use to find XO' One such approach, which we 
will call the weak-coupling perturbation theory, requires 
that we introduce a perturbative parameter E in front of the 
x5 term: 

EX5 +x = 1. (2.3) 

Now, x depends on E and we assume that X(E) has a formal 
power series expansion in E: 

X(E) =ao +aIE+a2c+a3~+"" (2.4) 

To find the coefficients aj we substitute (2.4) into (2.3) and 
expand the result as a series in powers of E. We find that the 
coefficients an are integers which oscillate in sign and grow 
rapidly as n increases: 

ao = 1, a l = - 1, a2 = 5, a3 = - 35 , 
(2.5) 

a4 = 285, a5 = - 2530, a6 = 23751, 

etc. In fact, we can find a closed-form expression for an valid 
for all n, 

an = [( - on(5n)!]![n!(4n + O!] , (2.6) 

from which we can determine the radius of convergence R of 
the series in (2.4): 

R = 44/5 5 = 0.08192 . (2.7) 

Evidently, if we try to use the weak-coupling series in 
(2.4) directly to calculate x( 1) we will fail miserably. In
deed, using the seven coefficients in (2.5) at E = 1 gives 

6 

x(1) = L an = 21476, 
n=O 

which is a poor approximation to the true value of x( 1) in 
(2.2)! 

Of course, we can improve the prediction enormously 
by first computing the (3,3) Pade and then evaluating the 
result at E = 1. Now we obtain the result 

x(1) = 0.76369, (2.8) 

which differs from the correct answer in (2.2) by 1.2%. 
A second conventional perturbative approach is to use a 

strong-coupling expansion. Here, we introduce a perturba
tive parameter E in front ofthe x term in (2.1): 

XS + EX = 1. (2.9) 

As before, x depends on E and we assume that X(E) has a 
formal series expansion in powers of E: 

X(E) =bo +bIE+b2C+b3~+"" (2.10) 
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Determining the coefficients of this series is routine and 
we find that 

bo = 1, b l = -!, b2 = - is, b3 = - 1/125, 

b4 =0, bs =21/15625, b6 =78/78125, (2.11) 

etc. Again, we can find a closed-form expression for bn valid 
for all n, 

bn = -{r[(4n-l)/5]}/{5r[(4-n)/5]n!}, (2.12) 

from which we can determine the radius of convergence R of 
the series in (2.10): 

R = 5/44/5 = 1.64938... . (2.13) 

Now, E = 1 lies inside the circle of convergence so it is 
easytocomputex(1) by summing the series (2.10) directly. 
Using the coefficients listed in (2.11), we have 

6 

x(1) = L bn = 0.75434, (2.14 ) 
n=O 

which differs from the true result in (23.2) by 0.07%, a vast 
improvement over the weak-coupling approach. 

Now we use the 8-expansion method to find the root Xo' 

We introduce a small parameter 8 in the exponent of the 
nonlinear term in (2.1), 

XI+li+X= 1, (2.15 ) 

and seek an expansion for x(8) as a series in powers of 8: 

x(8) = Co + c l 8 + c282 + c383
... • (2.16) 

The coefficients of this series may be computed easily. The 
first few are 

Co =!, C I =! In 2, C2 = -! In 2, 

c3 = - is ln3 2 + n ln2 2 + i6ln 2 , 

c4 = n ln3 2 -14 ln2 2 - n In 2 , 

1 1 52 7 1 42 3 1 3 3 12 c5 = -- n - -- n - -- n 2 + - n 2 
480 768 128 64 

1 
+-ln2, 

64 

1 1 5 2 35 1 4 5 3 5 2 --- n +-- n 2+--ln 2---ln 2 
192 1536 768 128 

1 
---ln2 

128 ' 

etc. 
The radius of convergence of the 8 series in (2.16) is LA 

heuristic argument for this conclusion is as follows. The ra
dius of convergence is determined by the location of the 
nearest singularity of x(8) in the complex-8 plane. To find 
this singularity we differentiate (2.15) with respect to 8 and 
solve the resulting equation for x'(8): 

x'(8) = - (x l + li lnx)/[l +Xli(l +8)]. 

Since x(8) is singular where its derivative ceases to exist we 
look for zeros of the denominator: 

1 + xli(l + 8) = 0 . 

We solve this equation simultaneously with (2.15) to elimi
nate 8 and obtain a single equation satisfied by x: 

O=xlnx+ (l-x)ln(l-x). 
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The solution to this equation corresponding to the smallest 
value of 1151 is x = O. From (2.15) we therefore see that 
15 = - 1 is the location of the nearest singularity in the com
plex-15 plane. In fact, as 15 decreases below - 1, (2.15) ab
ruptly ceases to have a real root. This abrupt transition ac
counts for the singularity in the function x(I5). 

Clearly, to compute Xo it is necessary to evaluate the 
series (2.16) at 15 = 4. For this large value of 15 we use the 
coefficients in (2.1) and convert the Taylor series to a (3,3) 
Pade. Evaluating the Pade at 15 = 4 gives 

x(l5 = 4) = 0.75448, (2.17) 

which differs from the exact answer in (2.2) by 0.05%, the 
best result of the three perturbation series methods we have 
considered. 

The 15 series continues to provide excellent numerical 
results as we increase the order of perturbation theory. If we 
compute all the coefficients up through c 12 and then convert 
(2.16) to a (6,6) Pade we obtain 

x(l5 = 4) = 0.75487654, (2.18) 

which differs from Xo in (2.2) by 0.00015%. 

B. Solution of a simple nonlinear differential equation 

Consider the nonlinear ordinary differential equation 
problem 

y'(x) = [y(x) ]n, y(O) = 1 . 

The exact solution to this problem is 

y(x) = [1- (n -1)x] -I/(n-I). 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

To solve (2.19) approximately using the 15 expansion we 
let n = 1 + 15 and solve 

y'(x) = [Y(X)]I+.5, y(O) = 1. (2.21 ) 

To solve (2.21) perturbatively we can seek a solutiony(x) in 
the form of a series in powers of 15: 

y(x) = Yo (x) + I5YI (x) + 152Y2 (x) + . . . . (2.22) 

For example, Yo(x) satisfies the linear differential equation 
problem 

yb =Yo(x), Yo (0) = 1, 

whose solution is 

Yo = e'. 

Indeed, all functions Yn (x) satisfy linear differential equa
tions which are easy to solve. We find that 

YI (x) = !e'X2, Y2 (x) = e'[!X3 + lx4] , 
etc. The reason for using a perturbative approach is that, in 
general, even when one cannot solve the nonlinear differen
tial equation, the differential equations for the perturbation 
coefficients Yo(x), Yl (x), Y2(X), ... are always linear and 
therefore can be solved in quadrature form. 

For the particular problem (2.21) a closed-form solu
tion exists. Therefore, we can determine the radius of con
vergence R of the series (2.22): 

R = 1I1xl. 
We have computed the series in (2.22) out to the 1510 

term. Let us examine the numerical accuracy of the 15 series. 
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The exact value ofy(x) atx = ! for the case n = 4 (15 = 3) is 

Y(l) = 1.587401 . (2.23) 

Directly summing the 15 series l:~l5nYn (!) gives 1.284 when 
n = 0 (19% error), l.404whenn = 1 (11.5% error), 1.470 
whenn = 2 (7.4% error), 1.5099 when n = 3 (4.9% error), 
1.5626 when n = 6 (1.6% error), and 1.58128 when n = 10 
(0.39% error). We can also compute a Pade approximant 
from the 15 series and then set 15 = 3. The (3,3) Pade gives 
1.58692 (0.03% error) and the (5,5) Pade gives 1.587395 
(3.7X 10-4 % .error). It is numerical results such as these 
that encourage us to use the 15 expansion to solve difficult 
nonlinear differential equations. 

III. LANE-EMDEN EQUATION 

The Lane-Emden equation is a nonlinear ordinary dif
ferential equation which describes the equilibrium density 
distribution in a self-gravitating sphere of polytropic isother
mal gas. It is thus of fundamental importance in the field of 
stellar structure. 13 The Lane-Emden equation reads as 

y"(x) + (2!x)y'(x) + [y(x)]n=o. (3.1a) 

The differential equation (3.1a) must be solved subject to 
the initial conditions 

y(O) = 1, y'(0) = o. (3.1b) 

The parameter n corresponds to the particular choice of 
equation of state. 

The objective is to find the first zero S of y(x) as a func
tion of n. (The radius of the star is proportional to s.) The 
initial-value problem (3.1) can be solved analytically in 
closed form for the special cases n = 0, 1, and 5. However, 
closed-form analytical solutions are not known for any other 
values of n. Thus it is conventional to obtain S using numeri
cal integration. In Ref. 13 one can find a table of S for various 
values ofn. 

The 15 expansion predicts S accurately for an entire 
range of values of n. We let n = 1 + 15 in (3.1a) and try to 
solve 

y"(x) + (2!x)y'(x) + [y(X)]I+.5=O. (3.2) 

We seek a solutiony(x) as a series in powers of 15: 

y(x) = Yo (x) + I5YI (x) + 152Y2 (x) + 153Y3 (x) + .... 
(3.3 ) 

Substituting (3.3) into (3.2) and comparing powers of 
15, we obtain a sequence of linear equations and associated 
initial conditions. The first few read as 

y({(x) + (2!x)Yb (x) + Yo (x) = 0, 

Yo (0) = 1, yb (0) = 0 , (3.4a) 

y;'(x) + (2/x)y; (x) + YI (x) = -Yo (x)ln[yo (x)] , 

ydO) = y; (0) = 0, (3.4b) 

y2'(x) + (2!x)Yi (x) + Y2 (x) 

= - Yl (x)ln [Yo (x)] - Yt (x) - !Yo (x)ln2 [Yo (x)] , 

Y2 = Yi (0) = 0, (3.4c) 
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y~(x) + (2/X)Y3 (x) + Y3 (x) 

= -Y2(x)ln[yo(x» -Y2(X) -yf(x)/2yo(x) 

-!vI (x)ln2[yo (x)] - YI (x)ln[yo (x)) 

-!Yo (x)!n3 [Yo (x)), Y3 (0) = Y3 (0) = O. (3.4d) 

Note that (3.4a) is a homogeneous linear equation having 
inhomogeneous initial conditions, while (3.4b)-(3.4d) are 
inhomogeneous linear equations satisfying homogeneous ini
tial conditions. This pattern is typical of the /j expansion and 
indeed of perturbation theory in general. 

The solution to (3.4a) is 

Yo (x) = sin x/x, 

whose first zero is at 

5= tT. 

A. First-order perturbation theory 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

We solve (3.4b) using the method of reduction of order. 
We let 

YI (x) = (sinx/x)u I (x) 

and obtain 

sinx "( )+2cosx '( ) __ sinxlnsinx, --UI x ---UI X -
X X X x 

which can be solved by multiplying by the integrating factor 
x sin x. The final result for YI (x) is 

() cos x iXd I (. ) sinx i (sinx) YI x = -- s n SlO s - -- n --
2x 0 2x x 

3 sin x 1 
+-cosx +----cosxlnx 

4 4x 2 

- (cos x/4x)Si(2x) - (sin x/4x) Cin (2x) , 
(3.7) 

where 

Si(x) = r dt sin t, 
Jo t 

C· ( ) =ix 

d 1 - cos t In X - t . 
o t 

Now we can compute the first zero of y(x) as a series in 
powers of /j. We let 

5=tT+/ja. 

Then 

a = tTYI (tT) 

= (tT/2)ln 2 - 3tT/4 + (tT/2)ln tT + iSi(2tT) 

= 0.885273956 . 

B. Second-order calculation 

The second-order calculation requires more algebra 
than the first-order calculation, but the procedure is routine 
and straightforward. The result for the location of the zero 5 
of y(x) to second order in /j is 

tT + 0.885273956/j + 0.24222/j2 . (3.8) 

There are two applications we can make of (3.8). First, 
we can predict the value of 5 for various values of /j. In Table 
I we give a comparison between the value of 5 predicted by 
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TABLE I. Comparison of the predicted values of S obtained by converting 
the t5 series in (3.8) toa (1,1) Pade, with theexactvalueofs taken from Ref. 
12. The number sis the first of the Lane-Emden equation. 

t5 ( 1,1) Pade prediction for s Exact value of S 

0 1r 1T 

-0.5 2.4465 2.4494 
0.5 4.3603 4.3529 
1.0 7.0521 6.8969 
1.5 17.967 14.972 

converting the three-term series in (3.8) to a (1,1 ) Pade and 
the true value of 5 obtained numerically and given in Ref. 13. 
Second, we can use the (1,1) Pade to predict the value of /j 
for which 5 = co. The exact value of /j is 4, while the predict
ed value [the value of /j for which the denominator of the 
(1,1) Pade vanishes] is 3.65. Note that even for this very 
large value of /j the series in (3.8) gives a relative error ofless 
than 9%. 

IV. THOMAS-FERMI EQUATION 

In Sec. III we saw how the /j expansion can be used to 
solve an initial-value problem for a nonlinear differential 
equation: In this section we use it to solve a delicate nonlin
ear boundary-value problem. We consider here the Thomas
Fermi equation 

Y" =y3/2X-I12, yeO) = 1, y( co) = 0, (4.1) 

which describes the charge density in atoms of high atomic 
number. The solution to (4.1) can be found numerically 
with great difficulty: To integrate from x = 0 (using Runge
Kutta, for example) we must assume a value for y'(0). If 
Y' (0) is chosen too large the solution will eventually become 
singular at some finite value of x; the leading behavior of 
y(x) near this singularity is that of a fourth-order pole 

y(x) -4OOa/(x - a)4, (x--+a). 

On the other hand, if y' (0) is chosen too small the solution 
will cross below the x axis at some finite value of x and be
come complex. The number y' (0) can be regarded as a kind 
of eigenvalue; at the correct value 

y'(O) = - 1.5880710 ... , (4.2) 

the solution (see Fig. 1) decays smoothly and monotonically 
fromy(O) = 1 to y( co) = 0, decaying like 144x- 3 forlarge 
x. 14 Finding the value of y' (0) accurately is a tedious process 
which requires a large amount of computer time. However, 
this is not surprising because (4.1) is a global problem whose 
solution is determined by boundary data from the widely 
separated points x = 0 and x = co. By contrast, the Lane
Emden equation is relatively easy to solve numerically be
cause the solution is locally determined by initial data given 
atx = O. 

Our objective here is to use the /j expansion to predict 
the numerical value ofy'(O). To do so we introduce/jin such 
a way that the unperturbed problem has a simple solution: 

y"(x) = [Y(X)]I+IlX -Il, yeO) = 1, y(co) =0. (4.3) 
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1.0 
y(O) = 1 

y' (0) = -1.5880710 

0.75 

8 12 
x 

FIG. 1. The solution to the Thomas-Fermi equation y' = yI2x -1/2, 

y(O) = l,andy(oo) =0. 

The Thomas-Fermi equation is recovered by setting 13 =!. 
Now, if we assume thaty(x) can be represented as a series in 
powers of 13: 

y(x) = Yo (x) + /jYI (x) + /j2Y2 (x) + /j3Y3 (x) + ... , 
(4.4) 

thenyo(x) satisfies the boundary-value problem 

y;{(x) =Yo(x), Yo (0) = 1, Yo(oo) =0, (4.5) 

whose solution is simply 

Yo (x) = e- x
• (4.6) 

Thus to leading order in powers of 13 we have 

y'(O) = - 1, 

which is not a bad approximation to the true value of y' (0) in 
(4.2). 

It is important to emphasize here the philosophy of our 
perturbative approach. Of course, when 13 > 0, (4.3) is not 
analytically solvable because it is a nonlinear equation. How
ever, we expect that as 13 varies, the solution y(x) changes 
slowly and smoothly as a function of 13. Thus the solution at 
13 = 0 should be a reasonable approximation to the solution 
at 13 = !. Furthermore, the solution at 13 = 0 is easy to obtain 
and expand around because, at 13 = 0, (4.3) becomes linear. 
Indeed, the graph of the elementary function Yo(x) = e - x 

bears a strong resemblance to the exact solution in Fig. 1. 

A. First-order calculation 

The equation for YI (x) is 

y;'(x) - YI (x) = e-Xln(e-x/x), YI (0) =YI (00) = O. 

(4.7) 

Note that Y 1 (x) satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions. 
We solve (4.7) by substituting 

YI (x) = e-xu 1 (x) 

and solving the equation for U 1 (x), 

u;'(x) - 2u; (x) = In(e-x/x) , 

by multiplying by the integrating factor e - 2x . The final re
sult is 
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YI (x) =e-
X 

LX dse2S [y; (0) + f dte- 21 In( e~')]. 
(4.8) 

The condition that YI ( 00 ) = 0 implies that 

Y; (0) = - L"" dte- 21 In( e~') 

1 1 1 
=---ln2--y 

4 2 2 

= - 0.385181423,. .. (4.9) 

Hence, to first order in powers of 13 our prediction for 
y'(O) is 

- 1 + !Vi (0) = - 1.192590711 , 

which differs from the exact result in (4.2) by 25%. 

B. Second-order calculation 

Solving for Y2 (x) is routine and only slightly more com
plicated than the first-order calculation. The procedure in
volves nothing more than repeatedly interchanging orders of 
integration. The exact formula for Yi (0) is a simple expres
sion in terms of Y; (0): 

Yi (0) =!{ - 1 + Y; (0) - [y; (0) ]2} = - 0.766773076. 

(4.10) 

Hence, our second-order prediction for Y' (0) obtained by 
setting 13 = ! in - 1 + /jy; (0) + /j2Yi (0) is 
- 1.384283980, which differs from the exact result in (4.2) 

by 13%. 

C. Third-order calculation 

The third-order calculation is straightforward, but re
quires some moderately lengthy algebra. We find that 

Y3 (0) = - ~/32 - ¥(3) - [Y; (0)]2 + Y; (0) 

+ [Y; (0) ]3/8 + 23/128 = - 0.757077189. 

(4.11) 

Thus the third-order prediction for y' (0) is obtained by set
ting 13 = 1 in 

- 1 + /jy; (0) + /j2Yi (0) + /j3Y3 (0) . (4.12) 

We obtain - 1.478918629, which differs from the exact re
sult in (4.2) by 6.9%. 

We can improve this prediction by first converting 
( 4.12) to a ( 1,2) Pade and then evaluating the Pade at 13 = 1-
The result is - 1.616287138; now the relative error has de
creased to 1.8%. Alternatively, we can compute a (2,1) 
Pade at 13 = l' The result is - 1.571189843 and the relative 
error is now 1.1 %. 

This is an extremely good result for the Thomas-Fermi 
equation. We know of no other analytical approach to the 
Thomas-Fermi equation that is productive. Indeed, the 
Thomas-Fermi equation is quite unique in that the asympto
tic methods that one would conventionally use to find an 
approximate solution to a nonlinear differential equation (a 
1arge-x expansion, for example) are dismal failures. The ac
curacy is so poor that such series are virtually worthless. 14 
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V. BLASIUS EQUATION 

The Blasius equation is a famous third-order nonlinear 
differential equation that describes the velocity profile of the 
fluid in the boundary layer which forms when fluid flows 
along a flat plate. 15 The Blasius equation reads as 

ylll(X) + y" (x)y(x) = 0, 

y(O) =y'(0) =0, y'(oo) = 1. 
(5.1) 

Equation (5.1) is similar to the Thomas-Fermi equation in 
that it is posed as a boundary-value problem, but since it is 
higher order it is even more difficult to solve. 

The graph of the numerical solution to this problem be
gins at y (0) = 0, rises monotonically with increasing x, and 
asymptotes at a slope of 1 as x -> 00. From the numerical 
solution we can determine the value of y" (0): 

y" (0) = 0.46960 .... (5.2) 

It is not known how to calculate this number analytically. 
Our objective here is to use the 8 expansion to obtain a 

good approximation to y" (0). We introduce the parameter 8 
by considering the boundary-value problem 

y"'(x) + y" (x)[y(x»,'l = 0, y(O) = y'(O) = 0, 

y' ( 00 ) = 1 . (5.3) 

We assume thaty(x) has a series expansion in powers of 8: 

y(x) = Yo (x) + 8YI (x) + 82Y2 (x) + . . . . (5.4) 

The form of (5.3) is chosen so that the leading term in the 
series (5.4) satisfies a linear boundary-value problem 

Yo'(x) +Yo(x) =0, Yo (0) =yb(O) =0, yb(oo) = 1. 

(5.5) 

The solution to (5.5) is simple: 

Yo (x) =x-l +e- x
• (5.6) 

Note that Yo (0) = 1. This is already a fairly good approxi
mation toy"(O) in (5.2). Moreover, the graphyo(x) has a 
strong qualitative resemblance to the exact solution to the 
Blasius equation. 

A. First-order calculation 

The function YI (x) satisfies an inhomogeneous linear 
boundary-value problem 

y\"(x) + yi'(x) = - Yo(x)ln[yo (x)] , 

y(O) =Yi(O) =y;(oo) =0. 
(5.7) 

Note thatyo(x) > 0 for x > 0; thus the argument ofthe loga
rithm is never negative. 

From (5.7) we obtain directly a formula for the second 
derivative of YI (x) at x = 0: 

y~(O)= 100 

dte- t ln(t-l+e- t
). (5.8) 

We do not know how to evaluate this integral analytically. 
(In the Appendix we describe a serious but abortive attempt 
to evaluate this integral in the form of a series.) However, a 
numerical integration gives 

y;'(O) = - 2.1332745. (5.9) 
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We do not obtain a good approximation to y" (0) in 
(5.2) if we evaluate the 8 series 

1 - 2.13327458 (5.10) 

at 8 = 1. Apparently, the radius of convergence of the 8 se
ries in this problem is smaller than 1. However, if we convert 
(5.10) to a (0,1) Pade and evaluate the Pade at 8 = 1 we 
obtain 

1 I = 0.31915. 
1 + 2.13327458 .5 = I 

This is a good approximation to the exact value of y" (0) in 
(5.2). It differs from the true value ofy" (0) by 32%. 

B. Second-order calculation 

A straightforward but lengthy calculation gives 

y;(O) = ..!.[Y;'(0)]2 - y;'(O) 
2 

+ - dt(1 - t)e- t In2[yo (t)] + dt_e_ 1 Saoo Sa 00 - t 

2 0 0 Yo (t) 

xLdsse-Sln[yo(s)] 

= 5.831 . (5.11 ) 

We convert the 8 series Yo (0) +8y;'(0) + 82y;(0) toa 
(1,1) Pade, 

1 + 8 [yi' (0) - y; (O)ly;' (0) ] 

1 - 8[y;(0)ly;'(0)] 
(5.12) 

and evaluate the result at 8 = 1. We obtain 0.429, which 
differs from the exact answer in (5.2) by a relative error of 
8.7%. This is a dramatic improvement over the result ob
tained to first order in 8. 

VI. CLASSICAL ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

The classical anharmonic oscillator is defined by the 
nonlinear ordinary differential equation 16 

d 2y 
dt 2 +y+ Ey3=0, (6.1a) 

also known as the Duffing equation. We impose the conven
tional initial conditions 

y(O) = 1, y'(O) = O. ( 6.lb) 

Our objective here will be to find the period of the anhar
monic oscillator. It is well known that the initial-value prob
lem (6.1) can be solved exactly in terms of elliptic functions 
and that the period T can be expressed exactly as an elliptic 
integral 16 

("/T12 [E ] - 1/2 
T = 4 Jo dO 1 + 2(1 + sin2 

0) . (6.2) 

The integral in (6.2) can be expanded as a series in powers of 
E: 

(6.3) 
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One cannot use conventional perturbation theory to 
find the period T for small I EI- It is true that when I €I is small 
the exact solution y(t) approximates the motion of a har
monic oscillator of period 21T. However, solving the Duffing 
equation perturbatively requires some subtlety. Ifwe seek a 
conventional perturbative solution for y(t) as a series in 
powers of € we find that there is a resonant coupling between 
successive orders in perturbation theory. As a result the co
efficient of € in the perturbation series for Y( t) grows linearly 
with t, the coefficient of c grows quadratically with t, the 
coefficient of c grows like t 3, etc. Thus the perturbative solu
tion is only valid for times t which are small compared with 
1/€. At such short times we cannot use the perturbation 
expansion for y(t) to obtain the series expansion in (6.3). 

More sophisticated perturbative methods have been de
vised which enable us to calculate y(t) perturbative1y for 
times t-l/€ and thus to obtain the series in (6.3). One such 
method is called multiple-scale perturbation theory (see 
Ref. 16). 

We will attack (6.1) using the 0 expansion and will find 
that here, too, the methods of multiple-scale perturbation 
theory must be used. To use the 0 expansion we replace y3 by 
yl + 28 and consider the differential equation 

d 2y 
--+y+ (li/_l)/+28=0, y(O) = 1, y'(O) =0. 
dt 2 

(6.4 ) 
In (6.4) we have found it convenient to set 

€=lii-l, ( 6.5) 

so that when 0 = 0, (6.4) describes a classical harmonic os
cillator whose frequency is w. Note, also, that y28 is to be 
interpreted as the positive quantity (y2)8. Thus when we 
expand y8 as a series in powers of 0 we obtain 

02 03 

y8 = 1 + 0 In(y2) + "2[ln(y2) F + "6[ln(y2) p + ... , 
(6.6) 

in which the argument of the logarithm is always positive 
and no complex numbers appear. 

Let us begin by trying to find a conventional perturba
tive solution to (6.4) as a series in powers of 0: 

00 

y(t) = L o"yn (t) . ( 6.7) 
n=O 

Substituting (6.7) into (6.4) and using (6.6) we obtain a 
sequence of linear equations and associated initial conditions 
which must be solved. The first few read as 

1453 

d 2yo 2 --+ w Yo = 0, Yo (0) = 1, yb (0) = 0, (6.8a) 
dt 2 

d
2
YI 2 2 2 --+ W YI = - (W - l)yo In (Yo ) , 

dt 2 

YI (0) = y; (0) = 0, (6.8b) 

X{Y1ln(Yo) +2YI + lo[lnVo )]2}, 

(6.8c) 
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Y2 (0) = y~ (0) = 0 , 

- (w2 - 1) {Y2 In(Y6) + 2Y2 + yi 
Yo 

1 + - YI [In(Y6) ] 2 + 2YI In(Y6) 
2 

+ ! Yo [In(Y6)] 3} , 

Y3 (0) = Y; (0) = 0 . 

The solution to (6.8a) is 

Yo (t) = cos(wt) . 

A. Conventional first-order perturbation theory 

(6.8d) 

(6.9) 

We can solve (6.8b) using the method of order. We let 

YI (t) = cos(wt)u 1 (t) . (6.10) 

The equation satisfied by U I (t) is 

d 2U 1 dU
1 cos(wt)-- - 2w sin(wt)--

dt 2 dt 

= - (w2 -1)cos(wt)ln[cos2 (wt)] , (6.11 ) 

which has cos(wt) as its integrating factor: 

d [2 dU 1 ] - cos (wt)-- = - (w2 -1)cos2 (wt)ln[cos2 (wt)]. 
dt dt 

( 6.12) 

Two integrations of ( 6.12) give, from (6.10), 

YI (t) = - cos(wt) (w2 _ 1) (' ds 
Jo cos2 (ws) 

X f drcos2 (wr)ln[cos2 (wr)] . (6.13 ) 

The integral with respect to s in (6.13) can be performed 
by interchanging the orders of integration: 

- cos(wt) (w
2 

- 1) i' YI (t) = drcos2 (wr)ln[cos2 (wr)] 
w 0 

X [tan (wt) - tan (wr) 1 

= cos (wt) [ (w2 
- 1) /2w2]( cos2 (wt) - 1 

w2 
- 1 

-In[cos2 (wt) ]cos2 (wt)} - sin (wt)---
lii 

XL"' dx cos2 x In(cos2 x) . (6.14) 

Note that the integral in (6.14) grows linearly with t for 
large t because the integrand is a positive periodic function. 
However, we know that the exact solution to (6.4) is a 
bounded function. Hence, (6.14) can only be valid for times 
that are short compared with 1/0. This problem appears 
because each successive order in perturbation theory is re
sonantly coupled to the previous orders. To see this, note 
that (6. 8b) is the differential equation for a driven harmonic 
oscillator of natural frequency w. The driving term (the in
homogeneous part of the differential equation) also has fre
quency w because it is a functional of Yo. Thus the oscillator 
described by (6.8b) is driven on resonance and the solution 
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exhibits secular behavior (it grows with t). 

We can still try to use the expression in (6.14) to infer a 
value for the period of the oscillator accurate to order O. We 
assume that the period Tof (6.4) is itself a series in powers of 
0: 

T= 21T/W + (a/w)o + .... (6.15 ) 

To determine the coefficient a in (6.15) we require that after 
a quarter-period the amplitude of the oscillator 

y(t) = Yo (t) + oy, (t) 

will fall from y = 1 at t = 0 to Y = 0 at t = T /4. Evaluating 
the expressions for Yo in (6.9) and y, in (6.14) we obtain, to 
order 0, 

o = cos(~ +~) _ 0 w
2 

- 1 (1Tn dx cos2 x In(cos2 x) , 
2 4 w 2 Jo 

or, neglecting terms which are higher order in 0, 

w2 - 1 l1T/2 
a = - 4 -- dx cos2 x In(cos2 x) 

w2 
0 

1 _ w2 

=1T--(1-21n2) . 
w2 

(6.16 ) 

Thus to leading order in 0 the period of the oscillator is 

T= (21T/w){1 +0[(w2-1)/2w2](21n2-1)}. (6.17) 

B. First-order multiple-scale analysis (MSA) 

Let us reexamine the problem in (6.4) using the meth
ods of multiple-scale perturbation theory. We assume that 
there are two time scales in the problem: a short-time scale 
described by the variable t and a long-time scale described by 
the variable 

7=Ot . 

We then seek a solution to (6.1) of the form 

y(t) = Yo (t,7) + OY, (t,7) + ... , 
where the initial conditions in (6.1 b) become 

etc. 

Yo (0,0) = 1, 

y, (0,0) = 0, 

ayo -(0,0) =0, 
at 

ayo ay, 
-(0,0) + -(0,0) = 0 , a7 at 

If we substitute (6.18) into (6.4) we obtain 

a2 
2 - Yo (t,7) + w Yo (t,7) = 0 

at 2 
to zeroth order in 0 and 

a2 

- y, (t,7) + w2 y, (t,7) 
at 2 

(6.18 ) 

(6.19 ) 

(6.20a) 

(6.20b) 

to first order in O. The most general real solution to (6.20a) 
IS 

(6.21 ) 

where as yet A (7) is undetermined. 
Using (6.21) we can evaluate the rhs of (6.20b): 
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(6.22) 

Now, we expand the logarithm in (6.22) to identify all terms 
proportional to eiwt and e - iwt. Such terms oscillate at the 
frequency wand thus give rise to secular behavior in Y,. The 
coefficient of eiwt is 

- 2iwA ' (7) + (1 - ( 2 )A (7)ln(21A 12) 

_ (1-w
2

) A(7) f ~4-k[2k] 
2 k=' k k 

+ (1-w
2

) A(7) f _1_ 4 _ k [2k+ 1]. (6.23) 
2 k=02k+l k+l 

Evaluating the sums in (6.23) gives 

-2iwA'(7) + (1-w2)A(7)ln(2IA 12) 

- (1-w2)A(7)ln2+ (1-w2 )A(7). (6.24) 

Thus the condition that there be no secular behavior in 
Y, (t,7) is that the expression in (6.24) (as well as its com
plex conjugate) vanishes: 

- 2iwA ' (7) + (1 - ( 2 )A (7)[ 1 + In( IA 21)] = O. (6.25) 

To solve (6.25) we let 

A(7) =R(7)eiIJ
(T), (6.26) 

substitute (6.26) into (6.25), and decompose the result into 
its real and imaginary parts: 

R'(7)=0, 

o ' ( 7) = [( w2 
- 1) /2w ] (1 + 2 In R) . (6.27) 

Hence, R ( 7) is a constant, 

R(7)=Ro , (6.28a) 

and O( 7) is a linear function of 7, 

0(7) = [(w2 -1)/2w](1 +21nRo )7+00 ' (6.28b) 

The initial conditions in (6.19) imply that Ro = ! and 
00 = 0; thus our final result for To(t,7) is 

1';,(t,7) = cos{wt + 7[ (w2 
- 1)/2w] (1 - 2 In 2)} . 

(6.29) 

Finally, we eliminate 7 in favor of Ot to obtain the MSA 
result 

TMSA =21T/{w-o[(w2-1)/2w](21n2-1)}, (6.30) 

which we expand to order 0: 

TMSA = (21T/w){1 +0[(w2-1)/w2](21n2-1)} 

(6.31 ) 

To our surprise, (6.31) agrees exactly with the order-o result 
we obtained in (6.17) using the o-perturbation method at a 
quarter-period. 

It is a long but routine calculation to carry the o-pertur
bat ion series out to order 02

• Using the quarter-period meth
od we find that at 0 = 1, 

T= ~ [21T+0.5238 w
2

W
-; 1 + 0.6041 (W

2

W
-; ly]. (6.32) 
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TABLE II. Comparison of the exact value of the period of the anharmonic 
oscillator with the period calculated from the order-8 quarter-period meth
od (same as MSA) and the order-82 quarter-period method. 

1 
3 
8 

v'2 
2 
3 

T(exact) 

4.76802 
3.52114 
2.41289 

T(order 8) 

4.87195 
3.59669 
2.45397 

4.73488 
3.50794 
2.40871 

C. Comparison between exact and approximate results 

In Table II we compare three results: the exact numeri
cal calculation of the period T; the order-D quarter-period 
calculation, which is the same as the order-D MSA result in 
(6.31); and the order-82 quarter-period calculation in 
(6.32). We set 8 = I and look at three values of E = ui - 1. 
As expected, the MSA's and order-D results are excellent, 
having an accuracy of about 2%. The order-82 results are 
even better, having a relative error ofless than 0.5%. 
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APPENDIX: EVALUATING (5.S) IN SERIES FORM 

In this Appendix we describe an interesting attempt to 
evaluate the integral in (5.8) in the form of a series. Unfortu
nately, the series we obtain is not rapidly convergent and 
thus the result is not numerically useful. To date, an analyti
cal evaluation of this integral has eluded us. 

The integral in (5.8) is 

1= LX> dte-Iln(t-I +e- I). (AI) 

We rewrite this integral as 

{'" (-I I) I = - y + Jo dt e - I In I + e t- , (A2) 

where y is Euler's constant. Expanding the logarithm in 
(A2) in a series and using the identity 

l'dse-s=l-e- " 

we obtain 

'" I n i l 
dx; 

1= -y- L - II -----
n= I n ;= I 0 I + XI + ... + Xn 

(A3) 

The multiple integrals in (A3) can be evaluated as finite 
sums for all values of n: 
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(A4) 

Next, we replace the upper limit on the} summation in (A4) 
by 00 and interchange orders of summation: 

1= -y- f (j+ 1)j-
l
ln (j+ 1) 

j=O ;1 

X i (j + l)n( - l)n (A5) 
n=O n! 

The sum on n can be performed explicitly, giving the slowly 
converging series 

1= -y- f (j+1)j-I e-(j+I)ln(j+I). (A6) 
j=O ;1 

It is remarkable that the series 

!(x) = f (j + I)j-I x j (A7) 
j=O ;1 

is known. 17 Its sum! (x) satisfies 

!(x) = exJ(X). 

The radius of convergence of (A 7) is 1/ e. Hence, the sum in 
(A6) is evaluated at exactly the radius of convergence of the 
series. However, the series in (A6) does converge because 
for large} the jth term in the series decays like }-3/2 In). 
Unfortunately, this convergence rate is too slow for the se
ries to be of much use numerically. 
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In the present paper the exponential and ordinary dichotomies for linear periodic differential 
equations with impulses are investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Ref. 1 we investigated for the first time the dichot
omies for linear differential equations with impulses. The 
present paper represents a more detailed investigation of the 
dichotomies for linear periodic differential equations with 
impulses at fixed times. 

II. PRELIMINARY NOTES 

Let the basic vector space be Rn or en and denote by I 
the unit matrix. Let Z be the set of all integers. 

Definition 1: The linear differential equation with im
pulses at fixed times, 

dx/dt=A(t)x, t=l=t;, 
iEZ, (1) 

;lxl,~, = (B; -I)x, 

is called periodic with period T if the coefficient matrix A (t) 
is T-periodic and there exists a positive k such that 
t; + k = ( + T and B; + k = B; for any iEZ. Without loss of 
generality we assume that 0 < tl < ... < tk .;;; T. Moreover we 
assume that conditions (G) hold: 

(G 1) The coefficient matrix A (t) is piecewise contin
uous with points of discontinuity of the first kind for t = t;, 
iEZ. 

(G2) The constant matrices B;, iEZ, are nonsingular. 
From (G 1) it follows that the fundamental matrix U(t) 

of the equation dx/ dt = A (t)x is continuously differentiable 
for t =l=t; with points of discontinuity of the first kind at 
t = (. 

Let X(t) be the fundamental matrix of Eq. (1), 
X(O+) = I, where 0+ = 0 for tk < T and 0+ = 0 + 0 for 
tk = T. For tE[t; + 0, t;+ I - 0], the matrix X(t) admits 
the representation 

XU) = U(t)U-I(tj +O)BjU(t; -O)U-I(t;_1 +0) 

XB;_,·"B,U(tI-0)U-1(0+). 

Hence the fundamental matrix X(t) is continuously differ
entiable for t =1= 1; with points of discontinuity of the first kind 
at t = ti> i.e., X(t; + 0) = B;X(t; - 0). The matrix 
X(t + T) is also fundamental because X'(t + T) 
= A (t + T)X(t + T) = A (t)X(t + T), i.e., for any t we 

have X(t + T) = X(t)C where C is a nonsingular constant 
matrix defined by the equality X( T) = X(O+ + T) 
=X(O+)C= C. Hence X(t+ T) =X(t)X(T). The non-

singular matrix X( T) is called the matrix ofmonodromy. It 
admits the representation 

X(T) 
= U(T+)U-I(tk +O)BkU(tk -0) 

X U-1(tk_1 + O)Bk _ I .. 'B1U(t1 - 0) U-I(O+), 

where 

{
T' for tk < T, 

T+ =0+ + T= 
T + 0, for t k = T. 

We shall note that the eigenvalues (; of the matrix of 
monodromy X( T) are called multiplicators of the linear pe
riodic differential equation with impulses (1). 

III. MAIN RESULTS 

Let 70 be a fixed real number. 
Definition 2 (Ref. 1): Equation (1) has an exponential 

dichotomy on the interval [ 7 0, + (0) iffor some projector P 
(P 2 = P) there exist positive constants a, /3, and L such that: 

(Dl) IX(t)X-I(70)PX(70)X-I(s)I';;;Le- a
(t-S) , 

for (;'S-;'70 , 

(D2) IX(t)X -I (70 ) (1- P)X( 70)X -I (s) I .;;;Le - P(s - /) , 

for S-;.t-;'70. 

Definition 3: If the exponents a and /3 of Def. 2 are equal 
to zero, we say that Eq. (1) has an ordinary dichotomy. 

Definition 4: The solution of Eq. (1) will be called uni
formly bounded away from the zero if for any E> 0 there 
exists 8 = 8(E) such that for any t-;'70 and any solution x(t) 

for which Ix(t) I > 8 the inequality Ix(s) I > E holds for s-;.t. 
Remark: Equation (1) has an ordinary (exponential) 

dichotomy with projector P = Tifand only ifit is uniformly 
(asymptotically) stable. If Eq. (1) has an exponential di
chotomy with projector P = 0, then all solutions tend to in
finity uniformly and exponentially. If Eq. (1) has an ordi
nary dichotomy with projector P = 0, then all solutions are 
uniformly bounded away from the zero. 

Lemma 1 (Ref. 1): Let the linear differential equation 
with impulses (1) satisfy condition (G). If Eq. (1) has an 
exponential (ordinary) dichotomy on the interval 
[70' + (0) with projector P( 7 0 ), then it will have an 
exponential (ordinary) dichotomy on any interval 
[7, + (0), 7> - 00, with projector P( 7) 
= X( 7)X -I (70)P( 70)X( 70)X -I (7). 

Proof For 7-;'70 the assertion is trivial since the funda
mental matrix X(t) is invertible. 

Let 7 < 7 0 , By the inequality of Gronwall-Bellman for 

71,72E[tm + 0, tm + I - 0], 

iU( 7 1) u- I 
(72 ) I.;;; exp'i~' IA(e) Ide I· 

Let t>s with tE[t;+O,t;+I-O] and SE[tj+O,tj+1 
- 0]. Then the fundamental matrix X (t) has the form 

XU) = U(t)U-1(t; +O)B;U(tj -0)U-1Ct;_1 +0) 

XB; _ I'" Bj+ 1 UCtj + 0) U -I (s)X(s), 

hence 
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IX(t)X -I(S) I<U(t) U-1(t; + O)IIB;IIU(t; - 0) u- I (t;_ I + O)IIB;_ I I" 'IBj+ I II U(tj + 0) U-I(s) I 

<exp r IA (0) IdO K; exp r~ I IA (0) IdO K; - I ... K j + I exp filA (0) IdO 

\.Jto Kv exp iro IA(O) IdO = K, 

whereKv = max (IBvl,IB v- II»1. 

In the same way we prove the validity of the inequality 

IX(s)X -I (t) I 
< lU(s) U - I (tj + 0) liB J~ \ I" 'IB ;-=-11 I 

xlU(t;+1 +O)U-I(t; -O)IIB;-IIU(t; +O)U-I(t)1 

<Kj + I ... K; _ I K; exp f IA (0) IdO<K. 

Hence for any t,se[ T,To] the following inequality holds: 

IX(t)X-I(s)I<K. (2) 

If T<S < To<t, then 

IX(t)X -I (T)P( T)X( T)X - I (s) I 
= IX(t)X-I(TO)P(TO)X(TO)X-I(S) I 

< IX(t)X -I (To)P( To)X( To)X -I (To) I 
X IX( To)X -I(S) I <Le - a(t- r,,) K 

<LKea(ro- r) e- a(t-s) . 

If T<S<t < To, then 

IX(t)X -I (T)P( T)X( T)X -I (s) I 
< IX(t)X -I (To) IL IX( To)X -I (s) I 
<K 2L<K 2Lea(ro- r) e- a(t-s). 

Hence for any t>S>T, 

IX( t)X -I (T)P( T)X( T)X - I (s) I <Lie - aCt - s) 

whereL I =LKea(ro-r) max(I,K). 
It is analogously verified that for S>t>T, 

IX(t)X -I (T)(/ _ P( T»)X( T)X -I(S) I <L2e -P(s- t) 

where 

L2 = LKeP(ro- r) max( I,K). 

This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Definition 5: The linear differential equations with im

pulses, 

dx/dt = A (t)x, 

dx/dt = A(t)x, 

axlt=t = (B; -/)x, , (3) 

(4) 

are called kinematically similar on the interval [To, + (0) if 
between the sets of their solutions a bijective correspondence 

x(t)=QU)x(t), tE[TO' + (0), (5) 

can be established where Q(t) is a bounded matrix having a 
bounded inverse matrix, i.e., I QU) I <q I' I Q - I (t) I <q2 for 
any tE[To' + (0). We shall assume that for Eqs. (3) and (4), 
condition (G) holds. 

Let X(t) and X(t) be the fundamental matrices of Eq. 
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(3) and (4), respectively, for which X( To) = X( To) = 1. By 
Eq. (5), 

x(t) = Q(t)x(t) = Q(t)X(t)x( To), 

x(t) = X(t)x( To) = X(t)Q( To)X( To), 

whence we obtain that 

Q(t) =X(t)Q(To)X-IU). (6) 

Equality (6) shows that the matrix Q( t) is continuously 
differentiable for t i= t; with points of discontinuity of the 
first kind at t = t i • By Eq. (5), 

XUi + 0) = Q(ti + O)X(ti + 0) = Q(t; + O)BixUi - 0), 

x(t; + 0) = Bix(ti - 0) = BiQ(ti - O)X(ti _ 0)' 

whence we obtain that Q(ti + 0) = BiQ(ti - O)Bi -I. 

From the differentiability of Q(t) for t i= t i , it follows 
that 

dx = (Q(t)x(t»), 
dt 

= Q'U)x(t) + Q(t) dx 
dt 

= (Q'(t) + Q(t)A(t»)X, 

dx =A(t)x=A(t)Q(t)x, 
dt 

i.e., for t i= ti the following equality holds: 

A(t) = Q -I (t)(A(t)Q(t) - Q'(t»). (7) 

Lemma 2: If Eq. (3) has an exponential (ordinary) di
chotomy on the interval [To, + (0) with projector P, then 
the kinematically similar Eq. (4) also has an exponential 
(ordinary) dichotomy on the interval [ To, + (0) with a pro
jector P = Q -I( To)PQ( To) and the same exponents a andp. 

Proof' We express from Eq. (6) X(t), and for t>s> To we 
verify the validity of condition (D 1), 

IX(t)PX-I(s)1 

= IQ -1(t)X(t)Q(To)Q -1(To)PQ(To) 

X Q -I (To)X -I (s)Q(s) I 

<IQ -I(t) IIX(t)PX-I(s) IIQ(s) I 

<q Iq2Le - a(t - s). 

Analogously for S>t>To we verify the validity of condition 
(D2). 

Theorem 1: If the linear periodic differential equation 
with impulses (1) satisfies condition (G), then it is kinema
tically similar on the interval [To, + (0) to a linear autono
mous differential equation without impulses. 

Proof" Set 
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(8) 

This is possible since the matrix ofmonodromy X( n is non
singular, hence it has a logarithm. Obviously, X( n = ~T. 
We set 

(9) 

The matrix ~(t) is T-periodic; 

~(t+ n =X(t+ ne-H(t +n =x(t)X(ne-HTe- Ht 

=X(t)e- Ht = ~(t), 

i.e., a representation of Floquet X(t) = ~(t)eHt is valid. 
From equality (9) it follows that the matrix ~(t) iscontinu
ously differentiable for t =1= t; with points of discontinuity of 
the first kind at t = 1;0 

~(t; + 0) = X(t; + O)e - Ht, = B;X(t; - O)e - Ht, 

= B;~(t; - 0). 

Moreover, from equality (9) it follows that 

min Idet~(t)1;;.8>0. 
/E[O,TJ 

In view of the periodicity of ~ (t) we obtain that ~ ( t) 
and ~-I (t) are bounded, i.e., for any I, I~(t) I <ql' 
I~-I(t) I <q2' 

In Eq. (1) we perform the change x = ~ (I )x. For t =1= t; 

we obtain that 

dx = ~-I (t)[A (t)~(t) - ~' (t)]x 
dl 

= eHtX -I(t) [A(t)X(/)r Ht 

_X'(t)e- Ht +X(t)e-HW]x 

= eHtX-1(t) [A(t)X(t)e- Ht -A(t)X(t)e- Ht 

+ X(t)e - HW]X = Hx, 

i.e., the transformed equation is autonomous, 

dx/dl=Hx, 

and is without impulses because 

x(t; + 0) = ~-I(t; + O)x(t; + 0) 

= (B;~(t; - O»)-IB;x(t; - 0) 

= ~-I(t; - O)x(t; - 0) = x(t; - 0). 

(10) 

Equality (8) implies that the eigenvalues A. of the con
stant matrix H are related to the multiplicators : of Eq. (1) 
by means of the equality 
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(11 ) 

Theorem 2 (Ref. 2, p. 10): Equation (10) has an expo
nential dichotomy on the interval [0, + 00) if and only if all 
eigenvalues of the constant matrix H have nonzero real 
parts. Equation (10) has an ordinary dichotomy if and only 
if the eigenvalues of H with zero real parts are semisimple. 

Theorem 3: Let the linear differential equation with im
pulses at fixed times (1) be periodic and satisfy condition 
(G). Then the following assertions are valid. 

(a) Equation (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable if 
and only if all multiplicators are inside the unit circle. 

(b) Equation (1) is uniformly stable if and only if all 
multiplicators are inside or on the unit circle, and those on 
the unit circle are semisimple. 

(c) Equation (1) has an exponential dichotomy if and 
only if some of the multiplicators lie inside the unit circle and 
the rest of them lie outside the unit circle but none on the unit 
circle. 

(d) Equation ( 1 ) has an ordinary dichotomy if and only 
if the multiplicators lying on the unit circle are semisimple. 

(e) If all multiplicators are outside the unit circle, then 
the solution ofEq. (1) tend to infinity uniformly and expon
entially. 

(f) If all multiplicators are outside or on the unit circle 
and those on the unit circle are semisimple, then the solu
tions of Eq. (1) are uniformly bounded away from the zero. 

Proof By Theorem 1, Eq. (1) is kinematically similar to 
the linear autonomous equation (10) which is without im
pulses and from equality (11) it follows that the eigenvalues 
of the constant matrix H have negative, zero, or positive real 
parts, depending on whether the respective multiplicator lies 
inside, on, or outside the unit circle, respectively. Hence in 
view of Theorem 2 and Remark 1, we obtain the assertions of 
Theorem 3. 
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The method of maximum entropy-minimum norm is utilized to produce a general method of 
solving differential equations. The technique is a generalization and extension of previous work 
performed by Baker-Jarvis [J. Math. Phys. 30, 302 (1989) 1. It is found that introducing an 
additional constraint on the norm of the solution vector produces a probability distribution 
that is integrable over the entire real axis. A number of simplifications occur. In this extended 
method the Lagrange multipliers and solution vector can be solved for explicitly, thus 
eliminating the necessity of solving systems of nonlinear equations for the Lagrange 
multipliers, as was required in the previous approach. It is shown that the solution obtained is 
equivalent to a minimum norm approximation. The maximum entropy solution of differential 
equations with Fourier moments is shown to be identical to a Fourier series solution. 
Additionally, the new method is applied to solving the random walk and Fokker-Planck 
equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Maximum entropy methods (MAXENT) are very use
ful for approximating solutions to systems where there is a 
general paucity of data or non unique solutions. The concept 
of information entropy originated with Shannon I as an algo
rithm for estimating the uncertainty in a signal. Jaynes2

•
3 

extended this work to statistical mechanics and data reduc
tion by maximizing the information entropy. Since then 
many researchers have used the technique in a wide array of 
applications.4

•
s The maximum entropy algorithm deter

mines a probability distribution for the data set which is 
maximally noncommittal with respect to missing informa
tion. The technique is particularly useful when the data is 
incomplete and/or noisy, in which case the method yields 
the most objective estimate consistent with a priori informa
tion. 

It has been demonstrated in past research by Baker-Jar
vis9

•
IO that it is possible to approximate solutions to differen

tial equations by a maximum entropy method. The method 
has been developed for both linear and nonlinear differential 
equations and provides a viable alternative to classical ap
proaches. The method proceeds by finding the probability 
density distribution for the solution vector subject to mo
ment constraints derived from the differential equation. In 
the previous method the probability density distribution is 
not integrable over the region [ - 00, 00 ] since the exponen
tial in the probability contains only terms linear in the solu
tion vector; thus a finite range of integration is utilized. Re
cently Poon II has found that a probability distribution that 
contains moments integrable to all orders over [ - 00, 00] 

can be obtained if a constraint on the norm of the solution 
vector is given. In this paper the results of Po on II are derived 
in a very different manner with a slightly different interpre
tation and the method is then used to approximate solutions 

a} Present address: National Institute of Standards and Technology, Broad-
band Microwave Metrology Group, 723.02, Boulder, CO 80303. 

to differential equations. In Sec. II the results of previous 
research9

•
10 are generalized to the infinite interval by specify

ing an additional constraint on the vector norm and it is 
found that the new maximum entropy algorithm reduces to 
a minimum norm solution in an appropriate limit. In Sec. III 
the relationship between a Fourier series and MAXENT for 
differential equations is examined in light of the minimum 
norm solution. The method is also examined in the case of 
hybrid moments, that is, when the moment functions are any 
general acceptable function. Also, in Sec. III the newly de
veloped technique is utilized to approximate solutions to sto
chastic differential equations occurring in statistical me
chanics. In particular, equations for a random walk and the 
Fokker-Planck equations are studied. It appears that 
MAXENT is particularly well suited for studying such 
equations from a formal aspect. 

II. THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY FORMALISM 

We consider a general linear differential equation on the 
interval [a, b] written as 

LI(V(r» = C(r), (2.1) 

where LI is a differential operator, (V) is the expectation 
value of a function, and C is a source term. We multiply Eq. 
(2.1) by an appropriate moment function /,. for 
n = 1,2,3 ... and then integrate over the solution region to 
obtain 

ffn(LI(V(r» - C(r»)d 3r=0. (2.2) 

The moment function can be an eigenfunction of the 
operator LI or any other set of functions which has the de
sired properties. Integration by parts and use of boundary 
conditions implies that 

i b 

a n(r)(V(r»d 3r=An, (2.3) 
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where An contains boundary information and information 
on C(r}. We see that in Eq. (2.3) all the derivatives have 
been transferred to the function an' Let us consider the func
tion V(r} as represented by a discrete set of N points 
V(r1 ) = VI' V(r2 ) = V2,···, V(rN } = VN , so that in vector 
notation we can define the solution vector 

V= (V1,V2,V3 , ••• ,VN )', (2.4) 

where t denotes transpose. We define the information en
tropyas 

s= - Iv P(V)ln(P(V})dV, (2.5) 

whereSdV denotesSdV1SdV2dV3 " 'dVN and Pis theproba
bility density. We define the expectation value of a function 
Jj as 

(Jj) = J P(V} JjdV. (2.6) 

Our constraint conditions on the allowable solutions are 

B(V) =A, (2.7) 

where we define the matrix B = [ak;] and an; = an (r; }lir, 
where lir is the grid size for a direct Riemann sum and Ak 
form a vector 

A = [A 1,·· • .AM r-
In component form we can write Eq. (2.7) as 

N 

L an;(V;) =An· 
;=1 

We also have a constraint on the norm: 

(VV') = IIVII2 

where 

IIVII2 =L Vi. 
; 

Finally we have the normalization condition 

J P(V)dV = 1. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.1O) 

(2.11 ) 

The entropy with M constraints on the differential equa
tion and the norm condition can be written as 

s= J: 00 {- P(V)ln(P(V}) -AoP(V) 

-A'BVP(V) -PV'V}dV 

= J: 00 { - P(V)ln(P(V») - AoP(V) 

- n~1 An [j~1 [an} JjP(V)] ] - P ;~I ViP(V) }dV, 

(2.12) 

where A; and P are Lagrange multipliers, Nis the number of 
points, and M is the number of moments. We note that the 
integrals run from - 00 to 00, which is possible for positive 
P (this will be shown later). In Eq. (2.12) the Lagrange 
multipliers are represented by the vector 

(2.13) 
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Performing a variation of P yields 

6S= J: 00 [ - 1 -In(P(V)) -Ao 

- ~ rjJj -P~ VJ]6PdV=0, 
] ] 

where we have defined 
M 

rj = L akjAk = [A 'B] . 
k=1 

We then obtain 

(2.14 ) 

P(V} = exp{ - (1 + Ao}}exp{ - [A 'BV + PV'V]) 

=exp[ - (1 +Ao)]exp{ - ~[rjJj +pvn}. 

(2.15 ) 

We define the partition function as 

Z = exp{1 + Ao} 

= {0000 dVI ·· ·dVN exp{ - (A 'BV + PV'V)} 

= {0000 dVI"'dVN exp { - L[rjJj +PVJ]} 

= ~ (;)112 exp{ _ :;} . 

We then obtain 

P(V} = exp[ - {A 'BV + pvtv}] 
Z 

exp [ - l:{rj Jj + pVi} ] 

Z 
Now by Eq. (2.6) we have 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(V;) = J:oo dVI"'dVN V; exp[ -l:{r~Jj +pvi}] 

(2.18 ) 

(Vi) = 2~ - ri/4p 2
, (2.19) 

IWII2 = '" (V~) =.!i.. _ '" ri . (2.20) .,.. , 2P .,.. 4p 2 

The variance of the distribution can be found from 

0'2= ± (Vi) - (V;)2 =_1_ (2.21) 
;=1 N 2P 

and thus we see that P is positive. We note that the variance 
is independent of r;, which prompts the following interpre
tation. If the constraint given by Eq. (2.21) is used, then the 
Lagrange multiplier P has the interpretation as one-half of 
(~) -I, whereas ifEq. (2.20) is used as the constraint, then 
the Lagrange multiplier can be determined: 

It is possible to solve for the Lagrange multipliers explicitly 
by use of the constraint condition in Eq. (2.7) using Eq. 
(2.18): 
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A = - 2,8 [BB ' ] -I A 

and therefore by Eq. (2.18): 

(V) =B'[BB']-IA. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

As Poon II has noted, this solution for V is exactly the mini
mum norm solution I2 of the generalized inverse problem; 
therefore, the maximum entropy method on the infinite in
terval minimizes the norm in the least-squares sense subject 
to the available information. We also note that Eq. (2.24) is 
independent of the Lagrange multiplier,8. The explanation 
of this comes from the fact that the expectation value of a 
function should not depend on the variance of the distribu
tion. This solution is very easy to implement in practice and 
does not require the solution of simultaneous nonlinear 
equations for Lagrange multipliers. In Sec. III we will apply 
the technique to solving linear differential equations and the 
Fokker-Planck equation. 

III. APPLICATIONS 

A. Linear differential equations 

As a simple example, we use In = sin mrz {for ZE [0, I ]} 
as moment functions for Eq. (2.2) for the following differen
tial equation: 

d
2
(V) -r(V). (3.1) ---;jT= 

The boundary condition here is the specification of V on 
boundaries. The procedure is to mUltiply Eq. (3.1) by the 
moment functions and then integrate by parts to yield the 
form of Eq. (2.3) and thus identify the matrix B and vector 
A. In Fig. I the finite difference solution is ploted against the 
MAXENT solution for the cases of varying numbers of mo
ments. 

In the next example the following differential equation 
is approximated by MAXENT, a Fourier series, and finite 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.50 0.50 

0.40 0.40 

0.30 0.30 

N 
>' 

0.20 0.20 

0.10 0.10 

0.00 "frrrT1rTTl"TTTTTTrrrrrrrrrrrnrrT1rTTlTTTTTTrrrrrrn-n'+O.OO 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 

z 

FIG. I. The maximum entropy solution to Eq. (3.1) for six (-. -. -),12 
( - - -), and 18 moments (-. - • -) compared to the finite difference solu
tion(--). 
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differences in an attempt to probe the relationship of the 
MAXENT solution and Fourier series: 

d
2
(V) = _ C(V) 

dz2 ' 
(3.2) 

where C is a constant. In this case, the function's value is 
specified on the boundary. The Fourier series solution for 
this case is simple to derive. For the case where the moment 
functions are sin mrz, the solution using MAXENT is found 
to be exactly the same as the Fourier series approximation. 
This is depicted in Fig. 2. This result has a simple explana
tion. Since the coefficients in a Fourier series approximation, 
Cm' are picked to minimize the least-squares norm 

1= f I V(z) - m~1 CJm(Z) 12 dz, (3.3 ) 

a Fourier series representation is therefore a minimum norm 
approximation to the function. This is commonly termed a 
least-squares fit of the function. Therefore, the maximum 
entropy method on the infinite interval picks the Fourier 
coefficients as the "best fit." 

However, the present MAXENT solution technique is 
much more robust than a Fourier series in that it allows the 
implementation of additional information into the process of 
solution of equations with noisy coefficients. For example, 
information such as knowledge of the solution over certain 
regions or boundary values could be fed into the B matrix. 
Thus we see that although the MAXENT solution reduces 
to a Fourier series solution in the limit of only Fourier mo
ments, the method is versatile and much more general than a 
Fourier series. In previous work9

,10 the probability distribu
tion was integrated over finite limits and it was determined 
that the MAXENT approximation was better than the 
Fourier series approximation in many cases. We now under
stand this since in the case of infinite limits the MAXENT 
picks out Fourier coefficients, whereas in the case of finite 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.40 +,-,..LL..L.L.U..J...W..L.L.J.1.J..LJL...L...I.J..LL..L.L.U..LL.L.LL.L.L.L.J.LLUL...L...I.J..LL..L..LUt- 0.40 

0.20 
f 

! 0.20 

'/< 
0.00 '/ 0.00 

,....... 
N 

>' /; 

-0.20 -0.20 
? 

-0.40 -0.40 

-0.60 -tnrrT1'TTT"TTTTTTrrrrrrrrT1'TTTTnTTTTTTrrrrrrrrT1rrn-f. -0.60 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 

Z 

FIG. 2. The maximum entropy solution to Eq. (3.2) with eight Fourier 
moments (- - -) compared to the Fourier series solution with eight expan
sion functions (sin nm:) (-. - • -) and the finite difference solution 
(--). 
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limits more information has been implemented into the 
problem and thus a better solution results. 

As another example, it is of interest to examine the solu
tion to differential equations when combinations of funtion 
types are used as moment functions (we term these as hybird 
moments). In Fig. 3 the solution to Eq. (3.2) is plotted for 
the case of the following moments: In = sin n1rz, 

(n=I,2,3), !.=z(1-z), !s=r(1-z), and h 
= ~(1 - z). The solution is compared to the Fourier series 

solution for six expansion functions and the exact solution of 
Eq. (3.2). In this case, this hybrid series expansion also 
minimizes the norm and actually approximates the solution 
better than the Fourier series. 

B. Fokker-Planck equations 

,. Example t: Random walk 

The Fokker-Planck equation is a differential equation 
for the probability density of a particle under the influence of 
external stochastic forces. The equation is usually derived by 
solution of master equations for probability density distribu
tions. The random walk problem is a simple example of a 
Fokker-Planck equation: 

ap = D a
2
p , (3.4) 

at ax2 

where D is a diffusion coefficient. If we multiply Eq. (3.4) 
alternately by x and x 2

, integrate over [ - 00, 00], and use 
the fact that the probability vanishes at infinity, we obtain 
the following moments: 

d (x) = 0 (3.5) 
dt ' 

d (x
2

) = 2D. 
dt 

(3.6) 

If we assume a zero-mean process, then we obtain 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 
0.60 0.60 

0.40 I 0.40 

0.20 0.20 

--. 
N 0.00 0.00 
>' 

-0.20 -0.20 

-0.40 -0.40 

-0.60 -0.60 
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 

Z 

FIG. 3. The maximum entropy solution to Eq. (3.2) using hybrid moments 
compared to the finite difference solution (--) and the Fourier series 
solution (- • - • -) for six sin mrz expansion functions. 
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(x) = 0, (3.7) 

(x2) = 2Dt. (3.8) 

Now the probability density can be written as 

P(x,t) = exp( - Ax - /3x2)/Z. (3.9) 

However, we know Z = (1T 1 f3) 1(2 exp ( - A 2/4/3) and by 
Eq. (2.21) we obtain 

(x2) _ (X)2 = 2Dt = _1_ =t-/3 = _1_, 
2/3 4Dt 

(x) = A 12/3 = O=t-A = O. (3.10) 

Therefore, we have the following solution for P: 

P(x,t) = (41TDt)-1/2 exp ( -x2/4Dt), (3.11 ) 

which is exactly the solution obtained by classical Laplace 
transform techniques. 

2. Example 2: General Fokker-Planck equation 

In this case we consider the generalized Fokker-Planck 
equation 

ap(x,t) 

at 
- a{al(t)p(x,t)} + (~) a 2{a2(t)P(x,t)} , 

ax 2 ax2 

(3.12) 

where an (t) is the nth-order jump moment. If we multiply 
Eq. (3.12) alternately by x and x 2

, integrate over [ - 00, 
00 ], and use the fact that the probability vanishes at infinity, 
we obtain the following moments: 

d (~~t) = (al(t», 

d (x
2
(t» = 2(x(t)a l (t» + (a2(t», 

dt 

which we may integrate to yield 

(x) = (a l (7»d7=-, i' A 
o 2/3 

(x2) = 21' (xa l (7) )d7 + l' (a2( 7) )d7. 

(3.13 ) 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15 ) 

(3.16 ) 

Here we assume that (x) and (x 2
) are given functions of 

time. The variance is then 

(x2) - (X)2 = l' {2(xa l (7» + (a2(7»}d7 

- [1' (a l (7» d7r = 2~ . (3.17) 

Therefore, we can solve for the Lagrange multiplier: 

1 
/3= 2[(x2) _ (X)2] 

(3.18 ) 

and from Eq. (3.15): 

A = 2/3 f (a l (7»d7. (3.19) 

Thus the probability density is given by Eq. (3.9), whereZis 
given by Eq. (2.16). 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

A general method for solving linear differential equa
tions which provides a viable alternative to classical ap
proaches has been developed. The method assumes that the 
solution is determined by the probability distribution for the 
solution vector, which is subject to moment constraints on 
the differential equation and norm. The associated Lagrange 
multiplier for the norm condition turns out to be related to 
the covariance, which is always positive; thus the probability 
distribution is integrable over [ - 00, 00]. It is also found 
that with this method both the expectation value of the solu
tion vector and the Lagrange multipliers can be obtained 
explicitly, thereby eliminating the solution of systems of 
nonlinear equations for the Lagrange multipliers. It is shown 
that for Fourier moments of the differential equation, the 
maximum entropy solution reduces precisely to the Fourier 
series solution. The method is also examined for the case of 
hybrid moments of differential equations and it is found that 
in these cases the solution obtained minimizes the norm and 
can be a very good approximation. Additional information 
of the differential equation can easily be inserted into the 
solution process, thus enhancing the accuracy and generality 
of the approximation. Additionally, solutions to the 
Fokker-Planck equation are obtained with the method. The 
method could be very useful when higher order moments of 
the Fokker-Planck equation are known. The method should 
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be easily extended to solving, for example, Langevin equa
tions and general master equations. 
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Certain systems of nonlinear partial differential equations can be written in a simple form as a 
single Grassmann-valued partial differential equation. Equations describing compressible fluid 
flow are of this type. A method for finding soft solutions of the Grassmann-valued partial 
differential equation arising in this context is presented. The method is a generalization of the 
Lagrangian-coordinates approach to the case of Grassmann variables. Generally, solutions 
obtained by this method have the form of infinite series, whose expansion yields new relations 
among the unknown variables. In some simple cases, the series can be summed. The 
equivalence of the Grassmann solutions to the usual solutions is shown for these cases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Grassmann-valued quantities are playing an increasing
ly significant role in modern theoretical physics. One reason 
is that they may be viewed as the classical limits offermionic 
quantities. Another is that applications of supersymmetry, 
which relates anticommuting degrees of freedom to com
muting ones, are now commonplace. J Grassmann-valued 
quantities are relevant to these applications, because the ele
ments of a Grassmann algebra split naturally into an odd 
sector with mutually anticommuting variables and an even 
sector with mutually commuting ones. 

Problems in physics are frequently expressed math
ematically as differential equations, the solution of which 
yields desired physical quantities. When physical quantities 
involve anticommuting variables, the differential equations 
may have Grassmann-valued dependent variables. Grass
mann-valued differential equations can also arise in the con
text of mathematical investigations of supersymmetry alge
bras and supergroups,2.3 for example, in the derivation of 
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff relations. 2 

A few attempts have been made4
•
5 to investigate Grass

mann-valued variables in contexts other than the supersym
metric or fermionic ones already mentioned. These have 
concentrated on exploratory studies of Grassmann-valued 
differential equations. Even this subfield is vast, with large 
areas remaining untouched. One goal of this paper is to pres
ent an application of Grassmann-valued differential equa
tions that is independent of the notions of super symmetry or 
fermions. 

The basic idea is to consider a system of real- or com
plex-valued equations and to combine them into a single 
Grassmann-valued equation. One can then analyze directly 
this single equation using Grassmann methods, without re
ferring to its expansion. In favorable cases, the complete so
lution to the Grassmann-valued equation may be found. In
formation about the original system of equations can 
subsequently be extracted. When the solution to the Grass
mann-valued equation is known, the solution of the original 
system of equations may then be determined by expanding in 
the basis of Grassmann generators. 

One evident advantage of this approach is that many 
equations may be handled simultaneously. The method does 
not gain significantly in complexity as the size of the original 
system is increased. It should therefore be of special interest 
for many-variable systems, for example. Another potentially 
significant consequence of the method is the possibility for 
the discovery of new solutions or approximation methods 
based on the Grassmann methods of solution. 

A particularly interesting feature of this idea is that a 
single Grassmann equation may incorporate several physi
cally inequivalent systems of equations, since we are free to 
define Grassmann-valued variables to suit the problem at 
hand. Solutions of these inequivalent systems may then all be 
expressed in terms of a single Grassmann-valued solution. 

A suggestive analogy6 is the use of complex numbers in 
the description of physical systems, which in effect allows 
the simultaneous handling of two real variables. Much of the 
importance of complex numbers stems from their properties 
as commutative division rings. Grassmann algebras do not 
enjoy similar properties because they contain nilpotent ele
ments that act as divisors of zero. However, this difficulty 
may be partially overcome, as is shown in the examples be
low. 

In this paper, we begin exploration of these ideas by 
testing them on several systems of nonlinear differential 
equations arising in fluid dynamics. 7 These systems of equa
tions describe several compressible fluid flows under differ
ent conditions and in different dimensions. All can be ex
pressed in terms of a single Grassmann-valued partial 
differential equation. We show that soft solutions to this sin
gle equation can be found by a method that is an extension to 
the case of Grassmann-valued variables of an established 
Lagrangian-coordinate approach. The resulting Grass
mann-valued solution has the form of an infinite series. In 
some special cases, the series can be summed. For these 
cases, expansion of the solution yields solutions to the origi
nal systems that are equivalent to those found by standard 
methods. 

In Sec. II, a simple example is presented to illustrate the 
basic methods and ideas. The general Grassmann-valued 
equation is presented in Sec. III, along with its solution. In 
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Sec. IV, the homogeneous version of the equation is consid
ered and the solution found is compared to the usual case. 
Section V deals with several other special cases that can be 
solved exactly by standard methods. In Sec. V A, the case of 
three-dimensional flow under constant pressure in any coor
dinate system is discussed. In Sec. V B, the case of one-di
mensional flows resulting from three-dimensional flows 
with planar, spherical, or cylindrical symmetry is studied. 
Section V C deals with the case of a polytropic gas law. We 
conclude in Sec. VI. For the convenience of the reader, the 
basics of Grassmann algebras and Grassmann-valued vari
ables are summarized in Apendix A. Appendices Band C 
provide technical details of the derivations of some of the 
equations in the main text. 

II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 

We begin with a simple system illustrating the key ideas 
of our approach. 

Consider a variable Z that is a function of two indepen
dent variables, position x and time t. Let Z satisfy the nonlin
ear partial differential equation 

Z, +ZZx =0, 

subject to the initial condition 

Z(t = O,x) = F(x). 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

The subscripts t and x in Eq. (2.1) denote partial derivatives. 
The characteristic system for this equation is 

dZ =0 
dt ' 

dx =z. 
dt 

(2.3 ) 

Solving this system gives 

x=a+Zt, Z=F(a) =F(x-Zt). (2.4 ) 

The variable a is called a Lagrange coordinate; it corre
sponds to a comoving frame. Solutions of the form (2.4) are 
called soft. S 

Suppose now that Z is not the usual real or complex 
variable but a Grassmann-valued variable (see Appendix A) 
with expansion 

Z= U +P(3I' (2.5 ) 

in terms of Grassmann generators, where u and p are func
tions of x and t. Then, Eq. (2.1) is equivalent to the system 

u, + uUx = 0, p, + upx + uxP = 0. (2.6) 

Ifwe identify u with velocity andp with density, the system 
(2.6) describes the motion of a one-dimensional in viscid 
compressible fluid under constant pressure. 

Take the initial conditions for u and p as 

u(t = O,x) =/(x), p(t = O,x) = g(x). (2.7) 

Then, the Grassmann-valued initial condition is 

F(x) =/(x) + g(x)!3I' (2.8) 

The solution to Eq. (2.1) is still Eq. (2.4), but now the 
variables are Grassmann valued. Expanding the solution 
(2.4) gives 

u + P(31 = Z = F(x - Zt) 

1465 

= I(x - ut - pt!3l) + g(x - ut - pt(31 )(31' 
(2.9) 
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We can further expand I around the body (x - ut) of its 
argument. Using (3 i = ° yields 

u + P(31 = I(x - ut) - f' (x - Ut)pt(31 + g(x - Ut)(3I' 
(2.10) 

Here, a prime denotes a derivative with respect to the argu
ment. Separation of the body and soul parts provides the 
result 

u =/(x - ut), p =g(x - ut)/[l + if'(x - ut)]. 

(2.11) 

This is the soft solutionS of the system (2.6). 
Notice that in this simple example the partial differen

tial equation for u and its solution are identical in form to the 
partial differential equation for Z and its solution. This oc
curs because u is the body of Z. 

In contrast, p corresponds to the soul of Z; its partial 
differential equation and solution contain extra terms. The 
extra term if' (x - ut) in the denominator of the solution for 
p arises from the soul piece of the Grassmann-valued La
grange coordinate a. Presumably, the latter must now be 
interpreted as a Grassmann-valued comoving frame. 

Note also that no extra term arises from the expansion of 
g(z - Zt) becauseg is already multiplied by (31' The cancel
lations of terms proportional to (3 i are an important reason 
why Grassmann-valued variables are useful in nonlinear 
problems. 

III. THE GENERAL EQUATION 

Consider a first-order partial differential equation in D 
spatial variables x and one time variable t, 

Z, + (W·V)Z = P. (3.1 ) 

Here, V is the gradient operator in D dimensions with 
Euclidean coordinates, Z and Pare Grassmann-valued func
tions, and W is a D-dimensional Grassmann-valued vector 
function. We shall consider this equation subject to the ini
tial condition 

Z(t = O,x) = F(x). (3.2) 

This Grassmann-valued equation is relevant to many com
pressible fluid flows under different conditions. In this sec
tion, its solution is presented. Subsequent sections discuss 
particular physical applications. 

To avoid ordering problems, we take all Grassmann
valued variables to be even. This can be done for all cases of 
interest here. 

The solution begins with the introduction of generalized 
Lagrange-coordinate variables a and s. The variables x and t 
then become functions of a and s; in particular, 

a at a D ax; a 
-=--+2:--.. as as at ; = I as ax' (3.3 ) 

The key idea is to note that Eq. (3.1) has the form 

az = P, (3.4) 
as 

if we set 

at = 1 
as ' ax =W. 

as 
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However, the last equation makes sense only if x is Grass
mann valued as a function of a and s. 

This problem may be circumvented by introducing a 
Grassmann-valued extension X of x, to be determined be
low, that satisfies this equation. We further define 

a a D ax i a 
as: = at + i.?1 & axi ' (3.6) 

where the derivative a faR with respect to a Grassmann
valued variable R is an extension of differentiation defined 
by 

a/(R) = a/(r) I ' 
aR ar r-R 

(3.7) 

for real r. 
With these definitions, we obtain a characteristic system 

forEq. (3.1): 

az = P, ax = W. (3.8) 
as as 

Note that Eqs. (3.5) do not completely specify the 
Lagrange coordinates a and s. In accordance with the usual 
Lagrangian description of fluid motion, we require in addi
tion, 

s=t, X(s=O)=a. (3.9) 

These equations complete the specification of the character
istic system (3.8). 

It remains to determine X as a function of a and s. So far, 
we have 

ax 
X(s=O) =a, -=W. 

as 
(3.10) 

Higher derivatives may be found from the definition (3.6), 
for example, 

V(l)i: = aw
i 

= W; + (W.V) Wi, 
as 

;J Z i 
V(Z)i: = ~= V:1)i + (W.V) V(I)i. 

as 

Then, X i is given by9 

(3.11 ) 

Xi=ai + WiS_!V(I)i~+iV(Z)iS3_.... (3.12) 

The solution for Z can be found similarly. We have 

az 
Z(s=O) =F(a), -=P. 

as 
(3.13 ) 

Higher derivatives can again be calculated, for example, 

Q(I): = ap = P, + (W.V)P, 
as 

Q(Z): = az
; = Q:I) + (W.V)Q(I). 

as 

The final expression for Z has the form 

Z = F(a) + Ps - !Q(1)~ + W(Z)~ - .... 

(3.14 ) 

(3.15) 

The solution ofEq. (3.1) can now be found by substitu
tion into Eq. (3.15) of the expression for a obtained from Eq. 
(3.12). This solution is explored for particular choices of Z 
W, and P in subsequent sections. 

The general procedure is as follows. Choose the expan
sions in Grassmann generators of Z, W, and P, such that Eq. 
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(3.1) is equivalent to the system of real- or complex-valued 
partial differential equations that is of interest. The expan
sion of Eq. (3.15) then corresponds to the solution of this 
system. 

Note that, in general, not only Z but also Wand P con
tain the dependent variables. Therefore, the expansion ofEq. 
(3.15) in terms of Grassmann generators does not always 
lead to explicit solutions ofthe original system of equations. 
In the examples discussed below, explicit solutions can be 
found. However, even where this is not possible, the expan
sion ofEq. (3.15) gives new relations between the unknown 
variables, typically in the form of differential equations. 
These new relations often cannot be obtained from the initial 
system of equations by simple manipulations and may be 
useful in solving the initial system either by analytical or by 
approximate methods. 

Note also that Eq. (3.15) contains two infinite series. 
These series can be summed in the examples we consider, 
although it is unlikely that they can be summed for arbitrary 
systems. 

IV. THE HOMOGENEOUS CASE 

In this section we give an example, including an explicit 
solution, of a system of partial differential equations that can 
be written as the homogeneous Grassmann-valued equation 

Z, + (W·V)Z = O. (4.1 ) 

In terms of analysis of Sec. III, this is the case P = O. There
fore, only the first term on the right-hand side of the expres
sion for Z, Eq. (3.15), remains different from zero: 

Z=F(a). ( 4.2) 

Our example concerns the problem of the motion of a D
dimensional compressible fluid under constant pressure. 
The fluid flow is described by the following partial differen
tial equations arising from the conservation laws for momen
tum, mass, and energy: 

au - + (u·V)u = 0, 
at 

ap + (u.V)p + pV.u = 0, 
at 

ae - + (u·V)e + (e + p)V·u = O. 
dt 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

( 4.5) 

Here, u is velocity, p is the density, e is the internal energy per 
unit volume, and p is the pressure. 

For convenience, we introduce Euclidean coordinates 
and define €=e + p. Then, the system (4.3)-(4.5) isequiva
lent to D + 2 scalar partial differential equations, 

D 

u{ + L UkUk = 0 (j = 1,2, ... ,D), 
k=1 

D 

p, + L (pUk)k = 0, 
k=1 

D 

€, + L (€Uk)k = 0, 
k=1 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

( 4.8) 

where the superscripts denote Euclidean components and 
the subscripts denote partial derivatives. 

We wish to write Eqs. (4.6)-(4.8) in the form (4.1). To 
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avoid questions of the ordering of Grassmann-valued vari
ables, we work with basis elements Yj defined by 

y/={32j-d32j, (4.9) 

where {3j are the generators of the Grassmann algebra. Then, 
Z and W may be taken to have the following expansions: 

+ eY12"'M(M+ I» 

Wi = u
i 
+PYI···j···M + EYI···j···M(M+ I)' 

(4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

Here, M>D except for the one-dimensional case where 
M>2. The quantity YI···i···M denotes Y123"'(i-I)(i+ I)"'M' 
i.e., the SUbscript j is removed. Now, Eq. (4.1) with Z and W 
given by (4.10) and (4.11) is equivalent to the system (4.6)
(4.8). 

We remark that there is some freedom in defining W 
because Z has no body and W appears in Eq. (4.1) only in 
the product (W·V)z. The choice of W made above is the 
simplest possible in the general case. Note also that for D = 1 
the system (4.6) and (4.7) is the one discussed in Sec. II. 
However, the expansions (4.10) and (4.11) are somewhat 
different from the ones given in Eq. (2.5) of Sec. II. This 
illustrates the general fact that the representation of a system 
of real- or complex-valued partial differential equations in 
the form of a single Grassmann-valued equation is not 
unique, as a result of the anticommuting property of Grass
mann-valued variables. 

Next, consider the determination of an explicit solution 
for the case D = 2. Although the choice M = D = 2 is possi
ble, computations are simpler if we take M = 3. Also, since 
Eq. (4.8) for E has the same form as Eq. (4.7) for P, the 
solution for E can be found from the solution for P by direct 
substitution. Therefore, the E terms are omitted from the 
discussion below. They can be obtained from the P terms by 
substituting P -+ EY4' 

The Grassmann-valued equation is 

Z, + WIZI + W 2Z 2 = 0. (4.12) 

The expansions for Z and Ware 

Z = UIYI + U2Y2 + PY123( + EY123)' 

WI = u l + PY23( + EY234)' 

W 2 = u2 + PYI3( + EYI34)' 

The initial conditions are 

ul(t=o,x) =fl(x), 

u2(t = O,x) = p(x), 

p(t = O,x) = h(x). 

(4.13 ) 

(4.14 ) 

Therefore, the function Fin Eq. (4.2) has the expansion 

(4.15 ) 

The expressions for the first and second s derivatives of 
W, defined by Eqs. (3.11), are 

V(1)1 - WI + Wi Wi + W 2W I -p[ul Y u2y] -, I 2 - 2 13 - 2 23 , 

V (1)2 [2 I] = P u l Y23 - u l YI3 , 
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V(2)1 = p[ - 2u~ (u: + uDY\3 

+ (2u~u~ +u:u~ +u~ui)Y23]' 

V(2)2 = p[ - 2ui (u: + u~ )Y23 

+ (2u:u: +u~u: +u~u~)Y\3]' (4.16) 

Higher s derivatives can also be calculated. Introducing the 
notation 

S(VO) = -! V(1) + J..-!...- (V(!)t _ J..-~ (yt!)t 2 + ... 
2 3! as 4! a~ 

_ J..- VO) + J..- V(2)t _ J..- V(3)t 2 + ... 
2 3! 4! ' 

( 4.17) 

we find 

X = a + Wt + S(v(I)t 2. (4.18 ) 

According to Eq. (4.2), the solution ofEq.(4.12) is 

Z(xi,x2,t) =fl(A)YI + f2(A)Y2 + h(A)Y123' (4.19) 

The next step is to expand A around its body: 

A I = B(A I) + l:(A I), A 2 = B(A 2) + l:(A 2), 

B(AI)=XI-ult, l:(A I )= -ptY23- S (V(I)1)t 2, 

B(A2) =X2-u2t, l:(A2) = -ptYI3-S(V(!)2)t 2. 
( 4.20) 

Noting that [l:(A 1)]2 = [l:(A 2) f = 0, we find 

Z(x,t) = fl (Ab)YI + p(Ab)Y2 + ff (Ab)A I'YI 

+ ffl (Ab)A 2SYI + fi (Ab)A ISY2 

(4.21 ) 

Here, the SUbscripts I and II denote derivatives with respect 
to the first and second arguments, respectively. 

Substituting the expressions for B(A) and l:(A) into 
these equations gives 

Z(x,t) =fl(X - ut)YI + p(x - Ut)Y2 + h(x - ut)YI23 

+{-p(ff +fil)t- [ffS(V~!;I) 

+fl S( V(I)2) +f2S( V(I)I) 
II Y23 I Yu 

+ filS( V~:;2)] t 2}YI23' (4.22) 

where we have defined 

S( V (1)1) 1 ( 2) 1 a 2 
y" Y23= -"2 -PU2 Y23 +31 a/ -PU2Y23)t 

1 a2 
2 2 

- 4! a~( -PU2Y23)t + .... (4.23) 

The first term in parentheses is the part of VO)! proportional 
to Y23' The quantity S( V ~:; I) and others are defined similar
ly. 

Comparing coefficients multiplying the same Grass
mann generators on both sides of Eq. (4.22) gives 

(4.24) 

u2 =f2(XI - u1t, x2 - u2t), (4.25) 

P = h(xl - ult, x2 - u2t) + p( - fft - filt) 

- [ffS( V~!;I) + fflS( V~:;2) + fiS( V~:;I) 

(4.26) 
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The expression in the brackets on the right-hand side ofEq. 
(4.26) contains a sum of four infinite series. This particular 
linear combination can be summed (see Appendix B). The 
result is 

I:S( V~::I) + I:[S( V~::2) + liS( V~::I) 

+li[S(V~::2) =p(f:li[ -1:[/;). (4.27) 

Using Eq. (4.27) and rearranging Eq. (4.26) we obtain the 
final expression for p: 

h( I I 2 2 ) 
(X I,x2,t) = x -u t,x -u t (4.28) 

P (1 + I~t)( 1 + li[t) - I:Jit 2 

The solution to the original system of equations is thus 
given by Eqs. (4.24), (4.25), and (4.28). It agrees with the 
solution found by standard methods in Ref. 8. Just as for the 
simple example described in Sec. II, the denominator in Eq. 
(4.28) arises from the expansion of Grassmann-valued func
tions around the body of their arguments. 

V. THE INHOMOGENEOUS CASE 

In this section, we consider several distinct physical si
tuations for which the relevant Grassmann-valued differen
tial equation is inhomogeneous. Inhomogeneous terms can 
arise in different ways. Here, we consider inhomogeneities 
arising from the choice of non-Euclidean coordinates and 
ones arising directly from the addition of terms to the origi
nal system of equations. 

A. Three-dimensional compressible fluid flow under 
constant pressure in curvilinear coordinates 

In this subsection, we formulate the Grassmann-valued 
differential equation suitable for the description of three
dimensional compressible fluid flow under constant pres
sure in curvilinear coordinates. The formulation has a 
straightforward generalization to D> 3. 

Consider an orthogonal curvilinear system of coordi
nates Yi with unit vectors ei tangent to the coordinate curves 
and with curvilinear metric 

ds2 = (h , )2dyi + (h2)zdyi + (h3)zdy~. (5.1) 

In this system of coordinates the expressions for the gradient 
and divergence are 

VI = ~ al + e2 al + e3 ai, 
hI ay, h2 aY2 h3 aY3 

V·F = - -(hzh3F I) + -(hlh3F2) + -(hlh2F3) , l[a a a ] 
/' ay, aY2 aY3 

(5.2) 

where /' = hjh2h3' 
The vector equations (4.3) and (4.4) that describe the 

fluid flow are valid in any system of coordinates. They can be 
written in a single inhomogeneous Grassmann-valued equa
tion as 

Z, + (W'V)Z = P, 

where 
3 

Z = I UiYi + PY1234' Wi = U i + PYl...; ... 4' 
i= I 

(5.3 ) 

(5.4 ) 

with U i representing velocity components in the curvilinear 
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system. In the metric (5.1), the scalar product W·V is 

3 1 a 
w·v= I Wi --, (5.5) 

i=1 hi aYi 

and the inhomogeneity Pis 

P= - :- [Ur-~-(h2h3) + u2~(hlh3) 
if ay, aY2 

+ U3~(hjh2)]Y1234' (5.6) 
aY3 

The characteristic system, Eqs. (3.8), must be modified 
to account for the change in the scalar product (5.5). The 
new system is 

az aXi 
-=P, --
as as 

(5.7) 

where i = 1,2,3 is not summed and where the s derivative is 
now defined by 

a a 3 1 a 
-:=-+ I W i --· (5.8) 
as at i=1 hiaYi 

For Cartesian coordinates in R3
, we have 

hI = hz = h3 = 1, and so 

p=o. (5.9) 

For cylindrical coordinates YI = r, Y2 = l/J, Y3 = z and hI 
= 1, h2 = r, h3 = 1, which gives 

P= - (p!r)u IY1234' (5.10) 

For spherical coordinates YI = r'Y2 = B'Y3 = l/J and hI 
= 1, h2 = r, h3 = r sin B, which gives 

(5.11 ) 

B. One-dimensional flows arising from three
dimensional flows with planar, cylindrical, or spherical 
symmetry 

In this subsection, we consider restrictions to one-di
mensional flows arising from symmetry of the three-dimen
sional fluid flows described in Sec. V A. The idea is to allow 
only the radial component of the velocity to be nonzero. The 
expansion in terms of Grassmann generators ofthe solution 
of the inhomogeneous Grassmann-valued equation can in 
these cases be written in closed form. 

For these cases, Eqs. (5.9)-(5.11) may be written as 

P= - v(pU!X)YI234' (5.12) 

where we write U for U I and x for r. The coefficient v is v = 0 
for plane symmetry, v = 1 for cylindrical symmetry, and 
v = 2 for spherical symmetry. 

Since the situation is effectively one dimensional, in
stead of working with the full equation Z, + (W'V)Z = P 
we can use the simpler equation 

Z, + ZZx = P. (5.13) 

The expansions of Z and P are taken as 

Z= U +PYI (5.14 ) 

and 

P = - v(PU!X)YI' (5.15 ) 

Instead of the characteristic system (3.8), we find 
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az =P, ax =z. 
as as (5.16 ) 

This simplifies the general solution described in Sec. III be
cause the quantities V<i) and Q U) defined in Eqs. (3.11) and 
(3.14) are now related by 

QU)=VU+\), V(I)=P. (5.17 ) 

The expressions for X and Z, in terms of V(i) are 

X = a + Zs - !V(I)S2 + iV(Z)S3 - "', 

Z =/(a) + h(a)rl + V(I)s - !V(Z)S2 + iV(3)~ - .... 
(5.18 ) 

Expanding both sides of the latter equation in terms of the 
Grassmann generators and expanding functions of Grass
mann-valued variables around the body yields 

u =/(x - ut), 

p = hex - ut) + f'{ - pt + ~ VO)t Z 
- ~ V(2)t 3 

2 6 

+ ~ V(3)t 4 + ... } + VOlt _ ~ v(Z)t Z 
4! 2 

( 5.19) 

Here, as before,f' denotes the derivative with respect to the 
argument. In Appendix C, we show that the equation for p 
can be written as 

p=h(x-ut)(1 +f't)-I[I- (flx)t]v. (5.20) 

This agrees with the soft solution we obtained by standard 
methods. 

c. One-dimensional compressible fluid flow with 
polytropic gas law 

In this subsection, we consider a generalization of the 
simple example given in Sec. II to the case where the pressure 
depends on the fluid density via the polytropic gas law lO 

p = cpr, (5.21) 

where c and r are constants. We remark that for r = 2, the 
polytropic gas equations have the same form as the equations 
describing wave motion in shallow fluids,7 if u is interpreted 
as the horizontal wave velocity and p is replaced by the vari
able 7J measuring the fluid depth. This case is thus also de
scribed by the analysis below. 

The fluid flow for a polytropic gas can be described by 
the inhomogeneous Grassmann-valued equation 

Z, + ZZx = P, (5.22) 

where Z has the same expansion as in Eq. (2.5) of Sec. II and 

P= - crpr- zpx ' (5.23) 

Note that for this situation the inhomogeneity P is pure 
body. In our approach it is more convenient to deal with an 
inhomogeneity that is pure soul. Hence instead of solving 
Eq. (5.22) directly we tackle an equivalent problem for 
which the variable Z has been redefined so that the inhomo
geneity is pure soul. The method is applicable for r# 1. 

To implement this approach, define a new variable Mby 
imposing 
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P= -MMx. (5.24) 

Then, add terms dependent on M to both sides ofEq. (5.22) 
to yield the expression 

(Z + pM), + (Z + rM)(Z + pM)x' 

on the left-hand side and 

(5.25) 

Q: = pM, + pZMx + rMZx + (pr - 1 )MMx (5.26) 

on the right-hand side, where p and r are arbitrary constants. 
Explicitly, for the polytropic gas, we find 

M=apm, 

where 

m=(r- 1)/2, a=~2c[rl(r-l)], r#1. 

Defining a new variable Z by 

Z=Z+pM, 

we obtain the modified equation 

Z, + (Z + rM)Zx = Q. 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

The idea is to choose the coefficients p and r so that Q has no 
body. Substituting the expansions of Z and M in terms of 
Grassmann generators into Eq. (5.26) gives 

az -=Q = apmux ( - pm + r) + (pr- l)azmpzm-lpx as 
(5.31 ) 

The inhomogeneity Q has no body if r = mp and pr = 1. 
For the special case of an adiabatic gas, r = 3, the soft 

solution has been explicitly found by other methods. 10 We 
demonstrate a method of deriving it using Grassmann analy
sis. For this case, m = 1; hence Q is pure soul, B(Q) = 0, if 
either p = r = 1 or p = r = - 1. Choosing the plus sign 
yields 

Z = u + ffcp + prl' (5.32) 

SinceB(az las) = 0, B(Z) for any smustbeequaltoB(Z) 
at s = O. The latter is given by the initial conditions. 

Next, consider the variable X. From Eq. (5.30) it fol
lows that 

ax 
-=Z+rM. as 

Since r = p, Z + rM = Z. Therefore, 

B(aa; = ~:) =0. 

This shows that 

R(X) = B(a + (u + ffc p)t). 

The body part of the equation for Z then gives 

u + ffc p =/[x - (u + ffc p)t] 

+ffcg[x- (u+ffcp)t]. 

(5.33) 

(5.34 ) 

( 5.35) 

(5.36) 

The equation for p, which arises from the rl part of the 
equation for Z, is still quite cumbersome as it involves an 
infinite series. Rather than finding p from this equation, it is 
simpler to consider the second possible choice for p and r, 
namely, p = r = - 1. This leads to another equation involv-
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ing u andp. The calculation follows the previous one, except 
that now 

(5.37) 

The final equation is 

u-{3Cp=![x- (u-{3Cp)t] 

-{3Cg[x- (u-{3Cp)t]. (5.38) 

Equations (5.36) and (5.38) formasolutionoftheadia
batic gas problem. They have the same form as the solution 
obtained from the standard approach 10 if we make the 
change of variables 

(u,p) -+ (u + {3C p, u - {3C p). (5.39) 

In the context of the Grassmann analysis, this change of 
variables arises from the requirement that the inhomogene
ity have the simplest possible form. 

In the cases for which r=f. 3, values ofpand rmay also be 
found such that B(aZ las) = O. However, 

B( aa:;)=f.O, (5.40) 

and so B(X) is, in general, represented by an infinite series. 
The expansion in terms of Grassmann generators then yields 
new relations between the unknown variables. 

As an example, consider the case of the Chaplygin gas, 10 

r= -l.Wetakep= ±iandr= +i.Then,thebodyand 
soul parts of the equation for Z yield the equations 

u ± i[Cp-1 = F ± ' 

P = h + C ± [j' + i[Ch -2h ,] + D ± ' 

( 5.41) 

where F ± = +! ± i[Ch -I and where the functions 
F ± ,/', h, and h' have arguments (x - B ± ). The capital 
letters B,C,D represent the infinite series 

B± = (u ± i[Cp-l)t+ (Cp-3px +i[Cp-Iux )t 2 

+ ~C(p-4uxPx ± i[Cp-l(p-3px )x)t 3 + "', 
C ± - pt (Cp-3(Px)2 - !Cp-2pxx ± cUxx 

+i..[cp- 1uX Px)t 3 + "', 
D ± = +- 2i[Cp-IPxt ± i[C[p-1uxPx + uxx 

+ i[Cp-2(Pxx - p-I (Px)2] t 2 + .... (5.42) 

If the variables u and p are expanded in t then, as expected, 
these equations yield coefficients that agree at each order in t 
with the result of expanding the original system in t. How
ever, information about this system is not encoded in a 
straightforward manner in Eqs. (5.40) and (5.41). For ex
ample, derivatives of the initial conditions appear. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we presented a method for investigating 
systems of equations based on Grassmann-valued variables. 
It is an application of Grassmann-valued analysis that is in
dependent of supersymmetry or fermions. Features of the 
method include its ability to handle simultaneously in a sin
gle Grassmann-valued equation many real- or complex-val-
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ued equations together with many physically different situa
tions. 

The idea was applied to systems of partial differential 
equations arising in the context of fluid dynamics. Various 
compressible fluid flows are described by a single Grass
mann-valued equation, whose solution can be obtained using 
Grassmann-valued methods. Expansion of the solution in 
terms of a Grassmann basis yields solutions of the original 
systems of equations. We showed that these solutions are 
equivalent to ones obtained by standard approaches for sim
ple cases. In general, the solution has the form of infinite 
series whose expansion yields new relations between the un
known variables. This investigation serves as a useful test of 
the potential role of Grassmann-valued variables in dealing 
with systems of nonlinear equations. 

Several interesting areas remain for future research. 
Here, we have not addressed the question of the physical 
meaning of the use of Grassmann-valued variables. Also, 
many avenues for the direct application of the ideas to other 
systems of equations remain to be explored. Indeed, the 
Grassmann-valued differential equation we have studied 
may be relevant for physical problems other than fluid dy
namics, for example, those involving the mechanics of con
tinuous media. Another interesting possibility is the deter
mination of new analytical or approximate solutions for 
involved systems of equations, including nonperturbative 
methods. 
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APPENDIX A: GRASSMANN ALGEBRAS AND 
GRASSMANN-VALUED QUANTITIES 

In this Appendix, we provide a summary of key features 
of Grassmann algebras and Grassmann-valued quantities. 

A real Grassmann algebra B Lover RL is defined as an 
associative algebra that contains all vectors in RL and that 
may be generated from them and from scalar multipliers 
with a product operation such that each pair of vectors 
fll,/32E RLsatisfies fll32 = - flzfll' . 

A basis for B L therefore consists of the identity fl OJ == I, a 
set of L vectors flj ,j = 1, ... ,L, and all nonvanishing products 
of these vectors, denoted flj k, ... ,flj k"'p, ... ,fl12 ... L> 

j < k < ... <po There are 2L basis elements for B L' which we 
denote2 collectively by {B/,}' The subset of vectors in BL 
generated by I and by even products of flj spans what we call 
the even part 0 B L of B L' while the subset generated by flj and 
by odd products of flj spans the odd part 1 B L of B L' 

If a quantity A is B L valued, then it may be expanded in 
terms of the basis {B" } as A = ~"A "fl", where A" ER are the 
components of A. It is convenient to define the body B(A) of 
A as the component AI' and the soul ~(A) of A as 
A - B(A)I. These projections are the analogs for Grass
mann~valued variables of the real and imaginary parts of 
complex-valued variables. 
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As a simple example, consider the four-dimensional 
Grassmann algebra B2 over H2. The basis for this algebra is 
the set {f,fll,fl2,flI2 = fllfl2}' A Grassmann-valued variable 
AEB2 has expansion A = af + bfll + Cfl2 + dfll2' with 
a,b,c,dEH. Then, B(A) = a and ~(A) = bfll + Cfl2 + dfl12' 
Note that A is the sum of an even variable °A = af + dfll2 
and an odd variable IA = bfll + Cfl2' In the text, we omit 
explicitly writing the basis element I for convenience. 

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQ. (4.27) 

In this appendix, we present some details of the calcula
tions involved in Eq. (4.27). 

Introduce the notation 

p = u 1 + u~, q = u 1 u~ - ul ui, T = 1 - pt - qt 2, 

Dk = ul cakU~) + u~ (aku:) - ul (aku~) - u~ (akul). 
(Bl) 

The symbol a k is defined by a k( f)fl23 = (a k lask
)( fl323) or 

equivalently by a k( f)fl13 = (a k las!) (fl313)' with a las de
termined as in Eq. (3.6) and with f representing 
p,p,u 1 ,u~ ,ui ,ui. We shall prove that 

LT=RT, (B2) 

where Land R denote the left- and right-hand sides of Eq. 
(4.27), respectively. 

Expand LT and R T in power series in t as 
00 00 

LT= r L(n)t", RT= r R(n)t n. (B3) 
n=O n=O 

Direct inspection shows that L (n) = R (n) for n = 0,1,2. 
For n:;;.3 we have 

1 " (n) L(n)= (_1)n r k (akp)Dn_ k 
(n + 2)! k=O 

+ q (_ 1)n 
(n + I)! 

(B4) 

and 
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R(n)=pq{ i (I \_21-n(_q)n-1 
1=11(n+I)J 2/-nJP 

n-I ( I Y r 21 - n + 2 ( _ q) n - 1 - I 

1=11(n+I)I_12/-n+I 

n-2 ( I ) } r tp21- n + 2 ( _ q) n - 1- I . 

1 = I\( n + I) 1 _ 2 21 - n + 2 
- (BS) 

In these expressions, the brackets in the summation limits 
indicate the integer part of the quantity enclosed. 

The simplest expression to analyze is R(n). Grouping 
terms containing the same powers of p and q, we find that 
p21- n ( _ q) n - I is multiplied by a coefficient 

( I ) ( I-I ) (I-I) 
21 - n - 21 - n - 1 - 21 _ n = O. (B6) 

Therefore, R(n) = 0 for n:;;'3. 
It thus remains to show thatL(n) = 0 for n:;;.3. For this 

we need expressions for the derivatives of p and q and for D n' 

which are found to be 

(B7) 

These expressions can be proved by induction. They may be 
used to cast Eq. (B4) in the form 

2 I l\nJ 
L( ) n. n ~ ( 1) m - 2m m n= pqp£.., - p q 

(n + 2)! m=O 

X {(n - m) _ ~ "i I IIJ (k - I) 
m n k=OI=O I 

X[(n-~-=-~+/) 

+(n-k-m+I-I)]}. (B8) 
m -/-1 

The double sum in the braces can be rewritten as the sum of 
the following four terms: 

(B9) 
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Carrying out the sum of the four terms on the left-hand side 
of the above equations, we find it is equal to n (" ;, m). There
fore, L (n) = 0 as required. 

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF EQ. (5.20) 

In this appendix, we reduce Eq. (5.19) to the form of the 
standard soft solution. 

Equation (5.19) can be written as the product 

p = hex - ut)D, (Cl) 

where D is given by the infinite series 

D= I +/,t-v(I)t-V(l)t(1 ++I't) 

+J...d2)t 2(1 +J.../'t) + ... 
2! 3 

+ (_l)nJ... v(n)t n(1 +_I_/'t) + ... , (C2) 
n! n + I 

with 

v(i) = V (i)/p. (C3) 

The goal is to sum the series for D. 
By induction, we can show that 

v(n) = (_I)nvy nil (n _ I)!(v+ k)an~k~ 113\ 
k=O k 

(C4) 

where 

a =/,/(1 + /'t), 13 =1 Ix. (C5) 

With the additional definition dO)= I, D can be written as 

D= ~ (_I)nJ... v(n)t n[(1 +/,t) +I't(-I--I)]. 
~o n! n + I 

n ~ (C6) 

Writing the n = 0 term explicitly and rearranging the re
maining sum yields 

D= I +I't+ i (_I)nJ... (1 +/,t)tn[v(n) 
n= I n! 

+ (n - I)v(n~ I)a]. (C7) 
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However, 

v(n) + (n - l)av("~ I) 

= (-l)"vf3 ["i
l 
(n_l)!(v+k)a"~k~lf3k 

k=O k 

_ "i
2 
(n_I)!(v+k)a"~k~lf3k] 

k=O k 

= ( _ 1) "vf3(n _ l){V:: ~ l)aOf3n~ I. 
Therefore, the expression for D becomes 

D=I+/'t+ i ~(v+n-I)(1+/'t)f3ntn. 
n=ln n-I 

Since 

~ (v + n - I) = (v + n - I), 
n n - I n 

we finally obtain 

D = (1 + f't) nto (v +: -l)f3 ntn 

= (1 + /'t) (1 - f3t) ~ v, 

which is the desired result. 

(C8) 

(C9) 

(ClO) 

(Cll) 

1 For a range of applications of supersymmetry see, for example, Supersym
metryin Physics, edited byY. A. Kostelecky and D. K. Campbell (North
Holland, Amsterdam, 1985). These applications must now be supple
mented with additional ones in atomic physics and in string theory. 
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(1986); Y. A. Kostelecky, M. M. Nieto, and D. R. Truax, ibid. 27, 1419 
(1986); Y. A. Kostelecky and D. R. Truax, ibid. 28, 2480 (1987); B. W. 
Fatyga, Y. A. Kostelecky, and D. R. Truax, ibid. 30, 291 (1989). 

3J. Beckers, L. Gagnon, Y. Hussin, and P. Winternitz, Lett. Math. Phys. 
13, 113 (1987). 
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On constrained mechanical systems: 0' Alembert's and Gauss' principles 
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A geometric formulation of the classical principles of D' Alembert and Gauss in analytical 
mechanics is given, and their equivalence for possibly non-Riemannian mechanical systems is 
shown, in the case of ideal holonomic constraints. This is done by means of a Gauss' function, 
which is defined in a natural wayan the bundle of two-jets on the configuration space, and 
which gives the "intensity" of the "reaction forces" of the constraints. It is originated by a 
metric structure on the bundle of semibasic forms on the phase space determined by the 
Finslerian kinetic energy functions of the mechanical system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are several reasons for a revisitation, from a geo
metrical point of view, of the well known Gauss' principle of 
"least constraint." I 

Indeed, it is remarkable that this topic seems to not have 
received a great deal of attention in the formulation of analy
tical mechanics, within the framework of differential geome
try, that took place in the last decades. For instance, we can 
quote, among others, the books by Godbillon,2 Libermann 
and Marle/ or Abraham and Marsden,4 where this principle 
is not treated. 

However, Gauss' principle seems to be of undoubtable 
foundational relevance and worthy of interest, especially in a 
broad generality of choice for the form of the kinetic energy 
function of the mechanical system and for the active forces, 
possibly nonconservative and dependent upun the distribu
tion of the generalized velocities in the phase space. 

We wish to stress that an accurate study of Gauss' prin
ciple is also interesting from the point of view of the possible 
applications. Indeed, for instance, in a rather recent work by 
Lilov and Lorer,5 an algorithm for a dynamical investigation 
of a multi rigid body system is proposed on the basis of 
Gauss' principle. The two authors remark that "the main 
advantage of this approach, ... , over the derivation and inves
tigation of the nonlinear equation of motion, ... , is that, using 
Gauss' principle, the accelerations can be found out from the 
condition for minimum of a functional, ... , and there is the 
possibility to use effectively the mathematical programming 
methods, and especially the recent iterative algorithms for 
constraint and unconstraint minimization of quadratic func
tionals. " 

Usually, in the analytical mechanics textbooks, Gauss' 
principle is stated for mechanical systems composed of a 
finite number of material particles under the presence of 
ideal constraints. Such a procedure excludes the finite-di
mensional systems with an infinite number of particles, like 
rigid bodies, unless some limiting processes are carried out, 
which are sometimes lacking the necessary rigor. About this, 
we agree with Wang (Ref. 6, p. vii), when he states that rigid 
bodies should be regarded as primitive concepts like mass 
points and treated as such. 

The present version of Gauss' principle complies with 
these ideas, and can be applied as soon as the finite-dimen
sional mechanical systems are assigned a "free" configura-

tion manifold and a constraint manifold, together with a 
kinetic energy function and an "active force" field, both in
dependent of the constraints. Mechanical systems composed 
ofa finite number of mass points and/or rigid bodies are thus 
equally treated in a natural way. Indeed, the general form for 
the kinetic energy that we adopt gives a generalization of 
Gauss' principle to the case of Finslerian (possibly non-Rie
mannian) systems. 

In order to accomplish our goal, a suitable statement of 
D' Alembert's principle is needed. Our approach regarding 
the latter is close to that ofVershik and Faddeev. 7 However, 
since we focus on the holonomic ideal case, constraints in 
this work are treated in a somewhat different way. Here the 
point of view and techniques of Ref. 2 are adopted, so that 
the present versions of the principles of D' Alembert and 
Gauss follow the spirit of the construction in Ref. 2. 

A Gauss function is introduced in a natural way on the 
bundle of two-jets on the configuration space, by means of a 
"kinetic" metric on the bundle of semibasic forms on the 
velocity phase space. This norm measures the "deviation 
forces" that are needed for the mechanical system to un
dergo the motions associated with a priori chosen semi
sprays. They are compared with the only dynamically possi
ble motion compatible with the constraints, i.e., with the 
motion M associated with semisprays determined by 
D' Alembert's equation. The final result, that is, the equiv
alence of the principles of Gauss and D' Alembert, is basical
ly a characterization of M in terms of either of the following 
properties: (a) M is the unique motion along which the devi
ation forces are of the kind that the ideal constraints are 
capable of exerting; and (b) along M the above forces mini
mize, in a certain sense, the Gaussian function. Local expres
sions of all the definitions and results are given. 

II. CONSTRAINED MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

We begin with a brief summary of some fundamental 
notions and results, and an introduction of the notations. We 
refer mainly to Refs. 2 and 3 for details. 

Let M be a differeptiable (COO ) manifold of dimension 
n, and without boundary: aM = 0 (Ref. 2, pp. 57 and 58). 

To any coordinate system (Xi) on M are canonically 
associated natural coordinate systems (Xi, .:e) and (Xi, Xi, 

{)Xi, OXi) on TM and TTM, respectively. Here and in the 
sequel, latin indices run from 1 to n. 
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The canonical tangent projections, 'T M: TM -. M and 
T M: TTM -. TM, thus have the local expressions 

'TM: (Xi, Xi) f---+ Xi, 'TTM (Xi, Xi, oxi, OXi) f---+ (Xi, Xi), (2.1) 

respectively. The space TTM is fibered in two ways on TM: 
either by means of the projection 'T TM: TTM -. TM intro
duced above, or by means of T'TM: TTM - TM, whose local 
expression is as follows: 

(2.2) 

As usual, Th denotes the tangent of a mapping h. 
The kernel of T'TM is a canonical subbundle of TTM, 

called the vertical tangent bundle to TM, and denoted by 
VTM (see Ref. 3, p. 54). The elements of VTM are termed 
vertical and have the local expression (xk, xk, 0, oxk). We 
denote by V: TM - VTM the Liouville vertical vector field 
on TM, generating the one-parameter group of positive dila
tions of TM. In natural coordinates, it has the local expres
sion 

V-' i a 
-X-., 

ax' 
(2.3 ) 

so that, for instance, VI = Xi (af / axi ) for allfED( TM), the 
algebra of the differentiable functions on TM. 

In a similar way, we will denote by 1T M: T * M - M and 
1TTM : T*TM- TM the cotangent projections. To (Xi), the 
systems of coordinates (Xi ,Pi) and (Xi, Xi, Pi> ri ) on T*M 
and T*TM, respectively, are canonically associated. In this 
way, the above projections 1TM and 1TTM have the local ex
pressions 

1TM: (Xi,Pi) f---+Xi, 1TTM : (Xi,Xi,Pi' ri ) f---+ (Xi,Xi ). 
(2.4 ) 

Following Ref. 2, we introduce the vector bundle 
{3: -rt T * M - TM of semibasic forms on TM. The total 
space -rtT*M can be identified with the subspace 
UyEM'TM -I(y) X1TM -I(y) of TM X T*M, and the projec
tion {3 is the restriction of the projection of TM X T * M onto 
TM (see Ref. 2, p. 166). 

By Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2 in Ref. 3, pp. 55 and 
56, we will identify the vector bundle {3: -rt T * M - TM of 
the semibasic forms on TM with the subbundle of T * TM, 
1T TM I ( VTM)": (VTM) ° -. TM, the annihilator of the vertical 
bundle VTM. 

Hence, for simplicity, we will also use 1T TM for semibasic 
forms, instead of {3. Of course, in natural coordinates the 
elements of (VTM)o have the expression (Xi, Xi ,Pi' 0). A 
differential one-form (Ion TM is semibasic, if and only if it 
has, in natural coordinates, the local expression 

(2.5) 

where (Ii (xh
, Xh ) are given functions on TM (see Ref. 2, p. 

165 or Ref. 3, pp. 56-58)., 
The identification of the vector bundles (VTM)o and 

( VTM) * on TM (see Propositions 2.4, 2.5, and 3.11 in Ref. 
3, pp. 55-58), allows for the definition of a vector bundle 
morphism v*: T * TM - ( VTM) ° (also see Proposition 6.9 in 
Ref. 3, p. 70), whose local expression is 
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(2.6) 

The morphism v* induces an endomorphism, still de
noted by v* and called vertical, of the D( TM)-algebra 
A (TM) of the differential forms on TM. It is locally deter
mined by the conditions (Ref. 2, p. 161) 

v*f=J, for anyfin D(TM), v*(dxi) =0, 

v*(dxi) = dXi. (2.7) 

The subalgebra B( TM) of semibasic differential forms 
is the range and kernel of v*. Beside the usual exterior differ
ential d, by means of v* the vertical differential dv is also 
defined on A ( TM). It is uniquely characterized by the rela
tions (see Ref. 2, p. 163) 

duf=v*dJ, dv(df) = -d(v*df), 

for any fin D( TM). (2.8) 

Locally, dv is determined by 

duf = af dxi, dv (dXi) = 0, dv (dXi) = 0, (2.9) 
ax' 

and the relation ddv = - dvd holds. 
We now recall the following: 
Definition (Ref. 2, p. 169): A mechanical system JI is a 

triple (M, K, <1» where (a) M is a differentiable manifold of 
dimension n, the configuration space; (b) K is a differentia
ble function on TM, the kinetic energy; and (c) <I> is a semi
basic differential one-form on TM, the force field. 

The differential two-form ddvK on TMis called thefun
damentalform of the mechanical system JI, which is called 
regular if ddvK is symplectic on TM. This happens if and 
only iflocally we have (Ref. 2, p. 169) 

(2.10) 

Now, the space T2M of two-jets of M can be defined by (see 
Ref. 3, p. 372) 

(2.11) 

and the canonical submersion riM: T2 M - TM can be identi
fied with 'TTM I T'M or T'TM I T'M' 

Since 'T TM and T'T M have the local expressions (2.1 ) and 
(2.2), the elements of T2M are given locally by 
(xk, Xk, Xk , oxk ). As usual, they will be denoted by 
(xk , Xk, i k ), with i k written for OXk . In this way, the local 
expression for the canonical submersion riM: T2 M - TM is 

(2.12 ) 

A semis pray Y is a section of riM' Of course, Y can be 
seen as a vector field Y: TM - TTM, satisfying the condition 

(2.13 ) 

In other words, a semispray Yis a vector field on TM, which 
is at the same time a section of'TTM and T'TM' Locally, such a 
Yis given by 

Y _ . i a + b i( k • k) a -X-. x,x -., 
ax' ax' 

(2.14 ) 

with bi (x k 
, Xk ) given functions on TM. From this, it is im-
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mediately seen that the integral curves of Y:·TM ..... T2M are 
velocity curves of the curves on M of which Y [or 
bi (xk , jek )] is the acceleration at each point. These base 
curves on M are also called the solutions of Y, because they 
locally satisfy the system of equations 

(2.15 ) 

For this reason, semisprays are also called second-order dif
ferential equations. 

The following proposition holds (Ref. 2, p. 170). Let...ff 
be a regular mechanical system. Then there exists a unique 
vector field X on TM, such that 

(2.16 ) 

Here, the symbol ix denotes as usual the interior prod
uct of a differential form by a vector field. The vector field X 
is called the dynamical system associated with ...ff. 

Furthermore, it can be proved that the dynamical sys
tem X associated with a regular mechanical system ...ff is a 
semispray (see Ref. 2, p. 170). 

Let the local expression ofthe semibasic one-form <I> be 
<I> = <l>i (xk , jek )dxi; then it can be proved that the solutions 
of the dynamical system X associated with...ff = (M, K, <1» 
locally satisfy the Lagrange equations (Ref. 2, p. 171), 

(2.17) 

We now give the following: 
Definition: A mechanical system with bilateral holono

mic constraints is a quintuplet, ...ff c = (M, K, <1>, Q, Y?), 
where (a) M, K, and <I> are as above; (b) Q, the constraint, is 
an m-dimensional (m < n) imbedded submanifold of M, with 
imbedding denoted by X: Q ..... M and such that a(clMQ) 
= 0; (c) Y? C ( VTM) ° 1 TQ is the total space of a subbundle 

1TTM I:",: Y? ..... TQ of the vector bundle 1TTM 1 (VTM)ol TQ: 

( VTM) ° 1 TQ ..... TQ of the semibasic forms restricted to TQ. 
Here and in the sequel, we of couese identify Q with its 

image in M under X, as well as TQ with its image in TM 
under TX, and so on. Also, for simplicity, in the sequel we 
will drop the restriction symbol from 1T TM' since no confu
sion arises. 

We explicitly notice that in (b), the condition 
a(clMQ) = 0 expresses the notion that the constraints are 
"bilateral." The subbundle introduced in (c) describes the 
forces that the constraints are capable of exerting, which are 
called the admissible constraint reaction forces. 

For brevity, ...ff c will be referred to as the constrained 
mechanical system; it will be called regular when both the 
systems ...ff = (M, K, <1» and !!2 = (Q, K, <I» are such, 
where 

(2.18 ) 

Since X is an imbedding and the fibers in TM are linear, it is 
easily verified that if...ff is regular, !!2 is also regular. 

We will consider the case of ideal constraints, in which 
Y? is specified as follows: 
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(2.19) 

An explicit equivalent description of Y? is the following: 

Y? = {fE( VTM)o: 1TTM (r) = uETQC TM, 

Ker r= TuTQCTTX(u) TM}. (2.20) 

The above definitions of holonomic constraints and ad
missible constraint reaction forces strongly rely on the intro
duction of one assigned constraint submanifold Q of M. In 
Ref. 7, where anholonomic constraints are treated in a very 
general setting, holonomic constraints possibly emerge as 
foliations of M, introduced by suitable repeated integrations 
of distributions on TM. The simpler procedure we follow, 
which is closer to the classical treatments, seems more natu
ral from a physical point of view. 

A characterization of the sections of 1T TM 1 :3f : Y? ..... TQ, 
which is important in the sequel, is given by the following: 

Lemma: Let p be a differential semibasicone-form, i.e., 
a section of 1T TM 1 (VTM)o: (VTM) 0 ..... TM. Then pO TX is a 
section of 1T TM 1 iJi' : Y? ..... TQ, if and only if 

(TX)*p=O. (2.21) 

Proof Indeed, denoting by p: TQ ..... T*TQ the differen
tialone-form (TX)*p, it isp = 0, ifand only if, for any arbi
trarily fixed uETQ, it results that 

izp(u) = 0, for any zETu TQ. (2.22) 

But this is true, if and only if 

iTTX(z)p(TX(u)} =0, for any zETuTQ, (2.23) 

that is, if and only if p(TX(u) }EY? for all uETQ, or, if and 
only if po TX is a section of 1T TM I.", : Y? ..... TQ. 

The local expressions will be useful, and we give them in 
detail. Let (Xi) and (qa) be local coordinate systems on 
M and Q, respectively (here greek indices run from 1 to m). 
Furthermore, letp = Pi (xh ,jeh )dXi be a semibasic differen
tial one-form, and let U = (qa, qa ) be a fixed arbitrary ele
ment of TQ, so that zETu TQ has coordinates 
(qa, qa, 8qa, 8qa ) and 

TTX(z) = (xk(qa) , DaX(qa)qa, DaX(qa)8qa, 

DyDaXh(qa)qa8qY + DaX\qa)8ql. (2.24) 

As usual, Da denotes the partial derivative in Rm. Then, 
since 

(2.25) 

and 

(TX)*p = pi(xk(qa), DaX(qa)qa)DaXi(qa)dqa, (2.26) 

(2.23 )-( 2.25) yield 

Pi(xk(qY), DaX(qY)qIDaXi(qY)8qa = 0, 

for a1l8qa ER, (2.27) 

which of course is true if and only if 

Pi(xk(qY), DaX(qY)qIDaXi(qY) = 0, 

for all (qa, qa). (2.28) 

By (2.26), we see that (2.28) is equivalent to (2.21). 
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Remark 1: The characterization of the constraint reac
tion forces given by (2.21) or (2.28), easily leads to the 
following, which will also be used in the sequel. 

Let p be a semibasic differential one-form. Then pO TX is 
a section of 1T TM 1.0' : !!ll- TQ, if and only if 

(TX)*(iyp) = 0, (2.29) 

for all fields Y: TM -+ TTM, such that there exists a field Z: 
TQ-+ TTQ for which the relation 

YoTX = TTXoZ (2.30) 

holds. 
We will call the vector fields Yon TM, and Z on TQ, TX

related, when they satisfy (2.30). In this way, Yis an exten
sion to TM of a vector field Z on TQ. 

To prove the assertion of Remark 1, let us recall that we 
can write, for any vETQ, 

(TX)*(iyp)(V) = iY(Ty(v)) [p(TX(v»)] 

= iTTy(u(v)) [p(TX(v»)] = o. (2.31 ) 

Hence the first term in (2.31) is zero for any Y, if and 
only ifp(TX(v»)E!!ll for any vETQ. 

Since iyp obviously has the meaning of "power" of a 
force along a "path," Remark 1 shows that constraint forces 
are characterized by the fact that they do no work on vector 
fields on TM that extend vector fields tangent to TQ. 

Remark 2: Before concluding this section, we mention 
without details that Remark 1 implies a further characteri
zation of the admissible constraint forces. 

Let p be a differential semibasic form. Then pO TX is a 
section of 1T TM l.Yl : !!ll -+ TQ, if and only if 

(TX)*(iy'p) = 0, (2.32) 

for all fields Y: M -+ TM that are x-related to some vector 
field Z: Q-+ TQ. In (2.32), Y" indicates the complete lift to 
TM of a vector field Yon M [see Yano and Ishihara (Ref. 8, 
p. 14)]. If Y=bi(xk)(alaxi ) locally, it is y c 

= b i(Xk) (a laxi) + Drb i(xk)xr(a laxi). By Remark 1, to 
prove the assertion of Remark 2, we just need to notice that 

YoX = TXoZ ¢:> YCoTX = TTXoZc, 

which we give without proof. 
Remark 2 is interesting because it clarifies the "physical 

meaning" of the constraint forces. Indeed, it shows that to 
characterize them, it is enough that they do no work just on 
complete lifts to TM of vector fields on M that extend fields 
on Q. The above local expression of the complete lift clearly 
shows that the latter condition basically amounts to the clas
sical one requiring that, in the ideal case, admissible reaction 
forces do no work on "displacements" tangent to the con
straint Q. 

III. D' ALEMBERT'S PRINCIPLE 

We introduce, in connection with a given mechanical 
system J( = (M, K, <1» and with a given, arbitrary, semi
spray Y: TM -+ T2 M, the following deviation differential one
formpy: 
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(3.1 ) 

These forms p y have the meaning of "forces to be added" to 
the given force field <1>, in order that a semispray Y, chosen a 
priori, be the dynamical system associated with the mechani
cal system (M, K, <I> + py). In fact, the following holds: 

Lemma: The deviation differential one-forms are semi
basic. 

Proof' If Y = Xi (a laxi ) + bi (xk , Xk) (a laxi
) locally, 

with bi (xk 
, Xk) given functions, it is not difficult to show 

that the local expression for p y is as follows: 

Definition: Two semisprays Y and Y' are said to be 
equivalent, Y::::; Y', when their restrictions to TQ are equal, 
i.e., when YoTX = Y'oTX. 

Now, our goal is the construction of a dynamics for the 
constrained mechanical system J( C = (M, K, <1>, Q, !!ll). In 
order to do this, a twofold result must be obtained. Basically, 
we first need to select the semisprays X that (besides defining 
a dynamical system on the overall manifold M, also) define a 
dynamical system on the constraint manifold Q, meaning 
that the solutions of X must be all on Q when the initial data 
are in TQ. 

Furthermore, the deviation differential one-forms Px, 
that is, the forces necessary to "maintain" the system on the 
constraint, must be of the kind that the constraints are capa
ble of exerting, i.e., p x ° TX must be a section of the bundle 
1T TM 1:71 : !!ll-+ TQ of admissible constraint forces, introduced 
in Sec. II. 

We now show that, in the case of regular systems, the 
two properties above characterize X in a unique way on the 
constraint. In fact, the following theorem holds. 

D'Alembert's principle: Let J( c be a regular constrained 
mechanical system. Then, up to equivalence, there is a 
unique semispray X: TM -+ T2 M, such that the following 
0' Alembert's equation holds: . 

ixddvK - d(K - V K) = <I> + Px, (3.3) 

withPxoTX a section of 1TTM I.w:!!ll-+ TQ. The solutions of X 
have the property that their image is all on Q as soon as the 
initial values are in TQ. 

Proof Let us set for brevity UJ = ddvK, and 
u = d(K - V'K), and let us consider the following pull
backs of UJ, u, and <1>: 

{jj = (TX)*UJ, Cr= (TX)*u, <I> = (TX)*<I>. (3.4) 

Since K is a function (a zero-form), both d and dv commute 
with the pull-back, so that it is {jj = ddJ( [see (2.18)]; 
hence the hypothesis that J( c is regular implies that (jj is 
symplectic on TQ. Then, Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 in Re~ 1 ip. 
170), applied to the mechanical system P2 _= (Q, K, <1», 
guarantee the uniqueness of the semis pray X: TQ-+ T2Q, 
such that the following equation holds: 

ix{jj - Cr = <1>. (3.5) 

Now, let us consider an arbitrary semispray 
X: TM-+T2M, Tx-related to X: 
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(3.6) 

Then, considering the deviation one-form p x' we have [see 
(3.1) and (3.3)] 

ixddvK - d(K - V' K) = <1>, 

where Px is such that 

(TX)*Px = (TX)*(ixw - 0" - <1» 

= (TX)*(ixw) - 0-- $ 

= ixw - 0-- $ 

=0. 

(3.7) 

( 3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

(3.8c) 

(3.8d) 

Equality (3.8c) holds because of (3.6) and example 1.8 (iii) 
in Ref. 2,p. 89, whereas (3.8d) isjust (3.5). By the lemma in 
Sec. II, (3.8) shows that PxoTX is a section of admissible 
reaction forces. 

The uniqueness of X, up to equivalence, is a consequence 
of (3.6) and of the uniqueness of%. Finally, the last assertion 
in the statement is true because, again by (3.6), TQ is an 
integral manifold of the semispray X. 

We will say that any of the equivalent semisprays X 
above is a dynamical system associated with the constrained 
mechanical system vile. Here it is worth noticing that the 
class of semisprays X, Tx-related to %, is not empty. 

We also remark that the theorem above shows that, for 
fixed vii, the deviation forms p y connected with a semispray 
Y, are not, in general, forces that the constraints are capable 
of exerting. Indeed, they are such, only when Y is a dynami
cal system associated with vile. This is the reason why we 
refrained altogether from calling the p y "constraint reaction 
forms." 

The local expressions will be useful in Sec. IV. If, locally, 
the field %, uniquely determined by Eq. (3.5), is given by 

% = 'U ~ + (l"(,./3, if) ~, 
q aqu '1 aqu 

let us consider a semispray 

X . i a + i( k • k) a =x-.ax,x-., 
ax' ax' 

such that Eq. (3.6) holds, that is, such that 

ah,k(qa), DuX(qa)qj = aP(qa, qU)DpXi(qa) 

+ DyDuXi(qa)quqy. (3.9) 

Then, writing p x = P Xi (xh 
, Xh ) dXi , with 

= a
2
K ak + a

2
K Xk _ aK _ <I> (3.10) 

P Xi aXk aXi aXk aXi aXi ' 

[see (3.2)], by (3.3), we conclude that the equation 

PXi(xk(qa) , DuX(qa)qjDpXi(qa) = 0 (3.11) 

holds, if and only if the functions ai (xk , Xk) satisfy (3.9). 
It is worth noticing explicitly that the semispray 

%: TQ- T2Q, introduced in the proof ofD' Alembert's prin
ciple, is such that 

(3.12) 
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where V is the canonical Liouville field on TQ. Hence, by 
(3.12), the solutions of % locally satisfy the equations of 
Lagrange relative to the mechanical system f!2 = (Q,K,$), 

d (aK) aK_$ 
dt aqu - aqa - a' 

(3.13 ) 

Equation (3.12) is easily seen to hold because 
w = ddvK (see above) and (TX)*( V'K) = V·l(. The latt~ 
equality is a consequence of the fact that the fields Vand V 
are Tx-related. Thus (3.12) is immediately derived from 
(3.5). 

We conclude this section with a statement of the classi
cal "energy theorem." 

Let X: TM _ T2 Mbe a semispray solving the equation of 
D' Alembert (3.3) and let % be the Tx-related semispray 
TQ- T2Q, solving Eq. (3.12). Let 7]: [a,b] - TQbean inte
gral curve of %, so that TX0 7] is an integral curve of X. Then 

f 7]*o(TX)*<I> = [V-K - K n~~~~m 
- - - (h) == [( V-K - K)]~(a)' (3.14) 

To prove that Eq. (3.14) h01ds, we recall that, being the 
semisprays % and X, Tx-related, Remark 1 of Sec. II gives 

(TX)*(iypy) = O. (3.15) 

Then, since X solves D'Alembert's equation (3.3), and tak
ing into account that ddv K is symplectic, evaluation on X of 
the forms appearing in (3.3), gives 

(TX)*[X'(V'K -K)] = (TX)*(ix<l». (3.16) 

Equation (3.16) immediately yields (3.14). 

IV. GAUSS' PRINCIPLE 

As in the preceding sections, we do not necessarily con
sider K to be quadratic on the fibers Tit 1 (x) of TM. This is 
the case, for instance, of Newtonian classical mechanics. 
Rather, we have in mind certain generalizations, such as 
Finslerian mechanics (see, for example, Ref. 2, p. 130, and 
also Rund,9 Ruiz, \0 and Eringen 11 ); we do not require here 
that K be a Riemannian metric. 

Let vile be a regular constrained mechanical system. 
Following Ref. 7, we introduce the (2,0)-tensor field II on 
TM, defined by means of the relation 

(4.1 ) 

which is to hold for every differential one-form 0", and vector 
field H, on TM. Also, a new (2,0)-tensor field r on TM is 
defined, such that 

rca, y) = I1(a, v*y), (4.2) 

for any differential one-forms a and yon TM. Of course, we 
denote as usual with the same symbol both the morphism 
and the bilinear form induced by the (2,0)-tensor field II. 

A straightforward calculation shows that, setting for 
brevity, 

K.(xr,xs ) = a2

K., 
'J ax' aX' 

(4.3) 
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the local expression of r is 

r - K i j ( r • S) ~ ~ - X,x . ® ., 
ax' ax} 

(4.4) 

where 

KijKjh = tit (4.5) 

Hence r is connected to the Hessian of the function K along 
the fibers of TM (see Spivak, Ref. 12, Vol, 2, pp. 206 and 
207). 

From now on, we assume that K is the "energy" of a 
Finslerian structure on M; explicitly, we suppose that there 
exists a function F on TM such that K = F2, with the fol
lowing properties: (a) F(v) #0, F(,.1,v) = 1,.1, IF(v), if v#O, 
vETM, and ,.1,ER; (b) the functions Kij (xr, x.s ) define a posi
tive-definite quadratic form on Vv TM, at every point 
v = (x r

, XS
) of TM with XS #0. 

It is clear that the (2,0)-tensor field r introduced in 
(4.2)-(4.5) is but the dual to the tensor Kij(xr,xs ) 
X dxi ® dJci on TM, canonically associated with the Finsler
ian metric F on M (see Ref. 12, Vol. 2, p. 208). 

Owing to its structure, r generates a metric for the quo
tient bundle T * TM / ( VTM) 0, which we will continue to in
dicate by r. Indeed, in natural local coordinates, letting 
[a] = [xr, x S

, ri , Pj] be the equivalence class in T * TM / 
(VTM)o of an element a = (xr, x S

, riO Pj )ET*TM, we have 

r( [a],[a]) = r(a, a) = Kij(xr,Xs)PiPj' (4.6) 

The number r([a],[a]) = Kij(xr,Xs)PiPj does not 
depend on the coordinates r i of the element a, that is, it does 
not depend on the particular representative chosen for the 
equivalence class [a], so that the function r is well defined 
on equivalence classes. 

By means ofv* (see Sec. II), we now construct the vec
tor bundle isomorphism ,,: T*TM /( VTM)o-+ (VTM)o, 
such that,,* = "Opr, wherepr: T*TM-+ T*TM /( VTM)ois 
the usual quotient projection. As mentioned in Sec. II, 
( VTM) ° is identified with the vector bundle of semibasic 
forms on TM by means of the results of Proposition 2.2 in 
Ref. 3 (p. 55). 

Using natural coordinates, ,,-I has the local expression 

- 1 ( r . S 0) [r. S ] " : x, x 'Pi> ~ x, X , rj, Pi , (4.7) 

where the rj are arbitrarily fixed real numbers that label the 
elements in an equivalence class. 

It is now clear that, through" - I, r determines a well
defined metric on the bundle ( VTM) ° of semibasic forms on 
TM. Let w = (xk , Xk, ik) be a given element of T2M, with 
~iM(W) = v = (x\ Xk)ETM. In correspondence with w, let 
us consider the following element of (Vv TM)o: 

rw = iw [ddvK(v)] - d(K - V-K)(v) - <1>(v). (4.8) 

The coordinates of rw are easily seen to be (xk , Xk ,Pi' 0), 
see (3.2), with 

. = a
2
K i k + a

2
K Xk _ aK _ <1>. (4.9) 

P, axk axi axk axi axi I 

Then the following Gauss function: 
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G: T2M--+R 

W~! r[Q--I(rw ), Q--I(rw )], (4.10) 

is well defined on T2M. 
To the element w in T2 M (describing the configuration 

and the distribution of velocities and accelerations of the 
system), G associates the r norm of the deviation force r w 

"excited" by w. We recall that, by D'Alembert's principle, 
rwEf4, if and only ifw = X(v), with X a semispray associat
ed with vltc • 

In the case of a system of N mass points, G has the 
classical expression 

( 4.11) 

with a clear meaning of the symbols. 
Let us now fix an arbitrary element u in TQ, and let us 

introduce the following restricted pull-back of Gauss' func
tion (4.10): 

Gu = [(T2x)*G]IT~Q' (4.12) 

where T2xisthemap T2Q--+ T 2M,canonicallyinducedby X, 
and T~ Q = (~iQ) -I (u) is the fiber in T2Q over u. Let us 
notice that, when natural local coordinates are used in T2Q, 
associated with a local coordinate system (qU ) in Q, then the 
elements of the m-dimensional vector space T~ Q have the 
expression (qU, qU, qU), where (qa, qU) are the (fixed) co
ordinates of uETQ. 

The following proposition holds. 
Gauss' principle: The semispray X, associated with the 

mechanical system !!2 = (Q, K, <1», is characterized by the 
following property for any fixed uETQ: 

Proof Let an arbitrary element zET~ Q be chosen; in 
natural local coordinates, we have z = (qu, qa, qa), so that 

T2X(z) = (xk(qa), DuXj(qa) qU, DyDuXh(qa) qUI qy 

+ DuXh(qa)ql' (4.14) 

Hence, by ( 4. 9), the local expression of 
rT'X(z)E( VTx(u) TM)o is 

rT,x(z) = (xk(qa), DuXj(qa) qU, Pi (qa), 0), 

where, for brevity we have set 

(4.15 ) 

Pi(qa) = Kih {DyDuXh(qa) qU qy + DuX\qa)qu} 

+ K kiDuXk(qa) qU - Ki - <l>i> 
with [see (4.4)] 
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( 4.19) 

( 4.20) 
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Then, from (4.12), (4.10), (4.4)-( 4.7), and (4.15), we ex
plicitly get, for G u , 

(4.21 ) 

From this we see that G u is trivially differentiable, and, by 
(4.16) and (4.21), that it is indeed a quadratic polynomial in 
qa. Hence we only need to prove that its differential dGu 
vanishes at X( u), and only there. It is sufficient to show this 
locally. A direct calculation yields the local expression for 
the differential dGu at the point z = cqa, it, qa)ET~ Q, as 
follows: 

dGu (z) = J(ifj(jhPi (qa)DaX\qa)dqa (4.22a) 

= Pi (qa)D"Xi(qa)dq", (4.22b) 

where (4.22b) holds because of (4.5). 
Now, let X = qa(a faqa) + 1l3(q", q")(a fail) be the 

local expression for the dynamical system X: TQ- T2Q, 
associated with ~ = (Q, K, c1», so that X( u) 

= (qa, it, lL/3(qa, q"»). 
The local expressions (3.10)-(3.12) of D'Alembert's 

principle show that, for the deviation semibasic form rT,X(Z) 

[see (4.16)], 

Pi (qa)D"Xi(qa) = 0 (4.23) 

holds, if and only if qP = lL/3(qa, q"), i.e., if and only if 

z= (qa, qa,lL/3(qa, q"»)=X(u). Hence, by (4.22b) and 
(4.23), dGu (z) = 0, if and only ifz = X(u). 

To conclude that X( u) is indeed a minimizing point for 
G u , we recall that, as already noticed above, G u is a quadrat
ic polynomial in qa, whose leading term is 

(4.24) 
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which is positive-definite because of condition (b) following 
( 4. 5) and because X is an imbedding. 

Remark: Gauss' principle can be stated, in an equivalent 
way, directly in terms of Gauss' function G above, rather 
than in terms of its pull-back G. In this case, the wording 
turns out to be closer to the classical statements of the princi
ple that can be found in the literature. Nevertheless, the 
statement itself becomes more involved and we omit the de
tails here. 
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It is shown that the differentiable, affine, and metric structure of Newton-Cartan space-time is 
uniquely determined by its projective-conformal-material structure. This means physically 
that-similarly as in general relativity-it is also possible in classical gravitation to define 
operations of parallel transport and measurements of length, time, and mass using only three 
kinds of world lines: world lines of freely falling test particles, of photons, and of gravitational 
matter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Physical theories that are completely mathematized can 

nevertheless be the object of further analysis and reformula
tion. One motif of such an analysis could be casting old theo
ries in newly invented mathematical forms, as, for example, 
in reformulating classical mechanics in terms of symplectic 
manifolds or presenting Newtonian gravitation a fa general 
relativity, which is known as Newton-Cartan (NC) theo
ry.I.2 Very often, this endeavor results in more than a mere 
reformulation but rather gives new insights into the theory. 
Another aim of revisiting a theory could be the physical 
analysis of its concepts and laws, concerning problems like 
"which concepts could be viewed as basic and which as de
rived ones" or "which part of a physical law is just a defini
tion and which part is empirically restrictive" (for a detailed 
account of this kind of problem, see Ludwig's book3

). Exam
ples of this sort of approach are Giles' axiomatization of 
thermodynamics4 or the paper of Ehlers, Pirani, and Schild 
on general relativity.s 

This latter work shows that the affine and metric struc
ture of space-time can be uniquely characterized in terms of 
its projective (geodesic) and conformal (light cone) struc
ture and thus general relativistic space-time appears as a "ge
ometry of free fall and light propagation." In this paper we 
apply the analogous approach to the nonrelativistic space
time of the NC theory. The nonrelativistic analog of the 
conformal structure is the simultaneity relation, which 
obviously has less "characterizing power" than the light 
cone structure (compare, for instance, the flat case). There
fore it is not surprising that the affine and metric structure 
cannot be uniquely characterized by the projective-confor
mal structure. More specific is the result that the remaining 
freedom in choosing the NC structure is given by just one 
real function of time. If, for example, the time metric is 
additionally fixed, then the remaining physical concepts of 
parallel transport, spatial metric, and mass density are un
ambiguously determined. 

In order to get a unique characterization ofNC geome
try we extend the projective-conformal framework by what 
we will call a "material structure," given by the set of world 
lines of the material particles that act as the source of gravi
tation and are subject to a continuity equation. This entails a 
number of constraints on the mass function and yields the 
desired uniqueness. 

So our final result intuitively reads as follows: Suppose 
as given a set of points (space-time) and three classes of 

lines: world lines of all possible freely falling test particles, a 
subclass of world lines with "infinite velocity," and another 
class of world lines of gravitational matter. Then, if there 
exists a NC structure compatible with these data, it is unique 
up to the choice of units. Thus one could decide whether a 
given clock or measuring rod is a correct one or not solely on 
the basis of world lines of particles. In order to derive this 
result one has, of course, to exclude some highly symmetri
cal models ofNC theory. 

The benefits of this approach lie, on the one hand, in the 
deeper understanding of the foundations of classical physics; 
on the other hand, it possibly simplifies the task of relating 
nonrelativistic to relativistic theory of gravitation, a task not 
yet completely solved. It has been pointed out by Ehlers6 

that this problem requires a common conceptual base of 
both theories, which is now boiled down to a system of three 
concepts that determine the other ones. 

Our paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a 
short account of NC theory in a coordinate-free fashion. 
From the variants of this theory we choose the "strongest" 
by adopting the axioms of Newtonicity and simply connec
tedness thus avoiding global topological finesses. The essen
tial well-known properties are concentrated in Theorem 2.3, 
the proof of which we include for convenience of the reader 
and because it provides some technical tools needed later. 
Section III is devoted to the projective and conformal 
aspects of NC theory. Especially in Theorem 3.3 we derive 
necessary and sufficient conditions for two NC structures to 
have the same set of un parametrized geodesics and the same 
relation of simultaneity. 

To exclude the symmetric cases we define the "tidal al
gebra" of a NC theory, which is isomorphic to the 3 X 3 ma
trix algebra in the standard (generic) case and smaller in the 
exceptional (symmetric) cases. Section IV deals with the 
additional restrictions imposed by the material structure and 
the continuity equation. Theorem 4.2 contains our main 
uniqueness result indicated above. 

An alternative way to presenting our approach would be 
to give operational definitions oflength, time, mass, and par
allel transport using only world lines of the different kinds. 
This will be achieved in a forthcoming paper. 

We shall use the notations of differential geometry es
tablished, for instance, in the book of Kobayashi and No
mizu 7 with some minor modifications. A linear connection 
on a manifold is identified with the operator of covariant 
differentiation V. Only occasionally do we resort to the alter-
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native view of a linear connection as a horizontal distribu
tion in the frame bundle. Torsion, curvature, and Ricci ten
sors are defined as usual: 

T(X,y) = VxY - VyX - [X,y], 

R(X,y)Z = qv x,v y] - V[X,y)Z, 

Ric (X, Y) = trace (Z~R (Z,X) Y). 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

(1.3 ) 

We shall make extensive use of the contraction operator J 
between vector fields X, Yor one-forms u,v and suitable ten
sor fields, and write, for example, X ® Y J g (or X /\ Y J g for 
g antisymmetric) instead of g(X, Y). The ith partial deriva
tive of a function ({J will be denoted by ({J,;' Greek indices run 
from 1 to 3, latin ones from 0 to 3. Gal will denote the Galilei 
group acting on R X R3. 

II. NEWTON-CARTAN (NC) THEORY 

A. General remarks 

NC theory is based on the observation that a classical 
theory of gravitation can be formulated without fixing a 
class of global inertial systems. Such a class may be intro
duced as an auxiliary tool to solve concrete problems, but
up to special cosmological situations such as asymptotic flat 
space-time-this is not possible in a unique, physically 
founded way. This is similar to the situation in general rela
tivity, and, as in that case, the proportionality between iner
tial and gravitational mass suggests a geometrization of 
gravity: the world lines offreely falling test particles are geo
desics of a linear connection V on the space-time manifold 
M. But unlike the relativistic case, space and time measures 
are not soldered into a single metric but give rise to two 
different geometric entities: a one-form 7 measuring the 
proper time of world lines and a two-tensor h that induces a 
Euclidean metric on the null space of 7. 

B. Mathematical structure of NC theory 

Definition 2.1: A NC structure is a six-tuple a 
= (M;!iJ,7,h,v,p) satisfying the following conditions: (i) 

M is a set; (ii) !iJ is a maximal Coo atlas on M such that 
(M,!iJ) is a four-dimensional connected and simply con
nected manifold; (iii) Tis a nowhere vanishing one-form on 
(M,!iJ ); (iv) h is a symmetric contravariant two-tensor on 
(M,!iJ), positive semidefinite, of rank 3, such that 7 J h = 0; 
(v) V is a torsion-free, complete linear connection on 
(M,!iJ), compatible with 7 and h, i.e., V7 = 0, Vh = 0, and 
its curvature tensor R satisfies 

R ( U /\ X) U = 0 ("spatial flatness") 

and 

(2.1 ) 

R (X /\ U) Y J v = R( Y /\ V)X J u ("Newtonicity") (2.2) 

for all vector fields U, V,x, Y and one-forms u,v such that 
U = u J h and V = v J h; and (vi) PEC 00 (M) is a non-nega
tive function satisfying 

Ric = p7 ® 7 (field equation with 41TG = 1). 

Remarks and further definitions: 
( 1) A vector (field) X such that X J 7 = 0 will be called 

spacelike. In the case X J 7 = 1 it will be called a unit vector 
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(field). Here Y will denote the space of all spacelike vector 
fields and Y x the subspace of spacelike vectors of TxM. 

(2) If fECoo(M) satisfies 7/\df= 0 or, equivalently, 
U(f) = o for all UEY, thefunction T(f) is the same for all 
unit vector fields T and will be denoted by fr ("time deriva
tion") . 

(3) The gradient of a function ({JEC 00 (M) is defined by 
grad ({J = d({J J h and hence a spacelike vector field. The 
divergence of a vector field X may be defined as div X 
= trace( Y~VyX) or, equivalently, by the equation 

'iJ xp = (div X)p, 

where p is a Galilean invariant volume four-form, unique up 
to a factor, and 'iJ the Lie derivative. Thus the definition of 
"div" does not really presuppose a connection V. An analo
gous remark applies to the Laplacian !l.({J = div grad ({J. 

(4) Let r be an affinely parametrized geodesic of V, 
i' = U, and the vector field Xbe an "infinitesimal variation" 
of r (Jacobi field). Then there holds the equation of geodetic 
variation or Jacobi equation8 

VuVuX=R(U/\X)U (2.3 ) 

and the vanishing of R ( U /\ X) U for spacelike U means that 
there is no relative acceleration between neighboring space
like geodesics (for this the term "spatial flatness"). 

It will turn out in the proof of Theorem 2.3 that the 
conditions in Definition 2.1 (i)-(v) already constrain the 
Ricci tensor being of the form Ric = A.7® 7. So the only re
striction implied by Definition 2.1 (vi) isA.;;;,O. We, however, 
adhere to p as a NC structural component because of its 
physical importance. 

Definition 2.2: An extended NC structure is a seven
tuple a = (M;!iJ,7,h,V,p,S) such that (M;!iJ,7,h,v,p) is a 
NC structure and S is a vector field on M satisfying S J 7 = 1 
and div(pS) = 0 (continuity equation). 

In the following theorem we recall the essential proper
ties ofNC structures and how to retain the usual formulation 
of classical gravity. 

Theorem 2.3: Let a be an (extended) NC structure, 
then the following hold. 

( 1) 7 is exact, i.e., 7 = dt with tEC 00 (M). The three
dimensional submanifolds Me = {xEM It(x) = c}, CER, 
will be called time slices. M = U{Me ICER} defines a regular 
foliation of M. 

(2) h induces a positive-definite metric h on time slices. 
The Levi-Civita connection of h coincides with the restric
tion of V and is flat. 

(3) There exist isomorphisms between (M;!iJ ,7,h) and 
the standard Galilean space-time R X R3 (without the possi
bility of singling out a canonical one). These isomorphisms 
are also isomorphisms of globally trivial Galilean frame bun
dles. 

( 4) The parallel transport of spacelike vectors yields 
spacelike vectors and is path independent, so V is completely 
parallelizable when acting on spacelike vectors. 

(5) V acting on unit vectors can be regarded as a poten
tial force, i.e., there exists a flat, torsion-free connection V, 
compatible with 7 and h, and a C 00 function cI>: M ..... R such 
that 
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v = v + (del> J h) ® 7 ® 7. (2.4 ) 

Moreover, 

ael> = p. (2.5) 

(6) The geodesic equation in Galilean coordinates 
(i.e., in coordinates such that r%c = 0,7a = oa,o,h a/3 = 0a,/3) 
reads 

(2.6) 

If a is an extended NC structure, the continuity equation in 
these coordinates reads 

P,o + (psa),a = 0. 

Proot 
(l) (X A Y) J d7 

= X( Y J 7) - Y(X J 7) - [X,y] J 7 

=VX(YJ7) -V y (XJ7) - [X,Y]J7 

= (VXY-VyX- [X,Y])J7 

+ X J V y7 + Y J V X7 = 0, 

(2.7) 

since T(X, Y) = ° and V 7 = 0. So 7 is closed and, because M 
is assumed to be simply connected, also exact: 7 = dt, 
tEC '" (M). The foliation property follows, for example, by 
Frobenius' theorem.9 Consider a geodesic y with tangent 
vector T, T J 7#0. Because of V T( T J 7) = ° and y being 
complete, t: M -+ R is surjective, and the set of time slices is a 
manifold diffeomorphic to R. Thus the foliation is regular. 8 

(2) Ifuisaone-form,7J (uJh) = -uJ (7Jh) =0, 
thus U = u J h will be a spacelike vector field. Conversely, 
for each UEY there exists a one-form u, unique modulo 7, 
such that U = u J 7. So the equation 

(2.8) 

defines a covariant positive-definite two-tensor h on time 
slices. Here and henceforward, U, V, W will denote spacelike 
vector fields corresponding to one-forms U,V,W in the way 
indicated above. 

Because of 0= V u ( V J 7) = V u V J 7, V can be re
stricted to time slices and is easily shown to be the Levi
Civita connection of h. Polarization of (2.1) together with 
the general symmetry property of the curvature tensor, 

0= R(X A y)Z + R(ZAX) Y + R( Y AZ)X, (2.9) 

gives R ( U A V) W = ° and proves the flatness of V when 
restricted to time slices. 

( 4) Let X be parallel along an integral curve of Y, 
V yX = 0. Then we have 

Vy(X J 7) = (VyX) J 7 + X J Vy7 = ° 
and the first claim follows. The path independence of paral
lel transport of spacelike vectors can be reduced to the equa
tion R (X A Y) U = 0, using the Ambrose-Singer theorem 10 

and that M is simply connected. To prove this identity we 
note that the differential operator 

R(X A Y) = V xVy - VyV x - V[X,y I 

gives zero when applied to functions or to 7 and h. Hence 

R(X A y)ZJ 7= R(X A y)(ZJ 7) - ZJ R(XA y)7= ° 
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and 
R(X A Y) U J u 

= R(X A Y) (u ® U J h) - u ® u J R(X A Y)7 = 0. 

Polarizing the last identity and using (2.1), (2.2), and (2.9) 
lead to R( U AX) = ° and further (R( U A V)X = 0. 

To evaluate R (X A Y) V, we decompose Y in the form 
Y = AX + U and obtain 

R(X A Y) V = AR(X AX) V + R(X A U) V = 0. 

This also proves that Ric (X, Y) = ° if X or Yare spacelike. 
(3) We will construct a flat torsion-free connection V, 

compatible with 7 and h, that coincides with V for the paral
lel transport of spacelike vectors and in spacelike directions: 
V xU = V x U, V uX = V ux. Recall that a flat connection is 
given by an involutive horizontal distribution in the Galilean 
frame bundle P, or, via Frobenius' theorem, by a foliation of 
Pby horizontal submanifolds, both satisfying a Galilean co
variance condition. By virtue of this covariance condition it 
suffices to select a single submanifold of P, i.e., a Galilean 
frame field Ea , in order to determine V. Moreover, V is tor
sion-free iff [Ea,Eb] = 0. 

The frame field Ea is uniquely determined by some 
nonspacelike geodesic y, a Galilean frame at some point x on 
y, and the equations above: The geodesic y yields a tangent 
unit vector field Eo along y, which is uniquely transported 
into spacelike directions according to V uEo = V uEo and 
R ( U A V) = 0. The spacelike three-frame E,,& at x is analo
gously transferred everywhere according to V XEa = V XEa 
and R (X A Y)Ea = 0. Thus a global Galilean frame field 
and a corresponding flat connection V are defined. The 
equation V xU = V x U is true by construction and V uX 
= V uX follows from the decomposition X = AEo + V. 
In general, V is not unique, because the construction de
pends on the choice of the geodesic y. In order to show 
[Ea,Eb] =O,wenotethat [Ea,Ep] =ObecauseV=Von 
time slices is torsion-free and flat. Moreover, Ea is V parallel 
by construction, hence V EoEa = 0. Similarly, V EaEo = ° 
and [Eo,Ea] = V E"Ea - V EaEo = 0, because V is torsion
free. 

(5) Assertion (5) now follows from the fact ll that a 
connected, simply connected manifold with a complete, flat, 
torsion-free connection is affinely isomorphic to Rn. Since V 
is given by a Galilean frame field E,;, the isomorphism I: 
M -+ R4 maps 7 and h onto the standard Galilean structure of 
R and can be extended to a Galilean frame-bundle isomor
phism i: P-+ R4 X Gal. Next we consider the difference ten-
sor 

DxY = V yY - V vY (2.10) 

It satisfies DuX = 0, Dx U = 0, Dx Y J 7 = 0, and Dx Y 
= DyX. Thus the only nontrivial component of Dis DEoEo, 
which is spacelike and will be shown to be of the form 
DEoEo = del> J h. Since R = 0, the curvature tensor R may 
be written as 

R(XA Y) =DxVy - VyDx + VxDy -DyVx 
+ DxDy - DyDx - D[x,y I' 

In particular, if X and Yare unit vector fields, we have 

R(X AU) Y = DxVuY - VuDxY - D[x,u IY. 
It can be shown that the first and the third term of the rhs 
vanish. The first term vanishes, since V u YEY: 
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o = V u (1) = V u ( Y J 1") = V U Y J 1". 

The third term vanishes, since [X, U] eY: 

0= V u (U J 1") = V xU J 1", 

0= V u (X J 1") = V uX J 1", 

[X,U] J 1"= (VxU - VuX) J 1"= O. 

Hence 

(2.11 ) 

We set W = DEoEo. Because W is spacelike, it may be 
written as W = w J h, where w is a one-form unique modulo 
1". By using Newtonicity (2.2) we will show that the "curl" 
of W vanishes, i.e., (U 1\ V) J dw = 0, or, equivalently, 
dw 1\ 1" = O. Let U = u J h, V = v J h, then it follows that 

( U 1\ V) J dw = V u ( V J w) - V v ( U J w) - [U, V] J w 

= R(Eol\ V)EoJ u - R(Eol\ U)Eo J v = O. 
(2.12) 

Hence w is closed modulo 1", and, by a generalization 12 of 
Poincare's lemma, also exact modulo 1", i.e., 

w J 1" = d<t> 1\ 1". (2.13 ) 

This holds even globally, since M is contractible. 1O We 
conclude DE"Eo = d<t> J h and V = V + (d<t> J h) ® 1"® 1". 
Further, 

Ric(Eo,Eo) = trace R( ',Eo)Eo = trace V. (DE"Eo) 

= trace V. (d<t> J h) = .<!l<t>. 

Hence .<!lei! = p. We note that, although <t> depends on the 
choice of V, .<!l <I> does not. 

(6 + 7) These identities follow immediately by noting 
that in Galilean coordinates we have r~ = h afJ<t>,fJ 
= (grad <1» a and all other components of r vanish. • 

III. PROJECTIVE-CONFORMAL EQUIVALENCE 

As indicated in the Introduction we will perform an 
analysis of classical gravitation theory analogous to that of 
Ehlers, Pirani, and Schilds for general relativity. This means 
that we regard the projective-conformal structure of space
time as basic and seek to derive the metrical concepts and the 
concept of mass from this structure. The projective structure 
n will be given by the world lines of all freely falling test 
particles without imposing an affine parameter on these 
world lines. The conformal structure CtJ is represented by the 
world lines of photons with infinite velocity ("c ...... 00") or, 
equivalently, by the nonrelativistic concept of simultaneity. 

In the general relativistic case, one has two classes of 
linear connections compatible with n (resp. CtJ ) and a single 
connection in the intersection of the two classes. In our case, 
to the contrary, all relevant components of the NC theory, 
1", h, V, p, are not completely fixed by the derived projective
conformal structures. The remaining freedom consists of the 
choice of a gravitational clock, and hence of an arbitrary C 00 

function a: R ...... R (without zeros). Independent of a is the 
Euclidean structure of time slices and parallel transport of 
spacelike directions, which was shown to be path indepen-
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dent. Interestingly enough, the Ricci tensor, and hence the 
mass density, also is unique up to a time-dependent affine 
transformation. 

Definition 3.1: Let a = (M;fi) ,1",h,V,p) be a NC struc
ture. By n (a) we will denote the set of (un parametrized) V 
geodesics of (M,fi) ). Thus n (a) is a family of subsets of M 
and will be called the projective structure of a. The subset of 
IT (a) of spacelike geodesics will be denoted by CtJ (a) and 
called the conformal structure of a. Two NC structures a, a' 
over the same set M = M' are called projectively conformal 
equivalent, or, for short, nCtJ equivalent, if neal = n(a') 
and CtJ (a) = CtJ (a'). 

Before exploring the concept of n CtJ equivalence we will 
consider a classification ofNC structures which will turn out 
to be relevant for this purpose. Let T be a fixed unit vector 
field and consider the map 

G: Y ...... Y, UI---+-G(U) =R(TI\U)T. (3.1) 

It is independent of Tby the properties of R considered in the 
last chapter. 

Let Y 9 denote the space of parallel spacelike vector 
fields, and el' x: Y 9 ...... Y x the evaluation map el' x ( U) 
= U(x), which is a linear isomorphism. Thus if UeY9, 

then 

Gx(U)(x) = (G(U)j(x) (3.2) 

defines a field of linear maps Gx: Y91---+-Y9, xeM. An
other representation is the field g : Y ...... Y where y x x' 

If U,VeY, then (U,V): = U® V J heC 00 (M). Espe
cially, for U, VeY 9, (U, V) will be a constant function and 
(Y 9, ( , » may be considered as a Euclidean vector 
space. If T is tangent to a family of geodesics, G( U) 
= R (T 1\ U) T occurs on the right-hand side of the Jacobi 
equation (2.3) and thus can be interpreted as the linearized 
acceleration field into the direction U. Therefore we will call 
the topologically closed C-linear algebra generated by the 
operators G x eLin (Y 9 ...... Y 9) the tidal algebra ~ of the 
NC structure a. The dimension of ~ as a C-linear space can 
serve as a crude classification of NC structures and will be 
called the type of a. Flatness of V implies type(a) = 0, 
but any physically interesting NC structure will have a lot 
of different tidal forces and thus type(a) = 9. Therefore 
we will refer to the latter as the standard case, and to 
type(a) < 9 as the excepiional cases. 

Lemma 3.2: 
(1) (G(U),V) = (U,G(V); 
(2) the operators Gy: Y9 ...... Y9 and gy: Y x ...... Y x 

are symmetric for all x,yeM; 
(3) type(a)e{0,1,2,3,4,5,9}. 
Proof' 
(1) (G(U),V) 

=R(TI\U)T®VJh=R(TI\U)TJv 

=R(TI\V)TJu 

= (G( V),U) by Newtonicity (2.2). 
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(2) By evaluation of (1) for U, VEY f!lJ at some point 
yeM. 

(3) Y is a von Neumann algebra and hence generated 
by its projections, ifnot Y = {O}. The lattice of projections 
is either Boolean with 2n elements (n = 1,2,3) and n linearly 
independent projections [type (a) = n], or it is irreducible 
and isomorphic to the lattice of a two- or three-dimensional 
Hilbert space [type(a) = 4 or 9], or it is the direct sum of 
those lattices, which gives the additional possibility type(a) 
=4+ 1. • 

Theorem 3.3: In the standard case two NC structures 
a = (M;g,T,h,V,p) and a' = (M;g',T',h ',V',p') are n~ 
equivalent iff there exists a function aEC '" (M), constant on 
time slices and nowhere zero, such that 

(1)g'=g; 
(2) 1" = aT; 
(3) h' = Aa-1h, A> 0 constant on M; 

(4) V~Y = VxY + b(Y J T)X + (X J T)Y), 

where b = !a-1a,; 
(5) p' = a- 2p + 3a- 2 (b 2 - b,). 
Remarks: (I) In the exceptional case, only condition 

(3) is modified such that U® V J h' = (AU) ® V J h holds 
for U, VEY f!lJ, where A is a positive definite operator com
muting with Y. 

(2) The proof will also show that y e, thecommutantof 
Y, is a projective-conformant invariant. So the above dis
tinction standard case/exceptional case is meaningful with
out reference to a or a'. 

Proof (I) We will sketch the construction of a chart 
qEg n g' around any point xEM using only projective-con
formal means. Here a and a' have the same time slices (x 
and yare simultaneous iff they can be joined by a geodesic 
YE~ ). Each time slice together with its geodesics satisfies 
the axioms of synthetic affine geometry, and can be endowed 
with affine coordinates. 13 These three coordinates are C '" 
functions (w.r.t. g and g') on M, if the corresponding 
affine frames are, for example, generated by four geodesics, 
which do not lie in a plane of a time slice (at least locally). 
The fourth coordinate qO could be the arclength of the curve 
in R3 which is given by the qa coordinates of another suitable 
geodesic (a "clock"). 

(2) 1" = aT, aEC '" (M), a(x) #0, because l' and 1" 

have the same kernel. Moreover, 0 = dT' = da /\ l' + adT 
= da /\ 1', so a is constant on time slices, a = aU). 

(3) It is well known 14 that projective equivalence of two 
torsion-free connections V',V is equivalent to 

V~Y= VxY + (X J Ul)Y + (Y J Ul)X, (3.3 ) 

where Ul is a one-form on M [the projective geodesic equa
tions T /\ V'rT = 0 and T /\ V TT = 0 are equivalent iff the 
difference tensor is of the form 

(3.4) 

polarization and symmetry of V, V' give the result above]. 
Now consider the identity 

1484 

V~(Z J 1") = V~Z J 1" 

=VxZJT'+ (ZJUl)(XJT') 

+ (X J Ul)(ZJ 1"). 
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If Z J l' = I and X J l' = X J 1" = 0, all terms vanish; hence 
X J Ul = 0 and Ul = bT, bEC '" (M). If in the above equation 
Z J l' =X J l' = 1, we have V xZ J 1" = o and the remaining 
terms read a, = 2ab, whence the claim follows. 

(4) If V xU = 0, U spacelike, then V~ (a- 1/2 U) = 0: 

V~(a-1/2U) =Vx (a- 1/2U) + (XJUl)a- I12 U 

- !a- 3/2 (X J da) U + a- 1/2V xU 

+ a- 1/2b(X J 1') U 

=a- 1/2( -!a-1a,(XJT)U 

+ b(X J 1') U) = o. 

Hence UI--+ U' = a-I 12 U maps parallel spacelike vector 
fields of a onto those of a'. The analogous transformation for 
unit vector fields is TI--+ T' = a- 1 T. Therefore it is enough to 
check the identity h ' = Aa- I h at one point xEM. Since Y x 
and Y~ are isomorphic as Euclidean spaces with isomor
phism qx: Y x -> Y~, we have 

(U(x), V(x»' = (qx U(x),qx V(x». 

Next we will consider the relation between G and G'. The 
two curvature tensors are related by 

R '(X/\ y)Z=R(X/\ y)Z + (ZJ VxUl)Y 

+ (Y J VxUl)Z 

- (ZJ VyUl) - (X J VyUl)Z 

+ (Z J Ul)( Y J Ul)X - (Z J Ul)(X J Ul) Y. 

Setting Z = X = T', Y = U' and regarding V u'Ul = 0, 
U' J Ul = 0, U' J V TUl = 0, and the above results we obtain 

G'(U') =R '(T' /\ U')T' 

=R(T' /\ U')T' + (T' /\ VrUl)U' 

- (T' J Ul)(T' J Ul)U' 

= a- 2(G( U') + (b, - b 2) U'); (3.5) 

hence Y e ~ Y , e, or even ye = y, e if Y and Y' are both 
represented in Lin(Y x -> Y x). Moreover, (3.5) shows that 
gy enjoys the symmetry property of Lemma 3.2 also with 
respect to the inner product ( , )' in Y x' For U, VEY x and 
x, yeM we conclude from this and Lemma 3.2, 

(gyU,V) = (U,gyV) = (qx gyU,qx V)' 

= (qx U,qx gy V)' = (gy U,q;qx V)' 

= (U,q;qxgy V)' = (U,gyq;qx V)'. 

This gives [gy,q;qx] = 0, i.e., q;qx is an operator in ye. In 
the case type(a) = 9 this could only be a constant factor 
times the identity 

q;qx = cl, 

which completes the proof of 3. 
(5) Similarly as above we calculate 
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R '(U/\ y)Z=R(U/\ y)Z - (ZJ Vyw)U 

+ (ZJw)(YJw)U 

=R(U/\y)Z+ (b 2 -b, ) 

X (Z J 1")( Y J 1") U, 

Ric'( Y,Z) = Ric ( Y,Z) + 3(b 2 - b,)(Z J 1")( Y J 1"), 

and, by the two field equations, 

P' = a-2p + 3a- 2 (b -2 - b, ). 

The reverse statement of the iff claim can be verified by di
rect calculation. • 

Proposition 3.4: In the exponential case there exists 
UEY f!lJ such that for all VEY with (U, V) = 0 we have 
U (V(p)) = O. Or, equivalently, there exist Galilean coordi
nates x a such that 

p(xa) =PI(XO,XI) +P2(XO,X2,X3). 

Proof Let us assume for the moment that the eigenvec
tors Ua and eigenvalues €a ofthesymmetricoperatorGx can 
be chosen to depend smoothly on x, such that we obtain the 
representation 

G=L€aUa®Ua, with (Ua,Up )=8ap . (3.6) 
a 

Recall from Sec. II the identities 

W: = De., Eo, 

VuW= VuDEoEo = - R(Eo/\ U)Eo = G(U) 

by (2.13) and (3.1), 

and further 

O=R(U/\ V)W= (VuVv - VvVu - V[U,Vl)W 

= VuG(V) - VvG(U) - G([U,V)). 

Setting U = Ua, V = Up and using the above representation 
we obtain 

+ L €yUy(V UpUa - VU
a 

Up,Uy )' 
y 

In the exceptional case the commutant of [1 strictlyencom
passes {A IIAER}; hence there is a common eigenvector of all 
Gx , say U1EY f!lJ. Thus all V x U1 terms vanish and, taking 
into account 

0= V x(Ua,Up ) = (V xUa'Up) + (Ua,v xUp), 

we conclude 

U2(€I) = U3(€I) = U1(€2) = U1(€3) = O. 

Finally 

P = Ric(Eo,Eo) = trace G = €I + (€2 + €3) = :PI + P2' 

We may choose U = U1 and express Vasa linear combi
nation of U2 and U3 in order to prove the assertion. 

Now we will consider the case in which not all eigenval
ues and eigenvectors of G x can be chosen to depend smooth-
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lyon x, which occurs if Gx is degenerated. Again, let 
U1EY f!lJ be a common eigenvector of all G x and ( U1, V2 , V3 ) 

an orthonormal basis in Y f!lJ . Degeneration of G x occurs iff 
both C'" functions V2 ® V3 J G and (v2 ® V2 - V3 ® V3) J G 
vanish; hence for x in a closed subset .J(' C M. Let &' 1 

= M \.J(' and &' 2 = %, the open set of interior points of 

.J('; thenM = &'1 U&' 2' Within &' 1 and &' 2 the eigenvectors 
and eigenvalues of G x can be chosen smoothly and the above 
result U ( V(p)) = 0 holds in &' 1 U &' 2; hence by continuity 

alsoin &'IU&'2 =M. • 
The last proposition again shows that the exceptional 

case corresponds to a highly symmetrical mass density and 
thence to a class of unphysical situations. 

IV. UCCJ( EQUIVALENCE 

At first sight, the result of the last section seems to con
tradict the existence of celestial "clocks" and "measuring 
rods." Consider, for instance, a celestial body revolved by a 
satellite at such a small distance that the influence of other 
bodies could be neglected. Then the satellite will move peri
odically on Kepler ellipses with constant size and the whole 
system might serve as a clock and a measuring rod simulta
neously. What would this system look like for another as
tronomer who uses a different time scale, and accordingly, 
different measures of length and mass? Let us consider, for 
the sake of simplicity, the new time scale t' = exp (t), where t 
is the old one. A short computation then gives the transfor
mation for length and mass density (cf. Theorem 3.3): 

L' = L exp(t /2), (4.1 ) 

P' = (p + Vexp( - 2t). (4.2) 

This proves that the second astronomer will describe the 
system differently: An expanding body, which permanently 
loses mass, is embedded into a uniform background density, 
equally fading away, and the satellite consequently spirals 
out with exponentially growing periods. 

On the grounds of projective-conformal geometry, no 
distinction can be drawn between the two interpretations of 
time, length, and mass, and the apparent contradiction dis
appears. 

Nevertheless, this example shows that we need addi
tional physical information about the mass distribution in 
order to exclude exotic interpretations if we want to define 
gravitational clocks and "rigid" rods. 

From several possibilities we choose as an additional 
basic structure the "material structure" J(, given as the set 
of world lines of gravitational matter. We do not require 
J( C II, thus allowing for other forces such as pressure, elec
tromagnetic fields, etc. acting on matter. This has also the 
advantage that we need not bother about singularities of P 
and caustics of S, which would be produced by pure gravita
tion. 

Definition 4.1: Let a = (M;fiJ,1",h,V,p,S) be an ex
tended NC structure. Then we will denote by J( (a) the set 
of maximal integral curves (viewed as subsets of M) of S. 
Two extended NC structures a and a' over the same set 
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M = M' are called n'G'vR equivalent if neal = n(a'), 
'G' (a) = 'G' (a'), and vR (a) = vR (a'). 

Theorem 4.2: In the standard case two extended NC 
structures a,a' are n'G'vR equivalent iff there are constants 
a:;60, A > ° such that 

fiJ' = fiJ, 7' = a7, h ' = Ah, 

V' = V, p' = a-2p, S' = a-IS. 

Proof The corresponding NC structures are n'G' equiv
alent and, by Theorem 3.3, related by aEC '" (M). We only 
have to show that a is constant. We will calculate the conti
nuity equation of a'. From 7' = a7 and h' = A -Iah we con
clude,u' = A -3/2a5/2,u for the volume forms, where the con
stant A -3/2 may be skipped. Hence 

(div' X),u' = 2x,u' = 2x(a3/2),u + a3/22x 

= (~a3/2a,(X J 7) + a512 div X),u 

or 

div' X = div X + 5b(X J 7). (4.3) 

TogetherwithS' = a-IS (becauseS J 7 = S' J 7' = 1) and 

p' = a- 2(p + 3(b 2 - b,)} = a-2p + a-3/2j, (4.4) 

where! = 3a- I
/

2 (b 2 
- b,), we obtain 

0= div'(p'S'),u = 2p's',u + 5bp'(S' J 7),u. 

The first term gives 

2p's',u = a-32ps,u + d(a- 3
) /\ (pS J,u) 

+ a-3/2j2s,u + d(a- 5/2,f) /\ (S J ,u). 

Using 2ps,u = ° and 

dg/\ (SJ,u) =g,(7/\ (SJ,u») 

=g,(SJ (7/\,u) + (SJ 7),u) 

=g,,u, 

we get 

2p's',u = - 6a- 3bp,u + a-5/2j2s,u 

+ ( - 5a- 5/2bj + a-512j, ),u. 

The second term gives 

5bp'(S' J 7),u = 5a- 3bp,u + 5a- S
/
2bj,u, 

and after some simplification we obtain 

° = - a- I
/
2bp + jdiv S + j,. (4.5) 

We will show that this equation can only be satisfied in the 
trivial sensej = b=O, which implies a = const. To this end 
consider an integral curve of S passing through mEM" and 
writep as a function ofm and t:p = p(m,t). Letp: = aplat, 
then the continuity equation reads: p = - P div Sand Eq. 
( 4. 5) becomes 
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(4.6) 

If p(m,to) = 0, p(m,t) =0 is the trivial solution of this dif
ferential equation. If p(m,t):;60 andj(t) :;60, the substitu
tiony =pl-Ileads toy-2 dy = d(a- I/2) and hence to the 
local solutions 

p(m,t) =1(t)(C(m) - a- I/2 (t»)-I, l(t) :;60. (4.7) 

What happens, if ICto) = 0, but l(to + E):;60 for small 
E> O? We define the decomposition M,o = ~ LJ ~ by mE ~ 
iffC(m) =a- I12 Cto), otherwise mE~. Here C(m) is the 
integration constant of the solution (4.7) in the interval 
(to,to + E). For mE~ we have lim,_,o p(m,t) = ° for all t. 
On the other hand, C is constant on ~ and therefore p is 
constant on local time slices ~ X {t}, to < t < to + E, Thus p 
vanishes on M, or is constant on M" if ~ = 0, and we are in 
the exceptional case. So ICt) is either constantly ° (and 
the proof is finished) or I> ° or 1<0 and the solution (4.7) 
is globally valid for some mEM,o' Let I> 0, then 
a - 1/2 Ct) < C( m) since p (m,t) > 0. But a - 1/2 is strictly con
vex by virtue of (a- I12 ) /I = a- I/2 (b 2 - b,) =113 >0 and 
defined for all tER, which yields a contradiction. The case 
1<0 is analogous, since then a- l12 is strictly concave and 
bounded from below. • 
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The Ablowitz-Ladik (AL) problem is a linear vector difference equation whose isospectral 
flow equations include several important soliton equations; e.g., the discrete nonlinear 
Schrodingerequation:iqn =qn-l -2qn +qn+l + IqnI 2 (qn_l +qn+l)' There is an 
established procedure for describing the soliton hierarchy of the more familiar AKNS 
(Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell, and Segur) problem. It is based on the notion of a generator for the 
hierarchy. In this paper the soliton equations of the AL hierarchy are described and 
characterized by a generator pair. A new continuous spectral problem is introduced and the 
AKNS hierarchy is embedded in its hierarchy as a specialization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We shall begin this paper using a familiar example-the 
AKNS eigenvalue problem: 

(
0 q(X») 

,px = (E; + P),p, where P= , 
rex) 0 

(1.1 ) 

t/JE.C}, E = diag(E1,E2 ) is constant (historically El = i and 
E2 = - i), ;is the eigenvalue parameter, and q(x) and rex) 
are any C'" functions. Flaschka, Newell, and Ratiu 1 (FNR) 
and Wilson2 used the idea of a generator to describe the hier
archy of soliton equations for (1.1). Their approach may be 
described in the following way. We adjoin to (1.1) another 
linear equation, 

,pI = B,p subject to ,pXI = ,pIX 

or B X - PI = [E; + P,B ]. ( 1.2) 

Then there exist a family of matrices Q (i),jEN, with Q(O) = E 

and Q(l) = P, and satisfying the following property. Let 

Q=Q(O)+Q(l);-I+ ... and Qn =1T+.;nQ, 0.3) 

where 1T + denoted the polynomial part of its argument. Then 

(1.4 ) 

and if B is any solution to (1.2) that depends polynomially 
on ;, then there exist constants Cn such that 

0.5) 
n 

With this result in mind, we shall refer to Q as the generator 
of the AKNS hierarchy. Intrigued by Q and inspired by 
Adler and van Moerbeke,3 FNR found two Kirillov-Pois
son brackets and rederived the conservation laws and 7' func
tions of the AKNS hierarchy from Lie algebraic consider
ations. The generator provides us with the most efficient way 
of computing soliton equations and conservation laws. Thus 
the generator is an important computational and theoretical 
tool. 

The paper4 which inspired this work dealt with a vector 
difference eigenvalue problem of the form 

p(n)j(n + 1) = (Ez + q(n)}f(n) + r(n)j(n - 1), (1.6) 

where pen), B q(n), and r(n) are 2X2 matrices, E z 

= diag(zl,z-l), andzis the eigenvalue parameter. We shall 

refer to (1.6) as the Ablowitz-Ladik (AL) problem. The 
authors discovered soliton equations for (1.6) that are im
portant in certain areas of applied research. However, their 
method for finding soliton equations is algebraically compli
cated. They do not make a clear statement regarding the 
existence of higher soliton equations. The problem of char
acterizing all the equations of the hierarcy is not addressed. 
This paper presents a complete description of the AL hierar
chy through the construction of a generator pair for the hier
archy. The algebra leading to the generators is quite compli
cated but, once it is understood, one may easily rederive the 
important soliton equations of the AL problem. This is ac
complished in Sec. III. 

In Sec. II we use an interesting modification of a method 
due to Krichever5 to obtain a linear differential equation like 
( 1.1 ), except that the eigenvalue and its inverse appear; the 
matrix Ez replaces E;. The differential problem, being alge
braically simpler than the difference problem yet more com
plicated than the AKNS problem, shall serve to illustrate 
our method. The soliton hierarchy of the general problem 
consists of a doubly-infinite sequence of compatible equa
tions of the form 

,plm = Bm,p, mEZ. 

Under a certain specialization of the general problem, the 
soliton hierarchy reduces to a semi-infinite series of equa
tions that may be identified with the AKNS hierarchy itself. 

Many authors have struggled with the problem of show
ing that the entries of the AKNS generator Q in ( 1.4 ) belong 
to the differential algebra (J generated by the entries of P 
with respect to the derivation a = a lax. This is a nontrivial 
fact because an entry-wise analysis of ( 1.4) would suggest 
that the multiple x integrals of the entries of P must also be 
considered. For instance, Wilson2 appeals to a clever but 
indirect argument.6 The problem introduced in Sec. II con
tains the eigenvalue parameter z and its inverse. The term 
eigenvalue is used somewhat loosely here in that z is not in 
general the eigenvalue of a differential operator. Thus. we 
cannot appeal to Wilson's argument. However, the result 
has a direct proof. We observed that it is an immediate conse
quence of these two facts: (i) det(Q) is constant inx and (ii) 
Q (0) is a constant diagonal matrix. The details are in the proof 
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of Theorem 2.3. This observation may be traced back to Ref. 
7. The notion of generator for a soliton hierarchy has ap
peared in many disguises. 1,2,7-9 

This paper is written in the spirit of papers like Refs. 1, 2, 
6-12 in that it is concerned primarily with algebraic aspects 
of soliton equations. It is an essential preliminary step in a 
much broader study. We would like to explain our research 
plans in terms of a few related papers. 

We are primarily concerned with the periodic inverse 
spectral transform which is based on a difference analog of 
Floquet theory. 13 The basis ideas as they apply to the Toda 
lattice can be found in Refs. 14-18. The theory leads natural
ly to algebraic curves and Jacobian varieties as in Refs. 3, 19-
21. Strictly speaking, we are not lead to tridiagonal or band
ed matrices as in Refs. 19-22 because we are dealing with a 
vector (not a scalar) difference equation. However, one may 
extract a rather intriguing generalization in the following 
way. We let I and Ez be the 2N vector and the 2N X2N 
diagonal matrix given by 

1= (/1 (l),f2( l), .. ·,ft (N),fz(N)f 

and 

Ez = diag(z,z-I , ... ,Z,Z-I). 

If/(N + 1) = pl( I ), p being the Floquet multiplier, then by 
( 1.6) one has 

(1. 7) 

where Lp may be described as a 2N X 2N periodic banded 
matrix in which each band consists of2 X 2 matrices. The so
called multiplier curve 13 is parametrized by (p,z) and it is 
given by the equation 

ILp-Ezl=O. (1.8) 

In another paper we shall use a divisor map (a composition 
of the Abel map followed by the auxiliary divisor3,13.19,2o) to 
show that the equation derived in this paper correspond to 
linear flows on the Jacobian of the multiplier curve and to 
express the solution in terms of theta functions. 

We are also interested in proving the following Lie theo
retical conjectures. (a) The equations derived in this paper 
may be described in terms of the Kirillov-Poisson bracket 
coming from a decomposition of a loop extension in z of 
g1(2, C). (b) The time dependence of L p ' like that of the 
periodic tridiagonal matrices of the Toda problem, may be 
described in terms of the Kirillov-Poisson bracket 1,3,12,23,24 

coming from a decomposition of a loop extension in p of 
gl(2N,C). 

In the spirit of Ref. 25, we plan to derive an algebraically 
completely integrable oscillator system from the spectral 
theory of (1.6). Lastly, and in view of Refs. 17,26, and 27, 
we plan to perform numerical experiments, implementing 
the theory developed above,. to analyze the solution. 

II. ANOTHER TWIST TO THE KRICHEVER SETUP 

In this section we shall be concerned with the following 
2 X 2 linear system of equations: 

(I - p(x) )t/!x = (Ez + q(x»)t/! or rrt/!x = At/!, (2.1a) 

where 
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p = (;~ P~), q = (~o q ~ ) , 

Ez=(OZ Z~I)' A= (l+p)(Ez +q), 

rr = II - pi and the entries ofp and q are given smooth func
tions of x. We let rr' = IEz + ql = 11 - qo'q~ I. We have 
A = az + P + yz- I, where 

_~1 0) p_(po·qO q~) d _(0 Po) a- 0' - ,an y- . 
~ qo p~ q~ 0 1 

(2.1b) 

It may at times be convenient to consider the problem ob
tained from (2.1a) by dropping 11"; namely, 

ipx = A (x,z)ip. (2.1c) 

The relationship between solutions to (2.1a) and solutions 
to (2.1c) is not a simple one: 

t/!(x) = Q(x)ip(x), (2.1d) 

where Q is any solution to this Lax-like equation, 

Q'(x) = [lIrr(x)]A(x)Q(x) - Q(x)A(x). 

We have several reasons for looking at (2.1a). Its formal 
similarity to the AL problem (Sec. III) has already proven 
to be suggestive. We shall see that (2.1a) has some interest
ing soliton equations. The Lie algebraic interpretation of 
these equations should be quite interesting. We shall now 
show how (2.1a) fits into the Krichever setup. 

Let R be a hyperelliptic Riemann surface of genus g. Let 
Oa and OOa (a = 1,2) be distinct points of R and suppose 
that z is a rational function on R with 

(2.2) 

Let 8 be a positive nonspecial divisor of degree g + 1 with 
support in R - (z). Then, according to Refs. 5 and 20, the 
linear space Kover C defined by the following two condi
tions has dimension 2. 

Condition 2.1: In the open set R - (00 I + 0 1), X is mer
omorphic and any pole of X lies in 8. 

Condition 2.2: In a neighborhood of 00 I (respectively, 
0 1), xe - zx (respectively, xe- z - 'X) is holomorphic. 

Furthermore, if L (8 - O2 - 00 2) = 0, then there exist a 
basis X I and X 2 for K such that 

lim Xle-zx= 1, limX2e-z-'x= 1, 
p- 00 I P_o. 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

We see then that there exist x-dependent scalars Sj ,s y, 1/j and 
1/y,jEN, such that 

{
eZX (1 +SIZ-I + ... ) at 001' 

XI = eZ-'(s~ +s~z+ ... ) at 0
1
, (2.3c) 

and 

{
e=( 1/0 + 1/IZ-1 + ... ) at 00 I' 

X2 = e'-'x(1 + 1/~z + ... ) at 01, 

We set 

t/!a (x) = eS(X)Xa 

where 
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ds s~ + s~x - S~7]~ 
-=7]0 
dx 1 - 7]oS~ 

+ S~ 7]1 + 7]ox - 7]OSI . (2.3e) 
1 - 7]oS~ 

We shall refer to t/J = (t/J l' t/J2 ) T as a Baker function. The es
sential singularities of t/J lie at 01 and 00 I' a zero and a pole of 
z. Our construction departs from that of Krichever in the 
following way. The spectral parameter in anyone of Krich
ever's eigenvalue problems is a rational function whose poles 
coincide with the essential singularities. 

We shall now derive a linear system of differential equa
tions for t/J. The derivation contains an explanation for our 
rather mysterious use of s(x). Using the formulas in (2.3e) 
and (2.3d), we find that 

t/Jlx -Zt/JI _Z-IS~t/J2 

{
(sx + O(Z-I) )eZX + S at 00 I' 

- (sxS~ +sr +s~x -S~7]r +O(z»)ezx+s at 01' 
(2.4a) 

and 

t/J2x - Z-It/J2 - 7]oZt/J1 
= {(Sx7]O + 7]1 + 7]oX -7]OSI + O(Z-I»)e'"x+s at 00 I' 

(sx + O(z»)e=+s at 01' 
(2.4b) 

By (2. 3b), the functions on the left-hand side in theseformu
las belong to the linear space eSK. Thus there exist scalars a, 
a', {3 and {3' such that 

t/Jlx - Zt/JI - Z-IS ~ t/J2 = at/JI + {3t/J2' 
t/J2x - Z-It/J2 - 7]oZt/J1 = alt/JI + {3 't/J2' 

Lettingp-+ 00 I then 01 and using (2.3e) we find that 

{3 = S r + S ~x - S ~ 7]r 
1 - 7]os ~ 

(2.4c) 

(2.4d) 

(2.4e) 

and {3' = 7]0 Sr + S~x - S~7]r 

1 -7]oS~ 
(2.4f) 

We have a = S~a' and {3' = 7]0 {3. Now let 

Poo = 7]0' Po = s~, qoo ={3, and qo = a'. (2.4g) 

Then we find that 

Sx =Poqo+Pooqoo 

and t/J satisfies this linear system: 

t/Jlx = (z+Poqo)t/J1 + (qoo +poZ-I)t/J2' 

t/J2x = (Pooz + qo)t/JI + (Poo qoo + Z-I)t/J2' 

a system of the form (2.1 c). 

A. Soliton equations 

(2.4h) 

We suppose that q andp depend on another parameter; 
say t. Then one should expect that the eigenfunctions of 
(2.1c) depend on time. We suppose that thet dependence of 
t/J is prescribed by a linear equation of the form 
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t/J/=Bt/J, 

and that t/J satisfies t/JXI = t/JIX that is, 

Bx -AI = [A,B]. 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

We shall consider (2.5b) as a linear inhomogeneous equa
tion for B. Our purpose in this subsection is to characterize 
all possible solutions to (2.5b) which are polynomials in z 
andz- I

. We let 

m = max{degz(B),degz-' (B)}. 

Then there exist z independent 2 X 2 matrices 
B(j = O, ... ,m - 1) and B(m) such that 

m-I 
B = I (B + (j)zm -j + B -(j)z-m+ j) + B(m). (2.6) 

j~O 

We shall consider first the linear homogeneous part of 
(2.5b); namely AI = 0 or 

Fx = [A,F]. (2.7) 

Theorem 2.3: The Lax equation (2.7) admits a pair offormal 
series solutions 

00 00 

F(z) = I F(j)z-j and G(z) = I G (j)i (2.8a) 
j~O j~O 

that are determined in a unique way by the following two 
conditions. 

Condition 2.4: The matrices F(O) and G (0) are x-indepen
dent diagonal matrices whose entries are given by 

FI?.' = 7] Fi?i = 1 + 7], 
G I?.' = 1 + S, and G i?i = S, 

where 7] and S are any scalars. [When it becomes necessary 
to indicate the dependence of F on 7] we shall write 
F(z) = F(z;7]).] 

Condition 2.5: The diagonal entries of the F (j) and G (j) 
(j = 1,2, ... ) are polynomials in (p,q) of positive degree. 
[Equation (2.7) determines F(k) up to an x-independent 
diagonal matrix. The ubiquitous condition (2.5) amounts to 
choosing this matrix to be zero. ] 

The determinant of F (respectively, G) is 
7](1 + 7])(s(1 + S»)· [When it becomes necessary to indi
cate the x dependence of F we shall write F(z) = F(x,z).] 
Any solution F (respectively G) that is a formal series in 
Z-I/Z can be written in the form 

00 

F(x,z) = I pjz- jF(x,z,7]j) [G(X,Z)]-I 
j~O 

00 

= I ujiG(x,z,Sj)' 
j~O 

Proof" If we substitute the series for Fin (2.8a) into 
(2.7), we find that the equation in the coefficient of Z-I is [a, 

{3, and yare given in (2.1b)] 

F~j) = [a,F(j+I)] + [{3,F(j)] + [y,F(j-I)]. (2.8b) 

We must analyze (2.8b) entrywise. One finds that 

Fit~ I) = - (Poo /1(j) + Fi~») - qo/1(j - 1) 

+ (Pooqoo -Poqo)FB- I ) +FB- 2), (2.8c) 
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F(j) = F(j+ I) + q A(J') + (p q -p q )F(j) 
1,2,x 1,2 00 0 0 "" "" 1.2 

+ PoA(j - 1) - F\!z- I), (2.Sd) 

FL~),x = - Fi!1x = - p"" Fg+ I) + q"" Fi.~) 

(2.Se) 

where 

A(j) = Fi.~ - FL~)· 

We proceed by (i) replacingj by j - 1 in (2. Sd) and solving 
for F\!1, (ii) eliminating Fg+ I) from (2.Se) using (2.Sd) 
and eliminating p"" A (j) + F B) from the result using 
(2.Sa), and (iii) solving for FB\ in (2.Sc). This leads to 
these formulas: 

F L~ = F g~ I) - q"" A (j - 1) 

+ (p""q"" -Poqo)Fg-1) 

- PoA(j - 2) +Fg- 2), (2.S0 

F\~).x = - F¥.L 

- (p""FL~ +q""Ft~-I)x 

+ (p"" (Poqo - p"" q"" ) - qo + p"".x)FL~ 
+ (p"" q "" - Poqo)q 00 + Po + q "".x)Fi~- I) 

+ (Pr:P "" - qoq"" ) A (j - 1) - p 00 F g - I) 

+q",FB- 2), (2.Sg) 

Ft~) = - FB~ I) - p"" A(j) - %A(j - 1) 

+ (p",q", -Poqo)FB- I) +FB- 2). (2.Sh) 

If the matrices F(O),oo.,F(}- I) are known, then we can solve 
for F (j) in the order indicated by the previous formulas. 

Remark: The matrix Fj does not depend on the diagonal 
entries of Fo,oo.,Fj _ I; rather, it depends upon the differences 
A(O),oo.,A(j - 1). By condition 2.4 we have A(O) = 1 for 
the solutions in (2.Sa). 

It is not yet clear, as least from (2.8g), that FI,I is a 
polynomial in (Po,p", ,qo,q"" ), Indeed (2.Sg) suggests that 
F1.I contains integrals involving (Po,p", ,qo,q 00 ). We shall 
show now that this is not the case. The fundamental conse
quence of the Lax equation (2.7) is that the spectrum of F is 
independent of x; in particular, 

d 
dx IFI = FI,lx - 2FI,I F I,IX 

- (FI,2F2,I,x + FI,2.xF2,1) = 0, (2.9a) 

where 
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where we have used the formula 

(2,9b) 

The formula in the coefficient of z - j implies that 

j-I 
F(j) - -p F(j) + '" (F(S)F(j-S) - F(S)F(j-S» 

1,1 - "" 1,2 L 1,2 2,1 1,1 2,2 
s= 1 

(2.9c) 

plus a constant. In accordance with condition 2.5, we have 
taken constant to be zero. It follows then that 

(2.9d) 

This completes our construction of F. 
We shall now describe the fundamental solution G in 

terms of Fusing a symmetry in our eigenvalue problem. Ifwe 
let v denote the transformation given by 

v: (Po,p "" ,qo,q"" ) ..... (p", ,Po,q", ,qo), 

then we have 

(2.lOa) 

A(x,z) = JA(X,Z-I)vJ, where J = (~ ~). (2.lOb) 

It follows then that if F(x,z) is any solution to (2.7) then 
JF(X,Z-I)vJ- I is also a solution to (2.7). We set 

G(x,z,s) = JF(X,Z-I,S)vJ -I. (2.11) 

Then G satisfies (2.7) condition 2.4, 2.5, and it is a formal 
series in z. This completes our construction of G. 

LetFbe a formal series inz- I satisfying (2.7). [We may 
assume that the diagonal entries of F(O) are distinct; other
wise, we could replace Fby F - F(O) and thereby lower the 
degree of Fwithout upsetting (2.7).] Then there exists con
stantspo and 170 such thatF - poF( 170) is equal toz- I times a 
solution to (2.7) of the same form. The last statement of our 
theorem is proven by continuing in this way. • 

We wish to list the first three matrices of the F series for 
use in the examples below. These matrices are given by 

(2.12a) 

and 

2 ') p"" q "" - q "".X - Po1T 
_F(2) 

1.1 
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The matrices of the G series are given in accordance with 
(2.11) by the formula 

(2.12b) 

The formula in the zi coefficient of (2.5b) with B given 
by (2.6) is this (. =alat) 

B+(j)x = [a,B+(j+ 1)] 

+ [P,B+(j)] + [y,B(j-I)] 

if (j=O, ... ,m-2), (2.13a) 

B+(m-1)x -a= [a,B(m)] + [p,B+(m-1)] 

+ [y,B+(m-2)], (2.13b) 

B(m)x -iJ = [a,B-(m-1)] + [p,B(m)] 

+ [y,B+(m-I)], (2.13c) 

B - (m - 1) x - r = [a,B - (m - 2)] + [ P,B - (m - I)] 

+ [y,B(m»), (2.13d) 

B - (j) x = [a,B - (j - I)] 

+ [ P,B - (j)] + [y,B - (j + I)] 

if (j = O, ... ,m - 2). (2.13e) 

By comparing (2.13a) with (2.8b) and using (2.80-(2.8h), 
one can see that there exists a formal series solution to (2.7) 
of the form 

00 

F= L F(j)z-) with F() =B+(j) 
)=0 

if (j = O, ... ,m - I). (2.130 

By (2.13e) and by analogy with the previous statement, 
there exists a formal series solution to (2.7) of the form 

00 

G= L G(j)zi with G(j) =B-(j) 
)=0 

if (j = O, ... ,m - I). (2.13g) 

The matrix F (m) is determined up to an x-independent diag
onal matrix by (2.80, (2.8h) and a computation like the 
derivation of (2.9c). This would give F(m) in terms of the 
F()=B+(j) (j=O, ... ,m-I). We shall now derive a 
simpler formula for F(m); one that involves B(m). Now F 
satisfies (2.8b) for allj. In particular, we have 

and 

B +(m -1)x = [a,F(m)] + [P,B +(m - 1)] 

+ [y,B +(m - 2)] (2.13h) 

F~m) = [a,F(m+ I)] + [p,F(m)] + [y,B + (m - I)]. 
(2.13i) 

The analogous equations involving G (m) are these: 

and 
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B - (m - 1) x = [a,B - (m - 2) ] 

+ [p,B-(m -1)] + [y,G(m)] 
(2.13j) 
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G~m)= [a,B-(m-I)] + [p,G(m)] 

+ [y,G(m+I)]. (2.13k) 

We combine (2.13b) with (2.13k) to obtain the formula 

a = [a,F(m) - B(m)]. (2.131) 

This formula contains these two bits of information: 

F\:;') = BI •2 (m), (2.13m) 

Poo = (F\:;') - F~:;') + B2.2 (m) - B I.I (m»)poo 

+B2•1 (m) -F~:;'). (2.13n) 

Using (2.13j) and (2.13d) in the same way, we find that 

r= [y,G(m) -B(m)]; (2.130) 

i.e., 

G~:;') =B2•1 (m) (2.13p) 

Po = (G ~:;') - G \:;') + BI,I (m) - B2.2 (m»)po 

+BI,2(m)-G\:;'). (2.13q) 

Using the (1,2) entry in (2.13c), (2.13m), and the (1,2) 
entry in (2.13i), we find that 

iJoo =F\:;,+I)+qoo(Ft;) 

- F\:;') + B I.I (m) - B2.2 (m») - B 1-:2 (m - I). 
(2.13r) 

Using the (2,1) entry in (2.13c), (2.13p), and the (2, I) 

entry in (2.13k), we find that 

iJo = G~:;'+ I) + qo(G\:;') - Gt;) + B2.2 (m) 

-BI.I (m»)-B 2:dm-I). (2.13s) 

When we compare the (1,1) entry of (2.13c) to the 
(1,1) and (2,2) entries in (2.13k), we find that 

B I •I (m)x = G\:;'.~ = - G~:;'l. 

Similarly, one is lead to the formula 

B2.2 (m)x = - F\:;':x = F~:;':x 
using the (2,2) entry of (2.13c) and the (1,1) and (2,2) 
entries of (2.13i). The matrices F (m) and G (m) are given for 
some constants (c l , C2, CI , ( 2 ) by 

F(m)=' . 
(
-B22 (m)+CI BI2(m») 

F~:;') B2,2 (m) + C2 ' 

G(m)=' , 
( 

BII(m)+cl G I(m2 ) ) 

B2.1 (m) - BI,I (m) + c2 ' 
(2.13t) 

where, by (2.8h) or the (2,1) entry in (2.13h), we have 

F~:;') = - B i:1 (m - 1)x - Poo (F~:;') - F\:;'» 

-qo(B 2:2 (m-l) -Btl(m-I») 

+ (Poo qoo - Poqo)B 2:1 (m - I) + B 2:1 (m - 2), 
(2.13u) 

and, using the symmetry (2.lOb), we have 

G\:;') = - B 1-:2 (m - 1)x - Po(G \:;') - G~:;'» 

- q 00 (B 1-:1 (m - I) - B 2--:2 (m - I») 

+ (Poqo - Poo qoo )B l-:Z (m - 1) + B 1-:2 (m - 2). 
(2.13v) 
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Since the diagonal of any F(j) is determined by Eq. (2.8g) 
only up to a constant diagonal matrix, one could set all the 
c's to zero. By substituting the previous formulas for F t;') 
and G \~) into (2.13n) and (2.13q), respectively, one can see 
that P co and Po do not depend on the c's. Now to complete 
our description ofEq. (2.5b), we need the following formu
las for F(m+ I) and G (m+ I) in terms ofthe entries of B: 1,2 2,1 

F(m+')=B (m) -q (F(m)_F(m» 
1,2 1,2 x 00 2,2 I, I 

+ (pooq", -poqo)BI,2(m) 

- Po(B 2;2 (m - 1) - B tl (m - 1») 

+Bt2(m-l), (2.13w) 

Gt~+I)=B2,I(m)x -qo(G\:;')-G~~» 

+ (Poqo-Pcoqco )B2.1 (m) 

- P 00 (B 1-:1 (m - 1) - B 2-:2 (m - 1») 

+B 2-:, (m-l). (2.13x) 

It will be convenient for use in the examples later on to write 
our soliton equations completely in terms of the entries of B. 
If we substitute (2.13u), (2.13v) into (2.13n), (2.13q), re
spectively, we obtain 

and 

Poo = (B2,2 (m) - Bl,l (m»)p", + B2•1 (m) 

+ B Z:I (m - 1) x + (B 2;2 (m - 1) 

- B 1;1 (m - 1) )qo + (Poqo - P 00 q 00 ) 

xB 2;1 (m - 1) - B 2;1 (m - 2) 

Po = (BI,I (m) - B2.2 (m»)po + BI,2 (m) 

+BI~2(m-1)x +(B,~,(m-1) 

-B2~2(m -1»)qo+ (Pcoqco -Poqo) 

XB2~I(m-l) -BI~2(m-2). 

(2.13y) 

If we substitute (2.13w), (2.13x) into (2.13r), (2.13s) re
spectively, we find that 

and 

goo = (B,.d m ) -B2,2(m»)qco -B'~2(m-l) 

+BI,2(m)x +Bt2(m -1) 

+ (B tl (m - 1) - B Z:2 (m - 1))Po 

+ (Pco qco :...- P~O)BI,2 (m) 

go = (B2,2 (m) - B", (m»qo - B 2;1 (m - 1) 

+ B2.dm)x + B 2:1 (m - 1) 

+ (B i~2 (m - 1) - B l-:i (m - 1))Pco 

+ (p~o - Pco qco )B2,1 (m) 

(2.13z) 

Let ea,p denote the 2 X 2 unit matrix with a 1 in entry 
(a,/3). For any series F= ~r~oF(j)ziwe let 

and 
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00 

1T +F= F> = I F(j)zi 
j~O 
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co 
1T _F= F< = I F( -j)z-j. 

j~O 

Using (2.13f), (2.13g), and (2.13f) and the formula 

B(m) = G (m)el,1 + F (m)e2,2' (2.14a) 

we find that 

B=B++B-, 

where 

B + = (zmF» - F(m)e", 

and 

(2.14b) 

(2.14c) 

We are now in a position to define the soliton hierarchy 
of our eigenvalue problem (2.1 a). We shall derive these 
equations in the following way. Let F and G as in (2.13f), 
(2.13g), and (2.13t). There exist sequencespj and 7/j of con
stants such that 

00 

F= I pjz-jF(rJj)' 
j~O 

Since B does not involve the terms of F of order - (m + 1) 
or less, we may assume that Pj = u j = 0 if 
j = m + I,m + 2, .... We can apply a similar construction to 
G. We have 

m 

F= I pjz-jF(rJj) 
j~O 

and 
m 

G = I ujziG(Sj)' 
j~O 

If we define for jEN, 

Fj(rJ) = (ziF(rJ»)> - F(rJ) (j)el,l 

and 

Gj(rJ) = (z-jG(rJ»), - G(rJ) (j)e2•2 

then by (2.4c) we have 
m 

B + = I pjFm-j(rJ) 
j~O 

and 
m 

B - = I ujGm_j(S)· 
J~O 

(2.1Sa) 

(2.15b) 

(2.1Sc) 

We define the basic soliton equations by these formulas: 

Bm,x - At
m 

= [A,B], 

where Bm =pFm(rJ) + uGm(S) (2.16 ) 

andp, UE{O,l}. The soliton equations do not depend on rJ. 
One could take p and U to be any constants. We shall now list 
Eq. (2.16) and (2.13y), (2.13z) for small m to the extent 
that our preliminary calculation (2.12) will allow. 

(m=O) 

B = (U(1 + S) ° ) = B (m) 

o ° p(1 + rJ) , 

Pco = - cpco' Po = cpo, goo = cqco' go = - cqo, 

c: = u(1 + S) - p(1 + rJ)· (2.16a) 
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(m=1) 

BI=P(_:oo l~7J)Z-(p~: p:;:p)+~l;t 
P 00 = - PP 00 ,x + (p - U)qo1T, 

PO= -upo,x + (U-p)qoo1T, 

i;oo = -pqoo,x + (U-p)Po1T', 

i;o = - uqo,x + (p - u)Poo 1T', 

(m=2) 

-po) _I t Z , 

(2,16b) 

B (
7J 0)--,- ~ Pooqoo -qoo ) 2=P z-+p 2 Z 

-Poo 1 +7J oo,x +Pooqoo -qo1T -Pooqoo 

+ ((P~q~ - PrPoo 1T' - q~oo 1T - P~o,x + Po,xqo)u ( - qoo,x - Poo foo - Po1T')p ) 

( - qo,x + p~ - Poo 1T')U (p': q:, - PrPoo 1T' - q~ 00 1T - Poq 00 ,x + Poo,xqoo )p 

+ J - P~o qo,x + roqo - qoo 1T) Z-I + .11 + t -Po) Z-2. 
U\ _ qo Poqo U\ 0 t (2.16c) 

The soliton equations are so complicated that we shall not 
write them down. 

B. (p=O). The AKNS hierarchy 

In this subsection we shall be concerned with the eigen
value problem (2.1a) withp = O. In particular, we want to 
compare its soliton hierarchy to the usual AKNS hierarchy. 

The equations (2. 8f), (2. 8h), and (2. 9c) simplify in the 
following way under the P = 0 assumption: 

(2.17a) 
j-I 

F(I,}I) + F(j) - '" (F(s) FU-s) - F(IS,I) F
2
(,}2'- S» , 

- 2,2 - L 1,2 2,1 
s= 1 

(2.17b) 

I 

Using the equations (2.17a)-(2.17c) and the symmetry 
(2.lOb), we find that the F( 7J) and G(t) series in Theorem 
2.3 satisfy these equations: 

F ¥,: = ( - l)j + IF ~iu = ( - l)H IG ¥,:, 
F ~i = ( - 1)j + I G ~L F~: u = ( - l)j F~: . 

(2.19a) 

LetB = Bm as in (2.16). Our constraintp = 0 is compatible 
with the soliton equations (2.13n) and (2.13q) if and only if 

B 2,I (m) = F~'J) and BI,2 (m) = G l;). (2.19b) 

On the other hand, by (2.13m) and (2.130) we have 

B2•1 (m) = UG2•1 (m) and B I.2 (m) =pFI,2 (m). (2.19c) 

The consistency condition (2.19b) comes down to the matri
ces (2.16) of our soliton hierarchy as 

(2.19d) 
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(2.17c) 

The first few matrices F( 7J) (j) are given in these formulas: 

(2.18 ) 

and 

6q~ 00 q 00 ,x - 2q 00 ,x - q 00 ,xxx ) 

3q~foo - 2q~ 00 - qO,xxq 00 - qoq 00 ,xx + qO,A 00 ,x . 

Remark: The previous formula has an interesting conse
quence. In the absence of constraints, we can think of (2.16) 
as defining a doubly infinite hierarchy; namely, 

However, in the presence of the constraint P = 0 our hier
achy becomes semi-infinite: 

(2.20) 

We will see below that the P = 0 hierarchy contains the non
linear Schr6dinger system and the modified Korteweg-de 
Vries system. Our previous remark is consistent with the 
completeness (in the sense of Hamiltonian mechanics) of 
the AKNS hierarchy. 

(m = 0) There is no consistency condition. Bo' i; 00 , and 
i;o are as in (2.16a), 
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iJoo = - cqoo and iJo = cqo· 

(m= 1) Consistency: CT = p. 

(
17 0) (0 pq 00 ) 

B I = POI + 17 z - \pqo 0 

(1 + 5" 0) I 
+p 0 5" z- , 

iJ 00 = p( 6q~ 00 q oo,x - q 00 ,xxx - 2q 00 ,x ), 

iJo = p(6q~oo qoo,x - qo,xxx - 2qo,x)' 

(2.20a) 

(2.20b) 

We can argue that the soliton hierarchy of the eigenvalue 
problem (2.Ia) withp = 0 agrees with the AKNS hierarchy 
as follows. The previous calculations shows that the (p = 0) 
hierarchy includes the first few members of the AKNS hier
archy: scaling, translation, NLS, and MKDV. We may con
clude that the p = 0 hierarchy is the AKNS hierarchy. 

III. THE SOLITON EQUATIONS OF THE ABLOWITZ
LADIK PROBLEM 

In this section we are concerned with the discrete 2 X 2 
linear eigenvalue problem given by the equation 

(/2 - p(n»)!(n + 1) = (Ez + q(n»)!(n) 

or 1Tn fen + 1) = A(n)!(n) 

where /2 is the 2 X 2 identity matrix, 

1Tn = 1/2 + pen) I, 1T~ = IEz + q(n) I, 

pen) = ~oo ~n) po(n») ( 0 o ' q(n) = qo(n) 

Ez = (~ Z~I). fen) = ('II (n») , 
1'2(n) 

and 

A (n) = (/2 + pen) )(Ez + q(n») 

(3.Ia) 

qoo (n») 
() , 

= (z + po(n)qo(n) qoo (n) + po(n)z-I). 

\poo (n)z + qo(n) Poo (n)qoo (n) + Z-I 

We let 

a(n) = ~oo ~n) ~), yen) = (~ poi
n

»), 

and 

pen) = (a(n) + y(n»)q(n) = (/ + p(n»)q(n). 
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(m=2) Consistency: CT = - p. 

( 17 0) (0 qoo) 
B2 = POI + 17 r - P qo 0 z 

iJ 00 = p(2q~:, - q 00 ,xx - 2q 00 ), 

iJo = - p(2q~qoo - qo,xx - 2qo)' 

qoo) _I o Z , 

0) -3 (0 qoo) -2 (-q~oo 
Z -P z +p 

5" q(j 0 - qo.x 

In this notation, we have 

A(n) = a(n)z + pen) + y(n)z-l. 

(2.2Oc) 

qoo,x )_1, 
qoqoo 

(2.2Od) 

(3.Ib) 

We shall consider the difference eigenvalue problem ob
tained from (3.1 a) by dropping 1T n+ I , 

hen + 1) =A(n)h(n). (3.Ic) 

We introduce another dependent variable t (time) by 
adjoining a linear problem to (3.Ic); namely, 

h(n) = B(n)h(n) (3.2a) 

where' = d /dt. We insist that the t problem be compatible 
with (3.Ic); that is, 

A(n) =B(n + l)A(n) -A(n)B(n). (3.2b) 

This is the difference analog of the Lax equation (2. 5b). Our 
problem is to describe all sequences (B( n» satisfying 
(3.2b) in which each B(n) depends polynomially on z and 
Z-I. It follows immediately from (3.2b) that degz (B( n») and 
degz-' (B(n») are independent of n. We let 

'm = max{degz(B(n»),degz ' (B(n»)}. (3.2c) 

Then there exists z independent 2X2 matrices B± (n,j) 
(j = O,oo.,m - 1) and B(n,m) such that 

m-I 

B(n) =B(n,m) + I B+(nJ)zm-j+B-(nJ)z-m+ j. 
j=O 

(3.2d) 

When it becomes necessary to indicate the z dependence of 
B(n), we shall write 

B(n) = B(n;z). 

Let us consider the linear homogeneous part of (3.2b), 

O=F(n + I)A(n) -A(n)F(n) 
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or 

F(n + 1) =A(n)F(n)A(n)-I. (3.3 ) 

It is interesting to note that the set of all sequences (F( n) ) 

satisfying (3.3) is an algebra with respect to component wise 
matrix multiplication. 

Remark 3.1: Our own research is primarily concerned 
with the periodic inverse spectral transform where it is as
sumed thatp(n) and q(n) are periodic in n; say, 

pen + N) = pen) and q(n + N) = q(n), (3.4a) 

for some NEN. The problem (3.1a) has, for all but finitely 
many values of z, two linearly independent Floquet solu
tions; that is, solutions (f( n» satisfying 

fen + N) = pf(n) (3.4b) 

for some PEe. In this case it is natural to restrict our atten
tion to (f(n) Iv = 1, ... ,N). The relationship between the ei
genspaces (3.1a) and (3.1c) can now be written down: 

hen) = Ct:'TTj Yen). (3.4c) 

If hen) satisfies (3.2a) then 

fen) = B(n)f(n), 

n-I 

where B(n) = B(n) - L 1rj 'TTj- II 2• (3.4d) 
j=1 

We will see below that the sequence (B(n» is periodic in n 
and that B( n) is not in general periodicin n. Indeed, if a = 1 
or 2 then we have 

Ba,a (n + 1) - Ba,a (n) 

= Ba,a (n + 1) - Ba,a (n) - 1rnl'TTn; (3.4e) 

and then, by summing over a period, one finds that 

(3.4f) 

Our results should have applications to inverse scatter
I 

where 
.:l(n): = F 2,2 (n) - F I,! (n). 

ing. We shall not provide further details even though finding 
the correct analytical assumptions may be troublesome. 

Theorem 3.2: Equation (3.3) admits a pair of formal 
series solutions 

00 

F(n;z) = LF(nJ)z-j 
j=O 

and 
00 

G(n;z) = L G(nJ)zi (3.Sa) 
j=O 

[We shall often drop the argument z and write simply 
F(n) = F(n;z)], which are determined in a unique way by 
the following two conditions. 

Condition 3.3: The matrices F(n,O) and G(n,O) are n
independent diagonal matrices whose entries are given by 

FI,I (n,O) = 'T/, F 2,2 (n,O) = 1 + 'T/, 

GI,I (n,O) = 1 + S, and G2,2 (n,O) = S. 
[When it is necessary to indicate the dependence of F on 'T/ 
we shall writeF(n) = F(n;z;'T/).] 

Condition 3.4: The diagonal entries of the F( nJ) and 
G(nJ) U = 1,2, ... ) are polynomials in (q,p) of positive de
gree. [Equation (3.3) determines F( nJ ) up to an n-inde
pendent diagonal matrix. For the series in (3.Sa) we have 
taken this diagonal matrix to be zero.] Any solution (F( n) ) 
to (3.3) thatisaformalseriesinz- I (respectively,z) can be 
written in the form 

00 

F(n) = Lpjz- j F(n;z;'T/j); 
j=O 

respectively, 
00 

G(n) = L ujziG(n,z;s) , 
j=O 

for some n-independent constants uj , Pj' 'T/j' and Sr 
Proof' We begin by writing the second equation in (3.3) 

in terms of the entries of F. One can show, using a direct but 
hard computation, that it is equivalent to this formula: 

(3.Sb) 

We substitute the series for F(n) in (3.Sa) into (3.5b) and we examine the coefficient ofz- j U> - 2); each coefficient must 
vanish. From the ~ and z terms in condition 3.4, we find that 

F I,2(n,0) =0 and F I,2(n,l) +qoo (n).:l(n,O) =0. (3.Sc) 

From the ZO equation in (3.Sb), we eliminate the coefficient of the matrix 
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using the (1,2) entry: 

1Tn1T~F.,2 (n + 1,0) = - po(n)1T~a(n,O) + (F.,2 (n,2) + qoo (n)a(n,l) - qoo (n)2F2,. (n,O») 

+ 2po(n)(qo(n)F.,2 (n,1) + a(n,O») + po(n)2qo(n)2F.,2 (n,O) 

or by (3.Sc), 

F.,2 (n,2) + qoo (n)a(n,1) - qoo (n)2F2,. (n,O) = - po(n)1T~a(n,O). 

This leaves us with this formula: 

1Tn (F.,. (n + 1,0) - F.,l (n,O) F l ,2 (n + 1,0) ) 

F 2,. (n + 1,0) F2,2 (n + 1,0) - F2,2 (n,O) 

__ ~20000 - 1 ) ( - (1 + Prl' 00 ) 2Po ) ~I po(n)a(n,O) + a(n,O) + 
- Poo n - 2poo 1 + PrJ'oo n 00 

-po) _ 1 n a(n,O) 

= ~~ ~t 1Tna(n,O). 

We can make the following conclusions: (a) For each (a = 1,2), Fa,a (n,O) is independent of n; we choose 

1] = F l,. (n,O), (1] + 1) = F2,2 (n,O) and then a(O) = 1 

in accordance with condition 3.3, 

(b) F I,2(n,I) = -qoo (n), 

(c) F2,. (n,O) = - Poo (n - 1), 

(d) Fl ,2 (n,2) + q 00 (n)a(n, 1) = q 00 (n)2p 00 (n - 1) - po(n)1T~. 

The equation in the coefficient z - j in the first formula in (3.3) is this: 

F(n + I,j + 1 )a(n) - a(n)F(n,j + 1) + F(n + I,j)p(n) - P( n)F (n,j) 

+ F(n + I,j - 1 )y(n) - y(n)F(n,j - 1) = ° (j = 0,1, ... ). 

(3.Sd) 

( 3.Se) 

(3.S0 

( 3.Sg) 

The following formulas will be used repeatedly throughout the rest of this paper; if (C(n» is any sequence of2 X2 matrices 
then 

(
C I .(n+I)-c •• (n)+poo(n)c. 2(n+I) -C.,2(n») 

C(n + 1)a(n) - a(n)C(n) =' , , 
C2 .• (n+I)+Poo(n)(C2,2(n+I)-C •.• (n») -poo(n)C •. 2(n) ' 

C(n + 1)p(n) - P( n)C(n) = (po(n)qo(n)(CI,1 (n + 1) - C.,l (n») + qo(n)C.,2 (n + 1) - q 00 (n)C2,1 (n) )eu 

X (po(n)qo(n)C2 .• (n + 1) - Poo (n)qoo (n)C2,. (n) + qo(n)(C2.2 (n + 1) - C.,. (n»))e2 .• 

X (p 00 (n)q 00 (n) CI •2 (n + 1) - po(n )qo(n) C.,2 (n) + q 00 (n )(C •. l (n + 1) - C2.2 (n )))e1.2 

X (Poo (n)qoo (n)(C2,2 (n + 1) - C2.2 (n») + qoo (n)C2 .• (n + 1) - qo(n)C •. 2 (n»e2.2, 

( 
- po(n)C2 .<n) C •. 2 (n + 1) + po(n)(Cu (n + 1) - C2.2 (n»)) . 

C(n + 1 )y(n) - y(n)C(n) = . 
-C2 .• (n) po(n)C2.,<n+ 1) +C2,2(n+ 1) -C2.2(n) 

The three formulas (3.Sj)-(3.SI) below contain a procedure for constructing theF(nJ ) U;;;.I). The first formula is equivalent 
to the (1,2) of (3.Sg). The second formula (3.Sk) is the discrete analog of (2.9c), our solution to the problem of integrating 
Eq. (2.8g). By (3.3), trace (F(n») and IF(n) I are n-independent functions: 

Fl .• (n + 1) + F 2.2 (n + 1) = F.,. (n) + F2,2 (n), 

Fl .• (n + 1 )F2.2 (n + 1) - F.,2 (n + 1 )F2 .• (n + 1) = F •.• (n)F2,2 (n) - F •. 2 (n)F2 .• (n). 

(3.Sh) 

(3.Si) 

The equation in the coefficient of z - j in (3.Si) is equivalent to [using the z - j coefficient in (3.Sh) and condition 3.3] 

j- • 

F •.• (n + I,j) - F •. l (n,j) = - I (F •.• (n + I,s)F2.2 (n + I,j - s) - Fu (n,s)F2,2 (n,j - s») 
s=l 

j 

+ I (F •. 2 (n + I,s)F2 .• (n + I,j - s) - F •. 2 (n,s)F2 .• (n,j - s»). 
s=o 

The formula (3.Sk) contains a particular solution to this equation and the equation in thez -j coefficient in (3.Sh). One could 
add an n-independent constant to the right-hand side in (3.Sk). This constant is taken to be zero in accordance with condition 
3.4. Lastly, (3.SI) is equivalent to the equation in the (2,1) entry of (3.Sg) with (n,j ) replaced by (n - l,j - 1), 
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F I.2 (n.j) = p", (n)q", (n)FI.2 (n + l.j - 1) - po(n)qo(n)FI.2 (n.j - 1) 

+ q", (n)(FI.I (n + l.j - 1) - F2.2 (n.j - 1») + F I.2 (n + l.j - 2) 

+ po(n)(FI.1 (n + l.j - 2) - F2.2 (n.j - 2»). 

(3.5j) 

F I •I (n.j ) = - F2.2 (n.j ) 

i-I 
= - p", (n - I)FI.2 (n.j) + L (FI.2 (n.s)F2.1 (n.j - s) - F I •I (n.s)F2.2 (n.j - s»). (3.5k) 

s= I 

F2.1 (n.j) = - p", (n - I)(F2.2 (n.j) - F I •I (n - l.j)) 

- po(n - 1 )qo(n - 1 )F2.1 (n.j - 1) 

+ p", (n - l)q '" (n - 1 )F2.1 (n - l.j - 1) - qo(n - 1) 

X (F2.2 (n.j - 1) - F I •I (n - l.j - 1») + F 2•1 (n - l.j - 2). (3.51) 

Suppose that the matrices F(n.O), ... ,F(n.j - 1) are known 
for all n. Then using these formulas in the indicated order 
one may compute F(n.j ) for all n. This completes our con
struction of F. 

Just as in (2.11). the fundamental solution G may be 
written in terms of F using a symmetry in our eigenvalue 
problem. We let v denote the transformation given for all n 
by 

v: (po(n),p", (n),qo(n),q", (n») 

-+ (P '" (n ).po(n ).q '" (n ).qo(n»). 

Then we have 

and 

(3.6a) 

where J is given in (2.lOb). It follows then that if (F( n» a 
solution to (3.3) then so is (JF(n;z-l)vJ- I ). We set 

(3.6b) 

Then G satisfies (3.3). conditions. 3.3. 3.4. and it is a formal 
series in z. This completes our construction of G. 

The last statement in Theorem (3.2) follows from the 
argument leading to (2.15a). • 

Let us list the first few matrices of the F series for use in 
the examples below: 

(3.7a) 

( 
- F2•2 (n,2) 

F(n.2) = 
F2•1 (n.2) 

q", (n) 2p ", (n - 1) - Po (n) 1T~ ) 

p", (n _1)2q", (n)2 -po(n)p", (n -1)1T~ -qo(n -1)q", (n)1Tn_ 1 • 

where 

F 2•1 = p", (n - 1 )2(po(n)1Tn q - p", (n - 1 )q", (n»)2 

+ 2p", (n - l)qo(n - l)q", (n)1Tn_ 1 

+ po(n - 1)qo(n - 1)21Tn _ 1 

-p", (n - 2)1Tn_I1T~_I' 

The matrices of the G series are given in accordance with 
(3.6b) by the formula 

G(n,j;t) =JF(n.j.;)vJ- I. (3.7b) 

Let (B(n» be a sequence of2X2 matrices of rational 
form (3.2d) and compatible with (3.2b). The formula in the 
zi coefficient (3.2b) is this (. = a/at): 

0= B +(n + l.j + l)a(n) - a(n)B +(n.j + 1) 

1497 

+ B(n + l.j ){3(n) - {3(n)B + (n,j) 

+B+(n+ l,j-l)y(n) -y(n)B+(n.j-l) 

if (j = O, .... m - 2). (3.8a) 

J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 30. No.7. July 1989 

a(n) = B(n + l,m)a(n) - a(n)B(n,m) 

+ B + (n + l.m - 1 ){3(n) - {3(n)B + (n.m - 1) 

+ B +(n + I,m - 2)y(n) - y(n)B +(n,m - 2), 
(3.8b) 

p(n) = B - (n + I,m - 1)a(n) - a(n)B - (n.m - 1) 

+ B(n + l,m){3(n) - {3(n)B(n,m) 

+B+(n+ l.m-1)y(n) -y(n)B+(n,m-l), 
(3.8c) 

r(n) = B - (n + I,m - 2)a(n) - a(n)B - (n,m - 2) 

+ B - (n + I,m - 1){3(n) - {3(n)B - (n,m) 

+ B(n + l,m)y(n) - y(n)B(n,m), (3.8d) 

0= B -(n + l.j - l)a(n) - a(n)B -(n.j - 1) 

+B-(n+ 1,j){3(n) -{3(n)B-(n,j) 

Randolph James Schilling 1497 



                                                                                                                                    

if (j = O, ... ,m - 2). (3.Se) 

By comparing (3.5g) to (3.Sa) one can see that there exists a 
formal series solution to (3.3) of the form 

00 

F(n) = I F(n,j)z-j with F(n,j) =B+(n,j) 
j=O 

if (j = O, ... ,m - 1), (3.Sf) 

for all n. It follows then that there exists a formal series 
solution to (3.3) of the form 

00 

G(n) = I G(n,j)zj with G(n,j) = B - (n,j) 
j=O 

if (j= O, ... ,m - 1). ( 3.Sg) 

The matrix F(n,m) is determined up to an n-independent 
diagonal matrix by (3.5j), (3.51) and a calculation like the 
derivation of (3.5k). This would giveF(n,m) in terms of the 
F(n,j) = B + (n,j) (j = O, ... ,m - 1). We shall now derive 
a simpler formula for F(n,m); one that involves B(n,m). 
According to (3.Sc) with (j = m - 1) and then (j = m), 
we have 

F(n + I,m)a(n) + B + (n + I,m - 1 )[3(n) 

+B+(n+ I,m-2)y(n) 

- a(n)F(n,m) - [3(n)B + (n,m - 1) 

- y(n)B -(n,m - 2) = 0 

and 

F(n + I,m + 1)a(n) + F(n + I,m)[3(n) 

+B+(n+ I,m-I)y(n) 

- a(n)F(n,m + 1) - [3(n)F(n,m) 

-y(n)B+(n,m-I) =0. 

(3.Sh) 

(3.Si) 

We substitute G into the first formula in (3.3); the equations 
in the coefficient of zi( j = m - 1 andj = m) are 

B-(n+ I,m-2)a(n) +B-(n+ I,m-I)[3(n) 

+ G(n + I,m)y(n) - a(n)B -(n,m - 2) 

- [3(n)B - (n,m - 1) - y(n)G(n,m) = 0 (3.Sj) 

and 

B - (n + I,m - 1 )a(n) + G(n + I,m)[3(n) 

+ G(n + I,m + 1 )y(n) - a(n)B - (n,m - 1) 

-[3(n)G(n,m) -y(n)G(n,m+ 1) =0. (3.Sk) 

Using the (2,1) entry in (3.Sh) [or (3.51) withj = m] and 
the 0,2) entry in (3.Sj), we obtain theseformulas: 

F2,1 (n + I,m) 

= - Poo (n)(F2,2 (n + I,m) - FI,I (n,m») 

- po(n)qo(n)B 2;1 (n + I,m - 1) 

+Poo (n)qoo (n)B 2;1 (n,m -1) 

- qo(n)(B 2;2 (n + I,m - 1) 

-B 1;1 (n,m -1») +B 2;1 (n + I,m - 2), (3,Sl) 

Gl,2 (n + I,m) 

= - po(n)(GI,1 (n + I,m) - G2,2 (n,m») 

- Poo (n)qoo (n)B 1-:-2 (n + I,m - 1) 

+po(n)qo(n)B I-:-2 (n,m-I) 

- qoo (n)(B 1-:-1 (n + I,m - 1) 

- B 2-:-2 (n,m - 1)) + B 1-:-2 (n + I,m - 2). (3.Sm) 

We combine (3.Sb) with (3.Sh) and (3,Sd) with (3,Sj) to 
obtain these formulas: 

lien) = (B(n + I,m) - F(n + I,m»)a(n) 

- a(n)(B(n,m) - F(n,m»), 

yen) = (B(n + I,m) - G(n + I,m»)y(n) 

- y(n)(B(n,m) - G(n,m»). 

(3,Sn) 

(3.So) 

These two formulas (3. SI) and (3. Sm) contain the following 
bits of information: 

F I ,2 (n,m) = BI,2 (n,m), G2,I (n,m) = B2,I (n,m), (3.Sp) 

P 00 (n) = p 00 (n)(B2,2 (n + I,m) - BI,I (n,m) 

and 

- F 2,2 (n + I,m) + FI,I (n,m») 

+ B2,I (n + I,m) - F2,I (n + I,m) 

=Poo (n)(B2,2(n + I,m) -BI,I (n,m») 

+ B2,1 (n + I,m) + po(n)qo(n) 

xB 2;1 (n + I,m - 1) 

- Poo (n)qoo (n)JJ 2;1 (n,m - 1) 

+ qo(n)(B Z:2 (n + I,m - 1) -B 1;1 (n,m - 1») 

- B 2;1 (n + I,m - 2) 

po(n) = po(n)(BI,1 (n + I,m) - B2,2 (n,m) 

- GI,I (n + I,m) + G2,2 (n,m») 

+ B1,2 (n + I,m) - GI•2 (n + I,m) 

= po(n)(BI,1 (n + I,m) - B 2,2 (n,m») 

+ B1,2 (n + I,m) 

+ Poo (n)qoo (n)B 1-:-2 (n + I,m - 1) 

- po(n)qo(n)B 2-:-1 (n,m - 1) 

(3.Sq) 

(3. Sr) 

+ qoo (B 1-:-1 (n + I,m - 1) - B 2-:-2 (n,m - 1») 

-B 1-:-2 (n + I,m-2). 

The 0,2) and (2,1) entries of (3.Sc) are equivalent to these 
formulas: 

qoo (n) = - B 1-:-2 (n,m - 1) + qoo (n)(BI,1 (n + I,m) - B2,2 (n,m») + Poo (n)qoo (n)B I ,2 (n + I,m) 

- po(n)qo(n)BI ,2 (n,m) + B t2 (n + I,m - 1) + po(n)(B i~ (n + I,m - 1) - B Z:2 (n,m - 1») (3.Ss) 
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and 

iJo(n) = B i;-I (n + I,m - 1) + Poo (n)(B 2-;-2 (n + I,m - 1) - B 1-;-1 (n,m - 1») + po(n)qo(n)B2,1 (n + I,m) 

- Poo (n)qoo (n)B2,1 (n,m) + qo(n)(B2,2 (n + I,m) - BI,I (n,m») - B 2;1 (n,m - 1). (3.8t) 

The (1,1) entry of (3.8c) contains a formula for 
(qo(n)po(n»)" that we wish to compare to the one arising 
from (3.8r) and (3.8t). This comparison plus an entry-wise 
analysis of (3.8k) shows that one may choose 

G2,2 (n,m) = - GI,I (n,m) = B 2,2 (n,m). (3.8u) 

Using the (2,2) entry of (3.8c) and (3.8i), we find that we 
may choose 

FI,I (n,m) = - F 2,2 (n,m) = BI,I (n,m). (3.8v) 

We have shown that the matrices F(n,m) and G(n,m) are 
given by 

and 

(

BI,I (n,m) 
F(n,m) = 

F2,1 (n,m) 

( 
- B2•2 (n,m) 

G(n,m) = 
B2•1 (n,m) 

B I ,2 (n,m») 

- BI,I (n,m) 

G1,2 (n,m») 
B2•2 (n,m) , 

(3.8w) 

where F I •2 (n,m) and G1,2 (n,m) may be gotten from (3.81) 
and (3.8m). It follows then that 

B(n,m) = el.IF(n,m) + e2•2 G(n,m). (3.8x) 

We are now in a position to define the soliton hierarchy 
of our discrete eigenvalue problem (3.1a). We shall moti
vate our definition in the following way. Let F( n) and G (n) 
as in (3.8f), (3.8g) and (3.8w). Then, as in (2.1Sa), there 
exists constants Pj,Uj ,17j' and ~j such that 

and 

m 

F(n,z) = Ipjz~jF(n;Z;17j) 
j~O 

m 

G(n,z) = IUjziG(n;z;~). 
j~O 

( 3.9a) 

Let us define two sequences of matrices by these formulas: 

(3.9b) 

and 

Gj (n;z;17) = (z~jG(n;z;17»)< - el •1 G(n,j;17)' (3.9c) 

Then by (3.8f) (3.8g), and (3.8x) we have 

(m=2) 

B2(n)=(_poo~n_1) l~17)pr 
( poo(n-1)qoo(n) 

+ \Poo (n - 1)2qoo (n) - qo(n -1)1Tn~ I 
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B(n) =B+(n) +B~(n), 

where 

(3.9d) 

and 

m 

B +(n): = IPjFm~j(n;z;17) 
j~O 

m 

B ~(n): = IUjGm~j(n;z;~j)' 
j~O 

(3.ge) 

We define the basic soliton equations for (3.1a) by these 
formulas: 

dA(n) = Bm (n + 1 )A(n) - A(n)Bm (n) (3.10) 
dtm 

and U,pE{O,l}. (The soliton equation themselves do not de
pend on 17). We shall now list Eqs. (3.10) and (3.8q)-(3.8t) 
to the extent that our preliminary calculations (3.7a) will 
allow. One could take U and P to be any constants in the 
formulas that follow. 

(m=O) 

Bo(n) = B(n,O) = ~17 ~~), 
Poo = - cpoo (n), po(n) = cpo(n), 

iJoo (n) = cqoo (n), iJo(n) = - cqo(n), 

c = 1T17 - u~. 

(m=1) 

BI(n)=(_poo~n_1) l~17)PZ 

(3.lOa) 

(
Poo (n -l)qoo (n)p -qoo (n)p ) 

+ - qo(n)u po(n - l)qo(n)a 

+ C ~ ~ -Po~ - 1))OZ-I, (3.lOb) 

Poo (n) = (qo(n)p - qo(n + 1 )u)1Tn, 

po(n) = (qoo (n)u- qoo (n + l)P)1Tn, 

iJoo = (po(n -l)u-po(n)p)1T~, 

iJo(n) = (Poo (n -l)p-poo (n)u)1T~. 

qoo (n)2poo (n - 1) - PO(n)1T~) 

B I •I (n,m)V 

- po(n - 1») ~2 
~ oz. 

Randolph James Schilling 
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The soliton equations are so complicated that we shall not 
write them down. 

A. (p=O). The discrete nonlinear SchrOdinger problem 

We wish to consider the specialization 

po(n) = ° and Poo (n) = 0, 

and the soliton flows associated with the eigenvalue problem 

fen + I) = (Ez + q(n»)f(n). (3,11 ) 

Equations (3.Sj)-(3.SI) simplify in this way: 

F I •2 (n,j) 

=qoo (n)(FI.I (n + I,j-I) -F2.2(n,j-I») 

+ FI ,2 (n + I,j - 2), (3.12a) 

F2,I (n,j) = qo(n - 1)(Fl,l (n - I,j - I) 

-F2,2(n,j-I») 

+ F2,I (n - I,j - 2), (3,12b) 
j-I 

FI,I (n,j) = - F2,2 (n,j) = L F I,2 (n,s)F2,1 (n,j - s). 
s= I 

(3,12c) 

The generator F of Theorem 3.2 satisfies these equations: 

0= FI,I (n,2j + I) = F2,2 (n,2j + I) 

= F1,2 (n,2j) = F2,I (n,2j), (3,12d) 

if j = 0, 1,2, .... The first few terms of the F( n, 1]) series are 
given by these formulas: 

F(n,O;1]) = (6 I ~ 1])' (3.13) 

F(n,I;1]) = ( ° - qooo (n») 
-qo(n -I) 

and 

F(n,2;1])=(qoo(n)q
o
o(n-l) ° ) 

- qoo (n)qo(n - I) . 

Let B(n) = Bm (n) as in (3.10). Our constraint p = ° is 
consistent with the soliton equations (3.8r) if and only if 

B2,I (n,m) = pF2, I (n,m;1]) and B I,2 (n,m) = UGI,2 (n,m;s) 
(3,14a) 

for all n. On the other hand, by (3.8p) we have 

B2,I (n,m) = UG2,I (n,m;s) 

and 
B I ,2 (n,m) =pFI,2 (n,m;s). (3.14b) 

These equations are not consistent [for nonzero (p,u)] un
less m is even. If m = 2s then the soliton equations (3.8s) 
and (3.8t) come down as 

goo (n) = - uF2,I (n,m _I)v +pFI,2 (n + I,m - I) 

and 

+ qoo (n)(pFI.I (n + I,m) - uFl,l (n,m)v) 
(3.ISa) 

go(n) = uF1,2 (n + I,m - I)v - pF2,tCn,m - I) 

1500 

+ qo(n)(uFI,1 (n + l,m)V - pFI, I (n,m»). 
(3.ISb) 
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(m=2). (DNLS): 

B2(n) = (6 I ~ 1])pr - Co(nO-I) qoo ~n»)pz 
+(qo(n-I)qoo(n)p ° ) ° qoo (n - I)qo(n)u 

_ (0 qoo (n - I))uz- I + (I + S 0)UZ- 2, 

qo(n) ° ° s 
goo (n) = (qoo (n - I)u - qoo (n + 1)P)1T~, 
go(n) = (qo(n - I)p - qo(n + I)U)1T~. 

(3.16) 

These equations reduce to the DNLS equation under the 
following substitutions: 

U= -i, p=i, B(n)=(~ ~J+B2(n), 
and 

qo(n) = - qoo (n)·. 

B. Specialization to the Toda lattice 

It is a well known fact that the Toda lattice, the nonlin
ear system of differential equations given by 

an = an (bn + I - bn )/2 and hn = (a~ - a~ _ I ), 

(3.17a) 

can be described as a spectrum preserving deformation of the 
following second-order scalar difference equation: 

Au(n) =an_Iu(n-l) +bnu(n) +anu(n+ I). 
(3.17b) 

The following transformation was discovered by Ablowitz 
and Ladik: 

u(n)=al1 _ I "'at/;(n) } 

!ten) =f2(n) -z-I!z(n -I) 

=>(~ I - \+a;')f(n+ I) =(~ -b) 
Z_l

n 
fen), 

where z satisfies 

A =Z+Z-I. 

(3.17c) 

Equations (3.lOb), with p and q defined in accordance with 
(3.17c): 

po(n) = I - a;', Poo (n) = I, 1T" = a;', 

qo(n) = 0, qoo (n) = - b", and 1T~ = I, 

and with p = u = I for consistency, are equivalent to 
(3.17a). 
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Unlike the lIc2 approximation, where classical electrodynamics is described by the Darwin 
Lagrangian, here there is no Lagrangian to describe retarded (resp., advanced) classical 
electrodynamics up to 112 for two-point charges with different masses. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The noninteraction theorem of Currie et al. I and its 
further generalizations2

•
3 established that if position coordi

nates are to be taken as canonical, then there is no Poincare 
invariant Hamiltonian system of directly interacting parti
cles other than the trivial case of free particles. 

The original result was actually proven in the instant 
form of Hamiltonian relativistic mechanics4 and has only 
recently been extended to the other two Dirac approaches to 
relativistic Hamiltonian dynamics, namely, the front- and 
point-form approaches5 and, also, to more general ap
proaches. 6, 7 

By means of a Legendre transformation, that negative 
result can be translated into its Lagrangian counterpart, 
namely, the nonexistence of Poincare invariant Lagrangian 
systems of directly interacting particles, apart from the 
above-mentioned case of free particles. (Note that here, the 
"Poincare invariant Lagrangian system" only means that 
the Euler-Lagrange equations are Poincare invariant; it 
does not imply the Poincare invariance of the Lagrangian 
function.) 

However, this result does not exclude the existence of 
Lagrangian (resp., Hamiltonian) systems that are Poincare 
invariant up to terms lIc2, that is, modulo lIc3

• This case 
encompasses several well-known Lagrangians, e.g., Dar
win,S Einstein et al.,9 BOpp,1O and Breie I for classical spin 
charges. Going further into this approach, Martin and 
Sanzl2 proved that there exist nontrivial Lagrangian systems 
of directly interacting particles that are Poincare invariant up 
to lIcn, but only if n < 6. 

In a later paper, 13 Martin and Sanz derive the most gen
eral form of a Lagrangian function such that (i) it is invar
iant under the Aristotle group (i.e., space rotations and 
space and time translations), (ii) it admits a Newtonian lim
it, (iii) it is separable, and (iv) it yields a system of equations 
of motion that is Poincare invariant up to lIc3

• Martin and 
Sanz l3 also obtain some conditions to be fulfilled by the lIc4 

part of the Lagrangian in order to guarantee the Poincare 
invariance of equations of motion up to this order: They 
finally prove that the approximated Lagrangians derived for 
systems of particles interacting through a classical field are 
not Poincare invariant up to lIc4

• 

Reference 13 agrees with the well-known fact that al
though classical electrodynamics of point charges is de
scribed up to lIc4 terms by the Darwin Lagrangian and the 
equations of motion are relativistic invariant up to this or
der, the same does not hold for the Golubenkov-Smorodin-

skii Lagrangian,14 i.e., the Lagrangian one would obtain 
from Fokker symmetric electrodynamics of two charges l5 

by a convenient lIc expansion. 16.17 
One point, which in our opinion is interesting, has not 

been considered in Ref. 13: Is there a Lagrangian system 
fulfilling conditions {i)-{iv} and describing retarded (resp., 
advanced) electrodynamics up to lIc 3? [Note that this ques
tion would not make sense for symmetric electrodynamics
half-retarded plus half-advanced-because time reversal in
variance implies that only even powers of 11 c occur in the 
Lagrangian. ) 

In the present paper we give a negative answer to the 
above question, taking as equations of motion those given by 
predictive relativistic retarded electrodynamics l8 of two 
point charges up to 112. 

II. THE LAGRANGIAN 

The search is for a Lagrangian approximated up to 11 c3
• 

Meeting conditions (i)-(iv) of Sec. I is done as follows. 13 
First, an analytical dependence on the "small" parameter 11 
c is assumed: 

00 

L = I c~nL (n)(xa,vb,t) . 
n=O 

Then, the Aristotle invariance condition (i) implies 

L (n)(Xa,Vb,t) =L (n)(r,s,q,v~,v2), 

where the Aristotle invariant variables 

r:: IXI - x21, s = !(xl - X2 )'(VI - v2 ) , 

q :: !(x l - X2)'(V I + v2), v2
:: (VI - V2)2 

have been introduced. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The Newtonian limit condition (ii) and the separability 
condition (iii) read, respectively, as 

L (0) = !mlv~ + !m2v~ - VCr) 

and 

lim L = I mac2{1 - ~1 - V~/C2}. 
r ....... 00 a 

(4) 

(5) 

Equation (4) ensures that the Lagrangian ( 1 ) is nonsin
gular, at least for "small" values of lIc; indeed, 

a2
L ( 1) . . = maoaboij + 0 - , 

av~ avt c 
(6) 

where the subscripts a, b = 1,2. 
Hence the Euler-Lagrange equations can be solved in 

the particle accelerations, thus yielding 
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(7) 

where the subscripts a, b, c = 1,2. 
The condition of Poincare invariance up to lIe3 [i.e., 

condition (iv)] of the equations of motion (7) is then en
sured by requiring !-La (xb,vc ) to meet the Currie-Hill equa
tions J9 up to lIe3

: 

v~ ap~ [V~Vaj p~ k] 2" (xaj - x bj ) --k + -2- + -2 (Xaj - X bj ) - Ea Dj 
e aXa e e 

ap~ 1 i i 
X-k- = 2" (2Pb Vbj + VbPbj) , (8) 

aXa e 

where Ea = 1. (Summation over repeated indices is under
stood.) 

It has been proven elsewhere20 that these equations (8) 
are a consequence of requiring that the whole family of solu
tions of the equations of motion (7) are invariant under the 
action of the Poincare group on the space of the initial data 
D = (XIO,X20;VIO,V20)' This is a sort of "world line condi
tion" that basically states that provided that tP a (t,D), where 
a = 1,2, are the particle trajectories from some given initial 
data D and D ' are the transformed initial data (i.e., the initial 
data that would be "seen" from another inertial frame), then 
the world lines [t,tP a (t,D)] transform into the world lines 
[ t ' ,tP a (t ',D ') ] . 

The conditions (2), (4), (5), and (8) constrain the La
grangian to have the special form 

L = !(mJvt + m2V~) - VCr) + J.-{J.-(mJvi + m2vi) 
e2 8 

_ V'(r) q2 + ~ (vt + vi) + a(r) (vi - v~) 
2r 4 4 

+ a'(r) S; + /(r,s,v2)} + :3 {r~) (vi - v~) 

+ y'(r) s; + g(r,s,v2
)} + 0 C~), (9) 

where a prime means derivative and a(r), r(r), f(r,s,y), 
and g(r,s,y) are arbitrary functions subject to the limit con
ditions (for r- 00 ) 

lim a(r) = lim(a'(r)/r) = limf(r) 

= lim r(r) = lim(y'(r)/r) = lim g(r) = O. (10) 

(See Ref. 13, Sec. III, for the intermediate steps leading to 
Eq. (9); indeed, there Eq. (9) is labeled (3.13).] 

III. RETARDED (ADVANCED) ELECTRODYNAMICS OF 
TWO-POINT CHARGES 

The equations of motion for retarded (resp., advanced) 
electrodynamics of two directly interacting charges (with
out an intermediate field) are given by 

d [ Va ] ma - (rava) =ea Ea' (Xa,E) +-XDa·(Xa,E) , 
~ e 

(11) 

where the SUbscripts a=la' and a,a' = 1, 2 and where ra 

= ~1 - V;/c2. Here, Ea' (Xa,E) and Ba , (Xa,E) are the re-
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tarded (E = - 1) [resp., advanced (E = + 1)] Lien
ard-Wiechert electric and magnetic fields associated (ad
junct) to the charge a' =la. The trouble with Eq. (11) is that 
it is not an ordinary differential system because E a, (Xa,E) 

and Da" (Xa,E) are only defined for null configurations of 
particle a' retarded (resp., advanced) relative to a, i.e., 
(xt - xn X (XI - X 2 ) = 0 and (x~ - "t~,). E<O. 

" " Hence ( 11 ) is a difference-differential system and initial 
positions and velocities of particles do not determine a 
unique future evolution. 

However, Eq. (11) can be taken as a boundary condi
tion for solving the Currie-Hill equation (8).20 (The Cur
rie-Hill equation (8) acts as a partial differential condition 
on the particle accelerations in order to ensure the Poincare 
invariance of the world lines.) Introducing the additional 
requirement that world lines depend analytically on the 
small parameter lie, the resulting equations of motion up to 
the order 11 c3 are derived in Ref. 18 and read as 

+- - (r'va,)+-- +v-(r'va) 1 (V')' VV') V' } 
2r r ma,r r 

-E-- r- - +-V + -, + 1 2e Je2 { 2s (V')' V'}] o( I) 
c3 3ma, r r r c4 

(12) 

where r = XI - X2, V = VJ - V2, and VCr) = eJe2/r is the 
Coulomb potential energy. 

The accelerations !-La (x,v) given by (12) must now be 
compared with those that one derives from the Lagrangian 
(9), Expanding the Euler-Lagrange equations in a 11 c series 
and taking Eq. (6) into account, we obtain from the lien 
term in the expansion that 

aL (n) 2 
i(n) ~ 

maPa =--.-- L 
aX~ b~ I 

(13) 

As is well known, for n <2, the equations of motion ( 12) 
can be derived from the Darwin Lagrangian8 

L DW = L (0) + (lIc2 )L (2) + o( lIe3 ) • 

(Notice that L (\) = 0.) A short calculation proves that the 
above equation is fitted by the Lagrangian (9) for 

/= - (e le2/4)(v2/r) - (eJe2/2~)r, a=O. 

For n = 3, we have 

m 11,(3) = --_ ~ v' + IIJ (O) . . , 
. aL (3) 2 ( . a 2 L (3) a 2 L (3) ) 

a ra a . L b a . a' rb au' av' x~ b = I X/, v~ b a 

(14) 

which using (9), yields 
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=r[ _(1")' SZ'TJa _ 1" (L+~~~) 
r r r 4 2 r ma 

1 e1e2 'TJa s 1 ( e1e2 1) - r 2" 7 ma - grs . ; - gss . 4 y + -;--;; 

2e1e2 s 2e1e2 gr] [1" 
- gsy 7 -;; - gy /1-r + -;- - v -;- S'TJa + gry 

. ~ + gyy . 8~e2 ; + gsy (y + e~:2)] , (15) 

wheregr = JgIJr,grs = J 2g1JrJs, etc., and the new variable 
y = ,; has been introduced. Moreover, 
/1- = m 1m2/(m 1 + m 2 )stands for the reduced mass. 

Then comparing (15) with the 1/2 term in the rhs of 
Eq. (12) and after some manipulation we arrive at 

r(r) = 0, m 1 = m 2 • (16) 

Consequently, the retarded (resp., advanced) electro
dynamics of two-point charges does not admit a Lagrangian 
description approximated up to 1/2 unless both particles 
have the same mass. 

In that case, the comparison of Eqs. (12) and (15) also 
yields the further condition 

Jg _ D (Jg) = €ei e~ [6S r _ ~ v] , (17) 
ar av 3/1- r r 3 

with 

D=v~+ ele2~~. 
ar /1-rav 

(18) 

Equation (17) splits into two scalar equations: (along 
r), 

2gr _! h = 3ei~ 2s. 
r 2 S /1- r 5 ' 

(along v), 

gs - 2hy = - €(e1e2/3/1-r 3
) ; 

where 

h =Dg=gr 2s + g) (V2 + e1e2) 
r 2 /1-r 

(19a) 

(19b) 

4se1e2 20) =gy --3-' ( 
/1-r 

We stop at this point because whether or not Eqs. (19a) 
and ( 19b) are integrable has very little significance; indeed, 
they will be relevant only in the very special case of equal 
masses. 
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IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

We have proven that under rather unrestrictive condi
tions (invariance under space-time translations and rota
tions) there is no Lagrangian up to 1/2 for the retarded 
(resp., advanced) predictive electrodynamics of two-point 
charges with different masses; therefore, the no-interaction 
theorem for 1/e expansions l2 applies already at this order 
(1/e3

) for these theories. Nevertheless, it seems that this 
negative result only occurs for different masses . 

As is usually done in relativistic theories of directly in
teracting particles, a possible way out would consist in drop
ping the condition that the configuration space is spanned by 
the particle positions Xa, where a = 1,2, and introducing a 
new set of configuration space coordinates qa related to the 
former ones by 

Xa = ~ + [(m, - m2 )i2] fa (q,qJ , 
where fa is a set of suitably chosen functions. 
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The concept of sojourn time and a sojourn time operator, aimed at describing the length of 
time spent by a quantum mechanical system in a given subspace of states, is investigated. A 
general rigorous definition to the sojourn time operator is given and some of its properties are 
studied. In particular, it is shown that the usual Born's probability interpretation of the 
associated spectral measure yields strange, if not paradoxical, results, resembling the well
known quantum mechanical Zeno paradox. Also a specific example of a free nonrelativistic 
particle is considered. Here it is proven that the probability P, (0) of the particle being present 
in a volume 0 at time t cannot vanish on a set of t having nonzero measure. This implies that 
the sojourn time in 0 never vanishes, and that zero is never an eigenvalue of the sojourn time 
operator. It is also shown that for a very general class of sets 0, including all bounded sets, the 
sojourn time turns out to be bounded with a bound independent of the initial state of the 
particle. Correspondingly, the sojourn time operator turns out to be a bounded one. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let qJ E L 2 (R3
) be a wave function describing an initial 

state of a quantum mechanical particle with Hamiltonian H. 
When 0 ~ R3 is an arbitrary Borel subset, then the quantity 

l'q(0,tl ,t2;qJ) =1" dt r dx lqJ,(x)1 2 

I, In 
= i.'2 dtIIEq(0)qJ,112 (1.1) 

is usually interpreted as the mean sojourn time of the particle 
in volume 0 during the time interval (t1,t2). Here - 00 <tl 
< t2< 00, qJ, = exp( - itH) qJ (Ii = 1), and Eq denotes the 
joint spectral measure of the position operators q 
= (QI,Q2,q3)' 

Generally, one can consider an arbitrary quantum me
chanical system with Hilbert space ~ and Hamiltonian H. 
LetA = (A1, ... ,An) beasetofcommutingobservablesin~ 

and let EA = E A, X ... XEAn be their joint spectral measure. 
When 0 ~ Rn is an arbitrary Borel subset, then the quantity 

1'2 
l'A (0,t l ,t2;qJ) = IlEA (0)qJ,1I 2dt, 

" 
( 1.2) 

can again be interpreted as a sojourn time-the time spent by 
the system with the values of the observablesA = (A1, ... ,An) 

remaining in O. 
The origin of formulas (1.1) and (1.2) and theirinter

pretation in quantum theory can be looked upon twofold. 
The first approach makes use of an analogy with classical 
statistical mechanics or, more generally, with the theory of 
stochastic processes. WhenJ(t) = (f1(t), ... Jn(t)) is a sto
chastic process [t-time,f(t)-real-valued random variables] 
and when P ; (0) is the probability that at time t the value of 
J(t) belongs to a set 0, then 

1'2 
l"(0,t l ,t2) = P;(O)dt 

" 
(1.3 ) 

a) On leave from Institute of Physics, Nicholas Copernicus University, 
Torun, Poland. 

can be easily shown to be the proper formula for the mean 
sojourn time ofJ(t) in O. In fact, l"(0,t l ,t2) is an average of 

i." Xn(f(t))dt 

over an ensemble oftrajectoriesJ(t). Here Xn is the charac
teristic function of the set O. Thus if one assumes the exis
tence of trajectories of a quantum particle in (1.1) or the 
existence of trajectories (maybe discontinuous) for the ob
servables A1, ... ,An in (1.2), then the interpretation of (1.1) 
or ( 1.2) as mean sojourn time seems to be inescapable. The 
trajectory assumption is certainly in agreement with Feyn
man's approach to quantum mechanics. 1 It is also in the 
spirit of the theory of stochastic mechanics.2

•
3 In general, 

however, it is well-known to be questionable. Note that in 
( 1.1) and ( 1.2) we deal with the system undisturbed by ob
servation. 

The second approach, adopted by Ekstein and Siegert4 

in connection with the theory of decay of unstable states, 
consists in constructing a sojourn-time operator as a quan
tum image of the corresponding classical quantity. In classi
cal mechanics the sojourn time for observables 
A = (A1, ... ,An) in volume 0 during the time interval (t1,t2) 
is 

1'2 Xn(A(t))dt. 

" 
(1.4 ) 

The corresponding quantum mechanical operator reads 

1'2 
TA (0,t l ,t2) = exp(itH)EA (O)exp( - itH)dt 

" 
( 1.5) 

and the translation of (1.4) into (1.5) seems to be unam
biguous. The mean values (qJITA (0,t l ,t2)qJ) are equal to 
l'A (0,t l ,t2;qJ). When t2 - tl < 00, expression (1.5) is well
defined via the Bochner integral theory. However, one must 
be careful in the case t2 - t 1 = 00 when the integral is not 
absolutely convergent. 

In Sec. II we give a rigorous definition to the sojourn 
time operator TA (0,tl>t2). In general, it cannot be claimed 
to be densely defined in the whole ~. It is, however, a self-
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adjoint operator in a closed subspace of JY' which reduces 
the Hamiltonian. This subspace can be equal to JY' -see the 
example of a free particle in Sec. IV. 

TA (.0.,/1,/2 ) as a self-adjoint operator has a spectral res
olution 

TA (.o.,/I,tz) = L J.FA (.o.,/1,t2;dJ.). (1.6) 

The usual interpretation of the spectral measure 
FA (.0.,/ 1,/2 ; • ), according to the Born rule, would be the 
following: When 'I' is a state of the system, then 
('I'IFA (.0.,/1,/2;60) '1') is the probability that the sojourn time 
will take a value from the set a k R (in the course of the 
time evolution '1'1 of the state 'I' = '1'0)' It must be stressed 
that what we are using here is, in fact, an extension of the 
Born rule since, conventionally, the latter applies to opera
tors representing instantaneous observables (measure
ments). The sojourn time is certainly not of this kind. It 
corresponds rather to a continuous observation in the limit 
of weak disturbance of the system by the measurement pro
cedure.5 

Classically, a measuring device for the sojourn time 
( 1.1) would be a sensor that allows a clock to run when the 
particle is inside .0.. The sensor should be sufficiently gentle 
that it does not alter the motion of the particle. Whether a 
quantum mechanical analog of such a device can be con
structed is a challenging question which is, however, outside 
the scope of this paper. Here let us only mention the idea of a 
spin clock of Baz.6

,7 Let us also remark that the concept of 
sojourn time plays an important role in a rigorous definition 
of time delay8,9 in scattering theory. There is no doubt that 
the latter quantity is, at least in principle, measurable. The 
time delay operator is, essentially, a difference of two so
journ-time operators--one for a particle interacting with a 
scattering center, and one for a free particle. 

Finally, one can also look at the quantities 
rA (.o.,tl,tz;'I') and TA (.o.,t l,t2) as at a sort of "ideal" quanti
ties describing the inner continually existent quantum 
world-when one is inclined to believe in such an existence. 

With all the qualifications made above, the interpreta
tion of ('I'IFA (.o.,t l ,t2;a)'I') in terms of probabilities is, nev
ertheless, attractive, and merits some attention. Thus, for 
example, ('I'IFA (.0.,/1,12; (0, 00 ) )'1') is the probability that the 
values of the observables A = (A 1, ... ,An ) can be found in .0. 
for a nonzero fraction of time, or that the "trajectory" of 
A enters.o. for a nonzero fraction of time. Then, 
('I'IFA (.o.,/I,t2;{tz - tl})'I') (tz - II < (0) would be the 
probability that the trajectory stays in .0. for almost all 
IE (t1,tZ)' Finally, ('I'IFA (.o.,tl,tZ;{O})'I') is the probability 
that the trajectory will not enter .0. during the time interval 
(t1,tZ)' except maybe for a set of times I E (t1,tZ ) having mea
sure zero. 

In the following we will rather adopt the equivalent lan
guage of the theory of unstable states. JI = E A (.o.)JY' will 
be designated as the subspace of undecayed states, and 
Jll = EA (Rn",.o.)JY' as the subspace of decay products. 
Then, e.g., ('I'IFA (Rn",.o., tl,tdo})'I') or ('I'IFA (.o.,tl,tz; 
{/2 - t l }) '1') is the probability that the system is undecayed 
during the time interval (t 1,/2 ) (except maybe for a set of I 
having measure zero). ('I'IFA (Rn",.o.,/I,tZ;(O' (0) )'1') is the 
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probability that the system will stay decayed for a nonzero 
fraction of time tE (t1,t2). 

We will show that the properties of all the above proba
bilities are striking, if not paradoxical. 

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define 
rigorously the sojourn time operators and point out some of 
their properties, in particular, the commutation relations 
with the Hamiltonian. In Sec. III we study the spectral 
projectors FA (.o.,tl,tZ;{O}), FA (.o.,tl,tZ;{tz - tl}), 
FA (.o.,tl,/z; (0, 00 »), and the corresponding probabilities. Sec
tion IV is devoted to the specific example of a free particle 
[JY' = L Z(Rn), A = q = (ql, ... ,qn), H = Ho = - 60/2]. 

II. DEFINITION OF THE SOJOURN TIME OPERATORS 

To simplify the notation a little bit we will write 

r(JI,tl,tz;'I') = JI'IIP", '1'1 liz dl, 
I, 

(2.1 ) 

where JI k JY' is a closed subspace of the Hilbert space JY', 
and PI/is the corresponding projector. We will also write 

r(JI,tl,t2;<I>,'I') =J'2 (PI/<I>,I P",'I',)dt. (2.2) 

" 
When t z - tl < 00, then the integrals (2.1) and (2.2) are 

always finite, and r(.o.,/I,tz;<I>,'I') as a function of (<1>,'1') 
E JY'x JY' is a bounded sesquilinear form. Since there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between such forms and bound
ed operators in JY', we have immediately the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 2.1: Let (t1,/z) k lR be a bounded interval. 
There is then a unique self-adjoint operator T(JI,tl,/z): 
JY' --+ JY' such that 

('I'IT(JI,tl,tz)'I') = r(JI,tlltz;'I') (2.3) 

for all 'I' E JY'. 
The case tz - I I = 00 is a little more subtle, although it 

can be easily dealt with using the theory of bounded below, 
symmetric, sesquilinear forms. 10 

Lemma 2.2: Let (t1,tZ) k lR be an unbounded interval 
and let 

JY'o = { 'I' E JY'I r'IIP", 'I',llz dt< oo} . (2.4) 

Then JY'o is a linear subspace of JY'. The sesquilinear form 

JY'oXJY'o:3 (<1>,'1') --+r(JI,/I,tz;<I>,'I') 

=J" (P",<I>,IPI/'I',)dt (2.5) 
t, 

is well-defined on JY'oXJY'o. Moreover, it is positive and 
closed. 

Proof The linearity of JY'o and the well-definiteness of 
r(JI,1 1,/2;<1>, '1') follow immediately from Schwarz inequali
ty. Positivity is trivial. It remains to check that 
r(JI,tlltz;<I>,'I') is a closed form. Let 'I'(n) E JY'o be a se-

quence such that 'I'(n) --+ 'I' E JY', and 
n- 00 

m,n ........ co 

We are to show that 'I' E JY'o and 
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n-oo 

For any E>O and sufficiently large m,n: m,n>No we 
have 

it211 p .. 1/ (qJ~n) _ qJ~m) liz dt<E. (2.6) 
t, 

By the Fatou lemma, 

F2 II P..4 (qJ~n) - qJt) liz dt 

= It2 lim II P..4 (qJ~n) _ qJ~m) liZ dt 
t, m-oo 

(2.7) 

This proves that qJ E Jf'o, and 1"(1,tl,tz;qJ(n) - qJ) -+ O. 
n-oo 

o 
As for the subspace Jf'o, it need not be dense in Jf'. One 

can easily construct an example of this when the point spec
trum of His nonempty. 

Using the first representation theorem for bounded be
low, closed sesquilinear forms lO we immediately obtain the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 2.3: With the notation and assumptions of 
Lemma 2.2, there is a unique self-adjoint operator 
T(1,t l,tz) acting in the Hilbert space ,W'o ~ Jf' with do
main of definition D (T(1,t l,tz» ~ Jf'o such that 
D (T(1,t l,tz )) is a core of the sesquilinear form 
1"(1,tl,tz;<I>;qJ) and 

1"(1,tl,tz;qJ) = (qJIT(1,t l,tz )qJ) (2.8) 

for all qJ ED (T(1,t l,tz»)' 
T(1,t l,tz ) is the unique self-adjoint operator acting in 

,W'o with domain D(T(1,tl,tz») satisfying D(T(1,tl,tz») 
~ Jf'o and such that 

(<I>IT(1,t l,tz )qJ) = 1"(1,tl,tz;<I>,qJ), (2.9) 

for all <I> E Jf'o and qJ ED (T(1,t l,tz»)' 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 provide a general rigorous defini

tion to the sojourn time operators. They assign a precise 
meaning to the formal expression ( 1.5). For t z - t 1 < 00 the 
Bochner integral 

I
t2 exp(itH)EA (U)exp( - itH)qJ dt, qJ E Jf', 

t, 

evidently yields the same result. 
Although the sUbspace,W'o need not be equal to Jf', it 

has the remarkable property of reducing the Hamiltonian H. 
More precisely, we have the following result. 

Remark 2.4: exp(itH)Jf'o = Jf'o and exp(itH),W'o 
=,W'o for all t E R. Hence,W'o reduces H. 

Proof Inclusion exp(itH)Jf'o ~ Jf'o can be easily de
duced from the definition of Jf'o in Lemma 2.2. Since t is 
arbitrary, the above equalities follow. Reduction of His then 
a well-known fact. 0 

The following statements are immediate consequences 
of Theorems 2.1,2.3, and the definition of 1"(1,tl,tz;qJ). 

Theorem 2.5: (a) T(1,t l,tz ) <T(1,t ; ,t ~ )<t ~ - I;, 
for -00<t;<tl <t2<t;<00. 

(b) T(1,t l,t2) + T(1\tl,t2) = t2 - t l, for - 00 <tl 

< 12 < 00. 
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(c) T(1,t l,tz) + T(1,lz,t3 ) = T(1,t l,t3 ), for - 00 

<tl <t2<t3 <00,or - 00<tl <tZ<t3 <00. 
(d) exp(itH)T(1,tl,t2)exp( - itH) = T(1,tl + I, tz 

+t),for - oo<tl<tz<oo,andtER. 
Combining (c) and (d) we get the following supple

ment to Remark 2.4. 
Remark 2. 6: exp(itH)D (T(1,t l,t2») = D(T(1,tl,t2») 

for any choice of - 00 <tl < t2< 00, and t E R. 
Point (d) of Theorem 2.5 constitutes in fact a commuta

tion relation. Thus for t 1 = - 00, t2 = 00, the operators 
T(1, - 00,00) and H do commute. This is not the case 
when t I =f - 00 or tz =f 00. To put the commutation relations 
into a more conventional form we note the following result. 

Remark 2. 7: The operator valued function 

{(x,y) ERzlx<y} 3 (t1,t2)-+T(1,tl,tZ) 

is weakly continuous. Moreover, the derivatives 
JT(1,t l,t2)/Jtl and JT(1,t l,t2)/Jt2 exist in the sense of 
weak topology, and 

w - JT(1,t l,t2)/Jtl = - exp(itIH)P k exp( - itlH) , 

(2.10) 

w - JT(1,t l,tz )IJt2 = exp(it2H)P 1/ exp( - it2H). 

(2.11 ) 

Now, appropriately differentiating formula (d) of 
Theorem 2.5, we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.8: (a) i[H,T(1,tl,tz )] = exp(itzH>P.4 
Xexp( - it2H) - exp(itIH)P/(, exp( - itIH), for - 00 

< tl < t2 < 00; 

(b) i[H,T(1,tl,00)] = - PW"exp(itIH)P k 

Xexp( - itlH) , for Itll < 00, 

(c) i[H,T(1, - oo,tz )] = Pw" exp(itzH) P k 

Xexp( - it2H), for 1/21 < 00, where equalities (b) and (c) 
hold under the condition that D(T(1,tl,tz )H) 

n D(T(1,tl,tz») is dense in D(T(1,tl,t2») =,W'o'Pw" is 
the projector onto ,W'o. 

Proof The case tZ-tl < 00 does not present any prob
lems. However, one must be careful when t2 - tl = 00, be
cause of the possible unboundedness of the operator 
T(1,t l,00) or T(1, - 00,t2). Let us prove (b). 
For <I> ED(T(1,tl,00)H) n D(T(1,tl,00») and 
qJ E D(T(1,tl,00 )H) n D(HT(1,tl,00») we have 

t -I [(<I>lexp(itH) T(1,tl, 00 )exp( - itH)qJ) 

- (<I>I T(1,tl, 00 )qJ)] 

= ([iH + (exp( - itH) - 1)/1 ]<I>IT(1,tl,00) 

xexp( - iIH)qJ) + ( - iT(1,tl, 00 )H<I>I 

Xexp( -itH)qJ) + (T(1,tl,00)<I>1 

X [(exp( - ilH) - 1)lt ]qJ). (2.12) 

To deal with the first term in the limit t-+O, we apply the 
Schwarz inequality and relations (c) and (d) of Theorem 
2.5: 

([iH + (exp( - ilH) - 1)lt ]<1>1 

xexp( - itH)T(1,/1 + t,oo )qJ) 

<II [iH + (exp( - itH) - l)1t ]<1>11 

X IIT(1,t l + t,oo )qJlI 
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<II [iH + (exp( - itH) - 1)lt ]<1>11 

x(IIT(vH',tl + t,to) 'I'll + II T(vH',to, 00 )'1'11) 

<II [iH + (exp( - itH) - 1)lt ]<1>11 

x(IIT(vH',tl + 1,(0 )1111'1'11 + IIT(vH',lo,oo )'1'11). (2.13) 

Here II < to < 00. Since inequality (a) of Theorem 2.5 im
plies II T(vH',11 + t,lo) II <to - II - I for sufficiently small I, 
we infer that the first term in (2.12) vanishes in the limit 
1--0. The remaining terms produce 

( - iT(vH',tl,oo )H<I> I '1') + (iT(vH',I)Joo )<1>1- iH'l') 

= i(<I>1 [H,T(vH' ,11,00 )] '1'). (2.14) 

Calculating the same limit t --0 for the right-hand side of (d) 
of Theorem 2.5, using point (c) of this theorem and (2.10), 
we get 

(<1>1- exp(iIIH)Pg- exp( - ilIH) '1'). (2.15) 

Since <I> belongs to D(T(vH',II,oo)H) n D(T(vH',II'oo») 
which is assumed to be dense in JYo, and since JYo reduces 
H, then by comparing (2.15) and (2.14) we arrive at (b). 
The proof of (c) is evidently analogous. 0 

The commutation relations of Theorem 2.8 yield uncer
tainty relations between the sojourn time and energy ex
pressible in terms of mean square deviations (for sufficiently 
regular state vectors). Only for a special choice of state vec
tors are these uncertainty relations of the familiar form of 
time-energy uncertainty relations. 

III. SPECTRAL MEASURES OF THE SOJOURN· TIME 
OPERATORS 

The spectral measure associated with the sojourn time 
operator T(vH',II,t2) of Theorem 2.1 or 2.3 will be denoted 
by F(vH',11,12;·), i.e., 

(3.1 ) 

We proceed to investigate the properties of the spectral 
projectors F(vH',11,12;{0}), F(vH',t l,12;(0,00 »), 
F(vH',tl,12;{12 - II})' and the corresponding probabilities 
('I'IF(vH',11,12;·) '1'). The main tool to this end is the follow
ing lemma. 

Lemma 3.1: Let Hbe a bounded below self-adjoint oper
ator in a Hilbert space K and let P: K --K be a projector. 
Let 'I' E K and suppose that the set 

A'iJ = {tE RIPexp( - ilH) 'I' = O} (3.2) 

has nonzero measure. Then A'iJ = R. 
Proof LetS = PK and let {q:'P}PEB be an orthonor

mal basis in S. Fix {3 E B and consider the function 

Gp(z) = [lI(z - i)]( q:'plexp[ - iz(H - t)]'I1) 

= [expUzt)/(z - i)]( q:'p lexp( - izH)'I1), 

(3.3 ) 

where z E C, 1m z<O, and t E R is chosen so that H - t;;;.O. 
The function Gp (z) can be seen to be analytic in the open 
lower half-plane and continuous in the closed lower half
plane. Moreover, 
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r IGp(x + iy) 12 dx<llq:'pllll'l'lI r 2 dx 2 JR JR X + (1 - y) 

< lIq:'p 1111'1'1111", (3.4) 

for y < o. This means that Gp belongs to the class of Hardy 
H 2

- functions. 11.12 An important property of a H 2 - func
tionfis that the limit 

f(x) = lim f(x + iy) 
y_ -0 

exists in the sense of L 2(R), i.e., 

y~~oi If(x) - f(x + iy) 12 dx = 0, 

andf(x)#0 almost everywhere, unlessf(z) =0 for all z, 
1m z < O. In our case, the above limit, due to continuity of 
Gp , is equal to 

Gp(x) = [expUtx)/(x - i)] (q:'plexp( - ixH) '11). 

(3.5 ) 

At the same time, 

( q:'p lexp( - ixH) '11) = ( Pq:'p lexp( - ixH) '11) 

= ( q:'p I P exp( - ixH) '11) = 0 

(3.6) 

for x E A'iJ. Since A'iJ has a nonzero measure, it follows that 
Gp='O and, consequently, (q:'plexp( - itH)'I1) = 0 for all 
tE R. 

Since {3 is arbitrary, to finish the proof it is enough to 
notice that 

Pexp( - itH)'I' = L (q:'plexp( - iIH)'I1)q:'p. (3.7) 
PEB 

o 
F(vH',II,t2;{0})K and F(vH',II,t2;{t2 - tJ) K 

(ti - I I < 00 in the latter case) are eigenspaces of 
T(vH',11,12) to the eigenvalues 0 and 12 - II' respectively. By 
Theorem 2.5(b), we have 

F(vH',II,t2;{0}) = F(vH'l,tl,12;{t2 - t l})· 

Also, 

F(vH',11,12;(0,00») = 1 - F(vH',tl,t2;{0}). 

Therefore it is enough to investigate the projector 
F(vH',11,12;{0}) (t2- 11<00). 

Lemma 3.2: T(vH',tl't2)'I' = 0 if and only if 
'r(vH',II,t2;'I1) = o. 

Proof The implication:::} is trivial. To prove {:::: in the 
case t2 - I I < 00 we note that 

1"(vH',tl,t2;'I1) = ('111 T(vH',t l,t2)'11) 

= Ih!T(vH',I"t2) '11112 = 0 

implies T(vH',t l,t2)'I' = O. In the case t2 - tl = 00 one must 
be certain that '11 E D(T(vH',tl,t2») when 7(vH',tl,/2;'I1) = O. 
But this follows from the second representation theorem for 
sesquilinear forms 10: The domain Ko of the form 
1"(vH',/1,/2;<I>,'I1) turns out to be equal to the domain of the 

operator ~T(vH',/1,12)' and 

1"(vH',tl ,/2;<I>,'I') = (~T(vH',tl,12) <l>1~T(vH',tl,t2) '11). 
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Hence we can use the same argument as in the case 
t2 - tl < 00. D 

As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.3: Let T(JI,tl,t2)'II = 0 for some - 00 <tl 
<t2<00. Then T(JI,tl,t2 )exp( -itH)'II=O for all - 00 
<tl <t2<00, and tE R 

Theorem 3.4: (a) F(JI,t l,t2;{0}) =F(JI,t;,t;;{O}) 
forall - 00<t l <t2<00, - oo<t; <t;<oo. 

(b) exp(itH) F(JI,t l ,t2;{0})exp( - itH) 
=F(JI,tl ,t2;{0}), for all - 00<t l <t2<00, and tER 
Hence the operators Hand F(JI,t l ,t2;{0}) commute. 

Let us now shortly discuss the physical implications of 
the above results. This will be done in the language of the 
theory of unstable states. Let us designate JI !;;;; J¥' as the 
subspace of undecayed states, and JI 1 as the subspace of 
decay products. The physical message of Lemma 3.1 is: If 
'liE J¥' is an initial state (t = 0) and if the system is unde
cayed [ P (/1 exp ( - itH) 'II = 0] for a nonzero fraction of 
times t> 0, then the system will not decay at all 
[Pill exp( -itH)'II=Oforallt]. 

In Sec. I we already discussed the limitations of the in
terpretation of ('IIIF(JI,t l ,t2;·) 'II) as probabilities. When 

. we, nevertheless, assume such an interpretation, then 
('IIIF(Jli,t l ,t2;{0})'II) is the probability that the system 
will be undecayed during the time interval (t1,t2), except 
maybe for a set of t E (t1,t2 ) having measure zero. Remark
ably, by Theorem 3.4(a), this probability is independent of 
the time interval (t1,t2 ). In particular, when it is equal to 1 
for some interval (tl ,(2 ) then it is equal to one for all intervals 
(t l,t2), i.e., the system will never decay at all. 

The results described in the preceding two paragraphs 
can be recognized as a kind of a quantum mechanical Zeno 
paradox. The well-known form of this paradox 13 is obtained 
when the system is theoretically considered as being under 
continuous observation treated as a limit of infinitely densely 
spaced instantaneous measurements, each causing a collapse 
of the wave function. The result then is that the system unde
cayed initially ('II = '110 E JI) will never be found to decay. 
It is now interesting to note, that a kind of Zeno's paradox 
persists in the opposite extreme situation when the system is 
essentially undisturbed by observation. 

IV. AN EXAMPLE-A FREE NONRELATIVISTIC 
PARTICLE 

The free particle is certainly one of the simplest quan
tum mechanical systems. Nevertheless, its mathematical 
analysis is not completely trivial, and there does not exist a 
single, simple, explicit formula from which all the physically 
interesting properties can be deduced with ease (as is the 
case with the classical counterpart). Here using the concept 
of the sojourn time and the sojourn time operator we want to 
shed some more light onto the well-known phenomenon of 
spreading of wave packets. 

We put J¥' = L 2(lRn), H = Ho = - ll./2, JI 
= Eq (n)L 2(lRn), where .0. !;;;; lRn is a Borel subset and Eq is 

the joint spectral measure of the position operators 
q = (ql, .. ·,qn)· 
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The spreading can be formulated as follows. 14 Let 
.0. !;;;; Rn be an arbitrary Borel subset of finite measure, and 
let vERn. Then for any'll ERn, 11'1111 = 1, the probability 
p,(n + vt,'II) = IIE(n + vt)'II,112 of finding the particle in 
the set .0. + vt at time t, vanishes as t - ± 00, 

p,(n + vt,'II) = IIE(n + vt)'II,112 

= f 1'II,(x)12 dx _ O. (4.1) In + vt t_ ± 00 

Formula (4.1) says that in contrast with classical theo
ry, spreading is inevitable in quantum mechanics. It can be 
intuitively perceived as a manifestation of the uncertainty 
principle. A more detailed description of this phenomenon 
and its consequences is certainly of physical interest. 

In Appendix A we give a proof to the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1: Let 'II E L 2(Rn), 'II =1-0 and let .0. !;;;; Rn be 

a Borel subset with nonempty interior. Then the set 

{tERIEq(n)'II, =O}={tERIP,(n,'II) =O} (4.2) 

has zero Lebesgue measure. 
The physical content of the theorem is that for a given .0. 

one cannot prepare the system (i.e., find an initial state 
'II = '110 ) in such a way that the particle will with certainty 
avoid entering .0. for a nonzero fraction of times t> O. In 
particular, when the particle is initially localized in a set 
.0. 1 !;;;; Rn ['IIo(x) = 0 outside .0..1, then the probability dis
tribution I'll, (x) 12 spreads immediately in such a way that 
there is a nonzero chance of finding the particle in any 
.0. !;;;; lRn (specified in Theorem 4.1) for almost all t> O. 15,16 

This can again be intuitively perceived as a manifestation of 
the uncertainty principle. [Note that for 'II(x) vanishing 
outside a bounded .0. 1, the momentum representation wave 
function ~ ( p) is an entire analytic function of pEen. The 
probability distribution for momentum I~( p) 12 cannot 
therefore vanish on any open subset of R n, unless'll == O. ] 

Theorem 4.1 implies that the sojourn time 7' q (n,t 1 ,t2; 'II) 
is never zero for'll =1-0 and .0. with nonempty interior. Thus, 
for t2 - tl < 00 and 11'1111 = 1, 7'q (lRn\n,tl,t2;'II) is always 
strictly smaller than t2 - t I' This is just another formulation 
of the impossibility to well-localize the particle in the course 
of its time evolution. 

Another, even more striking result proven in Appendix 
B is the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2: Let n>2 and let .0. !;;;; Rn be a Borel subset 
with the property that n!;;;; A(Rn

-
2 x W), where A: 

Rn_Rn is an orthogonal transformation and W!;;;; R2 is 
Borel of finite two-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
A,2( W) < 00. Then for any'll E L 2(Rn) 

7'q(n, - 00,00;'II)<A,2(W)11'II11 2. (4.3) 

Since the effect of the Planck constant Ii and the mass m 
of the particle on the bound in (4.3) is of some interest, we 
note that 

(4.4) 

when Ii and m are explicitly introduced into the theory [i.e., 
H = - (~/2m)ll., 'II, = exp( - itH 11i)'II]. Theorem 4.2 
evidently applies to bounded sets as a particular case. 

For quantum states 11'1111 = 1, and we can see that the 
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sojourn time is bounded for sets .0 satisfying assumptions of 
Theorem 4.2. This property is hardly understandable in 
terms of any classical analogy. If one assumes the existence 
of trajectories of a quantum particle, then the result (4.3), 
(4.4) and the nonvanishing of the sojourn time stated before, 
would be a manifestation of the complexity of such hypo
thetical trajectories and of their statistical ensemble corre
sponding to a given wave function '1'. Let us also note that 
finiteness of the sojourn time 1"( .0, - 00,00; '1') demands 
that the decay of the probability p,(n,'I') = IIE(n)'I',1I 2 

cannot be too slow. 
It must be stressed that the condition n-;;.2 in the as

sumptions of Theorem 4.2 is essential. In Appendix B we 
prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3: Let n = 1 and let .0 ~R be Borel of non
zero measure. Suppose that the interval (t1,t2) is unbound
ed. Then 

sup 1"q(n,tl,t2;n) = 00. 
'i'E L'(IR) 

1I'i'11= I 

(4.5) 

However, for .0 of finite measure 1"q (n,t l ,t2;'I') is finite for a 
dense subspace of vectors 'I' E L 2 (R). 

We now proceed to discuss some of the properties of the 
sojourn time operator Tq (n,t l ,t2 ). 

By Lemma 3.2, nonvanishing of 1"q (n,t l ,t2;'I') implies 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.4: Let .0 ~ R" be a Borel subset with non
empty interior. Then for any choice of - 00 <t l < 12< 00, 
Fq(n,/I,/2;{0}) = 0, i.e., there are no eigenstates of 
Tq (n,/l,t2) to the eigenvalue zero. 

Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 combined with the representation 
theorem for sesquilinear forms yield the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.5: (a) Let n -;;. 2 and let .0 ~ R" be of the form 
o = A (R" - 2 X W) where A: R" -+ R" is an orthogonal trans
formation and W ~ R2 has finite Lebesgue measure ..12 ( W) 
< 00. Then the sojourn-time operator Tq (n,t l ,t2) is bound
ed for any choice of - 00</1 <t2<00, and IITq(n,t l ,t2)11 
<A2 ( W) [II Tq (n,t l ,/2 ) 11< (m/Ii)A 2 ( W)]. 

(b) Let n = 1, let .0 be Borel of finite measure, and let 
t2 - tl = 00. Then the sojourn time operator Tq(n,t l ,t2) is 
densely defined in L 2(R), but unbounded. 

Ifwe adopt the interpretation of ('1'1 Fq (O,t l ,t2;{0}) '1') 
as the probability that during the time interval (t1,t2 ) the 
particle will not enter .0, except for a set of t E (t I ,t2 ) of 
measure zero, then Theorem 4.4 says that this probability is 
always equal to zero. Correspondingly, the probability 
('1'1 Fq (n,t l ,t2; (0,00 » '1') that the particle will spend some 
time in .0 is always equal to 1. Since .0 is an arbitrary Borel 
subset with nonempty interior, and since the time interval 
(t1,t2 ) is also arbitrary, that would indicate that the concept 
of a trajectory of the particle has to be abandoned. 

Boundedness ofthesojourntime1"q (.0, - 00,00;'1') and 
the sojourn time operator Tq (n, - 00,00) under the condi
tions of Theorem 4.5(a) is a striking quantum mechanical 
result. It is of course equivalent to the boundedness of the 
spectrum of Tq (.0, - 00,00 ). Hence the probability 

('I'I Fq (.0, - 00,00; [0, (m/Ii)A2 ( W) ])'1') 

that the total time spent by the particle in .0 does not exceed 
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(m/Ii)A2 ( W), is equal to 1; the particle cannot spend more 
time in .0 than (m/Ii)A2 ( W). This adds even more curiosity 
to what is described in the preceding paragraph. 

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1 

A For 'I' .3 L 2(R") we will write '1', = exp( - itHO) '1', and 
'I' = F'I', 'I' = F -1'1', with F: L 2(R") -+L 2(R") being the 
Fourier-Plancherel transform. 

Lemma A.I: Let 'I' E L 2(R"). Then there exists a Borel 
measurable function iii (t,x) defined on R I + " and having the 
following properties: (a) for almost all t E R the function 
R" 3 x-+iiI(t,x) belongs to L 2(R") and equals '1', (x) al
most everywhere, i.e., 

r liiI(t,x) - '1', (x) 12 dx = 0, 
JR" 

(b) for each tp ELI (R), 

lim r liiI(t,x) - iii R (l,x) 121 tp(t) Idt dx = 0, 
R-oo JRI +11 

where 

(At) 

iii R (t,x) = (21T) - ,,/2 r exp [ ikx - it (~)] q,(k)dk. 
Jllkll<R 2 

(A2) 

Proof: Let q, R, (k) = q,(k)ex~( - itk 2/2) 

XX{k Ilik II<R} (k). Clearly, for each t E R, 'l'R,E L 2(R") 
n L I(R") and limR _

oo 
q,R' = q" (in the L2 norm). 

Hence '1', = limR_ oo 'l'Rt> where 'l'R' = F-Iq,Rt> or 

'l'R'(X) = (21T)-,,12 r exp(ikx)q,R,(k)dk=iilR(l,x). JRtI 
(A3) 

The functions iii R (l,x) are continuous functions of 
(t,x) E R I +" (hence Borel measurable). By the Fubini 
theorem and from the unitarity of the Fourier transform it 
follows that 

= r dt(1 + t 2) -I r dxliil R (t,x) - iii R" (t,x) 12 
JR JR" 

A A 

= 1T11 'l'R 0 - 'l'R"OIl2. (A4) 

A A 

Since 'l'R 0 -+ 'I' as R -+ 00, we can see that the functions iii R 
converge in the norm of L 2(RI + ",(1 + t 2

) -I dt dx). Let us 
take iii as the above limit of the sequence iii R • We can assume 
that iii is defined everywhere in RI +". Moreover, from the 
properties of the L 2 spaces, there is a subsequence rN -+ 00 
such that iilrN(l,x) -+iiI(t,x) almost everywhere. 

To check (a) notice that 

r dt(1 + t 2)-1 r dxliil(t,xW 
JR Jail 
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implies that for almost every t E R the function x -+ qJ (t,x) 
belongs toL 2(Rn). Applying then the Fatou lemma and the 
fact that \II Rt -+ \II" we obtain 

0= lim r IqJ(t,x) - qJ R (t,x) 12(1 + t 2) -I dt dx 
R-ooJR 1 + n 

:> r dt(1 + t 2)-llim inf r dxlqJ(t,x) - qJR (t,x) 12 JR R_", JR 

= r dt(1 + t 2)-1 r dxlqJ(t,x) - qJ,(x) 12, (A6) Jft JRn 

so that (a) holds. 
To prove (b) rewrite the left-hand side of (A4) insert

ing I rp(t) I in the place of (I + t 2) -I. The right-hand side 
will thereby take the form 

Ilrp 1I111~Ro - ~R'oIl2. (A7) 

Hence the sequence qJ R converges in the norm of 
L 2(RI + n,1 rp(t) Idt dx). The same is true for the subsequence 
qJ r defined above. It easily follows that qJ is the limit of qJ R 

N 

in the norm of L 2(RI + n,1 rp(t) Idt dx). So (b) is proved. 0 
Lemma A.2: Let \II E L 2(Rn) and let qJ and qJ R be de

fined as in Lemma A.I. Let rp ELI (R). Then for almost ev
ery x E Rn (more precisely, for XES", with Rn"S", having 
measure zero), 

(A8) 

and there is a sequence R N = R N ( rp,x) -+ 00 such that 

Proof: 

in dx i dt IqJ(t,x) 121 rp(t) I 

= r dt I rp(t) I r dx I \II, (X) 12 JR JR n 

= II rp 11111\1111 < 00. (AlO) 

The above implies (A8) for almost every x ERn. From (b) 
of Lemma A.I and the Fatou lemma we have, 

<lim r dx r dtlqJ(t,x)-qJR(t,xWlrp(t)I=O. 
R-oo JR" JR 

(All) 

The existence of the sequence RN(rp,x) follows immediate
ly. 0 

We will use spherical coordinates in Rn writing, 

k=K1J(CtJ), dk=dKdCtJKn-I, (AI2) 

where K = II k II, CtJ is the set of angular variables and 1J (CtJ) is 
the unit vector defined by these variables. We will not need 
the explicit expressions for 1J(CtJ) and dCtJ. 

Lemma A.3: Let \II E L 2(Rn). There is then a set 
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'C ~ (0, 00 ) such that (0, 00 ) ,,'C has measure zero and for 
every E E 'C and every Z E en 

J dCtJI~(~2E 1J(CtJ) )exp(iz1J(CtJ )v'2E)1 < 00. (A13) 

The function 

j(E,z) = (217') - (n - 1)/2 (2E) (n/2) - I 

x J dCtJ ~(v'2E 1J(CtJ»)exp(iz1J(CtJ») (AI4) 

is measurable for (E,z) E 'C X Rn, and for each fixed E E 'C 
the function en 3 z-+j(E,z) is analytic. 

Proof: By changing variables we obtain 

= So'" dE E(nI2)-1 

Hence for almost all E> 0, i.e., for E E 'C 

J dCtJI~(v'2E 1J(CtJ)W< 00. (AI6) 

Since S dCtJ < 00 and lexp(iz1J(CtJ)~2E )1<exp(lIzll~2E), we 
infer that (A13) holds for E E 'C. Measurability follows 
from the Fubini theorem, and analyticity can be established 
without trouble calculating derivatives with the aid of ma
jorized convergence. 0 

Lemma A.4: Let \II E L 2(Rn) and let n ~ Rn be a Borel 
subset with nonzero measure. Suppose that 

L dt L dxl\ll,(xW< 00. (AI7) 

Then for almost every x E n 

L dt lqJ(t,x)1 2<00, So'" dElj(E,x)1 2<00, (AI8) 

and 

qJ(. ,x) = F(f(· ,x»), (AI9) 

i.e., the function R 3 t -+ qJ (t,x) is the Fourier-Plancherel 
transform of the function R 3 E -+ j( E,x ). Here qJ is defined 
in Lemma A.I, andjin Lemma A.3 with the natural exten
sion:j(E,x) = 0 for E<O. 

Proof: Let Y be the family of all functions U a: R -+ R 
having the form 

(A20) 

with a rational. Since Y is countable, Lemma A.2 implies 
the existence of a set S ~ Rn, such that Rn"S has measure 
zero, and for each XES and each U a E Y there is a sequence 
RN(ua,x) -+ 00 with 

(A21) 

Now, 
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00 > j dt j dxl\{lt (xW = j IqI(t,x) 12 dt dx 
JR In JRXn 

= L dx i dt IqI(t,x) 12. (A22) 

So for x E fl 1 ~ fl, fl \ 0 I being of measure zero, 

i dt IqI(t,xW < 00. (A23) 

Define flo = fll n S. Clearly, 0\00 has measure zero. 
Now fix an x E flo, and define a linear functional J.L : 

L 2(H) ..... C, x 

J.Lx ¢= L dt;£(t)qI(t,x), ct>EL 2(H). (A24) 

By (A23) this is a bounded linear functional. Thus from the 
Riesz representation theorem there is a unique gx E L 2(H) 
such that 

J.Lx ct> = L dE ct>(E)gx (E), ct> E L 2(H). (A25) 

We are going to show thatgx (E) =f(E,x) for almost all E. 
Consider the action of J.Lx on Ua (E) 
= exp[ - iax - (E 2/2)]. By (A21) and the Schwarz in

equality in L 2(H,ua (t)dt), 

N
lim j dtua(t)lqlRN(Ua.X) (t,x) -ql(t,x)1 
-co JR 

} 

112 

- qI(t,x) 12 = O. 

Hence 

J.LJFa = lim j dtUa(t)qlR (u x) (t,x). 
N-oo JR N a' 

Now, 

(A26) 

(A27) 

qlR(t,X) = (21T)-n/2i exp[ikx-it(~)] ~(k)dk 
1Ik11 "R 2 
jR

2
/2 

= (21T)-1/2 Jo exp( - itE)f(E,x)dE, (A28) 

withf(E,x) defined by (A14). 
Since by Schwarz inequality, 

I j(E,x) I,;;; dm dml\{l(~2E 17(m) W (f )112 {f A } 112 

(2E) (n12) -I 
X , 

(21T)(n-I)12 
(A29) 

the function E ..... f(E,x)X{E'lo<E'<R'/2} (E) belongs to 
L 2 I A (H) n L (H) as a consequence of \{I E L 2(Hn) and 
R 2/2 < 00. Therefore, the function t ..... 00 \{I R (f,X) is its 
Fourier transform. By Parseval's identity we thus have 

J.LJTa = ;~n: iR~(Ua'X)/2 exp( - iax - ( ~2))f(E'X)dE. 
(A30) 

Since 
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i'" exp ( -2
E2

) If(E,x) IdE < 00 (A3l) 

as a consequence of (A29) and ~ E L 2(Hn
), so we obtain 

UJFa = L'" exp ( - iax - (~2))f(E,x)dE. (A32) 

Comparison with (A25) yields 

i exp( - iEa)exp ( - 2E2) 

X (j(E,X)X{E'IE' >o} (E) - gx (E»)dE = 0 (A33) 

for all rationala. But due to the factor exp( - E2/2) and the 
propertiesoff(E,x) andgx (E), the integrant is fromL I (H). 
Therefore (A33) holds for all a E R. Hence by the unique
ness property of the Fourier transform in L I (H), we obtain 

gx(E) =f(E,x)X{E'IE'>O} (E) (A34) 

for almost all E E H. So (A 18) is true [cf. also (A23)]. 
To finish the proof we apply Parseval's identity to 

(A24). This, and comparison with (A25), yields 
F - I qI ( . ,x) = g x' or qI ( . ,x) = g x = Ff(- ,x) by (A34). 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.1: Suppose that the measure of the 
set {tEHIE(fl)\{It =O} is nonzero. Then, by Lemma 3.1 
E(fl)\{I, = 0 for all t E H. Hence 

i dt L dxl\{l, (xW = 0, (A35) 

Applying Lemmas A.l, A.4, A.3, and Parseval's identity, we 
have 

= L dx i'" dElf(E,xW= i'" dE L dxlf(E,x) 12. 

(A36) 

This means that for almost every E> 0, the set 

{x E fllf(E,x) :;f0} = BE (A37) 

has zero measure. From the analytic properties of f(E,z) 
(Lemma A.3) and the fact that Int fl:;fO, it follows that 
{x E Hnlf(E,x) :;f0} = ¢. (Note that for n = 1 the condi
tion Int fl:;f¢ is superfluous.) 

Now, from Lemma A.l or the proof of it, there is a 
sequence rN ..... 00 such that qI 'N (t,x) ..... qI(t,x) almost every
where in HI + n. But 

qI,)t,x) = (21T) - n12 i 
Ilk ""'N 

Xexp [ikx-it( k22)] ~(k)dk 

rV2 
= (21T) -1/2 Jo exp( - itE)f(E,x) = o. 

(A38) 

Hence qI (t,x) = 0 almost everywhere. This implies 
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0= r IqI(t,x) 12 dt dx = r dt r dxllii(t,x) 12 
JR 1 + n JR Jft" 

(A39) 

so that 11'1'112 = 0, in contradiction with the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.1. The set {tE RIE(O)'I't = O} must have zero 
measure. 0 

Remark A.5: For n = 1, Theorem 4.1 holds under the 
weaker assumption that 0 ~ R has nonzero measure. 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREMS 4.2 AND 4.3 

"'-
Proof of Theorem 4.2: Without loss of generality we assume that 0 = Rn- 2x W. Let us take 'I' EL2(Rn) with 

'I' E C; (Rn) (infinitely differentiable with compact support). Then all the operations below are certainly legitimate: 

r dt r dxl'l't (x) 12 = r dt r dx 1 (21T) - n/2 r dk exp (ikx _ it (£)) ~(k) 12 
JR JR"-2 XW JR JR"-2XW JR" 2 

X ~(kl' .. ,kn _ 2,K cos IP,K sin IP ) exp (ik1x 1 + ... + ikn _ 2Xn _ 2 - it(k i + ... + k ~ _ 2 )/2) 

xexp(ixn_1K cos IP + iXnK sin IP - it(K/2)f = (21T) -I fw dXn_ 1 dXn L dt 

X r dx l ·· ·dxn _ 21 (21T) - (n - 1)/2 r dkl ·· ·dkn _ 2 exp(ik1x1 + ... + ikn _ 2Xn _ 2) JRn - 2 JRn - 2 

X exp( - it(k i + ... + k ~ _ 2 )/2) 100 

dE exp( - itE) f1T dIP exp(ixn _ 1 ~2E cos IP 

+ iXn ..[2E sin 1P)~(kl'· ·kn_ 2'..[2E cos 1P,~2E sin IP 12 = (21T) -I fw dXn_ 1 dXn L dt 

xi dkl ·· ·dkn _ 21 roo dEexp( - itE) r
21T 

dIP exp(ixn -I ~2E cos IP + iXn ..[2E sin IP) R"-2 Jo Jo 

X ~(kl'· ·kn _ 2,~2E cos 1P,~2E sin IP) 12 = (21T) -I r dXn _ I dXn r dkl .. ·dkn _ 2 Jw JRn - 2 

X 100 

dE 1 f1T dlP exp(ixn_ l ..[2E cOSIP +ixn ~2E sinlP)~(kl, .. ,kn_2,~2E 

X cos 1P,..[2E sin IP )1
2 
..; r dXn _ I dXn i dkl · . ·dkn _ 2 roo dE r

21T 
dIP I~ (k l, .. /en _ 2'..[2E Jw R"-2 Jo Jo 

X cos 1P,~2E sin IPW = r dXn _ I dXn i dk 1~(kW = A2 ( W) 11'1'112. (Bl) Jw R" 

As can be seen, Parseval's identity has been applied twice, and the Schwarz inequality produced the..; sign. 
To check that the inequality (4.3) holds for an arbitrary 'I' E L 2(Rn), we take a sequence 'I'(N) E L 2(Rn) such that 

~N EC(!; (Rn) and 'I'(N) --+ 'I' in the L 2 norm. Using the Fatou lemma we have 

i 
dt r dxl'I't(x) 12 = r dt lim r dxl'I':N) (x) 12 

R In JR N-oo In 
";li~~f L dt 1 dxl'I':N)(x)12";1~ A2(W)II'I'(N)11 2=A2(W)II'I'11 2

• (B2) 

o 
ProofofTheorem 4.3: Let 'I' E L 2(R) be such that ~ E L 2(R) n L I(R) and that ~(k) = 0 for k E ( - E,E), with some 

E>O. Then 

1513 

7(0,- 00,00;'1') = L dt 1 dxl'I't(x)1 2= L dt 1 dx 1 (21T)-1 L dkexP(ikx-it( k22))~(k)12 

= 1 dx L dt 1 (21T)-1 100 

dEexp( - itE)(2E)-1/2[exp(i~2E x)~(~2E) 

+ exp( - i~2E x)~( - ~2E)] 12 = 1 dx 100 

dE(2E)-llexp(i~2E x)~~2E) 

+exp( -i~2Ex)~( -~2EW= 1 dx 100 

dkk-Ilexp(ikx)~(k) +exp( -ikx)~( _k)12. 

(B3) 
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Due to the factor k -I it is easy to see that Theorem 4.3 is true for tl = - 00, t2 = 00. Its validity for semibounded intervals 
(t1,t2) can be easily deduced from the time inversion invariance of the Schr6dinger equation and the fact that 
r( fl, - 00,00;'1') = r( fl, - 00 ,to; '1') + r( fl,to, 00 ; '1'). 0 
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Three types of hidden variables, both independent and dependent, are shown to underlie the 
hyper-Kahler geometry in a complexified setting. The variables satisfy an infinite set of 
differential equations ("hierarchy"), just as in the case of most nonlinear integrable systems. 
The notion of the Plebanski key functions [J. Math. Phys. 16,2395 (1975)] is extended to this 
hierarchy to give an analog of the notion of the "7 function." Two examples of special 
solutions, which are reminiscent of several solution techniques in the theory of nonlinear 
integrable systems, are presented for illustration. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A significant property of so-called "nonlinear integrable 
systems" is the existence of various "hidden variables." For 
both theoretical, and historical reasons, it appears appropri
ate to classify the variables into three categories. The first 
category is comprised of independent variables which play 
the role of "time variables" in underlying dynamical flows. 
This fact was first discovered by Gardner et al. I in the case of 
the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Gardner et al. pointed out 
that the KdV equation is an infinite-dimensional Hamilto
nian system with an infinite number of first integrals; the 
first integrals can generate commuting Hamiltonian flows, 
with each flow having its own "time variable." Lax2 gave 
another interpretation of this fact from a more general stand
point without relying on the Hamiltonian picture. The es
sence of Lax's method is to rewrite the nonlinear system in 
question into the so-called Lax form, the combatibility con
dition of a linear system; this opened a way to the introduc
tion of the second category of hidden variables, which are 
solutions ("wavefunctions") of the linear system. The dis
covery of the third category came from a seemingly very 
different direction through the work of Hitora/ who found 
the variables in the course of the development of his original 
method, the "bilinearization technique." 

Now, it is widely recognized that these three categories 
of hidden variables are closely linked. Besides, mathematical 
structures become most clear at the level of the "hierarchy," 
i.e., the totality of differential equations satisfied by these 
hidden variables, rather than the original form of equations 
such as the original KdV equation. This fact lies at the heart 
of recent progress in the theory of nonlinear integrable sys
tems; Hirota's independent variable, which is also called the 
"7 function,,,4.s has come to play the most central role. 

We now attempt to show a similar structure in hyper
Kahler metrics. This paper is organized as follows. Section 
II is a brief review of some basic notions on (complexified) 
hyper-Kahler metrics along the lines of Plebanski,6 Boyer 
and Plebanski,7 and Gindikin,8 which is closely related with 
the Penrose twistor method. 9 In Sec. III, we shall introduce a 
series of hidden independent variables which play the role of 
the "time variables" in the sense mentioned above. The origi
nal field equations for hyper-Kahler metrics can be then ex-

tended into a "hierarchy." In Sec. IV we shall extend the 
notion of the Plebanski "second key function" to that hierar
chy. In Secs. V and VI we shall illustrate these abstract con
structions in the case of special solutions, which are reminis
cent of several solution techniques in the theory of nonlinear 
integrable systems. Section VII presents a treatment of the 
Plebanski "first key function" in our context, introducing a 
larger set of hidden variables. Our conclusion is given in Sec. 
VIII. 

II. BASIC NOTIONS CONCERNING "COMPLEX" HYPER· 
KAHLER METRICS 

In the standard differential-geometric theory (cf. Ref. 
10) hyper-Kahler metrics are understood in the context of 
Riemannian geometry on a real4r-dimensonal (r> 1) mani
fold M; however, this is not very suited for our purpose. 
What is more convenient is to reformulate the hyper-Kahler 
property in the language of "complex metrics" (cf. Ref. 11), 
namely, nondegenerate complex analytic bilinear forms on 
the holomorphic tangent bundle of a 4r-dimensional mani
fold X ("heaven" in the terminology ofPlebanski6

). 

According to the customary setting of twistor theory, let 
us start from a complex metric written as 

(1) 

where eAa
, A = 1, ... , r, a = 1, 2 are a collection of linearly 

independent differential one-forms ("vielbein") and E AB 

and Eaf3 are the ordinary symplectic forms in 2r- and 2-di
mensions normalized as E\2 = - E21 = ... = E2r _ 12r 

= - E2r2r _ I = 1, where the other components have been 
put to zero. We also apply the Einstein summation conven
tion to symplectic indices. Writing a metric in the form ( 1 ) is 
not unique; there remains "local gauge freedom" of the sym
plectic rotations eAa __ h ~eBf3k p, h = (h ~), and k = (k p) 
which take values in Sp(r,C) and Sp( I,C). According to the 
work of PIe ban ski, 6 Boyer and Plebanski,7 and Gindikin8 the 
hyper-Kahler property, after an appropriate Sp( I,C) gauge 
transformation as above, reduces to the exterior differential 
equations 

(2) 
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Equations (1) and (2) (note the symmetry w a{3 = w{3a) can 
be gathered into 

dw().) = 0, w().): = ~€AB (~I +).~ 2) I\. (eB I + ).eB2 ) , 

(3) 

where). is a new parameter with values in pI (the "spectral 
parameter" in the terminology of the theory of nonlinear 
integrable systems) understood to be constant under the to
tal differential d = d x on X, i.e., d)' = O. 

The two-form w().) (what Gindikin8 calls a "bundle of 
two-forms") is degenerate, but of constant rank: w().) A r =1=0 

and w ().) A (r + I) = 0 [where w ().) A k denotes the k th exteri
or power]. Therefore, a theorem of Darboux, under the exte
rior differential equation (3), asserts that there exist 2r func
tions uA 

().) also depending on). such that 

w().) = !€AB duA().) I\.duB().) . (4) 

To be precise, the Darboux theorem is of local nature and 
ensures that at any point of X X pI there are such functions 
uA 

().), but only in a neighborhood of that point. For the 
moment let us assume that X is replaced by a small open 
subset, so that the domain of definition of uA 

().) with re
spect to space-time variables covers the whole X. 

In a neighborhood of ). = 00, in particular, one can 
choose uA 

().) to have a Laurent expansion as 

I 

uA().) = L u:). n, u: = functions on X. (5) 
n = - 00 

Evidently uA 
().) satisfy 

(€ABduA().) I\.duB().))_ = 0, (6) 

where ( ) _ denotes the projection onto the part of the nega
tive powers of ).; likewise, we shall use the notation ( ) + in 
an opposite sense 

One can readily show the relation 

dU6 I\. ... I\. dU6r I\. du: I\. ... I\. duir 

= ell I\. ... I\. e2rl I\. e I2 1\. ... I\. e2r2 =1=0; 

(7) 

hence (u~ ,u1) can play the role of local coordinates on X. 
From the exterior differential equations (6) above 

e AB u~ I dug + € AB u~ 2 duf becomes, in particular, a closed 
form. Therefore, at least locally, there is a potential 0 such 
that 

(8) 

Equation (8) is nothing less than the Plebanski second key 
function. 6 

If one applies the Darboux theorem in a neighborhood 
of). = 0, it then follows that there are the Laurent series 

00 

uA ().) = L u:). n, u: = functions on X (9) 
n=O 

that satisfy 

w().) = !€AB duA().) I\.duB().). (10) 

From Eqs. (9) and (10) one can further introduce the two 
"-

potentials 0 and 0. through 
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A AA AB AA dAB 
d0 = t AB U2 dU I + €AB U3 uo , (11) 

dO. = - tABU~ duf + t AB U1 dug. (12) 

The potential e is another kind of second key function and 0. 
is the first key function which is the counterpart of the 
Kahler potential. 

The functions uA 
().) and uA 

().) are closely related to 
the Penrose twistor method (cf. Ref. 9): These functions 
show a prototype of what we shall argue later; uA

().), uA
().), 

0, e, and 0. are all hidden variables defined as solutions of 
some differential equations whose integrability is ensured by 
the basic exterior differential equations (2). According to 
the classification mentioned in Sec. I, the first two variables 
above (or their Laurent coefficients) may be thought of as 
the "second category" and the other three variables may be 
thought of as the "third category." In the following we most
ly focus on uA 

().), 0, and the relevant hidden variables of 
the "first category." The other variables require a much 
more complicated treatment (cf. Sec. VII). 

III. THE HYPER-KAHLER HIERARCHY 

We now introduce hidden variables that belong to the 
"first category." In Sec. II the Laurent coefficients u: were 
limited to n,;;;; 1. Let us insert the remaining coefficients u: 
(n)2) into uA 

().) as 

(13) 
n= - 00 

and consider the same exterior differential equation (6) 
above, where u: for n)O (resp., n < 0) are viewed as inde
pendent (resp., dependent) variables. Thus the dependent 
variables are the same as before, but we now have an infinite 
number of new independent variables. The following result 
is fundamental (see the Appendix for a proof). 

Proposition: The following systems of equations (14)
( 19) are equivalent: 

(tAB duA().) I\.duB().))_ = 0; (14) 

duA().) = au
A
().) eB().) , 

aug 

{uA().),UB().)} = ~B, 

where 

eB().): = (auA ().) duA().)) 
auBO + 

a~().)uB().)=O (n)I), 

{uA().),UB().)} = ~B , 

where 

a~()'):=~-)'++H(UA,_n) ; 
aUn aUn_ 1 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

au
B
().) = {uB().),().nUA ().))+} (n)I), (17a) 

au~ 

(17b) 

auA , _ m { } --'--+ uA,-m,uB._ n =0, 
au~ 

(l8a) 
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(n,m>l) ; 

+ {(A m UA (A) )+,(..1. nUB (A) )+} + An + m EAB = 0 

(n,m>I). 

Several new notations arise from (14) - ( 19) : 

aF aF . {F
1
,F

2
}: = ~B __ I __ 2 (POlsson bracket), 

aug aug 

H(F): = etB aF ~ (Hamiltonian vector field) , 
aug aug 

(18b) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

SA =EABSB, 1JB=1JA~B (raising/lowering indices) , 
(22) 

~B = EAB , for I<;A, B<;2r. (23) 

Let us call the system of differential equations the hyper
Kahler hierarchy. Each of the equivalent expressions (15)
( 19) has its own interesting meaning (cf. Ref. 12 for the case 
of the four-dimensional sector) : Eq. (15) is a key for relating 
the present setting with the integrability of a Pfaffian system, 
which leads to the construction of curved twistor space; Eq. 
( 16) resembles the "linear system" of a more familiar type of 
nonlinear integrable system; Eq. (17) gives a Hamiltonian 
form of this hierarchy, where the role of u~ (n>O) as "time 
variables" is most clear in this representation; Eq. (18) will 
be used to introduce a hidden variable of the "third cate
gory" in Sec. IV; and Eq. (19) may be thought of as a "zero
curvature representation." It should be noted that the basic 
Lie algebra structure manifest in Eqs. (14) - ( 19) is not that 
of matrix Lie algebras, but of symplectic geometry (such as 
Hamiltonian vector fields and Poisson brackets). 

IV. THE SECOND KEY FUNCTION IN HYPER-KAHLER 
HIERARCHY 

The notion ofthe second key function 0 carries over to 
our hyper-Kahler hierarchy because from the A -I term of 
the basic exterior differential equation (6) one obtains the 
relation 

d eto uA. - n - 1 dU~) = 0, 

which allows one to introduce a function 0 as 
00 

d0 = - L u A. _ n _ 1 du~ , 
n=O 

or, equivalently, 

ae 
UA'-n-I=--A- (n>O). 

aU n 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Note that 0 is unique except for an integration constant: 

0 ..... 0 + const. (27) 

It is remarkable that the dependent variables uA
_ n _ 1 

(n>O) thus become derivatives of just one function 0: This 
is an advantage of introducing the new independent vari-
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abIes u~ (n>2). One will then expect to rewrite the whole 
hierarchy into a system with a single unknown function. Let 
us recall Eq. (18) in the proposition in Sec. III. The second 
part of ( 18) is nothing less than the integrability conditions 
of the equations defining 0. From the first part of (18) one 
obtains 

for m, n> 1; (28) are all that 0 has to satisfy. The equations 
for m = n = 1 give a hyper-Kahler version of the Plebanski 
"second heavenly equations.,,6 

The above situation is indeed reminiscent of the role of 
the 1" function in soliton theory: This is a major reason why 0 
may be thought of as an analog of the 1"-function. 

Despite this remarkable similarity, it is at present very 
difficult to analyze the detailed structure of 0, mostly be
cause of the lack of such an explicit parametrization as that 
available in the case of the 1"function.4

•
5 In this respect it will 

be of much importance to seek as many examples as possible 
for which one can compute 0 in a closed form: In Secs. V and 
VI we present such cases, each of which has an analog in the 
theory of nonlinear integrable systems. 

V. LEGENDRE TRANSFORMATIONS 

The first example for computing 0 is derived from a 
series of discrete transformations of solutions. For nota
tional convenience let us rewrite uA for odd A as {ua

; 

l<;a<;r}anduA for even A as {va; 1 <;a<;r}. Thus 

!EAB duA 1\ dUB = du l 1\ dv l + ... + dur 1\ dvr . (29) 

The transformations we now construct have a set of discrete 
parameters l(a)EZ, 1 <;a<;r. Given such integers 1= {lea)} 

the transformations send a solution {ua(A) ,va (A)} into {u ,a 

(A), v,a(A)} as 

u'I(A): =..1. 1(l)UI(A),oo.,U"(A): =..1. I{r)ur(A), (30a) 

v'I(A): =..1. -1(l)VI(A),oo.,V"(A): =..1. -1(r)Vr(A). 

(30b) 

For simplicity let us consider the case where 

l(a»O for all a= 1,00.,r, (31) 

although the following results can be readily extended to a 
general case. 

Evidently the transformation (30) above retains the 
symplectic form and hence, every equation in the hyper
Kahler hierarchy. For this to make sense as a transformation 
of solutions, however, it must be further ensured that 
u~a = u~ _ I(a)' v~a = v~ + I(a) (n>O) can be chosen as new 
independent variables. A sufficient condition ("regularity") 
for this is 

a( oo.,ua_ 1 ,oo.,ua_ I(a) ,00') 
det #0, (32) 

a(oo.,vg,oo.,v~(a) _ 1,00') 

where a inside the Jacobi determinant ranges over {1,oo.,r}, 
but if I(a) = 0 the corresponding rows and columns are 
omitted; thus the determinant becomes of the size 
~~=I/(a). 
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Let us consider how 0 transforms. One can compute 
d0', where 0' denotes the first key function after the trans
formation, as 

, 
d0' = '" '" (u,a dVIO _ VIO du lO

) L.J ~ -n-l n -n-l n 
a = 1 n>O 

, 
= L L (U a_ n - 1 dv~ - Va_ n _ 1 du~) 

a = 1 n>O 

(33) 

Therefore, 
, I(a)-I 

0' = 0 - L L ua
_ n _ 1 V~ (+ const) . (34 ) 

Q= 1 n=O 

Terms with I(a) = 0 are again understood to be omitted 
from the rhs. This is a kind of "Legendre transformation." 

In the language of 0 and 0' the above solution proce
dure may be rephrased as follows. First, define 0' to be a 
function of u~a (n>O) and v~a [n> - I(a)] as 

r I(a) - 1 

0' = 0 - '" '" u,a v,a ~ ~ n -n-l' (35) 
0=1 n=O 

where 0 is regarded as a function of u~a [n>/(a)] and v~a 
[n>-/(a)] under the relation u~a=U~_l(al' 

v~a = v~ + I(a); then, solve the equations (nonlinear, in gen
eral) 

a0' ae 
--= __ -u~a+/(a) =0 (-/(a)<"n<,,-l) (36) 
av~a av~a 

with respect to v~a [-/(a)<"n<" -1] and eliminate them 
from the above expression of 0', which gives the final an
swer. The regularity condition (32) now reads as 

det ;1 <"a,b<"r,O<"m,n<"l(a) - 1 #0. ( 
a20 ) 

av':., av~ 
(37) 

From a "seed" solution, one can thus obtain a series of 
new solutions as long as the "regularity" conditions (32) 
and (37) are satisfied. For example, let us take a hyper
Kahler version of the so-called "complex pp wave" as such a 
seed solution, for which 

0=_1 . j F( i: V~A n, ... , i: V~A n,A )dA, (38) 
21Tl j n=O n=O 

where F is an arbitrary function of r + 1 variables. The 
Legendre transformation with 1(1) = ... = I ( r) = 1 then 
gives rise to a class of solutions which are essentially the 
same as those presented by Hitchin et al. 10 

These solutions may be thought of as analogs of the so
called "Atiyah-Ward ansatz" for self-dual gauge fields. 13.14 

The point of view of "transformations" as presented above is 
also parallel to the interpretation of the Atiyah-Ward ansatz 
discussed by Ueno and Nakamura 15 as "Riemann-Hilbert 
transformations." The existence of such a series of self-dual 
(i.e., r = 1) metrics was conjectured by Ward. 16 
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VI. GINDIKIN'S CONSTRUCTION IN HYPER-KAHLER 
HIERARCHY 

The second example for computing 0 is inspired by a 
construction of Gindikin. 8 We again use ua, va instead of uA 

• 

The solution is written as 

(39a) 

(39b) 

where a i and {3j are constants such that a i #{3j (Vi,j);/f 
and g'j are functions of u~ and v~ (n>O) defined through 

ff=Fi,a(v(a i» o <"i<"l) , (40a) 

g'j = Gj,a (u({3j» (l<J<"J) , (40b) 

where Fi=Fi(VI, ... ,v') 0<"i<1) and Gj=Gj(ul, ... ,u') 
( 1 <J<"J) are arbitrary functions and Fi,a and Gi,a denote 
their derivatives Fi,a: = aF;lava, Gj,a: = aG/aua. We as
sume some "regularity" condition to ensure the existence of 
a solution of Eqs. (40a) and (40b). 

To check that the above construction gives a solution of 
the hyper-Kahler hierarchy, let us note that 
.};~ = I dua (A) " dva (A) does not have poles at any A # 00 (so 
that its Laurent expansion around A = 00 consists of just 
non-negative powers of A) if and only if the residues at 
A = a i and (3j vanish. This results in 

, 
L dff"dva(ai ) 

a=1 
, 

=resll=aj L dUa(A) "dUa(A) =0, (41a) 
a=1 

, 
L du

a
({3j) " dg'j 

a=l 

, 
=resll=P

j 
L dUa(A) "dUa(A) =0. (41b) 

a= I 

It is easy to see that ff and g'j defined in Eqs. (40a) and 
(40b) indeed satisfy Eqs. (41a) and (41b). This construc
tion is very similar to a method found in the theory of nonlin
ear integrable systems (see, e.g., Ref. 17). 

Let us compute the second key function 0. Since 

1I(A - a i ) = A -I + aiA -2 + ... , 

1I(A -(3j) =A -I +(3jA -2 + .. . (42) 

around A = 00, the Laurent coefficients of Ua(A) and Va(A) 
can be written as 

I 

a '" fa n U_ n _ 1 = L iai (n>O) , (43a) 
i= 1 

J 

a '" n"'{3 n V_ n _ 1 = L 15j. j (n>O) . (43b) 
j= I 

Then 
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(44) 

Therefore, 
I J 

e = IF;(v(a;» - I Gj(u(Pj ») 
;= I j= I 

r I J fa,.,a - I I I ;6j ( + const) . (45) 
a=I;=lj=1 a;-Pj 

The key function thus obtained has a very suggestive 
form: This allows, for example, the physical interpretation 
that follows. The first two blocks on the rhs of formula (45) 
were originally "complex pp waves" of a very degenerate 
form. In each block the principle of "linear superposition" is 
realized; this is not the case between the two blocks because 
they are of a different type ("right/left handed"). The terms 
in the last sum of (45) give a correction caused by their 
"nonlinear superposition." 

It is remarkable that the construction, just as in the case 
of the Legendre transformations, includes the step of solving 
a set of finite-dimensional, but mostly nonlinear equations. 
In other words, one is forced to solve "implicit functions." 
This circumstance is decisively different from traditional 
nonlinear integrable systems which, in a similar situation, 
reduce to linear equations. This is also a manifestation of the 
difference of underlying group structures. 

Further, the construction shown above can be extended 
to the case with multiple poles at a; and Pj • 

VII. THE FIRST KEY FUNCTION AND ANOTHER SET OF 
HIDDEN VARIABLES 

In Secs. II-VI we have focused on the second key func
tion and related hidden variables. The second key function 
has the advantage of simplifying relevant mathematical 
structures. However, in possible applications to physics the 
first key function (i.e., the Kahler potential) plays a far 
more important role. Let us briefly discuss how to deal with 
the first key function in our approach. 

In the treatment of n. a basic coordinate system is given 
by (u1 ,ug ), rather than (u1 ,ug). Here u1 and ug correspond 
to z and z in the ordinary setting of Kahler geometry: They 
should therefore be treated on an equal footing. This sug
gests that we can introduce new coefficients in uA(A.) and 
uA(A.) as 

00 

uA(A.) = I U~A. n, (46a) 
n = - 00 
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00 

uA(A.) = I U~A. n, (46b) 
n = - 00 

with the exterior differential equation 

€AB duA(A.) I\duB(A.) - €AB duA(A.) I\duB(A.) = 0, 
(47) 

where u~ (n> 1) and u~ (n<;;;O) are understood as indepen
dent variables and the other coefficients are understood as 
dependent variables (unknown functions). 

Equations (46) and (47) also have several equivalent 
expressions. One can indeed find their explicit forms (cf. the 
Appendix), although they become considerably complicat
ed. Here let us just show the counterpart of the "Hamilto
nian form" [cf. Eq. (17)] because the hierarchy structure 
becomes most manifest in that expression. In fact, two differ
ent symplectic structures are available; one is given on the 
(u1) space with the symplectic form € AB du11\ duf /2 and 
the other is given on the (ug ) space with € AB dug 1\ dug /2. In 
the first setting the notion of Hamiltonian vector fields and 
Poisson brackets are defined as 

H(I)(F):=~B aF ~, 
au1 auf 

{F1,F2}(I): = H(I)(F1 )F2 , 

(48) 

(49) 

where the superscript "(1)" has been added to distinguish 
them from those in (20), (21). An equivalent expression of 
the exterior differential equation (47) is the Hamiltonian 
system 

aw (A.) 
; B ={wA(A.),(A. n- 1UB(A.»)+}(I) (n>I), (50a) 

Un 

for W A (A.) = u A (A.), u A (A.) coupled with the constraints 

{uA(A.),UB(A.)}(I) = A. 2~B, (SOc) 

(SOd) 

Now the notion of the first key function n. can be ex
tended to the new hierarchy (50) as 

(51) 

The closedness of the rhs of (51) follows from the A. term of 
the exterior differential equation (47). The unknown func
tions are thus written in terms of a single one, with which the 
hierarchy (50) takes the following form: 

a2n. _ a2n. + {_an. __ an._}(I) _ 0 
-a-A-a-B- a A a B a A 'a B -, Urn Un_I Urn_I Un Urn_I Un_I 

(52a) 
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a
2
n _ {an ~}(1) =0 

a AA a B a AA 'a B ' Uo Un Uo Un - I 

(52d) 

a2n _ {an ~}(1) =0 
a AA aAB a AA 'a AA ' Uo Un Uo Un - I 

(52e) 

{
an an} (I) (520 
au~ , aug = € AB , 

where nand m range over all the possible values of integers 
[e.g., m, n»2 in Eq (52a)]. Equation (520 is nothing less 
than a hyper-Kahler version of the "first heavenly equation" 
of Plebanski. 6 

The special solutions presented in Secs. V and VI can be 
extended to the hierarchy (52); n also has a similar form. 

The second key functions e and 0 are also meaningful 
in the above setting: One can redefine them as 

(53) 

(54) 

where {u~ (n»O), u~ (n< - I)} and {u~ (n»2), u~ 
(n < 1 )}, respectively, are understood as independent vari
ables for each case. In view of relations (51), (53), and (54) 
one will find that there is evidently no substantial difference 
among the key functions n, e, and 0, with each connected 
with the other through a shift of the integer indices. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Hyper-Kahler metrics (in a complexified setting) thus 
have three types of hidden variables, each of which has a 
counterpart in the theory of nonlinear integrable systems. 
With this analogy the notion the "hyper-Kahler hierarchy" 
is introduced, which is an analog of hierarchy structures of 
nonlinear integrable systems such as the "KP hierarchy," 
etc. In this setting the Plebanski key functions (both first 
and second) indeed playa "key" role as a "generating func
tion" of all unknown functions of the system. This seems to 
explain an ultimate meaning of the key functions which was 
hidden, or, at least, unclear in the original framework of 
Plebanski6 and Boyer and Plebanski. 7 As illustrated in two 
examples of special solutions, the key functions are useful 
not only for the analysis of mathematical concepts, but also 
for the study of special solutions. 

Another role to be played by these hidden variables (in 
particular, the dependent variables) can be found in the 
analysis of "hidden symmetries" of the system. This is in
deed the case for other various nonlinear integrable systems; 
it turns out that the hyper-Kahler case also has a large set of 
hidden symmetries. This fact was first pointed out by Boyer 
and Plebanski7 as a structure of "nonlinear superposition." 
A crucial point that distinguishes the hyper-Kahler case is 
the difference of an underlying group structure; the Lie alge
bra of hidden symmetries is the loop algebra of infinitesimal 
canonical transformations (Hamiltonian vector fields) . 
This explains why Hamiltonian vector fields and Poisson 
brackets occur in every aspect of the relevant differential 
equations. A detailed analysis of hidden symmetries will be 
reported in a subsequent paper. 
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Although the physical meaning of these hidden vari
ables is less clear from the present context, one can imagine 
that they might emerge in some crucial part of applications 
such as in a detailed analysis of the renormalization struc
ture of hyper-Kahler sigma models. IS 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION 

In what follows we give a proof of the proposition pre
sented in Sec. II. We will then discuss how to extend the 
proof into the setting of Sec. VII. 

Equivalence of (J 4) and (J 5): Since the Poisson commu
tation relation {UA,UB} = ~B means that (auA laug) takes 
values in Sp(r,C), (14) readily follows from (15). To prove 
the converse, let us consider the contraction of the two-form 
~€ABduA 1\ dUB with the vector fields a lau5 and a laug, 
which can be written as 

1 dAd B( a a) - €AB U 1\ U --C'-D-
2 auo auo 

auA auB 
=€AB-

a 
c-a D 

Uo Uo 

= €CD + (negative powers of A) ; (Al) 

however, this should be made up of non-negative powers of A 
because of the assumption. The rhs of (AI) is thereby equal 
to €CD; therefore, (auA laug) is symplectic. The Poisson 
commutation relation in ( 15) thus follows. This also implies 
that the one-forms 

~(A): = aUB (A) duB(A) 
auAO 

satisfy the relation 

duA(A) = auA(A) eB(A) 
aug 

(A2) 

(A3) 

[(auBlauAO ) gives the inverse of (auA laug)]. On the other 
hand, from the definition, 

eA(A) = ~talau)€Bc duB(A) J\duc(A») , (A4) 

where ta, in general, stands for the left contraction ("inner 
derivative") with a vector field a. From (15) the rhs does 
not contain negative powers of A, i.e., (~(A»)_ = O. Thus 
(15) => (14). 

Equivalence of(J5}-(J 7}: The equivalence of (15 )-( 17) 
is due to the equivalence of two expressions of the theorem of 
Frobenius, i.e., those with one-forms and those with vector 
fields. A cotangent frame ("vielbein") {ea

} oflinearly inde
pendent one-forms on a manifold determines, in general, a 
"dual" tangent fname {aa} of linearly independent vector 
fields through the normalization relation 

<ea,ab)(:=lab(ea»)=o~. (A5) 

This correspondence is bilateral and under relation (A5) the 
total derivative of any function can be written as 
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d/=aJ·ea. (A6) 

From (A6), in particular, for any index subset I, 

d/= L aJ'ea<;:}JJ= 0 (aEfC) , (A7) 
aeJ 

where 1" denotes the complement of I in the whole index set 
of coordinates. Bearing the general framework given above 
in mind, let us consider the cotangent frame {eA (A), ~ (A) 

(1..;A..;2r; l..;n < 00 )}, where ~ (A) = ~k~odu~+ kA \ in 
the space of the independent variables {u~; n = 0, 1, ... }. 
Precisely, eA (A) are written as 

"" n au eA (A) = L L B. - k A n - k dU! . 
n~O k~O auAO 

(A8) 

The dual tangent frame of (A8) is {a/au~,a~(A) 
(1..;A..;2r; l..;n)}; the equivalence of (15) and (16) thus 
follows. If, in turn, one takes the cotangent frame {eA(A), 
du~ (1..;A..;2r; l..;n)}, the dual is given by 
{a/au~,a/au~ +H«(AnuA(A»)+) (1..;A..;2r; l..;n)}. The 
equivalence with (17) follows from this observation. 

Equivalence 0/ (17) and (19): This part of the proof re
quires somewhat strange ideas, as follows. Let us first derive 
(19) from (17). ReplacingA~Band m~n in (17a), taking 
the difference with the original form, and also using the Pois
son commutation relation (17b), one obtains 

(A9) 

The lhs of (A9) consists of two parts, where the first four 
terms are made up of non-negative powers of A and the oth
ers are made up of negative ones. Each of these two parts 
should thereby vanish, leading to (19). 

The converse requires another trick. We multiply Eq. 
( 19) with A - m - n and consider the limit as m, n ..... 00 • Each 
term in the result can be evaluated as follows: 

~ _ m _ n _a_(_A_n_u_B_)_+_ ~ 1 
/l, = E BA + 0(/1, - m - ), 

au,! 

a(A mu ) 
A -m-n A + =EAB +0(,.1 -n-I), 

au! 

A -m-n{(AnuA)+,(AmuB)+} 

= {uA'uB} + 0(,.1 -min(m,n) -I) , 

(AlOa) 

(AlOb) 

(AlOc) 

(AlOd) 

where 0(,.1 - k ), in general, stands for a linear combination 
of ,.1- k ,A - k - 1 , •••• From relations (AlO), 

(All) 

therefore, in the limit as m, n ..... 00 one obtains (17b). To 
derive (17a), we now multiply (19) with ,.1- n and evaluate 
each term in much the same way as above. Then 
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au 
_B_ + {(A mUA ) +,uB} = 0(,.1 m - n) . 
au,! 

(A12) 

The limit of (A12) as n ..... 00 gives (17a), completing the 
proof of the equivalence of ( 17) and (19). 

Equivalence 0/(18) and (19): One can check the equiv
alence of ( 18) and (19) by simply forming appropriate lin
ear combinations of equations on each system. We omit the 
details. 

The proposition is thus proved. 
Extending these arguments to the setting of Sec. VII is 

rather straightforward, although somewhat complicated. 
The first step is to rewrite the exterior differential equation 
( 47) into the following system: 

aUB (A) duB(A) = au~ (A) duB(A) , (A13a) 
aUAI aUAI 

{uA(A),uB(A)}(l)=A2~B, (A13b) 

(A13c) 

Let us define the one-forms e(l)A(A) with the lhs and rhs of 
the first equations: Unlike eA(A) they include all integer 
powers of A, but one can construct a system of vector fields 
perpendicular to them anyway. A choice is 
{a/au~ +H(l)«An-1uA(A»+) (n>l), a/au~ 
+H(l)«(An-1uA(A»)_) (n";O)}. These vector fields give 
rise to linear systems for uA(A) and uA(A) [which corre
spond to Eqs. (16)]: Rewriting them as in Eqs. (17) and 
( 18) can be done in much the same way as above. 
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The Schrodinger equation with a time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian is investigated. The 
time-evolution operator is written as a product of exponential operators determined by the 
Heisenberg equations of motion. This product operator is shown to be global in the occupation 
number representation when the Hamiltonian is Hermitian. The success of some physical 
applications of the product-form representation is explained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has recently been great interest in the Schro
dinger equation with a Hamiltonian that can be written as a 
linear combination of operators which span a finite-dimen
sional Lie algebra. I

,2 Time-dependent quadratic Hamilto
nians, for instance, prove to be useful models in optics3

,4 and 
in studying collisional energy transfer.s,6 

In such cases the time-evolution operator is most fre
quently written as a product of simple exponential operators 
(the so-called uncoupling theorem) because it offers many 
advantages l ,2,4-6 with respect to the exponential form. 7 

However, even the product form so widely used has not, in 
general, been proved to be global; i.e., valid for all time val
ues. It has been known since long ago that this representa
tion is global for all solvable Lie algebras and for any real 
2 X 2 system of equations. 8,9 In other cases the product-form 
solution has only been proved to exist in a neighborhood of 
the initial time.8

,9 

It has been claimed4
,9 that the uncoupling theorem is 

global for the split three-dimensional simple Lie algebra, but 
results seem to depend on the operator basis. 8 It is worth 
mentioning that the condition that the matrix 5 in Refs. 8 
and 9 is invertible is not enough to ensure that the uncou
pling theorem is global. 8 For this reason it is still necessary to 
determine the operator basis in every case so that the prod
uct form is global. 

This paper addresses the above mentioned question in 
the case of the Schrodinger equation with a general time
dependent quadratic Hamiltonian. 

The main results are obtained in Sec. II for the occupa
tion number representation. Two illustrative examples are 
considered in Sec. III. Further comments and conclusions 
are found in Sec. IV. 

II. TIME-EVOLUTION OPERATOR FOR QUADRATIC 
TIME-DEPENDENT HAMILTONIANS 

Let eN x M be the set of all complex N X M matrices. A 
general time-dependent quadratic Hamiltonian operator has 
the following form: 

H(t) = atFI (t)a + HaTF2 (t)a + atF9 (t)a+] 

(1) 

where F I , F2, F3 (Ff = F2, Fj = F3} belong to eNXN
, F4 , 

Fs belong to eN x I, and F6 is a scalar. 1 is the identity opera-

tor and the superscripts T and t stand for transpose and 
adjoint, respectively. For the sake of simplicity the following 
notation is used: 

.~(D .. t~(atal···4). a+~(at)T. (2) 

where aJ and ak are the creation and annihilation operators, 
respectively, which obey [aj,at] = Djk or, in matrix nota
tion, 

[a, at] = I, (3) 

where I is the N X N identity matrix. The operator ( 1) will 
not be assumed to be Hermitian in order to take into account 
gain or loss mechanisms, as in the case of the evolution of the 
optical field in a free-electron laser. 2,4 Nevertheless, H (t) 
will be called the Hamiltonian operator. 

The Schrodinger equation reads 

!!...U(t) = - iH(t) U(t), U(O) = 1, (4) 
dt 

where the time-evolution operator will not be unitary unless 
Ht = H. Since {1, aj, a1. aja1. ajak, aJa1.j,k = 1,2, ... , N} 
generates a (2N 2 + 3N + 1) -dimensional Lie algebra L, the 
time-evolution operator can be written 1,2,8,9 

6 

U= n~, ~ = exp(Xj ), 
j= I 

(5a) 

where 

XI = atGI (t)a, X2 = a TG2 (t)a, X3 = atG3 (t)a+, 

(5b) 

X4 = G4 (t)a, Xs = atGs(t), X6 = G6(t) i, 
GI , G2 , G3 (Gf = G2, Gj = G3 ), belongtoeNXN, G4 andGs 
belong to eN x I, and G6 is a scalar. The initial conditions are 
Gj (0) = O,j = 1,2, ... ,6. 

Nonlinear first-order differential equations for the Gj's 
can be obtained from the equality l,2,4-6,8,9 

H(t)=i[:tU(t)]U(t)-I. (6) 

However, it is much simpler to proceed as discussed by Kols
rud,9 Fernandez and Castro, 10 and Fernandez II for the coor
dinate and momentum representation. 
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To this end we define the time-dependent operators 

aU) = U -laU, a+ (t) = U -Ia+ U, (7) 

which satisfy the following equations of motion: 

~ aU) = W-I[H, a] U, 
dt 

~a+(t) = iU-1(H, a+] U. 
dt 

Their solutions can be written 

a(t) = A 1O(t) + A II (t)a + A 12 (t)a+, 

a+(t) = Azo(t) +AZl(t)a+Azz(t)a+, 

(8) 

(9) 

where A IO, Azo belong to eNXl and All> A lZ' AZl ' Azz 
belong to eN xN Since a(O) = a and 8+ (0) = 8+, then 
Aw(O) =Azo(O) = 0, A I2 (0) =A21 (0) = 0, and All(O) 
= Azz(O) = 1. 

A straightforward calculation using Eqs. (8) and (9) 

shows that 

~A1j = - i(FI (f)A lj + F 3 (f)A zj + Fs(t)8jo ), 
dt 

j= 0,1,2, 

~A2j = i(Fi(t)A 2j + F2(t)A 1j + F4 (t)ojO)' 
dt 

(10) 

Besides, since [a(t), at(t)] = I it is found that 

AllAJ;-AI~J;=I, (Ita) 

AliA '[; -AI~ ~ = 0, (lIb) 

A21A J; - Az~ J; = O. (lIe) 

On introducing Eqs. (5) into Eqs. (7) and using the 
well-known Baker-Hausdorff formula8•9 

Yj=[x'Yj_I)' j=1,2, ... , Yo=Y, 

it is not difficult to prove that 

(12) 

exp(GI ) =AII' G2 = -A ~A21' G3 =A iIIAlz, 
(13a) 

G4 = A J;AIO - A ~A20' Gs =A J;AIO - A '[;Azo. 
(l3b) 

In order to obtain Eqs. (I3b) use has also been made ofEqs. 
( 11 ). The function G6 is easily obtained from Eq. (6). The 
only contribution to the coefficient of i comes from a term of 
the form 

d d A A 

"'U4-
I-XSU4 '" +-G61 =F6 I + ... 
dt dt 

Therefore 

d d 
-G6 = F6 - G4-GS ' 
dt dt 

(I3c) 

Since in most physical problems the functions of time in 
H (t) are analytic,4--{) the solutions of the equations of motion 
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( 10) will also be analytic. Therefore, according to Eqs. (13) 
the product operator (5) exists for those t values for which 
det A II i= O. Furthermore, since A II (0) = I there is always a 
neighborhood of t = 0 where such a condition takes place. 
Clearly, the problem of finding the interval of validity of the 
product operator (5) has been greatly simplified. The main 
result of this paper is given in the theorem below. 

Theorem: If H is Hermitian then the product operator 
( 5) is global. 

Proof: If H t = H then A to = A2o, A tl = A22, 
A tz = A2l , and Eq. (IIa) becomes 

AliA 1. - A 12A iz = I. (14) 

Since the eigenvalues of AI~ 12 are larger than or equal to 
zero, then the eigenvalues of AliA i 1 will be larger than or 
equal to unity. Therefore 

det(A rIA II ) = Idet A l dz;;;.l, (15) 

for all t values. 
The properties of the product operator depend largely 

on the operator basis used. For instance, the result given 
above does not hold when the coordinate and momentum 
operators are chosen to be the basis of the Lie algebra L. 10-12 
This fact will be explained in more detail in the next section. 

III. EXAMPLES 

In order to illustrate the main result of the previous sec
tion we consider two exactly solvable one-dimensional prob
lems. SinceN = 1, the Ajk 's in Eqs. (9)-(11) are no longer 
matrices but scalar-valued complex functions of time. The 
first example is given by the operator 

H(t) = tll(ata +!) + c/2[e2icu'a2 + e- Zicu'(at )2], (l6) 

where tll and c are complex numbers. The operators 
(a t a + aa t) /2, a2/2, and (at) 2/2 span a realization of the 
split three-dimensional Lie algebra. 

The equations of motion (10) can be exactly solved and 
the result is 

AIO=Azo=O, All = e-;CU' cosh (ct) , 

A 12 = - ie - it'"~ sinh(ct) , 

AZI = ie i
,", sinh (ct) , An = ei

"" cosh(ct). 

(17) 

Clearly, if H is Hermitian then tll and c are real numbers and 
IA 111 ;;;. I in agreement with the theorem of the previous sec
tion. On the other hand, if c is purely imaginary (c = i/c I ) , 
then All vanishes for t = (k + !)17"1lcl, where k = 0, ± 1, 
± 2, .... Therefore, when H is not Hermitian, as in the case 

of the free-electron laser,4 one has to be very careful in using 
the product form for the time-evolution operator. 

In this case UU) can also be written 

U(t) = exp[ - itllt(ata + !>] 
Xexp[ - (i/2)ct{a2 + (at )2}], (18) 

which certainly holds for all t values without restriction on tll 
andc. 

The next example is the Hermitian operator 

H(t) = ~(e2'p2 + e- Z'q2), (19) 
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wherep = - i d /dq. In this case U(t) is unitary and can be 
written in terms of the Hermitian operators (qp + pq)/2, 
q2/2, and p2/2 which span another realization of the split 
three-dimensional Lie algebra. 

The equations of motion for 

p(t) = utpu, q(t) = utqU, (20) 

are 

d_p(t) = - e- 2Iq(t), ~(t) = e2p(t). (21) 
dr dt 

Their solutions are easily found to be 

p(t) = Pp (t)p + Pq (t)q, 

q(t) = Qp (t)p + Qq (t)q, 

where 

Pp = (1 + t)e- I, Pq = - te-I, 

Qp = te', Qq = (1 - t)e'. 

Notice that PpQq - PqQp = 1 for all t values. 

(22) 

(23) 

Finally, the time-evolution operator can be written 

U(t) = expUPqq2/2Qq )exp [ - itn Qq (qp + pq)/2] 

Xexp( - iQpp2/2Qq), (24) 

which does not hold when t = 1. 
It can be easily verified that 

U(t) = exp[ - it(qp + pq)] 

Xexp[ - itp2/2 - itq2/2 + it(qp + pq)], (25) 

also satisfies the Schrodinger equation with the Hamiltonian 
(19). It is therefore concluded that the form of the time
evolution operator in the coordinate-momentum representa
tion has to be chosen carefully if a global operator is to be 
obtained. This result is due to the fact that there is no 
theorem in the coordinate-momentum representation simi
lar to the one shown in the previous section for the occupa
tion number representation. 

Since 

p = 2 -1I2i(at - a), q = 2 -1I2(at + a), (26) 

the operator (19) can be written in the occupation number 
representation as 

H = cosh(2t) (ata + ~) 
_ ~sinh(2t) [a2 + (a t )2]. 

Besides, it follows from Eqs. (22) and (26) that 

AJ1 =A t2 = HPp + Qq + i(Pq - Qp)], 

AI2=Atl =HQp -Pp +i(Qp +Pq)]. 

(27) 

(28) 

Therefore, IAII12 = !(P~ + Q! + p! + Q~ + 2) and the 
product operator in the occupation-number representation 
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exists for all t values in agreement with the results of the 
previous section. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

There are many advantages in taking into account the 
quantum-mechanical equations of motion. First, since the 
time-evolution operator is expressed in terms of the solutions 
of first-order linear differential equations, numerical calcu
lation, when necessary, is simpler. 

Second, analytical results are more easily derived as 
shown by the theorem in Sec. II, which is of great impor
tance for the many physical applications of the algebra L 
spanned by the operators {l, aj, at, aJak' ajak, aJa!. 
{j,k = 1,2, ... ,N} because it provides a global product-form 
time-evolution operator. It is hoped that this result will mo
tivate the study of the equations of motion for other algebras. 

Third, most of the physical properties of the system, 
such as matrix elements and transition probabilities, can be 
written in terms of the solutions of the equations of motion 
and are independent of the form given to the time-evolution 
operator. 5. 12 

As stated before, the product-form time-evolution oper
ator proves to be useful in studying collisional energy trans
fer.5

•
6 It is interesting to pay attention to the way some of 

those results were obtained when the algebra was not solv
able. Benjamin6 could integrate the nonlinear equations of 
motion from - 00 to + 00 because the time-evolution oper
ator was expressed in the occupation number representation. 
Gazdy and Micha,5 on the other hand, used the coordinate
momentum representation which, as argued before, was not 
proved to give rise to a global product-form time-evolution 
operator. However, they expressed their final results in 
terms of the solutions of the equations of motion which can 
always be integrated without difficulty. It is worth mention
ing that numerical integration of the nonlinear equations of 
Ref. 5 did not reveal any singular point in the solutions. 
However, such a result does not prove that singularities can
not occur in other cases. They were certainly found when 
using the Schrodinger picture instead of the interaction one. 
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An explicit procedure is given to construct exact closed-form solutions to the time-independent 
Schrodinger equation in two dimensions [V2 + A - w(x,y)] ¢ = 0, where w(x,y) is a 
polynomial potential of degree greater than two not separable in Cartesian coordinates. Several 
examples are discussed for which w(x,y) is a sextic polynomial. As has already been seen in 
studies of the corresponding one-dimensional problem, a complete set of eigenvalues and wave 
functions is not found. However, these closed-form solutions can be used to check the accuracy 
and efficiency of numerical algorithms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In quantum mechanics the solution of the time-indepen
dent Schrodinger equation 

( - ~ V2 + V) ¢ = E¢ ( 1.1 ) 

(in appropriate units, i.e., fz and m taken as unity through
out) is of importance, amongst other problems, in the deter
mination of molecular spectra. Generally, the equation can
not be solved for the energy E and wave function ¢ in closed 
form and we must resort to numerical algorithms. However, 
from the earliest days of quantum mechanics to now, various 
models of physical problems that are exactly soluble have 
been constructed. To mention but a few, we have some sim
ple models of molecules such as ammonia and hydrogen
bonded solids I and benzene.2 

In more recent years there have been a number of studies 
of closed-form solutions in cases where the potential is some 
form of anharmonic oscillator. The potentials considered 
have either been one-dimensional or n-dimensional with 
Sn _ I symmetry. The earlier papers3 tended to be ad hoc. 
More recently, a systematic procedure has been developed 
for the construction of these wave functions. 4 However, all 
of the models considered have essentially been for one di
mension with XE( - 00,00) or rE(O, 00 ). 

In this paper we explore the systematic construction of 
closed-form solutions to (1.1) for two-dimensional models 
with anharmonic potentials that are polynomial in form but 
without any assumption of symmetry. Although we have in 
mind the quantum mechanical origin of the problem, it can 
be restated as the construction of eigensolutions to the two
dimensional eigenvalue problem: 

[ 
a2 a2 ] 
-2 + -2 + A - w(x,y) ¢(x,y) = ° ax ay ( 1.2) 

on domain !Je with the boundary condition lim x -+ 00 , 

limy-+ 00 ¢(x,y) = 0, with the limits being considered in
dependently. 

Trivially, the Schrodinger equation (1.1) is always sat
isfied by a real-valued C 2 function Ii for E = ° and 
V = ~ (V21i) I Ii provided Vand Ii make physical sense. How
ever, if Ii is the only closed-form solution that this potential 
provides, the result is of little or no practical use. What is 

useful is a potential for which more than one, preferably 
many more than one, explicit solution can be obtained. The 
value of such solutions is that, if the potential can be treated 
by perturbation methods, the exact solutions provide an ex
cellent check of the perturbation expansion for those states 
for which they exist. Alternatively, if some numerical algo
rithm is used that is not a perturbation method, the closed
form solutions again provide a check of the validity and effi
ciency of the algorithm. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

The two-dimensional Schrodinger equation (1.2) can 
be solved by separation of variables if there exists a coordi
nate transformation (x,y) -+ (S,1J) such that in the new vari
ables the Laplacian and the potential are separable. We note 
some trivial examples. If w(x,y) = u(x) + v(y), (1.2) is 
separable in the original Cartesian coordinates. For 

w(x,y) = u(ax + by) + v(ex + dy) 

subject to the conditions ad - be#O and ae + bd = 0, under 
the change of variables 

S = ax + by, 1J = ex + dy, 

( 1.2) becomes 

[ (a2 + b 2)£ + (e2 + d2)~ 
as2 a1J2 

+A-U(S) -V(1J)]¢=O, 

which is also separable. If 

w(x,y) = u(x2 + y2) + v(ylx)/(x2 + y2), 

the transformation to plane polar coordinates r- = x2 + y2, 
tan () = ylx yields the separable equation 

[.!..~ r~ +.!..£ + A - u(r) -.!.. V«(})]¢ = 0. 
r ar ar r- a(} 2 r-

Finally, ifw(x,y) is a homogeneous quadratic form inx and 
y, there always exists an orthogonal tranformation that dia
gonalizes w(x,y) and leaves the Laplacian form invariant. 

In this paper we are interested in w(x,y), a polynomial 
of degree greater than two for which no assumptions of sep-
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arability under some transformation of coordinates are 
made. Suppose that 

rtr = g(x,y)exp[f(x,y)]. (2.1) 

Then 

W -A = af J+ a~J+ (ad)2 + (a2J)2 + (l/g) 

X (afg + a~g + 2 a.g ad + 2 a~ a2j). (2.2) 

Anharmonic polynomial potentials are obtained using poly
nomialJand g provided 

aig + a~g + 2 a.gad + 2 a~a2J=gh, (2.3) 

where h is a polynomial in x and y. For the wave function to 
be square integrable over m2

, the leading powers inJ must be 
even with negative coefficients. Let 

2m 2n 
J(X,y) = - L L Jijxy

j
, J2m.2n >0, 

i~. j~. 

k I 

g(X,y) = L I gijxY
j
. 

i~Oj~O 

Then, from (2.3), h(x,y) is of degree at most 2m - 2 in x 
and 2n - 2 in y, i.e., 

2m- 2 2n-2 
h(x,y) = I I hijxYj. 

i~O j~O 

In particular, if m = nand k = I, h(x,y) has the form 
2n - 2 2n - 2 

h(x,y) = I I hijxyj 
i~O j~O 

and g(x,y) has the form 
k k 

g(x,y) = I I gijxYj. 
i~Oj~O 

Using (2.3) and the expansions above forJ(x,y) , g(x,y), and 
h(x,y), the relationships between};j, gij' and hij may be de
termined. 

In practice, we are given the potentials w(x,y) and we 
seek J(x,y) and g(x,y). An example of this approach (the 
only one we know of for the two-dimensional problem) is 
found in the work of Makarewicz.5 However, here we shall 
adopt a constructive approach. We choose anJ(x,y) and find 
relations between gij and hij' which will give eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues for the potential defined by 

w(x,y) - A = au(x,y) + aif(x,y) + (ad(x,y)f 

+ (a2J(x,y»)2 + h(x,y). (2.4) 

This concludes the basic theory. We now look at some specif
ic examples to see what sorts of results can be obtained. 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF SPECIFIC EXAMPLES 

In selecting a suitable J(x,y) for the purpose of these 
examples we take the simplest homogeneous polynomial 
that is nontrivial, viz., 

J(x,y) = - (x4 + BX2yl +y4), B> -2. (3.1) 

The form ofJis representative of all polynomials of the form 
- A 4(X4 + Bxlyl + y4) since the factor A 4 may be scaled 

away by a similarity transformation. The restriction 
B> - 2 ensures thatJis negative Vx,y=l=O and its exponen
tial tends to zero as x,y- 00 as is required for bound states. 
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Note that/. a homogeneous quadratic in x and y, always 
leads to a potential that is quadratic and the Schrodinger 
equation is then separable to two one-dimensional oscilla
tors by means of an orthogonal rotation of axes. We also 
assume g to be homogeneous in its highest power, which we 
take to be of degree k. Then, Eq. (2.3) 

afg+ a~g+ 2 a.gad+ 2 a~azf=gh 

is of degree 

(k-2) (k-2) (k+2) (k+2) (k+/), 

so that 1 is at most 2. If, furthermore, we restrict our atten
tion to wave functions that are either even or odd in x and y, h 
takes the form 

h(x,y) = a + (3x2 + yxy + 8y2, (3.2) 

where y is zero for wave functions even in both x and y. We 
now proceed to construct the potential w(x,y) and associat
ed eigenvalues A for various values of k. We shall see that an 
increase in the degree of g increases the constraint placed on 
the admissible value of Bin! We discuss a number of typical 
results below. In all cases,J(x,y) is given by (3.1) and the 
form of h(x,y) by (3.2). 

A. Even g(x,y) 

Suppose that g has the form 

g(x,y) = a + bx2 + dy2. 

Then, after collecting the coefficients of like powers, (2.3) 
becomes 

(2b + 2d - aa) + ( - a{3 - ba)x2 + ( - ay)xy 

+ ( - a8 - da)yl + ( - 16 - (3)bx4 + ( - by)x3y 

+ ( - SbB - SdB - b8 - d(3) 

XX2y l + ( - dy)xy3 + ( - 16 - 8)dy4 = O. 

To maintain the assumed quadratic nature of g it is evi
dent froto the coefficients of x3y and xy3 that y = O. Equat
ing each remaining coefficient to zero gives the overdeter
mined system of equations 

a -2 -2 
{3 a 0 

m~o 8 0 a 

0 16 +{3 0 
(3.3 ) 

0 0 16 + 8 

0 SB+8 SB+{3 

From rows 4 and 5 of Eq. (3.3), it is evident that 
{3= 8 = - 16. From row 5 of Eq. (3.3) either B = 2 or 
d = - borboth. Treating rows 1-3 ofEq. (3.3) as an eigen
value problem, we find the following eigenvalues and eigen
vectors 

a=O, a=S, a= -S, 

where k., kl' and k3 are parameters the values of which are 
determined from the normalization requirement IIrtrll2 = 1. 
We note that only the first eigenvector is consistent with B 
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arbitrary and d = - b. So we obtain only the single eigen
function corresponding to A. = 0 for the potential 

w(x,y) = 16x6 + 4B(B + 4)x2.1(X2 + y2) 

+ 16y4 - (28 + 2B) (x2 + y2). 

It is 

",(x,y) = kl (x2 - y2)exp[ _ (x4 + Bx2y2 + y4)]. 

For the case B = 2, the potential is 

w(x,y) = 16(x2 + y2)3 _ 32(x2 + y2) 

and the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are 

A. = - 8, "'-8 = k2(1 + 2(x2 + y2»)exp[ _ (x2 + y2)2], 

A. = 0, "'0 = kl (x2 - y2)exp[ _ (x2 + y2)2], 

A. = 8, "'8 = k3(1 - 2(x2 + y2»)exp[ _ (x2 + y2)2]. 

a -6 

a -2 

fJ + 8 a 

r fJ +4B a 
8+4B r 

8+8 

fJ + 24 

r fJ + 16 + 4B 

-2 

a 

The latter result corresponds to a potential that is separable 
in plane polar coordinates r,O. The tenns "'8 and "'-8 corre
spond to zero angular quantum number, m and "'0 to 
m= ±2. 

B. Odd g(x,y) 

1. Cubic 

With/and h as for AI, let 

g = ax + by + cx3 + dx2y + exy2 + /T. 
Substituting/, g, and h into (2.3), collecting coefficients of 
like powers and equating the coefficients of independent 
powers to zero, we have the following overdetermined sys
tem of equations: 

-6 

a 
g=O, (3.4) 

8+ 12B r fJ + 8 + 8B 

8+ 8 + 8B r fJ + 12B 

8+ 16+4B r 
8+24 

where gT = (a,b,c,d,e,/). 
From rows 7 and 12 ofEq. (3.4) eitherc =/=0 or8 = fJ = - 24. If c and/were identically zero, rows 8 and 11 ofEq. 

(3.4) would require d = e=O or fJ = 8 = - 16 - 4B. Since we wish to consider a g, which is a general cubic, we assume 
8 = fJ = - 24. This reduces (3.4) to 

a -6 -2 

a -2 

- 16 a 

r 4B-24 a 
4B-24 r a 

- 16 

r 4B-8 

12B- 24 r 8B-16 

8B-16 r 
4B-8 

This equation is of form 

where uT = [a,b] and vT = [c,d,e,/]. We note that the 
mixed tenn coefficient r in the even-g case was necessarily 
zero whereas the odd case produces a double eigenvalue 
problem involving the constant tenn and mixed tenn coeffi
cient, a and r, of h(x,y). 
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-6 

g=O. (3.5) 
a 

12B - 24 

r 

We first solve Dv = o. Setting r = K[ 4(B - 2)] and 
factoring out 4(B - 2), this becomes 

[~ 
1 

K 

2 

2 

K 

1 

(3.6) 

which is the eigenvalue problem for a centrosymmetric ma
trix. The characteristic equation for (3.6) is 
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Cp(K) =K4 -1OK+9= (K2-1)(K2_9) =0 

and the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors are 

where k;, i = 1,4 are arbitrary constants. 
We now tum to the first of the set of equations, viz., 

Au + Bv = 0, to seek consistent solutions for each eigenval
ue r. The equation is 

a -6 -2 
a -2 -6 

- 16 a 
g=O. 

r 4(B - 6) a 

4(B - 6) r a 

-16 a 

(3.7) 

Before substituting for the particular values of r we perform 
the following reductions. Rows 3 and 4 of Eq. (3.7) involve 
nonzero coefficients of a and b, respectively, resulting in 

a=ac/16, b=a/116. (3.8) 

Rows 4 and 5 ofEq. (3.7) become 

[ r 4(B-6)][ca/16] +a[1 0
1
] [de] =0. 

4(B - 6) r ja/16 0 
(3.9) 

On substitution for a and b from (3.8), rows 1 and 2 ofEq. 
(3.7) become 

[d] 1 [ 0 (!a
2

0
-48)][jC]. (3.10) 

e = 16 qa2 - 48) 

we have 

Substitution of (3.10) into (3.9) yields 

a[ r 4(B-6)] [c] 
16 4(B-6) r j 

(!a
2

0
-4r)] [c] 

j =0, 

from which it follows that a = 0 or 

[ r (!a
2 

- 48 +r4(B - 6»)] 
(!a2 

- 48 + 4(B - 6») 
x[;] =0. (3.11) 

From Dv = 0, C and/are uniquely determined with respect 
to a specific r and substitution into the matrix equation 
(3.11) gives two equations in a. It is evident from the sym
metry in c and I that the two equations are identical. 

We find the following cases: 

(a) r=4(B-2), c=kt, /=kt ; 

a= ±41O-B; 
a+= ±kt(~1O-BI4), b+= ±kt(~1O-BI4); 

(b) r= -4(B-2), c=k2, 1= -k2; 

a= ±41O-B; 
a_ = ± k2(~10 - B 14), b_ = + k2U1O - B 14); 

(c) r=12(B-2), c=k3, /= -k3' 

a= ±4~B+6, 
a+ = ± k3(~B + 6/4), b+ = + k3(~B + 6/4); 

(d) r= -12(B-2), c=k4, /=k4' 

a= ±4B+6, 
a_ = ±k4(~B+6/4), b_ = ±k4(~B+6/4). 

There are four possible potentials and for each we have three 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Putting 

for 

W(x,y) = 16x6 + 4B(B + 4)X2y2(X2 + y2) 

+ 16y6 - (28 + 2B) (x2 + y2), 

Wt(x,y) = W(x,y) - 24x2 + 4(B - 2)xy - 24y2 

,1,= -41O-B, ",(x,y) =kll(x+y){~1O-BI4+ (x-y)2}exp[/(x,y»), 

,1,=0, ",(x,y) = kdx + y)(x - y)2 exp[/(x,y) ], 

,1,= 410 - B, ",(x,y) = k t3 (x + y){ - ~1O - B 14 + (x - y)2}exp[ I(x,y»), 

for 

W2(x,y) = W(x,y) - 24x2 - 4(B - 2)xy - 24y2, 

we have 

1528 

,1,= - 410 - B, ",(x,y) = k2t (x - y){~10 - B 14 + (x + y)2}exp[/(x,y»), 

,1,=0, ",(x,y) = k 22 (X - y) (x + y)2 exp[ I(x,y»), 

,1,= 410 - B, ",(x,y) = k 23 (x - y){ - ~1O - B 14 + (x + y)2}exp[/(x,y»), 
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for 
W 3(x,y) = W(X,y) - 24x2 + 12(B - 2)xy - 24y2, 

we have 

A, = - 4~B + 6, ¢(x,y) = k 31 (x - y){~B + 6/4 + (x - y)2}exp[!(x,y)], 

A, = 0, ¢(x,y) = k 32 (X - y)3 exp[!(x,y)], 

A, = 4~B + 6, ¢(x,y) = k 33 (x - y){ - ~B + 6/4 + (x - y)2}exp[!(x,y)], 

and for 

w4(x,y) = W(x,y) - 24x2 - 12(B - 2)xy - 24y2, 

we have 

,.1,= -4~B+6, ¢(x,y) =k41 (x+y)NB+6/4+ (x+y)2}exp[!(x,y)], 

A, = 0, ¢(x,y) = k42 (X + y)3 exp[!(x,y)], 

A, = 4~B + 6, ¢(x,y) = kdx + y){ - ~B + 6/4 + (x + y)2}exp[!(x,y)]. 

Note that WI and W2' W3 and W 4 are essentially the same since one is obtained from the other by a rotation of axes through an an
gle 1T/2. Furthermore, for the special case B = 2, we obtain a degeneracy in the eigenvalues and the two wave functions. 

2. Quintic 

With!and h as for Secs. III A 1 and III B llet 

g = ax + by + ex3 + dx2y + exy2 + !y3 + ix5 + jx4y + kx3y2 + lX2y3 + mxy4 + ny~. 
SubstitutingJ, g, and h into (2.3) and proceeding as for Sec. III B 1 we obtain the overdetermined system of equations 
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a 

(/3 + 8) 

a 
(0 + 4B) 

-20 

a 
+ 

(/3 + 40) 

r 
(0 + 20B) 

-6 -2 
a -2 -6 

a 

(/3 + 4B) a 

r a 

(0 + 8) a 

(/3 + 24) 

r (/3 + 4B + 16) 
(0 + 12B) r (/3 + oB + 8) 

(0+8B+8) r (/3 + 12B) 

-2 
- 12 -6 

-6 
-2 

a 

a 
a 

(/3 + 4B + 32) 

r 
(0 + 16B + 8) 

e 

- 12 

-20 

a 
a 

(oB + 24) 

r 
(0+ 12B+ 16) 

(0 + 4B + 16) r 

v=o, 

(/3 + 12B + 16) 

r 
(0 + 8B + 24) 

(0 + 24) 

(/3 + 16B + 8) 

r 
(0 + 4B + 32) 

u 

(/3 + 20B) 

r 
(0 + 40) 

v=o, 
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where u T = [a,b,c,d,ej] and vT = [iJ,k,l,m,n]. 
By analysis of rows 13 and 20 ofEq. (3.12), either i = n = 0 or 8 = f3 - 40. Theformer choice will imply thatj = m = 0 or 

8 = f3 = - 4(B + 8). Puttingj = m = o would then require k = 1=00r8 = f3 = - 8(B + 3). Since we wish toconsiderag 
that is a general quintic, we take 8 = f3 = - 40. 

a -6 -2 

a 
- 32 

a 4B-40 

4B-40 r 
- 32 

-20 -2 

-12 

a 
a 

r 
20B- 40 

-6 

a 

4B-8 

r 
16B - 32 

-2 

a 
a 

a 

-16 

r 4B-24 

12B - 40 r 8B- 32 

8B-32 r 
4B-24 

-6 
-12 

-2 

a 

a 

8B-16 

r 

-20 

v=O, 

a 

12B - 24 

-6 

a 
u=O, 

12B - 40 

r 
- 16 

12B - 24 r 16B-32 
v=O. 

8B - 16 r 
4B-8 

As in Sec. III B 1 this equation is of the form 

The eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors for Dv = 0 are 

1530 

r=4(B-2), 

1 

-1 

-2 
2 

1 

-1 
r=12(B-2), 

1 

-3 
2 
2 

-3 

r= -4(B-2), 
1 

-2 
-2 
1 

1 

r=-12(B-2) 

1 

3 

2 

-2 
-3 
-1 
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20B- 40 

r 

(3.13 ) 
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Y= 20(B - 2), 

1 

Y= -20(B-2), 

-5 
10 

-10 

5 

-1 

where kjJ i = 1,6 are arbitrary constants. 

5 

10 

10 

5 

1 

We now return to the top set of equations, viz., 
Au + Bv = 0 to seek consistent solutions pertaining to each 
eigenvalue y. Manipulation of the equation leads to the set of 
consistency equations for each Yi' i = 1,6, 

Y= ±4(B-2); 

a 4 - 512a2 + 16384 = 0, 

a(B - 6)[a2/256 - 2] = 0, (3.14) 

a(B - 6)[a2/256 - 1] = 0, 

y=±-12(B-2); 

a4/1024 + (B - 22)a2/32 - 12(B - 6) = 0, 

a(B-6)[a2/64-6] =0, (3.15) 

a[a2 - 128(12B - 62)/(58 - 14)] = 0, 

Y = ± - 20(B - 2); 

a 4/1024 - (B + 26)a2/32 + 20(B - 6) = 0, 

a(B - 6)[a2/256 - 23/4] = 0, (3.16) 

a[a2 - 218(21B + 2)/(3B - 2)] = o. 
By examination, a consistent solution depends on the value 
of B. If we place B = 6 we obtain the following consistent, 
real solutions: 

a=O, 

a=O. 

(3.14') 

(3.15') 

(3.16') 

We find that there are six possible potentials (cf. Sec. 
III B 1) and for each we have only one eigenvalue and eigen
function, except for Y = ± 4(B - 2). Putting 

for 

W(x,y) = 16x2 + 240x2/(X2 + /) 
+ 16y6 _ 40(x2 + y2), 

[(x,y) = _ (x4 + 6x2y2 + y4), 

WI (x,y) = W(x,y) - 4Ox2 + 16xy - 40y2, 

we have 

.1 = - 24~ 1 + /3 , 

tPI (x,y) 

(3.17 ) 

= kll (x - y) [/3/2 + ~ 1 + /3 

X(x2+4(/3-1)xy+y2)+ (X_y)2(X+y)2] 

Xexp[[(x,y)], (3.18) 

.1 = 24~1 +/3, 
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tP2 (x,y) 

= k 12 (x + y) [/3/2 - ~ 1 + /3 

X(x2 + 4(/3 - 1 )xy + y2) + (x _ y)2(X + y)2] 

Xexp[f(x,y)]. (3.19) 

For 

W2(x,y) = W(x,y) - 40x2 - 16xy - 40y2, 

we have 

.1 = - 24~ 1 + /3 , 

tP3(X,y) = k21 (x - y) [/3/2 + ~ 1 + /3 

(3.20) 

X (x2 - 4(/3 - 1 )xy + y2) + (x - y)2(X + y)~ 

X exp[f(x,y)], (3.21) 

.1 = 24~1 +/3, 

tP4(X,y) = k 22 (X + y) [/3/2 - ~ 1 + /3 

X (x2 - 4(/3 - 1 )xy + y2) + (x - y)2(X + y)~ 

xexp[f(x,y)]. (3.22) 

For 

w3(x,y) = W(x,y) - 40x2 + 48xy - 40y2, 

we have 

.1=0, 

(3.23 ) 

tPs(x,y) =k3(x+y)[ -i+ (x-y)4]exp[f(x,y)]. 
(3.24) 

For 

W4(x,y) = W(x,y) - 4Ox2 - 48xy - 40/, (3.25 ) 

we have 

.1=0, 

tP6(X,y) =k4(x-y)[ -i+ (x+y)4]exp[[(x,y)]. 
(3.26 ) 

For 

Ws(x,y) = W(x,y) - 40x2 + 80xy - 4Oy2, 

we have 

.1=0, 

(3.27) 

tP7(X,y) =ks(x-y)[ -i+ (x-y)4]exp[f(x,y)]. 
(3.28) 

For 

W6(x,y) = W(x,y) - 40x2 - 80xy - 40y2, 

we have 

.1=0, 

(3.29) 

tPs(x,y) = k 6 (x + y) [ - i + (x + y)4] exp[f(x,y)]. 
(3.30) 

We observe that (3.20)-(3.22) arejust (3.17)-(3.19) rotat
ed by 1T/2. For each, we obtain two eigenfunctions. The ei
genstate tPI (3.18) is zero only along the liney=x. The 
eigenstate tP2 (3.19) is zero also along the curve described by 
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/3/2 - ~ 1 + /3(x2 + 4( /3 - l)xy + y2) 

+ (x + y)2(X _ y)2 = O. 

For (3.20) the results are the same with x ...... y and y ...... - x 
(rotation by 1T/2). 

The potentials (3.25) and (3.29) and the associated ei
genfunctions are just the potentials (3.23) and (3.27) and 
their associated eigenfunctions rotated by 1T/2. The eigen
function (3.25) is zero along y = - x and 
y=x± (.j5/2) 112. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have described a general procedure for 
the construction of closed-form wave functions for a class of 
two-dimensional, nonseparable, polynomial anharmonic os
cillators. This has extended the already known results for 
one-dimensional and n-dimensional polynomial anhar
monic oscillators with S n _ I symmetry. We then considered 
a number of examples in which the potential was sextic to 
demonstrate how the constructive procedure works in prac
tice. Writing the wave function as 

¢(x,y) = g(x,y) exp [f(x,y) ], 

we found that, for g(x,y) of a low degree, multiple eigen
states were obtained whereas for g(x,y) of higher degree (see 
Sec. III B 2) generically only a single eigenstate was ob
tained for each permissible potential. As such, these results 
are not of much use in themselves as complete sets of eigen
values are required. However, they do provide a very effec
tive check of the efficiency of numerical algorithms (say fi
nite differences or perturbation expansions), which could be 
used to provide the complete set. 

We note that in the examples of g(x,y) even in x and y 
and that of Sec. III A 1 we found h (x,y) to be even. When 
g(x,y) was odd in x and y (Secs. III B 1 and III B 2), the 
parameter Bin! (x,y) was required to satisfy constraints in 
addition to the requirement that!(x,y) be negative definite 
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(i.e., B> - 2). For the case of Sec. III B 1, the constraint 
was - 6<,B<, 10 so that physically acceptable values of B 
were confined to the interval ( - 2, 10]. For the case of Sec. 
III B 2, in which the degree of g(x,y) was higher than in Sec. 
III B 1, the constraint was more specific, viz., B = 6. It may 
well be that g(x,y) of even higher degree will not permit a 
physically acceptable value of B or even any value of B at all 
for which a consistent solution to the matrix equation corre
sponding to (3.13) exists. 

It is evident that for the two odd cases considered (Secs. 
III B 1 and III B 2) and the form of !(x,y) adopted, the 
matrix equation to be satisfied has the form 

wheregT = (uT,vT).ltisapparentthatthematrixDiscen
trosymmetric with eigenvalues y; = 4K; (B - 2), i = 1, n(n 
even), where K; = ± 1, ± 3, ... , ± m (m odd). This obvi
ates the necessity to determine the entire matrix of coeffi
cients. We merely need the truncated matrix of coefficients 
of polynomial terms up to k, assumingg(x,y) an odd polyno
mial of degree k to give the coefficients in Au + Bv = O. The 
various y;'s are already known. It could be of interest to 
continue further with g(x,y) (odd) of higher degree to as
certain whether closed-form consistent solutions do exist. 
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In this paper the development of our previously published theory of approximations for the 
Chandler-Gibson (CG) equations is continued. In particular, our approximation theory is 
rigorously brought to the point where N-particle scattering calculations can begin. This is 
accomplished by mapping the CG operator equations into a function equation form, where the 
unknowns belong to a new (third!) computational Hilbert space Y. This mapping is 
facilitated by rescaling the Jacobi momentum variables for the relative free motion of the 
asymptotic clusters so that surfaces of constant kinetic energy are hyperspheres. The input 
terms to the resulting equations are expanded in a basis on the surface of the kinetic energy 
hypersphere. This leads to a system of infinitely many coupled one-dimensional integral 
equations with the kinetic energy as the continuous variable. The half-on-shell variant of these 
equations is then transformed to a K-matrix form. Our approximations result from truncating 
this system to a finite number of equations, which is equivalent to using a finite basis 
approximation of the original input terms. The basis sets could be hyperspherical harmonics, 
but the use of hyperspherical spline functions is also proposed. Our method generalizes the 
well-known method of partial waves for channels with two clusters, and it accommodates 
breakup channels in a straightforward way. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous publications 1-5 we have used a two Hilbert 
space formulation of scattering theory to establish a new 
theoretical approach to solving nonrelativistic multichannel 
quantum scattering problems. In particular, we have derived 
a new system of N-particle integral equations, which, in con
trast to the Faddeev-YakubovskiI equations, has the same 
general form for any number N~2 of particles. We have 
proved existence, uniqueness, and stability results for these 
equations, and we have developed an approximation scheme 
that preserves the unitarity of the approximate scattering 
operators and converges to the exact scattering operator. We 
have also studied the real energy limits of these equations in 
the appropriate operator topologies. The equations and ap
proximations of this theory are cast within the framework of 
operators that act either on the asymptotic Hilbert space J¥" 
or on the full N-particle Hilbert space J¥" N' 

In the present paper we develop a computational strate
gy for solving our equations, which, we believe, makes feasi
ble the practical calculation of N-body scattering cross sec
tions where the number of clusters (fragments) in the 
partitions of the N particles remains small. For example, we 
are initially interested in obtaining solutions for two cluster 
elastic and rearrangement problems and for three cluster 
breakup problems. In the present considerations we are ig
noring particle spin and long-range forces between particles. 
We also do not discuss the effects of the exchange of identical 
particles, but these effects can be easily incorporated into the 
strategy of this paper by using the methods of Refs. 6 and 7. 

The goal of this paper is to bring our theory rigorously to 
the point where N-particle scattering calculations can begin. 
This tequires the mapping of our previous operator equation 
results to a more concrete function equation form by using 
certain injection operators p and p*. The resulting equations 
are then cast into a half-on-shell X -matrix equation form, 
which is most suitable for calculations. 

The input terms to the X -matrix equation are compli
cated multidimensional integrals, but we show how the eval
uation of these integrals can be reduced to the expansion of 
certain "potential" and "overlap" functions in approximate 
basis sets on the surface of the partition kinetic energy hy
perspheres. These basis sets could be hyperspherical harmon
ics,8 but, in an effort to obtain superior convergence for 
breakup calculations, we are currently proposing to use hy
perspherical spline functions. These functions fit data with a 
minimum of curvature between the data points. Two-dimen
sional spherical spline functions have been successfully used 
to fit geophysical and meteorological data on the surface of 
the earth. 9.10 Work is in progress on generalizing these spline 
functions to n-dimensional hyperspheres. 

In Sec. II we recall the definitions of exact and approxi
mate scattering systems, which were introduced in Refs. 1-
4. We also state the assumptions that we are making about 
these systems. 

We define partitions of N particles into disjoint clusters 
in Sec. III. We then define kinetic energy hyperspherical co
ordinates, which tum out to be the most useful coordinates 
for our method of approximation. We derive the Jacobian of 
the transformation from clustered Jacobi momentum co-
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ordinates to kinetic energy hyperspherical coordinates. 
In Sec. IV we define a computation space !f to be the 

direct sum of copies of !f2 [0, 00 ). This third Hilbert space is 
suitable for making calculations. We also define the mapping 
p, which maps the asymptotic space JY onto !f and its ad
joint p*, which maps !f onto JY. We then prove several 
properties about these mappings. 

Section V is devoted to the construction of the asympto
tic approximation space JY1T and the projection operator II, 
which projects JY onto this space. We prove that these oper
ators satisfy the hypotheses required in our general approxi
mation theory?.4 

The derivation of our "transition matrix" vii' -operator 
equations is contained in Sec. VI. We put this equation half 
on-shell and then derive the % -matrix form of our integral 
equations. 

In Sec. VII we discuss the evaluation of the input terms 
in our % -matrix equation. We prove a theorem that estab
lishes that these integrals can be calculated using expansions 
in approximate bases on the surfaces of kinetic energy hy
perspheres. 

We show in Sec. VIII how the N-particle scattering am
plitude can be calculated from the solution of our % -matrix 
equation. 

In Sec. IX we summarize our computational method in 
five steps. We believe that this summary illustrates the feasi
bility of our computational strategy. 

We plan to publish in future papers the results of test 
calculations using the computation method developed in 
this manuscript. 

II. SCATTERING SYSTEMS 

A. Exact scattering systems 

In previous papers,I-5 we have shown that the N-body 
scattering operator S: JY --JY is obtainable from the transi
tion operator T( z): Pfl (H) C JY --+ JY, 

T(z) ==-= (z - H)J*RN(z) V. (2.1) 

Here H = Ell AHA is the asymptotic Hamiltonian acting on 
the asymptotic Hilbert space JY, H N is the total Hamiltonian 
acting on the N-body Hilbert space JYN, RN(z) 
==-= (z - H N ) -I, J: JY --+ JY N is a bounded injection operator 
with adjoint J*: JY N --+JY and V==-=HNJ - JH. Here JY is 
assumed to have a decomposition JY = JYa Ell JYb that re
duces H, and the orthogonal projection of JY onto JYa is 
denoted by I a. The sextuple 

(2.2) 

then characterizes the exact scattering system. 
We assume that the exact scattering system @) satisfies 

Assumption A of Ref. 4. Also, since the scattering operator 
is zero on JYb, it is only the operator IaT(z)Iathat is needed 
(Ref. 4, Theorem 2.1). Consequently, in order to simplify 
the presentation of the concepts in the following, we will 
assume that JY = JYa and I a = I, the identity operator on 
JY. 
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Assumption A: In the notation of the present paper 
(with JY = JYa ), the exact scattering system 
@) = {JY N,HN,JY,H,J,l} is said to satisfy Assumption A if 
the following five statements are true. 

(A 1) JY N is a separable Hilbert space, and H N: 

Pfl(HN)CJYN--+JYN is a self-adjoint operator that is 
bounded from below. 

(A2) JY is a separable Hilbert space, and H: 
Pfl (H) cJY --+JY is a self-adjoint operator that is bounded 
from below. Its spectral family is denoted by E(A). lis the 
identity operator on JY. In addition, H has only absolutely 
continuous spectrum consisting of a half-line. 

(A3) J: JY --+JY N is a bounded linear operator. J maps 
Pfl (H) into Pfl (HN), andJ*, the adjoint ofJ, maps Pfl (HN) 
into Pfl (H). The operator J J *: JY N --+ JY N has a bounded 
inverse. 

(A4) The operators V: Pfl(V)CJY--+JYN and V*: 
Pfl( V*) cJY N--+JY, 

V==-=HNJ - JH and V*==-=J*HN - HJ*, (2.3) 

satisfy V ~H and V* ~HN' respectively, whereK ~L means 
that K is infinitesimally small with respect to L. 3.11 

(AS) The wave operators 0 ± : JY --+JY N' defined by 

1- ± 00 

exist and satisfy 

O±*O± =1. 

(2.4 ) 

(2.5) 

The exact transition operator T(z), defined in Eq. 
(2.1), is obtained from the M operator M(z): 
Pfl (H) cJY --+JY, 

M(z)==-=(z-H) J*(JJ*)-IRN(z)V 

by the identity 

T(z) = (z-H) J*JR(z)M(z), 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where R(z) ==-= (z - H) -I. Furthermore, M(z) is a solution 
of the M equation 

M(z) =J*V+ [J*VR(z) - (J*J-I)]M(z). (2.8) 

The operators T(z) andM(z) have domain and range in 
the direct sum asymptotic space JY = Ell A JY A' where A is a 
partition (called a clustering in Ref. I) of theN particles into 
n A disjoint clusters (called fragments in Ref. 1), and JY A is a 
partition Hilbert space. We denote the partition matrix ele
ments of M(z) [T(z) by MBA (z) TBA (z) ]. These operators 
map Pfl (HA) CJYA intoJYB , whereHA is a partition Ham
iltonian operator. In terms of partition matrix elements, Eq. 
(2.8) may be rewritten in the form 

MBA (z) = PB VAPA + IlB [VcRc(z) 
c 

(2.9) 

where RA (z) ==-= (z - HA) -I, VA ==-=HN - HA, PA is the or
thogonal projection of JY N onto JYA> and bBC ==-= I - DBC' 
with D BC the Kronecker delta. 

B. Approximate scattering systems 

Associated with the exact scattering system @) are ap
proximate scattering systems, 
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6(11) = {K",H",2'",H,J",Il}, (2.10) 

where 11: K -+2'"= 11K is an orthogonal projection oper
ator that commutes with H. Here J"=m, and K" is the 
closure of the range of J ". In addition, H" is the approximate 
total Hamiltonian, defined by 

(2.11 ) 

where P" is the orthogonal projection of K N onto K". 
The approximate scattering operator S ": K" -+ K" is 

obtainable from the approximate transition operator, 

T"(z) = (z - H)J "* R" (z) V", 

or the approximate M operator, 

M"(z) = (z - H)J'"*(J"J"*) -IR" (z) V", 

(2.12 ) 

(2.13 ) 

where R,,(z)=(z-H,,)-I and V"=H"J" -J"H (Ref. 
4, Theorems 3.3 and 3.9). Furthermore, M"(z) is a solution 
of the equation 

M"(z) = J'"* V" + [J""*V"R(z) - (J ""*J " - Il)]M"(z). 

Our goal is to construct an operator 11 and then solve Eq. 
(2.14) for M"(z). Now 11 is a direct sum, 11 = EI1AI1A' of 
partition projection operators I1A : KA cK N-+~ 
= 11 AKA' and it suffices to construct the operators 11 A for 
each partition A. Denoting the partition matrix elements of 
M"(z) by M~A (z), Eq. (2.14) may be rewritten in the form 

M~A (z) = lIB VA I1A + II1B [VcRc (z) 
c 

(2.15 ) 

Assumption 11. In the notation of the present paper (with 
K = K" ), the approximate scattering system 6 ( 11) is said to 
satisfy Assumption 11 if the following statements are true. 

(110) The exact scattering system 6 satisfies Assumptions 
(A1)-(A4). 

(111) The orthogonal projection 11: K -+K'" maps 
fiJ (H) into fiJ (H) nK'". 

(112) The operator 11 commutes with H on fiJ (H). 

(113) The operator J TT J ""* has a bounded inverse on K". 

III. KINETIC ENERGY HYPERSPHERES 

LetA denoteapartitionofNparticles (N;,2) moving in 
n-dimensional space (n> 1) into nA disjoint clusters. Let the 
momenta of the particles be given in terms of clustered Ja

cobi momenta (PA'CIA), where PA = (p~I), ... ,p~N- n
A

) is the 
collection of n(N - nA ) momenta internal to the clusters 

and CIA = (q5.I), ... ,cLnr
i) is the collection of n(nA -1) 

momenta external to (or between) the clusters with the total 
momentum of the entire system removed (cf. Ref. 11, Sec. 
XI.5 of Vol. III and Ref. 12, Chapters 14 and 15). Here p~m) 
and q~m) are n-dimensional internal and external momentum 
vectors, respectively. A channel a is a specification of a parti
tion A and a bound state for each cluster in A. The channel 
subspace K a is then a tensor product space, 

(3.1 ) 
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where ~aC.2"2(lRn(N-nA) is the one-dimensional sub
space consisting of multiples of the product of the normal
ized cluster bound state wave functions, and ~ 

=.2"2(lR
n

(n r 
I). The partition subspace KA is the closed 

linear span of the orthogonal subspaces K a' The partition 
Hamiltonian HA, with the center of mass removed, decom
poses into a sum, 

/'. 0 
HA=HA+H A. (3.2) 

A 0 A cy~ 
If¢a = CPa ® ifJA E2a = Ka ®O'l A' then 

, (HA¢a)(PA>qA) = [Ea + TA(qA)]¢a(PA)¢~(qA)' 
(3.3 ) 

where Ea is the threshold energy (a sum of cluster eigenval
ues) for channel a and 

nA - 1 q~m)' 

TA(qA)= I --, 
m = 1 2f.l~m) 

(3.4 ) 

the kinetic energy of relative motion of the clusters in partition 
A. Here the f.l~m) are the reduced masses associated with the 
Jacobi variables CIA, and q~m)'= lq5.m)1 2

• (Recall thatq~m)'is the 
negative of an n-dimensional Laplacian operator in coordinate 
space.) 

For a fixed kinetic energy, the right-hand side ofEq. (3.4) 
is a hyperellipse in n(nA - 1) dimensions. In order to work 
with hyperspheres, we change scale by defining scaled momen-
tum vectors, 

k~m)=q5.m)/~2f.l~m) (3.5) 

. lRn d k - (k( I) ,k(nA - I). lRn(nA - I) W 
In an A = A , ... A In . enextexpress 
kA in hyperspherical coordinates (kA,kA ) by letting kA = IIkA II 
and letting k A denote the n (n A - I) - 1 angular variables. 
We finally let A =k ~. Since 

(3.6) 

the coordinates (kA,A) define kinetic energy hyperspheres in 
n(nA - 1) dimensions. We denote the n(nA - 1) - I-dimen
sional surface of the unit kinetic energy hypersphere by r A • 

Lemma 3.1: The Jacobian of the transformation from 
the external coordinates CIA to the kinetic energy hyper
spherical coordinates (k A ,A,) is 

~qA =' A [n(nr I) - 2]12 = ~ (A) (3.7) 
a(kA,A,) JA A , 

where 

and 

(3.8) 

( ') = '1/2, [n(nA - I) - 2)/4 VA /l. --'JA /l. • (3.9) 

Proof By the multiplication property of Jacobians, 

aqA akA 

akA a(kA,kA ) 

a(kA,kA ) 

a(t,A) 

_. ,[n(nA -I)-2)12 
-JA/l. . 
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The inverse transformation from the (kA,A) coordi
nates to the qA coordinates is obtained from 

qA = (~21l~\)A k ~\),. .. ,~21l~nr 1),.1, k ~nr \). (3.11) 

The Jacobian of this inverse transformation is the reciprocal 
of the Jacobian in Eq. (3.7). 

TheHilbertspace~ = 2'2(lRn
(nr I» inEq. (3.1) is 

isomorphic to the tensor product space, 

~ = 2'2(rA) ® 2'2(JR+), (3.12) 

where 2'2(rA) is the Hilbert space of square integrable 
functions X(ka ) on r A and 2'2(JR(+» is the Hilbert space of 
square integrable functions f(A) of the kinetic energy 
AeJR + = [0, 00 ). 

Combining Eqs. (3.1) and (3.12) we obtain the decom
position 

J¥'a =~a®2'2(rA)®2'2(R+), (3.13) 

for the channel subspace J¥' a' 

The channel subs paces J¥' a in Eq. (3.13) are orthogo
nal subspaces of the partition subspace J¥'A' Therefore we 
may sum them to obtain the decomposition 

J¥'A = L [~a ®'y2(rA ) ®2'2(JR+)]. (3.14 ) 
aEA 

The asymptotic Hilbert space J¥' may then be written in the 
dissected form, 

J¥'= EB L [~A®2'2(rA)®2'2(JR+)]. (3.15) 
A aEA 

IV. THE INJECTION OPERATORS p 

Let {~a (PA)} be a complete orthonormal set of bound 
state wave functions in ~ A and let {g m (A)} be a complete 
orthonormal basis in 2'2(JR+). For each bound state aeA 
let {Xai (kA )}, i = 1,2,00', be some countably infinite linearly 
independent set that is uniformly bounded and forms a 
Schauderbasis (Ref. 13, pp. 277-280) for 2'2(rA). 

Remark 4.1: For reasons offtexibility, we do not always 
assume that all of the functions X ai (k A ) are orthogonal. If, 
for example, they are chosen to be spherical harmonics, then 
they are orthogonal. However, if they are chosen to be spline 
functions, then they may not be orthogonal. Therefore, for 
computational purposes, we wish to allow the possibility that 
at least a finite number of the Xai (kA ) are not orthogonal. 
For theoretical purposes, however, we can assume that all 
except possibly a finite number of the Xai (kA ) have been 
orthonormalized using, for example, the Gram-Schmidt 
process. The resulting set {X ai (k A )} is then guaranteed to be 
a Schauder basis for 2'2 (r A) (Ref. 13). 

By Eqs. (3.14) and (3.7), any vector tPAeJ¥'A has an 
expansion in terms of these basis sets of the form 

tPA (PA.kA>A) 

(4.1 ) 
a,i,m 

Summing with respect to m and letting fai (A) 
=}:mCaimgm (A), yields 
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tPA (PA.kA,A) 

= VA-I(A) L ~a (PA )Xai(kA )fai(A). (4.2) 
a.; 

AccordingtoEq. (3.15), any vector 'l'eJ¥'= EBAJ¥'A may 
then be represented by an expansion of the form 

In order to simplify the notation, the indices a, i (or a', 
i', etc.) will be used only for partition A, the indices p,j will 
be used only for partition B, and the indices y, k will be used 
only for partition C. The dependence of fai> ~ a' X ai' etc., on 
A is then implicit and need not be explicitly shown. Also, 
when no confusion will arise, we will use the symbols 11'11 and 
( " .) to denote an 2'2 norm and an inner product, respec
tively, on an 2'2 Hilbert space. The vectors will make it clear 
which space is referred to. 

Thecoefficientfunctionsfai(A) inEqs. (4.2) and (4.3) 
belong to 2'2(JR+) and satisfy IVai 112 = }:m ICairn 12 < 00. We 
define injection operators P ai: J¥' A -+ 2'2 (JR +) for tP A eJ¥' A 
by 

(PaiIPA )(,.1,) 

=VA (A) J dpA dkA ~~(PA )X~i(kA )tPA (PA.kA>A). 

(4.4 ) 

Here ~~ and X~i are the complex conjugates of ~ a and X ai> 
respectively. In order to handle all indices a, i and partitions 
A simultaneously, we take an external direct sum and define 
the partition computation space 2' A by 

2' A = EB 2'2(JR+), ( 4.5) 
a,ie.A 

and the computation space 2' by 

2'= EB 2'A = EB 2'2(JR+). (4.6) 
A a.iEA 

ThefA = EBa,faie2'A if }:a,iIVaiI12< 00, andf= EBa,i,Afai 
e2' if}:a,i,A IVai 112 < 00. Communication fromJ¥'A to 2' A is 
then provided by the injection operator P A : J¥' A -+ 2' A' de
fined for tP A eJ¥' A' by 

(PA tPA )(,.1,) =( EB PaitPA )(,.1,) 
a,rEA 

= a~ VA (A) J dpA dkA 

X~~ (PA )X~i (kA )tPA (PA.kA ,A). (4.7) 

Communication from J¥' to 2' is accomplished by the injec
tion operator p: J¥' -+ 2', defined for 'I' = EB tP A eJ¥', by 
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= a!/A ('·0 J dpA ikA ¢! (PA ) 

XX!i (kA )rP A (PA.kA,A). (4.8) 

The fact that the ranges of P ai' P A' and P are contained in 
.2"2(R+), .2" A' and .2", respectively, will follow from 
Lemma 4.4 below. 

Communication in the reverse direction is provided by 
the adjoint operators. The following lemma provides formu
las for these adjoints. 

Lemma 4.2: The adjoint of Pai is the injection operator 
p!;: .2"2(JR+) ..... JYa , defined forfaiE.2"2(JR+), by 

(p!Ja;) (PA.kA ,A) 

==vA- I (IO¢a (PA )Xai (kA )fa; (A). (4.9) 

(p'IIj)y = L (PairPAJa;)Y2(R+) 
a,i,A 

The adjoint of PAis the injection operator p~: .2" A ..... JY A , 
defined for fA = ffJfa;E.2" A' by 

(P~fA )(PA ,kA ,A) 

(4.10) 
a,i 

The adjoint ofp is the injection operator P*: .2" ..... JY defined 
for f = ffJ a.;.Afa;E.2" by 

EEl vA- I(A) L ¢a (PA )Xa; (kA )fa;(A). (4.11) 
A a,i 

Proof" Letp be defined by Eq. (4.8), and let 'IIEJY and 
f = ffJ aJ.Afa;E.2". Then 

= L 1"0 dAVA (A) J dPA dkA¢a (PA )Xai(kA )~(PA.kA,A)fa;(A) 
a,i,A 0 

= L J dpA dkAdA~ (A)~ (PA.kA,A)VA-I(A) 2: ¢a (PA )Xa;(kA )fai(A) 
A ~ 

= L (rPA ,p~ (fA )£'A = ('II,p*ft;r, 
A 

with P* defined by Eq. (4.11). The interchange in the order 
of integration is justified by the Tonelli and Fubini theorems 
and the interchange in the order of summation and integra
tion is justified by the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem. 14 ThisprovesEq. (4.11). The proof of Eq. (4.9) is 
obtained by omitting the summations over a, i, and A in Eq. 
(4.12). Equation (4.10) is obtained by omitting the summa
tions over A in Eq. ( 4.12). 0 

Remark 4.3: When expressed in clustered Jacobi mo
mentum coordinates (p A ,qA ) the injection operators P and 
P* become 

and 

(p'll)(A) = a!A J dpA d~O(A - TA (~») 

X¢!(PA )X!;(~ )rPA (PA,qA) 

(p*j) (PA ,qA ) 

(4.13 ) 

(4.14 ) 

respectively, where 0 is the Dirac delta function and 

X.( )= .(k ( )}j-1I2 [T ( )] -[n(nA-I)-2]14 
a/ ~ -X al A ~ A A ~ . 

(4.15 ) 

The definition of Pai in Ref. 15 corresponds to Eq. (4.13) 
with Xu; (~ ) denoted by X ai (qA ) and TA (qA ) replaced by 
TA(qA)+Ea· 
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( 4.12) 

In general, we denote the inner product ofXa; with Xa'j' 
by wa'j',a;' That is, 

wa'r,ai == (X a''- ,X a; ) 

(4,16 ) 

Let W A denote the (countably infinite-dimensional) block 
diagonal matrix with elements 0a'awa,.-,a;' That is, 

( 4,17) 

We assume that the matrices W A are bounded and we denote 
the operator norm of W A by IlwA II. This assumption will, for 
example, be satisfied if all but a finite number of the Xa; (kA ) 

functions are orthonormalized (cf. Remark 4.1 ). Finally, we 
define W to be the block diagonal matrix with entries W A on 
the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. That is, 

[
w 0 "'J w= ; WB.:~ . (4.18 ) 

We denote the operator norm of the bounded matrix W by 

Ilw II· 
If we view fA (A) as a column vector with components 

fa; (A), then W AfA is defined by matrix multiplication and 
W A: .2" A ..... .2" A' If we view f(A) as a column vector with 
componentsfA (A), then wfis defined by matrix multiplica
tion and w: .2" ..... .2". The linear independence of the sets 
{¢A (PA)} and {Xa;(kA)} assures that the matrices W A are 
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nonsingular for all partitions A and, hence, that OJ is nonsin
gular. We denote the inverse matrices by OJ A I and OJ - I, re
spectively. 

Lemma 4.4: The operator p is a bounded bijective (one 
to one and onto) mapping from cW" to .!f. The adjoint opera
tor p* is a bounded bijective mapping from .!f to cW". 

Proof' Since p = Gl APA' it suffices to show that PA is a 
bounded bijective mapping from cW" A to .!f A for each A. Let 
tPA&W'A begivenbyEq. (4.2) and definepA tPA byEq. (4.7). 
Then 

x I ¢a (PA )Xai (kA )Iai (A) 
a,j 

~" I Oa'aOJa'i',aJai(A) = OJAlA (A), 
a,l a,i 

( 4.19) 

where the interchange in the order of summation and inte
gration is valid by the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem. It follows that the .!fA norm of P A tP A satisfies 

Ilp~/A 112~I f dpA dkA dA I¢a (PA) 12IXai(kA) 12lfai(A) 12 
a.1 

(4.20) 

which shows that PA is bounded and PA tP A E.!f A' Suppose 
that (PA tPA )(..1,) = O. Then 

IA (A) = (OJ,i IOJAIA) (A) = (OJ; IpAtPA ) (A) = 0, 
(4.21) 

and the representation of tP A in Eq. (4.2) implies that tP A 

= O. Since PA is a linear operator, it follows that PA is injec
tive (one to one). In order to show that PA is surjective 
(onto), let IA (A) be an arbitrary function in .!fA' Let 
(OJ A 1A ) ai denote the aith component of OJ A- I/A' Then 

tPA (PA.kA,A) 

==vA- 1(..1,) I ¢a (PA )Xai (kA) (OJA-1A )ai (4.22) 
a,; 

is in cW" A and (p A tP A )(..1,) = IA (J.). It follows that P A and, 
hence, P is bijective. 

Since P* = Gl AP~' it suffices to show that p~ is a bound
ed bijective mapping from .!fA to cW"A for each A. Let 
IA = GllaiE.!fA and define P~fA by Eq. (4.10). Let 
cA ==supIOJai.ai I. Then 

~CAl; f dA lfai(A) 12 = CAl; Ilfail1 2 
= CA IlfA 112 < 00, 

a,E a,1 

(4.23 ) 

which implies thatp~ is bounded andp~/A&W'A' Let the tPA 
in Eq. (4.2) be an arbitrary vector in KA and let 
IA == Gl aJai' thenp~/A = tPA andp~ is surjective. Finally, if 
(P~/A )(PA.kA,A) = 0, then the uniqueness of the coeffi-
cients lai (A) in the Schauder basis expansion in Eq. (4.10) 
implies that lai (A) = 0 for all a, i. Thus IA (A) = O. This, 
and the linearity of p~ , proves that p~ is injective and, hence, 
bijective. 0 

The following theorem gives a matrix representation of 
the operators pp* and (pp*) -I, and establishes that 
p* (pp*) -Ip is the identity operator on cW". 

Theorem 4.5: A matrix representation of the operator 
pp*: .!f ->.!f is 

(4.24) 

where f is the identity operator on .!f and fA is the identi
ty operator on .!fA' That is, for and I = E9 AlA' 

(pp*j) (A) = EB (PAPVA )(..1,) = EB OJAlA (A) = OJI(A). 
A A 

(4.25) 

A matrix representation of the operator (pp* ) - I: .!f -> .!f is 

(4.26) 

Furthermore, the identity 
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P* (pP*) - Ip = I (4.27) 

holds, where I is the identity operator on cW". 
Proof' By Eqs. (4.8), (4.11), and (4.19), 

(pp*j) (A) = EB (pAP~/A )(..1,) = EB (OJAlA )(..1,) = OJI(A). 
A A 

( 4.28) 

Since PP* is a bijective mapping by Lemma 4.4, the inverse 
operator (pP*) - 1 exists and is given by Eq. (4.26). 

Let IIJ = E9 A tPA with tPA&W'A given by Eq. (4.2) be an 
arbitrary vector in cW". Using Eqs. (4.8), (4.11), (4.19), 
(4.26), and (4.10), we obtain 

(4.29) 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
A consequence ofEqs. (3.3), (3.6), and (4.9) is that 

(HAp:Jai) (PA,kA,A) 

= (Ea + A)vA-I(A)¢a (PA )Xai(kA )lai(A). (4.30) 
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By forming sums of powers of HA and then limits of these 
sums, we establish that 

(h(HA )P!fai)(PA,kA,A) 

= h(€a + A)vA- I(A)~a (PA )Xai (kA )fai (A), (4.31) 

for any continuous function h. Thisfunctional calculus may 
be generalized to obtain a matrix representation for opera
tors of the form h(H)p*. However, weare mainly interested 
in the case when h(H) is the resolvent operator 
R (z) == (z - H) -I for 1m z#O, and we will exhibit the gen
eralization only for this case. Let !?J? a (z): 
.2"2(R+) -+ .2"2(R+) be defined forfai (A)E.2"2(R+) by 

(!?J?a(z)fai)(A)==(z-€a -A)-lfai(A) (4.32) 

and let 

!?J? A (z) == [!?J? a (z)Oa'i',ai] (4.33 ) 

denote the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements!?J? a (z). 
Let!?J? (z) denote the diagonal matrix 

~(Z)=[~A~(Z) ~:(Z) "] (4.34) 

We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6: The operator pR (z)p*: .2" -+.2" has the 

matrix representations 

pR (z)p* = UJ!?J? (z)f = !?J? (z)UJf (4.35) 

for 1m z#O. That is, for any f(A)E.2", 

(PR(z)p*f)(A) = UJ!?J?(z)f(A) = !?J?(z)UJf(A). (4.36) 

Proof: Since R(z) = ESARA(z), Eqs. (4.8), (4.11), 
(4.28)-(4.30), and (4,24) yield 

ED PAvA-I(A) L!?J? a (Z) 
A a,i 

X ~a (PA )Xai (kA )fai (A) 

= (pp*!?J?(z)f)(A) 

= UJ!?J? (z )f(A). ( 4.37) 

This proves the first of Eqs. (4.36). The second of Eqs. 
(4.36) then follows immediately, since the diagonal matrix 
!?J? (z) commutes with UJ. 0 

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECTION OPERATOR 
n 

The infinite sum in Eq. (4.2) can be well approximated 
by a finite number of judiciously chosen terms. Let us sup
pose that we have chosen na terms from the set {~a (PA)} 

and, for each bound state a, we have chosen nai terms from 
the set {X ai (k A )}. Let A (II) denote the finite subset of in
dices a, iEA remaining after the truncation for partition A. 
The closed linear span of all vectors tP A EJY A of the form 
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tPA (PA.kA,A) = vA 1(..1,) L ~a (PA )Xai(kA )fai(A) 
a,iEA( II) 

(5.1 ) 

is a subspace of ~ A' which we denote by ~~. The direct 
sum Jr' == ES A ~ of the approximation subspaces ~ 
over all partitions A is then a closed asymptotic approxima
tion subspace of ~. We remark that some of the subspaces 
~ may be empty if the partition A is not of interest in a 
particular scattering process. 

Let IIA denote the orthogonal projection of ~A onto 
~~, and let II == ES A IIA denote the orthogonal projection of 
~ onto ~"". It follows that if a vector tP A EJY A has the ex
pansion given in Eq. (4.2), then IIAtPA has the expansion 
giveninEq. (5.1). 

Associated with the subspaces ~~ are the truncated 
partition computation subspaces .2"~, defined by 

.2"~== EB .2"2(R+), (5.2) 
a,iEA(n) 

and the truncated computation subspace .2""", defined by 

(5.3 ) 

We define truncated injection operators p"": ~ -+.2""" 
andp"": .2" -+Jr' as follows. First, let 

p~==PAIIA and p~==IIAP:: 

and then let 

(5.4) 

p"" ==p II = EB p~ and p""*==IIp*= EBp~. (5.5) 
A A 

We also let UJ~ denote the nai X nai-dimensional block diagonal 
matrices defined by Eq. (4.17) with a, i restricted to be in 
A ( 1T). We finally define UJ"" to be the block diagonal matrix with 
entries UJ~ on the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere [cf. Eq. 
(4.18)] . 

Lemma 5.1: The operator p"" is a bounded bijective map
ping from Jr'to .2""". The adjoint operator p""* is a bounded 
bijective mapping from .2""" to Jr'. 

Proof: The proof is a replication of the proof of Lemma 4.4 
with the indices a, i and a', t restricted to belong to A (II). 0 

Theorem 5.2: A matrix representation of the operator 
p""p"".: .2""" -+.2""" is 

p""p"". = EB p~p~ = EB UJ~f~ = UJ"",f"", (5.6) 
A A 

where f"" is the identity operator on .2""" and,f~ is the identity 
operator on .2"~. A matrix representation of the operator 
(p*p""*) - I: .2""" -+.2""" is 

E9 (UJ~) - l,f~ = (UJ"") -I,f"". (5.7) 
A 

Proof' The proof is a replication of the proof of the corre-
sponding results in Theorem 4.5. 0 

Theorem 5.3: The orthogonal projection operators II A : 
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JIr A -+ JIr~ and IT: JIr -+ Jlr1T are given by the identities 

and 

(5.9) 

respectively. 
Proof: Let TI1-...==p;;*(p~p~*)-lp~ Then clearly, 

TI~ = TIA and TI~ = ITA' It follows that ITA is an orthogonal 
projection operator. It remains to show that the range of IT A is 
equal to the range of TI A' The definition of TI A and the second 
equation in Eq. (5.4) imply that Ran(TIA )CRan(ITA). Sup
pose that 1f A ERan (IT A ). Then 1f A has an expansion of the form 
ofEq. (5.1). Then Eq. (4.19) with a,i,a',i's4(IT) gives 

(P~1fA )(A) =W;!A (A), (5.10) 

where fA = $a,;EA(II/a;' Multiplication of Eq. (5.10) by 
p~*(p~p;;*) -I and using the second ofEqs. ~.7), Eq. (4.10), 
and the second of Eqs. (5.4);... yields that IT A 1f A = 1f A a~d, 

hence, that Ran (ITA) C Ran (IT A ). It follows that IT A = IT A . 
This proves the first of Eqs. (5.8). The second equation in Eq. 
(5.8) is a consequence of Theorem 5.2. 

Eqs. (5.9) follow from Eqs. (5.8) by forming the direct 
sum over all partitions A. D 

It remains to show that our definition of the projection 
operator IT leads to an approximate scattering system 6 (IT), 
which satisfies Assumption IT. This is necessary in order to 
invoke the results of previous papers in this series. The fol
lowing theorem provides a verification of Assumption IT. 

Theorem 5.4: Suppose that the exact scattering system 6 
satisfies Assumptions (A1)-(A4). Let IT = $AITA be the 
orthogonal projection of JIr = $ A JIr A onto JI1"" 
= $ A JIr~, where JIr~ is the closed linear span of vectors 

1f A EJI1" A having the form of Eq. (5.1) when expressed in 
kinetic energy hyperspherical coordinates (PA,k A ,A). Sup
pose that ITBITA for B #A are all compact operators. Then 
the approximate scattering system 6(IT) satisfies Assump
tion IT. 

Proof: Let 'II = $ A 1fAE~ (H) cJIr. Then 1fAE~ (HA ) 
cJlrA and 

ITA1fA = VAI(A) I ¢a(PA)Xa;(kA)fa;(A). 
a.lEA(n) 

(5.11 ) 

Since the summation in Eq. (5.11) is finite, it follows from 
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6) that ITA1fAE~ (HA ) nJlr~, and 

HAITA1fA 

=VA-I(A) I (€a +A)¢a(PA)Xa;(kA)fa;(Il). 
;.lEA(n) 

(5.12 ) 

On the other hand, if 1f A given by Eq. (4.2), belongs to 
~ (HA ), then 

HA 1fA = VA I(A) I (€a + A)¢a (PA )Xa; (kA ) fa; (Il) , 
a.i 

(5.13 ) 

with the summation converging in the norm of JlrA • There-
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fore ITAHA 1fA is also equal to the right-hand side of Eq. 
(5.12). This shows that ITA maps ~(HA) into ~(HA) 
nJlr~ and that ITA commutes with HA on ~ (HA ). It fol
lows that 

HIT'll = EB HA ITA 1f A = EB ITAHA1fA = ITM, 
A A 

(5.14 ) 

which proves statements (IT1) and (IT2). Since ITBITA for 
B #A are all compact operators, statement (IT3) follows 
from Ref. 3, Theorem 3.4 and Remark 3.5. D 

Remark 5.5: The hypothesis in Theorem 5.4 that ITBITA 
are compact operators for all B #A can be shown to be satis
fied in most practical situations (cf. Ref. 15, Theorem 13). 
The lengthy proof will be given in a subsequent paper. 

VI. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

The operator form of the approximate M equations [Eq. 
(2.14) or (2.15) ] is not directly useful for computations. In 
this section we derive computationally useful integral equa
tions by mapping to and from the computation space if with 
the injection operators p and p*. 

Equation (2.14) is an approximate version of the exact 
M equation in Eq. (2.8). In the following manipulations 
there are also exact and approximate versions of all the equa
tions. Notationally, the approximate versions are obtained 
from the corresponding exact versions by adding super
scripts 1T to the appropriate operators or functions. There
fore we will present only the exact versions of the equations 
in this section. 

All ofthe operators (J * V), (J * J - I), M(z), and R (z), 
appearing in Eq. (2.8), map (a subspace of) the direct sum 
asymptotic Hilbert space JIr into JIr. We define correspond
ing matrix versions of these operators that map (a subspace 
of) the direct sum computation space if into if as follows. 
Let 

!!lJ == ( pp* ) - 'pJ * Vp* , 

crJ == (pp*) -'p(J*J - I)p*, 

and 

Jt (z) == (pp*) -lpM(z)p*. 

(6.1 ) 

(6.2) 

(6.3 ) 

The corresponding operator f!lt (z) has already been defined 
in Eq. (4.34). By Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 it satisfies 

f!lt(z) = (pp*) -'pR(z)p*. (6.4) 

We multiply Eq. (2.8) on the left-hand side by 
(pp*) -lp, on the right-hand side by p*, and insert I 
=p*(pp*)-Ip between Vand R(z) and also at the left of 

M(z)in the right side of the equation. Then Eqs. (6.1 )-(6.4) 
give 

Jt(z) =!!lJ + [!!lJf!lt(z) - 'G']Jt(z). (6.5 ) 

Definition: The kernel of an operator .sf: if -+ if is de
fined to be the function .sf(A,U), which mapsfep)Eif into 
(Aj) (A)Eif via the formula 

(.sf j) (A) = f" dp.sf (A,p )f(p)· (6.6) 
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The kernel of the diagonal matrix .'n (A,z), defined in 
Eq. (4.34), is the matrix 

kernel of .'n (z) 

=8(,.1 - f-l).'n (f-l,z) 

=8(A-f-l)[8BA 8a,,.,a;(z-Ea -f-l)-I]. (6.7) 

We assume that the operators fll, '1ff, and JI (z), defined in 
Eqs. (6.1)-(6.3), are integral operators and can be repre
sented by kernels. This assumption will be verified in a subse
quent paper. We denote these kernels by fll (A,f-l), '1ff (A,f-l) , 
andJi (A,f-l,z) , respectively. The kernel form ofEq. (6.5) is 
then ao 

JI(A,f-l,z) = fll (A,f-l) + 1 d"l[fll (A,"l).'n("l,Z) 

- 'G' (A,"l) ]JI("l,f-l,z). (6.8) 

We may view Eq. (6.8) as a matrix-valued function 
equation on !f = Ell a.;,A !f2 (R + ). The elements of these 
matrices, therefore, satisfy the system of equations 

JI /3j,a; (A,f-l,z) 

= fll /3j,a; (A,f-l) + L L lao d"l [ fll /3j,yk (A,"l) 
C y,kEC 0 Z - E y - "l 

- '1ff /3j,Yk(A,"l)]JI yk.a;("l,f-l,z), (6.9) 

where a,iEA and [lJEB. 
The computational features of Eq. (6.9) can be im

proved by putting it into X-matrix form. We first put Eq. 
(6.9) half-on-shell. Letting E denote the total energy, set 
z = E + iE in Eq. (6.9), and then take the limit as E ..... 0+. 
Noting that f-l = E - Ea , we define JI /3j,yk (A,f-l): 
!f2 (R + ) ..... !f2 (R +) by the following limits: 

JI /3j,yk (A,f-l) = }~r::+ JI /3j,yk (A,f-l + Ea - Ey,f-l + Ea + iE) 

= JI /3j.yk (A,E - Ey,E + iO), (6.10) 

which we assume exist. We also define JI(A,f-l) to be the 
matrix with elements JI /3j,yk (A,f-l). We next introduce the 
Cauchy principal value integral f via the identity (Ref. 11, 
Vol. I,p. 137) 

. lao fll /3j,yd A,"l) 
lIm d"l . Jlyk,a;("l,f-l) 
E-O+ 0 f-l + Ea + IE - Ey - "l 

l
ao fll /3j,yk(A,"l) 

= d"l Jlyk,a;("l,f-l) 
o f-l + Ea - Ey - "l 

- i1rfll /3j,yk (A,f-l + Ea - Ey) 

X JI yk,a; (f-l + Ea - Ey,f-l). (6.11 ) 

Define JI (f-l) to be the fully on-shell Kernel matrix with 
matrix elements 

JI /3j,yk (f-l) =JI /3j,yk (f-l + Ea - E/3,f-l) 

= JI /3j,yk (E - E/3,E - Ey,E + iO), (6.12) 

and define the real matrix-valued Kernel function % (A,f-l) 
by 

% (A,f-l) =JI(A,f-l) [J - i1rJl(f-l)] -I. (6.13 ) 

Equation (6.8) may then be written in the following %
matrix form: 
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% (A,f-l) = fll (A,f-l) + foo d"l [fll (A,"l).'n ("l,E) 

- '1ff (A,"l)]% ("l,f-l)' (6.14 ) 

The matrix elements % /3j,a; (A,f-l) thus satisfy the system of 
equations 

% /3j,a; (A,f-l) 

= fll/3j,a;(A,f-l) + L L foo d"l[ fll/3j,yk(A,"l) 
C y,kEC 0 f-l + Ea -,Ey -"l 

- 'G' /3j,yk(A,"l) ]%Yk.a;("l,f-l), (6.15) 

where a,iEA and /3JEB. 
The system of equations in Eq. (6.15) is to be solved for 

the matrix elements % pj,a; (A,f-l). The half-on-shell solution 
matrix JI (A,f-l) is then recovered from the matrix % (A,f-l) 
via the identity 

JI (A,f-l) = % (A,f-l) [J + i1rX (f-l)] -I, (6.16) 

where % (f-l) is the on-shell kernel matrix with elements 

% /3j,ydf-l) =% /3j,yk (f-l + Ea - E/3,f-l) 

( 6.17) 

Remark 6.1: We remark that the operators fll, '1ff, 
JI (z), and.'n (z), defined in Eqs. (6.1 )-(6.4), could be de
fined in alternative ways. In particular, these operators 
could have been defined to have an additional factor 
(pp*) -Ion their right-hand sides. This would cause the 
right-hand side ofEq. (6.8) to have an additional factor of w 
at the left of JI ( "l ,f-l,z). In order to keep the kernel of the 
integral equation as simple as possible, we have not included 
these additional factors (pp*) - I. An interesting third alter
native is to define the operators in Eqs. (6.1 )-( 6.4) with the 
factor (pp*) - 1/2 on both the left and right sides. Whether or 
not this is desirable will depend on computational efficiency, 
and we postpone further discussion of it until more computa
tional experience has been obtained. 

In order to solve Eq. (6.14), we must first evaluate the 
input terms fll (A,f-l) and '1ff (A,f-l). 

VII. EVALUATION OF fll(} .. ,l-L) AND 'G'().,l-L) 

Recall that fll (A,f-l) is the kernel of the operator fll 
defined in Eq. (6.1), and '1ff (A,f-l) is the kernel of the opera
tor '1ff defined in Eq. (6.2). In this section we derive more 
detailed formulas for these kernel functions that facilitate 
practical calculations. 

Let P a denote the orthogonal projection operator of 
:J't' N onto :J't'a. For f/!NE7t"'N' the vector Paf/!NE7t"'a is thus 
given by 

(Pa f/!N )(PAoCIA ) = ~a (PA ) f dp~ ~: (p~ )f/!N(P~ ,CIA)· 

(7.1 ) 

The operators J * V: :J't' ..... :J't' and (J* J - I): :J't' ..... :J't' have 
expansions 

(7.2) 
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and 

J*J - 1= €a L L ~{3aPp Pa' 
B p a,A 

(7.3 ) 

respectively, where VA =HN - HA and ~{3a = 1 - tiPa with 
tiPa the Kronecker delta. A 

We assume that the bound state wave functions in tPa 
and the potentials in VA are known. The first step is to ex
press P P VA P a and ~{3a P pP a in kinetic energy hyperspherical 
coordinates. Let 

B{3a (PB,kB,A;PA.kA>Il) = kernel of Pp VAPa (7.4) 

and 

Cpa (PB,kB,A;PA,kA,Il) = kernel of~paPpPa' (7.5) 

The operators Pp VAPa: !It'a -+!It'p and ~paPp Pa: 
!It'a -+!It'p are, hence, given for I/!a&lr'a by 

(Pp VAPa I/!a) (PB.kB.A) 

= I dpA dkA dll ~ (1l)B{3a (PB.kB,A;PA.kA,Il) 

Xl/!a{pA.kA,Il) (7.6) 

and 

(~paPpPa I/!a) (PB,kB.A) 

= I dpA dkA dll ~ (1l)C{3a (PB.kB,A;PA.kA,Il) 

xI/!a (PA.kA,Il), (7.7) 

respectively, where ~ (Il) is the Jacobian of th~ transforma
tion from the (PAqA) coordinates to the (PA,kA,Il) coordi
nates. 

The matrix-valued kernel function e# (A,Il) may, there
fore, be expressed by the formula 

e#{A,Il) =lU- 1 €a L VB{A)VA{Il) 
PJ,B a,i,A 

xI dpB dkB dpA dkA¢t(PB )xtj(kB) 

XBpa {PB,kB.A;PA,kA,Il)¢a (PA )Xai{kA ); 
(7.8) 

and '1ff (A,Il) may be expressed by the corresponding for
mula with B{3a replaced by C{f pa' The following theorem 
provides alternative useful formulas for e# (A,Il) and 
C{f (A,Il). 

Theorem 7.1: Suppose that the kernel functions Bpa and 
Cpa' defined in Eqs. (7.4) and p.5), respectiv~ly, can be 
expanded in the basis sets {Xai (kA )} and {XPj (kB)} as 

Bpa (PB.kB.A;PA ,kA ,Il) 

= ¢p (pp) {~XPj (kB),@ pj,ai {A,Il)X:i (kA ) }¢: (PA) 
'J 

(7.9) 

and 

Cpa (PB.kB.A;PA.kA ,Il) 

= ¢p (pp) {~XPj (kB) <t? pj,ai {A,Il)X:i (kA ) }¢: (PA)' 
'J 

(7.1O) 
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thereby obtaining the r A -sphere to r B -sphere change of basis 
matrices, 

,@ BA (A,Il) = [ ,@ pj,ai (A,Il) ] (7.11 ) 

and 

CC BA (A,Il) = [<t? pj,ai (A,Il) ] . (7.12) 

Then 

e# (A,Il) = €a L VB {A )vA (Il),@ BA (A,Il)lU A' (7.13) 
B A 

and 

C{f(A,Il) = €a L VB {A)VA {,u)CC BA {A,Il)lUA· (7.14) 
B A 

Proof' Let Eq. (7.9), with primes on the subscripts i and 
j, be substituted into Eq. (7.8). The dpB dkB dpA dkA inte
grations may then be evaluated to yield 

= €a lUil 1 L VB {A)VA (1l)lUB'@BA{A,Il)lUA, 
B A 

(7.15) 

which is equivalent to Eq. (7.13). The proofofEq. (7.14) is 
similar. 0 

Remark 7.2: The important consequence of Theorem 
7.1 is that complicated integrals of the form ofEq. (7.8) do 
not have to be computed by numerical integration. They 
may be evaluated by computing the expansions in Eqs. (7. 9) 
and (7.1O) and then using the identities in Eqs. (7.13) and 
(7.14). 

VIII. THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE 

In this section we show how the scattering amplitude 
can be calculated from the solution % (Il) of Eq, (6.14). 

We first solve Eq. (6.3) for M{z) by multiplying on the 
left-hand side by p* and on the right-hand side by (pp*) -lp. 
This gives 

M{z) =p*JI{z)(pp*)-lp. (8.1) 

Thus for IJI = <9 A I/!A E9J (H) c!lt', 

M{z)1JI = €a L MBA {Z)I/!A 
B A 

= €a LP~JlBA{Z)lUA-lpAI/!A' (8.2) 
B A 

Assuming that the off-shell op~rator MjJA (z) is an integral 
operator with kernel MBA (PB,kB.A;pA>kA ,Il;z) then 

(MBA (Z)I/!A){PB.kB,A) 

= I dpA dkA dll ~ {1l)MBA (PB.kB,A;PA.kA,Il;Z) 

XtPA (PA.kA,Il). (8.3) 

On the other hand, Eqs. (4. 7) and (4.1 0) yield 
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(P~MBA (Z)w,i 1 PArPA) (PB.kB,A) 

= VB I(A) L ~p(pB)Xpj(kB) 
a,i,pj 

xI dpJVPj,ai(A,J.L,Z)VA (IL) 

xI dpA dkA ~~(PA )X~i(kA )rPA (PA,kA,IL), (8.4) 

whereffpj.ai (A,IL,Z) are the matrix elements of the kernel of 
the operator JI BA (z)wA- I. By comparing Eqs. (8.3) and 
(8.4), we conclude that 

=Vil(A)VA-1(1L) L ~p(pB)Xpj(kB)ffpj,ai(A,IL'Z) 
a,i,pj 

( 8.5) 

In order to obtain the exact scattering amplitude 
F=.S - I, we would multiply Eq. (8.1) on the left by 
(z - H)J*JR(z) and use Eq. (2.4) to obtain transition op
erator analogs ofEqs. (8.2 )-( 8.5) and then invoke Theorem 
1 of Ref. 1. 

The approximate scattering amplitude pr =.S'" - TI 
can, however, usually be obtained directly from M'" (z). 
[Here, and in the following, a superscript 11' indicates that 
the operators are approximate operators acting on the trun
cated asymptotic space ,(liP" = EB A ~ defined in Eq. 
(5.1).] In particular, suppose that the approximate scatter
ing system 6 (TI) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.9 of 
Ref. 4. Since the limits in Eq. (6.10) are assumed to exist, the 
approximate version of Eq. (8.5) can be put on shell by let
tingA +Ep =1L+Ea,z=IL+Ea +iEandtakingthelimit 
as E-+O+. Let 

ff"(IL) = [ffpj,ai(IL)] =.JI"(IL)(W")-I, (8.6) 

where the on-shell matrix elements ffPj,ai (IL) are the limits 
aSE-+O+ offfpj,ai(1L + Ea - Ep,IL,1L + Ea + iE). Itthenfol
lows from Ref. 4, Theorem 3.9 and Eq. (8.5) that the kernel 
of pr is given by 

kernel of F" = ED L L 8(A + Ep -IL - Ea ) 
B A aEA(l1) 

(JEB(lI) 

where 

Fpa (PB.kB,IL;PA.kA,IL) 

= - 211'ivB 1 (lL)vA- 1 (IL) L ~p (PH )XPj (kB )ffpj,ai (IL) 
ieA(n) 

JEBen) 

(8.8) 

are the kernels of the approximate scattering amplitudes for 
scattering from partition A to partition B. 

The operator ff" (IL), defined in Eq. (8.6), can be cal
culated by the following procedure. MUltiply the approxi
mate version ofEq. (6.16) on the right-hand side by (W,,)-I 

and let A = IL + Ea - Ep. This gives 
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ff"(IL) = .J('''(IL) [.F" + i11'.J('''(IL)] -I (W,,)-I 

= .J('''(IL) {w"[.F" + i11'.J('''(IL)]}-I. (8,9) 

Consequently, the matrix ff" (IL) can be efficiently comput
ed from the solution matrix .J(''' (IL) of the approximate ver
sion of Eq. (6.14) by solving the following equation for 
ff" (IL): 

ff"(1L ){w"[.F" + i11'.J('''(IL)]} = .J('''(IL). (8.10) 

Remark 8.1: Theorem 3.9 of Ref. 4 assumes that 
.r* J" - TI is a compact operator and that VE(a)TI is a 
trace class operator for finite intervals a. The lengthy proof 
that these assumptions are satisfied will be contained in a 
subsequent paper (cf. Ref. 15, Theorems 13 and 14). 

IX. SUMMARY OF THE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 

The computation strategy developed in this paper for 
calculating an approximation to the scattering amplitude is 
summarized in the following five step procedure. 

(1) For each partition A, select the na bound states aeA 
to be used in the approximation. The bound state wave func
tions and potentials are usually given in either position or 
momentum coordinates. The first step is to express the ker
nelsBpa and CPa of the channel matrix elements of the "po
tential" J * Vand the "overlap" term J * J - I in kinetic ener
gy hyperspherical coordinates [cf. Eqs. (7.1)-(7.7)]. 

(2) For each bound state a choose some finite set of nai 
linearly independent basis functions {X ai (k A )} on the sur
face r A of the unit kinetic energy hypersphere. Let A (TI) 
denote the set of na nai indices a,ieA used in the approxima
tion. Compute the inner products (i)~l,ai in Eq. (4.16) of the 
X ai basis functions and thus obtain the block diagonal matri
ces w~ in Eq. (4.17). 

( 3) Expand the kernel functions B pa and Cpa in the 
approximate basis sets {Xai(kA )}, a,ieA(TI), and 
{Xpj(kB )}, flJE1J(TI), to obtail!. the rA-spher,: to rB-

sphere change of basis matrices !!lJ iA (A,IL) and <:G'iA (A,IL) 
[cf. Eqs. (7.9)-(7.12)]. Then, using the identities in Eqs. 
(7.13) and (7.14), compute the matrices !!lJ" (A,IL) and 
<:G'1T (A,IL). 

(4) Solve the half-on-shell system of .J(' -matrix equa
tions in Eq. (6.15) to obtain the on-shell approximate.J(' 
matrix .J('1T (IL). 

(5) Solve Eq. (8.10) for the on-shell "transition ma
trix" ff" (IL) and then use the identities in Eqs. (8.7) and 
(8.8) to calculate the kernel of the approximate scattering 
amplitude pr . 

Remark 9.1: (i) For given bound state wave functions 
arid potentials the coordinate transformations in step (1) 
need to be performed only once. 

(ii) Two possible choices of the basis functions 
{x ai ( k A ) } are the following. The first is 

(9.1) 

the hyperspherical harmonics (Ref. 8), where i = (I,m) is 
now a double index. In this case 

Wal,a; = oar,a;' (9.2) 

since the hyperspherical harmonics are orthonormal. These 
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basis functions are known to work well when dim r A = 2. 
However, for dim r A > 2 the series in Eq. (8.8) may con
verge very slowly, making it necessary to use a large number 
of basis functions (see, however, Ref. 17). 

A second possible choice of the basis functions 
{Yai (k A )} is spline functions defined on the surface r A of 
the unit kinetic energy hypersphere. Such functions have 
been defined for dim r A = 2 by Wahba. 10 One example is 

Xai(kA )=_I_[ln(l+ 2x A)-I], 
21T' l-cos(kA·kAi ) 

(9.3 ) 

where {kAJ is some set of points on r A' Other examples 
with more smoothness are given in Ref. 10. These functions 
are not orthogonal, but they are linearly independent and 

1 00 A A 

(j)ar.ai = - L 1511 2 (21 + 1 )PI(kAr 'kAi ), (9.4) 
41T' 1= 1 

where 51 are known constants and PI (z) are the Legendre 
polynomials. Spline functions of this type have been success
fully used to interpolate meteorological and geomagnetic 
data.9,10 Work is in progress on generalizing these spline 
functions to dim r A > 2. 

(iii) For given wave functions, potentials, and approxi
mate basis sets {X ai (k A )}, a,iEA (II), the expansions in step 
(3) can be calculated and stored for repeated use in steps ( 4 ) 
and (5). These expansions can be done with readily available 
linear algebra software packages such as the subroutines in 
LINPACK. 

(iv) Computer programs to solve the system of equations 
in Eq. (6.15) have already been developed and tested. 16 

( v) If ff'"* (J.L) denotes the complex conjugate transpose 
of the matrix JY'1T (J.L), then Eq. (8.10) is equivalent to the 
system of equations, 

([..F1T _ i1T'%1TT(J.L)](j)1T1}JY"*(J.L) =%1TT(J.L), (9.5) 

where a superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix. Equa
tion (9.5) can be solved using standard linear algebra pro
grams. 
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Gupta-Bleuler quantization of free massless Lagrangian gauge fields 
of arbitrary helicity: The bosonic case 
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The Gupta-Bleuler canonical quantization procedure for free massless gauge fields is applied 
to the Lagrangian potentials of arbitrary integer helicity. The supplementary conditions 
required to limit the particle states to the physical subspace of positive-definite metric and 
positive energy are explicitly set out using procedures that are uniform for all spins, bosonic 
and fermionic. The well-known lower-spin results (spins 1 and 2), where some ofthe arbitrary 
spin features are vacuous, arise as special cases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Supersymmetric string field theories 1 are currently 
viewed as serious candidates for a unified theory of all four 
interactions in which massless particles corresponding not 
only to the photon and to the Yang-Mills bosons but also to 
the graviton appear automatically. The excitations of some 
string theories2 correspond to an infinite sequence of particle 
states of increasing spin. These results have led to renewed 
interest in higher spin fields and particles. 2,3 

Particles of arbitrary spin were first considered by 
Dirac4 in 1936, and then by Fierz and Pauli5-7 in 1939 and 
1940, de WetS in 1940, and Garding9 in 1945. The calcula
tions of Fierz and Pauli and of de Wet both confirmed the 
existence of only two independent solutions for the wave 
equations of a massless field of arbitrary spin, apparently 
independently of any consideration of the representation 
theory of the Poincare groupl0--12 also first presented in 
1939. Poincare irrep fields of a given arbitrary spin may be 
constructed from Lorentz irreps in a variety of ways. 11-13 

The systematic use of Lagrangian potentials can be traced 
back to the program initated by Fierz and Pauli.6 They 
established that certain pathologies in the interaction of 
fields are avoided by determining the forms of the free fields 
that are derivable from an action principle and carrying out 
their coupling in the Lagrangian formulation. 

The field equations and source constraints of Lagran
gian potentials of increasingly high spin (s = 2,p, ... ) are 
well known to involve features and notational difficulties not 
present in the lower-spin cases, and these can seriously 
hinder an extension of their analysis to arbitrarily high spin, 
Textbook treatments of arbitrary spin were included in Cor
son 14 in 1953 and Umezawa 15 in 1956, Fronsdal16 systemati
cally developed the higher-spin projection operators in 1958. 
These projection operators were used by Changl7 in 1967 to 
explicitly construct nonlocal Lagrangians up to spin~. These 
were then made local by the systematic introduction of aux
iliary variables. His results agreed with the local field equa
tions of earlier calculations. 6,IS,I9 Chang also determined the 

a) On leave at Faculty of Mathematical Studies and Department of Elec
tronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton, S09 SNH, 
England. 

b) Present address: Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge 
CB3 OHA, England. 

(anti)commutation relations and Green's functions for all 
spins. Chang'S results are incomplete for higher spins; some 
of the features not considered are the tracelessness of the 
gauge functions, the differences between the true source con
straint and one that is simply divergence-free, the vanishing 
double trace on bosonic potentials, and the vanishing triple 
y-trace on the fermionic potentials. Lurie20 gave a textbook 
discussion in 1968 of the Bargmann-Wigner field equa
tions ll,I2,21 and the Rarita-Schwinger representation of 
massive arbitrary spin fields. Schwinger discussed the wave 
equations, actions, and source constraints of arbitrary spin 
fields in his 1970 textbook. 22 

Despite the difficulties caused by some of the above
mentioned features, the Lagrangian formulation of the mas
sive fields of arbitrary spin was completed by Singh and Ha
gen23 in 1974, and the massless Lagrangians were 
constructed by Fronsdal24 and Fang and Fronsdal25 in 1978. 
These two sets of papers are the culmination for free-field 
higher spin of the program that started with Fierz and 
Pauli.6 

In 1979 Curtright26 derived the Lagrangians for mass
less fields of arbitrary integer and half-odd-integer spin to
gether in a pair of spins (s,s +!) using a simple and brief 
supersymmetry argument from postulated gauge invar
iance. Subsequent analyses by Freedman and de Wit27 in 
1979-80 established a systematic formulation for the higher
spin massless equations using a hierarchy of generalized 
Christoffel symbols with simple gauge properties. The high
est of these quantities played the role of a generalized gauge
invariant Weyl (vacuum Riemann) tensor for spin s. In 1983 
Oakley2S described a direct method for obtaining Lagran
gians for any helicity using explicitly indexed Weyl (SL2,c) 
spinors. 

Burgers29 and Berends, Burgers, and van Dam3 ex
tended and exploited the systematics of massless higher spin 
in 1985. Doughty, Wiltshire, and Collins30 developed pri
marily matrix methods of handling most of the spinor index
ing of the arbitrary spin field strengths and potentials, and 
showed that the details of the gauge properties of the La
grangian formulation of the massless Poincare irreps of arbi
trary spin may be obtained by integration of the almost tri
vial non-Lagrangian field strengths based on Lorentz irreps 
of unmixed spin. The gauge transformations, the traceless-
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ness of the gauge functions, the potential symmetries, and 
the vanishing double and triple traces of the higher-spin 
(;;;.D potentials all follow naturally from the integration pro
cess. 

The principal reason for setting up higher-spin field 
equations is in the description of particle interactions. Many 
of the articles referred to above examine the quantization of 
the Lagrangian fields constructed, although sometimes only 
for the massive case. In the massless case the standard ca
nonical quantization procedures encounter difficulties (for 
spin;;;. 1 ) due to the gauge freedom in the Lagrangian poten
tials. Fermi's original solution to this problem in 1932 for the 
Maxwell field31 ,32 involved canonical quantization with loss 
of manifest covariance. A variety of canonical and noncan
onical covariant techniques have been developed to handle 
this situation, one of the most widespread being the Fad
deev-Popov ansatz33-35 used in the context of the path-inte
gral quantization technique ofFeynman and Hibbs.36 One of 
the covariant canonical techniques is Gupta-Bleuler inde
finite-metric quantization, which is well known for the spin 1 
(Maxwell)37-40 and spin 2 (linearized gravitational)41 
cases. 

Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner42 canonically quantized 
the massless spin 2 field using the Schwinger action principle 
in 1959 as the first step in a series of papers on the quantiza
tion of general relativity. Quantization of the arbitrary spin 
case was given by Weinberg 13 in 1964-65 in non-Lagrangian 
form and developed further by Nelson and Good43 and 
Hammer et al.44 in 1968. Deser, Trubatch, and Trubatch45 

discussed the quantized massless spin 2 (linearized gravity) 
field in 1965. Fronsdal24 used the Lagrangians he construct
ed to verify, for arbitrary integer spin s, that the only mass
less quanta transmitted between sources are of helicity ± s. 
Oakley46 applied an axiomatic noncanonical quantization 
method in 1984 to the arbitrary helicity massless fields de
scribed as Weyl spinors. 

Quantization based on path-integral techniques is now 
extensively used with gauge fields,35 especially in curved spa
cetime47 and supergravity48 where new features such as 
ghost fields assume considerable importance. Nevertheless, 
such techniques are equivalent to canonical procedures for 
the arbitrary spin fields in flat space-time of concern here. 
The canonical procedures are closely related to the standard 
techniques for massive fields and the well-known quantiza
tion procedures for lower-spin gauge fields. 40 The physical 
interpretation of the canonical technique is clear and imme
diate. 

We therefore apply here the Gupta-Bleuler method of 
covariant canonical quantization involving an indefinite
metric49,50 state space to the arbitrary integer helicity gauge 
fields. We set out, explicitly and uniformly for all spins, the 
supplementary conditions on the particle states that take 
into account the gauge freedom and limit the physical states 
to the subspace of positive-definite metric and positive ener
gy. We determine the operator combinations that lead to 
cancellation of pure gauge contributions and the explicit 
forms of the equal-time and covariant commutation rela
tions in such a way that the well-known lower-spin results 
(spins 1 and 2) are reproduced as special cases not contain-
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ing all the features of the arbitrary spin field. 
In Sec. II we summarize the arbitary integer spin La

grangian wave equations, as well as their gauge invariance 
and covariant partial gauge fixing. We carry out the quanti
zation of the corresponding quantum field operator in Sec. 
III, and we apply the Gupta-Bleuler technique to isolate the 
physical states in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we confirm the particle 
content for nonzero spin s to be the two helicity modes ± s 
expected for a massless particle, II and we discuss our results 
in Sec. VI. Our notation and conventions are set out in the 
Appendix. 

The corresponding fermionic results will be presented 
by Arnold and Doughty. 51 Some of the material is developed 
in more detail by Arnold,52 and the principal results of each 
paper have been reported briefly by Doughty and Arnold.53 

II. BOSONIC FIELD EQUATIONS AND GAUGE 
CONDITIONS 

The standard free Lagrangian potential of integer spins s 
with maximal gauge freedom is a completely symmetric 
rank s Fierz-Pauli tensor ¢p. .. "p., with zero double trace 

¢J..PJ..pp."p., = 0 (spin;;;'4). (1) 

This potential becomes a massless irrep of the Poincare 
group by virtue of satisfying second-order field equa
tions3,24,27,30 of the form 

Up. .. 'p., == Wp. .... p., - 21 L 1]p.,p., W\p.''''p., = 0, (2) 
p.2 

where 

(3) 

Following de Wit and Freedman,27 we use l:P.1 to denote a 
symmetrized sum of s terms over a set of indices 
{ f.ll ,f.l2" . f.l J already symmetrized on {f.l2"· f.l J , while 
l:P.2 is a symmetrized sum of ~ s(s + 1) terms over the inde
pendent permutations of the set of indices {f.l Jf.l2,f.l3· .. f.ls} in 
which the two sets {u Jf.l2}and {u3' . 'f.lJ are separately sym
metrized. For example, l:p.1 ap', ap., .. 'p., = s a(P., ap., .. 'p.,) . 

The above equations are invariant under a gauge trans
formation 

(4) 

where the gauge function ap., ... p., (x) is a rank-(s - 1) com
pletely symmetric tensor of zero trace, a\p., .. 'p., = O. The 
field equations are derivable27 from the Lagrangian density 

5t' = ( - 1)>+ I U ¢p.,,, 'p., Wp.,"·p., 

(5) 

A permissible and natural covariant gauge condition is 

F" ... " ==aJ..¢J.." ... " - ~"a" ¢J..J.." ... " = 0, (6) 
,.-2 r-s r-2'-5 2 "ffr'-2 r-J f"'s 

in which gauge the field equations reduce to 
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U,." ... ,." = 0 (<,6,." ... ,." - ~ ~ 1J,.",." <,6\,." ... ,.,,) = 0 . (7) 

This gauge corresponds to the Lorentz, de Donder, and har
monic conditions of the spin 1 (Maxwell), spin 2 (linearized 
gravity), and general relativistic field equations, respective
ly.54 

These partially gauge-fixed equations have residual 
gauge invariance given by Eq. (4) provided the traceless 
gauge functions are harmonic, Oa,." ... ,." = o. Corresponding 
to a familiar procedure for the spin 2 case,54 we make a field 
redefinition to a barred potential, 

- _ 1 A 
<,6,." ... ,." =<,6,." ... ,." - -2 L 1J,.",.,,<,6 A,."···,.,, (for s>2) , (8) 

,.,2 

for which the partially gauge-fixed field equation is the 
d' Alembertian wave equation, 

(9) 

The original potential is given in terms of the barred poten
tial by 

<,6,." ... ,."=~,." ... ,.,, 

and the gauge constraint is expressed as 
_ ,1.-

F,." .. . ,." =a <,6,1."'2 .. . ,." 

A -
----a L 1J,.,,,.,, <,6PpA,., •... "" = o. 
2(s-1) ,.,2 

The residual gauge transformations are 

(10) 

(11 ) 

- A~ 0<,6,." ... ,." = L a,."a,." ... ,." - a ~ 1J,.",."aA,."···,.,,, (12) 
,.,1 ,.,2 

where the gauge functions are traceless and satisfy Oa,." ... ,." 

=0. 
Although we may express the Lagrangian of Eq. (5) in 

terms of the barred field variable, it is important to realize 
that the Lagrangian field is still the unbarred field <,6. That is 
to say, the field equations are derived from the Lagrangian 
by variation with respect to <,6 and not ~. However, if we 
impose the gauge conditions ofEq. (11) on the Lagrangian, 
instead of just on the field equations derivable from it, then 
the Lagrangian can be written 

!f =!( - 1)s+ 1<,6""···"''D~,." ... ,.", (13) 

which is equivalent (after discarding some surface terms) to 

!f =!( - l)S(aA~""···"" aA~"', ... "" 

1 a AA,P ,." ... ,." a A,G) (14) 
-4 S 'I' p ,1.'1' G,."···,.,, • 

Under such conditions ~ does behave as a Lagrangian field. 
Henceforth we will use ~,." ... ,." as the Lagrangian field and 
assume that the gauge conditions are satisfied. 

We introduce another field variable X defined as the 
trace of the barred field, 

- _-A 
X,." ... ,." =<,6 A,.,,·· .,." (for s>2) , (15) 

which will itself be traceless: 
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X\,." .. . ,." = 0 (for s>4) . (16) 

Ifwe treat ~ and X as independent Lagrangian fields, Eq. 
( 15) can be regarded as a constraint imposed on ~. The 
benefits of this procedure are immediate. By taking the trace 
of the gauge conditions of Eq. (11), we find that they split 
into the two independent sets of conditions 

,1.- ,1.-
a <,6,1.,." ... ,." = 0 and a XA,., •... ,." = o. 

The equations of motion likewise split into 

O~""···"" = 0 and OX""···"" = 0, 

(17) 

(18) 

which are derived from the (partially gauge-fixed) Lagran
gian 

!f = ~( - l)'(aA~""···"" aA~"', ... "" 

1 aA-""···""a - ) 
- 4 S X AX,.,,···,.,,· (19) 

We abbreviate /11'· .. ,/1s and fl3'· .. ,fls as /1 and ji, re
spectively, to rewrite the field equations in the form -

O~~ =0 and OX~ =0, (20) 

with Lagrangian density 

!f =!( - 1 )S(aA~~ aA~~ -! s aAX~ aAX~) . (21) 

When functional derivatives are taken with respect to 
symmetric tensors such as <,6~ we must take care to consider 
the symmetries on the indices. For example, functional dif
ferentiation of hAph AP with respect to h,.,v without taking its 
symmetry into account gives 

~ (h hAP) = 2h"'V for all II. and v, ah AP , r ,.,V 
(22) 

while taking the symmetry into account gives 

(23) 

since the off-diagonal terms combine. 
Taking the symmetry on the s indices of I!:. into account 

leads to 

(24) 

The quantity (~ ) is the number of different ways s objects of 
four different kinds can be ordered (with nO + n l + n2 

~ ~ ~ + n~ = s) and is given by 

t) s! = nO, n l , n21 n3 , • - ~.~.~.~. 

(25) 

In his paper on the quantization of the Fierz-Pauli field, 
Gupta41 adopts the convention that symmetries shall be re
spected whenever derivatives are taken. We shall adopt the 
opposite convention that whenever functional derivatives 
are taken with respect to symmetric tensors, the symmetries 
on the indices will be ignored. The final results are unaffect
ed, but we shall then be able to avoid the introduction of 
noncovariant quantities such as (~) into the commutators. 
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III. QUANTIZATION 

We expand the quantum field operators in the usual way 
in terms of classical plane-wave solutions to Eqs. (20) to 
give 

and 

;;; (x) = f dk '\:' E(A,) (k)" 'E(A,) (k) 
'f'1:!: ~ 1'1 Ils 

A 

X- - (x) = ~ f dk '\:' E(A')(k)" ·e.tA')(k) 
~ c ~ ~ ~ 

VS ;t 

(26) 

X[b(~)(k)e-ik'x+b(~)t(k)eik'x], (27) 

where dk is the Lorent-invariant bosonic phase space ele
ment,40 and {E~A)} is the spin 1 polarization b~sis (see the 
Appendix). The coefficients a(~)(k) and b (~)(k) of the 
positive-frequency terms will turn out to be the annihilation 
operators of two types of spin s quanta. We denote Hermi-
tian conjugation by t and the 2/.JS factor in the expansion of 
X is a convenient normalization that will simplify later equa
tions. 

We canonically quantize by imposing the equal-time 
commutators 

[~~(t,X),1T~¢;)(t,y)] =7Jllvi83(x-y) , (28) 

[Xg (t,X),1T~X)(t,y)] = 7Jilvi83(x - y) . (29) 

All other commutators are zero, while 7Jll v and 7Jilv are co
variant rank-s and rank-(s - 2) MinkowSki tensors defined 
in the Appendix. One may presume that we should com
pletely fix the gauge prior to quantization as the best way to 
ensure no nonphysical contributions. However, this has the 
disadvantage of not being a covariant process. Although the 
use of equal-time commutators already makes the procedure 
noncovariant, this is not a problem since the covariant com
mutators follow directly. We could also avoid the equal-time 
commutators entirely and use the covariant commutators 
from the start. To maintain the maximum degree of covari
ance we have used only partial gauge-fixing by the covariant 
condition (6). 

The momenta conjugate to ~ and X are 

1T(¢;) (x) = ( - 1)s;;; (x) and 
I! 'PI! 

1T~X)(X) = ( - 1)s+ 1 (s/4)x- - (x) . 
I! ~ 

(30) 

The equal-time commutator may be reexpressed as 

[~~(t,x),~v(t,y)] = (-1) S7Jec!83(x-y), (31) 

[Xg(t,x),X",(t,y)] = (-1)S+1(4/s)7Ji:lvi83(x-y), 
(32) 

and the coefficients a(~) (k) and b (~)(k) therefore satisfy 

[a(~)(k),a(~·)t(k')] = (-1)s7J(AA')2ko(21T)383(k-k') , 

(33) 

[b (~)(k),b (~·)t(k')] 

= (_1)s+17J(M')2ko(21T)383(k-k') , (34) 

with all other commutators being zero. We can now com
pute the covariant commutators to obtain 
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(35) 

[Xg (x),X~( y)] = ( - 1)s+ 1 (4/s)7Jilv iA (x - y) , 
- (36) 

where A(x - y) is the Schwinger A-function40 defined by 

iA(x) = f dk(e - ik-x - eik-x) . 

We may use the unsymmetrized (nonangular-momen
tum-conserving) canonical energy-momentum tensor 

TAP = (-l)S(aA~~ap ~~ - !saAXgapXg 

- ! 7JAP a a~1! aa~~ +! S7JAp a a? aaXg) , 

derived from the partially gauge-constrained Lagrangian of 
Eq. (21), to determine the four-momentum to be 

PIl=(-l)sf dkk ll 

X (I 7J(A" ')a(~)ta(~) (k) 
..lA' 

- ~ 7J(;t;t')b (~)t(k)b (~)(k)). 
AA' 

(37) 

This four-momentum has been normal ordered by the boson 
prescription to ensure that the ground state 10) has finite 
energy. That is, all creation operators are commuted to stand 
to the left of annihilation operators. The factors of ( - r 
7J(AA ') and ( - )s7J(M ') show, however, that in its present 
form the energy operator is not positive-definite. 

The commutators of the four-momentum with the a and 
b operators are as follows: 

[PIl,a(~)(k)] = - klla(~)(k) , 

[PIl,a(~)t(k)] = + klla(~)t(k) , 

[PIl,b(~)(k)] = -kllb(~)(k), 

[PIl,b (~)t(k)] = + kllb @t(k) . 

These commutators imply that the operators a(~) (k) and 
b (~) (k) annihilate and the operators a(~)t (k) and b (~)t (k) 

create null four-momentum k = {k Il} = {Ikl,k}. Each op
erator a(~) (k) and b (~) (k) with a distinct sets of indices 
(bearing in mind that the operators are symmetric on their 
sets of indices) creates or annihilates a distinct type of quan
tum. 

The creation operators do not create normaIizable 
states. Instead we construct wave packets with the operators 

a?)t == f dk/(k)a(~)t(k) 
and 

(38) 

where f dk 1 /(kW = 1. These wave-packet operators satis
fy the commutators 

[aj~),ai~'Jt]:::::( -l)s7J(~')8fg 

and 
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(39) 

all other commutators being zero. The nature of these com
mutators here requires some explanation. The precise value 
of the first commutator is 

[a/,ail = f dk-j(k)g*(k). 

When the peaks of/(k) and g(k) are well separated in mo
mentum space, then the integral S dk-j(k)g*(k) is zero. If 
the peaks are coincident, then the integral is unity, and if the 
peaks are close to each other, the integral has a value 
between 0 and 1. We will assume that whenever we need to 
use these commutators, the wave packets we use will either 
be identical or well separated. This assumption is embodied 
in the use of the delta function {jig, which is zero ifj(k) and 
g(k) are well separated and 1 if they coincide. 

_ The propagator for the quanta of the boson fields l,61! and 
X~ are Green's functions for the field equations (20). Evalu
ation of the time-ordered products 

Tl,61!(x)l,6~(y) and Ti~(x)x~(y) 
give the vacuum expectation values of 

(OITl,61! (x)l,6~ (y) 10) = ( - 1 ) 57]l'v iaF(x - y) (40) 

and 

(OITX~ (x)X~ (y) 10) = ( - 1)5(s/4 ) 7]jl"iaF (x - y) , 
- (41) 

where aF(x - y) is the Feynmann propagator.40 This im
plies that 

G ~~) (x - y) = i( - 1 ) 5(0 I Tl,61! (x)l,6~ (y) 10) , (42) 

G }.t) (x - y) = i( - 1 )'(OITXl! (x)X~ (y) 10) , (43) 

are Green's functions for the respective field equations. 
We build up the Fock multiparticle state space from the 

vacuum state 10), which we normalize, (010) = 1, demand 
that it have zero four-momentum and spin, PI'IO) = 0 and 
SI'VIO) = 0, and require it to satisfy 

a(~)(k)IO)=O and b(~)(k)IO)=O. (44) 

The creation operators all mutually commute, and they 
therefore create bosonic states. 

We define number operators for the two different classes 
of quanta, a and b, as well as a total number operator: 

Na = ( - 1)5 t f: 7](AA') f dk- a(~)t(k)a(~)(k) 

= f dk-.Ala (k) , (45) 

Nb = ( - 1)5+ 1 ~ ~ 7](U') f dk- b (~)t(k)b(~) (k) 

= f dk-.Alb(k), (46) 

N=Na +Nb = f dk-.Al(k) = f dk-(.Ala(k) +.Alb(k)}. 

(47) 

These number operators commute with the Hamiltonian. 
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The number of quanta n = ("'IN I "') is therefore conserved 
in time and well-defined. 

The state space has an indefinite metric since the one
particle state a}~)tIO), for example, has norm 

(Ola}~)a}~) 10) = ( - 1 )'7](~~) ~O . 

As in the well-known lower-spin cases, we can, however, 
recover a positive-definite norm for physical states, which 
form a subspace of the full state space, by application of 
supplementary conditions as we shall show in the next sec
tion. When this is done, the creation operators creating phys
ical states will be those for which ( - 1 )57](~~) > O. 

IV. GUPTA-BLEULER SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS 

In 1950 Dirac55 discussed the generalization of Hamil
tonian dynamics to deal with quantization of constrained 
systems, and this material was developed further in a text56 

in 1964. For the supplementary conditions in Eqs. ( 1 ), ( 16), 
and ( 17) not to interfere with the commutation relations on 
the fields, we must follow the example of the well-known 
lower-spin cases and apply them using the Gupta-Bleuler 
technique. 37

-41 We demand that if a state I"') is to be a phys
ical state, then the following conditions must hold: 

A- + 
(a ¢AI'2'''I') I"') = 0, for s;;d , (48) 

A- + 
(a XAI'.'''I') I"') = 0, for s>3 , (49) 

-A - + 
(¢ AI',"'I', - XI""'I') I"') = 0, for s>2, (50) 

(l,6APAPI','''I') + I"') = 0, for s>4, (51) 

(X\I""'I') + I"') =0, for s>4, (52) 

where the + superscript denotes the positive frequency part. 
The states satisfying these conditions will form a subspace of 
the full state space and will have positive-definite norms. 

These con~itions respectively imply that operators 
a(~) (k) and b (~) (k) satisfy the following conditions: 

[a(OA, .. 'A,) (k) _ a(3A, .. 'A,) (k) 1 I"') = 0, for s> 1, (53) 

[b (OA." 'A,) (k) _ b (3A." 'A,) (k) 1 I"') = 0, for s>3, (54) 

[a(l lA," 'A,) (k) + a(22A, .. 'A,) (k) + (2I.J$)b (A, "A,) (k) 1 I"') 
= 0, for s>2, (55) 

[a( 1I11A," 'A,) (k) + 2a( 1122A," 'A,) (k) + a(2222A''''A,) (k) 1 I"') 
= 0, for s>4, (56) 

[b (1 lA," 'A,) (k) + b (22A.," 'A,) (k) 1 I"') = 0, for s>4. (57) 

We now compute.Ala (k) by expanding the sums over 
the different indices Ai to obtain 

("'I.Ala (k) I"') 
= ( - 1)5 L L 7](A,A P .. '7](A,)..;) 

A A' 

X ("'la(A, .. 'A,)t (k)a(A, .. 'A,) (k) I"') 

=(_1)5 L L 7](A,A 2)"'7](A,)..;) 

A2 ···.,ts Ai···..t; 

X ("'la(OA, .. 'A,)t (k)a(OA, .. 'A,) (k) 

_ a( lA," 'A,)t (k)a( lA," 'A,) (k) 
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_ a(U", 'A,)t (k)a(U", 'A,) (k) 

_ a(3A,· 'A)t (k)a(3A,·· 'A,) (k) I¢'), 

which, with the use of Eq. (53), yields 

(¢,Iffa (k) I¢') 

=(_1)s L L 71(A,A')"'71(A/':)(_1) 

A,"'A,A,"'A: 

X (¢'Ia( 1A," 'A,>t (k)a( IA,' 'A,) (k) + a(2,\,· ·A,>t (k) 

Xa(2A, .. 'A,) (k) I¢,). 

All the sums can be expanded and simplified in this way, 
and induction yields, for all s, 

(¢'lffa(k)I¢') = ± (s) (tltlalloneSand(S-OtWOS)t(k) 
1=0 t 

xa(,onesand(s- I) twos)(k) I tit)· 

The norm (tltlff b (k) I¢'> may be similarly simplified using 
Eq. (54) and introducing the notation 

a['I(k) =d,onesand(s- t) tWOS)(k), O.;;;,[,;;;;s; 

similarly, 

(58) 

b['I(k)=b(,onesand(s-'-2)twos)(k), 0,;;;;t,;;;;s-2, (59) 

gives 

(¢'lffa(k)ltIt) = Ito (~) (¢'la['lt(k)a[ll(k)I¢'), (60) 

(¢'Iffb (k) I tit) = - :t: e ~ 2) (¢'Ib [llt(k)b [II (k) I¢')· 

(61) 

The remaining supplementary conditions, Eqs. (55)-(57), 
become 

[a[I+21(k) +a['I(k) + (2/J.S)b['I(k)] I¢,) =0, 

for O,;;;;t,;;;;s - 2 and s;;;.2, 

[all + 41 (k) +2all + 21 (k) +a[ll(k)]I¢') =0, 

for O,;;;;t,;;;;s - 4 and s;;;'4, 

[b[I+21(k) +b[ll(k)]I¢') =0, 

for O,;;;;t,;;;;s - 4 and s;;;.4. 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

Equation (63), which applies when s;;;.4, allows any opera
tor a[l I (k) with an even index acting on a physical state I tit) 
to be expressed in terms of the two lowest even index opera
tors a[OI(k)ltIt) and a[2J(k)I¢'). Likewise any operator 
a[l J (k) with an odd index acting on I¢') can be expressed in 
terms of allJ (k) I¢') and a[3J (k) I tit)· Induction on Eq. (63) 
gives 

a[IJ(k)I¢') = (-l)P([p+ 1]a[t-2PI(k) 

+ pa[l- 2p- 21 (k»)ltIt), for integer p;;;. (t 12). 

(65) 

From Eq. (65) we deduce the reduction formulas 

(¢'la[2nlt (k)a[2nl (k) I tit) 
= (tltln2a[2Jt (k)a[2J (k) 

+ (n - l)2a [OJt(k)a[OJ(k) 
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and 

+ n(n - l)(a[Olt(k)a[21(k) 

+ a[2It (k)a[OI(k»)I¢'), 

(tltla[2n+ Ilt(k)a[2n+ !J(k) I tit) 
= (tltln2a[3It(k)a[31(k) 

+ (n -1)2a[llt(k)a[ll(k) 

+ n(n - l)(a(llt(k)a[31(k) 

+ a[3 It (k)a[ll(k»)I¢'), 

where n is a non-negative integer. 

(66) 

(67) 

Equation (64) may also be used to construct reduction 
formulas for the b-operators showing that each even-indexed 
b [I](k) acting on a physical state I¢') can be expressed in 
terms ofb [01 (k) I¢') and each odd-indexed operator in terms 
of b (lJ (k) I¢,). 

Induction leads to the two reduction relations for b-op
erators: 

and 

(68) 

where n is a non-negative integer. 
The application ofEqs. (66)- (68) simplifies the expres

sion for (¢'Iff(k) I¢') to 

(¢'Iff(k) I¢') = 2S
-

4 (¢'I!s(s + 1)a[2It (k)a[21(k) 

+ q~ _ ¥ + 8)a[0It(k)a[OI(k) 

+ !s(s - 3 )(a[Olt (k)a[21 (k) 

for s;;;.3. 

+ a!2lt (k)a[OI (k») - 2b [Olt (k)b [01 (k) I¢') 

+ 25
- 4(¢,1 (!~ _ ¥ + 2)aI3It(k)a[31(k) 

+ (!S2_J}S+ 18)a[llt(k)a(ll(k) 

+ (~- ~s + 6)(a[IJt(k)a I3J (k) 

+ a!3lt (k)a(ll (k») - 2b [llt(k)b [II (k) I ¢,), 
(69) 

The single remaining supplementary condition in Eq. 
(62) relates the b-operators to the a-operators when they are 
both acting on physical states. Applying Eq. (62), for s;;;.3, 
to Eq. (69) yields 

(¢'Iff(k) I¢,) = 25
-

5 (¢'I(sa[2It(k) 

+ [s - 4 ]a[Olt (k) )(sa[2J (k) 

+ [s - 4]a[OI(k») + ([s - 2]a[3It (k) 

+ [s - 6]a[llt(k»)([s - 2]a!3l(k) 

+ [s - 6]a[ll(k»)I¢'). (70) 

The foregoing treatment of the arbitrary spin case in
volves in general all four of the operators alol(k), alll(k), 
a12 ] (k), anda[3] (k). For spins less than three, not all of these 
operators are present. For spin 2 we find the following 
expression: 
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(tllff(k) ItI) 

= !(tll(a[Olt(k) - a[2It(k»)(a[01(k) - a[21(k»)ltI) 

(71) 
+ 2(tlla[llt(k)a[ll(k)ltI) (72) 

The form ofEq. (70) enables us to define two new operators, 

01(k)=2s12-3(sa[21(k) + [s-4]a[01(k) 

+ i[s - 2]aPI (k) + i[s - 6]a[ll(k»), (73) 

02(k) =2s12 - 3(sa[21 (k) + [s - 4 ]a[OI (k) 

-i[s-2]aPI (k) -i[s-6]a[ll(k»), (74) 

for s;>3, while for s = 2 we define 

ol(k) =a[1l(k) -!i(a[OI(k) -a[21(k»), (75) 

02(k) = a[1l(k) + !i(a[OI(k) - a[21(k»). (76) 

In terms of these operators we have 

(tI~(k) ItI) = (tlloi (k)ol (k) + oi (k)02(k) I tI) (s#o) 
(77) 

and (tllff(k) ItI) = (tlla[Olt(k)a[OI(k) ItI) for s = O. The 
spin 1 and spin 2 results reproduce those of Gupta.37

,41 

Equation (77) demonstrates that for nonzero spin each field 
has two independent quanta, the operators for which have 
been explicitly displayed. These quanta correspond to the 
two degrees of freedom of the massless field, one for each of 
the two polarization states of a classical transverse wave. We 
shall shortly show that these states are the pure helicity 
states A = ± s of the quantum field. 

The use of the reduction formulas of Eqs. (66 )-( 68), 
along with the equations relating a- and b-operators in Eq. 
(62), means that the ol(k) and 02(k) do not involve the 
complete sets of operators {a[t l (k)} and {b [tl (k)}. In con
sequence, a[t l (k) and b [tl (k) do not commute in the expect
ed fashion for operators that correspond to independent 
quanta. 

V. SPIN OF THE QUANTA 

To verify that the quanta created and annihilated by the 
operators 0 I (k) and O2 (k) carry pure spin s we consider a 
wave along the x3 axis and examine the expectation value of 
the (12) component of the spin angular momentum gener
ator S I'v. 

First, we compute the canonical spin angular momen
tum density 

~APU = _. a!£' SAP ;j;v 
J 1 _ (s)I'V 'I' 

a(aul/J~) -

. a!£' SAP -v (78 
-I a(auXll) (s-2)jivX-, ) 

where S 1~~y is the infinitesimal spin angular momentum 
generator for spin s given by 

= i L "'I',v, ... L "'I',~ IV.'~ I (OAI',OP v, 
1'1 1'1 

- 0 PI', OA v) , (79) 
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while S 1~ _ 2)ll~ is the corresponding spin (s - 2) generator 
used for XiJ and symmetrized over the appropriate index 
range. The value of the canonical spin density is then 

YApu = 2s( _ 1)S(aU~I""'I',[A )~pII'2"'I" 

- !s(s - 2)( - 1)S(a"i"4"'I',[A )iPII'4"W 

(80) 

The spin angular momentum generator is then S).p = S 1-" 
+S~P, where 

stp = f d 3x: 2s( - 1),~1'2"'I',[A~PII'2"'I',:' (81) 

S~P= f d 3x:!s(s-2)(-1)s+IX4"'I',[A,xpII'4"'I',:' 

(82) 

Substituting the plane-wave expansions of ~ and i into Eqs. 
(81) and (82) yields 

S1-" = f dk Ytp(k) and S~P = f dk Yr(k), 

where 

YUP(k) = - 21 is( -1)s ~ ~ 2Eli')(k)E~~I>(k)",(A2Ai) 
A A' 

.. . ",(A,).:)(a(~ ')t(k)a(~) (k) 

- a(~)t(k)a(~')(k»), 

Y 2Ap (k) 

= ~ i(s - 2)( - 1), L L 2Eti3)(k)E~~;)(k)",(A4A4) 
2 ~ ~' 

.. . ",(A')';)(b (~')t(k)b (~)(k) 

- b (~)t(k)b (~')(k»). 

For a plane wave along the x 3 axis, we find that the 
helicity A of the wave is given by 

A = - f dk (tll(Yl2(k) + y~2(k»)ltI). 
In order to evaluate this expression we need to again 

invoke the supplementary conditions and reduction formu
las of the previous section. When this is done, we find that we 
can write, for s;> 3, 

(tlIY 12 (k) ItI) = - s(tll(oi (k)Ol (k) - oi (k)02(k»)ltI) 

= -s(tllffl(k) -ff2 (k)ltI), 

or 

(83) 

This result implies that 01 and O2 quanta carry helicities 
A = s and A = - s, respectively. This conclusion extends to 
spins s = 0, 1, and 2, although the two he1icity states coin
cide for a spin zero particle. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

No consistent interactions have been discovered3.27 in 
flat space-time for fields of spin higher than 2, although a 
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gravitational interaction for such particles is presented in 
Vasil'ev and Fradkin.57 One could argue, however, that the 
greater degree of consistency apparent in some supersymme
tric string theories, compared with particle field theory, is an 
indication that consistent interaction may involve an essen
tially infinite number of particles of increasing spin corre
sponding to the excitations of the string. Indeed there are 
some indications3 that no couplings of higher-spin fields are 
possible without the participation of an infinite number of 
such fields. 

Calculations involving arbitrary spin fields increase rap
idly in complexity with increasing spin, especially if each 
case is performed separately without taking into account the 
regularity that must link all the equations owing to their 
common origin as irreps of the Poincare group. 11 Further
more, as the spin increases, new features occur that are va
cuous for the lower-spin cases. The first bosonic field to in
clude apparently all the features of the arbitrary spin case, 
such as the zero double trace of the potentials, is spin 4. If 
consistent interaction of higher-spin fields does involve an 
infinite number or effectively very large number of partici
pating fields, it is imperative that the theory be dev~loped in 
a very systematic and general way. 

Once all the new general features not appearing at lower 
spin are known and taken into account, and provided one 
uses a systematic notation suited to the arbitrary spin case, 
most calculations involving noninteracting arbitrary helicity 
potentials become considerably more tractable both classi
cally and at the quantum level. 

We have explicitly set out here one example of such a 
calculation, the canonical quantization of the arbitrary in
teger helicity gauge fields. We have used the higher-spin sys
tematics of Freedman and de Wit and the very simple and 
physically transparent Gupta-Bleuler technique of indefin
ite metric to maintain covariance. The supplementary condi
tions imposed on the subspace of physical states provides not 
only a positive-definite metric for the Fock multiparticle 
space but also ensure the positivity of the energy required for 
the quantum stability of the vacuum. A first step in any inter
acting theory is the availability of a complete analysis of the 
free fields and a tractable compact notation for manipulating 
the quantities involved. Our calculations, like a number of 
others mentioned earlier, show that the high symmetry of 
the potentials and other highly systematic properties of 
Poincare irreps permit free field calculations to be per
formed at arbitrarily high spin with results that accord in 
every way with the familiar lower-spin results. 

APPENDIX 

We use a timelike con vention for the Minkowski matrix: 

1J = {Trw} = {diag(1, - 1, - 1, - I)}. 

We define a covariant ranks-s Minkowski metric tensor 1J,.,v 
~ -

1552 

1 
1J,.,v = .. I 1J,."v, I 1J,."v,··· I 1J,."v, 

- S.,.,I ,.,1 ,.,1 

= {( _l)s~n~(~)~I, if~isapermutationof~, 
0, if ~ is not a permutation of ~, 

(Al) 
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and a similar quantity 1Jftv of rank (s - 2). 
These tensors act asraising and lowering operators on 

whole sets of indices. For example, 

(A2) 

We construct a spin 1 polarization basis off our-vectors 
{E~A)(k)} (A = 0,1,2,3) as follows. 

(i) E~O)(k) =n,., is normalized, timelike (n2 = 1), and 
future-pointing (no> 0). 

(ii) E~3)(k) is normalized, spacelike (E(3)'E(3) = - 1), 
orthogonal to n,." and in the plane of k,., and n,." and is thus 
given by E~3)(k) = (k,., - n,.,k·n)/k·n. 

(iii) E~I)(k) and E~2)(k) are a pair of orthonormal, 
spacelike vectors that are orthogonal to k and n 
[and therefore also to <3) (k)]. 

As a result we have the following orthonormality and 
completeness relations: 

E(A)(k) 'E(A')(k) = 1J(AA') 

and 
3 2: 1J(AA)E~A)(k)E~A)(k) = 1J,...v, (A3) 

A=O 

where 1JIAA ') = diag( 1, - 1, - 1, - 1) in which the round 
brackets indicate that A and A ' are not space-time indices and 
are not automatically summed over. 

If we take the propagation direction as axis 3, we have 
k = {k ,.,} = k o( 1,0,0,1), and a suitable polarization basis is 
{E~,t)} = {8~}, namely, 

{~}~ m' {E!}~ m' 
(A4) 

{c.}~ m' {C.} ~ m 
We can construct a corresponding product basis E(,t,) ® E(A,) 

® ••• ® E(A,) for rank-s tensors. 
For handling whole sets of polarization indices we simi

larly define 

1J(~~') =~ 2: 1J(,t,AI> 2: 1J(A2A;) ... } 1J(A';";) 
s! ,t 1 ,t 1 ti' 

= {( _l)s~n~(~)~I, if~isapermutationof~', 
0, if ~ is not a permutation of ~, 

(AS) 
and similarly for rank (s - 2). 
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Linear particle transport problems in a two-state random Markov medium are considered. 
Explicit equations are constructed that determine the expected particle density in a scattering 
medium. It is shown that the generic equation method is equivalent to the phenomenological 
model if the free flights of the particle are uncorrelated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of particle transport in a two-state, static 
random (Markov) medium has been the subject of some 
recent publication. 1-9 Two different methods have been sug
gested. The generic equation approach 1.2 takes the linear 
transport equation 

atP - + V'V rtP + VU, (r,v,t)tP(r,v,f) 
af 

= QCr,v,f) + fV'Upr(r,v'--+v,t)tPcr,v',t)dV' (1) 

as the starting point. Here the total macroscopic cross sec
tion u" the production cross section upr due to scattering 
and/or fission, and the particle source Q are known only in a 
statistical sense. Thus at each space point r and instant of 
time f U,' upr assume one of the two values corresponding to 
the associated fluid A or B. One is then interested in the 
ensemble average 1i of the particle density 'tP'. The problem 
was rigorously solved only for a purely capturing, homoge
neous Markov medium. 

In the second method, termed as the phenomenological 
model,4.8 one considers two coupled transport like equations 

[
{alaf+lJ"V + VUtA +vAA} -vAB ][tPA(r,V,f)] 

- VAA {a;af + v·V + VU'B + vAB} tPB (r,V,f) 

= [SV'UprA(r,V'--+V,f)dV' 0] [tPA(r,v"t)] [QA(r,V,f)] 
o fV'uprB(r,v'--+v,f)dv' tPB(r,v',f) + QB(r,v,f) , 

(2) 

for the average particle densities tPA and tPB at the point 
(r,v,f) depending upon if the medium at (r,f) is of type A or 
B. It has been shown 9 that the two approaches are equivalent 
if the fluids are purely capturing. For a scattering medium, 
Pomraning9 has shown that for a simple rod model, where 
the particles are constrained to travel along a line and suffer 
only either forward or backward collisions, the phenomeno
logical model gives quite different results compared to the 
generic equation method. He has thus concluded that the 
two models are equivalent only for a purely capturing medi
um and that it is not possible to define a joint Markov process 
in general. 

Equation ( 1 ) describes a physical process. The particles 
emitted by the source at some point r suffer a number of 
scattering collisions before being absorbed by the medium at 
some other point r'. Between two collisions the particles 
travel in straight lines called free-flights and come across 
alternating packets of fluids A and B of random thickness. In 
this paper we will show that if these free-flights are uncorre
lated (its precise definition is given in Sec. II) the two ap
proaches are equivalent. 

We note that the generic equation method is equivalent 
to taking a snapshot of the random medium, solving the 
transport problem for the particular realization of the medi
um and then taking a phase average over all possible realiza
tions. In a purely capturing medium the particles undergo 

only one free-flight from their emission by the source to cap
ture by the medium. The changes in the random medium, as 
seen by the particle during its first (and the last) free-flight 
and the collision suffered by it can be combined into a joint 
Markov process. Thus the two methods yield identical re
sults. Even in a scattering medium a joint Markov process 
can be defined for the first free-flight. During the subsequent 
free-flights, following scattering collisions, the particle en
counters the same (particular) medium realization if it re
traces its earlier path or a part thereof. In the rod model, a 
particle, on being scattered backward (forward scattering is 
of no consequence), retraces its earlier trajectory in the re
verse direction. It therefore encounters alternating fluid 
packets (medium components) of exactly the same thick
ness as seen in the previous flight. It is therefore not surpris
ing that for the rod model it is impossible to define a joint 
Markov process coupling the particle transport and the ran
dom changes in the medium. 

The situation is not very different if we consider a 
layered system consisting of alternating slabs (infinite in 
transverse directions) of random thickness. This is the case 
if the slab geometry transport equation is used as the starting 
point (generic equation). Again the location of all the planes 
of discontinuity in the medium are known a priori to the 
concerned particle from its previous free-flight and it is not 
possible to define a joint Markov process. 
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If, however, we consider the particle transport process 
in a concrete shield and model it as a random medium to 
account for many different and irregular (in effect random) 
shapes and size of the gravel, the situation is quite different. 
Here one could not use the slab geometry transport equation 
as the starting point even if the transverse dimensions of the 
shield were infinite. The cross sections at any r being random 
functions are not constant in a transverse plane for any par
ticular medium realization. Thus the general transport equa
tion does not reduce to its slab geometry analog for any par
ticular realization; rather the slab geometry equation is 
applicable only for the average quantities. Moreover in any 
realistic scattering model, e.g., isotropic scattering, the par
ticle is highly unlikely to be thrown back along its previous 
trajectory. Thus the medium encountered by the particle 
after scattering is quite different from that seen in the pre
vious flight except for a small cone of directions along the 
backward direction, depending upon how irregular is the 
shape of the gravel. It is therefore more appropriate to as
sume that every free-flight is independent (uncorrelated) of 
all previous flights, at least as a first approximation. Along 
each of them it is possible to define a joint Markov process 
just as it is done for the (only) free-flight in a purely captur
ing medium. 

In order to simplify the calculations we will consider 
only the stationary, one-speed transport equation with iso
tropic scattering and sources in a convex region V with no 
incoming particles from outside. We will also assume that 
the source Q(r) is known and that the total cross sections, 
U A and U B' are uniform. We will also assume that only the 
fluid A scatters (and may absorb) particles while the fluid B 
is purely capturing. Further, the scattering cross section UsA 

is also uniform. In Sec. II we construct an expression for the 
average total particle flux (or density as v = 1) (t/!(r» fol
lowing Eq. (1), and using the above assumption of uncorre
lated free-flight. In Sec. III we solve the same problem using 
a phenomenological model and show that the two expres
sions are identical. 

II. GENERIC EQUATION METHOD 

Consider the stationary, one-speed transport equation 
with isotropic scattering and sources (v = 1), 

!l·Vrt/! + u,(r)t/!(r,!l) 

= _1_[Q(r) + Us (r)f¢(r,!l')d!l']' 
( 41T) 

(3) 

If there are no incident particles from outside the region Vof 
interest, Eq. (3) is equivalent to the integral equation 

q;(r) = ( [us(r')q;(r') + Q(r')] {exp[ - 1"(r,r')]} dr', 
Jv 41Tlr-r'1 2 

where the total flux q;(r) is given by 

q;(r) = f ¢(r,!l)d!l, 

(4) 

(5) 

and the optical distance r( r,r') between the points rand r' is 
given by 
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i 1r-1"'1 ( r') 
r(r,r') = u, r' + £~ ds. 

o Ir- r 1 

(6) 

We assume that Q(r) is a known source while the cross sec
tion u, (r) [and Us (r)] is a two-state random function ofr. It 
takes the values u A or u B' The scattering cross section UsB is 
assumed to be zero while UsA has a finite value. In addition to 
q;(r) we will need the scattering collision density x(r) de
fined by the relation 

x(r) = Us (r)q;(r). (7) 

x(r) satisfies the integral equation 

x(r) = Us ( [X(r') + Q(r')] {exp[ - r(r,r')]} dr'. (8) 
Jv 41Tlr-r'12 

We now wish to solve Eqs. (4) and (8) and then take the 
ensemble average (q;(r» and (x(r». The solution is given 
by the Neumann series 

q;(r) = f. Q(r') {exp[ - 1"(r<)]} dr' + i: f. us(rl ) 
v 41Tlr-rl n~1 V 

{exp[ - 1"(r,rl )]} X 2 
41Tlr - rd 

xd f. () {exp[ - 1"(rl ,r2)]} 
~ ~ ~ 2 

v 41Tlrl - r21 

Xdr2"'f. Q(r') {exp[ - r(rn,r')]} dr', (9) 
v 41Tlrn - r'I 2 

and 

x(r) = Us (r)f.v Q(r') {exp[ - 1"(r,r')]} dr' 
41Tlr- r'I 2 

+us(r) i: f. us(rl ) {exp[ -1"(r,r~)]} drl 
n~2 V 41Tlr-rl l 

We now have to take the ensemble average of the rhs ofEqs. 
( 9) and (lO). Consider first Eq. (10). It is clear that this 
average is the sum of averages of various terms on the rhs. 
Since UsB has been taken as zero, contribution of the "n" fold 
integral is finite only if the points (r,rl ,r2, ... , rn _ I) liein the 
fluid "A" while the fluid at rn can be of either type. Likewise 
in the first term on the rhs of ( 10) the point r must have fluid 
A while there is no restriction at the point r'. We now invoke 
the assumption of uncorrelated free-flights to write the en
semble average 

(us(r)us(rl)us(r2)"'us(rn_1 )exp{ -1"(r,rl )} 

Xexp{ -r(rl ,r2)}" 'exp{ -r(rn,rn_ 1 )}) 

= PA~ (exp{ - 1"(r,rl )}lr,r1EA) 

X (exp{ -1"(rl,r2)}lrl>r2EA)'" 

X (exp{ - 1"(rn,rn_ 1 )}Irn - I EA). (11 ) 

Equation (11) is a precise statement of uncorrelated free
flights. It states that the ensemble average of the product of 
"n" exponential factors is the product of the average of the 
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individual exponentials. The factor P A accounts for the point 
r to lie in the medium A. The expression (exp{ - r(r,rl )} 
X Ir,rlEA) denotes the average of the exponential factor 
when both of the points r,rllie in the mediumA. This is given 
by 

(exp{ - r(r,rl)}lr,rlEA ) 

= foR exp( - r)PAA (r,R)dr, R = Ir- rll, 

= [D2 exp( - v21r - rll) - DI exp( - vllr - rll)]. 

Here PAA ( r,R )dr denotes the joint probability that the opti
cal distance between the points (r,r l ) lies between rand 
r + dr and the point r l lies in the fluid 'A " given that the 
point r lies in the fluid "A." The geometric distance between 
the points is denoted as R. We note that P AA ( r,R) and simi-
1ar probabilities are given by Eqs. (45)-(48) of Ref. 1 and 
are not normalized to unity. Thus the expression 
(exp{ - r(r,rl ) }lr,rleA > is strictly not an "average value" 
in the conventional sense, rather the first part of Eq. (12) 
provides its definition. 

Similarly we have for the expression 

(exp{ -r(rn,rn_ 1 )}lrn_leA) 

= foR exp( -r)[PAA(r,R) +PAB(r,R)]dr, 

= [C2 exp( - v21rn - rn-II) 

- CI exp( - vllrn - rn_II)] 

R=I(rn-rn_I)I· (13) 
I 

The derivation of Eqs. (12) and (13) is indicated in the 
Appendix. We will use these relations in addition to the one 
derived by Levermore et al. I 

(exp( - r(r,r'» 

= [E2 exp( - v21r - r'1) - EI exp( - vllr - r'1)]. 
(14) 

In Eqs. (12)-(14), VI and V2 are the roots of the quadratic 
equation 

(uA + AA - v)(uB + AB - v) - AAAB = 0, (15) 

where A A (or A B) measures the transition probability from 
the state A to B (from B to A) in an infinitesimal distance' ds' 
aSAA ds (A B ds). ThecoefficientsDI,D2,EI,E2 and CI,C2 are 
given by 

VI-UA C2 =--
V I - V 2 

where the average cross section a is defined as 

(16) 

_ UAA B + UBAA 
U=PAUA +PBUB = (17) 

AA +AB 
Substituting from Eqs. (11) - (13) in Eq. (10) we get 

(x(r» =PAUsA f Q(r')dr'2[C2exp( -v2Ir-r'I) -Clexp( -vllr-r'I)] 
Jv41Tlr - r'1 

00 f. dr f. dr2 1 drn + L PA~sA I 2 2 ••• Q(rn ) I 12 
n=2 V 41Tlr-rl l v41Tlrl -r2 1 V 41Trn -rn_ 1 

X [X({D2 exp( - v21ri - ri_ll) - DI exp( - vllri - ri_ I I)}] 

X [C2 exp( - v21rn - rn-II) - CI exp( - vllrn - rn-II)], (18) 

where ro is same as r. The Neumann series (18) can be 
summed very easily and we find that the ensemble average 
(x(r» satisfies the integral equation 

(x(r) ) 

1 (x(r') ) dr' 
-Clexp(-vllr-r'I)] + UsA 4 I '1 2 

V 1Tr-r 

X [D2 exp( -v2Ir-r'l) -Dlexp( -vllr-r'I)]· 

(19) 

Taking the ensemble average of Eq. (9) and proceeding as 
above we get 
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I 
(qJ( r) ) 

= f Q(r')dr'2[E2exp(-v2Ir -r'I) 
Jv41Tlr- r'1 , 1 (x(r') ) dr' 
-Elexp( -vllr-rl)] + UsA I '1 2 v41Tr-r 

X [C2 exp( - v21r - r'l) - CI exp( - vllr - r'I)]. 
(20) 

Equations (19) and (20) determine the "ensemble average 
scattering collision density" and the "ensemble average 
flux," respectively. We will now show that the phenomeno
logical model also leads to the same results. 

III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL 

The stationary, one-speed form of matrix equations (2) 
with isotropic scattering (and UsB = 0) and a known iso
tropicsourceQ(r) reads as (v= 1) 
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[
(.{lOV+UA+AA) -AB ] 

-AA (OoV + UB +AB) 
=_1 [UsA 0] [..[.{;Sf/JA dO'] 

411' 0 0 ..{X;; Sf/JB dO' 

+ Q(r) .p:;x;; [..[.{;]. 
411' A A + A B ..{X;; 

(23) 

where P A and P B are the probabilities for the medium to be in 
the state A or B. These are given in terms of A coefficients by 
the expression 

The 2 X 2 real symmetric matrix Y, involving U A' U B' etc. on 
the lhs can be diagonalized a by real orthogonal matrix T. 
Let us therefore assume that for some real 0, we have 

AB AA 
PA = AA + AB' PB = AA + AB (22) 

The expected angular flux (f/J( r,O) ) is the sum of the quanti
tiesf/JA(r,O) andf/JB(r,O). WefirstcastEq. (21) in a form 
with a symmetric matrix on the lhs. Thus we have 

[
COS 0 sin 0] [UA +AA - ~AAAB] 
- sin 0 cos 0 - ~AAAB UB + AB 

X [c~s 0 - sin 0] = [VI 0], 
sm 0 cos 0 0 V 2 

T-IYT=A (24) 

where A is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues defined in 
Eq. (15). 

We now define a column vector/by the relation 

i.e., riA] = [COS~ sin 0] [..[.{;f/JA]. 
LrB - sm 0 cos 0 ..{X;; f/J B 

(25) 

Premultiplying Eq. (23) by the matrix T -I we obtain 

oovrh] + [VI 0 ] f/A] = _1 [COS ~ sin 0] [UsA 0] [c~s 0 - sin 0] [Sh dO'] 
LrB 0 V2 LrB 411' - sm 0 cos 0 0 0 sm 0 cos 0 SIB dO' 

+ Q(r) .p:;x;; [COS ~ sin 0] [..[.{;]. 
411' A A + A B - sm 0 cos 0 ..{X;; 

(26) 

Equation (26) can be cast into an integral form. Denoting S/A (r,O')dO' and SIB (r,O')dO' by hA (r) and hB (r), respectively, 
we have 

f/A(r,O)]_ ( dr' b(O r-r')(exp(-vllr-r'I) 0 ) 
LrB (r,O) - Jv411'lr - r'12 - Ir - r'1 0 exp( - v21r - r'1) 

x[COS~ SinO]{u [hA(r')COSO-hB(r')SinO]+ (r') ..[.{;AB [..[.{;]}. 
- sm 0 cos 0 sA 0 Q AA + AB ..{X;; 

(27) 

Integrating this equation with respect to 0 and transforming back to the original variables, we have for the total flux fP A (r) 
and fPB (r) defined by the relations, 

fPA (r) = f f/JA (r,O)dO; fPB(r) = f f/JB(r,O)dO, (28) 

the integral equations 

[
fPA(r)] ( dr' [11..[.{; 0 ][COSO -sinO][eXp ( -vdr-r'I) 0 ] [COS 0 SinO] 
fPB (r) = Jv411'lr - r'12 0 1I..{X;; sin 0 cos 0 0 exp( - v21r - r'1) - sin 0 cos 0 

[
UsA O][..[.{; 0 ][fPA(r')] (dr' .p:;x;; [11..[.{; 0 ][COSO -SinO] 

X 0 0 0 .p:;; fPB (r') + Jv 411'lr - r'12 Q(r') AA + AB 0 1I..{X;; sin 0 cos 0 

x[exp(-vllr-r'!> 0 ][cos~ sin 0] [..[.{;]. 
o exp( - v21r - r'1) - sm 0 cos 0 .p:;; (29) 

Premultiplying Eq. (29) by the matrix [~sA ~] X [F ~] we have an equation for the flux tpA (r) given by 
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11 i asAp:; (fJA (r')dr' 
UsA" AA q:> A (r) = UsA 2 [(sin2 O)exp( - v21r - r'1) + (cos2 O)exp( - vllr - r'l>] 

v 41Tlr - r'1 

+ AAAB i Q(r')dr'[(. O){SinO COSO} ( I r'1) UsA sm ----- exp - V2 r-
AA + AB v 41Tlr - r'12 P:;,JX;; 

+ (COS 0) {COS 0 + sin 0 }exP( _ vllr _ r'l )]. 
P:; ,JX;; 

(30) 

Adding the components (fJA (r) and (fJB (r) ofEq. (29) we have 

«(fJ(r» = (fJ A (r) + (fJB (r) 

i UsA~(fJA (r')dr' [. {Sin 0 cos O} {COS 0 sin O} ] = 2 (smO) ----- exp(-v2Ir-r'I) + (cosO) --+-- exp(-vllr-r'I) 
v 41Tlr- r'1 ~ ~ ~ Fa 

+ AAAB i Q(r')dr' [{SinO COSO}2 ( I 'I)+{COSO+ SinO}2 ( I '1)] ----- exp -V2 r-r -- -- exp -VI r-r . 
AA+AB v41Tlr-r'12 P:; ,JX;; P:; ,JX;; 

On comparing Eqs. (30) and (31) with Eqs. (19) and 
(20), we see that they are of the same form. In fact we can 
identify (x(r» as UsA (fJ(r). In order that these equations are 
identical we need show that the coefficients occurring in 
them are the same. Thus we must have 

2 V2 - (UA +AA) 
cos 0 = - DI = - , 

V I - V 2 

. 20 D VI-(UA+AA) 
sln = 2= , 

V I -V2 

"AA --+-- cosO= -CI = 11 { cos 0 sin 0 } 

P:; ,JX;; 
11 { sin 0 cos O} . 0 _ C _ VI - U A 

,,/L.A --- sm - 2- , 
,JX;; ,JX;; V I - V 2 

AAAB {COS 0 + sin 0}2 = _ EI = _ V2 - i7 , 
AA + AB P:; ,JX;; VI - V2 

AAAB {Sin 8 _ cos 8}2 = E2 = VI - i7. (32) 

AA + AB ,JX;;,JX;; VI - Vz 

The explicit form of the diagonalizing matrix T can now be 
introduced. This matrix is given by the eigenvectors of the 
matrix Y. In fact we have 

. a!{~AAAB} 
sm8= ; 

~{1 + a 2!AAAB} 

1 
cosO= , 

~{1 + a 2!AAAB} 
(33) 

where a is given by 

a = U A + AA - VI = Vz - (uB + AB)· (34) 

Here V I and V2 are the roots of the quadratic equation (15) 
and hence we have 

VI + V2 = (uA + AA ) + (uB + AB), 

V IV2 = (uA + AA )(uB + AB) - AAAB· 

We can also show that 

(35) 

VI - V 2 = [{(uA + AA ) - (uB + AB) F + 4AAAB ] I/z. 
(36) 
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(31) 

I 
Using (34)-(36) it can be easily shown that 

a!(AAAB) 1 

{I + a 2!AAAB} V2 - VI 

(37) 

With the help ofEq. (37) it can be shown that the relations 
(32) are in fact identities. This completes the proof of the 
equivalence of the two approaches as stated above. 
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF AVERAGE 
EXPONENTIAL FACTORS 

We wish to evaluate the expectation value of the expo
nential factors (exp{ - 'T(r,r')}lrEA ) and 
(exp{ - 'T(r,r')}lr,r'EA ), when one or both of the end points 
are located in the fluid "A." Here 'T is the optical distance 
between the space points rand r'. Let R denote the geometric 
distance between them. If /3 denotes the distance in the fluid 
R, we have 

(AI) 

In order to evaluate the expectation value of the exponential 
factors we need first to compute the probabilities for the 
optical distance to lie between 'T and 'T + d'T, P AA ( 'T,R) d'T and 
PAB ('T,R )d'T, when (1) both ofthe end points lie in the fluid 
A and (2) when the starting point lies in "A " while the other 
end point lies in "R," respectively. The transformation from 
the variable 'T to /3 and back is governed by the relation 

PAA ('T,R )d'T = PAA (/3,R )d/3; 
(A2) 

PAB ('T,R )d'T = PAB (/3,R )d/3. 

The expressions for these probabilities can be derived by the 
methods indicated by Lindley. 10 Thus we have 

P AA (/3,R) d/3 

= exp( - AAR)8(/3)d/3 

(A3) 
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The first term on the rhs corresponds to the case when the 
entire medium between rand r' lies in a fluid of A type. The 
nth term in the sum gives the contribution to P AA when there 
are exactly "n" transitions from A to B and an equal number 
(n) fromB toA. Thelasttransition (fromB toA) occursata 
distance y from the starting point. The factor 
exp{ - AA (R - y)} gives the probability for no further 
transitions in the interval (y,R), and hn ({3)d{3 gives the 
probability for the sum of'n' intervals in the state B (follow
ing transitions from state A to B) to lie between {3 and 
{3 + d{3. Likewise Pn (y - {3)dy is the probability for the 
sum of On' intervals in the state A to be between y - {3 and 
y - {3 + dy. The expressions for the hn ({3) and Pn (y - {3) 
are given by Lindley, 10 

{3n-I 
hn ({3) = A ~ exp( - AB {3), 

(n - I)! 
yn-I 

Pn(r) =A~ exp( -AAY)· 
(n-l)! 

(A4) 

Substituting Eq. (A4) in (A3), summing over n, and chang
ing back to r, we have 

PAA(r,R) =exp( -AAR)8(r-uAR) 

+exp[ -{AA(R-/3) +AB{3}] 

X~AAAB (R - /3)/{3 

XII{2~AAAB (R - {3),{3}. (AS) 

The exponential factor (exp{ - r(r,r')}lr, rEA ) is then giv
en by 

(exp{ - r(r,r')}lr, rEA) 

(A6) 

where we have assumed without any loss of generality that 
U A > U B. The integral can be evaluated by taking its Laplace 
transform: 

(A7) 
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Inverting the Laplace transform, we have 

AB + uB - v2 = exp( - v2R) 
V I -V2 

AB + uB - V I2 --=---=---==-exp( - VIR). 
V I -V2 

(A8) 

This expression reduces toEq. (12) of text if we use Eq. (3S) 
for the sum of the roots VI and V 2. Similarly we have for the 
probability P AB ( r,R), 

PAB (r,R) = exp[ - {AA (R - {3) + AB{3} ]AA 

Xlo{~AAAB (R - /3),{3}, (A9) 

and the other exponential factor can again be evaluated by its 
Laplace transform. The results are stated in the text. 
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A static cylindrically symmetric solution for perfect fluid in general relativity 
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A solution of Einstein's equations for a stationary cylindrically symmetric perfect fluid is 
presented. The extent of the fluid is radially infinite but the proper density J-L and pressure pare 
physically well behaved everywhere. On the axis J-L and p are finite and positive. As the radial 
coordinate p increases J-L and p decrease monotonically to zero at infinity. The ratio plJ-L( < 1) 

also steadily decreases. It is shown that the regularity condition at the axis is satisfied. The 
solution is algebraically general of Petrov type I. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are rather few known nonvacuum solutions to 
Einstein's equations for the case of cylindrical symmetry, 
even when the space-time is stationary. For such a case the 
main successes 1-3 have been for a perfect fluid obeying a r 
law, that is, when the proper density J-L and pressure p have 
the relation p = const J-L. In the present paper a new one
parameter solution is given for perfect fluid of infinite extent 
and physically realistic characteristics. The ratio plJ-L is not 
constant in space but is monotonically decreasing between 
reasonable limits. The solution, of Petrov type I, is without 
singularity. 

II. FIELD EQUATIONS 

The metric for stationary, cylindrically symmetric 
space-time may be taken in the form4 

di2 = ezk-2U(dp2 + dz'Z) 

+ W 2e- 2U d¢i - e2U dt 2, (1) 

where k, W, and U are functions of the radial coordinate p 
only. The metric has three Killing vectors az ' a"" and a" 
corresponding to a group G3 on T3• Assuming a perfect fluid 
the Einstein equations are 

KcJle2k-2U = k'W'W- 1 _ U,2, 

= W"W- 1 + U'2-k'W'W-I, 

=k" + U'2, 

KrJie2k-2U = 2U" + 2U'W'W- 1 - k II 

- W"W- 1 - U,2, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to p. 
Ifwe choose to make U the independent variable rather 

thanp, then the equations take the form (a dot representing 
dldU) 

KcJle2k - 2U = (kWW- 1 _ 1) (.0) -2, (6) 

= (WW- 1 - WW-1p( p)-I 

- kww- 1 + 1)(P)-2, (7) 

=(k-kp (p)-1+1)(p)-2, (8) 

KrJie2k-2U = (k + WW- 1 - 2)p( p)-I + 2WW- 1 

-k-WW-I-l)(p)-2. (9) 
--------------------
a) Permanent address: 25 Paddock Close, Edwinstowe, Notts, NG2l 9LP, 

England. 

III. A ONE·PARAMETER SOLUTION 

It may be verified that a solution is given by the equa
tions 

ek = eU/3(81 _Ae-20UI3)112, 

W=e3u(1_Ae-20UI3)1/2, 

p = Be- 34U13(9 + Ae - 20U13) -4, 

J-L = ~Be-34UI3(9 +Ae-20UI3)-5 

X (279 - 49Ae-20UI3), 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

where A and B are positive constants connected by the rela
tion 

KoB = (3 11 / IO X 1Q3)A 19/10. 

In the resulting metric, 

ds2 = e- 4uI3 (81 _Ae-20UI3)(dp2 + dz'Z) 

(14) 

+ e4u(1_Ae-2ouI3)d¢2 _ e2U dt 2, (15) 

the coordinate p is expressed in terms of the function U by 
the integral 

3iA.(U) 
p( U) = - - cr(u - 3) -29/20 

2 00 

X(3u+ 1)-21120(8u+ 3)-1 du, (16) 

where 

A( U) = !(9 + Ae - 20U13) (1 _ Ae - 20U13) -I. (17) 

The following ranges correspond: 

O<p( U) < 00, 00 >A( U) > 3, Uo<" U < 00. (18) 

By ( 16 )-( 18) the axis of symmetry ( p = 0) corresponds to 
A = 00, U = Uo, and Ae - 20L\/3 = I. From (17) we have 
the relation 

dA 

dU 

so that 

-j(A-3)(3A+ 1), (19) 

It follows that p increases as a monotonic function of U. 
Also,p-> 00 as U -> 00 [while A (U) ~3 by (17)]. In fact, (16) 
shows that if U1 is very large and U> U1 then the increment 
inp is 
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p( U) - p( U I ) - (const) (u - 3)-9/2011~g~) ..... 00, 

as A ..... 3. (21) 

The radial proper distance to coordinate p ( U), occurring at 
U(p),is 

f
U(P) dfl 

I (p( U») = e- 2X13(81 - Ae- 20x13) 1/2 _r_ dx, (22) 
u" dx 

x being the running value of U. Using the u of (16) as the 
running value of A, we may write the integral in the form 

J
A(~ ~ 

l(p(U») = {e-2XI3(81_Ae-20XI3)1/2}_r_du, (23) 
00 du 

where inside the curly brackets we have to substitute for x in 
terms of uby means of (17). 

Supposep-O [A( U) ..... 00]; then I(p( U») is given by 

I (p( U»)- (const)u- 1/2 1:(U) - (const)(A( U»)-1/2. (24) 

Now the circumference C(/) of a small circle in the plane 
z = const centered on the axis and of radius I ( p ( U) ), is, by 
the metric (15), 

C(/) - (const) (1 - Ae - 20U13) 112 _ (const)(A( U) )-112. 

(25) 

It follows that 

C(/) II ..... const, as p-+O, (26) 

so that the condition for elementary flatness at the axis is 
satisfied. Alternatively, by taking Xi = p, z, f/J, and t, for 
i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, and setting 

7]i = (0,0,1,0), X = 7]i7];. (27) 

we can show that the regularity condition, 

X .iX.J X ..... const, as p -+ 0, (28) 

is satisfied. That is, by suitable scaling (depending on A) f/J 
can be made the usual polar angle. 

Suppose p( U) -+ 00 [A( U) -+ 3]; in this case from (17) 
we find 

e- 2U/3 _ (const)(A - 3)1/10. (29) 

Hence (23) provides, by (16) and (29), for UI large and 
U>UI , 

I (p( U») - I (p( U I })- (const) (u - 3) -7/2oI1~g~) -+ 00, 

as A,(U)-+3. (30) 
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It follows that the fluid cylinder is radially infinite. 
The solution for O<p < 00 (Uo<' U < 00 ) is without sin

gularity. Straightforward calculations show that the solu
tion is algebraically general of Petrov type I. 

IV. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

From (12), (13), and (17) we find that 

O dp 0 
p>, dU<' 

for O<'p<oo(Uo<.U<oo). (31) 
O df..t 0 

f..t>, dU<' 

At the axis p = 0, setting U = Uo, A e - 20U,,!3 = 1, one ob
tains p = Po, f..t = f..to, where 

Po = 10-4Be- 34u,,!3, 

f..to = ¥X 1O-4Be- 34U,,!3. 
(32) 

From these values on the axis p, f..t decrease monotonically to 
zero as p ..... 00. For the ratio plf..t we obtain 

plf..t = 3(9 + Ae - 20U13)(279 - 49Ae- 20U13) -I, (33) 

which is also steadily decreasing and falls in the range 

n>plf..t>/i. (34) 

The velocity of sound in the fluid, a = (dpldU Idf..tl 
dU) 1/2, also takes reasonable values, varying in the range 
-0.41 at the axis to -0.31 at infinity (velocity of light 
c= 1). 

The mass per unit length of the fluid cylinder is finite. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The cylindrically symmetric static one-parameter solu
tion to Einstein's equations is physically well behaved and 
without singularity in the (spatially infinite) range 
O<p< 00. 

'A. B. Evans, J. Phys. A 10, 1303 (1977). 
2A. F. da F. Teixera and I. Wolk, Nuovo Cimento B 41,387 (1977). 
3D. Kramer, Class. Quantum Grav. 5, 393 (1988). 
4D. Kramer, H. Stephani, E. Herlt, and M. MacCallum, Exact Solutions of 
Einstein's Field Equations (Cambridge U. P., Cambridge, 1980), Chaps. 
17 and 20. 
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Multiple-soliton solutions of Einstein's equations 
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Greece 
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Using the Belinsky-Zakharov generating technique and a flat metric as a seed, two- and four
soliton solutions of the Einstein vacuum equations for the cases of stationary axisymmetric, 
cylindrically symmetric, or plane symmetric gravitational fields are considered. Three- and 
five-parameter classes of exact solutions are obtained, some of which are new. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Among the techniques developed in recent years for the 
generation of new solutions of the Einstein vacuum (and stiff 
matter or Einstein-Maxwell) equations from simpler 
known ones the inverse scattering method (ISM) of Be
linsky and Zakharov1 (BZ) has turned out to be one of the 
most fertile. Because it applies in all cases where the space
time manifold admits a pair of commuting non-null Killing 
vectors, the BZ technique has already been used for the con
struction of a large number of exact solutions representing 
stationary axisymmetric, cylindrically symmetric, and plane 
symmetric gravitational fields. 2

-
7 

In the present paper we consider the "2- and 2 X 2 soli
ton" solutions of the Einstein vacuum equations, which can 
be constructed using the BZ technique and a simple (flat) 
Kasner metric as the known or "seed" solution. This type of 
diagonal seed was first used by BZ in illustrative examples of 
the application of their method in the original papers cited 
above. Where we differ from BZ and other authors who have 
used the Kasner or other diagonal seed metrics is in treating 
the three cases mentioned below in a unified manner. Thus 
following the lead of Letelier,3 we first develop a simplified 
version of the BZ formulas for the product metric coeffi
cients for the general "N-soliton" solution in terms of deter
minants of N X N matrices. Subsequently, we specialize our 
results to the two-soliton case and use the method of Tomi
tatsu8 to make them applicable to the four-soliton double 
poles or the two X two-soliton case as well. The application 
of these results to the simple Kasner metric mentioned above 
allows us to accomplish the following objectives. 

First, we rederive several important solutions of the Ein
stein vacuum equations recently discovered by other meth
ods. These include the Chandrasekhar-Xanthopoulos9 col
liding plane-waves solution; the cosmic string plus 
gravitational waves solution of Xanthopoulos lO

; and the 
five-parameter family of stationary axisymmetric metrics 
discovered by Kinnersley and Chitre, II which generalized 
the {j = 2 solution of Tomimatsu and Sato.12 There are two 
points gained by this rederivation. On one hand, the interre
lations between the above solutions are clearly brought out 
and a frame of their classification is established. On the other 
hand, the advantage of the BZ technique of giving all the 
components of the product metric tensor by algebraic means 
is made explicit. Thus the BZ technique allows us to con
struct the Kinnersley-Chitre11 metric completely, while the 
method by which this solution was arrived at originally al-

lowed for the construction of the corresponding Ernst poten
tialonly. 

The second objective accomplished in the applications 
part of this paper consists of generating several classes of 
new solutions, including (i) one-parameter generalizations 
of the Chandrasekhar-Xanthopoulos9 and Xanthopoulos lO 

metrics, and (ii) six families of pentaparametric solutions 
(the Kinnersley-Chitre metric being one ofthem)-two in 
each of the stationary axisymmetric, cylindrically symmet
ric, and plane symmetric groups of space-times. 

The plan of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we present 
an outline of the BZ solution-generating method. In Sec. III, 
we give a set of determinantal formulas for the product met
ric coefficients which hold in the general N-soliton case 
when the seed metric is diagonal. On the basis of the above 
formulas, the two-soliton product metric coefficients are 
constructed in Sec. IV in terms of the two "pole trajectory" 
functions and a pair of arbitrary real or complex parameters. 
Section IV also covers the method by which the formulas 
given in Sec. III are made applicable in the "double-poles" 
case. Last, in Sec. V, we present the new solutions of the 
Einstein equations that can be obtained as two- and 
two X two-soliton products of the application of the results 
of Sec. IV on the Kasner seed case. 

II. THE BZ SOLITON TECHNIQUE 

The metric of the space-times under consideration can 
be written in the form 

ds2 =f(X3,X4
) [ _ €(dX4 )2 + (dX3)2] 

+ gab (X3,x4)dxa dxb 
, (2.1) 

where a, b run from 1 to 2 and € = ± 1. 
Introducing the coordinates t, 'Tj, and the function a via 

t-=x3 + ¥x4
, 'Tj = x 3 

- ¥X4 , (2.2) 

and 

a 2 = det(g) -=det(gab) , (2.3 ) 

respectively, one can write the Einstein vacuum equations 
for the metric (2.1) in the form 

(a,g,tg - 1),,! + (ag,,!g-l),t = 0, (2.4) 

(lnj),t = (ln a),t;/(ln a).; + Tr(ag. t g- 1)2/4aa.; , 
(2.Sa) 

(lnj).'! = (In a).,!,!/(ln a),,! + Tr(ag,,!g-I)2/4a a.,! ' 

(2.Sb) 
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where ( )x =ax ( ) =a( )lax. In particular, the trace of 
Eq. (2.3) reads as 

a.(;TJ = 0, (2.6) 

whose general solution can be given in the form 

a(;,1]) = a(;) + b(7J) , (2.7) 

where a, b are arbitrary functions of the indicated argu
ments. 

In the BZ approach, Eq. (2.4), which is the integrability 
condition of Eqs. (2.5), is replaced by the coupled "Schro
dinger equations" 

D .1,= (a + 2a,(;A. a ) .1, = ag.(;g-I .1, 
(;0/ (; a-A. .< 'f' (a-A.) 'f', 

(2.8a) 

DTJt/J=(aTJ + 2a.TJA. a.<) t/J = ag.TJg-
I 

t/J 
a-A. (a-A.) 

(2.8b) 

for the 2 X 2 matrix "wavefunction" t/J, which depends on the 
complex "spectral parameter" A. in such a way that 

lim t/J(;,1].A) =g(;,1]) . (2.9) 
.<-0 

Suppose now that t/J(O) is a known solution ofEqs. (2.8) 
which corresponds tog(O) in the sense ofEq. (2.9). Then, as 
BZ have shown, the ansatz 

t/J=Xt/J(O), (2.10) 

together with the assumption that the "scattering matrix" 
X(;,1].A) has only simple poles in the complex A. plane, leads 
to a new solution of Eqs. (2.8) which, thanks to Eq. (2.9), 
determines a new solution of Eq. (2.4). 

The poles Ilk' k = 1, ... ,N of the scattering matrix X are 
found to be coordiante dependent. Specifically, the pole tra
jectories are given by 

Ilk = (wk -{3) + [(wk -{3)2-a2r12, (2.11) 

where W k are arbitrary constants and 

{3=a(;) -b(1]) (2.12) 

is the harmonic conjugate of the function a defined by Eq. 
(2.7). 

It turns out that the functions Il d;, 1]), along with the 
matrix t/J(O), determine the new metric (f,g) produced from 
the seed (/(0), gO) completely and only via algebraic mani
pulations. This is made explicit in the final BZ formulas, 
which read as 

/ = c/(0la - N'12
1 )JIllk I N+ I 

X [J! I (Ilk -Il, )2]- I det(r) , 

k>l 

gab = LUI Illk/a l ] 

where 

1563 

r kl = (llkll l-a
2) -ln~k)g~~)n11) , 

N ~k) =g~~)n1k) , 
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(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

(2.14a) 

(2.14b) 

n~k)=m1k)Mi::,), m1k) arbitrary constants, (2.14c) 

M (k) = [t/J(O)( 1],;;llk)] -I , (2.14d) 

and c is an arbitrary real constant. 
In Eqs. (2.14) the summation convention holds for the 

indices a, b, while in Eq. (2.13a) the term in square brackets 
should be replaced by unity when N = 1. 

III. SOLUTIONS DERIVABLE FROM A DIAGONAL SEED 

It is clear from Eqs. (2.14) that the key item in the 
construction of the new solution (f,g) of Einstein's vacuum 
equations starting from the "seed metric" (/(0) ,g(O» is the set 
of N matrices {t/J(O) (;,1];llk )}: These are obtained by inte
grating the system of equations (2.8) along the pole trajec
tories. However, wheng(O) is not diagonal, the system (2.8) is 
generally very difficult to integrate. Therefore, one usually 
adopts the simplifying assumption that gO) is a diagonal ma
trix, in which case t/J(O) can be assumed to be diagonal as well. 
Integrating the trace ofEqs. (2.8) along the pole trajectories 
Il k we obtain 

det(t/J(O» = 2Wkllk , (3.1) 

which allows us to write the matrix t/J(O) in the form 

t/J(O) (;,1];llk ) = diag( t/Jk,2wkll k t/Jk- I) , 

where the function t/Jk satisfies 

(In t/Jk).(; = [a/(a -Ilk)] (In g\~».(; , 

(lnt/Jd.TJ = [a/(a+llk)](lng\~».TJ· 

(3.2) 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 

The diagonality assumption for g(O) simplifies not only 
the procedure that leads to the matrix t/J(0l, but the algebraic 
system ofEqs. (2.13) and (2.14) as well. Thus substituting 
Eq. (3.2) into Eqs. (2.13), one finds that 

In I{ ",,(SkSI) -I} (0) gil = a k· 1 - ~ -- !l.kl gll' 
k k,l akal 

g22 = In ak I {I - L (_1 ) !l.k/I} gi~), 
k k,l akal 

gl2 = - (~)In a k I L (~) !l.kil, 
'liE k k,l akal 

where 

ak = (Ilk/a) , 

Sk =qkg\~)t/Jk- 2ak , qk arbitrary constants, 

!l.k,l = (SkS,+ I )/(akal - 1) , 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3.4c) 

( 3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

and all the sums and products run from I-N. Finally, the 
identities 

det( YkDI + !l.kl) = (1 + L YkDI!l.ki I) det(!l.) , 
k,l 

det(YkDI!l.kl) = (I] Yk r det(!l.) 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

allow us to write Eq. (3.4) in the determinantal form (to be 
compared with the third paper listed in Ref. 3) 

I

N I L(_I) 
gll = n ak -L--~I , 

k= I (0) 

(3.7a) 
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g _.oN 1 lIN U-II L(+I) g(O) 22 - to k -L-- 22 , 
k= I (0) 

(3.7b) 

a 1 NIL gI2=- II Uk --, 
,jE k= I L(O) 

(3. 7c) 

where 

(3.8a) 

with 8 = 0, ± 1 and 

L=det(a(o)k,) -det[a(o)k/ + (Sk!UkU/)], (3.8b) 

Similarly, the metric coefficient I can be written in the form 

-N'12IIIN IN 
1

- a k = I U ~ L 1(0) -c (0) • 

[
IIZ/=I(Uk -u/)2][IIf=1 Sd 

k>l 

(3.9) 

Before concluding this section, let us note that the prod
uct metric, given by Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9), depends on 2N pa
rameters-the arbitrary constants Wk and qk' The Wk deter
mine the pole trajectories 11k via Eq. (2.9) and are 
incorporated in the function Uk according to Eq. (3.Sa). The 
qk appear as mUltiplicative constants in the functions Sk de
fined by Eq. (3.Sb). Thus one can make the functions Sk 

vanish by setting all the qk 's equal to zero. According to Eq. 
(3.8b) this choice leads to a diagonal product metric and 
therefore, it represents the easiest application of the BZ for
mulas. A diagonal product metric is also obtained if we let all 
the (q k- I) 's go to zero. Such diagonal N-soliton metrics were 
given and studied by Carr and Verdaguer for the case where 
the Kasner cosmological model serves as seed.5 In the gen
eral nondiagonal case, the functions Sk depend on the lh's; 
the latter are obtained by integrating Eqs. (3.3). Assuming 
that the diagonal seed metric is written in the form 

g(O) = diag(a!,jE)(Ee<P,e-<P) , (3.10) 

one can obtain the Sk functions more directly from the 
expression 

InS
k 

= -J (lnuk
).;- ¢ d~+ (lnud.'I ¢ d'Tf, (3.11) 

(In a).;-·;- (In a).'1 .'1 

which results by combining Eqs. (3.3), (3.Sa), and (3.Sb). 
Still, specific applications of the BZ technique can be carried 
to completion only by assuming simple expressions for the 
function ¢, which determines the gab part of the seed metric. 

IV. TWO- AND TWO X TWO-SOLITON SOLUTIONS 

A. A pair of simple poles 

Let us now assume that the scattering matrix X has only 
two simple poles in the complex A plane, located at WI and 
W 2, respectively. Then Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9) and simple algebra 
give the following expressions for the general two-soliton 
solution derivable from a diagonal seed: 

gil = [(UIU2 - 1 )2(UIS2 - U2S I )2 + (u l - (2)2 

X (UI U 2 + SIS2)2] Zg\~) , ( 4.1a) 

g22 = [(UIU2 - 1 )2(UIS I - U2S2)2 + (ul - (2)2 

X (1 + U I U 2SIS2 )2] Zgig) , ( 4.1b) 
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+ (UIS2 - U2SI)( 1 + UIU2S IS2)] Z, 

l=const[ulu2SIS2 (ui -1)(~ -l)Z]-I/(O), 

where 

Z-I=luIU21[(UI-U2)20 +SIS2)2 

+ (UIU2 - 1 )2(SI - S2)2] . 

(4.1c) 

(4.1d) 

(4.2) 

In deriving Eqs. (4.lc) and (4.1d) we made use of the identi
ty 

a(uj - uj)(ujuj - 1) = 2(wj - w)ujUj ' (4.3) 

which follows from Eq. (2.11), and constant quantities were 
absorbed in the multiplicative constant C ofEq. (3.9). 

At this point, let it be noted that according to Eqs. 
(2.11) and (3.Sa), 

Uk + )uk -) = 1 (no sum over k) , (4.4) 

where Uk ±) denote the Uk functions corresponding to the 
( ± ) choice of sign in Eq. (2.11). Similarly, Eq. (3.11) im
plies the relation 

Sk+)Skl)=Dk , (4.S) 

with Dk an arbitrary constant, between the S 10 ± ) functions 
that correspond to the Uk ± )'s, as in Eq. (3.Sb). When rela
tions (4.4) and (4.S) are taken into account, it is an easy 
matter to verify that the rhs of Eqs. (4.1) are invariant under 
the transformation 

{ u(+) S(+)} ...... {u(-) = 1/u(+) S(-) = -1/S(+)} 
1 '1 1 1 '1 l' 

(4.6) 

Therefore, any choice of sign in Eq. (2.11) implies no loss of 
generality. 

On the other hand, the poles WI' W2 must both be real or 
complex conjugate. Therefore, there is no loss of generality if 
we take 

WI = - W2 = w, when WkER, (4.7a) 

WI = W2 = iw, when WkEC, (4.7b) 

since this choice implies no more than a translation in the 
(a!,jE,[3) plane. Correspondingly, the pole trajectories can 
be chosen to be 

J-t I = (w - [3) + [( W - {3) 2 _ a 2] 1/2 , 

J-t2 = - (w + [3) + [( W + [3) 2 - a 2 ] 1/2 , 

when WkER and 

J-tl = 112 = (iw - [3) + [(w - [3)2 - a2 ]1/2 

where WkEc' 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The expressions obtained thus far for the N-soliton solu
tion are given in terms of the real-valued harmonic conjugate 
functions (al.jE,[3) which can be retained as the coordinate 
system replacing the original (X

3
,X

4
) or (~,'Tf) system. How

ever, in the two-soliton case, it turns out to be much more 
convenient to introduce the coordinates (x, y) defined by 

[3= wxy, 

a {W[E( 1 - x 2) (1 - y2)] 1/2, when WkER, 
- (4.10) 

.jE - W[E(1 + x 2)( y2 - 1)] 1/2, when WkEC. 
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SubstitutingEqs. (4.8) and (4.10) into (3.lOa), we find that 

0", = (1 +x)(l-y)/[(1-x2)(1-r)],/2, (4.11) 

0"2 = (x-l)(l-y)/[(1-x2)(1-r)],/2 

when WkER. In order to obtain the corresponding O"k'S when 
WkEC one can simply use the mapping 

(x,y;w) -+ ( - ix,y;iw):(real poles case) 

-+ (complex poles case) , 

which is implicit in Eq. (4.10). 

B. A pair of double poles 

(4.12) 

The BZ formulas for the N-soliton solution are immedi
ately applicable only when the N poles are distinct. Thus 
when two or more of the wk's coincide one has to turn to the 
use of limiting procedures in order to find the appropriate 
version of the above formulas. 

Consider, for example, the case where both w, and W 2 of 
Sec. IV A are double poles: By this we mean the case where 
the scattering matrix has four simple poles and we let 
(W3,W4 ) -+ (w"w2 ). We then turn to Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9) in or
der to obtain the coefficients (f,g) of the new metric. Note, 
however, that if we let (0"3,0"4) -+ (0",,0"2) and 
(S3,S4) -+ (S"S2) as (W3,W4) -+ (w"w2), then the four-soli
ton [4X4] matrix A({j)ij will have pairs of equal rows and 
columns. As a result, the L functions will vanish, making 
Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) inapplicable. 

Therefore, let us consider the alternativeS where 
0", = 0"\ + >, 0"2 = O"i +) and as (W3,W4) -+ (W"w2): 

and 

(0"3,0"4) -+ (0"\ - ),O"i -» 

(S3,S4)-+ (S\ -) =DJS\ +) ,Si -) =D2/Si +» , 

(4.13) 

where D;'s are arbitrary constants. The problem that now 
arises for the [1,3], [2,4] elements of the symmetric [4X4] 
matrices A({j)ij is overcome by letting the D;'s go to - 1. 
Therefore, let us consider 

(4.14 ) 

where i = 1,2 and Si are arbitrary constants. Then using Eqs. 
(3.15a), (4.8), (4.9), and (4.13) we find that the limit of 
A({j)ij as (W3,W4 ) -+ (w"w2 ) is the symmetric matrix E({j)ij' 

where 

( 4.15a) 

(4.15b) 

(4.15c) 

( 4.15d) 

(4.15e) 

( 4.15f) 

where k, I run from 1-2. Moreover, from Eqs. (2.9) and 
(3.5a) it easily follows that 
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a(oi -1) 
( 4.16) 

Thus the equality of the pairs of rows or columns of A({j)ij in 
the limit (W3,W4 ) -+ (w"w2 ) has been broken and, once the 
functions S k have been determined, Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) 
provide the elements necessary for calculating the L func
tions of the four-soliton formulas. 

v. APPLICATIONS 

A. A pair of simple poles 

As a first application of the results obtained in Sec. IV, 
let us consider the two-soliton solutions that can be derived 
from the metric 

d~ = - E(dx4)2 + (dX3)2 + E(dx')2 

+ (a(x\x4)..[€)2(dx2)2, (5.1) 

where (a/..[€) is any real solution ofEq. (2.6). 
The metric (5.1) results from taking 

tP = -In(a/..[€) (5.2) 

inEq. (3.10), a choice that is in accord with the vacuum field 
equations (2.4). Substitution of Eq. (5.2) into (3.11) leads 
to the relation 

Sk = QkO"k, Qk arbitrary constants, (5.3) 

which makes explicit the simplicity of expression (5.2) for tP 
from the standpoint of the soliton technique. 

By choosing the value of E and the specific form of a one 
specifies the "gauge." Thus we will distinguish the following 
cases. 

(i) For the axisymmetric gauge, 

E = - 1, (x' ,X2,X3,X4) = (t,<p,z,p) , 

a=ip, {3=z. 
(5.4 ) 

In this case Eq. (5.1) becomes 

d~ = - dt 2 + dp2 + p2 d<p 2 + dr , (5.5) 

which makes the range and meaning of the coordinates evi
dent. 

(ii) For the plane symmetric gauge, 

E= 1, (x',X2,X\X4) = (x', y',z',t ') , 

a = t', {3=z'. 
(5.6) 

Now, the flat metric in Eq. (5.1) can be considered to repre
sent a Kasner or Bianchi type I universe. 

(iii) For the cylindrically symmetric gauge, 

E = 1, (x',X2,X\X4) = (z,<p,p,t) , 

a=p, {3=t. 
(5.7) 

As in the axisymmetric gauge, in this case the seed metric is 
also the Minkowski metric in cylindrical coordinates. How
ever, the product metric will be different. In the present case 
the two-soliton solution will preserve the cylindrical symme
try of the Minkowsi space-time, while in the axisymmetric 
gauge it is the stationary axially symmetric character of the 
original metric that will be preserved. 

Returning to Eq. (5.3), let us note that the resulting 
metric will be real provided that Q, and Q2 are chosen to be 
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real or complex conjugate when the poles WI and Wz are real 
or complex conjugate, respectively. In the real poles case, let 
us introduce the parameters p, q, and I via the relations 

Then 

qZ + pz = 1 + IZ . (5.9) 

In order to cover the complex poles case, all we need do is let 
p-+ip in Eq. (5.8); then (5.9) is replaced by 

/= const[X I(xz + yZ)] , 

X = (1- qy)z + (1 - px)z, 

Y = qZ( r - 1) + pZ(xz + 1) , 

(~) = _ q( yZ _ l)(p +x) + p(xz + l)(q -Iy) 
2w qZ( yZ _ 1 )pz(xz + 1) 

(5.10) 

1. Complex conjugate poles 

Let us now substitute Eq. (5.3) into Eq. (4.1) and con
sider the case of complex Wk first. Taking into account the 
p-+ip version of Eq. (5.8) we find that the product metric 
can be written in the form 

d~ =/[ - €(dX4 )2 + (dX3 )2] + €( Y IX) [dx l 
- (t) dx2F 

where 

( 5.11) 

(S.12a) 

(5.12b) 

(5.12c) 

~q(yZ-1)(1-px+/z-lq) +lpz(y_1)(xz+ 1) (q -I) 

p 
(5.12d) 

p qZ( y2 _ 1) + p2(X2 + 1) 

Depending on the gauge, the line element given by Eqs. 
(5.11) and (5.12) represents the following three classes of 
space-times. 

(i) The a 2> m 2 Kerr-NUT {Newman-Unti-Tamburino} 
metrices. This can be made explicit by first gauging away the 
constant 2p-1 (q - I) in the second version of Eq. (5.12d) 
by letting Xl-+Xl + 2p-l(q _/)x2 and then choosing the 
axisymmetric gauge. 

Inverting Eq. (4.10) we obtain 

2wx = r + + r _, 2iwy = r + - r _ , 

where 

r± = [(z+iw)2+p2]1/2. 

(5.13 ) 

(5.14 ) 

Equation (4.10) also gives the restriction I yl < 1 for the 
range of the y coordinate. The asymptoticform of the metric 
shows that one must choose the ratio (wlp) such that 

W= -mp, (5.15) 

where m is the mass parameter, while the arbitrary constant 
figuring in Eq. (5.12a) must be taken to be equal to p-2. 
Substituting Eq. (5.15) into (5.10) one obtains 

w = (a2 _ m 2 _ b 2) 1/2 , 

where 

a==.qm, b==.lm. 

(5.16 ) 

(5.17 ) 

Finally, by introducing the coordinates (r,() via the re
lations 

wx=r-m, y=cos() (5.18) 

one obtains the Boyer-Linquist form of the Kerr-NUT met
ric, whereby a and b are seen to stand for the angular mo
mentum and NUT parameter, respectively. 

The derivation of the a2 > m 2 Kerr-NUT solution along 
the lines described above was obtained by BZ as one of the 
first applications of their ISM. I 
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{ii} Gravitational solitons propagating in a Kasner uni
verse. When the plane symmetric gauge is chosen, Eq. (4.10) 
gives 

2wx = r + + r _, 2iwy = r + - r _ , 

r± ==.[(z±iw)2_t2]1/2 
(5.19) 

and the metric given by Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12) represents a 
pair of gravitational solitons propagating along opposite di
rections of the z axis. The solitons converge if the Kasner 
background is collapsing, i.e., for tE( - 00,0), or diverge if 
the universe is expanding, i.e., for tE(O,oo). This family of 
solutions was also first obtained by BZ. I 

{iii} Cylindrical gravitational waves reflecting off the 
symmetry axis. In the cylindrically symmetric gauge Eq. 
(4.10) gives 

2wx = r + + r _, 2iwy = r + - r _ , 

r ± ==. [ (t + iw f _ p2 P /2 . 
(5.20) 

As in the axially symmetric case, the metric is easily regular
ized on the axis by gauging away the constant term in the 
second version of Eq. (5.12d). As shown by Economou and 
Tsoubelis,7 the solution that is obtained in this fashion repre
sents a solitary gravitational wave which, having started 
from p -+ 00 at t -+ - 00, reaches near the symmetry axis 
p = ° and reflects from it at t = 0. 

In the present case one can choose the arbitrary constant 
in the expression for the metric coeffficient / to be different 
fromp-2. Then the axis region is characterized by an angle 
deficit and the solution can be interpreted as a gravitational 
wave interacting with a cosmic string which occupies the 
axis of symmetry. 

The 1= ° subclass of cylindrically symmetric solutions 
given by Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12) was first obtained by Xanth
opoulos lO using a nonsolitonic technique. In fact, the whole 
class of solutions under consideration retains the Petrov type 
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D character of the Kerr-NUT metric and therefore, must be 
a member of the Kinnersley13 family of solutions. 

On the other hand, Letelier3 has obtained a family of 
cylindrically symmetric solutions using the BZ ISM and a 
diagonal seed. Because the final expressions are very compli
cated and depend heavily on the gauge functions, it would 
have been very hard for us to check if the class of metrics 
presented above is contained in the Letelier family of solu
tions. 

2. Real poles 

As noted in Sec. IV A, the metric coefficients for the 
WkElR case are obtained from the ones corresponding to 
WkEC by the substitution (x,w,p) --+ (ix, - iw, - ip). Thus 
when WkElR, Eq. (4.10) and its inverse read as 

a/~ = w[E(1 - x2) (1 - y2) p/2, /3 = wxy (5.21) 

and 

2wx = r + + r _, 2wy = r + - r _ , 

r± =:;[(/3±w)2_a2]1/2, 
(5.22) 

respectively. Similarly, Eq. (5.12) becomes, in this case, 

1= const[X /(x2 - y2)] , (5.23a) 

X = (1- qy)2 + (1 - pX)2, (5.23b) 

Y=p2(x2 _1) +q2(y2_1), (5.23c) 

(cu/2w) = - (pY)-I[q(1-px+/2_lq)(1_y2) 

+lp2(1_y)(1-x2)] -p-I(q-/). (5.23d) 

The line element given by Eqs. (5.11) and (5.23) corre
sponds to the following classes of space-times. 

(i) The Kerr-NUT m 2> a 2 solutions. This class of solu
tions is obtained in the axisymmetric gauge (E = - 1). Let 

a/i=p=w[(x2 _1)(1_y2)]1I2, /3=z=wxy (5.24) 

and 

(5.25 ) 

with a, b as in Eq. (5.17). Choosing the arbitrary constant 
that figures in Eq. (5.23a) to be equal to p-2 again, we have 
in Eqs. (5.11) and (5.23) the Kerr-NUT m2 >a2 metrics 
either in the Weyl normal coordinates (p,z) or the prolate 
spheroidal coordinates (x, y). In the latter case the coordi
nate patch consists of the strip XE(1,oo), yE( - 1,1). In 
terms of the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (r,O) defined by 
Eq. (5.18), this strip corresponds to the region 
r> r l =:;m + w, i.e., to that part of space-time that lies out
side the event horizon. 

(ii) Colliding plane waves. In the plane symmetric gauge 
Eq. (4.10) becomes 

a = t= w[(1-x2)(1 - y2)]1/2, /3= Z= wxy. (5.26) 

Thus the metric given by Eqs. (5.11) and (5.23) is real in 
those regions of the (x, y) plane where either Ixl < 1 and 
I yl < lor Ixl > 1 and I yl > 1. On the other hand, according 
to Eq. (5.23a) these regions are bisected by straight lines 
along which the metric coefficient f is singular. This implies 
that having chosen the metric in anyone of the above re
gions, one must determine a well-defined process of continu
ing it beyond the boundaries. For example, let w = - I wi in 
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Eq. (5.26) and consider the interior of the triangle defined 
by the points (0,0), (1,1), and (-1,1) of the (x,y) plane. 
The corresponding region in the (t,z) plane is bounded by 
the lines t = 0 and t = - I wi ± z. As shown by Chandrasek
har and Xanthopoulos,9 if one assumes that the space-time 
metric in this triangular region is the one defined by Eqs. 
(5.11) and (5.23), with I = 0, then for t < 0, one can extend 
it beyond the lines t = - I wi ± z using the Khan-Penrosel4 

technique. The resulting solution represents gravitational 
plane waves which collide at t = - I wi and Eqs. (5.11) and 
(5.23) give the metric in the region of the waves' interaction. 

Exactly in the same way, one can extend the generall =1= 0 
metric and verify that the resulting metric again represents 
collision of gravitational plane waves. We note here that this 
metric can be obtained from the I = 0 case by an application 
of the hyperbolic version of Ehlers transformation. In fact, 
Ernst-Garcia-Hauser I5 (EGH) have recently obtained new 
solutions by applying this transformation to some known 
colliding wave metrics, including the Chadrasekhar-Xanth
opoulos,9 Nutku-Halil, 16 and Ferrari-Ibanez-BrunP7 solu
tions, which can all be generated from an appropriate 
Kasner seed metric using the BZ soliton technique. How
ever, as pointed out by Letelier3 and manifest in our case, this 
transformation is built into the BZ method and if one consid
ers the general solutions one immediately covers the EGH 
generalizations. 

(iii) Cylindrical waves. In the cylindrically symmetric 
gauge Eqs. (5.21) gives 

a =p = w[(1-x2 )(1- y2)]1/2, /3= t= wxy. (5.27) 

Again one is restricted to regions where either Ixl < 1 and 
I yl < 1 or Ixl > 1 and I yl > 1. In terms of the (t,p) coordi
nates, the inverse ofEq. (5.27), which reads as 

2wx = r + + r _, 2wy = r + - r _ , 

r ± =:; [(t ± W)2 _ p2] 1/2, 
(5.28) 

shows that the solution given by Eqs. (5.11) and (5.23) is 
valid only in the three disconnected regions I, II, and III 
bounded by the symmetry axis p = 0 and the lines 
t = Iwl + p, t = ± Iwl ±P, and t = - Iwl - p, respective
ly. In each of the regions I-III we have a metric representing 
cylindrical gravitational waves since the metric is time-de
pendent and cylindrically symmetric. However, one has to 
determine the fashion in which the metric extends beyond 
the Ixl = I yllines before one has a clear picture of the phys
ical interpretation of the line element given by Eqs. (5.11) 
and (5.23) in the cylindrically symmetric gauge. Work by 
the present authors regarding this point is under progress. 

B. A pair of double poles 

Starting with the same seed metric that was used in Sec. 
V A, a whole family of new solutions is obtained by simply 
assuming that the poles WI and W 2 are now double poles. This 
follows from the fact that in this case the results of Sec. IV B 
apply, whereby two more parameters enter the picture, 
namely 51 and 52' Just as the Qk'S ofEq. (5.3), these param
eters must be chosen to be either real or complex conjugate 
when the poles (W I ,W2 ) are real or complex conjugate, re-
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spectively, because otherwise the product metric coefficients 
will not be real. 

Let it be noted that according to Eqs. (4.1S), the ele
ments ofthe pertinent [4 X 4] matrices {E(.5) } have already 
been expressed in terms of the known functions (0"1>0"2) and 
the four parameters (QI,Q2,51>52)' Therefore, the calcula
tion of the metric coefficients corresponding to the four-soli
ton case at hand is a matter of straightforward, if tedious, 
algebra. Since the resulting expressions for the intermediate 
L functions are very lengthy, we restrict ourselves to present
ing only the product metric coefficients. As in the simple 
poles case presented in Sec. V A, the double-poles' solutions 
split into two branches corresponding to the W k 's being real 
or complex conjugate, respectively, as follows. 

1. Complex conjugate poles 

When WkEC, the product metric is given by Eq. (S.l1) 
where, now, 

/= const[X l(x2 + y2)4] , 

Y=E 2 +D 2
, 

X=F 2 + G 2
, 

(w/4w) = (FH + GR)IY + const, 

E=p2(X2 + 1)2 _ q2( Y _ 1)2 

_ (~ +.r)( 1 + p2)(X2 + y)2 , 

(S.29a) 

(S.29b) 

(S.29c) 

(S.29d) 

(S.2ge) 

D=2[(x2+ l)(y_l)]1/2{_pq(x2+y) + (y2_X2) 

X (qr -Ips) - 2zy(qs + Ipr)} , (S.29f) 

F=(x2 + 1)(1_pX)2 _ (y2 _ 1)(/- qy)2 

- (1 + p2)(X2 + y){l + (~+.r)(X2 + y2) 

+ 2(rx + sy)} , 

G=2(x2 + 1){[ (p + r)x + sy] (/ - qy) 

+ p(ry - sx)(q -Iy)} 

+2(y2-1){[(q+ls)y+lrx](l-px) 

+ q(ry - sx)(p + x)} , 

H=q(p+x)(y4-1) -p(q-ly)(x4-1) 

(S.29g) 

(S.29h) 

- (x2 + y){[r(q -Iy) + sp(qy -I) ](x2 + 1) 

+ [qr(1 - px) -Is(x + p)]( y2 - I)}' 

R=py(x4 - 1) - qlx( y4 - 1) 

+ 2YX[p2(X2 + 1) + q2( Y - 1)] 

(S.29i) 

+ (1 + p2)(X2 + y)[ry(X2 + 1) + sx( y - 1)] , 

(S.29j) 

and the real parameters rand s stand for the combinations 

r = (wI2)(51 + 52) , 

s = (wI2i)(51 - 52) . 

(S.30a) 

(S.30b) 

Except for very particular choices for the values of the 
parameters involved, the metric coefficients given by Eqs. 
(S.29) share with their two-soliton analogs the same behav
ior on the (t,p) or (x, y) plane; therefore, the physical inter
pretation of the latter as described in Sec. V A 1 applies here 
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as well. However, in the present case, the corresponding 
space-time structure is much richer than the one found in the 
two-soliton solutions. The solutions belonging to the axi
symmetric gauge, for example, give the analog of the Kerr 
a2 > m 2 metric for the Kinnersley-Chitrell class of station
ary axially symmetric space-times discussed below. How
ever, a detailed analysis of the above solutions is required 
before an exact physical interpretaion is put forward: Since 
the same is true for the solutions that follow, it should be 
obvious that such an analysis cannot be presented in the 
context of the present paper. 

2. Real poles 

The metric coefficients of the four-soliton solution that 
results from the choice WkElR can be obtained from those 
corresponding to the case WkEC by the substitution 

(x,w,p,r,s)'" (ix, - iw, - ip, - ir, - s) . (S.31) 

Equation (S.31) is a consequence of the pertinent formulas 
and a simple extension of the analogous result obtained in 
the two-soliton case. However, since no complete list of these 
coefficients has been published thus far, we prefer to give 
them here explicitly. Again, the line element has the form 
given by Eq. (S.l1) where, now, 

/=const[XI(x2 _y2)4] , 

Y=E2_D2, 

X=F 2+G 2 , 

(w/4w) = - (FH + GR)IY + const, 

E= - p2(X2 _ 1)2 _ q2( y2 _1)2 

(S.32a) 

(S.32b) 

(S.32c) 

(S.32d) 

+ (~_ S2)( 1 _ p2)(X2 _ y2)2 , (S.32e) 

D=2[ (x2 _ 1) (1 _ y2)] 1/2{Pq(X2 _ y) + (y2 + x 2 ) 

X (qr+ Ips) - 2xy(qs + Ipr)} , (S.32f) 

F= - (x2 - 1) (1 - pX)2 - (y2 - I) 

X (l- qy)2 + (1 - r)(x2 _ y2) 

X{1 + (~- .r)(x2 - y2) + 2(rx - sy)} , 

G= -2(x2 -1){[(p+r)x-sy] 

X (l- qy) - p(ry - sx) (q -Iy)} 

+2(y2-1){[(q-ls)y+lrx](l-px) 

(S.32g) 

+ q(ry - sx) (x - p)}, (S.32h) 

H=q(X-p)(y4_1) +p(q-Iy)(x4-1) 

+ (x2 
- y){[r(q -Iy) - sp(qy -I)] (r - 1) 

+ [qr(1 - px) -Is(x - p)]( 1 _ y2)}, 

R= - py(x4 - 1) - qlx( y4 - 1) 

+2yx[p2(x2-1) +q2(y2_1)] 

(S.32i) 

- (1_p2)(x2 _y2)[ry(x2 _1) -sx(Y-l)]. 

(S.32j) 

Depending on the gauge, the following classes of solu
tions can be distinguished. 

(i) In the axisymmetric gauge Eqs. (S.32) give the Kin
nersley-Chitre ll class of metrics: The latter represents a 
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two-parameter generalization of the /) = 2 Tomimatsu
Sato12 class and was discovered using the symmetry trans
formations that leave the field equations invariant. Our 
method of deriving the same class of solutions verifies the 
Tomimatsu conjecture8 that the Kinnersley-Chitre11 met
rics should be the product ofletting the two poles that appear 
in the derivation of the m 2 > a2 Kerr metric via the BZ tech
nique to become double. Moreover, our method makes ex
plicit a particular advantage of the BZ technique over the 
one used by Kinnersley and Chitre. This consists of the fact 
that the BZ method leads directly to all the components of 
the product metric, while the Kinnersley-Chitre method 
leads to the Ernst potential, which implies that some integra
tions must be performed before the metric is specified com
pletely. 

(ii) In the cylindrically symmetric gauge Eqs. (5.32) 
represent "cylindrical waves." 

(iii) In the plane symmetric gauge Eqs. (5.32) repre
sent "interacting plane waves." The necessity of the quota
tion marks derives, in cases (i) and (ii) from the fact that the 
corresponding solutions are valid in disconnected space
time regions that are separated from each other by the null 
hypersurfaces x 2 = y2 along which f is singular. Therefore, 
no claim to a concrete physical interpretation can be sub
stantiated before anyone of the above regions is appropri
ately extended. Given that Chandrasekhar and Xanthopou-
10s9 have already shown that such an extension is not 
possible in the plane-waves version of the Tomimatsu-Sato l2 

solution using the well-known Khan-Penrose technique, it 
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seems that the five-parameters family presented above can
not fare better. 
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A unified theory based on a homogeneous fiber bundle Q(M,G I H) is discussed in detail. In 
spite of the fact that the theory retains the full G-gauge invariance, the physical gauge group K 
is shown to be K = H * I (HnH *), where H * is the centralizer of H in G. A principal fiber 
bundle P(M,G,H) is also constructed by introducing an additional left action H on P(M,G) 
that commutes with the right action G, and a unified theory based on P(M,G,H) is discussed. 
It is shown that the theory based on Q(M,G I H) is, in fact, the H projection of the Einstein
Hilbert action from P(M,G,H) , with the identification Q(M,G IH) = P(M,G,H)IH. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has long been recognized thatl,2 the gauge theory and 
gravitation could be unified into an Einstein-Hilbert action 
in a higher-dimensional space which unifies the four-dimen
sional space-time with an n-dimensional internal space. In 
this unification the gauge symmetry emerges from the iso
metry of the unified metric. In a prototype unification2

,3 

where the Killing vector fields of the isometry G are linearly 
independent, the isometry makes the unified space a princi
pal fiber bundle4 P(M,G) with the space-time M as the base 
manifold and G as the structure group. In this case the iso
metry becomes the physical gauge symmetry of the unified 
theory. 

In the general case when the Killing vector fields of the 
isometry G are not linearly independent, the unified space 
has the structure of a homogeneous fiber bundle Q(M,G I 
H). 5 In this case questions arise of how the isometry restricts 
the metric and the curvature on Q, how the Einstein-Hilbert 
action on Q can be reduced to a unified action on M, and 
what is the resulting gauge symmetry of the theory. These 
questions have been investigated recently. 5,6 In this paper we 
discuss them in more detail and compare with other at
tempts in the literature.7,8 We show that, even though the 
isometry makes the theory gauge invariant under G, it re
stricts the physical gauge group (the holonomy group) K to 
be K = H*/(HnH*), where H* is the commutant sub
group (the centralizer) of H in G. 

Other purposes of the paper are to construct a fiber bun
dle, which we denote by P(M,G,H), by introducing a left 
action5

,9 H on P(M,G) that commutes with the right action 
G, and to discuss the unified theory based on P(M,G,H). 
The theory is interesting in its own right. But perhaps more 
importantly the left isometry provides us with a better un
derstanding of the geometry of P(M,G) and Q(M,G IH). 
First, it gives a natural homomorphism between P(M,G) 
and Q(M, G I H), because P(M, G,H) can also be identified as 
a principal fiber bundle P(Q,H) with Q(M,G IH) = P IH. 
So it provides an alternative method to obtain the unified 
theory based on Q(M,G IH). In fact, we show that theory 

a) On leave from Department of Physics, Seoul National University, Seoul 
151, Korea. 

b) Present address: Department of Physics, Kangnung National University, 
Kangnung 210, Korea. 

based on Q(M,G IH) is nothing but the H projection of the 
one obtained from P(M,G,H). Another motivation behind 
the left isometry is that it gives us a natural tool to study the 
non-Abelianmonopoles9 of P(M,G). The left isometry de
mands the holonomy group of the connection on P(M,G) to 
be H *. But when the second homotopy 1T2 (G I H) defined by 
the left isometry becomes nonzero, the gauge potential be
comes dual, capable of describing both electric and magnetic 
charges of H *. In fact, choosingH to be Cartan's subgroup of 
G (in which case H * coincides with H) , one can describe all 
possible magnetic charges of P(M,G). Furthermore this ob
servation, together with the fact that the connection space 
forms an affine space, allows us to express the most general 
gauge potential on P(M,G) as the sum of a dual potential of 
H * = H and a gauge-covariant vector field which has no 
neutral component (the valence potential). With this gauge
independent decomposition of the potential into the dual 
part and the valence part, one can construct the most general 
nontrivial non-Abelian gauge theory. 10,1 I 

An attractive aspect of our unification is that it provides 
a simple and consistent method of dimensional reduction. A 
central issue in any (supersymmetric or not) higher-dimen
sional unification is how to reduce the theory to a four-di
mensional effective theory. So far a popular method of di
mensional reduction has been the zero-mode 
approximation 12 of the harmonic expansion, obtained after a 
spontaneous compactification 13 ofthe internal space. U nfor
tunately this approximation bears many undesirable fea
tures: a logical ambiguity on the definition of the zero-modes 
due to the possibility of a spontaneous symmetry breaking 
among them,14 the consistency problem, 15,16 the problem of 
quantum stability,17 and others. Our approach provides an 
alternative method of dimensional reduction free of these 
undesirable features. In our case the dimensional reduction 
is obtained by the isometry or, in general, by the right invar
iance l8 when the matter fields are present, which automati
cally reduces the higher-dimensional fields to afinite num
ber of physical modes whose internal space dependence is 
completely fixed. So there is no need of a spontaneous com
pactificationl4 or a harmonic expansion. More importantly, 
as long as the isometry remains rigid against quantum fluc
tuations, the geometry will not only exclude any higher 
modes but also precludes any intrinsic inconsistency. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give a 
brief review of the higher-dimensional unification based on 
the principal fiber bundle P(M,G) for later convenience. In 
Sec. III the unified theory based on Q(M,G 1 H) is discussed 
in detail. In Sec. IV we discuss the consistency problem of a 
dimensional reduction and compare our method with oth
ers. In Sec. V we construct a principal fiber bundle 
P(M,G,H) by introducing a left isometry H on P(M,G). In 
Sec. VI we discuss a unified theory based on P(M,G,H) , and 
show that the theory based on Q(M,G IH) is the H projec
tion of the one obtained from P(M,G,H). Finally in the last 
section we compare our unification with others and discuss 
physical implications of our results. 

II. UNIFIED THEORY ON p(M,G): A BRIEF REVIEW 

We start from a unified space P that has the following 
properties. 2,3 

(i) P is a (4 + n) -dimensional metric manifold with the 
metric gAB' 

(ii) There exist n linearly independent Killing vector 
fields Sa (a = 1,2, ... ,n) which form an isometry group G 
with the following commutation relations: 

lSagAB = 0, [Sa,Sb] = (1IK)iab cSc , (1) 

where lSa is the Lie derivative along Sa' and K is a scale 
parameter. We further require G to be unimodular for the 
reason that will become clear in the following. 

(iii) The integral manifold of the Killing vectors is a 
metric submanifold, i.e., the metric 

(2) 

is invertible. 19 Notice that since the Killing vectors define an 
n-dimensional involutive distribution4 on P, they admit a 
unique maximal integral manifold by virtue of the Frobenius 
theorem. 

Now, let M be PIG and 1T be the canonical projection 
from P to M. Then one may view the unified space P as a 
principal fiber bundle P(M,G) and the Killing vector fields 
as the fundamental vector fields that generate the right ac
tion4 of G on P. We will identify Mas the physical space-time 
and the vertical fiber (the integral manifold of the Killing 
fields) as the internal space. 

The existence of the metric gAB allows us to define the 
horizontal subspace Hp of the tangent space Tp (P) at each 
pEP as the horizontal complement ofthe Killing vectors with 
respect to the metric. By virtue of the Killing symmetry Hp 
will be invariant under the right action G. Now, let Ube an 
open neighborhood ofxEM, aJL (f.L = 1,2,3,4) a local coordi
nate basis on U, and DJL the horizontal lift of aJL on 1T-

1 (U). 
Clearly Dll ® Sa serves a basis on 1T-

1 (U). In this horizontal 
lift basis2 the metric gAB should become block diagonal: 

(3) 

In the following we will identify gJLV as the physical metric on 
M up to a conformal transformation. 

Let u be a local cross section4 in 1T-
1 (U) [i.e., a smooth 

mapping from XEU to U(X)E1T- 1
( U) such that 

1T{u(x») =X], and let aJL ®Sa be the local direct product 
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basis2 on 1T-
1 (U) = U X G defined by this local trivializa

tion. Clearly this basis has the following commutation rela
tions: 

[aJL,aV] =0, 

[aJL,Sa] = 0, 

[Sa,Sb] = (1IK)jab cSc . 

(4) 

Now, from the concept of the horizontality the definition of 
the gauge potential follows. Since the f1-valued (f1 is the 
Lie algebra of G) connection one-form on P defined by Hp is 
nothing but the dual one-form of of Sa' one can define the 
gauge potential AJL a by2 

A ~ = (l/eK)liJ~ a~ , (5) 

where e is a coupling constant. So the choice of a local cross 
section amounts to the choice of a local gauge. From (5) one 
has 

DJL = aJL - eKAJL aSa , (6) 

so that gAB has the following expression in the local direct 
product basis2: 

From (4) one obtains the following commutation relations 
for the horizontal lift basis: 

[DJL,Dv] = -eKFJLvaSa , 

[DJL,Sa] =0, 

[Sa,Sb] = (l/K)jab cSc , 

where FJLv a is the field strength of the potential AJL a, 

FJLv c = aJLA v c - avAJL c + eiab cAJL aAv b . 

(8) 

This implies that the horizontal subspace Hp can be integra
ble if and only if the field strength vanishes. 

Notice that the isometry (1) requires the metric gAB to 
be right invariant/,Is and determines its internal space de
pendence completely: 

aagJLv=o, 

aaAJL c = - (l/K)iab cAJL b , (9) 

aaifJbc = (l/K)iab difJdc + (l/K)iac difJbd , 

where we have put aa = Sa' Now one can calculate the scalar 
curvature R of P. Assuming no torsion one finds2 

Rp = RM + RG + (e2~ 14 )ifJabFJLv aFJL} 

+ !ifJabifJcd [(DJLifJac )(DvifJbd) + (DJLifJab )(DJLifJcd)] 

+VJL(ifJabDJLifJab) , (10) 

where R M and RG are the scalar curvature of M and G, and 
V JL is the gauge and generally covariant derivative. Notice 
that Rp has no fiber dependence, which is a direct conse
quence ofthe isometry (1). 

To obtain the unified interaction, we start from the Ein
stein-Hilbert action on P, 

I p = --I-f.Jg{(fJ(Rp + A)d 4xd nG, (11) 
161TGo 
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where Go and A are the (4 + n)-dimensional gravitational 
and cosmological constants, d" G is the right-invariant Harr 
measure on G, and 

g = Idet gl'v I, tP = Idet tPab I . 

Now, when G is unimodular one has 

aatP = tPXtPbc aatPbc = (2IK)tPiab b = 0 

so that tP becomes explicitly independent of the internal fi
ber. In this case the dimensional reduction amounts to per
forming the trivial integration over the fiber, after which one 
obtains the four-dimensional Lagrangian 

(12) 

where Il is the right-invariant volume of G. Then, identifying 
GoIll as the four-dimensional gravitational constant G and 
requiring 

(13) 

one obtains the desired unification.2
,3 

One can simplify the Lagrangian (12) further by put
ting tPab = tPlInpab (Idetpab I = 1). Removing a total diver
gence one finds 

L = - _1_ -fin[RM + RG + 41rGtPlI"PabFl'v aFI'V b 
161rG 

n - 1 (al'tP)2 1 ab cd D )(D ) 
-~~+4P P (I'Pac I'Pbd 

+A.(ldetPabl-l)] , 

where A. is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier. But now the 
Lagrangian appears unstable due to the negative kinetic 
term of the tP field. This defect, however, is superfiCial and 
can easily be removed by reparametrizing the fields. To see 
this we make the conformal transformation 

gl'v ~ngl'v 
and find L is given, in terms ofthe new metric, byls (up to a 
total divergence) 

L = - _l_-fi[RM _ exp( _ ~ n + 2 U)RG 
161rG n 

+ exp( - ~ n: 2 U )A 
+ 41rG exp(~ n ~ 2 U )PabFI'V aFI'V b + ~ (al'u)2 

+!(Dl'pab)(DI'Pab) +A.(ldetPabl- 1)], (14) 

where RG = RG (Pab) and we have introduced the dilaton 
field uby 

U= H(n + 2)ln log tP· 

This suggests that one should treat the new metric, but not 
the old one, as the physical space-time metric. There are 
three important aspects of the unified Lagrangian worth 
mentioning. First the gravitational coupling (Le., the New
ton's coupling) G N of the Kaluza-Klein gauge field is given 
by 
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GN = Ge- cu , 

where c = - ~(n + 2)ln. In general, in the presence of 
matter fields one can show that lS the value ofthe constant c 
depends on what kind of matter field one has, but the modifi
cation of the gravitational coupling by the dilaton is a generic 
feature of the higher-dimensional unification. Second, the 
dilaton acquires a nontrivial potential determined by RG 
and A. Finally the dynamics of the internal metric Pab is 
described by a generalized nonlinear sigma model, with the 
minimal gauge coupling to AI' a and the self-interaction po
tential specified by RG' 

III. Q(M,GIH) 

Notice that on P(M,G) the isometry G acts freely on P, 
which restricts the internal space to be isomorphic to G itself. 
In general, however, one would like the iriternal space to be a 
homogeneous space G I H on which the isometry G acts effec
tively but not necessarily freely. Assuming that the isometry 
acts transitively on the internal space, this would be the most 
general type of isometry one can impose on the unified space. 
Under this circumstance the unified space becomes a homo
geneous fiber bundle Q(M,G IH) rather than a principal 
one. The problem then is to find how the isometry reduces 
the metric on Q down to four-dimensional fields, and what is 
the resulting unified theory. In this section we resolve this 
problem.5•1? 

Let Q be the ( 4 + m) -dimensional unified space 
(m = dim G IH) whichadmitsann-dimensionalisometryG 
with the Killing fields ha (a = 1,2,oo.,n): 

thagAB = 0 , [ha,hb] = (1iK)/ab chc . (15) 

Also let 1r be the projection of Q to M = Q I G, U a neighbor
hood of xeM, and U a local cross section on 1r- 1 ( U). With 
this local trivialization we introduce local coordinates 
(xI',yIl) (a = 1,2,oo.,m), which are the direct product of the 
space-time coordinates xl' of M and the internal coordinates 
yIl of G IH. Then in the basis aJ.t ® a.a. the metric can always 
be put into the following form: 

(
gJ.tV + e2~g.a.b.BI' JlBv ll. 

gAB = ll. 
eKg.a.b.Bv 

(16) 

Now with 

ha =aa = hall. all. ' 

[ha,all.] =Fall..cn~ = - (all.hall.)a~, (17) 

one finds the following expression for the Killing condition 
(15): 

aatPk = Fall. JitP.tk + F ~ -'4/JM ' (18) 
aaBJ.t~= -FaJz.~BJ.tll., aagl'v=o. 

This is the generalization of the Killing condition (9) to 
Q(M,GIH). 

To keep the analogy between P(M,G) and Q(M,G I H) 
whenever possible, it is very useful to introduce the "dual 
one-form" tPa = tPll. a dyiLofthe Killing fields ha by 

tP.a.ch/=8.a.ll., aatPll.c= - (1IK)fabctPll.b+Fall.-"¢~c, 
(19) 

The existence and uniqueness of such a dual one-form will be 
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proved in Sec. V. Now with FJIb.£ = <p,/Fa1/, (18) can be writ
ten as 

aSL<Pk = F Jlb.li¢J/k + F = li¢J.bJJ. ' 

aSLBp, £ = - F JIb.£B/l, aSLgp,y = 0 . 

Notice that the first equality tells us that FJIb.£ is a metric 
connection on G I H. However, it is not Riemannian because 
it has a nonvanishing torsion tJlb.£' 

tJlb.£= FJIb.£- FlH/= (1/K)fab c<PSLa<Pllbhc£' (20) 

The torsion-free Riemannian connection r Jib. £ is given by 

rJlb.£=FJIb.£- CJIb.£' 

where 

CJIb.£= !(tJlb.£+ t~ + t£./m.) 

is the contortion. 
To find the curvature of the potential Bp, SL let us define a 

horizontal basis Dp, by 

Dp, =ap, -eKBp,SLaSL . (21) 

Clearly the metric (16) becomes block diagonal in the basis 
(Dp, ®aSL ), 

(
'gp,y I 0 ') 

gAB = ~. (22) 

Now, in analogy with (8) we obtain 

[Dp"Dy] = - eKGp,ySLaSL , (23) 
[aSL,Dp,] =FJIb.£Bp,ll, [aSL,all ] =0, 

where the field strength GJLY SLofthe potential Bp, SLis given by 

Gp,y£= ap,By£- ayBp, £+ eKtJlb.£Bp, SLByll. 

Notice that the torsion determines the self-interaction of the 
potential. 

To make the above geometry of Q(M,G I H) more trans
parent let us define the "covariant" potential Bp, a by 

Bp, a = Bp, -«¢lSL a . (24) 

From the definition it follows that 

Gp,VSL= Gp,vahaSL, 

where Gp,ya is the canonical field strength of Bp, a: 

Gp,y c = ap,Bv c _ ayBp, c + elab cBp, aB} . 

Now, in terms of the covariant potential the Killing condi
tion (18) has the following familiar form: 

aaBp, c = _ (1/K) fab cBp, b, aaGp,v c = - (1/K) lab cGp,v b . 
(25) 

Similarly one may introduce the "covariant" metric hab of 
GIHby 

hab =gJlb.haSLhbll, hab=~SLa<pllb 

and find the following Killing condition: 

aahbc = (1/K) lab dhdc + (1/K) lac dhbd , 

aa h be = _ (1/K) lad bh dc - (1/K) fad ch bd . 

(26) 

(27) 

Thus, in terms of the covariant fields, the Killing condition 
on Q(M,G I H) has exactly the same expression as the condi
tion (9) on P(M,G). However, this appearance is mislead
ing because these "covariant" fields do not always represent 
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the physical degrees of freedom. This must be obvious be
cause, first of all, hab is singular as an (n X n) matrix. In fact 
the matrix ha b, defined by 

hab=hachbe=ha-«¢l/, (28) 

forms the projection operator from [1 to [11 7r' (Yls the 
Lie algebra of H). Moreover one has 

hab = ha chb dhcd ' Bp, a = hb aBp, b , (29) 

so that both hab and Bp, a can have only G IH degrees of 
freedom. This point will become important soon. 

To construct the unified action one must calculate the 
scalar curvature R on Q. Assuming no torsion we find 

RQ =RM +Ra/H + (e2,(2/4)habGp,vaGp,/ 

+ l h abh cd [(Dp,hac ) (Dp,hbd) 

+ (Dp,hab )(Dp,hcd)] 

+ VI' (h abDp,hab) , (30) 

where Dp, = ap, - eKBp, a aa is the gauge-covariant deriva
tive defined by (21), and VI' is the gauge and generally co
variant derivative. Notice that RQ is explicitly G invariant. 
The fact that RQ should have a G-invariant expression is 
obvious from the isometry (15). To obtain the above result, 
however, one has to do the calculation in the basis (23) first, 
and then express RQ in the G-invariant form. To calculate 
Ra/H one can make use ofthe identity 

R1l1K li¢J./ = - (VSL Vll - Vll VSL)<P£ d 

and find 

R - 1 '" a", b I' d I' c + 1 t ilt il 
Jib. - 2 'l'SL 'I'll Jac Jbd 2 = k 

- l tJ:dg.t.alb. + ~ (t.m/l + t.&lla.) t.mil 
. 

SO, when G is unimodular, one obtains 

Ra/H = (1/2,(2) Ia/ fc/h ac + (1/4,(2) lab e fc/h aCh bdhef • 

(31) 

The result (30) looks exactly the same as (10), except here 
Ra is replaced by Ra/H' However, one has to keep in mind 
that the "covariant" fields in RQ do not represent the phys
ical degrees of freedom. 

To determine the physical content of R Q , notice first 
that the internal metric hab must be ad(H) invariant. This is 
so because any G-invariant metric on G IH has to be ad(H) 
invariant.4 One can make this ad(H) invariance explicit by 
choosing a cross section a o in 1T-

1 
( U) on which the isotropy 

subgroup of G becomes exactly H. Indeed on a o one has 
ha = 0 when ha belongs to 7r', so that one finds 

aahbc = (1/K) fab dhdc + (1/K) lac dhbd = 0 

when aa belongs to 7r'. This proves the ad(H) invariance of 
hab' By the same token (25) tells us that Bp, a (and Gp,v a) 
must also be ad(H) invariant. This together with (29) 
means that the physical gauge group K must be K = H * I 
(HnH*), whereH* is the centralizer (the commutant) of 
H in G. In other words, in terms of the covariant potential 
Bp, a the holonomy group has to be K, but not G. Notice that 
K can also be expressed as K = NIH, where N is the norma
lizer of H in G. 

The dimensional reduction from Q(M,G I H) can be ob-
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tained exactly the same way as before. One starts from the 
Einstein-Hilbert action on Q, 

IQ = __ l_J[i; ~gaIH (R Q +A}d 4xd my, (32) 
1 61TGo 

and notices that 

~ gaIH (x,y) d my = ~ gaIH (ao(x},O) d mllaIH 

=~h(x}dmllaIH , 

where dm Ila IH is the G-invariant measure on G 1 Hand 

hex) = Idet g.a/l(ao(x}) 1 = Idet h.a/l(ao(x}) 1 . 

So after the fiber integration one obtains the following four
dimensional Lagrangian (up to a total divergence) : 

Ila IH r;;- fL[ 1 e2,r 1L 
L = ----ygM vh RM + RaIH + ---h.a/lGJ.lYSl(JJ.lY 

161TGo 4 4 

+ ~ h.a/lh.gi [(DJ.lhf,K) (DJ.lhM ) 
4 

- (DJ.lh.a/l)(DJ.lh.gi>l + A], (33) 

where now the gauge group is restricted to K. There are two 
things to be noticed here. First, when Hbecomes the identity 
subgroup, the Lagrangian becomes exactly identical to ( 12), 
the one we obtained from P(M,G}. Second, the Lagrangian 
is explicitly invariant under K, because the choice of the 
cross section ao still leaves the K-gauge degrees of freedom 
completely arbitrary. However, at a first glance the above 
dimensional reduction appears to depend on the choice of a 
cross section. Now we prove the a independence of the di
mensional reduction. To do this notice that under an infini
tesimal change of the cross section from ao(x} to a(x} gen
erated by oy"-(x}, one has 

oh(x} = oy"-a.ah(x)\uo = (2/K}h(x}oy"-fm/ 

= (2/K}h(x}oy"- f.a.b b , 

where the last equality follows from (19). Clearly this (to
gether with the fiber independence of RQ ) tells us that, when 
G is unimodular, the reduction procedure is independent of 
the choice of a cross section. 

IV. CONSISTENCY OF DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION 

A central issue in any (supersymmetric or not) higher
dimensional unification is how to perceive the extra dimen
sion. On this issue there are two different points of view. So 
far the popular view has been to treat the full (4 + n) -di
mensional space as physical, as is done in supersymmetric 
Kaluza-Klein unification. 12 Here the dimensional reduction 
is regarded as a low-energy approximation of the full theory, 
which one obtains by keeping only the "zero-modes" of the 
harmonic expansion after a spontaneous compactification 13 

of the internal space. The alternative view is to treat only the 
four-dimensional space as physical, which one can do by 
imposing an exact isometry3.6 as we did in this paper. In this 
view the dimensional reduction is not an approximation but 
an inevitable consequence of the isometry. No matter how 
one regards the dimensional reduction, however, a logical 
consistency requires that the resulting four-dimensional the-
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ory should remain compatible with the higher-dimensional 
theory. A minimum requirement of the consistencyl5.16 is 
that the solutions of the four-dimensional effective theory 
must remain solutions of the higher-dimensional equations 
of motion obtained before the dimensional reduction. We 
will call a dimensional reduction procedure consistent if it 
satisfies this criterion. 

One can easily show that the dimensional reduction by 
isometry described in the previous sections is consistent. In 
fact the four-dimensional equations of motion obtained from 
(I4) or (33) become exactly identical to the higher-dimen
sional Einstein equations on P(M,G} or Q(M,G 1 H}. The 
equivalence follows from the fact that when G is unimodular 
the action integrals before and after the dimensional reduc
tion become equivalent to each other, as far as the variation 
of the action integral is concerned. This is so because when G 
is unimodular, the integral over the fiber does not involve 
averaging out the fiber dependence of the fields. So one can 
obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations either before the fiber 
integration or after, with the same result. Thus in our case 
the consistency is built in by the geometry. However, it must 
be emphasized that the consistency is guaranteed only ifG is 
unimodular. In fact, one can easily show by constructing 
explicit examples20 that the isometry alone is not sufficient 
to guarantee the consistency of the dimensional reduction. 

Now we wish to make a few comments. First, when the 
matter fields are present the isometry of the metric should be 
generalized to the right invariance18 (or the invariance un
der the right action of G) of all fields, including the matter 
fields. The right invariance will then determine the fiber de
pendence of fields uniquely and give us a consistent dimen
sional reduction. Another point is that, to apply our dimen
sional reduction method, we need to specify not just the 
internal space G 1 H, but both G and H. This is so because a 
given homogeneous space may admit more than one transi
tively acting group. For instance, S 7 topology has four tran
sitively acting groups,16 and can be identified as one of the 
following: SO(8}/SO(7}, SO(7)/G2, SU(4}/SU(3}, or 
SO(5}/SO(3}. So for the II-dimensional supergravity the 
physical gauge group K resulting from our dimensional re
duction method could be either identity, U (1 ), or SU (2), 

depending on which G 1 Hone chooses. In general, for a given 
internal space one should choose the smallest isometry G to 
obtain the largest K. Finally, we emphasize that our dimen
sional reduction does not require the internal space to be 
compact, because the reduction is not based on a harmonic 
expansion. In fact in our approach one can easily construct a 
well-defined unified theory with a noncom pact internal 
space. 14 In this respect we remark that our dimensional re
duction is more general than the one proposed by some au
thors8 recently. In their reduction the compactness of G 1 H 
has been a prerequisite for a consistent dimensional reduc
tion. We do not require this. In contrast we require the uni
modularity of the isometry as a necessary condition for a 
consistent dimensional reduction. This requirement has 
been absent in their reduction. 

At this point it is perhaps instructive to compare our 
dimensional reduction method in more detail with the popu
lar one widely accepted in supersymmetric Kaluza-Klein 
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unification. 12 In this approach the dimensional reduction is 
regarded as a "zero-modes" approximation of the full theory 
which one obtains after a spontaneous compactification 13 of 
the internal space. The justification for this approximation is 
that when the internal space is compactified by a Planck 
scale, all the massive modes can safely be neglected in the 
low-energy limit. Unfortunately the matter is more compli
cated l

? and the approximation faces serious problems. First 
of all, it is not a simple matter to determine what are the 
"zero-modes" ofthe theory exactly. The zero-modes of the 
harmonic expansion do not necessarily become the massless 
modes because the physical (the four-dimensional) mass of 
the zero-modes can be determined only after one studies the 
possibility of a spontaneous symmetry breaking among 
them. On this problem the popular zero-modes ansatz does 
not help either. In fact the zero-modes ansatz, which identi
fies the isometry of the vacuum internal metric to be the 
physical gauge group of the four-dimensional effective theo
ry, has a critical defect ofits own. 14 This can be seen from our 
analysis of the previous section which tells us that, when the 
dimension of the isometry G is larger than that of the internal 
space, the gauge potential defined by the zero-modes ansatz 
should become linearly dependent. As a result not all the G
gauge degrees of freedom can become physical. In fact, one 
can argue that this is the origin of the consistency problem IS 

of the zero-modes ansatz. To avoid this difficulty recently 
some authors have proposed the so-called "K invariance" of 
the zero-modes, 16 which, when applied to the II-dimension
al supergravity, apparently gives the same physical gauge 
group as our reduction method. In spite of this apparent 
similarity, however, it is impossible to miss the fundamental 
difference between the two approaches. To illustrate this 
point let us consider the case when the gauge group becomes 
SU(2). In this case they start from SO(8) as the vacuum 
isometry, but require the zero-modes to be singlets under the 
SO (5) subgroup (the K invariance) to obtain SU (2) as the 
physical gauge group.16 Evidently this SU(2) is the sub
group ofSO(8) that commutes with SO(5). In contrast, in 
our case SU (2) is obtained by identifying the internal space 
as SO (5) ISO (3), but here as the subgroup of SO (5) that 
commutes with SO(3). Furthermore in the scalar sector 
they seem to identify the scalars [the most general SO(5)
invariant metric on S?] as SO (5) singlets. But in our case the 
scalars that describe the most general SO (5) -invariant met
ric on SO(5)/SO(3) are certainly not singlets of SO(5). 
They become singlets only under the SO(3) subgroup [the 
ad(H) invariance] ofSO(5). What is more, in our case all 
the physical degrees offreedom are determined without ever 
mentioning SO(8). Of course, the difference between the 
two methods goes far beyond this. In their case the reduction 
is possible only after a spontaneous compactification of the 
internal space, which makes some of their "zero-modes" ex
tremely heavy. Although this does not cause a problem for 
the consistency of the dimensional reduction it certainly 
makes the physical validity of the zero-modes approxima
tion questionable. 14 In our case this problem of validity does 
not arise because our dimensional reduction does not involve 
any approximation. 

But perhaps a more serious problem with the zero-
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modes approximation lies in its quantum instability. I? This 
problem arises because, no matter what zero-modes one 
starts with, there is no way to keep them from interacting 
with the "higher-modes" in the high-energy limit. The ques
tion then is how does one know whether the nature of the 
four-dimensional effective theory (the zero-modes and their 
interaction) will remain unchanged when the quantum fluc
tuation turns on the interaction with the higher-modes. This 
is really the consistency problem at the quantum level, which 
could be potentially more serious than the consistency prob
lem at the classical level that we have discussed above. 

v. LEFT ISOMETRY 

Now we go back to P(M,G) of Sec. II and introduce 
another isometry5.9 H on Pwith the Killing vector fields m; 
(i = 1, 2, ... ,k; k = dim H) , 

Lm,gAB=O, (34) 

which has the following properties. 
(i) They are linearly independent, and internal: 

(ii) They commute with the right isometry G but for
mally form a subgroup H of G, 

[m;,Sa] = 0, [mj>mj] = - (i/K) fijH)kmk . (35) 

To make sure that H is independent of G we further require 
that JY' does not contain the center of f§. 

(iii) The integral manifold of the Killing fields is a met
ric submanifold, or the metric 

(36) 

is invertible. We will call this manifold the H fiber. 
The above isometry makes each fiber 1T- I (x) of 

P(M,G) a principle fiber bundle G( G / H,H) of its own. To 
see this notice that (35) implies that each mf forms an ad
joint representation of G so that locally one may always find 
a cross section O'H in 1T- I (U) on which mj becomes exactly 
identical to S;. In this local trivialization m; may be regarded 
as the right translation of s; (0' H (x») on the fiber. More pre
cisely with the local parametrization of pE1T- I (X) by 
p = (x,a) (xEM, aEG) one has 

m;(x,a) = Ra.S;(x,e) , 

where Ra is the right multiplication of a, and e is the identity 
element of G. So m; generates a left action H on 1T- I (X). 

From this one may view 1T-
I (x) as a principal fiber bundle 

G( G / H,H) , but this time with the structure group H acting 
on the left. We will denote the P(M,G) that has the addi
tional H structure by P(M,G,H). 

Notice that not all the subgroups H may be qualified to 
describe a left isometry. First H must admit a bi-invariant 
metric. But, more importantly, G / H must be reductive since 
the metric ¢Jab on 1T-

I (x) should be able to define a G-invar
iant connection on G( G / H,H). In other words f§ must have 
the following reductive decomposition4: 

f§ = JY' + uk (direct sum), ad(H)uk = uk . 

This is the necessary and sufficient condition for G( G / H,H) 
to admit a G-invariant H connection. 
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With Q = P(M,G,H)IH, Pmaybe regarded as a princi
pal fiber bundle P( Q,H) , with the structure group acting on 
the left. Moreover the quotient space Q may be regarded as a 
homogeneous fiber bundle Q(M,G I H) on which G acts ef
fectively on the right. But here it is important to make a 
distinction between Q(M,G IH) and the associated bundle4 

E(M,G I H,G,P) of P(M,G) that can be obtained by project
ing out the right-isometry subgroup H R of G from P. Al
though E is diffiomorphic to Q, notice that for E the group G 
acts on the left on the standard fiber G I H, but on Q it still 
acts on the right. More significantly E = PI H R can always 
be obtained from P(M,G) without the introduction of the 
left isometry. The fact that this difference is not a matter of 
semantics will become obvious in the following. 

The left isometry allows us to introduce a horizontal 
subspace lip at each pEP(Q,H) which is horizontal with 
respect to the H fiber. The corresponding G-invariant con
nection one-form ()i is given by the dual one-form of m i : 

(37) 

where U)a is the connection one-form of P(M,G). Now the 
projection operator of the tangent space T(P) that projects 
out the horizontal component is given by 

hAB 5::B ()i B 5::B kAB 
A = UA - Ami = UA - A , 

where k A B is the projection operator for the vertical H com
ponent. Since the projection operates within the basis Sa of 
1T- 1(X), one may also express the projection operator by 

hAb 5::b ()i b 5::b kAb 
a = U a - a m i = U a - a • (38) 

From this one has the following decomposition of Sa and U)a : 
,.. b ,.. b A i 

Sa = ha 5b + ka Sb = ha + () ami' 

U)a = hb aU)b + kb aU)b = ~a + m~() i , 
(39) 

where ha and ~a are the horizontal components of Sa and U)a. 
Notice that they (as well as Sa and U)a) are left invariant, 

Lmha = 0 , Lm~a = 0 , (40) , , 

which follows directly from (34). 
Any tensor field on P( Q,H) that is invariant under H 

(and horizontal with respect to H) may be projected down 
to a tensor field on Q. Conversely any tensor field on Q has a 
unique horizontal lift on P( Q,H) with the above H invar
iance. To make this one-to-one correspondence more explic
it let al' ® afL be the coordinate basis introduced in Sec. III, 
hfL the h<!rizontallift of afL to P(Q,H), and ~ the dual one
form of hfL' Then instead of Sa one may use hfL ® mi as a 
basis on 1T- 1(X). Now one can put 

" " .b.." A .... A 

ha = ha h.b.' (pa = 4>.b. a</l-, 

A e A .b. _ 11. A A b _ A b 
ifJfL he - DfL , ha~~ - ha , 

and obtain the following commutation relations: 

[hfL,h11. 1 = - (11K) fab e~,/~.b. bO/m;. 

[hfL,mj 1 = 0, [m;,mj 1 = - (IlK) f~H)kmk' 
In this basis the metric ifJab becomes block diagonal, 
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(41) 

(42) 

and the right invariance of ifJab can be expressed by 

aagk = Fa.b.~>k + Fq/gild.' aagij = 0, 
"-

where F a.b. ~ is defined by 

(43) 

(44) 

Actually this equality also follows from the right invariance 
of ifJab' Now, notice that since ha .b.and ~fL b have no H depen
dence they may also be regarded as functions on Q(M,G I 
H). In fact, after the projection on Q, ha should be identified 
as the generators ha of G on Q so that ha b becomes ha b. More 
significantly one can now recognize the dual one-form 4>a of 
ha defined by (19) as the H projection of ~a. Indeed (19) 
follows from (44). This proves the existence and uniqueness 
of 4>a on Q(M,G IH), when G IH is reductive. At this point 
the parallel between P(M,G,H) and Q(M,G I H) becomes 
unmistakable. For instance, the covariant fields BI' a and hab 
on Q are nothing more than the horizontal components of 
AI' a and ifJab on P(Q,H). We close this section by pointing 
out that this kind of natural homomorphism does not exist 
betweenP(M,G) and its associated bundle E(M,G IH,G,P). 

VI. UNIFICATION FROM p(M,G,H) 

The unified theory based on P(M,G,H) can easily be 
obtained from the action integral ( 11) of P(M,G) by impos
ing the left isometry H on it. The left isometry requires the 
metric ifJab to be ad(H) invariant. So the scalar curvature RG 
on 1T-

1 (x) can be expressed as the following sum of two 
intrinsic curvatures of Hand G I H, and an extrinsic part that 
comes from the nontrivial embedding of G I H into G: 

R G = RH + RG/H + RE , 

where 
'k I' II' . R H = ! g' J ij J kl J, 

RG /H = ~ h a%e dfbd e + ! h abh edhef lac' fbd ~ 

R E = ! g;jh abh ed() ~ () ~ fac" fb/' 

(45) 

Notice that here hab represents the horizontal component of 
ifJab' As for the gauge potential the left isometry requires 
that5,9 

Dl'm~ = o. (46) 

This, together with (8), means that the only nonvanishing 
components ofF;" must be those of the little group H * which 
leaves m~ invariant. So H * must be the commutant subgroup 
of H in G. Mathematically this means that4 the holonomy 
group of the potential AI' aof P(M,G) mustbecomeH*, even 
though it has the apparent G-gauge degrees of freedom. In 
other words, the left isometry requires the connection on 
P(M,G) to be reducible to a connection on a principal bun
dle P*(M,H*). 

With the above remarks the Einstein-Hilbert action on 
P(M,G,H) can be written as 

wheregM andh are the same as before,g = Idetgij I, and R p 
is given by 
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R ' e
2
Ji2 (h (}i (}i)F aF b R ~ = RM + G + -- ab + gij a b ,.." ,.." 
4 

+ ~ h abh cd [ (D,.. hac) (D,.. hbd ) 

4 

- (D,.. hab ) (D,.. hcd )] 

+ ~ gijh ab(D,.. () ~ )(D,.. () ~) 
2 

k - 1 (J,..g)2 1 J,..g J,..h 
-4k~-2g-h-

Notice that although the action integral is expressed in an 
explicitly G-invariant form, one has to keep in mind that the 
physical gauge symmetry is restricted to the holonomy group 
H *. Now, the dimensional reduction can easily be performed 
as before, and the unimodularity of G guarantees the consis
tency of the dimensional reduction. 

It must become clear that, upon the H projection, the 
unified action (47) is reduced to the action integral (32) on 
Q(M,G IH). This is so because under the projectiongij and 
(}i vanish andH*isreducedtoK=H*/(Hn H*).Inthis 
se~se the ieft isometry provides an alternative way to obtain 
the unified theory based on Q(M, G I H). However, the above 
unified theory on P(M,G,H) is interesting in its own right. 
First, it has a remarkably suggestive form in that the field () ~ 
could play an important role in a spontaneous symmetry 
breaking as a Higgs field. But, more importantly, the left 
isometry can be implemented in such a way that it adds a 
nontrivial topological structure to the theory.9 To under
stand this notice that the Killing vector fields mf(x), regard
ed as a mapping from an S 2 of M to the homogeneous space 
G I H, determines the second homotopy 1T 2 ( G I H) of G I H. 
So when the left isometry has an isolated singularity inside 
S2, 1T2 ( G IH) becomes nonzero. In thiscasethegaugepoten
tial defined by (46) must necessarily contain a magnetic flux 
of a non-Abelian magnetic charge of H *. This means that 
when the potential is reduced to P * (M,H *), it will develop a 
string singularity inM and thus makeP * (M,H *) nontrivial. 
So the theory will effectively describe a nontrivial non-Abe
lian gauge theory of H *. A particularly interesting case is 
obtained when Hbecomes Cartan's subgroup of G, in which 
case H * coincides with H. In this case the topology of the 
theory can be chosen in such a way that the gauge field con
tains both electric and magnetic components of H *, and be
comes capable of describing all possible non-Abelian mono
poles of P(M,G). The resulting theory becomes a dual gauge 
theory of H * = H. For this reason the left isometry is some
times called the magnetic symmetry.5.9 

VII. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we have discussed a set of unified theories 
that can be obtained imposing an isometry G to the unified 
metric. The isometry provides a natural method of dimen
sional reduction guaranteed to be consistent when G is uni
modular. When matter fields are present the isometry can 
easily be generalized to include the matter fields. The discus
sion in Sec. III was based on the existence of the one-form ¢a 
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defined by (19). In this paper we were able to prove the 
existence and uniqueness of the one-form only when G I H 
becomes reductive. But we suppose that this will not pose a 
serious restriction from the physical point of view. 

Recently some authors7.s have proposed a method to 
construct a unified theory based on E(M,G IH) by identify
ing it as an associated bundle of P( M,N I H), where N is the 
normalizer of H in G. Aside from the obvious discrepancy 
between their action integral on E(M,G IH) and ours on 
Q(M,G I H), which originates from their use of an incorrect 
volume element on E, their result is very similar to our result 
of Sec. III. Indeed as a manifold our Q(M,G IH) can be 
viewed as identical to their E(M,G I H). In spite of this simi
larity, however, we wish to emphasize that the difference, 
especially in the way we obtain the unified action, is also 
evident. To see the difference notice that on E they introduce 
two actions separately7: the right action (the "global" sym
metry) G and the gauge action (the "local" symmetry) 
K = NIH which commutes with (and thus is independent 
of) G. But in our case there is only one right action G on Q, 
and the gauge symmetry K is obtained as a subgroup of G. In 
fact, our K is obtained as the holonomy group of the isometry 
G. Besides, the natural homomorphism between P(M,G) 
and Q(M,G I H) that we have established in Sec. V does not 
come easily between P(M,G) and E(M,G I H). This discrep
ancy is obvious when H becomes the identity subgroup. In 
this limit Q becomes P( M, G) itself with only one right action 
G, but E becomes an associated bundle E(M,G,G,P) of P on 
which they still have two actions, the "global" G and the 
"local" G, which act independently from the right and from 
the left. The difference goes beyond this. In their case they 
require the existence of a compactifying ground state solu
tion as a prerequisiteS for a consistent dimensional reduc
tion. In our reduction we find no reason why one must make 
such a requirement. In fact, one can easily show thae4 a 
perfectly consistent dimensional reduction is possible with a 
noncompact G IH. We emphasize, however, that one must 
require G to be a unimodular as a necessary (and sufficient) 
condition for the consistency of the dimensional reduction. 

The introduction of P(M,G,H) in Sec. V provides a gen
eral method of prolongation and reduction of a gauge sym
metry. One can obtain the reduction of the physical gauge 
symmetry from P(M,G) by making the left isometry H larg
er and larger starting from the identity subgroup. Converse
ly one may obtain the prolongation starting from H = G and 
making H smaller and smaller. A potentially interesting case 
of the prolongation is the extended gauge theory. One can 
obtain this as a most general nontrivial non-Abelian gauge 
theory 10. 11 by adding a valence potential10 (i.e., a gauge-co
variant vector field that has no neutral component) to the 
dual gauge theory of H * = H. Since the connection space 
(the space of gauge potentials) forms an affine space, a most 
general gauge potential of P(M,G) can be expressed as the 
sum of a gauge-covariant vector field that has no H * compo
nent (the valence potential) and the dual potential of 
H * = H. The result is the extended gauge theory in which 
the gauge potential of G is decomposed into the valence part 
and the dual part in a gauge-independent way. This prolon
gation allows us to have an alternative, completely uncon-
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ventional and nevertheless physically very interesting, inter
pretation of a non-Abelian gauge symmetry. 10.11 
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A fiber bundle treatment for Kaluza-Klein-type geometric unification of gravitation with the 
bosonic sector of the standard electroweak theory is presented. The most general G-invariant 
quadratic Lagrangian is constructed explicitly, and it is shown that the Higgs field sector, 
including the symmetry-breaking potential, arise naturally from torsion in the fiber through an 
adequate choice of its transformation properties. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is part of a program intended to study spon
taneously compactified solutions of gravitation-Yang
Mills-Higgs systems, where the Higgs scalar fields originate 
from the torsion and acquire dynamics through the intro
duction in the Lagrangian of quadratic terms in the curva
ture tensor. 

A comprehensive geometrical treatment for Kaluza
Klein-type unification of gauge fields and gravitation has 
been developed by Cho. I The inclusion of torsion in this 
principal fiber bundle (PFB) formalism as a source of the 
Higgs fields was considered by Katanayev and Volovich.2 

Rosenbaum and Ryan3 have applied the approach of Crem
mer and Scherk4 to study spontaneously compactified solu
tions to the field equations resulting from the most general 
quadratic Lagrangian that can be constructed from the cur
vature and torsion in the PFB. They showed that for SO (3 ) 
as a characteristic group, and a Gauss-Bonnet combination 
of the quadratic terms in the curvature, the compactified 
solutions that were obtained also led to direct predictions on 
the size of the dimensionless coupling constant of the Yang
Mills fields remarkably close to the value of the coupling 
constant for the SU (2) factor in the SU (2) xU (1 ) 
electroweak model. Since SU (2) is a covering group of 
SO (3), it is reasonable to expect that some of the salient 
features of the model of Rosenbaum and Ryan should be 
preserved when extending it to the structure group 
SU(2) xU(1) and, in particular, it is worthwhile to test if 
the agreement in the value of the coupling constant men
tioned above is still preserved. This study is presently being 
completed and it will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. 

Here we shall concentrate on the development of the 
appropriate fiber bundle formalism for SU (2) xU ( 1 ). This, 
we believe, is by itself an interesting result. First, because we 
arrive at a general G-invariant Kaluza-Klein-type Lagran
gian that unifies geometrically the bosonic part of the 
electroweak model with gravitation, and second, because of 
the inherent mathematical elegance of the resulting theory. 

As we will show, our construction cannot be based on a 
simple extension of the ideas contained in Refs. 2 and 3, 
where an .s£ d-invariant Lagrangian was obtained rather di
rectly by allowing the torsion components (which generate 
the Higgs fields) to transform in the same way as the gauge 

field tensor, i.e., in accordance to the adjoint representation 
of the group. In the case of the direct product group 
SU (2) xU ( 1 ), since U ( 1) is Abelian, such an assumption, 
which is equivalent to the seemingly most natural require
ment of right invariance of the torsion, would lead to the loss 
of important dynamical information on the real Higgs field 
which is associated with the generator of U ( 1 ). 

In the phenomenological approach to the electroweak 
model this problem is resolved, of course, by having the 
group act on the gauge fields in accordance with the adjoint 
representation, while the scalar fields are required, in an ad 
hoc fashion, to transform as a complex spinor doublet under 
SU(2). 

To arrive at this result from a geometrical point of view 
requires a generalization ofthe law of transformation of the 
torsion as well as a very careful choice of connections and 
representation of base vectors for our frame bundle. But 
once the proper choice is made all the terms in the bosonic 
part of the gravitation-electroweak Lagrangian follow une
quivocally and in a geometrically unified manner from the 
curvature and torsion of the bundle. 

It is important to stress that in its present stage our theo
ry does not consider fermionic fields, and it must be regarded 
so far as an SU (2) xU ( 1) gauge theory coupled only to 
gravitation and a complex doublet of Higgs fields, where 
these fields, as well as the quartic scalar potential and the 
negative mass term required for spontaneous symmetry 
breaking, originate from torsion. Further remarks on the 
possibility of also including the fermion and Yukawa-type 
Lagrangians within the framework of our formalism, which 
is needed to complete the electroweak model, will be given in 
Sec. V. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II is dedi
cated to the construction of the several principal fiber bun
dles needed for our theory. In Sec. III we derive the different 
components of the curvature and torsion tensors on the bun
dle of frames and use the results to obtain a G-invariant La
grangian which is, therefore, well defined on the base mani
fold. Section IV contains a procedure for relating the 
dynamical form of the Higgs Lagrangian in our formalism 
with the form which is commonly used by field theorists and 
particle physicists. 

As far as notation is concerned, we will consistently use 
the following ranges for our indices: latin lower case letters 
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from the middle of the alphabet will have the range 1 <,i, j, 
k, ... ,<,n, greek lower case letters will have the range 1 <,a, /3, 
r, ... ,<,3, upper case latin letters from the beginning of the 
alphabet will have the range 1 <,A, B, C, ... ,<,4, and lower case 
latin letters from the beginning of the alphabet will cover the 
full range l<,a, b, c, d, ... ,<,n + 4. The spaces to which these 
indices refer will be self-evident from the text. With respect 
to sign conventions, we follow those of Landau-Lifshitz,5 
i.e., the signature of the base manifold metric is sgn(gij) 
= ( +, - , ... , -); the Riemann tensor is defined by 
5 a;bc - 5 a;cb = R a dbc 5 d, and the Ricci tensor by 
Red = R a cad' The Einstein equations then take the form 
Rab - !Rgab = 8rrTab with Too>O. 

II. THE BUNDLE FRAMEWORK FOR SU(2)XU(1) 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the most adequate 
framework for a Kaluza-Klein theory that naturally unifies 
gravitation with the gauge and scalar fields is the principal 
fiber bundle formalism. In the specific case of 
SU(2) XU( 1), the theory requires five different PFB's that 
are interrelated according to the diagram 

I" 
/p'OP'~ 

PI rr12 P2 

~~F(M) 
M rr 

For the description of these constructions we shall rely 
closely on the notation used by Bleecker.6 Thus M denotes 
an n-dimensional oriented manifold, which we take to be 
space-time and which acts as the base space of the following 
PFB's: 

( 1) rr: F(M) - M, is the orthonormal frame bundle of M 
with group OCr, s). For uEF(M)x and the usual basis {eJ, 
i = 1, ... ,n of !W, we choose an orthonormal frame at 
xEUCMby means of the linear isomorphism u: mn_ TxM, 
i.e., u(e;) = E;, i = 1, ... ,n, are orthonormal vector fields 
with respect to the metric g on M, defined in a neighborhood 
U of x = rr( u) in such a way that the local section u: 

U -F(M) determined by EI, ... ,En is tangent to the horizon
tal subspace of Tu(x)F(M) relative to the connection B(g). 
Consequently B(g)(u*E;) = (u*B(g»)(E;) = 8(g) (E;) 
= Oatx. 

The curvature of the connection B(g)EAI(F(M), &(r, 
s») is given by 
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nO(g) =.D O(g)B(g) 

= dB(g) + H B(g),B(g) ]EA2(F(M),& (r,s»). (2.1) 

Note that, sinc~ u-l(rr.u.Ej ) = e; and B(g)(u.E;) 
= 0, the vectors U.E;ETu(F(M») are standard horizontal 

vectors relative to B(g). Thus nO(g) (u.Ei,u.Ej )(ek ) is the 
image of ekEm n

• We can therefore write 

nO(g) (u.E;,u.Ej )(ek ) = R \ij(u(x»)eh • (2.2) 

Also note that for XuETuF(M) we can define the canonical 
one-form rpMEAI(F(M), mn) by 

rpM (Xu ) = u-I(rr. (Xu »)Emn. (2.3) 

In terms of this canonical one-form the torsion two
form eO(g) is given by 

eO(g) = D O(g)rpM = drpM + B(g) A rpMEA2(F(M),mn), 
(2.4 ) 

where the quantity B(g) A rpM is defined by 

(B(g) ArpM)(Xu'Yu ) 

= B(g)(Xu)'rpM(Yu) - B(g)(Yu)'rpM(Xu)' (2.5) 

and the "dot" operation denotes the left action of O( r, s) on 
mn. 

Furthermore, since eO(g) (u.E;,u.Ej )Emn, we can write 

eO(g)(u.E;.u.E) = Skij(u(x»)ek • (2.6) 

If we now let fP ~ be the one-forms dual to E;, i.e., 
fP ~ (E) = 8;, and we set Xu = U. Ei in (2.3), then 

rpM (u.E;) = (U*rpM )(E;) = ei = (fP ~(E; ),· .. ,fP~ (Ei »). 
(2.7) 

Thus 

(2.8 ) 

The pullback with the local section u of the canonical 
one-forms allows us to relate the curvature and torsion ten
sors inF(M), as given by (2.2) and (2.6), to the correspond
ing tensors in Tx (M). Indeed, acting with u* on (2.1) we get 

(fiO(g»\ =. (u*nO(g»\ 

=DO(g)8\(g) =V5:\ij(x)fP~l\fPjM (2.9) 

or 

fiO(g) (E;,E) =~ \ij(x)eh ®e\ 
where ek is the dual of ek • 

On the other hand, from (2.2) we get 

fiO(g) (E;,Ej ) = R \ij(u(x) )eh ® ek
• 

Consequently, we have the following lemma. 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

Lemma 1: LetR \ij bethecomponentsofanL tensor in 
C (F(M), T 1,3) (according to the definitions in Ref. 6), and let 
R h kijEyl.3 be the components of the curvature tensor of 
(M, g) relative to the orthonormal fields {EJ, then 

R \ij(u(x») = ~ \ij(x). (2.12) 

Proceeding in a similar fashion with the torsion, we get, 
from (2.4) and (2.8), 

eO(g) = DO(g)fPM = difM + 8(g) AfPM 

= !§~dx)ei ® (fPjM I\fP ~ )EA2(M,mn), (2.13) 
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while (2.6) yields 

(2.14 ) 

Therefore, we also have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2: Let S ~k be the components of an L tensor in 

C(F(M), T I.2), and let §.~ke:TI.2 be the components of the 
torsion tensor of (M, g) relative to the orthonormal fields 
aJ,then 

S~dO"(x») = §.~k (x). (2.15 ) 

In our calculations in the following sections, we will be 
frequently using the isomorphisms implied by Eqs. (2.12) 
and (2.15). 

(2) 1TI: PI-+M, is a PFB with group GI = SU(2) and 
connection wlEA I (PI' Y I)' where Y I is the Lie algebra of 
GI · 

The curvature of the connection W I is 

!l1==D""wI==dwl + Hw l,wI1EJ\2(PI,Y I)' (2.16) 

Notethatifla (a = 1,2,3) is a basis for Y I' we can write 
WI = wfla, and 

(2.17) 

where ca Pr are the(structure constants of GI. 
Moreover, if we let E \ I) , ... ,E ~ I) be an orthonormal basis 

of the horiz~ntal subspace of Tp,PI relative to WI' such that 
1TloE il) = E;. and we also let7p:1) , ... ,7p ZI) be the one-forms 
dual to E P), ... ,E ~I), then we can also write 

(2.18 ) 

where (!ll)ajj is a real function in 1TI- I( U). 
(3) 1T2:P2-+MisaPFBwithgroupG2 = U(1) and con

nection W2EA I (P2 , Y 2), where Y 2 is the Lie algebra of G2• 

Since U ( 1) is Abelian, the curvature of the connection 
W2 is 

!l2==D ""w2 = dW2El\.2(P2,Y 2)' (2.19) 

Taking i = f-=t as the basis for Y 2' we can write 
w2 = ( - iw2 ) i, so that 

( - i!l2) = d( - iW2)Ei\2(P2,!R). (2.20) 

As an orthonormal basis of the horizontal subspace of 
Tp,P2 relative to W2' we take {E )2)}, i = 1, ... ,n, and the cor
responding dual one-forms {7p ~2)} as above. We also require 
that 1T2oEi2) = E j. Thus 

!l2 = !(!l2)ji®7p~2) 1\7p{2) , (2.21) 

where (!l2)jj is a real function defined on 1T2 -I( U). 
(4) 1T12: PloP2-+M is the PFB with group SU(2) 

xU ( 1 ), obtained by splicing the bundles 1Tj: Pj -+ M. In this 
way we have that p l oP2={(PI,P2)ePl xP211TI(PI) 
= 1T2(P2)}' and that 1T12(PI,P2) = 1TI (PI) = 1T2(P2)' Also, 

for (gl,g2)EGIXG2 and (PI,P2)ePl oP2 we define the right 
action of the product group by (PI,P2)(gl,g2) = (PIgI,P~2)' 
The connections WI and UJ2 may be used to construct a con
nection for PloP2. To this end note first that corresponding 
to the projections tt: P loP2-+Pj given by tt(PI,P2) =P;. 
i = 1,2, it can be shown that 1TI: PloP2-+PI and r: 
PloP2-+P2 are also PFB's with characteristic groups 
{l}xU( 1) sa; U(1) and SU(2) x{1}sa;SU(2), respective
ly. Moreover, since the ditferential1Tlo maps tangent vectors 
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in T(PIOP2) onto T(PI ), we have that for X(P"P,) ET(PIOP2), 

1TIOW I (X(P"P,» = WI (1TloX«p"P,) ) = WI (Xp, ). However, WI 
vanishes on horizontal vectors, so 1TloX(p"P,) has to be verti
cal on the fiber on which WI acts, i.e., the pullback WI == 1TloWI 
is a connection for r: PloP2-+P2. Similarly, W2==row2 is a 
connection for 1T1: P loP2-+PI. 

It is now a simple matter to show that 1TloWI EEl rOw2 is a 
connection for the spliced bundle 1T12 : P loP2-+M. One only 
needs to prove that, given X = XI EElX2 where XjEY j (the 
Lie algebra of Gj, i = 1,2) and the fundamental vector field 
(XI EElX2)o defined by 

(XI EElX2)o = :t(PI,P2)(eXp tXI,exp tX2»)I,=0 

one gets 

(WI EElW2)(Xlo EElX/) = XI EElX2, 

and also 

(WI EElw2)(R(g"g,)O (XI EElX2>"l 
= .nfb(g"g,)-' (WI EElW2)(XI EElX2)"). 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

We introduce additional structure on P loP2 by defining 
a nondegenerate bundle metric h as follows. 

Let kl and k2 be .nfb-invariant metrics on Y I and Y 2' 
respectively, and set 

h = 1T~2g + kiWI EEl k2w2. (2.25) 

Note that for X,YET(p"p,) (PloP2), we have 

h(X,y) = g( 1T12oX,1T12o Y) + kl(w l (X),w l (Y») 

+ k2(W2 (X) ,w2 ( Y»). (2.26) 

It is easy to verify that for all (gl,g2)EGI X G2, the right 
action R(g"g,): P loP2-+PloP2 on the fibers is an isometry of 
(PloP2, h). 

Relative to this metric, an orthonormal frame at 
(PI,P2)ePloP2 is given by 

EI, ... ,En,En+ 1, ... ,En+ 4 • 

Here, EI, ... ,En [defined on 1T12 -I (U)ePloP21 are horizontal 
lifts of the orthonormal basis EI, ... ,En on (M,g) such that 
1T12o E j = E j and (WI EEl w2) (Ej ) = 0, while En + a = l: EEl 0 
(a = 1,2,3) and En + 4 = 0 EEll: are fundamental vertical 
fields on PloP2, i.e., 

(2.27) 

Furthermore, 11,/2,/3'/4 are chosen so that they consti
tute an orthonormal basis of Y I EEl Y 2 relative to kl EEl k2• 

Consequently, 

hjj = h(E;.Ej ) = g(Ej,Ej ) = gjj = ± ~jj' 
i,j= 1, ... ,n; 

haP = h(En+a,En+ p ) = kl(la,lp) = (kl)aP = ~aP' 
a,/3 = 1,2,3; 

(2.28) 

and all other cross terms in the bundle metric components 
vanish. 

Ifwesetla = - (i12)O"a' where the O"a's obey the Pauli 
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algebra, then the SU (2) -manifold metric k \ is given explicit
ly in terms of the corresponding structure constants by 

(k l )a{3 = - !ctayC
Y

{3A = - !EAay EY{3A = 0a{3' (2.29) 

where Ea{3y is the usual Levi-Civita symbol. 
Also, recalling that for the infinitesimal generator of 

U ( 1) we have 14 = i, it follows that k2 (/4,14) = k2 (i,i) = 1. 
With this particular choice of an orthonormal basis on a 

neighborhood of (PI,P2)' the calculations in the following 
sections will simplify considerably. 

The curvature 0"" "'''''El\2(PIOP2,::1\ Ea ::1 2 ) of WI Ea w2 
is given by 

O"""'''''=D'''''''''''(w l EaW2 ) 

= d(w\ EaW2 ) + Hw\ EaW2,W I EaW2 ] 

= dw\ + !lw\,w\] Eadw2 

= 1Tlo (Ot"") Ear
o
(fl2"")EA2(P]oP2,::1\) 

(2.30) 

This result is a particular case of a theorem for spliced 
bundles which states that for any aEAk (P]oP2,::1\ Ea ::1 2 ) 

and projections !1;: A k (PIOP2,::1 1 Ea ::1 2 ) -+Ak (PI OP2,::1;) 
induced by the projections ::11 Ea ::1 2 -+::1;, there is a unique 
form a;EAk (P;,::1;) such that 1T'''a; = ~; (a), and 
a = ~ lea) Ea ~ 2(a) = 1T\o(al ) Ear

o
(a2)' 

Moreover, if we let ip I , ••• ,ip n + 4 be one-forms dual to 
E\,. .. ,En + 4' and recall that Ocd, ",cd, vanishes on vertical vec
tors, we can write [making use of (2.18) and (2.21)] 

0"""''''' = (nl)a;j(la) ® (1Tl"qj~l) A (1T1"qj{1» 

Ea (n2);jU) ® (r"qj~2» A (r"qj{2»' 

(2.31 ) 

where 

(n\)a;j = (fl 1)aij01T1, (n2);j = (fl2);jor. 

Note that 1T\oE; = EP) and roE; = E)2). In fact, 

(w\Eaw2)(E;) =w\(E;) Eaw2 (E;) =0, (2.32) 
o 0 1 0 

so w\(E;)=O and &>2(E;) =0. Moreover, 1Tlo1ToE; 
o - 10 1. 0 0 0 

= (1T12)oE; =E; and w l(1T.E;) = (1T) {J)I(E;) =wl(E;) 
= O. Therefore 1T!E; is horizontal in T(PI) and projects 

onto E;; hence 1T!E; = E ~l). In a similar way r.E; = E f). 
From the above it follows that 
,,; -; (E(1» -; ( I EO) (I*-; ) (Eo ) uj =qJ(1) j =qJ(1) 1T 0 j = 1T qJ(1) j 

= (r"qj~2) )(E), 

i.e., 
I*- i -.2--; ..2.... i 

1T qJ (1) = 1T qJ (2) = qJ . (2.33) 

Consequently (2.31) becomes 

0"""''''' = [(n1)a;ia Ea (n2);il ®ip; Aipj. 

Note also that (2.27) implies 

(2.34) 

(2.35 ) 

The one other construction that appears in our diagram 
is the orthonormal bundle of frames ll: F(P10P2) -+P1oP2, 
for which the manifold PI ° P2 , which has just been described, 
acts as a base manifold. 
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If we let (}(h)EA \(F(P10P2),& (r + 4,s») denote a gen
eral connection on F(P1 ° P2), we can now choose the vectors 
E1, ... ,En + 4 as an orthonormal frame for the horizontal sub
space T(p"p,)F(P10P2) relative to (}(h). 

Furthermore, if 0 = D O(h)(}(h)EA.2(F(P\oP2), 
&(r+4,s») is the curvature of (}(h), a: 
II - I ( U) -+ F(P1 ° P2) is a local section determined by the 
above orthonormal fields, and ea are standard horizontal 
vectors on F(P1oP2) associated with eaEtRn + 4, then 

flO(h) (eC'ed )(eb ) = R a bed (i'f(Pl,P2) )ea. (2.36) 

Note on the other hand that 

(2.37) 

Thus ee and aoEe differ at most by a vertical vector on 
Tu(p"p,)F(PtoP2), but fl°(g) vanishes on vertical vectors, so 

or 

flO(h)(ee;ed) = flO(h)(aoEc,aoEd ) 

= (dO(h) + O(h) AO(h))(Ee,Ed ) 

= OO(h) (Ee ,Ed)' 

If we now write 

(flO(h»ab = ~&tabed(pl,p2)ipe Aipd, 

flO(h) = !&t\ed(Pl,P2)ea ®eb® (ipe Aipd), 

and make use of (2.36), we get 

R a beAa(pl>P2») = &ta bed (Pt,P2)' 

(2.38 ) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

This last expression is the equivalent result in ll: 
F(P1oP2) -+ (PtoP2) to our previous Lemma 1. 

In analogy to (2.7) and (2.8) we can use the local sec
tion a to define canonical one-forms ipEA1(F(P\ ° P2) ,tRn + 4) 
such that 

iT*(p=cpaea . (2.42) 

Corresponding to (p, we have that the torsion two-form 
9E 7\2( F(PtoP2 ),tRn + 4) of (}(h) is given by 

(2.43) 

Since eO(h) is tRn + 4 valued, we can write 

eO(h)(aoEe,aoEd ) =saeAa(pt,P2»)ea. (2.44) 

However, we also have 

eO(h)(aoEe,aoEd ) = (aOeO(h»(Ee,Ed ) 

=00(h) (Ee,Ed ) 

= (~+ O(h) Aip)(Ee,Ed ) 

= Uyabf(pt,P2)ea 
o b 0 f 0 0 

®(cp Acp )](Ee,Ed ), (2.45 ) 

where O(h)EA1(PtoP2,&(r + 4,s») is the pullback with aof 
the connection (}(h). Comparing (2.44) and (2.45) we get 

yaed (p\,P2) =saeAa(pt,P2»)' (2.46) 

which is the analog of Lemma (2.15) derived before. 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, ajudicious choice 

on the transformation properties of the torsion tensor is 
needed in order that the Higgs fields, which will originate 
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from the torsion itself, couple correctly with the Yang-Mills 
fields. 

For this purpose let geSU (2) X U ( 1) and define the lin
ear transformation to (g): f:11 Ell f:1 2 -+ f:11 ® f:1 2' by 

to(g) V = p(g)odbg V. (2.47) 

Here Vef:1 1 Ell f:12 andp(g) is a 4X4 real-matrix repre
sentation of g. The application of peg) on the basis element 
of f:11 Ell f:12 is given by 

p(g) of... =(p(g»)ABIB, A,B = 1, ... ,4, (2.48) 

wheret = (la EIlO),a= 1,2,3, and 14 = (OElli). 
It is easy to verify that the following matrices are appro

priate real linear representations ofthe infinitesimal genera
tors ofSU(2) XU( 1): 

c 
0 

o 1 0 0 
P(ll) = --

I 2 0 
-1 0 

1 -"'20'1 ®iu2, 

( 
0 -1 

o 1 0 0 0 
P(f2) =-

0 0 2 1 
0 0 

I. I = --IU2® 2' 
2 

C o 1 - I 0 
P(l3) = --

0 2 0 
0 0 

1 
= --u3®iu2, 

2 

C o I - 1 0 
P(f4) = --

0 2 0 
0 0 

I I . = -- 2®IU2' 
2 

0 
-1 

o 
o 
o 

0 
0 

o 
o 
o 
-1 

~) 
(2.49a) 

(2.49b) 

(2.49c) 

(2.49d) 

Given to(g) we can define a transformation t(g): 
T(PloP2) -+ T(Pl oP2) in the following way: Let Xbe a vec
tor field in T(PIOP2), and at each (PI,P2)ePl oP2 let 
X H (PI,P2) and X V(PI,P2) be the horizontal and vertical 
componentsofX(PI,P2)' Write Xv (PI,P2) = V;"P2 for some 
Vef:1 1 Ell f:1 2. We then require that 

t(P"p,) (g)(XH (PI>P2» = X H (PI,P2)' (2,50a) 

and 

(2.50b) 

Finally, we also have the isomorphism t(g): TF(PIOP2) 
-+ TF(PIOP2), which is in tum induced by t(g) according to 
the commutative diagram 
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?(g) 
TF(PIOP2) • TF(PloP2) 

t n. n. ! 
T(PloPz) 

fIg) 
• T(PIOP2) 

Hence 

n.(l(g)X) = t(g) (n.X), VXeTF(PIOP2). (2.51) 

A Making use of the definitions (2.47)-(2.5!), and letting 
Rg denote the right action diffeomorphism Rg: F(PloP2) 
-+ F( PloP 2)' we now prescribe the following transformation 
for torsion: 

A 0 __" 0 __ 

Rg ·®(X,y) = t(g-I)O®X,y) 

= 0(t(g-I)X,t(g-l) Y""). (2.52) 
A.o 

In order to calculate R g®(u.X,u. Y), with 
X, YeT(PIOP2), note first that we can identify mn + 4 with mn 

Ell f:11 Ell f:1 2 by means of a vector space isomorphism 

(ej><, »-+(e;,<, », i= 1, ... ,n, 

(en+ A,<, »-+(IA>kIEllk2)' 

where {ea , a = 1, ... ,n + 4} is the canonical basis of mn + 4, 

< , > denotes the standard scalar product in mn + 4, and t, 
A = 1, ... ,4 are the basis elements of the Lie algebra for 
f:11 Ell f:12 which we introduced earlier. This in tum allows us 
to define an application 

such that 

(
Id9!n 0) 

a(g) = 0 db
g

' 
(2.53 ) 

It then follows that 

(2.54 ) 

In fact, acting with the left side of the above expression 
on e; gives 

Ra(g-') (UORg)(PI,P2)(e;) 

= U 0a(g-I)(e.) = u (e.) (p"p,)g I (P.,p,)g I 

= E;(PI,P2)g) = (Rg*E;)(p"P') 

= Rg* u(P"P,) (e;) = Rg (u) (PI,P2) (e;), 

and acting with the left side of (2.54) on en + A yields 

Ra(g-') (UORg)(PI,P2)(en+ A ) 

= U(P"p,)go(dbg-, fA) = (dbg -, lA )fp"p,)g 

= Rg* (fA )fp"p,) = Rg* U(P"P2) (en + a) 
A 

= Rg(U)(P.,P2)(en+ A )· 

Equation (2.54) then follows, and therefore 

R ;0(u.X,u. Y) 

=0(Rg*u.X,Rg*u. Y) 

= 0(Ra(g-,).u.Rg*X,Ra(g-,).u.Rg* Y) 

= a(g) '0(Rg*X,Rg* Y). 

Consequently (2.52) is equivalent to 
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...!.. 0"" 
0(Rg*X,Rg* Y) = a(g-I) ·0(t(g-I)U.X,t(g-I)U. Y). 

(2.56) 

Furthermore, t(g-I )u.X and U. t(g-I)X are both in 

T(p"p,)F(PIOP,?), and 

II.t(g-l)u.X = t(g-I)II.u.X 

= t(g-I)X = II.u.t(g-I)X. 

Thus t(g-I )u.X and U. t(g-I)X differ at most by a vertical 
vector. However, since 0 vanishes on vertical vectors, we 
may write (2.56) as 
~ 

0(p,.p,)g (Rg*X,Rg* Y) 
~ 

= a(g-I) '0(p"p,) (t(g-I )X,/(g-l) Y). (2.57) 

We can carry our analysis of the transformation proper
ties of the torsion further by recalling that the difference 
between any two connections vanishes on vertical vectors. 
Consequently, if we write O(h) = r(h) + O(h)LC' where 
O(h)LC is the unique Levi-Civita connection and 
r(h)EAI

( F (PloP2),& (r + 4,s»), we have 

ell(h) = dtjJ + (O(h)LC +r(h»)AtjJ 

= ell(h)Lc + r(h) AtjJ 

=r(h)AtjJ (2.58 ) 

(since the torsion from the Levi-Civita connection vanish
es). 

Ifwe now let u'r(h) = 7(h), and observe that 

(TA~)(X,Y) = 7(X) .~( Y) -7( Y) '~(X), 

we obtain from (2.56) the result 

7(p"p,)g (Rg*X) '~(P"P,)g (Rg* Y) 

- 7(p"p,)g (Rg* Y) '~(P"P,)g (Rg*X) 

= a(g-I) '7(p"p,) (t(g-I)X)'~(P"P') (/(g-I) Y) 

- a(g-I) ·7(p,.p,) (/(g-I) Y)·~(P"P') (t(g-I )X). (2.59) 

Furthermore, since 'TEA I(PIOP2,& (r + 4,s»), we can write 
[comparing with (2.45)] 

- (Pa ..!!..b "c (260) r(p,.p,) =!J be (PI,P2)fP (p,.P,) ea ® e . . 
Substituting (2.60) in (2.59) and making use of (2.50), we 
get the following. 

(i) For X = E i , Y = Ej (X,Yboth horizontal) 

yaij«PI,P2)g) = a(g-l)abYbij (PHP2)' (2.61) 

with a(g-I lab = ea(a(g-I )(eb»). 
(ii) For X = Ei> Y = En +A (X horizontal and Yverti

cal), 

yain +A(PI,P2)g) = (p(g-I»)A Ba(g-l)abYbin+B (PI,P2)' 
(2.62) 

(iii) For X = En +A' Y = En + B (X,Yboth vertical), 

yan+ A n+B(PI,P2)g) 

= (p(g-I»)A C(p(g-I»BDa(g-l)ab 

X Ybn + C n + D (PI,P2)' (2.63) 

To be mathematically more precise, in (2.58) we should 
actually write O(h) = rl(h) + r 2(h) + (O(h)kc' So that 
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ell(h) = rl(h) AtjJ + r 2(h) AtjJ = ell,(h) + ell,(h), where 
0i (h) = r i (h) + (O(h) )LC' i = 1,2. We would then have 
that ell,(h) transforms according to (2.52), and for 
e

2 
= ell,(h) we have 

R ;e2(X,Y) = a(g)e2(tO(g-I)X,to(g-l) Y) 

with lo(g) = dbg • Observe, however, that yabe 
= yabe + yabe , where yabe and yabe are the associated 

tensors ofell,(h) and ell,(h), respectively. The first one trans
forms according to (2.60)-(2.63), while the second one has 
to be constant on each fiber. 

With these basic definitions and results we are now 
ready to compute the components relative to EH ... ,En, 
En + I , ... ,En + 4 of the curvature and torsion tensors for the 
metric h on Pl oP2. This we shall do in the following section. 

III. THE UNIFIED LAGRANGIAN 

Recall that the components of the Riemann tensor on 
P loP2 are related to the connection one-forms 
O(h) = u'O(h) by means of (2.38) and (2.39). In matrix 
notation these equations lead to 

!a'abed (PI,p2)~e I\~d = dO(h)ab + O(h)ae 1\ O(h)eb. 
(3.1 ) 

Therefore, in order to evaluate a'a bed we need first to 
calculate the various matrix terms O(h)ab for 1 <a, b<n + 4 
relative to the choice of orthonormal basis described in the 
preceding section. To do this we make use of (2.43) and 
(2.13) to write 

o ...2. _ 0 

d(jia = ea _ O(h)ab I\(jib, (3.2) 

d(ji~ = 0 i - O(g)~ I\(ji~. (3.3) 

Moreover, since (ji ~ (Ej ) = 8~ = (ji ~ (1T12.Ej ), we 
have that 1T12 • (ji ~ = ~ i. Consequently, pulling back (3.3) 
with 1T12 yields 

o 

d~i = 0 i (g) - 1T12'O(g)~ I\~j. (3.4) 

Note parenthetically that this last expression implies 

(3.5 ) 

Thus if we impose the restriction of vanishing torsion on the 
base space M, i.e., 

§.~k = 0, (3.6) 

then it immediately follows that the commutator of the basis 
vectors Ei , i = 1, ... ,n, has to be vertical. We shall use this 
result later on for deriving the form of the covariant deriva
tive of the Higgs fields. 

Now, from (2.35) and (3.2) we have 

d( - i(2) = en+ 4 
_ O(h)n+\ I\~b, 

d&f = en+ a _ O(h)n+ab I\~b. 
Substituting on the left side of these equations the pull

back with ~ and 1TI, respectively, of(2.20) and (2.17), gives 

~(12)ij~i I\~j = en+ 4 
_ O(h)n+\ I\~b, (3.7) 

~(nl )aij~ i 1\ ~j - !ca tJr~tJ I\~ r 
..!!.. _ 0 

= en+ a _ O(h)n+ab I\(jib. (3.8) 
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Furthermore, since 8(h) is tJ (r + 4,s)-valued, the ma
trix elements 8(h)ab must satisfy the constraint 

8(h)ab + 8(h)ba = 0. 

This condition is fulfilled if we require that 

8(h)n+An+ B = -(P(lcWB~n+c, 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where the matricesp(lc) are the infinitesimal generators of 
SU(2)XU(1) which we explicitly displayed in (2.49a)
(2.49d). 

It is important to note here the fact that (3.10) does not 
fully specify the connection. The remaining freedom is clear
ly manifest in the equations that relate some of the connec
tion coefficients to undefined components of the torsion ten
sor. 

Since in the end we want the Higgs fields to originate 
geometrically from torsion, we make the additional assump
tion that our connection is semisymmetric. 7 It has been 
shown (cf. Theorems 1 and 2 of Ref. 8) that this assumption 
is tantamount to essentially taking only the first two terms in 
a unique decomposition for the torsion tensor. Introducing 
further terms resulting from a spin-tensor H (described in 
the paper referred to above) provides a way to generalize our 
results in the sense that additional fields appear, whose phys
ical meaning remains to be determined, and would make it 
also possible to investigate nonmetric theories within the 
framework of our formalism. 

In the context of the semi symmetry assumption we have 
that 

yn+un + 4i = yn+4n+ui = ,Yin + 4n + a 

=Y;n+an+P=O, ( 3.11) 

and since by our argument following Eq. (2.63) it is reasona
ble to assume that each of the connections 01 (h) and O2 (h) 
in the decomposition eO(h) = eO,(h) + eO,(h) are to be se
misymmetric, it follows that the torsion components 
~n+a ~n+4 ~n+a ~n+4 tb ./ n+p;,J n+4;,J n+pO J n+40mus e 
proportional to quantities of the form 8~ ! p <1>; and 8~ ! ! <1>;, 
respectively, where <1>; is an additional vector field. Using 
(2.62) we obtain that if yn+an+ p ; = c8p<l>; #0, then 
c8~<I>; =p(g-I)a Aa(g-I)Pa8~<I>;c, from where it follows 
thatp(g-I)a Aa(g-I)PA = 8~, i.e.,p(g-I) = a(g), which is 
impossible because G is a non-Abelian group. Thus we have 
~n+a ° d cPn+a J n + P ; = an, as a consequence, J n + p; 

= yn + an + p. must be proportional to 8p <1>; with <1>; con
stant on each fiber. This vector field could be considered if 
one wished to generalize our present results. However, for 
the purposes stated above, we choose to set <1>; equal to zero 
in view of the fact that it is obviously not a Higgs field, and 
that we can use the remaining freedom that we still have in 
selecting our connection. 

Using (3.10) and (3.11) in (3.7) and evaluating on 
(En + 4 ,En + 4)' (En + 4 ,En + y), (En + 4,E;), (En + a,E;), 
(En+a,En+ p ), and (E;,Ej ), yields, respectively, 
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(a) yn+\+4n+4 =0, 

(b) yn+\+4n+y = - (p(14»)\' 

(a) 8(h)n+4;(En+4 ) = 0, 

(b) 8(h)n+4;(En+ u ) =0, 
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(3.12) 

(3.13 ) 

(3.14 ) 

(n2 )ij = yn+4ij - 8(h)n+4j (E;) + 8(h)7+4(Ej). 

(3.15 ) 

Making use of (3.13) and (3.15) it immediately follows 
that 

8(h)n+4; = H (n2 )ij _ yn+4ij ]~j - y /+~j, 
(3.16a) 

with 

(3.16b) 

Also, because of (3.9), 

8(h);n+4 = - H (n2)~ - yn+4~ ]~j + Y/n+4~j. 
( 3.17) 

o Similarly, e~aluati~g Q.8) ~n (ifn+y,ifn+4)' 
(En+1, El'+4)' (Eti + 4, E;), (En+ p, E;), (En+ p , E n+ y )' 
and (E;, Ej ), we get, respectively, 

(a) yn+an+ yn+4 = - (p(ly)t4 + (p(14)ty, 

(b) yn+an+ 4n + 4 = 0, (3.18) 

(a) 8(h)n+a;(En+4 ) =0, 

(b) 8(h)n+a;(En+ p ) = 0, (3.19) 

yn+an+ pn + y = (p(ly)tp - (p(lp)ty - ca
py , 

(3.20) 

(nl)aij = yn+aij _ 8(h)n+aj (E;) + 8(h)n+a;(Ej ). 

(3.21 ) 

It is obvious from (3.19) and (3.21) that 

8(h)n+a; = H (nl)aij _ yn+aij ]~j - y /+~j, 
(3.22a) 

with 

y ijn+a = Yj;n+a. (3.22b) 

Moreover, from (3.9) we also have 

8(h);n+a = -H(nl)a~-yn+a~]~j+y~n+a~j. 
(3.23 ) 

The remaining expressions that we need for the connec
tion coefficients are obtained by noting that (3.2) also im
plies that 

dip; = y~n+A~j /\~n+A 

- 8(h)~ /\~j - 8(h)in+ A /\~n+A. 

Thus evaluating on (Ej' En + 4) results in 

8(h)~(En+4) = -H(n2)~ -yn+4~]' 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

Finally, note that substituting in (3.24) the values for 
8(h);n+a and 8(h);n+4 given by (3.23) and (3.17), and 
equating the result to (3.4), yields 

As we mentioned previously, the Higgs fields originate 
directly from torsion by assuming that the connection 8(h) 

is semisymmetric. With this in mind, we make the following 
additional ansatz on the torsion: 
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y /+A = (lIn)gij<l>A, 

and 

(3.27) 

yn+aij = (Ol)aij' yn+\ = (02)ij' (3.28) 

Note that with these last assumptions the connection 
matrices {}(h)ab , as given by (3.9), (3.10), (3.16), (3.22), 
and (3.26), are uniquely specified. Also, as we will show in 
Sec. IV, the four scalar fields <l>A introduced in (3.27) can be 
identified with the real Higgs fields. 

We now have all the ingredients that are needed to 
evaluate from (3.1) the components f!lla bed of the curvature 
tensor of the metric h on P l oP2 relative to our orthonormal 
basis EI, ... ,En + 4' Since the calculation, although lengthy, is 
fairly straightforward, we only state the final results here: 

f!lln+an+ Pn +l'n+ v = 2€Yl'v(P(ly»)ap, 

f!lln+an+ pij = - (P(ly W p (OI)Yij - (P(14Wp(02)ij' 

f!lln+\+an+l'n+v = 2€Pl'v(p(!p»)4a, 
n+4 _ 0 4 0 P 0 4 0 

f!ll n+aij - - (P(lp») a (,0 1 ) ij - (P(l4») a (02)ij' 
(3.29) 

f!lln + 4ikj = (lIn)gikE) [<1>4] - (lIn)gijEd<l>4], 

f!lln+aijk = (1/n)gik Ej[<I>a] - (lIn)gijEk [<I>a], 

f!ll ~km = II ~km + (1/ n) [8~gjk - 8~gjm ] <I> A <l>A, 

and all other components vanish. In the above expressions 
terms of the form Ei [<I>A] = d<l>A(Ei) denote directional de

I 

rivatives. In Sec. IV we will show that this directional deriva
tive is a covariant derivative, i.e., 

Ei [<I>A ] = d<l>A(Ei) =:Di<l>A. ( 3.30) 

Moreover, we will also establish the relation between the 
covariant derivatives of our four real-scalar fields <I> A and 
the covariant derivative of the Higgs complex spin doublet as 
it commonly appears in the electroweak model. 

For the construction of the Lagrangian density we also 
need the non vanishing components of the Ricci tensor on 
P l oP2 as well as the Ricci scalar. These follow directly from 
(3.29) and are given by 

f!lljm = lljm + [(1 - n )/n2 ]gjm <I> A <l>A, 
_ 0 P 

f!ll n + 4 n + a - 2€ayp(P(ly») 4' 

f!ll n+4i = [(1 - n)/n]Ei [<1>4]' (3.31) 

f!ll n + a n + P = 2€;.yp(P(t »)Y a' 

f!ll n + a i = [(1 - n )/n ]Ed <I> a], 

f!ll = II + [(1 - n)/n ] <I> A <I> A + 2. 

General Lagrangian density: We construct the most 
general G-invariant Lagrangian density on PI ° P2 up to qua
dratic terms in the Riemann, Ricci, and torsion tensors as 
well as in the Ricci scalar by adding up all the G-invariant 
terms that can be obtained from Eqs. (3.14), (3.18), (3.20), 
(3.27)-(3.31). The result is 

where VI is the volume ofthe n-4 compact "internal" coordinates of the base manifold, and K is a constant that contributes to 
the cosmological constant. 

Before proceeding with the proper dimensioning and physical interpretation of the different terms and parameters in the 
above Lagrangian density, we show explicitly that all the entries in (3.32) are indeed G invariant. Clearly the terms containing 
the several contractions of the Riemann tensor are G invariant since, according to (2.9) or (2.10), the components R h ijk are 
defined on M and are therefore independent of the choice of point on the fiber. The quantities (01 )aij (01 )aij and (02)ij (02)ij 
are also G invariant because 

(0. )aij (0. )aij = tkgi1k.( (0.) (P.) (E il),E 51), (0.) (P.) (E il),E P») 
= gikgilk.(&'b _, (0. )(p.)(E il),E)( I) ),&'b _, (0.) (P.) (E il),E l·») 

g, g, 

= gikgi1k.( (0.) (P.g.) (Rg,.E i ·),Rg,.E?) ),(0.) (P.g.) (Rg,.E il),Rg,.E l·») 
= gikgi1k.( (0.) (P.g.)( (E i·) )p.g.,(E JI)P.g.),(O.) (P.g.)( (E i·) )p.g.,(E l·) )P.g.»), (3.33) 

i.e., k. (0., 0.) is well defined on M since it is independent of 
the choice of PI' An even simpler argument applies to k2 (02, 

O2 ) since in this case the group is Abelian. 
To prove that <I> A <l>A is G-invariant we need the transfor

mation properties of the fields <l>A. These follow readily from 
(2.62) and (3.27). We thus have 

(3.34) 
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and since the matricesp(g) are orthogonal [cf. Eqs. (2.49) 
for the infinitesimal generators], it immediately follows that 

(<I>A <l>A) (p"p,)g = (<I>A<I>A)(p"p,). 

Finally, since Di<l> A =:Ei [<I> A], it is obvious that the term 
(Di<l> A) (D i<l>A) is also independent of the point in the fiber 
where it is evaluated. 

In summary, the Lagrangian density (3.32) is a well-
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defined function on the base manifold M, and we can write 
an action by integrating it over a volume element Ilg on M 
determined by g and the orientation of M, i.e., 

(3.35) 

where U is an open subset of M with compact closure. 
We now turn to the physical interpretation of the curva

tures 0 1 and O2, Recall that by (2.17) and (2.20) we have 

( 0 )a .. = (dwa)(E(I) E(I» +€ wf3(E(I»wY(E(I» 
Iy I "J af3yl, I J' 

(2.17' ) 

(2.20') 

If we let (al)u and (a2)u be local sections (al)u: 
M->PI!.... (a2)u: M->P2, such that (al)u.1{ETp,PI and 
( a 2) u. E j E Tp, P 2' and if we further choose the orthonormal 
basis at each-xEUCM to be a coordinate basis Hj = aj, we 
then have 

(Ol)aij = aj(al):wf(aj ») - aj(al):wf(aj ») 

+ €af3Y «a l ) :wf (aj »)( (a l ):wi(aj ») 

= g(aj W a
j - aj W

aj + g€af3Y WBj WYj ), (3.36) 

(02)ij = a j(a2 ): (- i(2)(aj ») - aj (a2): ( - i(2 )(aj ») 

=g'(ajBj - ajBj ). (3.37) 

Here we have used the definitions 

gwaj=(al)~Wn(a), g'Bj=(a2)~( - i(2»)(a), 
(3.38) 

andg, g' denote the dimensionless coupling constants for the 
SU(2) and U(1) factors, respectively. 

Hence 

Faij=(l!g)(OI)aij =ajwa
j -ajWaj +g€af3yWf3jWYj' 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

are the field tensors for the SU (2) and U ( 1) vector bosons, 
respectively. 

To conclude this section we have only to properly di
mension and interpret the parameters that occur in (3.32) in 
order to bring it into the usual form of Einstein-Cart an grav
ity coupled to the Yang-Mills and Higgs fields for the 
electroweak model. 

For this purpose, assume that'" = c = 1 so that the ac
tion integral (3.35) is dimensionless. This in turn implies 
that the Lagrangian density has to have units of (length) -4. 

Since all our quantities in (3.32) are so far dimensionless, we 
need to introduce appropriate powers of a mass scale factor l' 
[in units of (length) -I] into each of the terms. Thus the 
Riemann and gauge field tensors have to be multiplied by r, 
while D j and <I> A require a factor of 1'. We will use, however, 
the same notation for the newly dimensioned quantities as 
there is no risk of confusion. 

Therefore, after combining terms our action becomes 
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1= :/ f Jjgf{ - K~ + al~ 2 + a2~ijkm~ ijkm + a6~ij~ ij 

- ~ Fa ijFa ij - ~ FijFij + ~(Dj<l> A) (D j<l>A) 
4 4 2 

+ m
2 

<I> <l>A _ ~(<I> <l>A)2 + n AR<I> <l>A 
2 A 4 A 2(n _ 1) - A 

-KA}dnx, (3.41) 

where we have made the following obvious identifications in 
order to fix the physical parameters: 

(aO + 4a I) r = - K 

(the proportionality factor in the 

Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian), 

2[(n-l)/n](a7r+K) =m2>0 

(square of the mass parameter 

(3.42) 

associated with the Higgs field), (3.43) 

4[(1 - n)/n3
] [aln(n - 1) + 2a2 + a 6(n - 1)] =,1>0 

(coupling constant of the self-interaction term 

of the scalar field) . ( 3.44 ) 

A = the cosmological constant. (3.45) 

Also, in order to normalize the free Lagrangians of the 
Yang-Mills and the Higgs fields to their customary values, 
we have set 

a~=a~'2=!, 

as =!. 
(3.46 ) 

( 3.47) 

Note that (3.46) provides a relation between theparam
eters a 3 and a 4 and the Weinberg angle. Indeed, 

tan Ow = g'/g = ~a3/a4' (3.48) 

so we see that the deviation of the Weinberg angle from 1T/4 
measures the relative extent by which the SU (2) and U ( 1 ) 
sectors of the theory deviate from an Einstein-Cartan model 
in which torsion only occurs implicitly in the curvature 
terms. For this latter case, a 3 would equal a 4 • 

IV. COVARIANT DERIVATIVE OF THE HIGGS SPIN 
COMPLEX DOUBLET 

In the preceding section we defined the operator D j act
ing on the scalar fields <I> A as their directional derivative 
[Eq. (3.30)]. Here we want to obtain an explicit expression 
for this differential operator that will allow us to relate the 
Lagrangian of the scalar fields, as given in (3.41), to the 
form in which it usually appears in the electroweak model. 

In order to accomplish this, we first locally trivialize the 
fiber bundle 1T\2: P l oP2->M (Le., we choose a gauge) by 
taking the local section ag,Xg, (x), xEUCM, defined as the 
set of points (PI' P2) = (x, gl xg2) with fixed gl and g2' 

Since ag,xg, (x) is a submanif?ld of P l oP2 which is dif
feomorphicto U, the basis vectors aj =ag,Xg,.Ej = ag,Xg,.aj 
of the tangent space of ag, xg, (x) form a closed Lie algebra. 
We can therefore take as a new basis in 1T 12 I (U) the local 
external direct sum of{aJ and {En +A =l~, A = 1, ... ,4}. 

In terms of this basis we can write 
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(4.1 ) 

where W a
;. B; are the gauge potentials defined in (3.38) 

with (u;)u = t!oug,Xg,' 
Note the (4.1), together with (2.34) and (3.38), im

plies 

~n+ ACE;) = 8~!~&{(8;) + 8~!:( - iW2)(8;) 

W p.2...n+A(Eo ) 'B.2... n+ A(E
o 

) - g JP n + P - g;cp n + 4 

= 0, (4.2) 

as required by the definition of~ n + A. Also note that, since 

gEn+a [WP
j ] = £uo :eo)&{(8j ) 

and 

£(I:eo) [&{(En+ y>] = 0 = (£(I:eo)&{)(En+ y) 

+ &{<[ En+a,En+Y P, 
it follows that 

En + a [ WPj ] = - Ef3ay WYr (4.3) 

By the same line of reasoning we find [since U (1) is 
Abelian] 

(4.4) 

It is now a simple matter to verify that (4.1 ) leads to the 
correct expression for the commutator [E;, Ej ]. Indeed, 
making use of (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain 

[E;.Ej ] = - (UI):OI)aijEn+ a - (U2):02)ijEn+ 4. 
(4.5) 

Thus the commutator is vertical, as required by (3.5) 
and (3.6). Furthermore, from (2.30) we have 

W 3 , W 2 , 

~n+a = 1T1*(OI) - ~Eapy~n+PI\~n+y, (4.6) 

~n+4 = ~*( _ i02), (4.7) 

and evaluating these two expressions on (E;, Ej ), we get 

- ~n+a( [E;,Ej]) = (UI)!OI)aij, (4.8a) 

_~n+4<[E;.Ej]> = (U2)!02)ij' (4.8b) 

respectively. But (4.8a) and (4.8b) are the same as what we 
derive from applying ~n+A to (4.5). Consequently, the 
expression (4.1) for E; in terms of the external direct sum 
basis is consistent with our previous results. 

By virtue of ( 4.1) the directional derivatives of our sca
lar fields become 

D;<I>A=E;[<I>A] =8;<I>A -gWa;En+a[<I>A] 

-g'B;En+4[<I>A]' (4.9) 

Thus we now need to evaluate the quantities En + a [<I> A ] 

and En + 4 [<I> A ]. These follow directly by noting that 

(En+ B [<I>A] ) (p"p,) = (££n+B <l>A ) (p"p,) 

= lim(1!t) [<I>A(PI,P2)g(t») 
1_0 

-<I>A(PI,P2)], (4.10) 

and making use of (3.34). We get 
° 0 e 
En+B[<I>A] = -(P(lB»)A <l>e, (4.11) 

where (P(IB »)A e are the matrices given in (2.49). 
Substituting (4.11) into (4.9) and operating explicitly 

with the representation given in (2.49), we arrive at the fol
lowing matrix expressions for the directional derivatives: 

D;cf) = 8;cf) - gW;cf) + g'B;p(14)cf), 

where 

, 

(4.12) 

~~(D ~o W) 1 - W: 0 - W; W~ 

W; = 2 _ W~ W~ 0 -:; , 
(4.13 ) 

, 
- W; -W~ W 3 , 

andp(/4) is defined in (2.49d). 
Since the torsion is a real tensor, the model calls naturally for the real representation of the Higgs fields that we have been 

using, but in order to cast the Lagrangian in the usual form (i.e., the way it most commonly appears in the literature of the 
standard model), we make the following transformation: 

(:*) = Ucf), (4.14 ) 

where 

U~~~ 
-i 0 

-~ 0 1 

,fil i 0 

0 0 

(4.15 ) 

is a unitary matrix. The quantity tfJ in (4.14) is the complex doublet scalar field of the standard electroweak model and is 
related to our real scalar fields by means of 

tfJ=(CP +) - _1 (<I>I - i<l>2) 
- cpo -,fi <l>3-i<l>4' 

(4.16) 

while tfJ* stands for its ordinary complex conjugate. 
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From (4.12) it is a simple matter to verify that 

U(Di(J» = UDiUtU(J) 

where 

IP i¢ = Ji¢ - (i/2)gW a
iua¢ - (i/2)g'Bi¢ 

( 4.17) 

(4.18 ) 

corresponds to the covariant derivative of the standard model, and the 2X2 matrices U a are the usual Pauli matrices. Using 
( 4.14 ), and remembering that the components of (J) are real fields, we obtain 

cl>AcI>A = (J)t(J) = (U(J»t( U(J» 

= ¢t¢ + (¢t¢)* = 2¢t¢. (4.19) 

Similarly, (4.17) gives 

Dicl>ADicl>A = (Di(J»t(Di(J» = 2(IPi¢)t(IPi¢). (4.20) 

Finally, substituting (4.19) and (4.20) into (3.41) yields the following form for our action integral: 

1= _1-JJlif{ - KR + aIR 2 + a2RijkmR ijkm + atfiijR ij - ~FaijFaij - ~FijFij + (IPi¢)t(IPi¢) + m2¢t¢ 
VI - - - - -- 4 4 

_ A(¢t¢)2 + _n_AR¢t¢ _ KA}dnx. 
n - 1 -

(4.21) 

Note that in the action (4.21) the complex Higgs doublet still has four degrees offreedom, which in turn implies the 
existence of spurious Goldstone bosons. To eliminate these unphysical states one may still resort to a unitary gauge choice 
(although it is not even certain that local unitary gauges exist about every xEM) such that 

¢ = CP(X) : <pollV2). (4.22) 

where p (x) denotes the remaining massive Higgs boson and <Po is the vacuum value of the scalar field. 
An interesting point to note in (4.21) is the appearance of an extra curvature dependent "mass" term 

[4nl(n - 1) ]A~¢t¢, 

with its coefficient determined by the dimension of the base manifold M. This term will play an important role in the 
compactification analysis to be implemented in a forthcoming paper. 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a formalism based on fiber bundle 
structures, which makes possible a geometric unification of 
the Yang-Mills and Higgs field sector of the standard 
electroweak model with gravitation. The theory requires a 
non-Levi-Civita connection on the bundle offrames and the 
ensuing torsion on the frame acts as a source for the scalar 
field Lagrangian, including the symmetry breaking poten
tial. 

In order to give torsion a dynamical character, the theo
ry has to include terms quadratic in the fiber-bundle curva
ture. Quadratic Lagrangians in the curvature are however of 
interest, both because they appear naturally in the low ener
gy limit of superstring theory, and also because through 
compactification of the extra dimensions of the base mani
fold the solutions of the modified field equations suggest a 
possible means of predicting values for the coupling con
stants of the theory. 

The mathematical structures are necessarily more com
plicated than those used in the literature. First, because of 
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the need to include spliced bundles in order to accommodate 
the direct product of two groups; and second, because the 
characteristic group ofthe spliced bundle is not semisimple, 
which requires in turn a careful choice of the transformation 
properties for the different components of the torsion, as 
opposed to a mere action of the adjoint representation of the 
group (as done in previous works). These new requirements 
on torsion seem to be essential for more realistic models such 
as the one considered here, as well as others which would 
include the SU (3) color gauge fields. 

As pointed out in the Introduction, our theory does not 
yet encompass the fermionic fields needed to obtain the fer
mion and Yukawa Lagrangians which would complete the 
description of the electroweak interactions coupled to gravi
tation. One could, of course, resort to the phenomenological 
approach found in some of the literature9 on modern Ka
luza-Klein theories, where fermions are included by means 
of an additional Lagrangian term of the generic form 

(det e/)¢ei
A rADitP, (5.1) 

where ei A is a vielbein, i = 1, ... ,n are general coordinate in-
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dices of the base manifold, r A are the generators of the Clif
ford algebra relative to the standard inner product in !W with 
signature ( + , - , ... , - ), and D;tP are spinor connections. 

Note that by allowing the spinor connections in (5.1) to 
contain torsion again, aYukawa-type scalar-spinor interac
tion may be obtained without having to insert it in an ad hoc 
manner. This approach for introducing fermions is, how
ever, rather unsatisfactory from a unification goal point of 
view, first, because the fermionic terms in the Lagrangian do 
not derive from a "pure" Einstein-Hilbert action principle, 
and second, because in addition to having to put in the terms 
of the form (5.1) by construction, the assignments of the left 
and right-handed fermions to multiplets of SU(2) in the 
present state of the electroweak model must rely heavily on 
experimental data. Furthermore, the standard model would 
have to be extended in order to determine the values of the 
Yukawa coupling constants. Attempts to resolve these 
drawbacks have led to a variety of alternative theories of 
supergravity, including a combination of these with Kaluza
Klein theories, as well as to the ongoing massive effort in 
superstring theory. 

One should not rule out the possibility of an altogether 
different conception on the structure of the space-time mani
fold in order to achieve a theory of grand unification, such as 
the one implied in the twistor program. Work along this line 
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of research is presently being pursued by our group, which 
might lead to an adequate incorporation of fermions within 
the framework of our theory, consisting essentially on the 
use of supertwistors for the frame bundle of the base mani
fold in the construction of fiber bundle spaces. 

Regardless of such aspects of a more speculative nature, 
the results presented here suggest that torsion, in addition to 
its already acquired importance in supergravity theories, 
may also playa determinant role as a geometric source of the 
Higgs fields required for the symmetry breaking process in 
gauge theories, independently of which theory will ultimate
ly prove to be the right one. 
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It is proven that in the finite phase space of dimensionality M, the number of independent von 
Neumann states is M - r, where r is the number of distinct zeros of the kq function. When 
applied to magnetic orbitals, this leads to a linear dependence between them for each zero of 
the corresponding kq function. Different interesting identities follow from the linear 
dependence of von Neumann states. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A general theory of finite phase space quantum mechan
ics was developed by Schwinger. 1 It was later applied to dy
namical systems,2 to the magnetic field problem,3 and to the 
Weyl-Heisenberg groUp.4 Finite phase space is achieved by 
applying boundary conditions, both to the wave function '" 
and its Fourier transform F",. Thus, for one degree of free
dom, x and p (the coordinate and the momentum) form the 
phase plane and the boundary conditions assume the form3 

",(x + Me) = ",(x), 

F.p(p + 1i(21T!c») = F.p(p), 

(1) 

(2) 

where M is an integer and e a constant. In finite phase space 
both the coordinate and momentum are quantized and as
sume the following discrete values: 

x = se, s = 1, ... ,M, 

p = 1i(21T/Me)t, t = 1, ... ,M. 
(3) 

More precisely, x and p are no longer operators in the 
space where the boundary conditions (1) and (2) hold. 
These operators are replaced by the exponentials 
exp (ix(21T/Me») and exp (i/Ii)pe) whose eigenvalues are 
determined by x and p, respectively, in relation (3). In a 
finite phase plane the maximal number of independent states 
is M. Correspondingly, also, a von Neumann latticeS cannot 
contain more than M independent states. Given a state Iv) in 
a finite phase plane, one creates a von Neumann lattice Iv mn ) 
in complete analogy with the infinite case.6 For this we 
choose a constant, 

a=M1e, M=M1M 2 , (4) 

and define the shift operator, 

D(amn ) = ( - l)mn exp(i(21T/a)mx)exp( - (i/Ii)pna), (5) 

where m = 1, ... ,M1 and n = 1, ... ,M2• The reason m and n 
assume a finite number of values is because 

exp(i(21T/a)Mlx) = exp( - (i/Ii)pM2a) = 1. 

With these definitions, the von Neumann lattice I vmn ) in the 
finite phase plane assumes the form [ (x I v) and (p I v) satisfy 
the conditions (1) and (2), respectively]; 

Ivmn ) =D(amn)lv), (6) 

where D(amn ) is defined in relation (5). There are M states 
in the set (6). One of the questions we shall address in this 
paper is how many independent states there are among the 
set in relation (6). It is well known that in the infinite case 

the von Neumann set is complete. 7
-

9 This is, however, not 
the case for finite phase space. Thus it is shown in this paper 
that, in general, the number of independent states in the von 
Neumann set (6) is smaller than M. This means that, in 
general, the set in (6) is incomplete (in the infinite case, it is 
overcomplete7

-
9

). In investigating the completeness of the 
von Neumann set (6), we shall use the kq representation 10 in 
finite phase space. The reason for this is that there is a con
nection between the number of zeros of the kq function and 
the overcompleteness of von Neumann setsy,12 In this pa
per it is shown that the number of independent states in the 
finite phase space von Neumann set [relation (6)] equals 
M - r, where ris the number of distinct zeros of (k,qlv), the 
state Iv) in the kq representation. 

Another subject discussed in this paper is the connec
tion between von Neumann lattices and electronic states in a 
magnetic field. This connection originates from the fact that 
the commuting magnetic translations can be identified with 
the shift operators [relation (5)] in phase space. By using 
this identification we show in this paper that the number of 
independent orbitals is, in general, smaller than the number 
of commuting magnetic translations. 

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II 
the finite phase space kq representation is discussed. A con
nection is established between C(k,q) (the wave function in 
the kq representation) in infinite phase space and C (j) (k,q) 
in finite phase space [the superscript /will be used for de
noting states in the space with the boundary conditions (1) 
and (2)]. In Sec. III, von Neumann lattices are derived in 
finite phase space and the role of the zeros of kq functions is 
investigated. A theorem proven about the number of inde
pendent states in a von Neumann set. In Sec. IV this theorem 
is applied to magnetic orbitals. Section V contains a number 
of conclusions. 

II. THE kq REPRESENTATION IN FINITE PHASE SPACE 

For constructing a kq representation we choose a con
stant [as in Eq. (4) ] and look for eigenfunctions of the basic 
operators exp[ix(21T/a)] and exp[ (i/Ii)pa). In the x repre
sentations, these eigenfunctions are4

,l0 

1 M, "'kq (x) = -- L exp(iksa).Il(x - q - sa), (7) 
~M2 s= 1 

where .Il(x) is unity when x is a multiple of Me and is zero 
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otherwise. Here k and q in relation (7) assume the following 
values: 

k = (21T/Me)g, g = 1, ... ,M2, 

q = he, h = 1, ... ,M1• 
(8) 

Correspondingly, the kq function, C U) (k,q), is (the sub
script f denotes the fact that the function is in the finite 
phase plane) 

1 M, 
C(f)(k,q) =-- L exp(iksa)r//f)(q-sa). (9) 

~M2 s=1 

An advantage of working with the kq function follows from 
the simplicity of the action on it with the basic operators, 

exp(ix(21T/a»)C (f) (k,q) 

= exp(iq(21T/a»)CU)(k,q), 

exp(U/Ii)pa)C (f)(k,q) (10) 

= exp(ika)CU)(k,q). 

This will be used in the next section for the von Neumann 
lattices. 

Finite phase space wave functions t/J(f)(x) can be de
fined by starting with functions t/J(x) in infinite phase space 
and by making them satisfy the boundary condi tions ( 1 ) and 
( 2 ). What we are going to show is that despite the fact that 
t/JU) (x) and t/J(x) are very different functions, their kqfunc
tions, CU)(k,q) and C(k,q), differ only by a constant fac
tor. Given a function t/J(x), one can symmetry adapt it to the 
conditions (1) and (2). This is achieved by writing the dou
ble infinite sum 

00 00 (21T) ( i ) 
m =~ 00 n =~ 00 exp i --;;- mx exp -:r; pnMe t/J(x) 

00 00 

=e L D(x-me) L t/J(x + nMe), (11) 
m= - 00 n = - 00 

where the formula was used,13 

m=~ 00 exp (i 2; mx) = e mi 00 D(X - me). (12) 

The sum of the D function in relation (11) quantizes the x 
coordinate and makes it assume the values in relation (3). 
One can avoid using the D functions in relation (11) by as
suming that x takes on discrete values, as in relation (3). For 
one degree of freedom we shall define a finite phase space 
function by the following formula: 

00 

t/JU)(x)=A L t/J(x+jMe), (13) 
j= - 00 

where x assumes the values in relation (3) and where A is a 
normalization constant. It is assumed that the infinite sum in 
relation (13) exists. Clearly, t/JU)(x) satisfies relation (1). 
It is easy to check that t/JU) (x) also satisfied relation (2), 
provided x is discrete and assumes the values in relation (3) 
[because then exp(ix(21T/e») = 1]. Alternatively, one could 
start with the Fourier transform F", (p) and define the sum 

F~f)(p) = B J =~ 00 F", (p + Iii 2;), (14) 

where B is a normalization constant. By definition, F ~f) (p) 

satisfies relation (2). Again, it also satisfies relation (1), 
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provided p is discrete and assumes the values in relation (3) 
[because then exp( (i/Ii)pMe) = 1]. As was already men
tioned, functions in the finite phase space [satisfying rela
tions (1) and (2) ] depend on discrete arguments, x or p, as 
given by relation (3). Since F", is the Fourier transform of t/J, 
the normalization constants in relations (13) and (14) are 
not independent. One can show that B = (A /c)~21T1i/M . 
By using formula (12), one finds 

.I.U) ( ) _ A ~21T1i ~ (. 21T . ) F (z. 21T .) 
'f/ x-£.. exp 1 -JX '" T' -J , 

Me j= -00 Me Ms 
(15) 

F ~/) (p) = ~. I exp ( - .!...- pje) t/J(je). ( 16) 
[M J= -00 Ii 

Finally, F ~f) (p) and t/J( f) (x) are Fourier transforms of one 
another (as it should be). Thus 

t/JU)(x) = _1_ f exp (i 21T jX) F~f) (Ii 21T j) . 
[M j=1 Me Me 

(17) 

From the above formulas it is obvious that t/J(x) and 
t/J( f) (x) are completely different functions [the same is true 
for F", (p) and F ~f) (p)]. Thus, for the ground state of a 
harmonic oscillator, 

t/Jo(x) = (l/1TA2)1/4exp( _X2/U 2), A 2=Ii/mw, 
(18) 

where m is the mass and OJ the cyclic frequency. A simple 
calculation gives [by using formula (13) ] 

."U)(x)=A..fiiiIDX {} (1Txl i
21TA2

) 
'f/O Me 3 Me M 2e2 ' 

(19) 

where {}3(zlr) is a theta function. 14 Similarly, 

F6f)(P) = A {}3 (E...I i~). 
~1T1/2AM 2fz 21TA 2 

(20) 

This shows that if a function in finite phase space is con
structed by the above formulas, then, in general, t/JU)(x) 
and t/J(x) (and the same is true for F~f) and F",) are differ
ent functions. This is, however, not so for their kq functions. 
It turns out that C U)(k,q) and C(k,q) differ only by a con
stant factor. This is a direct consequence of the definition of 
these functions. Let us prove it. We have 

1 M, 
C(f)(k,q) = -- L exp (iksa)t/J(f)(q - sa) 

1M; s= 1 

A M, 00 

= -- L L exp (iksa)t/J(q - sa - jMe) 
~M2s=lj=-00 

A 00 

= -- L exp (ikna)t/J(q - na) 
1M; n=-oo 

=_A_ (21T)1I2 C(k,q). 
1M; a 

(21) 

On the left-hand side C (f) (h,q) is defined on discrete values 
only [relation (8)] and equality (21) is therefore meaning
ful for these discrete values only. In deriving the equality 
(21) we have explicitly used the discreteness of k [see rela
tion (3)] in replacing the sums over sand j by a single one 
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over n. This interesting property of the kq functions [rela
tion (21)] will be of much use in the von Neumann lattices 
in the next section. In particular, it follows from relation 
(21) that C (f) (k,q) and C( k,q) have zeros at the same val
ues of k and q. Thus, for the ground state of the harmonic 
oscillator [relation (18) ], the kq function is II 

Co(k,q) = (~_1_)1/2 exp (_ q22) 
211' A[ii U 

X 113 (k; - i :21 i 2;: 2)' (22) 

with a single zero at k = 11'/a, q = a/2. Also, it follows that 
C~f)(k,q) has a single zero at k = 11'/a and q = a/2. 

III. von NEUMANN LATTICES 

We shall now investigate the problem ofthe number of 
independent states in the von Neumann set [relation (6)] 
for finite phase space. It is convenient to write this set in the 
kq representation. We have, by using relations (5) and ( 10), 

(k,qlvmn ) 

= ( - l)mn exp(i(211'/a)qm - ikan)(k,qlv). (23) 

Let us assume that (ko,qolv) = 0 (ko,qo is a zero of the kq 
function (k,qlv». It is then easy to check that 

m~1 n%1 ( - l)mn exp ( - i 2: qom + ikoan) 

XD(a mn ) (k,qlv) = O. (24) 

For proving this equality we rewrite it, by using Eq. (23), 

m~ I n%1 exp (i 2: (q - qo)m - ia(k - ko)n) 

X (k,qlv) = O. (25) 

Equation (25) consists of two factors: the double sum and 
the function (k,qlv). The double sum does not vanish only 
when k = ko and q = qo (it is zero otherwise). However, at 
the point (ko,qo) we have (ko,qolv) = O. This proves relation 
(25) and, equally, relation (24). Because of the importance 
of relation (24), let us rewrite it in a more general form, 
without specifying the representation. We have 

M, M, (211' ) 
m~ I n~1 ( - 1 )mn exp - i ---;;- qom + ikoan 

XD(amn ) Iv) = 0, (26) 

for any state Iv) whose kq function vanishes at ko,qo, 
(ko,qolv) = O. Since relation (26) represents a linear depen
dence between the states of the von Neumann set [relation 
( 6) ], we have therefore proven the following statement. For 
each zero (ko,qolv) of the kqfunction there is a linear depen
dence [relation (26)] of the von Neumann set [relation 
(6) ]. A consequence of this statement is that the von Neu
mann set (6) contains not more than M - r independent 
states, where ris the number of distinct zeros of (k,qlv). One 
can also prove that the set (6) contains not less than M - r 
independent states. For this consider the kq functions, 
C(k,q), that vanish at all the r zeros of (k,qlv). These 
C(k,q) form aM - r-dimensional space. Let us show that 
the von Neumann set is complete with respect to such func-
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tions C(k,q). For this it is sufficient to show that from the 
orthogonality of C(k,q) to the von Neumann set (6), it fol
lows that C(k,q) vanishes. The assumption that C(k,q) is 
orthogonal to the von Neumann set (6) means 

L ( - l)mn exp( - i 211' qm + iakn) (vlk,q)C(k,q) = O. 
k,q a 

From here it follows that 

(vlk,q)C(k,q) = 0 

(27) 

(28) 

and consequently C(k,q) = 0 at all points where (vlk,q) 
does not vanish. The vanishing of C (k,q) proves that the von 
Neumann set (6) is complete with respect to functions in the 
M - r dimensional space. From here it follows that there are 
atleastM - rindependent functions in the set (6). We have 
therefore proven the following theorem. 

Theorem: The number of independent functions in the 
von Neumann set (6) equals M - r, where M is the dimen
sionality of the finite phase space and r is the number of 
distinct zeros of (k,qlv). 

Before looking at the consequences of the theorem let us 
first demonstrate it on the example of the ground state [rela
tions ( 18) and (22) ] of the harmonic oscillator. In this case 
(k,qlv) = C~f)(k,q). As was mentioned above, C~f)(k,q) 
has a single zero at k = 11'/a, q = a/2. Bearing in mind that 
a = Mleand thatk and q assume the values in relation (7), it 
is dear that MI andM2 have to be even for k = 11'/a, q = a/2 
to appear in relation (7). Therefore, let us assume that MI 
and M2 are even and write relation (6) in the x representa
tion [by using relations (5) and (19)], 

n%1 m~1 ( _l)m+n exp(i 2: mx) 

X 113 (11'X _ 11'na 1 i 211'A 2) = O. 
Me Me M 2e2 (29) 

The summation over m can be performed and leads to the 
result that x has to equal an odd multiple of a/2, x 
= (a/2) (2s + 1). For this valueofxthesummation on n in 

relation (29) gives 

I (- l)n113 (11'X _ 11'na 1 i 211'A 2) = 0, 
n=1 Me Me M22 

x = (a/2)(2s + 1). (30) 

This is an interesting identity for theta functions. 
Now we are going to look at the consequences of the 

above theorem. If (k,qlv) has no zeros, then the von Neu
mann set (6) is complete. Thus, in the above example (for 
the ground state of a harmonic oscillator), when either MI or 
M2 are odd, C ~f)(k,q) has no zero [k = 11'/a and q = a/2 
are not among the allowed values of k and q in relation (3) ], 
the set in relation (6) with (k,qlv) = C~f)(k,q) is complete 
(it contains M independent states). Let us point out that in 
infinite phase space every continuous C(k,q) has at least one 
zero. As we have just seen, this is not necessarily the case in 
finite phase space and it might very well happen that 
C (f) (k,q) has no zeros. Then, the von Neumann set built 
from such a state is complete. 
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When (k,qlv) has no zeros, it is easy to build a biortho
gonal set6,7 to the von Neumann set. By definition, the 
biorthogonal set Ivmn ) satisfies the condition 

(vmnlvm'n') =omm,onn" (31) 

In the kq representation, (k,qlvmn ) assumes a very simple 
form,6 

(k,qlvmn ) 

( - l)mn (21T ) 1 = M exp - iq -
a 

m + ikan . (32) 
(vlk,q) 

From relation (23) it is obvious that this is the biorthogonal 
set. An arbitrary function, C (J) (k,q), can be expanded in 
the complete von Neumann set Iv mn ). We have 

(33) 
m,n 

where the expansion coefficients are found according to the 
formula 

Amn = L C(f)(k,q) (vmn Ik,q). (34) 
k,q 

For the sake of comparison with infinite phase space it is of 
interest to consider the case when C (f) (k,q) = (k,qlv) in 
relation (34). Then Aoo = 1, and all other coefficients in re
lation (34) are zero. This result is very different from the one 
in the infinite phase space, where in such a case all the coeffi
cientsAmn #0. 

On the other hand, when (k,qlv) has a number of zeros, 
there is a linear relationship between the members of the von 
Neumann set [relation (26)] for each zero of the function 
(k,qlv). In the x representation (or p representation) these 
relationships are not trivial at all. One of them was given in 
relation (30) for the ground state of a harmonic oscillator. 
For the first excited state of a harmonic oscillator, 
C V) (k,q) has three zeros 11

: k = q = 0, k = 0, q = a12, and 
k = 1Tla, q = O. Correspondingly, there will be three linear 
relationships between the states in the von Neumann set. 
These are interesting identities between theta functions that 
are obtained as a side product from the linear dependence 
between the members of the von Neumann set. 

IV. LOCALIZED MAGNETIC ORBITALS IN FINITE
PHASE SPACE 

It is of interest to apply the theorem of Sec. III to mag
netic orbitals. As is well known, there is a connection 
between von Neumann lattices and localized magnetic orbi
tals. 12,15,16 In this section we investigate how the linear rela
tionships [relation (26)] between members of the von Neu
mann set apply to the problem of a Bloch electron in a 
magnetic field. For simplicity we consider an electron in a 
magnetic field Hllz when the motion is in the xy plane. The 
Hamiltonian for this problem is (we use the symmetric 
gauge for the vector A = !H X r) 

H = [p + (eI2c)Hxr]2/2m. (35) 

In this case it is convenient to work with the canonical co
ordinates11 (J t = flcleH) , 
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P = (Px -liyl2J t), IiQ = (py + mlU t)J t, 

[Q,P] = - iii, IiQ = (Px + liylU t)J t, (36) 

P=Py -mIUt, [Q,P] = -iii. 

The Hamiltonian depends on Q and P only, while Q and P 
are constants of motion. 17 Since the latter do not appear in 
the Hamiltonian, we can apply to them the finite phase space 
boundary conditions [relations (1) and (2)]. Correspond
ingly, all the formulas that were developed for the xp degree 
offreedom will now hold for Q and P. Given a wave function 
t,6(Q,Q), its xy transform, t/J(x,y), is given by the following 
unitary transformation 11 [t,6<'Q,Q) and t/J(x,y) represent the 
same state in two different representations] : 

t/J(x,y) = _1 -fco JdQ dQ 
21T1t t - co 

X exp [ - _,_' (xy + 2QQ - 2xQ - 2YQ )] 
2Jt 

Xt,6(Q,Q) (37) 

As was mentioned above, in the QQ representation boundary 
conditions apply only to the QP degree offreedom. In defin
ing a finite phase space function, t,6(J) (Q,Q), we shall use 
formula ( 11 ). Correspondingly, for t/J( J) (x,y) we have 

t/J(f)(x,y) 

co co ( 21T ) 
= D m~~ co n~~ co exp '~ mQ 

xexp( ~ PnMc )t/J(X,y) , (38) 

where the operators Q, P are given in relation (36). 
For being able to apply relation (26) to magnetic orbi

tals, let us consider a product function, 

(39) 

Then relation (26) will apply to t,62 (Q) (QP is the degree of 
freedom to which boundary conditions are applied). We 
shall assume that the elementary magnetic translations lead 
to shifts by c [see relations (1) and (2)] in both x and y 
directions. For this, the rationality condition on the magnet
ic field is assumed to be 

(40) 

With these notations, relation (26), for the product function 
in relation (39), will become (we write the relation in the xy 
representation) 

M, NM, (21T ) (i ) L L exp -i-qom+iakon exp - 1Tcx mNa 
m~ln~1 a Ii 

M. NM. L L (_l)mn 
m=l n= 1 

( 
,21T . k . 1T . 1T ) X exp - 1 - qom + la on + 1 - ym + 1 - xn 

a a Na 
X t/J(f) (x + mNa,y - na) = 0, (41) 

where (qo,ko) is a zero of the t,62 (Q) in the kq representation 
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and 1Tex' 1Tey (1Tex = IiQ I A ~,1Tey = P) are the infinitesimal 
magnetic translations. 10,17 Relation (41) shows that the lo
calized magnetic orbitals t/JCf> (x + mNa,y - na) are not 
independent, and that there is a linear relation between them 
that holds for every zero of the kq function of ifJ2 (Q). 

As an example let us consider, for the product function 
in relation (39), the ground state of the Hamiltonian (35) in 
the form of a Dingle function. 11 This means that both ifJ) (Q) 

and ifJ2 (Q) are ground states of a one-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator. From relations (37) and (39), it follows)) that 

t/J(x,y) = (1IAH.,f21T) exp( - (x2 + y2)/4A ~). (42) 

By using the definition in relation (38), a simple calculation 
gives 

t/JU)(x,y) = D exp( - x
2 
+ r) {}3( 11J' + i 1TX I i ¥'\ 

4A~ 2c 2c 2) 

X --1- 1-{} (
1TX . 11J' I . T) 

3 2c 2c 2' 
(43) 

where {}3(zl1') is the Jacoby theta function)4 andD a norma
lization constant. For writing formula (41) we notice that 
the kqfunction for ifJ2(Q) (ground state ofa harmonic oscil
lator) has a zero at ko = 1Tla and qo = a12. Therefore from 
relations (41) and (43) we have 

M, NM, ( 1T 1T) I I ( - 1) nm + m + n exp i - ym + i - xn 
n=)n=) a Na 

X [
(x + mNa)2 + (y - na)2] {} (1T ( ) exp - - y-na 

4A~ 3 2c 

+ i1T (x + mNa) li~ {}3[!!'" (x + mNa) 
2c 2) 2c 

i1T ( ). M] 0 -- y-nal- =. 
2c 2 

(44) 

This is an identity that holds for all values of x and y. For the 
particular case of M = 4 and M) = M2 = 2, relation (44) 
becomes [z= (1T12c)y+i(1T12c)x] 

{}3(zI2i){}3(izI2i) - {}3(zI2i){}2(izI2i) 

- {}2(zI2i){}3(izI2i) - {}2(zI2i){}2(izI2i) = O. (45) 

In this identity we have two kinds of theta functions, {}3 and 
{}2' It is easy to check its validity for different x and y values. 
The identity (45) [or, more generally, (44)] between theta 
functions does not seem to appear in textbooks. 

What we have shown in this section is that magnetic 
orbitals induced by commuting magnetic translations are, in 
general, not independent. Thus relation (41) gives a linear 
dependence between them for the product function in rela
tion (39). It should be pointed out that a product function in 
the QQ representation will not necessarily lead to a product 
function in the xy representation. The result in relation (42) 
is a very special case and, in general, t/J(x,y) is not a product 
function (a function of x multiplied by a function of y) when 
t/J(QQ) in relation (37) is given by relation (39). 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown in this paper that von Neumann lattices 
in finite phase space have completeness properties that are 
very sensitive to the boundary conditions. The reason for 
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this is that the completeness depends on the number of zeros 
in the kq function. As was shown in the example of the har
monic oscillator, the zero ko = 1Tla, qo = al2 can be re
moved by an appropriate choice of boundary conditions. 
When a zero of the kq function is present at (ko,qo), this 
leads to an identity [relation (26) ]. In the x representation 
such identities can be built in the following way. One starts 
with an arbitrary function t/J(x) and, by using formula (13), 
one builds t/JU) (x). From relation (26) it then follows that 
for every zero of eU ) (k,q) [the kq function of t/J<f> (x)], 
one obtains the following identity [see the example in rela
tion (30»: 

M, 

I exp(ikoan)t/JU) (x - na) = 0, Ix = qo modulo a. (46) 
n=) 

This means that the functions t/J(f) (x - na) for n = 1, ... , 
M2 are not linearly independent! 

We would like to point out that in infinite phase space 
the relations (24)-( 26) have the meaning of distributions, 
and iIi the kq representation one has6 

00 00 [21T 
m=~oo n=~oo exp i-;; (q-qo)m 

- ia(k - ko)n] (k,qlv) 

00 

I 8(q - qo - mal 
m= - 00 

(47) 

On the other hand, in finite phase space these relations be
come purely algebraic identities [relations (24)-(26) and 
( 46) ]. It is interesting to point out that for the magnetic 
orbitals in the QQ representation relation ( 11 ) leads also to a 
distribution. However, when transforming to the xy repre
sentation, there is an integration involved [relation (37)] 
that cancels the distribution and one obtains relation (38). 
Then, by using relation (26), an algebraic identity [relation 
( 41 )] is obtained by connecting magnetic orbitals at differ
ent lattice points. This means that the magnetic orbitals in 
relation (41) are not linearly independent. One can show 
that also in the infinite phase space (without magnetic 
boundary conditions) there are linear relationships between 
magnetic orbitals. One such linear relationship is given in 
Ref. 16. A more general result can be proven that for each 
zero ofthe kq function of ifJ2(Q) [relation (39)], there is a 
linear dependence between magnetic orbitals. In this aspect, 
magnetic orbitals are very different from localized orbitals in 
the absence of a magnetic field. )8 
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The Schrodinger representation of a Euclidean quantum field is constructed nonperturbatively 
in a new way by defining the probability amplitude ¢,[u,t] as a limit of a functional integral 
depe~ding ~n two parameters. It is shown in which sense ¢,[u,t] solves the formal Schrodinger 
equatIOn. Fmally, the role ofthe potential is investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In quantum field theory three descriptions of the dy
namics are known: the Heisenberg, the Schrodinger, and the 
interaction representation. The theory of quantum fields is 
usually treated in the Heisenberg picture. I

-
3 The Schro

dinger picture came into disrepute, because it has been con
sidered to be nonrenormalizable (as the interaction picture 
is), see Ref. 3. 

Let us recall two contributions to the Schtodinger repre
sentation of quantum fields: Symanzik has computed the 
renormalization of a special Schrodinger amplitude by using 
the perturbation expansion of a formal functional integral 
(see Ref. 4). But his renormalized field operator ¢(x,r) di
verges for r approaching the boundary of the time interval: 
His renormalization procedure violates the boundary condi
tions imposed by the Schrodinger representation. 

In constructive quantum field theory the quantum fields 
are represented by stochastic fields and the corresponding 
process is realized in Y(Rd

)' (the dual of the Schwartz 
space) for special interactions. The Schrodinger equation is 
thereby a stochastic differential equation (see Refs. 5-7). 

In the first approach the functional integral is used as a 
formal tool to derive the perturbation expansion, in the sec
ond we have to integrate over tempered distributions. 

In the present work we define the Schrodinger ampli
tude as a functional integral over a set of continuous func
tions. The following formal considerations show the under
lying ideas. 

In the Schrodinger picture and in the diagonal represen
tation of the field operator ¢ one is interested in the temporal 
evolution of the amplitude (ul¢'(t» = :¢,[u,t] (Iu) is the 
generalized eigenstate of ¢). The Schrodinger amplitude 
¢'[ u,t] represents the probability amplitude that the quan
tum field assumes at time t the classical field u. 

In the fol1owing we define the field functional ¢,[u,t] as 
a functional integral depending on the initial functional 
¢'[ u,ta ]. To obtain a well-defined measure we use the Eu
clidean quantum field theory (EQFT), i.e., we replace t by 
- it. Our starting point is the Feynman-Kac formula, the 

representation by a functional integral of a solution to the 
diffusion equation. The direct generalization of the Feyn
man-Kac formula to Euclidean quantum field theory is the 
formal object 

( drp exp( - ( dx It ds L(rp,arp»), 
JC(ta.tJ xR') JR' ta 

L = Lagrange function. 

Unfortunately a precise definition of this object is unknown, 
nevertheless some physicists work with such objects. We de
fine it by a limit of a well-defined functional integral and 
discuss the consequences of this definition. The advantage of 
this approach to Euclidean quantum field theory (i.e., the 
direct definition of the states) is that we do not have to define 
the Hilbert space and the Hamilton operator. These prob
lems can be treated after the definition of ¢'. 

In Sec. II a short introduction to the notation of an ab
stract Wiener space is given and we express the solution to 
the diffusion equation with a quadratic potential by a func
tional integral. In Sec. III we define the field functional as a 
limit of a functional integral. By showing that ¢' solves for
mally the Schrodinger equation we verify that ¢' is in fact the 
correct physical object. By doing this we obtain a correlation 
between the field functional and the regularization of the 
formal Schrodinger equation. Section IV is devoted to the 
computation of the kernel of the evolution operator. We will 
see that we cannot compute the kernel, but we shall define an 
equivalent object. 

In Sec. V we verify by explicit calculations that the theo
ry is well defined for the vanishing and quadratic potential. 
We present a proposal for general potential. The renormal
ization in first order and the comparison with the work of 
Symanzik4 is done in Ref. 8 (see also Sec. V C). 

II. DIFFUSION AND ABSTRACT WIENER SPACE 

We use the well-known theory of diffusion (see Refs. 9-
11) as a starting point for the treatment of the Euclidean 
quantum field theory. The theory of diffusion can be refor
mulated in terms of abstract Wiener spaces (A WS). An 
A WS is a triple (i, H, B). Thereby H is a real, separable 
Hilbert space and B a real, separable Banach space, which is 
the completion of H under the norm of B. Here i denotes the 
inclusion map of H into B. The norm of B is measurable on 
H. The main point in the definition of an A WS is the measur
ability of the B norm (see Ref. 12, Definition 4.4 ). An A WS 
defines in a canonical way a Gaussian measure Pa (for each 
a > 0) on the Borel u field (generated by the open sets) of B 
(see Refs. 12-16). 

The solution to the diffusion equation 

!... ¢,(x,t) = [!!...!..:.... - ~ x2 - V(x) ]-"(X t) 
at 2 ax2 2a 'I' , , 

a>O, 0»0, 

with ¢'(x,ta) = :¢' A (x) is the functional integral 
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",(x,t) = (COSh(w(t-ta)))-1/2 exp( - ;; (t-ta)X2) 

x f dp;; (y) [exp( - ~ X it ds yes») 
JC[ta.t]_ a ta 

xexp( - f ds V(y(s) + x) ) "'A (y(t) + x) ] 

= f dz "'A (z)M(x,Z) f dp~ (y) JR Jc [ta.t]o 

xexp( - f ds V(y(s) + q(S»)). (2.1) 

where q is the solution to q - w2q = 0, q(ta) = Z, q(t) = x, 

M(x,z): = ( 
w )In 

21Ta sinh(w(t - ta ») 

xexp( - ~ (x2 + ~)coth(w(t - ta ») 
2a 

+- . w xz ) 
a sinh(w(t - t a » 

Equation (2.1) is proved in Ref. 8 by using the Trotter prod
uct formula (see Refs. 17 and 18). The corresponding 
AWS's are (i,W 1.2(ta,t)., C [ta,t ].). Here W 1.2(ta,t)_ is 
the closed subspace of the Sobolev space W 1.2(ta,t) contain
ing functions f( 1") which are vanishing at 1" = t (for * = 0 
also at 1" = ta ). The B norm is equal to the sup norm. The 
inner product of H is equal to the free part of the Lagrange 
function 

(J,g) W'·'(to.t). = w2 it d1" f( 1")g( 1") 
to 

+ f d1"j(1")g(1"). 

M multiplicated with exp( - (w/2) (t - ta ») coincides with 
the Mehler kernel (see Ref. 5). 

III. SCHRODINGER REPRESENTATION OF EUCLIDEAN 
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 

To construct the Schr6dinger representation of EQFT 
we are looking for a representation by a functional integral of 
",[u,t). In the following we consider scalar fields with the 
Euclidean action (m > 0, a> 0) 

11ft 1 - W [tp): = - dxo dx L(tp,Jtp,X) 
fz fz to Rd 

= __ 1_ f dxi
t 
ds[m2tp(x,s)2 

2afz JRd to 

To generalize Eq. (2.1) to EQFT, we have to perform three 
steps: (i) definition ofa measure in C( G) with GClRn open, 
in particular in C(ta,t) XlRd

), (ii) making an ansatz for 
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",[u,t), (iii) determination of the functional differential 
equation which", solves (i.e., the functional Schr6dinger 
equation). 

A. Construction of a measure in C(G} 
In this subsection we define an A WS (i, H, B) with 

B = C(O) where 

C(O): = {f G-+lR :fis bounded and 

uniformly continuous in G}, 

GClRn
, G open, 

lfIC(G): = sup If(x) I· 
:<EG 

(3.2) 

According to the theory of diffusion where the inner product 
of the Sobolev space W 1.2(ta,t) _ is equal to the free part of 
the Euclidean action, we demand in EQFT that the inner 
product of H coincides with the free part of the Euclidean 
action (3.1), but(i, W 1.2 (G), C( 0») is not an A WS. This is 
an unpleasant fact; however, the following question arises of 
course: Which Sobolev space is contained in C(O)? The So
bolev Imbedding theorem gives the answer (see Ref. 19, 
Theorem 5.4). 

Theorem 3.1: IfGC lRn
, G is open and ifG has the strong 

local Lipschitz property (see Ref. 19, Definition 4.5), then 
there exists the following continuous imbedding: 
wr.2(G)-+C(O), where r= 1 for n = 1, r= 2 for n = 2,3 
and r = 3 for n = 4. 

We define the Sobolev space W r
•
2

( G) as usual (see Ref. 
19), with two little modifications, however: we are using 
only real-valued functions and the following inner product: 

(u,V)w,.2(G):= I aa f dxDau(x)Dav(x), (3.3) 
O<lal<r JG 

with 

c>o. for lal = 0, r;;;>!, 

1, for lal = 1, r;;.l, 
a .-

a' - €I>O, for lal = 2, r;;.2, 

€2>0, for lal = 3, r= 3. 

In the case of r = 3 we define the quantities €j to be Coo 
functions of the parameter €ElR+ with lime _ o €j (€) = O. We 
choose € 1 = € for r = 2. The inner product of W r.2 (G) is for 
€ = 0 equal to the free part of the Euclidean action. 

If 0 is compact, we have the following theorem, proved 
by Dudley in Ref. 20 (see also Refs. 13 and 21 ). 

Theorem 3.2: If G C lRn
, G open, 0 compact, and G has 

the strong local Lipschitz property, then (i, W r
•
2

( G), C(O») 
is an AWS. 

To define the Schr6dinger representation of EQFT we 
are interested in functional integrals over C( 0.) [respective
ly, C(o.N )] with 

o.N : = (ta,t) X ( - N,N)d, NEN, ta < t, 

0.: = 0.
00 

= (ta,t) XlRd
• 

By verifying the definition we see that 
0. and 0. N have the strong local Lipschitz 

property for - 00 <ta < t< 00. 
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To be more precise we have to define a functional integral 
overC(O) _ and C(O)o [seeEq. (2.1)]. Therefore, we have 
to impose boundary values for Sobolev functions. Because of 
Theorem 3.1 we can do this for N < 00 : 

W r
•
2(ONL: 
= (fEW r,2(O):j(x,s) = 0 for all (X,S)EO"ON 

andj(x,ta ) = 0 for all xERd}, 

wr,2(ON )0: = (fEwr,2(ON) _: j(x,t) = 0 for all xERd}. 

We define the corresponding C(ON)* spaces (for N< 00 ) to 
be the completion of W r.2 (0 N) with respect to the norm of 
C(O). A functionjEW r.2(O) vanishes at infinity [f(x)-+O 
for Ix 1-+ 00 ]. This can be proven by using Ref. 19, Theorem 
3.18. Therefore, functions of C( 0) * also vanish at infinity. 

Remark 3.3: Let wr,2( G) C C(G) be as in Theorem 3.1. 
Because of the continuity of the imbedding (i.e., Ixl B <clxl H 

for all xEll) we have the inclusion C(G)'C W r,2(G). The 
delta function 8xEC(G)' [defined by 8x (j) =j(x) for all 
jEC(G)] can be expressed therefore by a function 8x (. ) Ell. 
This function obeys 

(8x /) W,.2(G) = j(x) for alljEWr,2( G), 

i.e., the function 8x obeys 

P(D)8x: = (m2 - A + €IA2 - €2A3)8x (z) = 8(x - z) 

in the distributional sense. The function 8x is therefore the 
Green's function of the operator P(D) and gives us physical
ly a uniquely defined regularization of the Green's function 
of ( - A + m 2

). Because the operator P(D) is an elliptic, 
partial differential operator, we obtain by using Ref. 22, Cor
ollary 4.1.2 

8xEC 00 (G" {x}) nC(G). 

8 x determines uniquely W r,2 ( G); it is a "reproducing ker
nel" (see Refs. 13 and 23). For the imbedding constant c it 
can be proved that c = sUPxeG 8x (x). [In Ref. 8 the func
tions 8~Ewr,2(O)* are computed.] 

B. Definition of the field functional: First part 

To define an ansatz for the field functional ¢[u,t] we 
generalize the first functional integral in (2.1). To avoid at 
this stage difficulties with the generalization of the factor 
cosh(w(t-ta »), which can be interpreted as det( _d 2

; 

dt 2 + (2); det ( _ d 2; dt 2), we generalize "obviously" 
cp(x,t): = (cosh(w(t - fa))) 1/2¢(X,t) by the following de
finition. 

Definition 3.4: 

cp E,N [u,t]: 

= exp( - 2~ (t - t a ) I u I ~ ) 

Xi dPa- (y)exp( - ~(s,y») 
C(flN)_ a 

X exp( - f ds V [ 17's (y) + u] )cp A [ 17', (y) + u], 

with UE wr,2( ( - N,N) d): = the closed linear subspace of 
wr.2(Rd) which contains the functions vanishing in 
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Rd" [ - N,N ] d. The measure P;; is that of the A WS 
(i,wr,2(ON)_' C(0N)_)' [If (i, H, B) is an AWS, then 

(i, Ho, Ho"B) is an AWS for a closed subspace Ho of H.] 
We choose the potential Vand the initial functional CPA 

such that the functional integral exists. The element S of 
wr.2(ON) _ is defined by 

(s,y)w:= L aa ( dxdsDay(x,s)Dau(x), 
O,lal,r In 
for yEwr,2(ON)_ 

(more about S in Appendix A). The function (h,') H with 
hEll can be extended canonically almost everywhere on B; 
this is valid for an arbitrary A WS (i,H,B) (see Ref. 12). 
Finally 17's is defined by 

17's: C(!lL-+C(Rd)o, 17's(Y)(x): =y(x,s), 

where C(Rd)o is equal to the set of continuous functions 
from Rd into R which vanish at infinity. 

Remark 3.5: Originally we wanted integrals over 
C( 0) _ instead over C( 0 N ) _. If we use functions that are 
measurable with respect to the Borel 0' field of C( 0) _, we 
define 

i dPa- (x)j(x): = lim i dPa- (x)j(x), 
C(n)_ N-oo C(flN)_ 

if the right-hand side exists. Call such functions integrable 
over C(O) _. We demand in addition to Definition 3.4 that 
the integral is integrable over C( 0) _. Therefore, we define 

cp E[U,t]: = lim cp E.N [17'N(U), t], 
N-oo 

with UEW r.2(Rd) and 17'N the orthogonal projection onto 
W r.2( - N,N)d). An easy example for an integrable func
tion over C( 0 ) _ is a bounded function of the form 
jtvl (x), .. ·,Yn (x»), where the Y;E(C(O) -l' are linearly inde
pendent. 

Remark 3.6: At this stage it is not clear how to define 
cp E,N for UEC ( - N,N) d)O [the completion of 
wr,2( _ N,N)d) under the l'le norm]. For later use we sub

stitute in Definition 3.4 Xw,.2«_N.N)d)(U)·lul~,.2(_N,N)d) 
for lul~ and X W,.2( _ N.N)d)S(U) for s(u). 

The measure P;; does not exist for € = 0, but the investi
gation oflimE_ocp E makes sense. This limit is bounded for a 
bounded integrand. 

c. Functional SchrOdinger equation and field functional 

We call here in an abuse of language the generalized 
diffusion equation, which the functional cpE satisfies, the 
functional Schr6dinger equation. With the ansatz for cpE we 
have a solution, but not the differential equation for it. Physi
cally we do not accept cpE to be the correct object, if it is not in 
some formal way the solution to the formal Schr6dinger 
equation (see Ref. 24) 

a a i 8
2
cp -cp = - dx-- - V[u]cp + Kcp 

at 2 Rd 8u(x)2 
(3.5) 

with a correction term K standing for the neglected factor 
det ( - A + m2); det ( - A). Besides the difficulties caused 
by the derivatives at the same point, we have to determine 
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the norm, with respect to the derivative is defined. In an 
infinite-dimensional Banach space B the usual derivative de
fined by the norm of B has some bad properties: For example 
there exists no differentiable partition of unity, but an H-C I 

differentiable one (see Refs. 12 and 25). We use this kind of 
differential, because the functional rp E,N with the substitu
tion of Remark (3.6) is wr,2( - N,N)d) differentiable on 
C ( - N,N) d )0' We regularize therefore 

by 

. L 82rp E.N L 82rp E 
hm I ~ (gf,gf) =: I ~ (g;,g;), (3.6) 

N-oo ;=1 uU ;=1 uU 

with 

LEN, 

gf: = 1TN (g;), {g;}, = orthonormal basis of L 2(Rd
). 

Formally we obtain of course 

. L 82rp E 1 82rp E 
hm I -2- (g;.g;) = dx --2 . 
L-oo ;= 1 8u R" 8u(x) 

Taking into account these definitions we derive the follow
ing functional differential equation for rp E.N with 
UEW r,2( _ N,N)d). 

Theorem 3.7: 

a a L 82rpE,N 
-a rpE,N[u,t] --2 I ~ (gf,gf) 

t ;= 1 uU uU 

+rpE,N[U,t] {- 2~lul~"2(-N'N)") 

- V [u] + K } = II + 12 + 13 

with (see Appendix A) 

1 L r 
= - 2 ;~I JR" dk Fgf(k)Fgf( - k)DTIr.Dslt.aT- (k,s) 

E:O..!. ± r dk [Fgf(k)Fgf( _ k)~P + m2 

2 ;= 1 JR" 

The expressions for I; are given in Appendix B. To prove 
Theorem 3.7 we use the following theorems and apply sever
al times the formula of integration by parts (see Ref. 12). 
Thereby we assume such a potential V and an initial value 
rp A that these operations are valid. 

Theorem 3.8: Let G = G(1 ): = (ta ,ta + 1) 
X ( - N,N)d, tPs: RXRd ___ RXRd, (T,X) ---(ta + S(T 
- ta ),x), s>O, G(s): = tPs (G), H(s): = W r,2(G(S»), B(s): 
= C( G(s) ),y---f(y,s) be differentiable with respectto s for 

each yEB(s) , f(· ,s) be H(s)-C 2 differentiable and fey,s), 
asf(y,s) and (82/8,z)j(y,s) be continuous bounded func
tions (with respect to y) for each s. 

If the L I(B(s») limit of 
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i i 82f a 
=: dZI dZ2 - 8N (Z2) 

G(s) G(s) 8Y(ZI)8Y(Z2) as z
, 

exists [see Appendix (AI)], then we have 

d
d r dpa (y)f(y,s) = r dPa (y) ~ fey,s) 
s JB(S) JB(S) us 

+!:. r dPa (y) r dZ I r dZ2 
2 JB(S) JG(S) JG(S) 

82f a N 
X -8z (Z2)' 

8Y(ZI)8Y(Z2) as ' 

Proof' (8:,/) w: =f(x) for all fER(s). We use a basis 
{e;(s)}, ofH(1) with 

8ij = If3a r dxDae;Da ej 
a JG 

and f3a:=aa's's-2a", a=(aO,al, ... ,ad ). Then 
{e;: = e;0tPs- I}, is an orthonormal basis of H(s) and we 
obtain 

d
d r dPa (y)f(y,s) 
s JB(S) 

= lim (21Ta)-k12 r dZ!....f(±z;e;.s)e-(l/2a)z' 
k-oo JRk as 1 
+a lim (21Ta)-kI2 r dz[e-(l/2a)z' 

k-oo JRk 
k 82fl (d )] X I -2 -e{,e{. 

{= I 8y (l:z,";,s) ds 

The second theorem is concerned with "differentiating un
der the integral sign." This theorem, a generalization of a 
theorem in Ref. 26 (Chap. XIV, §4), completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.7. Let the potential V and the initial functional 
rp A be, such that the functional integrals in Ii are bounded, 
then we have (use Appendix A) 

lim lim lim Ii = O. (3.7) 
€--o L- 00 N- 00 

By applying these limits we obtain from Theorem 3.7 the 
modified (by the K term) Schrodinger equation. It is ta de
pendent because of the K term. Let us therefore define (see 
Remark 3.5) 

1/JE,L,N [u,t ] : 

= exp(Lds K(L,N,€,m2,s - to») rp E,N,L [1TN(U),t], 

(3.8) 

with rp E,N,L: = rp E,N = Definition 3.4, where rp A [u] is chosen 
to be L dependent. The limit N --- 00 exists (see remark 3.5 
and Theorem 3.7). Why this L-dependent initial functional 
rp ~?For€ = OandN = 00 weseethatexp( - S:a dt K) goes 
to zero with L--- 00. The definition (3.8) is therefore mean
ingless unless we choose rp E,N to be L dependent for each 
potential V. This can be done only if the initial functional rp A 

is L dependent. In fact, we shall see in Sec. V by explicit 
calculations that we have to define the ground state for the 
vanishing potential to be L dependent. The regularization of 
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the variational derivative by L therefore causes an L-depen

dent definition of cP E,N. Taking this all together we have de
rived the functional Schrodinger equation 

0= lim lim lim {~f/!E,L,N + HE,L,Nf/!E,L,N} (3.9) 
E_O L- 00 N- 00 at 

with the Hamilton operator 

a L (Pf/! 
(HE,L,Nf/!) [u): = - - L -- (gf",gf") 

2 ;= 1 {ju (ju 

+ [v[U) + 2~ IUI~"2(_N'N)d)]f/!. 
(3.10) 

IV. REPRESENTATION OF THE KERNEL 

In Sec, III we have generalized the first functional inte
gral of (2.1 ); let us now generalize the second. Formally we 
have to consider 

f/![u,t) = (ule-(t-ta)HIf/!A) 

For t = ta the quantity 

(ulexp( - (t - ta )H)lv) 

(4.1 ) 

yields a functional delta function. This is questionable, but a 
representation in the form of 

cpE[U,t) = r d dPa(V)CPA[V)K(u,t;v,ta ) (4.2) JC(R )" 
makes sense. We call such a representation the representa
tion of the kernel and call K the kernel. If the kernel K is 
given, we can compute the time evolution of each initial 
functional by Eq. (4.2). To obtain a representation of the 
kernel, we need a measure on C(JRd)o. 

A. Construction of a measure on C(R~o 

We are looking for an AWS (i,HN,C( -N,N)d)o) 
with a Hilbert space HN which is determined by 
W,,2(ON) _. A canonical map from qON) _ into 
C( - N,N)d)O is the map 1Tt . 

Lemma 4.1: 

1Tt(W,,2(O)_) = W r - 1I2,2(JRd). 

For a proof see Ref. 19 (Remark 7.50). The Sobolev space 
W S

•
2 (JRd) for seR, s> 0 is defined by (see Ref. 19) 

WS.2(JRd): = {UeL 2(JRd):id dk( 1 + Ik 1
2)SIFu(k) 12 < 00 }. 

Decomposing W,,2(O)_ = :W,,2(OO)<DW,,2(O)~ we get 
an isomorphism of W,,2(O)~ = W'- 112,2(JRd) (assets). The 
functions of W,,2(O)~ are uniquely determined by their 
boundary values 1Tt (u). We have the inclusion 
W,-112,2(Rd) cqJRd)o, but W,-II2,2( - N,N) d) is not 
the appropriate candidate for H N • We need a new inner 
product on W' - 112,2 (JRd) such thatthe above isomorphism 
is an isometry of Hilbert spaces. 

Definition 4.2: 
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H oo :={feL2(JRd)J dklFf(kW 1 <oo}. 
JRd At- (k,t) 

Lemma 4.3: H 00 is a real separable Hilbert space with 

( ) . -l dk Fu(k)*Fv(k) u,v H • - , 
~ Rd A

t
- (k,t) 

H"" = W'- 112.2 (JRd) c C(JRd)o' 

W,,2(O)~ .:; H oo , 1Tt is an isometry. 

Proof For u,vewr,2(O)~ we have 

(u,v) ,.2 = r dk Fu(k,t)*Fv(k,t) . 
W (0)_ JRd A,-(k,t) 

Therefore, W'-I12,2CH"". We get :J by estimating 
At- (k,t)-I (see Appendix A and Ref. 8). 

Therefore the desired A WS is constructed. 
Theorem 4.4: (i, H N, C( - N,N)d)O) is an AWS (with 

measure Pa ) with 

HN: = {feB"" :f(x) = 0 for xeJRd \( - N,N)ti}. 

Proof(i,W'·2(ON)~,Cl)isanAWSwithCl: = comple
tion of W,,2(ON)~ under the norm of C(O) _. The map 1Tt 

extends to an isomorphism from C 1 to C ( - N,N) d )0' We 
have 

lul c ( _ N,N)d)" , l1Tt- 1 (u) Ici ,C lul c ( _ N,N)d)" , 

with 

- (lO l - 3lO2A)a~lt + lO2a;lt ]~(x,s) I} 
[see Appendix (A 4) ). This yields the theorem and we get 
the formula 

r dPa(x)f(x) = r dPa(x)f(1Tt-
I (X»). 

Jc I JC( _ N,N)d)" 
(4.3) 

The above constructed measure is the same as in the diffu
sion theory, there we have [see (2.1), (jt- (t): 
= (lIw) tanh (w(t-ta») 

dPa (x) = dz(21Ta{jt- (t»)-1/2 exp [ - (1I2a)z2/{jt- (t)]. 

The Green's function 
(8y ,J) H = f(y) for 
8y (x) = ~y~ (x,t). 

8y eB"" (uniquely defined by 
all feB 00 ) is equal to 

B. Representation of the kernel 

We derive the following theorem by using the formula 
(4.3), the translation theorem (see Ref. 12), Appendix A, 
Fubini's theorem, and the fact that (i, W,,2(ON )0' qON )0) 

is an A WS (with measure p~ ). 

Theorem 4.5: 

CPE'N[u,t)=exp(--I_lul~N) r dPa(v) 
2a JC( - N,N)d)o 

X [exp( - ! (1Tt (t) - u,v) HN )CPA [v) 
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x r dp~(y) 
Jc(flN )" 

X exp( - {dSV[1Ts (Y+Yo>1)] 

with 

Yo(x,s): = {1T,- 1 (v)j(x,s) + (1T,- 1 (u) )(x,t - (s - ta»), 
YO(X,ta ) = U(X), 

Yo(X,t) = vex) 

(more about Yo in Appendix A). 
Theorem 4.5 gives us the desired representation of the 

kernel, but not the kernel (ule - (, - ,o)H Iv). A part of the 
time dependence is incorporated in the measure Pa' which 
approaches the Dirac measure for t-+ta' i.e., 
lim'_'oSdPa (v)/(v) =/(0). 

c. Properties of the kernel 

The kernel K(v,t;u,ta ) defined by 

K(v,t;u,ta ): 

= r dP~(y)exp(- f'dSV[1Ts (Y+Yo)]) (4.4) 
JC(fl)o Jta 

has the following properties: 

K( u,t;v,ta) = K( v,t;u,ta ) ;.0, (4.5) 

lim K(u,t;v,ta ) = 1. 

Proof' The first part is a consequence of the equality 

~.s (x,'T) = ~.,_ (s- '0) {x,t - ('T - ta»)· 

We prove here the second part only for bounded potentials. 
We prove in the same way as in Sec. III. 

Theorem 4.6: 

a a L tPK 
-K -- L - (gf,gf) at 2 ; = 1 /)u /)u 

+~K(j) + V[u]'K=I4 +I5 
/)u 

with 

lim lim lim I; = 0 
£-+0 L--. 00 N- 00 

(/4' 15 are given in Appendix B). 
The kernel can formally be interpreted as 

( I - H(t - , ) I ) 
K( u t.v t )" =" u e a V 

" 'a H ( ) , (ule - "t- '0 Iv) 

with H = Hamilton operator of the quantum field, 
Ho = Hamilton operator of the free quantum field. 

v. THE ROLE OF THE POTENTIAL 

A. The potential V=O 

We expect the ground state functional for V = 0 to be 
(see Ref. 1, Chap. 7e) 
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rpG [v] = normalization 

.exp( __ l_ r dkIFV(k)12~m2+k2). (5.1) 
2a JR d 

This functional, however, does not exist for an arbitrary 
uEC(Rd)o and we cannot define it nonzero Pa almost every
where (as we will see later). Remembering (3.8) we choose 
for rpE an L-dependent regularization 

rp ~ [u]: = exp( - _1_ r dx dy u(x)KL (X,y)U(Y») 
2a JR2d 

with 

lim rp~[u] =rpG[u] foruEW 1/ 2,2(Rd). 
L_ 00 

This is solved for example by 
L L 

KL(x,y): = L L g;(x) 
;= Ij= 1 

x LL dkFg;(k)*~m2 + k 2 Fgj(k) }gj(Y)' 

By using the destruction operator a L ( /), defined by 
a L (/) (rp ~) = 0 and the corresponding creation operator, 
we derive that rp ~ solves the functional Schrodinger equa
tion with the ground state energy 

Eo:=~± r dkFgf(k)Fgf(-k)~m2+k2. 
2;=IJRd 

Beyond that we obtain the Klein-Gordon equation for the 
one-particle states. 

Let us now discuss the L dependence of the ground 
state: By calculations done with the functional integral 

rp <,L,N = Definition 3.4 with rp A = rp ~ and V = 0 

we derive Lemma 5.1 which is the explicit verification that 
rp ~ solves the functional Schrodinger equation (see Appen
dix C). 

Lemma 5.1: 

0= lim lim lim {exp( - f' dt K)rp E,N,L [u,t ] 
E-O L- 00 N- 00 Jt

a 

From Lemma (5.1) we conclude 

rp E,L,N [u,t ] L: 00 exp({ dt K _ (t _ ta )Eo)rp ~ [u] L: 00 0 

by using (C2). Therefore, rpG = (5.1) cannot be defined al
most everywhere on C(Rd)o except zero. 

B. The potential V = ~z 
Physically the quadratic potential 

V[u] = M2 r dx U(X)2 
2a JRd (5.2) 

should be equivalent to the replacement m 2 
-+ m 2 + M 2. This 

is valid by the functional Schrodinger equation, but on the 
level offunctional integrals we have to modify (5.2), if we 
use it for an arbitrary uEC(Rd )0' 
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(5.3 ) 

Why this L dependence? There are two arguments: (a) The 
functional Schr6dinger equation does not change. (b) With 
this potential we derive Lemma 5.2. 

Lemma 5.2: 

o = lim lim lim {exp( - ft dt K)IP E.N [u,t 1v 
E ...... O L- 00 N_ 00 fa 

with 

- exp({ ds K(L,N,E,m 2 + M 2,s - t a ) ) 

X IP E,N[U,t ]M'} , 

IP E.N[U,t1v:=IP E,N[U,t] with V= (5.3), 

IP E.N [u,t ]M': = IP E.N [u,t] with V = 0 

and m2 replaced by m2 + M2. 
This can be proven by introducing an L 2( ta ,t) basis and 

by using an assumption similar to (Cl) and by using the 
formulas (1.421) and (1.431) of Ref. 27 (see Ref. 8). 

At least for the quadratic potential we are forced by the 
regularization of the formal Schr6dinger equation to regu
larize the potential by L. 

C. General potential 

How should we proceed for a general potential V[ u]? If 
V[u] does not exist for an arbitrary uEC(Rd )0' we have to 
modify it. An obvious modification is 

such that VL [u] exists for each uEC(Rd )0' because the 
Schr6dinger equation does not change. We can choose for 
example, 

(5.4 ) 

L- 00 

with a function h L EL \ (Rd
) and h L (x) -+ 1 for all x. By 

using this regularization the renormalization of the <p! theo
ry can be computed. Thereby we have to commute the limit 
E->O with the Taylor expansion of the kernel with respect to 
the coupling constant (in general this is wrong). Neglecting 
this problem, the renormalization in first order is computed 
in Ref. 8 and it is shown that the divergences arising in the 
procedure of Symanzik4 can be removed. 

Remembering the explicit calculations of the foregoing 
sections we can use another modification. If we replace in the 
Schr6dinger equation and in IPE,N [u,t] the function u by 
u L : = ~~ ~ \ g; (g; ,u), we obtain for the potential V and the 
initial functionallP A the modifications 

V[.]-+v[;t\g;(g;,·h,] =:VL [.], 
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IPA-+IPA[;t\g;(g;')L'] =:(j?~[']' 
This gives a connection to lattice theories, if we introduce a 
L 2(ta ,t) basis for a discretization of 

{dSV[1Ts (Y)+Yo] . 

Using the theorem of dominated convergence this yields a 
representation of the kernel (4.4) by a limit of finite-dimen
sional integrals. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have constructed the physical staIes tf[u,t] by a lim
it of well-defined functional integrals 

tf[u,t]: = lim lim lim tfE.L.N[U,t], uEC(Rd)o' 
E ...... O L_ 00 N_ 00 

Thereby the two main ideas have been: 
(a) Definition ofa measure on C(G) for an open GCRn 

by using a Lagrange function with additional derivatives of 
order k>2. For E = 0 these additional derivatives are vanish
ing. 

(b) Regularization of the formal Schr6dinger equation 
by (3.6). This L-dependent regularization has influenced 
the definition of physical states. 

The Hilbert space can be defined probably only for 
tfE

•
L

•
N with an L-dependent measure on C(Rd 

)0' 

For further investigations one has to compute the theo
ry for a general potential by using the proposal of Sec. V C 
and one has to discuss the influence of the potential on the L 
dependence of tfE.L,N. The usual renormalization procedure 
seems to be not the appropriate solution to this problem. 

Finally an interesting and important generalization of 
our construction is the Schr6dinger representation of quan
tum gauge theories. The integration theory in the infinite
dimensional Banach manifold is defined by Kuo in Ref. 28. 
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APPENDIX A 

(AI) Let W,2 (G) C C(G) as in Theorem 3.1 then (see 
Remark 3.3) 

00 

Dx (y) = L en (x)en (y) for all x,yEG, 
n~\ 

with an orthonormal basis {en}l' of W,2 (G). 
Using 

(P(k) - JsDslA~O)(k,s) = D(S -1') 

with 

P(k): = m2 + k 2 + E\k4 + t2k6 

and 

Ds: = (1 + 2E\k 2 + 3E2k4)Js 

- (E\ + 3E2k2)J; + t 2J; , 
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(21T) - d/2 r dx e - ;kxO:'s (x,r) 
JRd 

= : (21T) - d/2e - ;kytl~ (k,r) , 

and symmetry relations for tl~ (k,s), one derives (see Ref. 8). 

uEC""(O)nC(!l) , 

Fu(k,s) = - Fu(k,t)DT Ittl~ (k,s) . 

(A5) Let tbe defined as in Definition 3.4, then we have 

Ft(k,s) = Fu(k)(l - DT ItotlT- (k,s») , 

(A3) (- 1Tt-
I (U) - t)(x,s) + u(x) 

= 1Tt-
I (U)(x,t - (s - ta »), 

(t,t) W,·2(fl)_ = id dk IFu(k) 12{p(k) U - ta ) 

+DTltoDsltotlT- (k,s)}. 

2(1T1 (t),u) Hoo + It 1~,.2(!l)o = U - ta ) lul~,.2(Rd) (A6) Let Yo be defined as in Theorem 4.5, then we have 
for u,vE/l "" 

with 

t:=1To(t), 1To: W r
•
2(O)_--+W r

•
2(0)0 

orthogonal projection. 
(A4) Let UEW r

•
2(0)6, then we have 

P(D)yo = ° 
with 

yo(x,ta ) = u(x), Yo(x,t) = vex), 

P(D)u =0, {(EI - 3E2tl)a; - E2a:}ls= t Yo(x,s) = 0, 

with 

u(X,ta ) = 0, 

{(E)-3E2tl)a;-E2a:}U(x,s)ls=t =0, 

APPENDIXB 

II: = 97 E.N [u,t]· {_1_ ~(t,t) w - _l_U - ta )2 ± (U,gf) W(U,gf) w 
2a at 2a ;= I 

+ _1 U _ t
a

) ± (u,gf) w o(t,t) w (gf) __ 1 ± o(t,t) w (gf/(t,S) W (gf)} , 
2a ;= I ou 8a ;=) OU ou 

12: = exp( - _l_U - ta ) lul~) r dPa- (y)exp( - ~(t,y») 
2a JC(flN) _ a 

X r dZds-
o
-[97A [1Tt (y) + u1exp( - f.t ds V [1Ts(y) + U J)] JON oy(z,s) 10 

X { - ~t(z,s) - ~I t(z,s) - U - ta ) ± (u,gf) W r dY( ot(Z,S) - O(y - Z)gf(y») 
at as s ;= I JRd ou(y) 

_ ~ ± r dx dY(O(X _ z) _ ot(z,s) )o(t,t) gf(X)gf(y)} , 
2 ;= I JR' ou(x) ou(y) 

13: = exp( - _l_u - ta ) IUI~) r dp;; (y)exp( - ~(t,y») 
2a Jc(ON)_ a 

a{a al al X - ~z s (Z2,S2) + - Oz s (Z2,S2) + - Oz s (Z2'S) 2 at ,., as s, ,. as s, ,., 

± r dx dy(Dt(Z),S) _ o(x _ z))(Ot(Z2,S2) - D(y -Z2»)gf(X)gf(y)} , 
;= I JR2d DU(X) DU(y) 

14: = r dp~ (y) r dz-o-[exp( - f.1 ds V [1Ts(Y + Yo) 1)] {a a Yo(z) + DY~(Z) (f)} , 
JC(flN)" JON oyez) 10 t uU 
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APPENDIXC 

The main part in the proof of Lemma 5.1 is the calcula
tion of 

det(/d + zPLHPL GPL ) for ° <z < IIPLHPL GPL,,-I 

by using the formula 

det(/d+A) =exp[TrC~1 (_1)k+ 1k -lzkA k)] 
(See Ref. 29) with a bounded self-adjoint operator 
F: = HoG:L 2(JRd) -+L 2(JRd) of norm 1 and 

F(F( f»)(k) = tanh(~k 2 + m 2 (t - ta »)Ff(k) for E = ° 
and 

L 

PL: = L g;(g;,')L'(Rdj 
;=1 

If we assume that 

lim Tr{PL( i: ~( - l)k+ IZk [Fk 
L- 00 k= 1 k 

- (PLHPLGPL)k] )PL} =0, 

then we have in the limit L -+ 00 , 

det(/d + zPLHPL GPL ) 

=exp( - ~ ± r dk Fg;(k)Fg; ( - k) 
2 ;= 1 JRd 

X In[ 1 + ztanh(~k2 + m2(t- ta))]) 

(Cl) 

z:,1 exp(LdtKIE=O -EoU- ta »). (C2) 
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The abundant symmetry structure of hierarchies of nonlinear equations 
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Explicit computation for a Kawamoto-type equation shows that there is a rich associated 
symmetry structure for four separate hierarchies of nonlinear integrodifferential equations. 
Contrary to the general belief that symmetry groups for nonlinear evolution equations in 1 + 1 
dimensions have to be Abelian, it is shown that, in this case, the symmetry group is 
noncommutative. Its semisimple part is isomorphic to the affine Lie algebra A P) associated to 
sl(2,C). In two of the additional hierarchies that were found, an explicit dependence ofthe 
independent variable occurs. Surprisingly, the generic invariance for the Kawamoto-type 
equation obtained in Rogers and Carillo [Phys. Scr. 36, 865 (1987») via a reciprocal link to 
the Mobius invariance of the singularity equation of the Kaup-Kupershmidt (KK) equation 
only holds for one of the additional hierarchies of symmetry groups. Thus the generic 
invariance is not a universal property for the complete symmetry group of equations obtained 
by reciprocal links. In addition to these results, the bi-Hamiltonian formulation of the 
hierarchy is given. A direct Backlund transformation between the (KK) hierarchy and the 
hierarchy of singularity equation for the Caudrey-Dodd-Gibbon-Sawada-Kotera equation is 
exhibited: This shows that the abundant symmetry structure found for the Kawamoto equation 
must exist for all fifth-order equations, which are known to be completely integrable since 
these equations are connected either by Backlund transformations or reciprocal links. It is 
shown that similar results must hold for all hierarchies emerging out of singUlarity hierarchies 
via reciprocal links. Furthermore, general aspects of the results are discussed. 

I. RESULTS FOR THE KAWAMOTO EQUATION 

Based on the fundamental work on reciprocal transfor
mations by Rogers et al. 1,2 we are able to exhibit many sur
prising properties for the symmetry group of the Kawamoto
type equation 

call that being hereditary means (see Ref. 5) that with re
spect to the vector field Lie algebra 

p, = Ko(p) = 1Op4pxxPxxx + 5p4pxPxxxx + p5pxxxxx. (1.1) 

Equation (1.1) was related3 by a Backlund transformation 
to the Kawamoto equation4 

p, = K(p) = ~ p4pxxPxxx + 5p4pxPxxxx 

+ 1ip3p~pxxx + p5pxxxxx · (1.2) 

It will be shown that Eq. (1.1) has the recursion operator 

<I>(p) = p2DJ(u)0(u)D -lp-2, (1.3) 

where 

1 2 
u=PPxx -2Px, D=~ dx 

and where 0 and J are the operators 

0(u) =pDpDpux + 3puux 
and 

J(u) =pDpDpux + 3(puux +pDu2
) 

+ 2[ pDpDuD -IUp-1 + D -luDuDpu) 

(1.4) 

( 1.5) 

+ 8[u2D- 1up-1 +D- 1U3p-I), (1.6) 

respectively. These operators can be found in Ref. 3. The 
operator (1.3) is proved (see Sec. III) to be hereditary. Re-

<1>2 [A,B ) + [<I>A,<I>B) = <I>{[<I>A,B) + [A,<I>B]} 
( 1.7) 

for the arbitrary vector fields A and B. The vector field Lie 
algebra is defined via the variational derivative in the follow
ing way: 

[A(p),B(p») =~I 
J€ E=O 

X{B(P + €A( p») -A (p + €B( p»)}. 
( 1.8) 

An operator <I> that is a recursion operator for K means that 

<I> [K,A ) = [K,<I>A) for all A. (1.9) 

In other words, <I> has to be invariant with respect to K. 
Being hereditary implies that the property of being a recur
sion operator is inherited from K to <l>K, i.e., if (1.9) holds 
then 

<I>[<I>K,A) = [<I>K,<I>A) for all A. ( 1.10) 

For application of the result (1.10) with respect to Eq. (1.1) 
we begin with the vector fields 

To(p) =Px' 

Ro(p) =xpx -p, 

No( p) = ~ x 2px - xp. 

( 1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

It is easily verified that the fields (1.11 )-( 1.13) commute 
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with the Ko( p) given by Eq. (1.1), i.e., 

[Ko'V] = 0 (1.14) 

for Vin any of these fields. Via application of the fact that <I> 
from Eq. (1.3) is a recursion operator for Ko ( p), we find 
that the sequences 

Tn+ I (p) = <1>( p)Tn (p), 

Rn+ 1 (p) = <1>( p)Rn (p), 

Nn+tCp) = <I>(p)Nn(p), 

Kn+ 1 (p) = <1>( p)Kn (p) 

(1.15) 

( 1.16) 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

commute with Ko( p), i.e. these vector fields are infinitesi
mal generators of one-parameter symmetry groups for the 
Kawamoto-type equation (1.1). 

Written explicitly, these vector fields look somewhat 
complicated. Thus, already, 

p, = T1(p) 

is of tenth order in p. 
For example, since Ro and To do not commute we have 

found a nonlinear equation in one independent space vari
able having a huge noncommutative symmetry group. Be
cause of translational invariance, <I> is a recursion operator 
for To as well. Therefore, elementary application of heredi
tariness (see Ref. 5) shows that for all n, m we have 

(1.19) 

since Ko, To commute. Hence, any member of the two hierar
chies given by the Km and the Tn defines a nonlinear equa
tion itself having an infinite series of symmetry generators. 
In addition, <I> is a recursion operator for all the K nand T m . 
Since none of the base members R o, No commutes with To 
noneoftheRn, Nn can commute with any of the Tn (formal 
application of the hereditariness of<l>-I; see Ref. 5). 

Thus the symmetry group of 

p, =Ko(p) 

is of a much larger size than that of 

p,=T1(p)· 

By formal arguments (or by a lengthy direct computation) 
one can show that the <I> is also a recursion operator for the 
base members Ro ( p) and No ( p). Thus the sequences 
Rn ( p) and Nn ( p) also constitute commuting hierarchies. 
Hence <I> is a recursion operator for the vector fields defined 
in (1.15)-(1.18). 

The Lie derivatives L v for the tensors <I> and the vector 
fields K are defined in the following way (see Ref. 6): 

LvK = [V,K], 

(Lv<l»K = Lv(<I>K) - <I>(LvK). 

( 1.20) 

(1.21) 

Thus <I> is a recursion operator for K if and only if 
LK<I> = O. Now, using the invariance of <I> with respect to all 
vector fields encountered thus far we find the general formu
la for commutators by using the product rule for Lie deriva
tives. Take any two of the base members given by Ko and 
(1.11 )-( 1.13), say Vand W; then for 

Vn = <l>nv, Wm = <l>mw 

we find by invariance of <I> that 
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( 1.22) 

[ Vn, W m] = <l>n + m [ V, W]. ( 1.23 ) 

Equation (1.23) is seen from 

[ Vn , W m ] = Lv W m = Lv <l>m W = <l>m Lv W 
n n n 

= - <l>mLwVn = - <l>m<l>nLwV 

= <l>m +n[ V, W]. 

Hence the Lie algebra of the symmetry group of (1.1) is 
completely known by computing the commutators of the 
base members: These commutators are 

[To,Ro] = - To, [To,No] = - Ro, 

[Ro,No] = No, 

[Ko,To] = [Ko,Ro] = [Ko,No] = o. 

(1.24 ) 

( 1.25) 

( 1.26) 

The commutation relations ( 1.24 )-( 1.26) show that the Lie 
algebras spanned by {Ro,No, To} and {Ro,No, To,Ko} are iso
morphic to sl(2 C) and gl(2,C), respectively. Ifwe also con
sider application of the inverse of <I> then formula (1.23) 
shows that the Lie algebras generated by {Rn ,Nn ,Tn InEZo} 
and {Rn,Nn,Tn,KolnEZo} are the affine algebras associated 
to s1(2,C) and gl(2,C), respectively: This follows because by 
( 1.23) <I> acts as if it were a multiplication by a formal vari
able. Hence the Lie algebra of the symmetry group is a Kac
Moody algebra and its semisimple part is, up to isomor
phism, the loop algebra A P). (In the physics literature the 
affine algebras associated to Lie algebras that are not semi
simple are also called Kac-Moody algebras.) 

One of the remarkable properties of the Kawamoto-type 
equation is that it is invariant under the transformation (see 
Ref. 3) 

p(x) .... p("x) = [(ex + d)2/(ad - be) ]p(x) 

x .... x = (ax + b)/(ex + d). 

( 1.27) 

(1.28 ) 

Such an invariance was first observed for the Harry Dym 
equation in 2 + 1 dimensions. 2 Since the operator <I> is also 
invariant under the transformation (1.27) and (1.28) cer
tainly all members of the hierarchy 

{Kn ( p) InENo} 

are again invariant. It seems interesting to ask whether the 
additional symmetries we exhibit in this paper are also invar
iant under this transformation. It turns out that none of 
these additional symmetries is invariant under this Mobius
type transformation. Therefore, it is quite clear that these 
symmetries cannot be found by a reciprocal link to a Mobius 
invariant singularity equation. However, the transformation 
( 1.27) and ( 1.28) provides the key step for the construction 
of the additional symmetries. 

We conclude this section by mentioning some further 
results about the hierarchies given by the symmetry group 
generators of the Kawamoto-type equation. 

First, the hereditary operator <I> admits a symplectic
implectic factorization (see Refs. 7 and 8) 

<1>( p) = 0( p{)( p), ( 1.29) 

where the operator 
0( p) =p2D0 I (U,p)-lp2D ( 1.30) 

is implectic and where 
A 

J( p) = D -lp - 28 1 (u,p)J1 (u,p)8 1 (u,p)D -lp -2 (1.31) 
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is symplectic. Here u is the quantity given in (1.4) and 
0 1(u,p) andJI(u,p) are 

0 1(u,p) = (pD)3 + upD + pDu, (1.32) 

J I (u,p) = (pD)3 + 2( (pD)2U(pD)-1 

+ (pD)-IU(pD)2) 

+ 8(u2( pD)-1 + (pD)-IU2) 

+ 3(upd + pDu). (1.33 ) 

Since the product of the operators (1.32) and (1.33) is here
ditary these operators are compatible (in the sense of Gel
fand-Dorfmann9

). Now Ko( p) can be written as 

(1.34 ) 

with 

Go(p) =p-ID-Ip-201(u,p){p(pux)x +!u2} 
(1.35 ) 

the gradient of the scalar quantity 

Go( p) = VPo( p) = V f (1+00
00 

Go(Ap)dx )dA. 

( 1.36) 

Here, the gradient V P is defined in the usual way: 

(VP( p),F( p»: = ~I P(p + €F( p»). (1.37) 
a€ E=O 

However, the bilinear form ( , ), representing the duality 
between tangent and cotangent space, differs from the well
known cases insofar as there is an additional multiplication 
byp-I: 

(G( p),F( p»: = f-+ 0000 G( p)F( p)p-I dx; (1.38 ) 

the reason for this will become clear in Sec. III. From the 
hereditary structure and the symplectic-implectic factoriza
tion we know that any member of the hierarchy has a Hamil
tonian formulation 

"'-
P, =Kn(p) = 0(p)Gn(p), ( 1.39) 

where the Gn are gradients of the quantities Pn constructed 
analogously to (1.36). Hence all the Pn are conserved quan
tities for any of the flows 

PI =KII (p). (l.40) 

As usual, 0( p) can be used to define suitable Poisson brack
ets between scalar fields: 

( 1.41 ) 

The conserved quantities are in involution with respect to 
these Poisson brackets. We would like to mention that addi
tional Poisson brackets (having the same involutory proper
ty for the Gn ) can be constructed via the implectic operators 

( 1.42) 

This is a well-known consequence of the compatible sym
plectic-implectic factorization (see Refs. 7 and 8). In addi
tion to the symmetries we found, there are, as usual, time
dependent symmetry group generators coming out of the 
scaling symmetry (the elementary master symmetry see Ref. 
10): 
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Mo(p) =xpx' (1.43 ) 

We have 

L Mo <I> = 10<1> (1.44 ) 

and 

LMoKo = 5Ko, (1.45 ) 

LMoTo = To, (1.46 ) 

LMoRo = - Ro, ( 1.47) 

LM"No = - 2No· (l.48) 

From (1.44 )-( 1.48) we easily conclude that for any Mn 
defined by 

( 1.49) 

( 1.50) 

whenever V is any member of the symmetry group genera
tors we have found. Thus for the time-dependent vector 
fields defined by 

Mn (t) = exp( - Lvt)Mn, Lv = Lie derivative w.r.t. V 
(1.51) 

we know that the Taylor series of the exponential function 
truncates after first order in t. Thus the Mn (t) are linear in t 
and fulfill 

a at Mn (t) = [Mn (t),V], ( 1.52) 

which is just the definition of a time-dependent symmetry 
generator for 

P, = V( pl. 

Whether or not there are time-dependent symmetries that 
are polynomials of higher order in t is not yet completely 
known. 

Master symmetries, and the time-dependent symme
tries they generate, may not be of direct physical interest; 
however, they are highly interesting for structural investiga
tions of nonlinear systems for the following reasons. 

(i) Often group invariant solutions corresponding to 
time-dependent symmetry groups are of special interest. For 
example, similarity solutions are of this kind. 

(ii) Master symmetries and time-dependent symme
tries provide simple recursion schemes for the generation of 
symmetry groups: This method works beautifully even in 
cases where the hereditary approach via local operators fails. 
Such is the case for the Benjamin-Ono equation, 10,11 the Ka
domtsev-Petviashvili equation,IO,12 the Landau-Lifshitz 
equation, \3 and several quantum mechanical spin chains. 14 
Even in cases where the hereditary approach is successful 
the master symmetries give a more efficient computation 
tool and in those cases where the hereditary approach fails, a 
direct approach to the angle variables is given by the master 
symmetries. 15 

(iii) Master symmetries and time-dependent symme
tries are compatible with respect to changes of evolution pa
rameters given by coordinate transformations in the space of 
independent variables. 16 This leads to the construction of 
new completely integrable systems. 
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(iv) Although noncommutative, the algebraic structure 
of the time-dependent symmmetry group generators is quite 
often much more transparent than that of the algebra of 
symmetry generators. Thus in most cases, this algebra is fi
nitely generated. Furthermore, it can happen (see below) 
that for two different systems the algebras of time-dependent 
symmetry group generators are isomorphic, whereas those 
of time-independent symmetry group generators are not iso
morphic. 

Let us illustrate points (iv) and (iii) in the case under 
consideration. 

In reference to point (iv), since maps of the form 
exp ( - tL v) are Lie algebra isomorphisms, formula (1.51) 
implies that for any evolution equation the algebras of mas
ter symmetries and time-dependent symmetries are isomor
phic. From the considerations above we know this algebra 
for the Kawamoto-type equation ( 1.1 ): It is the algebra gen
erated by recursive application of <I> to the algebra given by 
the linear span of 

{Ko,Mo,Ro, To.No}· (1.53) 

However, the set ( 1.53) also gives the master symmetries for 
all equations of the form 

Pt = V( p), (1.54 ) 

where V is a symmetry group generator of ( 1.1 ). The only 
difference is that the Ro' To, No that were symmetry group 
generators for (1.1) now may become generators of time
dependent symmetry group generators for (1.54). This is a 
simple consequence of 

[V, [V,F]] = 0 (l.55) 

if Fis any of the elements of (1.53). Hence, for all equations 
of the form (1.54) the algebras of master symmetries are 
equal. Now, by application of the isomorphism (1.51) we 
see that for all equations (1.54) the algebras of time-depen
dent symmetries are isomorphic. Because of ( 1.44) we easily 
find that these algebras are isomorphic to the affine algebra 
associated to (1.53). Further, (1.53) is isomorphic to the 
algebra st(3,C), the algebra of traceless upper triangular 
3 X 3 matrices. Hence, all the algebras under consideration 
of time-dependent symmetry group generators are isomor
phic to the affine algebra A (st( 3,C»). 

In reference to point (iii), until now, in 1 + 1 dimen
sions (variables x and t) the generators of time-dependent 
symmetries were of such a form that there were equal powers 
in x and t. This was a consequence of the Abelian structure of 
the symmetry group. Here we have, as a result of the non
Abelian structure, the case where there are hierarchies of 
symmetries explicitly depending on x and independent of t. 
This allows us to do the following (see Ref. 16): interchange 
the variables x and t; then (1.1) becomes a fifth-order equa
tion in t: 

Px = K( p) = lOp4pttpttt + 5p4ptptttt + p5Pttttt· (1.56) 

Equation (1.56) is formally written as an evolution equation 
by introducing four new components; then for this equation 
the original time-independent symmetry for (1.1), which 
depended on x, becomes a genuine master symmetry for 
( 1.56) which generates recursively the symmetry group and 
which is now independent of the new independent variable x. 
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Now we go back to the original equation ( 1.1 ), where we can 
obtain the symmetry group out of the group found for 
( 1.56). This has a most interesting aspect, namely that via 
this procedure, out of one single nontnvial x-dependent sym
metry group generator one can recursively compute the 
whole symmetry group. Hence, all the details of the heredi
tary structure must be hidden in this single x-dependent 
symmetry generator. Another interesting aspect seems to us 
that there are systems in 1 + 1 dimensions where master 
symmetries exist which do not come out of breaking the ob
vious symmetry of translation invariance. This is again con
nected to the non-Abelian structure of the symmetry groups 
under consideration. This non-Abelian structure in itself is 
interesting, especially in light of the claims in the work of 
Tu. 17 

Most of the results mentioned are (more or less) conse
quences of the hereditariness of <1>. Thus we have to prove 
this property. This is not so easy for the following reason: <I> 
is an operator with 14 terms of up to 10th order inp. For the 
hereditariness (see Ref. 14) the variational derivative of<l> in 
the direction of some arbitrary <I> V has to be computed and it 
has to be checked whether or not a certain combination 
(having roughly two times the number of terms as this vari
ational derivative) equals zero. However, after carrying out 
all differentiations one discovers that (as a result of the prod
uct rule) the variational derivative of <I> has more than 
1 000 000 terms. Thus we have to check whether or not an 
integrodifferential operator of this size is equal to zero. This 
is not an easy task, especially since some of these terms only 
cancel after a sophisticated application of integration by 
parts. Of course, this certainly cannot be done by hand
maybe computers can do it. Indeed, we l8 have developed 
computer programs based on MAPLE for these computa
tions. However, without further simplification even these 
cannot handle this <1>, because the usual swapspace (of about 
40 MB) of a sophisticated workstation is eaten up by <I> in 
short time. Thus we either have to develop more sophisticat
ed computer programs or we have to look for different 
means to prove the hereditariness of <1>. (In the meantime 
Oevel 19 has restructured some of our program packages. In 
fact, by these new programs it can be proved directly that <I> 
is hereditary. However, the necessary CPU time is still enor
mous. ) We decided to seek the latter; this will be done
among other things-in the subsequent sections. 

II. THE SINGULARITY EQUATION FOR THE CAUDREY
DODD-GIBBON-SAWADA-KOTERA (CDGSK) equation 

We start with the Kaup-Kupershmidt (KK) equation 
(see Refs. 22-24) 

Ut = (uxxxx + lOuuxx +.t;u; +~U3)x· (2.1) 

The recursion operator for Eq. (2.1) is well known (see Ref. 
23): 

<I>(u) = 0(u)J(u), 

where 

0(u) =D 3+uD+Du, 

J(u) = D3 + 2(D 2uD -I + D -luD2) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

+ 8(u2D -I + D -IU2) + 3(uD + Du). (2.4) 
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A rigorous proof that ct> is hereditary can be shown given by 
using computer algebra (see Ref. 18). 

We introduce variable transformations. Let us first re
call the elementary transformation formulas. 7,25 If, implicit
ly, 

B(u,s) = 0 (Backlund transformation) (2.5) 
defines, at least locally, a diffeomorphism between the u and 
s manifold, then 

11= - B s~ IBu (transformation operator) (2.6) 

defines a Lie algebra isomorphism from the u to the s vector 
fields. Here Bs and Bu denote the partial variational deriva
tives with respect to sand u. Properties such as hereditary, 
implectic, and symplectic are Lie algebra properties; hence, 
we obtain the transformation formulas 

®(s) = II0(u)II+ (implectic operators), (2.7) 

J(s) = (II+)~IJ(u)II~1 (symplectic operators), 
(2.8) 

cl>(s) = II<I>(u)II~1 (hereditary operators), (2.9) 

where, of course, the variable u has to be expressed in terms 
of s by use of (2.5). Let us consider the concrete Backlund 
transformation: 

u = (sx/s)x - !(SJS)2 = - 2.Js(1/.Js)xx. (2.10) 

Then one verifies that 

BsDs= -0(u), II=Ds0(u)~I, (2.11) 

where 0(u) is the operator (2.3). Hence, we find that the 
operator 

cl>(s) = ®(s)J(s) = II<I>(u)II~1 = DsJ(u)0(u)S~ID ~I 
(2.12) 

is hereditary and that ®(s)J(s) gives its implectic-symplec
tic factorization, where ®(s) andJ(s) are given by (2.8) and 
(2.7), respectively. 

The two base members23 of the KK series 

ut = 0(u){uxx + 4u2} 

are transformed into 

(2.13 ) 

(2.14 ) 

St = roes): = IIu(x) =sx' (2.15) 

s, = rl(s): = II0(u){uxx + 4u2} = (suxx + 4su2)x' 
(2.16) 

Using cl>(s) = ®(s)J(s) we have found that the flows 

St = rn (s), (2.17) 

with 

(2.18 ) 

commute. Now, taking the explicit form ofct> we may rewrite 
recursion (2.17), (2.18) by introducing 

Hn(u) =s~ID~lrn(s) (2.19) 

as 

(2.20) 

and 
Hn+2 (u) = J(u)0(u)Hn (u), (2.21 ) 

where u and s are related by (2.10). Equation (2.20) is, 
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apart from a rescaling of time, the equation that describes 
the potentials of the singularity manifolds of the CDGSK 
equation,2o,21 as was found by Weiss24 (see, also, Ref. 23). 
Thus the main statement of this section is that the flows of 
the singularity hierarchy of the CDGSK equation commute: 
This statement is completely independent of whether or not 
these equations actually do or do not describe singularities. 

Of course, now the conserved quantities, the Hamilto
nian formulation, and the Poisson brackets can be construct
ed out of the symplectic-implectic factorization in the same 
way as was done in Sec. I for the Kawamoto equation. 

III. THE RECIPROCAL LINK 

We introduce the following transformations between 
the s manifold and a manifold of the functions p = p(x): 

X:=D~IS(X), (3.1) 

p(x) =p(x(s,x»): =s(x). (3.2) 

The map (3.1) and (3.2) acts on the product of the function 
and independent variable. Since the map assigns locally to 
each s some p we may treat it as a Backlund transformation. 
In particular, after some modification, we may apply formu
las (2.7)-(2.9) for the transformation of the symplectic
implectic factorization. The crucial transformation operator 
II, which maps small changes of s into small changes of p, is 
easily computed. We consider the perturbation 

s. =s+ EV. 

Hence, 

X. = D ~IS(X) + ED ~IV(X), 

P.(x.) =s(x) + EV(X). 

(3.3 ) 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

Differentiation of P. with respect to Eat E = 0 yields, for 
fixed x (at E = 0), 

i.1 P.(X)=V(X)-pxi.1 x. aE .~o aE .~o 
= vex) - PxD ~ IV(X). (3.6) 

Hence, the transformation operator that maps the s vector 
fields into the p vector fields is 

II = 1-PxD x~ I. (3.7) 

The time evolutions for s, 

s, = K(s), (3.8) 

is mapped into the corresponding time evolution for p: 

p, = K(s) - PxD ~ IK(s), (3.9) 

where then, by using (3.1) and (3.2), the s on the right-hand 
side has to be expressed in terms of p. Another way oflook
ing at this transformation formula for equations would be to 
consider the infinitesimal transformation between depen
dent and independent variables given by 

dx =p dx - dt D ~1(K(s»), dr = dt. (3.10) 

Equation (3.10) is the reciprocal transformation introduced 
in Ref. 3, where it is shown that the singularity hierarchy 
(2.20) transforms into the Kawamoto-type hierarchy hav
ing (1.1) as its base member. The reason why we did not 
adopt this form is clear: Namely, we wanted to study the 
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transformation behavior of quantities that have nothing to 
do with time. 

Combining the transformation formulas (2.10) and 
(2.11) with (3.1)"and (3.2) showsthatthecrucialtransfor
mation operator n going from u to p (via s) has the form 

fi=U-PxDx-I)Dxs0(u)-I, (3.11) 

where ®(u) is the differential operator (with respect to the 
variable x) given in (2.3). Here we adopt the notation 

d d 
D =- D-=-

x dx' x Ox 

in order to distinguish between the different variables. Using 
(3.2) and 

Dx =pDx' (Dx -Px)p=p2Dx 

we can write 

fi = p2 Dx ® (u) - I, 

(3.12) 

(3.13 ) 

where u and ®(u), rewritten in terms of x, are given by 

u =PPxx - !p~, 
(3.14) 

®(u) = (pDx )3 + upDx +pDxu. 

In order to transform the operator ct>(u) [given in (2.2)] 
from the u manifold to the p manifold we have to rewrite the 
J(u) given in (2.4) in the same way, i.e., we have to replace 
all D = Dx by (3.12). We obtain 

JI(u) = (pDx)3 + 2(pDx )2u(pDx )-1 

+ (pDx )-IU (pDx )2) 

+ 8(u2 (pDx ) -I + (pDx) -IU2) 

+ 3 (upDx + pDxu). (3.15 ) 

Now, the transformation of ct>(u) is easily obtained under 
the application of (2.9). Renaming x by x then yields the 
operator given in (1. 3 ). The base members (2.14) and 
(2.13) transform into (1.1) and p, = O. Hence half of the 
hierarchy disappears by this transformation. Since ct> (p) 

was obtained from a hierarchy operator it must again be 
hereditary. 

The transformation of the symplectic-implectic factori
zation is a bit more involved because the independent vari
able x occurs explicitly in the transformation. The point is 
that for this transformation we need the transformation for
mulas for the cotangent space instead of those for the tangent 
space, i.e., we need n + instead of n. Usually this transfor
mation is given canonically because we tacitly represent the 
cotangent space by the bilinear form 

(G(u),F(u» = f-+",,"" G(u)F(u)dx. (3.16) 

The form (3.16) is preserved whenever the transformation 
does not depend explicitly on the independent variable. 
However, in the case given by (3.1) and (3.2) the density on 
the right-hand side of (3.16) is transformed in the following 
manner: 

G(u)F(u)dx-+G(u(p»)F(u(p»)p-I Ox. (3.17) 

Equation (3.17) suggests that on the p manifold we now 
represent cotangent vectors by the bilinear form induced by 
this new density on the right-hand side of (3.17); certainly, 
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this is allowed since the choice of ( 3.16) was only suggested 
for convenience because we wanted the differential operator 
to be antisymmetric. By having the representation for the 
duality between the tangent and cotangent spaces now fixed, 
we can compute adjoints of the operators. Because of 

(pDx) + = - pDx, (3.18) 

we find, for the operators given in (3.14) and (3.15), 

®(u)+ = - 0(u), (3.19) 

J(u)+= -J(u) (3.20) 

" and n+ is 

fi+ = ®(U)-lp2Dx' (3.21) 

" The quantity (3.21) is important because (n + ) - I trans-
forms covectors from the u manifold to covectors of the p 
manifold. Finally, application of (2.7) and (2.8) to the sym
plectic-implectic factorization on the u manifold leads to 
(1.30) and (1.31) (after having renamedxby x). The repre
sentation of Ko (p) given in (1.34) in terms of the covector 
field Go(p) follows, by transformation of covectors, out of 
the corresponding base members of the KK equation. 

IV. THE ADDITIONAL SYMMETRIES 

By going from the singularity hierarchy to the Kawa
moto-type equation we have seen that half of the hierarchy 
disappears; however, where do the additional symmetries 
come from? 

The singularity manifold is invariant under the Mobius 
transform, which goes into the symmetry group given by 
(1.27) and (1.28). We want to use this group for the cre
ation of additional hierarchies of symmetry generators: We 
do this by considering it as a Backlund transformation on the 
manifold. Again, we have to compute the crucial transfor
mation operator n. Thus consider the operation 

p(x) -+p(x) = [(ex + d)2/(ad - be) ]p(x), (4.1) 

x-+x = (ax + b)/(ex + d) (4.2) 

and perform the same perturbation procedure as before: 

P. =p + EV, 

x. =x, 
P. (x.) = [(ex + d)/(ad - be) ]2p •. 

Then 

!...I p = ( ex + d )2 V 
aE .=0' ad - be . 

Hence, the transformation operator n is given by 

n = [(ex + d)/(ad - be) ]2, 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

which means that whenever T(,o(x») is a symmetry gener
ator, 

T= [(ex+d)/(ad-be)]2T(,o(x») (4.8) 

is again a symmetry generator (now for the variablesp, x). 
Of course, this transformation scheme does not give us any 
new information when applied to symmetry generators giv
en by the hierarchy since these are invariant under this trans
formation. However, there is an additional obvious symme
try, namely, the generator of translation invariance 
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To(p) =Px' 

which is not a member of the hierarchy [since it obviously is 
not invariant under the Mobius-type transformation (1.27) 
and (1.28)]. We apply the transformation scheme to this 
symmetry for the cases a = d = 0 and b = c = 1 and obtain 

x = l/x, p(x) = x 2p(x). (4.9) 

Hence, 

(4.10) 

must be a symmetry for the Kawamoto-type equation (writ
ten for the overbarred variables). Using 

Px = Pxxx = 2xp + x 2px 

we obtain 

l\o(x») = x2px - 2xp, 

( 4.11) 

( 4.12) 

which is exactly the symmetry given in ( 1.13). The symme
try in (1.12) is then obtained by commuting (4.12) with the 
generator of translation. Hence, the four hierarchies for 
equation (1.1) and their properties are established. For 
(1.2) the relevant quantities are obtained out of the Back
lund transformation between (1.1) and (1.2) (see Ref. 3). 

The reason that in this section we only considered spe
cial cases for the parameters a, b, c, and d is that we did not 
want to consider vector fields where rational functions in the 
independent variable occur. 

The transformation behavior under the Mobius-type 
transformation (4.1) and (4.2) of the hierarchy starting 
with Ro is rather interesting. All the fields Tn, R n, Nn, Kn 
are mapped under this transformation on their negatives; 
hence, for equations given by these fields the transformation 
(4.1) and (4.2) results in a reflection of time. 

v. GENERAL ASPECTS 

We would like to address the question of whether or not 
the results found for the Kawamoto equation are accidental. 
In fact, they are not accidental. The results hold-with slight 
variations-for all equations obtained by reciprocal links 
from singularity hierarchies. 

First we observe that there must be a Backlund transfor
mation between the CDGSK equation and its singularity 
hierarchy since the CDGSK and KK equations are linked by 
a direct Backlund transformation. Actually, this is known 
for the case of the CDGSK (see Ref. 3), but in fact must be 
the case for every hierarchy in 1 + 1 dimensions, leading to a 
successful result in the Painleve test. 

To see the above, consider the Painleve series truncated 
at the constant level term. Then the constant level term u 
fulfills the same equation as the original quantity u. Hence, 
the original quantity and the constant level term are related 
via an auto-Backlund transformation (ABT) (see Ref. 24 
and 26). This ABT usually is the time derivative of the spa
tial part of the ABT known for the system. In fact, this ABT 
can be computed from the Painleve test. Now, among the 
equations provided by the Painleve test there is one where it 
is shown that the singularity function ¢ can be considered as 
a symmetry generator for the time evolution of the constant 
level term. Thus taking into account the ABT between the 
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constant level term u and u we see that the time evolution of 
¢ can be expressed in terms of u. 

This allows us to eliminate the time evolution of ¢ in all 
equations, thus obtaining-in principle-a relation between 
u and ¢. This relation can be considered as a Backlund trans
formation, thus proving that out of the recursion scheme for 
the symmetry generators of u there arises a recursion scheme 
for the fields describing the different singularity flows in the 
hierarchy. 

Now one proceeds as before: The Mobius group is a 
symmetry group for all members of the singularity hierar
chy. This group is transformed to a Mobius group with re
spect to the independent variable for the equation linked 
reciprocally to the singularity hierarchy. Since this group is 
not translation invariant we obtain, out of the generator of 
the translation group, the generators given in (1.13) and 
( 1.12) as starting points for further hierarchies. The only 
difference relative to the case reported in Sec. I is that the 
hereditary operator and the base member Ko (p) will be dif
ferent from the case of the Kawamoto-type equation (1.1). 
Actually, all computations necessary for this analysis can be 
done on a fairly general level. The details of the theory be
hind the procedure are reported in a subsequent paper.27 

An interesting problem would be to study what results 
from the additional symmetries found for the Kawamoto 
equation if one goes all the way back to the KK equation (or 
the CDGSK if one desires). Most probably, these additional 
symmetries are then annihilated by the corresponding Back
lund transformations because their generators may lie in the 
kernel of the infinitesimal form of these Backlund transfor
mations. However, by using the inverses of these kernels one 
can possibly obtain new symmetries, which most probably 
can be written only in implicit form. This procedure suggests 
that for all completely integrable equations of fifth order in 
the 1 + 1 dimension one can find additional symmetries 
which make the symmetry group non-Abelian. Further
more, this probably suggests that in these cases the time
dependent symmetry groups are all isomorphic to 
A [ st ( 3, C) ], the affine Lie algebra associated to the traceless 
upper-triangular 3 X 3 matrices. We believe that by similar 
methods such a result also can be demonstrated for other 
integrable systems such as the Korteweg-de Vries hierarchy. 
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Among a special type of solutions of some kinds of nonlinear equations in (D + 1) dimensions 
such as the cubic nonlinear Klein-Gordon, sine-Gordon, double sine-Gordon, Ginzburg
Landau equations, etc., some mapping relations exist that allow one to find a solution of one 
system from a solution of another. Furthermore, one can find some new solutions from a 
known one within the same system. Some new N-kinklike solutions are also presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years nonlinear effects in various areas of 
science have attracted much attention. 1.2 A striking feature 
ofthese investigations is the existence of various similarities 
or relations among models in quite different categories. For 
example, the well-known sine-Gordon (sG) system in 
(1 + 1) dimensions is equivalent to the massive Thirring 
model,3,4 to the two-dimensional Coulomb gas,5 to the con
tinuous limit of lattice x-y-z spin-! model,6 and to the mas
sive O( 2) nonlinear u model. 5 Between the nonlinear Schr6-
dinger equation and the equation of the ferromagnetic chain, 
there exists gauge equivalence.7

•
8 In this paper, we will treat 

this problem from another point of view, i.e., try to find some 
relations of a special type of solutions among different non
linear equations in high dimensions: These are the sG equa
tion9 

D M. 
<1>/1 - I <l>X,xi - - SlD g$ = 0, 

j~1 g 
the double sine-Gordon (DsG) equation1o

,II 

<1>" - f <l>X,xi - ag [sin'!'<I> - 2", sin g<i>] = 0 , 
j~1 2 2 

the cubic nonlinear Klein-Gordon (3NKG) equation 
D 

¢/1 - I ¢X,xi + J.¢ + j1-¢3 = 0, 
j~1 

and the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation l2 

D 

!" - I Ix,xi + aJ + a2/3 + a3/-
3 = O. 

j~1 

(1.1 ) 

( 1.2) 

(1.3 ) 

(1.4) 

There are kink solutions for Eqs. (1.1 )-( 1.4): In Sec. II, 
we will find mapping relations among a special type of solu
tions for these equations. 

Another quite interesting problem is whether we can 
obtain some new solutions for one particular equation from 
one which is known. The Backlund transformation is just 
such a powerful method; however, according to present un
derstanding, not all nonlinear equations can be treated by 
this method. In Sec. III, we will also propose some algebraic 
formulas to obtain some new type of solutions from a known 
solution. 

Usually, the N-kinklike soliton solutions for the 
(D + 1) -dimensional nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation are 
constructed by the method of the base equation technique, 13 

in which the solutions of a nonlinear differential equation are 
expressed in terms of a related linear differential equation
the base equation. In Sec. IV, we will propose some new N
soliton solutions for the 3NKG equation. Actually, the mod
els (1.1), (1.2), and (1.4) are also solved simultaneously 
because of the results in Sec. II. Section V will provide a 
summary and discussions. In Table I, various traveling wave 
or N-wave solutions of 3NKG useful in mapping are listed. 

II. MAPPING RELATIONS AMONG A SPECIAL TYPE OF 
SOLUTIONS OF SOME NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 

To solve a nonlinear equation is usually a formidable 
task. However, there are many nonlinear equations in differ
ent physical fields. Thus it is quite interesting to establish 
some relations among different equations even though they 
are valid only for a special type of solutions. 

General nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations in D + 1 
dimensions have the form 

(2.1 ) 

Equations (1.1 )-( 1.4) are special cases of (2.1). Further
more, if we pose the conditions 

D 

(V¢)2= I (aXi¢)2 - (a,¢)2 = G(¢) (2.2) 
j~1 

and 

F(.I.) =~ dG(¢) 
'I' 2 d¢ , (2.3) 

then we can establish mapping relations among Eqs. (1.1)
(1.4). For simplicity we shall call equation system (2.1) and 
(2.3) the constrained nonlinear Klein-Gordon system. 

A. Mapping relation between constrained DsG and 
3NKG 

If ¢(X) is a solution ofthe constrained 3NKG equation 

O¢(X) = J.¢(X) + j1-¢3(X) , 

(V¢(X»)2 = J.¢2(X) + (j1-/2)¢4(X) + C, 
(2.4 ) 

then 

<I>(X) = (2mr/g) ± (4/g)tan- I [¢(bX)/a] , (2.5) 

with 
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TABLE I. Some solutions of 3NKG useful in mapping. The argument Vis defined in (4.6) and k is the modulus of the elliptic function k'2 = 1 _ k 2. 

ifJ A. p, C 

~ -A./p, = 1 ±1 :f1 +! 
V 0 0 1 

I/V 0 2 0 
e± v 1 0 0 

eV +Be- v 1 0 -4B 
sinh V 1 0 1 
cosh V 1 0 -1 

tanh V. coth V -2 2 1 
sech V 1 -2 0 
csch V 1 2 0 

sin V. cos V -I 0 1 
Bsin V + cos V -1 0 1 +B2 

tan V, cot V 2 2 1 
sec V. csc V -1 2 0 

sn V _(1+k2) 2k2 1 
cn V ~_k'2 _ 2k2 k'2 
dn V 1 +k'2 -2 _k'2 
tn V 1 + k'2 2k'2 

dn V/sn V 1- 2k'2 2 _k 2k'2 
dn V/(1 +ksn V) (1 + k 2)/2 (k 2-l)/2 (k 2 - 1)/4 

cn V/(1 +sn V) (1 + k 2)/2 (1- k 2)/2 (1- k2)/4 
ksn V/(1 +dn V) - (1 + k'2)/2 k 2/2 k 2/4 

..JI=7C dn V (1 +6k+k2)/8 - (1- k)2/8 - (1 - k)2/16 
,JT+7C (1 + k sn V) + ~2k(1 + k sn V) (1 + sn V) 

~dnV 
- (1-6k+P)/4 2k - (1- k)2/4 

~2k(1 + ksn V) (1 + sn V) 

.J2k(1 + k sn V) (1 + sn V) 
- (1 + k 2)/4 

,JT+7C (1 + k sn V) + ..JI=7C dn V 
k/2 k/4 

(1 + k')sn V 
(1 + 6k' + k '2)/4 2k' (1 + k ')2/4 

.J2[cn2 V +dn V+k'sn2 Vj 

.J2[cn1 V+dn V+k'sn2 Vj 
(1 + k'2)/4 k'/2 k'/4 

1 +dn V+ (1 +k')sn V p cnV 
2 ~(1+ksnV)(1+snV) 

- (1- 6k + k2)/4 (1- k)2 (1- k)2/4 

(1 + k) (1 ± sn V) 
- (1 + 6k+ k2)/4 2k (1 + k)2/4 

2(1 ± ksn V) 

and 

21k'sn Vcn V 
en2 V ± k' sn2 V 

cn2 V - k' sn2 V 

cn2 V + k' sn2 V 

21k'dn V 
k' ±dn2 V 

k' -dn2 V 

k' +dn2 V 

a2 = (_1)n+I[A.+.J,F+2C,.l[(41/)2-11l (2.6) 
1l[41/- (_1)n] 

4b 2 = agZ[ (41/)2 - 1] 

41/A =+= ( - 1) n+ I.JA 2 + 2CIl [( 41/ )2 - 1] 
(2.7) 

must be a solution of the constrained DsG equation 

OCi>(X) = (ag/2)[21/ sin g<I>(X) - sin (g/2)ci> (X) ] , 

(vci>(X)f = 2a[cos(g/2)ci>(X) -1/ cos g<I>(x)] + CD , 
(2.8) 

where CD is a constant and 
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1 + k,2+6k' +2(1 +k')2 

- 2(1 + k')2 2(1- k')2 

l+k'2±6k' +2(1 ± k')2 

-2(1+k'2) 2(1 + k')2 

x = (t,XW"'xD ), bX = (bt,bxl,. .. ,bxD ) , 

CD = (21gZ)(4b 2A - 3agZ1/) . 

4k' 

(1 + k')2 

-4k' 

(1- k')2 

(2.9) 

In (2.6) and (2.7) the choices of (i) the sign ±, (ii) n even 
or odd, and (iii) a and 1/ belonging to one of four regions 

[ a1/ > 0, 11/1 > 1]' [ a1/ > 0, 11/1 < U ' 
(2.10) 

are all determined by the real field conditions a2 > 0 and 
b 2 >0. 

By using relations (2.5)-(2.7) and Table I, we can ob
tain many of traveling solutions and N-kinklike solutions for 
the constrained DsG equation. 
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The inverse is also true, i.e., if (2.5) with (2.6) and 
(2.7) is a solution of the constrained DsG equation, then 
¢(X) must be a solution of the constrained 3NKG equation. 

B. Mapping relation between constrained sG and 3NKG 

The mapping relation from sG to 3NKG can be stated as 
follows. 

If 

<I>(X) = 2mr/g ± (4/g)tan- 1 [¢(bX)/a] 

is a solution of the constrained sG equation 

D<I>(X) + (MI/g)sin g<I>(X) = 0, 

(V<I>(X»)2 - 2(M/g2)cosg<l>(X) - Cs = 0, 

then 

¢I (bX) = a tan (g/4 ) <I> (X) = ¢(bX) 

and 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12 ) 

(2.13 ) 

¢2(bX) = a
2 

- ¢2(bX) = J.... cot .!.<I>(X) (2.14) 
2a2¢(bX) a 2 

are solutions of the constrained 3NKG equation (2.4) with 

and 

Al = (l/8b 2)(g2Cs - 6MI ) , 

ILl = (l/8a2b 2)(g2Cs + 2MI ) , 

CI = (a2/16b 2)(g2Cs + 2MI ) 

A2 = (1I16b 2) [2Csg2 - 15( - l)nMd ' 

1L2 = (l/16a2b 2) [2Csg2 - 31( - l) nMd ' 

C2 = (a2/32b 2) [2Csg2 + ( - l)nMd . 

(2.15 ) 

(2.16) 

The inverse mapping, i.e., the mapping from 3NKG to 
sG has to be stated carefully, as follows. 

If ¢(X) is a solution of the constrained 3NKG equation 
(2.4) with 2CIL > 0, then (2.11) is a solution of Eq. (2.12); 
however, if 2cIL < 0, (2.11) is a solution of Eq. (2.12) with 
g->g/2, i.e., a solution of 

D<I>(X) + (2M2/g)sin(g/2)<I>(X) = 0, 
(2.17) 

(V<I>(XW - (8M2/g2)cos(g/2)<I>(X) - C; = O. 

The parameters a and b in (2.11) are 

ai = 2C/IL, 

and 

bi =MI/[(sgnlL).J2CIL -A], 

g2Cs = (61L + 8b iA) 

b~ = (-l)n+IM2/.JA2_2CIL' 

g2C; = 8b~A, 

respectively. 

(2.18 ) 

(2.19) 

In (2.18) and (2.19), the ± sign and n even or odd are 
fixed by the real field conditions a2 > 0, b 2 > O. 
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C. Mapping relation between constrained 3NKG and GL 

Between the constrained 3NKG equation (2.4) and.the 
constrained GL equation 

D/(X) = aJ(X) + a2/\X) + ad-3(X) , 

(V/(X»)2 = aJ2(X) + (a212)/4(X) (2.20) 

- a3 /-
2 (X) + a4 

there also exists a correspondence 

/2(X)+-+l/J2(X) + 10 , 
al~A - ~/cJ.l, 

a2~1L , 

a3~A/~ - (1L/2)j~ - C/o, 

a4~/~1L + C - Ulo , 

(2.21) 

where 10 and a4 are also constants. With the aid of corre
spondence (2.21) and Table I we can obtain many solutions 
ofGL, some of which are familiar in the literature. 12 

D. Mapping relations of traveling wave solutions 
between 3NKG and other models 

If we confine ourselves further to traveling wave solu
tions of some nonlinear equations (fortunately, the one-soli
ton or kink solutions have such a property), we can also 
obtain some correspondent relations. For example, between 
the solution u ofthe Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation 

Ut - muux + Uxxx = 0 (2.22) 

in (1 + 1) dimensions and the solution ¢ of3NKG equation 
in (D + 1) dimensions, we have the following correspon
dence: 

u('Tj)~¢2(5) + uo , 

m~61L , 

V~A -6ILuo, 

J~2C - 4AUo + 31Lu~ , 
K~ - 4Cuo + 4AU~ - 21Lu~ , 

where Uo is an arbitrary constant, 

'Tj =X - vt, 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

5 = ~f= \aixi + vt , (2.25) 
/"~.n a2 _ v2 

'J 1=1 I 

while J, K are integration constants of the KdV equation and 
are obtained by substituting (2.24) into (2.22) and integrat
ing twice: 

( 
d )2 m 3 2 2J K -u('Tj) --u ('Tj) -vu ('Tj) - u('Tj) - =0. 

d'Tj 3 
(2.26) 

Between 3NKG in (D + 1) dimensions and the nonlin
ear Schrodinger equation (NLS) in (1 + 1) dimensions, 

i¢t = /31¢ - /32¢xx - /331¢1 2¢, (2.27) 

there also exists a mapping relation 

¢(x,t) = h('Tj)e-i(kx-wt) , (2.28) 

h('Tj)~(5) , 
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({31 + {32k 2 - £i) ) / {32+-+A , 

- {33/{32+-+P . 

(2.29) 

Thus far we have found the mapping relations among 
constrained 3NKG, sG, DsG, GL, and the correspondences 
among traveling wave solutions of 3NKG and KdV (or 
NLS) equations. By using these relations and Table I, start
ing from a known solution of anyone of the equations, one is 
able to find its correspondent in anyone of the above-men
tioned remaining equations. 

III. OBTAINING SOME NEW SOLUTIONS FROM A 
KNOWN SOLUTION 

In Sec. II we find a solution of one model from a solution 
of another. Now we tum to the following question: Can we 
obtain some new solutions of one model from a known solu
tion within the same model? As is well known, the Backlund 
transformation is just such a method for integrable systems. 
In this section, we will propose some algebraic formulas for 
obtaining a new special type of solutions from a known solu
tion in a constrained 3NKG system. Once this is done, by 
means of the correspondence relations found in Sec. II, one 
can then tum to other systems. 

(i) If ¢(X) is a solution of the constrained 3NKG equa
tion (2.4) with 

A+y.t+C=O (3.1) 

and ~ is real, then 

and 

¢I=¢/(~+O) (0= ±1), 

¢2=¢/~' 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

(3.4 ) 

are all solutions of the constrained 3NKG equation with 

Al = A + ~ C, 

and 

PI =!C, 

CI=!C, 

A2 = 3C + A, 

P2=4C+U, 

C2=C, 

A3 = -! A, 

P3=!(C-!p), 

C3 = ! ( C - ! p) , 

respectively. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Generally, for an arbitrary solution of (2.4), condition 
(3.1) is not satisfied. In this case one may reconstruct a new 
solutionof3NKG, say,B¢(AX) to satisfy condition (3.1). It 
is easy to see that if ¢(X) is a solution of 3NKG, then 
B¢(AX) is also a solution of 3NKG with 

1617 

A'=A 2A, 

P' = (A 2/B2)p, 

C' =A2B 2C. 
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(3.8) 

Thus if A, P, and C do not satisfy (3.1), one may choose 

B2= (-A±~A2_2Cp)/2C (3.9) 

presumably such that the condition 

C'+A'+!p'=O (3.10) 

is satisfied. The sign ± in (3.9) is required because the 
condition of B 2 is positive: B 2 > O. However, if B 2 < 0 for + 
and - (for example, A, P, and C are all positive or nega
tive), then the above procedure will fail to obtain a new real 
solution. In this case, one may instead choose 

B2 = (A ± ~A 2 - 2Cp)/2C, (3.11 ) 

so that C' + !f.-l' - A ' = 0 is satisfied. Thus we can construct 
some new solutions because of the following property. 

(ii) If ¢ (X) is a solution ofthe constrained 3NKG equa
tion (2.4) with 

C+!f.-l-A=O, (3.12) 

then 

(3.13) 

and 

(3.14) 

are solutions of the constrained 3NKG equation (2.4) with 

A4 = A - 3C, 

and 

P4=4C-U, 

C4=C 

AS =A - ~, 

Ps=2p-U, 

Cs = y.t, 
respectively. 

(3.15 ) 

(3.16) 

However, if A 2-2Cp<O, (3.9) and (3.11) become 
complex. Then we must try to find some other relation to 
obtain new solutions; fortunately, it is possible. When 
A 2 - 2Cp < 0, both C and p must have the same sign (posi
tive or negative); then we can choose 

B4 = p/2C (3.17) 

such that p' = 2C I is satisfied. Hence we have another prop
erty, as follows. 

(iii) If ¢(X) is a solution of the constrained 3NKG 
equation (2.4) with 

p=2C, 

then 

¢6 = 2¢/(1 + O¢2) (0 = ± 1) 

and 

¢7 = (1 - ¢2)/(l + ¢2) 

are solutions of the 3NKG equation (2.4) with 

A6 = A - 60C , 

P6 = 4C - 20A , 

C6 =4C 

and 

S. Lou and G. Ni 
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(3.21) 
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..1.7 = -U, 

117 = U - 4C, 

C7 =A +2C, 

respectively. 

(3.22) 

For a special solution of 3NKG, sometimes more than 
one of (3.1), (3.12), and (3.18) can be satisfied. For exam
ple, for the solution tan V with A = 2, Il = 2, and C = 1, Vis 
as given in Sec. IV and conditions (3.12) and (3.18) are 
satisfied at the same time, while for the solution tanh V with 
..1.= - 2,1l = 2, and C = 1, conditions (3.1) and (3.18) are 
satisfied. 

To conclude this section, we wish to point out that the 
inverse of a known solution is also a solution of the 3NKG 
equation. Indeed, we have the following property. 

(iv) If 1,6 (X) is a solution ofthe 3NKG equation (2.4), 
then 

1,68 = 111,6 

is also a solution of the 3NKG equation, but with 

..1.8=..1., 

118 = 2C, 

C8=~' 

IV. SOME NEW N-KINKLIKE SOLUTIONS IN D+1 
DIMENSIONS 

(3.23 ) 

(3.24) 

In Secs. II and III we presented some mapping relations 
among different constrained nonlinear equations and some 
algebraic formulas for obtaining some new solutions of a 
constrained equation from a known solution. In this section 
we shall present some concrete examples which satisfy the 
condition of constrained equations. Here we treat the 3NKG 
model only in light of the results of Sec. II. 

If we rewrite 1,6 (X) as 

tP(X)=tP(g(X») , 

then (2.4) becomes 

(Og)tPg + (Vg)2tPgg = ..1.1,6 + IltP3 
, 

(Vg)2tP; = ..1.1,62 + (1l12)tP4 + C. 

(4.1 ) 

(4.2) 

Now, because of (4.1), the variable X should not appear 
explicitly in (4.2): then Ogand (Vg)2 are only functions ofg. 
Thus the function g satisfies the base equations 

Og=A(g), (Vg)2=B(g). (4.3) 

Generally, it is difficult to solve (4.2) and (4.3) simulta
neously. Furthermore, if g is again a solution of a con
strained equation, i.e., 

A( ) =~ dB(g) 
g 2 dg , (4.4) 

then Eq. (4.2) becomes a one-dimensionlike equation: 

d
2 

'" -A'" ",3 dv 2 'f' - 'f' + Il'f' , 

(:t r = ..1.1,62 + ~ 1,64 + C, 

(4.5) 

with 
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V= f B- 1/2dg . (4.6) 

The kinklike solution of (4.5) reads as 

tP=(~-AIIl)th(~-AI2)V (A<O,Il>O). (4.7) 

The solitonlike solution of (4.5) is 

1,6 = ~ - U III sech({T) V (A >0,1l <0). (4.8) 

Many other solutions of (4.5) are listed in Table I. 
In (4.6) B(g) may be an arbitrary function ofg; thus we 

see that the solution of any constrained equation can be relat
ed to the solutions of the constrained 3NKG equation. 

Therefore, we can take the base equation in the simplest 
form with 

Og=a2g, 

(Vg)2 = a 2g2 

(where a is a constant) and, then, 

V= (lla)lng. 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.10) 

By means of the base equation (4.9), many authors 
studied multiple solitonlike or kinklike solutions in high di
mensions13

-
1S and obtained a set of solutions of (4.9) ex

pressed as 
N 

go = L exp a()y 
y=l 

with 

and 

D 

()y = L P~Xj + (Uyt + 8y , 
j= 1 

D 

L (P~)2 - (U; = 1 , 
j= 1 

(4.11 ) 

( 4.12) 

(4.13 ) 

(4.14 ) 

After substituting (4.11) into (4.7) [or (4.8) ], one ob
tains the N-kink solution (or the N-soliton solution). Conse
quently, the solutions listed in Table I evolve into various 
types of N-wave solutions. 

Now we are in a position to obtain some new N-kink 
solutions of the 3NKG equation by solving new solutions of 
the base equation (4.9). Since (4.9) is linear, although one 
may combine two solutions of the type (4.11) linearly into 
one solution, no new information is substantially obtained. 
Thus we must extend (4.11) to a more general form. Fortu
nately, it is quite easy to verify that Eq. (4.9) has the solution 

( 

N )a2 

gl = y~l exp a1()y (4.15 ) 

with (4.12)-(4.14) and 

( 4.16) 

Whena2 = 1, (4.15) reduces to (4.11). Now we can linearly 
combine various such solutions into one solution: 

m (Nk )a2k 
g2 = k~l ak y~ 1 exp alk()y. 

( 4.17) 

with 
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aika~k = a 2 

D 

Or. = L PjYkXj + UJ y / + 0Yk ' 
j~ I 

while the constraint conditions are 

and 
D 

L 
. . 2 2 

(Ply - pl, ) - (UJ y - UJ , ) = 0 . 
k Yk' k Yk' 

j~ I 

(4.18 ) 

( 4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21 ) 

In Eq. (4.17) the a k may all be set to 1 without the loss of 
generality as a result of the existence of Ok as an arbitrary 
constant. The number of terms superposing in (4.17), m, 
can be any positive integer. 

By means of the two-base equation technique first intro-

duced in Ref. 16, it is easy to obtain the second type ofsolu
tions of (4.9): 

(4.22) 

whereg2 andg; can take theform of (4.17). Substitutinggl , 

g2' and g3 into (4.10) and then into the solutions in Table I, 
one can obtain many new types of N-wave (including some 
N kink or N soliton) solutions. 

It is necessary to mention that for our N-soliton solu
tions, at first sight, as in some other authors' opinions, 13-15 

the integer number N has an upper bound N<2D + 1 be
cause of conditions (4.13) and (4.14) (D is the space dimen
sion); however, it is not true. Some of the equations (4.13) 
and (4.14) may be degenerate. Here let us give an eight
(> 2D + 1 = 5,D = 2) kink solution of the 3NKGequation 
explicitly, 

gOI = exp(x + 2y + 2t + 01 ) + exp[ (115)( - 3x + 4y) + O2 ] + exp[ (l/5)(x + 7y + 5t) + 03 ] 

+exp[(1/4)(5y+3t) +04 ] +exp[(1I1O)( -2x+ lly+5t) +05 ] +exp[(l/8)(4x+ 13y+ lIt) +06 ] 

+ exp[(1116)(4x + 23y+ 17t) +07 ] + exp[(1/5)(l3x + 16y+20t) +08 ], (4.23) 

¢= (~ -,,1,/,u)th(~ -,,1,/2)lngol (A <0,,u>0) , (4.24) 

where oY (Y= 1, ... ,8) are arbitrary constants. 
More about N-kink solutions with N> 2D + 1 will be 

discussed elsewhere. 

v. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

We have proposed a method of mapping so that a special 
type of solutions of many nonlinear systems such as 3NKG, 
SG, DsG, GL, KdV, NLS, etc. could be found at the same 
time. Once one of them is known, the others are also ob
tained. These mapping relations have been discussed in Sec. 
II. On the other hand, by using the results of Sec. III, and 
starting from a known solution of the 3NKG equation, one is 
able to find a group of solutions for 3NKG (and then for 
other models). For example, beginning from eV with ,.1,= 1 
and,u""'C=O (see Table I), one easily finds that e- v, 
sinh V, tanh V, cosh V, sech V, csch V, and coth V, etc., are 
all solutions of3NKG, but, of course, they are accompanied 
by different parameters (see Table I). Although some of the 
solutions of 3NKG listed in Table I are singular, they are 
useful in mapping relations (perhaps, also, in Backlund 
transformation). Once they are mapped to sG or DsG, they 
will become finite and nonsingular. 

It is also worthwhile to mention that each of these mod
els contains more than one characteristic structure. For ex
ample, the parameters in 3NKG are separated into four re
gions: [,.1,>0, ,u>0], [,.1,>0, ,u<0], [,.1,<0, ,u<0], and 
[A < 0, ,u > 0], where the latter is the famous ¢4 model de
scribing spontaneous symmetry breaking. Also, the DsG 
system contains four characteristic structures, as shown in 
(2.10). It is all four structures rather than one structure that 
should be involved in our mapping; thus it is no surprise that, 
say, tanh V is a solution of the ¢4 model, whereas sinh V, 
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cosh V, etc., are not, although the latter are solutions of 
3NKG (as mentioned above). 

In this paper our relations are valid only for a special 
kind of solutions between these models. Fortunately, all the 
traveling solutions and N-kinklike solutions belong to this 
category. On the other hand, the breatherlike solutions [for 
the (1 + 1) sG model] are beyond our control. Notice how
ever, that the N-solitons or kinklike solutions discussed in 
this paper are not the traditional n-kink solutions obtained 
by the Backlund transformation method: The latter kind of 
n-kink solutions, which usually exists in (1 + 1) dimen
sions, 16 are different from ours. 

In summary, by using the simple methods in this paper, 
many solutions of different nonlinear equations will be ob
tained; while some of them are already known, many are new 
and deserve further investigation. 
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A nonrelativistic reduction of the second-order Dirac equation is investigated. An equation 
K Z + [ITo; K - fi] = mZ + fiz is obtained for a "kinetic Hamiltonian" K such that «I> obeys a 
nonrelativistic Schrodinger-type equation ITo«l> = K«I> in addition to obeying the second-order 
Dirac equation. Non-self-adjoint terms in K are removed by a change of representation from «I> 
to «I>T =1'«1>, and a closed expression P= [~+ (Kt - fi) (K - fi)/2(m)Z] I/Z is obtained for P. 
Similar results are obtained for antiparticle states, and a type of "factorization theorem" for 
the second-order Dirac equation is obtained in which the second-order Dirac equation is 
replaced by a pair of uncoupled first-order equations. Since nonperturbative techniques are 
used throughout, the factorization theorem holds independently of the question of convergence 
of the Foldy-Wouthuysen series and is valid whenever the equation K Z + [ITo; 
K - IT] = m Z + fiz admits a solution for K. The connection with the usual linear Dirac 
equation is investigated, and closed expressions are described for a transformation to a 
representation of that equation which is "even" in the language of Foldy and Wouthuysen. The 
transformation described is equivalent to two consecutive "odd" unitary transformations. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSION 

The second-order Dirac equation 
A A 

(ITo + IT) (ITo - IT)«I> = mZ«I>, 

ITo = (i :1 -q v). fi =~( + V - q A). 
(1.1 ) 

has been investigated before by a number of authors. 1-13 In 
Eq. (1.1) «I> is a 2 X 1 Pauli spin or, and the components of iT 
are the usual 2 X 2 Pauli matrices. The use of Eq. (1.1) to 
describe a spin-! particle brings out a close parallel between 
the theory of a Dirac particle and the theory of a simple 
scalar particle, with the function 14 

<i>=«I>t(ITo - fi) (1.2) 

playing the role of «1>* in the corresponding scalar theory. 
For example, the Dirac inner product can be shown to have 
the representation 

J 1 - ..... 
(«I>Z;<<I>I) = d 3r m Z «I>z(ITo)«I>1 (1.3) 

when expressed in terms of two solutions ofEq. (1.1). This is 
just the form expected from the theory of a scalar particle, 
except for the appearance of the dual state <i> in place of «1>*. 

The inner product (1.3) is actually equal to the corre
sponding inner product of 4 X 1 Dirac spinors when the wave 
equation (1.1) is taken into account. 15 Accordingly, the in
ner product (1.3) inherits from the Dirac inner product the 
properties of being positive definite l6 and of being Lorentz 
invariant and a constant of the motion. The property of 
(1.3) of being a constant of the motion is exploited in the 
sequel to prove the self-adjoint nature of the final Hamilto
nian obtained after transformation (Secs. II and III) and to 
show the equivalence of the two final Hamiltonians obtained 
by two different methods (Sec. IV). 

A program of quantum electrodynamic calculations l7 

using the second-order Dirac equation has provided the mo-

tivation for this study. Since the results of this study are 
expected to have a more general utility, it was decided to 
publish them separately. Also, the material has a certain in
trinsic interest in illuminating some aspects of the Foldy
Wouthuysen transformation. 

In Sec. II an equation K Z + [ITo; K - fi] = m Z + fiz, 
Eq. (2.5), is derived for a "kinetic Hamiltonian" K. The 
operator K is defined such that an equation ITo«l> = K«I> of a 
nonrelativistic Schrodinger-type is obeyed in addition to the 
second-order Dirac equation (1.1) itself. Non-self-adjoint 
terms in K are removed by a change of representation from «I> 
to «I>T =1'«1>. The closed expression 

[
1 (Kt-IT)(K-fi)]IIZ 

P = - + -'-----'--'----'-
2 2(m)2 ' 

Eq. (2.7), is obtained for P. 
In Sec. III it is shown that similar results hold for the 

dual space, the space of functions <i> = «I> t (ITo - fi), and a 
second representation with its own Hamiltonian, L =l=K, is 
obtained. 

In Sec. IV a study of the interplay between the space <I> 

and the dual space <i> suggests a further transformation .[[i 
having the effect of removing all terms in the two Hamilto
nians K and L that differ. This last transformation is unitary, 
whereas P was self-adjoint. 

Section V considers antiparticle states and obtains re
sults entirely parallel to the results of Secs. II-IV. 

In Sec. VI implications for the usual linear Dirac equa
tion are investigated. The combined transformations P and 
.[[i in the space «I> are found to correspond in the language of 
Foldy and Wouthuysen to two consecutive "odd" unitary 
transformations of the conventional linear Dirac equation, 
bringing that equation to "even" form. 

The final nonrelativistic Hamiltonian, Eq. (4.9), agrees 
with the nonrelativistic Hamiltonians obtained by Foldy and 
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Wouthuysen 18 and by Eriksen19 through terms of order (1/ 
m)3 except for the same (l12m)3q2E2 term for which Foldy 
and Wouthuysen and Eriksen differ.20 Including the result 
presented here there are now three different coefficients for 
this term, depending upon the method. These differences are 
not fundamental, however: all three representations are uni
tarily equivalent ways of bringing the Dirac Hamiltonian to 
even form. One feature that the present method has in com
mon with Eriksen's method is the ability to give formal 
closed expressions for the transformations involved. 

The second-order Dirac equation treated here is close to 
the equation treated by Pauli,21 who used an "elimination 
method" later amended by Achiezer and Beresteckij?2 
Achiezer and Beresteckij exploited the representation inde
pendence of the inner product in Hilbert space, a technique 
that characterizes the present approach as well. Aside from 
this, the method presented here appears quite different from 
the elimination method, since the present approach deals 
with closed expressions throughout, whereas the elimination 
method involves a step by step series expansion closer to the 
original Foldy-Wouthuysen approach. 

In Appendix A an alternative derivation of the Hamilto
nian (4.9) using a step by step series approach is described. 
This derivation offers a closer parallel between the present 
method and the Pauli elimination method. In the elimina
tion method a nonrelativistic structure is achieved by iterat
ing an energy eigenvalue equation in order to push unwanted 
dependence on the eigenvalue to higher and higher order. In 
the method of the appendix a nonrelativistic structure is 
achieved by iterating the time-dependent second-order 
Dirac equation in order to push unwanted time derivatives 
of the wave function to higher and higher order. The method 
of Pauli et al. has been shown to lead to results in agreement 
with the method of Eriksen.23 Accordingly, the final Hamil
tonian (4.9) differs from that of the elimination method in 
the third order, although, again, the difference is zero modu
lo unitary equivalence. 

It is worth noting that our results for particles and anti
particles taken together constitute a type of "factorization 
theorem" for the second-order Dirac equation according to 
which the second-order Dirac equation may be replaced by a 
pair of uncoupled first-order equations. Since nonperturba
tive techniques are used throughout, this factorization 
theorem holds independently of the question of convergence 
of the Foldy-Wouthuysen series,24 and is valid whenever the 
equation K 2 + [Ilo; K - ll] = m 2 + fi2 admits a solution 
for K. On the other hand, aside from certain special cases 
discussed below, little is known at the present time about this 
equation for K. 

Explicit closed formal expressions for K are obtainable 
in certain classic special cases: a free particle and a particle in 
a static magnetic field. In Appendix B a solution for K in the 
case of a static spherically symmetric electric potential is 
exhibited. As discussed in the Appendix, this K illustrates 
the above factorization theorem but lacks positiveness prop
erties that one would be inclined to impose on a physically 
acceptable nonrelativistic limit. 

Finally, it seems clear that the methods contained here
in apply equally well to a scalar particle. 
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II. NONRELATIVISTIC REPRESENTATION FOR ell 

The basic idea explored here is to investigate the possi
bility of the existence of special solutions of Eq. (1.1) that 
satisfy in addition to Eq. (1.1) an equation having a "nonrel
ativistic Schrodinger equation" type of structure: 

(2.1 ) 

in which K is a suitable operator not involving time deriva
ti ves of <1>, and representing the Hamiltonian less the poten
tial energy term. For definiteness in the following K will be 
called the kinetic Hamiltonian, although sometimes in order 
to avoid awkward language the term is shortened to just 
"Hamiltonian." There is a definite advantage in working en
tirely in terms of gauge invariant quantities and writing the 
equation of motion in the gauge invariant form (2.1) involv
ing the kinetic Hamiltonian. 

In order to investigate the possibility of obeying Eq. 
(2.1) in addition to the original Eq. (1.1), Eq. (2.1) is used 
to evaluate the time derivatives in Eq. (1.1): 

(Ilo + fi)( Ilo - ll) <I> 

= (iloilo - [IIo;fi] - (fi)2)<I> 

= (iloK - [IIo;ll] - (fi)2)<I> 

= ([ Ilo;K] + K Ilo - [Ilo;ll] - (fi) 2)<1> 

= (K2 + [Ilo;K - fi] - (fi)2)<I>. 

Note that in the IloIlo<l> term the K that is introduced in 
place of the right-hand factor of Ilo will intervene between 
the <I> and the left-hand factor of Ilo, preventing us from 
making a further direct replacement of the left-hand factor 
by K. The remedy is to interchange the order of the factors 
II oK before obtaining K 2 for this term, but this entails a com
mutator correction (line 4 ). Taking into account the second
order Dirac equation (1.1), the above calculation tells us 
that 

(K2 + [Ilo;K - fi] - (ll)2)<I> = m2<1> (2.2) 

for any <I> simultaneously obeying Eqs. (1.1) and (2.1 ). 
The two functions <I> and <i> may be arbitrarily pre

scribed at one moment of time for the second-order Dirac 
equation. Equivalently, we may prescribe the pair of func
tions (<I>, Ilo<l» as initial data, and are at liberty to focus on 
the linear manifold M of solutions of the second-order Dirac 
equation for which the initial data has the form (<I>, 
Ilo<l>=K<I»j in accordance with Eq. (2.1). Now for Eq. 
(2.1) <I> j alone is a complete set of initial data, so that in 
(2.2) we can replace <I> by <I> = V<I>j> where V is the time 
evolution operator for Eq. (2.1), 

(K2 + [ITo;K - ll] - (fi)2)V<p; = m2V<P;. (2.3) 

On the other hand <I> j varies freely as <I> ranges over the linear 
manifold M, so the identity (2.3) can be true for all solutions 
in M if and only if the operator statement 

(K2 + [ITo;K - ll] - (fi)2)V = m 2 V, (2.4) 

holds. Dropping the factor V, assumed to be nonsingular, we 
obtain the operator identity, 

K2 + [ITo;K - fi] = m 2 + ftz. (2.5) 

This operator identity is a necessary and sufficient condition 
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that both Eqs. (1.1) and (2.1) shall be obeyed for all time, 
for any ef> in M. 

To solve Eq. (2.5), K is expressed in the form 
K = m + T, and then the equation is iterated to obtain an 
expansion for Tin ascending powers of 11m. The result is 

K = (1/2A,) + Afi2 - A 2 [IIo;[ lIo;fi)) - A 3(fi2)2 

- A 3( [ IIO;fi])2 + A 3[IIo; [IIO;fi2)) + A [IIo;fi] 

- A 2[ IIO;fi2] - A 3(n? [IIo;fi] + [no;fi] fi2) 

+ A 3[IIo;[lIo;[no;fi]]] + 0(.1 4), 

.1= 112m. (2.6) 

Another solution of the equation for K is obtained by substi
tuting the form K = - m + T, and iterating. This solution, 
which describes negative energy states, can be obtained from 
Eq. (2.6) by the substitution .1-> - A. 

The operator K defined through Eq. (2.5) is not self
adjoint. To investigate this the Dirac inner product (1.3) is 
employed. Equation (2.1) is used to reduce the inner prod
uct as follows: 

(ef>2;ef>1) = I d 3r ~2 (ef>2)t( ITO - fi)(no + ITo)ef>1 

= I d 3r ~2 (ef>2)t( ITO - fi)((ITo + fi) 

+ (no - fi) )ef>1 

= I d 3r ~2 (ef>2)t(m2 + (ITo - fi) (no - fi»)ef>1 

= I d 3 r_1_(ef>2)t(m2 + (Kt - fi)(K - fi»)ef>1 
m2 

= I d 3r2(ef>2)t(p)2ef>1 

in which25 

P= [~+ (Kt _ fi)(K - fi) ]1/2. 
2 2(m)2 

(2.7) 

It is seen that the inner product ( 1.3) can be brought to the 
form 

(ef>2;ef>1) = I d 3r2(ef>D tef>;, (2.8) 

appropriate for a nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. In 
Eq. (2.8) ef>T represents a transformed state 

ef>T=Pcf>, (2.9) 

which can be thought of as a "nonrelativistic representa
tion" ofef>. 

The kinetic Hamiltonian in the ef>T representation is 
computed as follows: 

IIoef> = Kef>, 

PlIoP-Ief>T =PKP-Ief>T, 

[P;IIolP -1<pT + IIO<pT = PKP -1<pT, 

IIo<pT = (PKP -I + [no;P]P -I ) <pT. 

With 

KT=(PKP- I + [IIo;P]P- I ), 
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(2.10) 

the wave equation 

IIoef>T = K T<pT 

in the transformed variables is obtained. By means of the 
transformation P the nonrelativistic form (2.1) of the equa
tion of motion has been preserved, and the nonrelativistic 
structure (2.8) of the dot product in Hilbert space has been 
achieved. It follows that the new kinetic Hamiltonian is self
adjoint. To prove this recall that in nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics the fact that the inner product (2.8) is a constant 
of the motion follows from the Schrodinger equation assum
ing a self-adjoint Hamiltonian. Here the argument is just 
reversed. The inner product (2.8) is known to be a constant 
of the motion and the self-adjoint nature of the Hamiltonian 
must be deduced. Thus 

0= i i.(<P2;<P 1) = i i. I d 3r 2(<PD t<p; at at 

= I d 3r 2(<PDt(no - ITo)<P;, 

0= I d 3r2(<Pf)t(K T - (KT)t)<Pi. 

Since the states ef>f and ef>; may be arbitrarily prescribed at 
one moment oftime, it follows that the integrand of this last 
integral must vanish: 

(2.11) 

The series expansion of K T can be obtained by substituting 
the series (2.6) for K in Eq. (2.7) for Pand expanding, and 
then applying Eq. (2.10), 

K T = (1I2A,) + Afi2 - A 3(fi2)2 -! A 2[fi;[IIo;fi)) 

+ .1 3 [fi; [IIo;(fi)2)) - A 3 ([ IIo;fi])2 

- A 2[IIo; [IIo;fi]] 

+ A 3[IIO; [ IIO;(fi)2)) + 0(.1 4). (2.12) 

Note that all terms here are self-adjoint, in accord with the 
theorem just proven. The transformation P that accom
plishes this change of the kinetic Hamiltonian is 

P= exp{ - Afi + A 2fi2 + j A 3fi3 - A 3[IIo;[no;fi]] 

- A 3[fi;[no;fi)) + 0(.1 4)}. (2.13) 

To within unitary equivalence, the above results com
plete the goal of finding an acceptable nonrelativistic repre
sentation of the second-order Dirac equation. However, as 
mentioned above, in Sec. III a certain asymmetry between 
the space ef> and the dual space <I> will be exhibited. This 
asymmetry will be investigated in Sec. IV, where a unitary 
transformation to remove the asymmetry is obtained. A 
further simplification of the Hamiltonian results as a bonus 
for making this final transformation. 

III. NONRELATIVISTIC REPRESENTATION FOR Cii 
Consider now the effect of shifting the point of view to 

the dual space, the space of states <1>. The space <I> is treated 
as primary and the space ef> now becomes the dual space. 
Then an alternate procedure for the nonrelativistic reduc
tion of the second-order Dirac equation is suggested as fol-
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lows. The nonrelativistic limit will now refer to states <I> 
obeying an equation 

(3.1 ) 

of the nonrelativistic Schrodinger-type in addition to obey
ing the dual form 

<I>(ITo + Ii> (ITo - Ih = <l>m2 (3.2) 

of the second-order Dirac equation. Proceeding along lines 
entirely parallel to Sec. II, an equation26 

L 2 - [IIo;L + fb = m2 + IT2, (3.3) 

for the calculation of L can be obtained. Setting L = m + T 
and developing T in a series of ascending powers of 1/ m by 
iteration ofEq. (3.3), leads to the following expression for L: 

L = (112,1) +,1IT2 +,1 2 [IIo;[IIo;IT]] _,1 3(IT 2
)2 

- A 3([IIo;IT])2 + A 3 [IIo; [IIo;IT2]] + A [IIo;IT] 

+ A 2 [IIo;IT2] - A 3( IT2[ IIo;IT] + [IIo;IT] IT2) 

+ A 3 [IIo; [IIo;[IIo;£I]]] + 0(,1 4). (3.4) 

Equation ( 3.3) admits a second series solution, obtained by 
making the replacement ,1-+ - ,1. Again, the second solu
tion describes the negative frequency states. 

Before proceeding to round out the parallel with the 
earlier results for <1>, there is a question of consistency that 
must be addressed. Suppose that <I> is given by a simulta
neous solution of Eqs. (2.1) and ( 1.1 ), and that <I> is calcu
lated by the prescription (1.2). A definite equation for <I> 
may already be implied by these conditions. It must be 
checked whether that equation indeed has the requisite form 
(3.1). To investigate this the form <1>= <l>t(ITo - IT) is sub
stituted into Eq. (3.1) in order to determine the constraints 
onL, 

t<t- """..- t+- A 

<I> (llo - II)IIo = <I> (llo - II)L, 

<l>t(ITo - IT) (ITo + IT) = <l>t(ITo - IT) (L + IT), 

<l>tm2 = <l>t(Kt - IT)(L + IT). 

Since <l>t at one instant of time can be arbitrary, this last time 
implies the identity 

m2 = (Kt - IT)(L + IT). (3.5) 

Since the steps leading to Eq. (3.5) are reversible, this 
calculation answers the above question of consistency: the 
dual <I> of a simultaneous solution <I> of Eqs. (2.1) and (1.1 ) 
obeys the nonrelativistic Schrodinger-type equation (3.1) 
withL given by Eq. (3.5). That Eq. (3.5) indeed gives an L 
that obeys the former equation (3.3) for L is shown by the 
following direct calculation: 

L + IT = m2/(Kt - IT), 

L 2 = [m2/(Kt _ IT) ]{m2 - KtIT - ITKt + 2IT2} 

X [lI(Kt.- IT)] + IT2, 

[IIo;L + IT] = - [m2/(Kt - IT)] 

X [IIo;Kt - IT] [lI(Kt - IT)] 

= _ [m2/(Kt _ IT) ]{(Kt)2 _ m2 _ IT2} 

X[lI(Kt - IT)]. 
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This last step involves Eq. (2.5). Continuing, the expression 
L 2 - [IIo;L + IT] occurring in Eq. (3.3) is formed: 

L 2 - [IIo;L + IT] 

= [m2/(Kt - IT) ](Kt - IT)2[ lI(Kt - IT)] + IT2, 

L 2 _ [IIo;L + IT] = m2 + IT2. 

Because of the multiple valuedness of the solutions of Eq. 
(3.3) it must be checked that the positive frequency expres
sion (3.4) for L actually results from the substitution of the 
expression (2.6) obtained previously for K into the formula 
(3.5) connecting the two kinetic Hamiltonians. At the same 
time the L obtained from Eq. (3.5) and the K used as input 
data are found to both describe the same positive or negative 
frequency type of solutions. 

Having established the consistency of the approach, the 
parallel between the space <I> and the dual space <I> will be 
pursued further. The Dirac inner product can be expressed 
in terms of the dual states as follows27

: 

= f d 3r ~2 <l>2(ITo + IT)(TIo + IT) + m 2
) 

X (ct>I)t 

m2 

=fd3r_I_2ct>2(L+IT)(Lt+IT) + 21) 
m2 2m2 

X (ct>I)t. 

This result can be put in the form [analogous to Eq. (2.8)] 

(3.6) 

appropriate for a nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. The 
change of represen tation needed here is from ct> to ct> T , where 

ct>T =ct>Q, (3.7) 

and 

(3.8 ) 

Again, the transformed Hamiltonian is self-adjoint. The ap
propriate equations this time [corresponding to Eqs. (2.10) 
and (2.12)] are 

LT=(Q-1LQ_ Q-I[IIo;Q]), 

(3.9) 

and 
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L T = (L T)t = (112,1.) + Afi2 

- A 3( fi2)2 - !A. 2 [fi; [llo;fi] ] 

- A 3 [fi; [llo; db 2]] - A 3 ( [no;fi] ) 2 

+ A 2[llo; [llo;fi] ] + A 3 [llo; [llo;(fi)2]] + 0(,1. 4). 
(3.10) 

The transformation Q that brings about this change in the 
kinetic Hamiltonian is 

Q = exp{ Afi + A 2fi2 - ~A 3fi3 - A 3 [fi; [llo;fi] ] 

+ A 3 [fio; [no;fi]] + 0(,1. 4)}. (3.11) 

IV. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE OF THE TWO 
NONRELATIVISTIC REPRESENTATIONS 

The transformed kinetic Hamiltonian (3.10) obtained 
by working in the dual space differs somewhat from the 
transformed kinetic Hamiltonian (2.12) obtained originally 
for the space <1>. To investigate this the relationship between 
the states <l>T and q>T is studied. Thus 

or 

q>T = q>Q = <l>t(no _ fi)Q = <l>t(Kt - fi)Q 

= (<I>T)tp-I(Kt - fi)Q, 

q>T = m(<I>T) tu 

where 

U=.p-I (Kt - fi)lm)Q. 

(4.1 ) 

(4.2) 

As the notation suggests, the operator Uis unitary. This may 
be proven by investigating UUt as follows: 

t A A 

uUt=p-I(K ':-")Q2(K:")p_I 

A A A 

=p_I(Kt-ll)(J..+ (L+ll)(Lt+ ll») 
m 2 2m2 

x(K:fi)p_I 

t A A 

=p_I_l_(K -ll)(K-ll) 
m 2 2 

A A A A 

+ (Kt - ll)(L + ll)(L t + ll)(K - ll») p_1 
2m2 

or, using Eq. (3.5), 
t A A 

uut = p_l_l_ (K - ll)(K - ll) 
m2 2 

=p-Ip2p-1 = 1. 

+ (m2)2) p_1 
2m2 

The unitary transformation U provides the key to the rela
tionship between the two nonrelativistic representations that 
have been found above in Sees. II and III. Equation (4.1) 
can be written in the form 

or 

(4.3 ) 

a form which treats the Hilbert space <I> and the dual space q> 
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on equal footing. This form suggests further changes of rep
resentation according to 

ct>NR =...jfif ct> T (4.4) 

and 

(4.5) 

In the new representation there is a simple relationship be
tween the Hilbert space and the dual space. By Eq. (4.3) this 
relationship is 

(j)NR = m(ct>NR)t. (4.6) 

Of course, since this final transformation is unitary, the ki
netic Hamiltonians in the two representations remain self
adjoint and the nonrelativistic structure of the inner prod
ucts (2.8) and (3.6) is preserved. It can be shown that in the 
final representation the two kinetic Hamiltonians are actual
ly equal. The proof of this is similar to the above proof that 
KT is self-adjoint: 

q>NRll<- _ ;i;:NRL NR 
2 0 - '*'2 , 

m(ct>~R)tno = m(ct>~R)tL NR, 

(ct>~R)tnoct>~R = (ct>~R)tL NRct>~R. 

A similar calculation starting with the equation 
lloct>~R = K NRct>~R leads to 

(ct>~R)tlloct>~R = (ct>~R)tKNRct>~R. 

The two corresponding formulas are manipulated in a usual 
way to obtain the integral identity: 

i :t J d3r(ct>~R)tct>~R 

= J d3r(ct>~R)t(KNR - L NR)ct>~R. 
But since the last transformation was unitary, the time deriv
ative on the left has the value 

i ~ J d3r(ct>~R)tct>~R at 
= i~Jd3r(ct>f)t<l>: at 
= i ~ (ct>2;ct>1) = o. at 

Accordingly, the identity 

J d3r(ct>~R)t(KNR - L NR)ct>~R = 0 

is obtained, which then implies the equality of the two kinet
ic Hamiltonians, since the states ct>~R and ct>~R can be arbi
trarily prescribed at one moment of time: 

KNR=LNR. (4.7) 

When K NR is expanded in ascending powers of 11m the 
following result is obtained: 

KNR =L NR = (lilA) +Afi2 _A,3(fi2)2 
A A 

- ~ 2[ll;[llo;ll]] 

+ A 3[llo; [llo;(fi )2]] _ A 3( [no;fi])2 

+0(,1.4). (4.8) 
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The commutators in Eq. (4.8) can be worked out explicitly. 
For static field there results 

KNR=L NR = (l/U) +AII2(1-A 2II2) 

- qA !o-B( 1 - U 2II2) 

- qA(1 - U 2II2)!o-B 

_q2A 3(E2+B2) -!qA2V~ 
~ --. ~ --+ 

-!qA2o-(EXII-IIXE). (4.9) 

The result (4.9) is the final nonrelativistic kinetic Hamilto
nian obtained for a charged Fermion in a static electromag
netic field. Note that the potential energy term q V must be 
added to the expression (4.9) to give the full nonrelativistic 
Hamiltonian. As indicated in the Introduction, the represen
tation (4.9) agrees through third order with the representa
tions obtained by Pauli and Achiezer and Beresteckij, Foldy 
and W outhuysen, and Eriksen, except for the one third-or
derterm,q2A 3 E2. This difference goes away when the Hamil
tonians are compared modulo unitary equivalence. The U 
that brings the kinetic Hamiltonian to its final form (4.9) 
is28

: 

U = exp( - 2A 2 [IIoJi] + 4A 4 cI12 [IIoJi] + [IIo;fi] IT2) 

- 2..1, 4[IIo; [IIo; [IIo;IT] ]] + O(A 5»). (4.10) 

v. ANTIPARTICLE STATES 

Entirely analogous results may be obtained for states <I> 
describing antiparticles. We shall seek such states as simulta
neous solutions of the second-order Dirac equation and the 
nonrelativistic Schrodinger-type equation 

IIo<l> = - L '<I> (5.1 ) 

that are orthogonal to all states considered before. Using the 
subscripts + / - to signal particle/antiparticle, the orthog
onality condition can be explored as follows: 

0=(<1>+;<1>_)= f d 3r ~2 <i>+(ITo+TIo)<I>_ 

= f d 3r ~2 (<I> + ) t (ITo - IT) [ (ITo + IT) 

+ (TIo - IT) ] <I> _ 

= f d 3r ~2 (<I>+)t[m2+( ITo-IT)(TIo-IT)]<I>_ 

= f d 3r ~2 (<I>+)t[m2+(Kt-IT)(-L'-IT)]<I>_. 

Since <I> + and <I> _ at one moment of time can be artibrary 
functions, the square bracket in this last line must vanish: 

m2 = (Kt - IT)(L I + IT). 

In view ofEq. (3.5) this shows that 

L'=L. (5.2) 

An approach that just uses Eq. (5.1) to evaluate time 
derivatives in the second-order Dirac equation would lead to 
an equation for L' identical toEq. (3.3), but withL' appear
ing instead of L. Although of course L ' = L is one solution of 
that equation, such an approach cannot determine L ' unam-
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biguously, because of the multiple valuedness of the solu
tions of Eq. (3.3). The above orthogonality considerations 
bypass this uniqueness question entirely. 

A transformation law of the antiparticle states that will 
reduce the dot product of two antiparticle states to the non
relativistic Schrodinger form and thereby render the trans
formed kinetic Hamiltonian self-adjoint can be discovered 
by investigating (<1>2;<1> I)' Using by now familiar methods 
we find the identity 

t A A 

(<I> .<1> ) = f d 3r 2(<1> )t{~ + (L + II)(L + II) } <I> . 
2, 1 222m2 1 

(5.3 ) 

The operator sandwiched between states here would be 
Q 2, but for the order of factors. It turns out that there is a 
trick f~ interchanging the order of these factors. We write 
(K - II)/m in polar form as follows: 

K-IT=eiA [(Kt- IT )(K-IT)]I12 (5.4) 
m m2 

thereby defining a self-adjoint operator A. If Eq. (5.4) is 
mUltiplied on the right by the adjoint of itself the identity 

(K - IT)(Kt - IT) = eiA(Kt - IT)(K - IT)e- iA 

(5.5 ) 

emerges, an identity that can be used to interchange the or
der offactors in a product (K - IT)(K t - IT). By virtue of 
the connection (L + IT) = m2/(Kt - IT) between L andK, 
it becomes possible to develop a relation analogous to Eq. 
(5.5) enabling the order of factors in a product 
(L t + IT) (L + IT) to be reversed: 

A A m2 m2 

(Lt+II)(L+II) = A 

(K - II) (Kt - IT) 

(m2 )2 = __ --->"O':':"..L-_-..,-_ 

(Kt - IT)(K - IT) 

(m 2 )2 

= e-iA(K _ IT)(Kt - ITkA 

-iA (m2)2 iA 
=e A A e 

(K - II)(Kt - II) 

-iA m
2 

m
2 

iA =e A A e 
(Kt - II) (K - II) 

= e- iA(L + IT)(L t + IT)eiA . 

we have proved 

(L t + IT)(L + IT) = e-iA(L + IT)(L t + IT)eiA . 

(5.6) 

Now we can process Eq. (5.3) 

(<1>2;<1>1) = f d 3r2(<1>2)t{ ~ 
e-iA(L + IT)(L t + IT)eiA } 

+ 2 <1>1 
2m 

= f d 3r2(<1>2)te - iA { ~ 
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A t A 

(L+ll){L +ll)} iAm + 2 e '¥t 
2m 

= J d3r2(eiA<I>2)tQ2eiA<I>t· 

The desired effect is obtained by a change of representation 
from <I> to <l>T, where 

<l>T = QeiA<I>. (5.7) 

Next we investigate the dual <Ii of an antiparticle state. 
Results for <Ii whose derivation involves by now familiar 
methods will be summarized briefly. The state <Ii is required 
to satisfy simultaneously the second-order Dirac equation 
and a nonrelativistic Schrodinger-type equation as follows: 

_ A 

<l>llo = - llK'. (5.8) 

The relation 

K'=K (5.9) 

can be derived by again exploiting the orthogonality between 
particle and antiparticle states. Also, it can be shown that the 
change of representation from <Ii to <liT, where 

<liT = <lieiAp, (5.10) 

will render the inner product to two antiparticle states in the 
form 

appropriate for the nonrelativistic Schrodinger-type wave 
equation (5.8) for the antiparticles, at the same time render
ing the transformed kinetic Hamiltonian of the antiparticles 
self-adjoint. 

The transformed Hamiltonians for antiparticles corre
sponding to Eqs. (5.1) and (5.8) will in general not be equal. 
This asymmetry will now be removed using the approach of 
Sec. IV. We start by looking at the relationship between <liT 
and <l>T, 

<liT = <lieiAp = <l>t(ilo - fbeiAp 

= <l>t( _ L t _ fbeiAp = (<I>T) tQ -teiA 

A . 
X ( - L t - ll)e,Ap 

(5.11 ) 

The calculation can be completeted by noting the relation29
: 

-iA iA mP 
e Qe =.J A A' (5.12) 

(Kt - ll)(K - ll) 

so that Eq. (5.11) becomes <liT = - m(<I>T) teiA, or 

<liTe-i1 /2 = _ m(e- iAI2<1>T)t, (5.13) 

a form that treats the space <I> and the dual space <Ii on equal 
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footing. Equation (5.13) suggest the final change of repre
sentations 

(5.14 ) 

and 

(5.15 ) 

with respect to which Eq. (5.13) takes the form 

<liNR = _ m(<I>NR)t (5.16) 

analogous to Eq. (4.6). By useofEq. (5.16) it is possible to 
show along the lines of Sec. IV that the final transformed 
antiparticle Hamiltonians corresponding to Eqs. (5.1) and 
(5.8) agree and remain self-adjoint. 

VI. CONNECTION WITH THE LINEAR DIRAC EQUATION 

The above investigations yield particle <I> + or antiparti
cle <I> _ solutions of the second-order Dirac equation accord
ing as the wave equation (2.1) or (5.1) is taken to be obeyed 
simultaneously with the second-order Dirac equation. From 
a physical standpoint it is clear that the most general solu
tion <I> of the second-order Dirac equation (1.1) can be ex
pressed as a linear combination of the particle and antiparti
cle parts: <I> = <I> + + <I> _. The corresponding Dirac wave 
function is then30 

(6.1 ) 

in which so far all states refer to the original representation. 
Now let all be expressed in terms of the nonrelativistic repre
sentation. Then the above expression for IIJ can be reduced as 
follows: 

These expressions incorporate Eqs. (2.9), (4.4), (4.5), 
(4.6), (3.7), (5.14), (5.15), and (5.16). The result for IIJ 
can be written in the form 

IIJ = J/IIINR, 

where 

an equation that incorporates the relation3t 

The spin or IIJNR is defined by 

IIJ NR =[.J2(<I>+)NR] . 
.J2(<I> _ )NR 

(6.2) 

(6.4 ) 

(6.5) 

It can be shown that the operator V is unitary. One way 
of doing this is to first write P and Q in Eq. (6.3) in terms of 
an operator () defined as follows: 

tan«()=~(Kt - ll)(K - ll)lm2 • (6.6) 

Equation (2.7) for P gives 
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p= lI.J2cos(O), (6.7) 

and from Eq. (5.12) we get 

Q = eiA [1I.J2 sin(O) ]e- iA. (6.8) 

Now the Dirac matrix V can be written, 

[ 
cos(0)e-iAI2 Sin(0)e- iAI2 ] 

V = eiA sin(O)e- iA12 _ eiA cos(O)e- iA/2' (6.9) 

Having achieved the form (6.9), it is quite easy to verify the 
unitarity of V. The factors in Eq. (6.9) are noncommutative, 
but occur in just the right order to permit a trouble-free cal
culation when the relation vvt = 1 is tested. Accordingly, 
the transformation to cl>~R and cl>~R correspond in the space 
of the linear Dirac equation to a unitary transformation to a 
nonrelativistic representation of that equation. 

From the defining equation (6.6) it follows that an ex
pansion of 0 in ascending powers of 11m begins with the 
term 0 = 17'/4. If 0 is written 

0='17'/4 - S 12, ( 6.10) 

then S will be an infinitesimal in the parameter 11m. In terms 
of S Eq. (6.9) reads 

[ 
cos(s/2)e-iA12 

V= _ eiA sin(S 12)e-iA12 
sin(s 12)e- iAI2 ] 

eiA cos(S 12)e - iA 12 T, 

T=. [1I.J2 
1I.J2 

1I.J2 ] 
- 1I.J2 . 

(6.11 ) 

The matrix T is the matrix that takes IJI from the present 
representation of the linear Dirac equation to the standard 
one32: 

IJISTD = TIJI. (6.12) 

The factor Tin Eq. (6.11) can be eliminated by converting 
all to the standard representation: IJISTD 

= TVIJINR = VSTDIJINR, where V STD = TV. In terms of 

t=.eiA12se- iAI2, 

there results 

(6.13 ) 

o ] [COS(t/2) Sin(~/2)]T, 
eiAI2 - sin(t /2) cos(S 12) 

or, in canonical form, 

STD ([ 0 
V = exp _ iA 12 

- iA 12]) ([~ 0 o exp S 12 
-~/2]) . 

(6.14 ) 

The transformation VSTD corresponds in the space of the 
ordinary linear Dirac equation to exactly two consecutive 
canonical transformations that are both "odd" in the ter
minology of Foldy and Wouthuysen. It has been verified 
explicitly through terms O(A 4) that the transformation 
V STD transforms the Dirac equation into an "even" form 
with a kinetic Hamiltonian given exactly by the expression 
(4.8) but with A replaced by.BsTDA. For this calculation A is 
provided by Eqs. (4.10) and (6.4) and t 12 was found to 
have the value 
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The following formula provided a convenient means of cal
culating S: 

f: . _1(1-(Kt-ibcK-fi)/m2) 
~ =sln A A • 

1 + (Kt - ll)(K - ll)/m2 (6.16) 
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION BY SERIES 

In the following a direct series approach to the above 
results will be described. The approach is entirely equivalent 
to the earlier method and, as noted before, provides a more 
direct parallel to the original Foldy-Wouthuysen method 
and to the elimination method of Pauli et al. The procedure 
begins by writing in Eq. (1.1) cl> =. e - imt X, leading to the 
equation 

noX = Afi2X + A [no;fi]x - A(no)2X' (Al) 

Note that in Eq. (Al) the last term on the right-hand side is 
the only term that spoils the desired eventual form 
noX = KX of the nonrelativistic equation of motion: this is 
because the term involves time derivatives of X. Iteration is 
used to push the terms on the right-hand side involving time 
derivatives of X out to higher and higher orders in the param
eter 11m. As mentioned in the Introduction, the technique 
for doing this has a parallel in the elimination method of 
Pauli et al., who work with a corresponding stationary state 
equation. Their method uses iteration to push unwanted 
terms involving the eigenvalue out to higher and higher or
ders. 

The right-hand factor no of the - A (no) 2X term on the 
right-hand side ofEq. (AI) is "evaluated" by applying Eq. 
(AI) itself. It is true that in this iteration still higher powers 
of no are introduced, but it turns out that such additional 
terms are of higher order in the parameter 11m, and even
tually after sufficiently many iterations, can be neglected to 
any desired degree of approximation. 

To illustrate the technique the first iteration is carried 
out explicitly: 

noX = Afi2X + A [no;fi]x - A 2nofi2X 

- A 2no[llo;fi]x + A 2(llo)3X' 

The no's on the right-hand side that occur inside commuta
tors, as in the second A term and the second A 2 term, contain 
no time derivatives that can act on X and are left alone. Fac
tors of no not so "absorbed" in commutators are the only 
factors evaluated by iteration. However, if such a factor of 
llo does not stand exactly to the left of X, it must be commut
ed to that position before it can be evaluated by iteration. The 
additional commutators thereby produced are free of time 
derivatives that can act on X, and just contribute additional 
terms to the eventual Hamiltonian, 

lloX = Afi2X + A [llo;fi]x - A 2[llo;fi2]X - A 2fi2 lloX 

- A 2[llo[no;fi]]x - A 2[no;fi] noX + A. 2(llo)3X. 

At this point the expression is poised for another iteration in 
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which, again, all factors of IIo standing immediately to the 
left of X are evaluated using the equation itself. It is clear that 
this procedure must lead to the same kinetic Hamiltonian as 
Eq. (2.5), since in both cases the only input information is 
the same second-order Dirac Equation and the equation 
IIoX = KX which will eventually be satisfied here to arbi
trary accuracy. 

Once K has been obtained to the desired degree of accu
racy, the next step is to remove the non-self-adjoint terms 
from K. For this purpose a transformed wave function 
XT == ~X is introduced, leading to a new wave equation in the 
form ~IIoe - AXT = ~ Ke - AXT. The wave equation in the 
new representation can be obtained with the help of the iden
tity 

~Qe-A=Q+ [A;Q] + (l/2!)[A;[A;Q]] 

+ (l/3!)[A;[A;[A;Q)]] + ... . (A2) 

Successive transformations are carried out in which the non
self-adjoint terms of the kinetic Hamiltonian are removed 
order by order, starting with those oflowest order in 11m. It 
has been found by experience that at each step the non-self
adjoint terms of lowest order have a [IIo; ... ] structure. 
Such terms can be removed by choosing A so that the term 
[A;IIo] on the left-hand side of the new wave equation 

~IIoe-AxT = ~Ke-AxT 
balances out the unwanted [IIo; ... ] term contained in K 
itself on the right-hand side. For reference, the three A 's 
needed to remove in succession non-self-adjoint terms of or
ders A, A 2, and A 3 are 

Al = -Afl, 
2"'2 A2 =..1, II, (A3) 

A3 = A 3 (~fi3 - [IIo; [IIo;fi]] - [fi; [IIo;fi]]). 

The resultant of the three transformations is equivalent to a 
single transformation by ~ , where 

(A4) 

When the three exponentials are combined,33 exactly the 
expression (2.13) obtained before for P results. Analogous 
results are obtained for L, the kinetic Hamiltonian in the 
dual space. 

Next, terms in L T and KT that differ are removed order 
by order. Again, experience has shown that at each step the 
lowest order terms in L T and KT that differ have the 
[IIo; ... ] type of structure, and accordingly are removable. 
Since self-adjoint terms are being removed, the transforma
tions involved at this stage are unitary. Accurate to and in
cluding third order in 11m, only one such unitary transfor
mation is needed to remove the terms that differ in the two 
Hamiltonians. That transformation is found to be in agree
ment with Eq. (4.10). 

APPENDIX B: SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC 
POTENTIALS 

I t has been noticed that in the case of a spherically sym
metric potential, two exact solutions of Eq. (2.5) for the 
kinetic Hamiltonian can be found. It is puzzling that these 
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"extra" solutions do not provide examples illustrating the 
nonrelativistic reduction in the sense of the above formalism. 
However, they do provide examples illustrating the factori
zation theorem for the second-order Dirac equation that was 
mentioned in the Introduction. Accordingly, these extra so
lutions may be used to illustrate most of our equations. 

The additional solutions in question were suggested by 
the work of Biedenharn and Horwitz34,35 and are 

K = ± m113 + a.p, 
113==A/IAI, A== (a.1 + 1). (B1) 

The operator 1/3 is essentially the"'3 of Biedenharn and Hor
witz. It anticommutes with a.p and has eigenvalues ± 1, 
depending on the orbital and total angular momentum quan
tum numbers. 

With the help of this K it is possible to illustrate most of 
the above equations. For example, the relations 
L = ± m1/3 - a.p, P = Q = 1, and U = 1/3 = e,'1T(TJ, - 1)/2 

can be derived, corresponding to Eqs. (3.5), (2.7), (3.8), 
and (4.2), respectively. When 

K NR = Jlff K JU + [IIo;Jlff] JU 
is computed the expression 

KNR = 1/3( ± m - ijJ) (B2) 

results. In an effort to compare this with the kinetic Hamilto
nian ofEq. (4.8), Eq. (B2) is rewritten36 

KNR = E(1/3 ( ± m - ijJ))~m2 + /, (B3) 

in which E(A) is the sign function: E(A) == ± I according as 
the eigenvalue of A is positive or negative. The kinetic Ham
iltonian (B3) is thus a type of square root Klein-Gordon 
operator. As such, Eq. (B3) might appear at first to qualify 
as a nonrelativistic representation of the Dirac particle. 
However, the square root is taken sometimes with the plus 
sign and sometimes with the minus sign, according to the 
subspace of Hilbert space in which it acts. This behavior is at 
variance with physical expectations for a proper nonrelativ
istic reduction. 
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2'The argument here parallels exactly that leading up to Eq. (2.5). We spec
ify iii and iiiTIo as initial data for Eq. (3.2) and we restrict consideration to 
the linear manifold N of solutions iii that evolve out of initial conditions of 
the special form (iii, iiiTIo= iiiL) ;' where iii; is arbitrary. For Eq. (3.1) the 
function iii; is already a complete set of initial data and we have a relation 
iii = iii; W. where Wis the time evolution operator ofEq. (3.1). Theequa
!i.0n correspondi~g _to ~ (2.3) is here 
<I>;W(L 2-[IIo;L+II])=<I>;W(m2+II2) from which the desired 
conclusion follows, since iii; can be arbitrary, and W is assumed to be 
nonsingular. 

27The two identities <I> = (IIo + fhiiit/m2 and (ilo - II) (ilo + II) 
iii t = m2iiit are required in this calculation. The second identity is just the 
adjoint ofEq. (3.2), the equation of the dual state. The first equation fol
lows from the second-order Dirac equation (1.1), on noting that, by Eq. 
(1.2), (IIo - fi><I> = iiit. 

280nly the first O(A 2) term is actually needed here. For reference the 
expression for U is provided accurate through O(A 4). 
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29Proof: 

e- ;AQeA = e-;A [~ + (L + fi~~~ t + fi) r2
eL< 

~(Kt - fi)(K - fb . 
30Recall the connection II' = [:'Im] between the Dirac wave function II' 

and the wave function <I> of the second-order Dirac equation (see Ref. 15 
above). 

"The following proof starts with the defining equation (4.2) of U in line 1, 
then employs Eq. (5.4) to yield line 2, and uses Eq. (5.12) to yield line 3: 

U = p-I( Kt,:- fi)Q 

= p-,[ (Kt - fi~;K - fi) j'/2e -;AQe;Ar M 

= p-,[ (Kt - fi~;K - fi) r2 

X mP e-;A 

~ (Kt - fi)(K - fi) 
= e- iA• 

32The "standard representation" is defined by the values (a)STD = [~g], 
and /3 STD = [~ 0_ I ] of the Dirac matrices. 

"The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorfftheorem is needed in general to combine 
the exponentials, since noncommuting quantities are involved. This 
theorem states that: 

e"eB 
= exp(A + B + HA;B] + ~[A - B; [A;B ll"') 

see for example E. Eriksen, J. Math. Phys. 9, 790 (1968), and references 
cited therein. 

3'See the reference cited above. 
35The Hamiltonian ofBiedenham and Horwitz was devised in order to pro

vide a chiral factorization of Kramers equation. Here their technique pro
vides a factorization of the second-order Dirac equation. Thus 
(113 IIo - 113 P + m) (113"O - 113 P - m) 

= (113"O - 113P)2 - m2 

= (IIo)2 - IIop -113P113IIo + 113 P113 P - m2 

= (IIo)2-IIop+pIIo-p2-m2 

leading to the factorization 
(113 IIo - 113P + m) (113IIo -113P - m) 

= (IIo+P>(IIo-p) _m2. 

Note that this factorization obtains for any spherically symmetric poten
tial, and not just for the Coulomb case considered by Biedenham and Hor
witz. 

''This equation is to be interpreted in the light of the spectral theorem, 
which allows one to write for any self-adjoint operator 
j(A) = 'i.A/(A ')IA ')(A l 
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The SU ( 1,1) coherent states for a relativistic model of the oscillator in the configurational r 
representation are considered. Classical equations of m~t.ion in th~ generalized phase space are 
obtained with the help of the path integral for the transItion amphtude between SU ( ~, 1 ) . 
coherent states. It is shown that the use of the semiclassical Bohr-Sommerfeld quantizatIOn 
rule yields the exact expression for the energy levels. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the present work the generalized coherent states 
(CS) for an isotropic oscillator in the relativistic configura
tional representation are considered. The concept of relativ
istic configurational representation or r space is introduced 
in the following way.! The mass shell P6 - p2 = m2e2 of a 
particle of mass m from the geometrical point of view real
izes the Lobachevsky space, whose group of motions is the 
Lorentz group SO (3,1 ). The eigenfunctions of the corre
sponding Casimir operator (or the Laplace-Beltrami opera
tor) in this space, 

(rip) = [[Po - (po) ]!me] - i(mc/lijr- I, 

r=nt, O";;;r<oo, 0
2 =1, 

are the generating functions for matrix elements of the prin
cipal series for unitary irreducible representations of the 
SOC 3, 1) group and form a complete orthogonal system of 
functions in the momentum Lobachevsky space. The formal 
apparatus of the Fourier transformation over these func
tions2

-4 is used to pass to the relativistic r space introduced as 
a three-dimensional set of variables r = nt, where r is an 
eigenvalue of the Casimir operator. In the nonrelativistic 
limit (i.e., whenr~li/meand Ipi ~me) we come to the usual 
three-dimensional configurational space and the relativistic 
"plane wave" (rip) goes into the Euclidean plane wave 
exp( (i/Ii) pr). In the relativistic r space the Euclidean geome
try is realized and, in particular, there exist mutually com
muting "generators" of the translations (see Ref. 5). 

The quasipotential approach6-8 became the dynamical 
basis for applying this construction, which is transparent 
from the physical and group-theoretic viewpoint. The equa
tions of the quasipotential type for the relativistic two-parti
cle amplitude A(p,q) and wave function tPq (p), obtained in 
the framework of the diagram technique of the covariant 
approach,7 have an "absolute" meaning in the sense of the 
momentum space geometry, i.e., they look like the nonrela
tivistic Lippmann-Schwinger equations. The formalism 
emerging in the relativistic r space exhibits many important 
features of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. Its essential 

.) Permanent address: Physics Institute, Baku 370143, USSR. 

difference from quantum mechanics is that the Hamiltonian 
in this scheme is a differential-difference operator with step 
equal to the Compton wavelength of particle A = Ii/me. The 
technique of difference differentiation was developed and 
analogs of the important functions of the continuous analy
sis were obtained to fit this formalism.9

•
10 Relativistic gener

alizations of the exactly solvable problems of quantum me
chanics were considered. 10-15 In particular, solutions of the 
equation with Coulomb potential, which corresponds to the 

II h d' exchange by a massless particle, were found. A t ree- 1-

mensional model of the harmonic oscillator, having U (3 ) 
.. '11214!5Th l' 't~ symmetry, was also studied III detal. .. e exp ICI lorm 

of the wave functions in the spherical system of coordinates 
r = (r,8,rp) was found. The raising and lowering operators 
for the radial and orbital quantum numbers were defined 
and the dynamical symmetry group was constructed by the 
Infeld-Hull factorization method. 14.15 The generating func
tion, orthogonality, and various recurrence relations for the 
radial wave function were obtained. 16 

As is known the nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator has 
been extensively used in the various fields of theoretical 
physics-statistical mechanics, theory of superconductivity, 
nuclear physics, and so on (see, for example, Ref. 17). Inter
est in the harmonic oscillator was revived after the appear
ance of the quark models, which have made it possible to 
describe the basic features ofhadronic structure (mass spec
tra, decay widths, and so forth). The further development of 
the quark models has led to the necessity of constructing the 
relativistic wave functions of compound particles and, in 
particular, the relativistic harmonic-oscillator models. 18-23 

The characteristic feature of the harmonic oscillator is 
the existence of a class of solutions in the form of coherent 
states, closely related with the unitary representations of the 
Heisenberg-Weyl group.24-26 The use of the CS makes it 
possible to apply more transparent classical language to de
scribe the quantum phenomena. Later on, the generalized 
CS, associated with the unitary representations of an arbi
trary Lie group, have been defined. 27-30 This has led to the 
possibility of applying this approach to a wider range of 
physical problems. In this paper the generalized CS for a 
three-dimensional relativistic model of the harmonic oscilla
tor are considered. In the spherical system of coordinates 
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r = (r,(),q;) a path integraPI for the transition amplitude 
(propagator) between SU ( 1,1) CS is constructed32-34 (for a 
more extensive list of references see Ref. 35). The partition 
function corresponding to the radial part of the Hamiltonian 
is calculated and classical equations of motion in a general
ized phase space are obtained. It is shown that the use of the 
semiclassical Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule yields the 
exact expression for the energy levels of the oscillator consid
ered. 

II. A RELATIVISTIC MODEL OF THE HARMONIC 
OSCILLATOR 

Because of the 0(3) symmetry of a modelI2.15.16.36 the 
dependence of the wave function 

'l'nlm(r) =r-IX~(r)Ylm«(),q;) (1) 

on the angles () and q; is described by the spherical harmonics 
Ylm «(),q;). Therefore a three-dimensional problem is re
duced to finding the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 
radial part ofa Hamiltonian HI (r)x~ (r) = EnIX~ (r). In the 
case considered the model is specified by the finite-difference 
operator 

HI(r) = mt {exp( - i ~) 

+ [1 + (':;2 )\w][ 1 + l(l~) 1) ]exp(i ~)} , 
(2) 

where r = r/ A is a dimensionless variable, A = fz/mc is the 
Compton wavelength, exp(a d /dx)/(x) =/(x + a), and 

X(fJl = itJr(/3 - ix)r- I ( - be) =.ifJ( - iX)fJ 

by definition. The radial part of the wave function (1) has 
the form 

x~(r) =N~( - r)(/+llMv(r)&,~/(r), 

whereas the functions ( - r) (/ + I land 

Mv(r) = (lku/mc2)"r(v + ir), 

(3) 

2v= 1 + [1 + 4(mc2/1ku)2] 1/2, define the asymptotic be
havior of X~ (r) as r-O and r- 00, respectively. The polyno
mial part of the wave function X~ (r) is expressed through 
the dual Hahn polynomials (see Refs. 15, 16, and 36, where 
the normalization constant N~ is also given) 

&,~/(r) = (v+!)n-Irr~Ol( -r-!;l+!,!-v). 

A space of square-integrable on the [0,00) eigenfunc
tions X~ (r) of the radial part of the Hamiltonian 
HI (r) =.2lkuKo is a direct sum of infinite-dimensional 
SU ( 1,1) irreducible subspaces D + (x I) (with a fixed value 
of the orbital quantum number I and the radial quantum 
number n being equal to 0, 1, 2, ... ) characterized py the 
eigenvalues x I = ! ( v + I + 1) of the invariant Casimir op
erator 

K2=K~ -!(K+K_ +K_K+) =xl (xl-1)1. 

The generators Ko and K ± satisfy the commutation rela
tions 

[K_,K+] =2Ko, [Ko,K±] = ±K± 

of the spectrum generating Lie algebra of SU ( 1, 1) [or ho-
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momorphic groups SO (2,1 ) - Sp (2,R ) - SL (2,R) ]. They 
are realized by the finite-difference operators, and their ac
tion on X~ (r) is defined by the formulas l5 

KoX~ (r) = (n + XI )X~ (r), 

K+X~ (r) = a~ + IX~ + I (r), 

K_x~(r) =a~X~_1 (r), 

a~ = [n (n + 2xI - 1)] 112. 

From (4) it follows that 

x~(r) = [n!(2x/)n]-1/2Kn+xb(r). 

(4) 

(5) 

In the nonrelativistic limit X~ (r) coincides with the ra
dial part of the Schrodinger wave function for the three
dimensional oscillator. 

III. SU(1,1) COHERENT STATES 

In the Hilbert space of a unitary i~ucible representa
tion D + (x I ) of the dynamical group SU ( 1,1) the coherent 
state wave function (rlt,x/) is defined by acting with the 
operator D(a) = exp(aK+ - a*K_) onxb (r), i.e., 

(rlt,x/) = D(a)xb (r) 

= (1-ltI2)"'exp(tK+)xb(r), (6) 

where a= -(r/2)e-;<P, t= -tanh(r12)e-;<P, and r 
and ¢ are group parameters (see Refs. 30 and 32-34). From 
(5) and (6) it follows that the decomposition of (rlt,x/) 
over the basis functions X~ (r) has the form 

(7) 

The transition amplitUde (propagator) between the 
SU ( 1,1) CS is defined as a sum of the "partial" amplitUdes, 
i.e., 

00 

K(t',t;T) = L KI(t',t;T), 
I~O 

KI (t ',t;T) = (t ',XI Ie - (i/
1i lTH,( rl lt,x/ ) 

= (t',xlle-2iwTK"lt,x/)' 

Using (7) it is easy to show that 

KI(t ',t;T) = e - 2iwT",(t ',xllte- 2iwT,X/) 

= e - 2iwT",[ (1 - It 12) (1 - It '1 2»)'" 

x (1- tt*'e- 2iwT) -2",. 

(8) 

The partition function for the relativistic model of the oscil
lator considered is given as 

Z = Tr K(t',t; - ifl/3) 

= [2ev/iwfJ(1 - e -1iwfJ)sinh /3Iku]-1 

= e- (V-1I2 l/fflwZ
NR

, 

where Z NR is the partition function for the nonrelativistic 
three-dimensional oscillator. 
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IV. CLASSICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN THE 
GENERALIZED PHASE SPACE 

By analogy with the one-dimensional case35
,37 to each 

"partial" amplitude (8) it is possible to associate a path inte
gral 

KI(;',;;n 

= J .@p",(;)exp [ ~ iT 2'/(;,;;;*,;*)dt] (9) 

with the classical Lagrange function 

2'1 (;,;;; *,;*) 

= 1 ~~~12 [;(t);*(t) -;(t);*(t)] -7t"/(;';) 

(10) 

in a curved phase space in the form of a Lobachevsky plane 
(see Refs. 30 and 32-34, and 38). The classical Euler-La
grange equations corresponding to (9), 

!i(a.:z:l ) = a2'1 !i(a~l) = a2'l, (11) 
dt a; a;' dt a;* a;* 

are obtained by variation of the action 

s= iT 2'1 dt. 

If we take into account that in the case considered 

7t"1 (;,;) =.7t"1 (1') = 2xII7m cosh 1', 

then Eqs. (11) in the terms of the group parameters l' and ¢ 
will have the simple form T = 0 and ~ = 2eu. Evidently, the 
solutions of these equations are l' = const and ¢ = 2eut + ¢o, 
i.e., the classical motion in the phase space will be oscillator
like. 

V. ENERGY EIGENVALUES 

To find possible values for the energy EI = 7t"1 (1') of a 
classical system described by the Lagrangian (10), let us 
express it through the parameters l' and ¢: 

2' I (1',¢) = fzXI (cosh l' - 1)~ - 217mxI cosh l' 

=.fzxlli' (1',¢). (12) 

The introduction of the momentum p = ali'I 
a~ = cosh l' - 1, canonically conjugate to the "coordinate" 
¢, makes it possible to write (12) in a more compact form 

li' ( 1',¢) = p~ - 2w (p + 1). 

Now substituting (12) in (9) we arrive at the representation 

KI(;',;;n = J .@p",(;) 

xexP[ixliT li'(1',¢)dt ]. (13) 

Since when fz ..... O the parameter XI characterizing an irredu
cible representation D + (XI) of the dynamical group 
SU ( 1,1) behaves like X I """ mc2/17m, from ( 13) it follows that 
for XI sufficiently large the motion becomes quasiclassical 
(cf. Ref. 34). Therefore, as X I ..... 00 we can make use of the 
Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule 
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i p d¢ = 21T n, n = 0,1,2,00', 
j XI 

from which it follows that the momentum p = nix I' Conse
quently, the energy of the system considered is equal to 

EI = 7t"1 (1') = 217mxI cosh l' = 217mxI (P + 1) 

= 217m(n + XI)' (14) 

Thus the semiclassical Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization 
rule yields, for the energy levels of the relativistic three-di
mensional oscillator (2), expression (14), which coincides 
with the exact one. We recall in this connection that in the 
nonrelativistic case application of the quasiclassical JWKB 
method to the Schrodinger equation with the harmonic os
cillator potential also gives the exact values for the energy 
levels. 
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A recent computation of the (nonlocal) covariant effective action of QED in weak constant 
external electromagnetic fields is generalized to general Lorentz gauges and its gauge 
dependence is displayed. The latter is then removed by the prescription for a gauge and. . 
parametrization independent effective action according to Vilkovisky. The geometry, whIch In 

this framework is ascribed to the field configuration space of QED, is made explicit, and it is 
shown that Vilkovisky's effective action coincides with the conventional Landau gauge case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In quantum field theory the effective action, unlike the 
classical action functional, is not a scalar field on the infinite
dimensional space of field configurations. This gives rise to 
ambiguities in the effective action that disappear only on the 
physical subspace where the effective field equations are ful
filled, but they leave their imprints on these effective field 
equations themselves. In particular, in gauge field theories 
the effective field equations (as well as all other derivatives 
of the effective action) depend on the gauge fixing param
eters introduced in perturbation theory even on the physical 
subspace. 

A unique effective action, which is free of all such ambi
guities, also off the physical mass shell, has been proposed 
not long ago by Vilkovisky.1 The key ingredient in this con
struction is an invariant affine connection on the configura
tion space, which singles out a certain, however unusual, 
parametrization of fields through geodesic normal coordi
nates. In this paper we shall study this modification of the 
conventional framework in the example of quantum electro
dynamics (QED) whose comparative simplicity allows a 
rather explicit demonstration of how this new concept 
works. 

First, in Sec. II, we deal with QED in the usual field 
parametrization, following a recent work by Ostrovsky and 
Vilkovisky,2 where a manifestly covariant calculation of the 
parts of the one-loop effective action bilinear in the spinor 
fields has been performed using a generalized Schwinger
DeWitt technique,3 which transcends the standard methods 
of perturbation theory. Using the Feynman gauge, where the 
free photon propagator is as simple as possible, the following 
structure was found: 

W"'if = f dx fi,(x) [ ("1 + m)(l + e2~2(W») 
e3 

+ e2m~1 ("1) + - (oF )~3(W) 
2m 

+ {"I + m, 2:2 (OF)} ~4(W) ] ",(x) 

+ O(F2) + O(aF) + O(e4
), (1.1) 

where ~i ("1) are nonlocal operators built from the Dirac 
operator "1. 

Here we report the results ofthe corresponding calcula
tion in general Lorentz gauges in order to display the gauge 
dependence of the conventional effective action. We find 
that a further contribution to (1.1) appears in this general 
case, viz., 

(e3/m 3 )(W + m)(oF) ("1 + m)~5(W), (1.2) 

and all but one of the operators ~ i ("1) are gauge dependent. 
Apart from this gauge dependence the very presence of the 
terms proportional to ("1 + m) in (1.1) and (1.2) might 
appear to be an off-shell artifact, since they vanish in the on
shell effective action, but not in the effective field equations. 
The same can be said of the nonlocality of the operators 
~i ("1), which equally disappears when the iterative solution 
of the effective field equations is inserted back into the effec
tive action. In Ref. 2 the question has been raised whether 
the situation might be qualitatively different for the novel 
effective action introduced by Vilkovisky. 

This issue is investigated in Sec. III where we consider 
the manifestly gauge independent and reparametrization in
variant effective action of Ref. 1. We make the geometry 
explicit, which in this framework is ascribed to the field con
figuration space of QED, and we demonstrate how gauge 
independence emerges in this case. Finally we find that Vil
kovisky's effective action coincides with the conventional 
Landau gauge result. 

This paper is to be understood as a sequel to Ref. 2. 
Hence we shall be very brief on the details of the calculation 
of the effective action, referring to Ref. 2 repeatedly. 

II. CALCULATION OF THE NONLOCAL EFFECTIVE 
ACTION IN GENERAL LORENTZ GAUGES 

We start from the QED Lagrangian in the general Lor
entz gauge 

.!.t' = -lFJlvFJlV - \ji(W + m)", 

(2.1 ) 

where 'ilJl=aJl-ieAJl' W='Y''ilJl , FJlv=(i/e)['ilJl,'ilv ] 
and AJl = (AJl), '" = ("') are the mean fields, which appear 
as arguments of the effective action. As in Ref. 2, we shall 
restrict ourselves to the case of a flat, Euclidean, 2w-dimen
sional space with metric gJlv' Generally, the notations and 
conventions employed are the same as in Ref. 2. 
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Here A = 1 identifies the Feynman gauge, where the 
classical photon propagator is given by 

_ gllv 8(x,y) = 1'" dr e-a(x.Yl/2'Tgllv (2.2) 
a 2 

0 (417"r)'" 

in the proper-time representation, u(x,y) being the geodesic 
interval (or "world function") between x and y. In the gen
eral gauge case (2.2) becomes 

1 [ allav ] -- g - (1-..1.) -- 8(xy) 
a2 IlV a 2 ' 

= 1'" dr e - a(x.yl12r [~ (1 + A )gllv 
o (417"r)'" 2 

1 uIlUV ] 
+4 (1-..1.) -r- , (2.3 ) 

where U Il (x,y) = (a I axil ) u(x,y). 
At one-loop order the parts of the effective action bilin

ear in the mean spinor fields are given by 

(2.4) 

Here G(x,y) denotes the Green's function of the Dirac oper
ator '!I + m. In the approximation of a weak constant elec
tromagnetic field it can be represented by2 

G(x,y) = 1'" ~ e- a(x.Yl/2s-sm' 
o (417"s)'" 

[ 
iems v { 1 

X - m + -2-FllvY"r + - 2s l' 

+ ~ Fllv(Y"gPV + ~ t'Y"rv)} 

XUp(X,y)] ao(x,y) + O(F2) + OWF). 

(2.5) 

Here the zeroth-order Seeley-DeWite coefficient ao, which 
is the parallel displacement along the geodesic, is factored 
out. Its action on the spinor field is given by 

'" (_ 1)n 
a (xy)¢(y) = ~ of"" 'er"V "'V ¢(x) 

o , n~o n! Il, Il" 

(2.6) 

Upon changing one integration variable, say y Il , to u Il , 
which in the absence of gravity does not introduce a Jacobi
an, the evaluation of (2.5) reduces to a computation of 
Gaussian integrals with noncommuting sources2.8 and their 
moments, 

(of"" 'er") 

: = _1_ f (IT do") of'" .. er"e - g"va~a'/4u e - o"va , 

(41TU) f3= I 

(2.7) 

where 

1/u : = 1/s + 1/r. 

Compared to the Feynman gauge calculation we now 
need the first four instead of two moments. In O(aF), 
O(F 2

) one obtains 

~~ H ~ (1) = e a = (1 + (ueI2)(uF »)eU
, H: =}/ ,(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(of'uV) = 2u (gIlv + 2UV(llvv l _ 4ieu2V pFP(IlVVl )eUV', 

(2.10) 

(of'uVuP) = 4u2( - 3ieug(IlVFPlaVa - 3g(IlVVP) 

- 2UV(IlVVVP) + 6ieu2Fa(IlVVVP)Va )eUv', 

(2.11 ) 

where (uF): = (i12) [Y", rV] Fily and parentheses around 
the indices denote symmetrization with unit weight, so that 
for commuting quantities a(llayap) = allavap' 

With (2.8 )-(2.11), the functional (2.4) reduces to inte
grals in the proper-time parameters sand r, whose ultravio
let divergences can be regularized by analytic continuation 
in the space-time dimension 2WEN to 2wEC. 

The evaluation of (2.4) with general WEe can be found 
in the Appendix. For the four-dimensional case, one has to 
consider the Laurent series expansion around W = 2, where 
neglecting the terms of order (w - 2) the integrals become 
elementary and yield the following result. [For A = 1 we 
reproduce the results of Ref. 2, except for the polynomials in 
N in ~4' where we get (N +~) (1 + N) instead of 
2(1 + N).] 

ww =~fdX¢(X) {m [3 ( __ 1_+ In ":2) - 4+AN + (3 -A -AN)Nln A-I] 
(417")2 2-w /1- 2 

1636 

+ ('!I + m)A - --+ In -_- - 2 - N + (2 + N)Nln A-I [
1m2 ] 

2 - W /1- 2 

+ ~ (uF)[ - (1 + N)(1 + 2N) + 2(1 + N)2Nln A-I] 
2m 

+ {'!I + m, _e_ (UF)} (1 + N)[ (2N + 3) - 2(1 + N)21n A-I + A (- ~(1 + 2N) + (1 + N)Nln A-I)] 
2m2 

+ (1 - A) ~ (''I + m)uF ('!I + m) (1 + N)2[ 1 -!(1 + 2N) In A -I] }¢(X) 
m3 

+ O(w - 2) + O(F2) + O(aF), (2.12) 
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where 

N: = (m 2 
- H)/H 

is a nonlocal operator annihilating t/J(x) on mass shell and 

A: = N /(N + 1) = (m 2 
- H)/m2

• 

Here {L is the mass scale introduced by dimensional regular
ization. 

The result (2.12) is seen to be highly gauge dependent. 
Notable exceptions are the mass counterterm 

_~I( -m) = -~[3(--1-+ln m2)_4] 
(41T)2 2 - (i) {L2 

(2.13) 

and the operator ~3 ('1) even off the physical mass shell. On
shell ~3 ( - m) determines the anomalous magnetic mo
ment in a weak constant electromagnetic field. 

All other terms depend on the gauge fixing parameter A. 
The gauge dependence of the first two structure functions ~ 1 

and ~2 is already well known from calculations of the corre
sponding Green's functions. 9 With A = 0 (Landau gauge) 
the entire contribution ~2 vanishes, whereas for ~I the gauge 
choice A = 3 (the Abrikosov-Yennie gauge5

) is special: If a 
renormalization condition is formulated so that the renor
malized electron propagator has unit residue at the physical 
mass pole, the wave function counterterm is determined by 

~2 ( - m) - ~; ( - m). 

Now the term (3 - A - )"N)Nln A -I in ~I gives rise to an 
on-shell divergence when differentiated-unless A = 3. (In 
Ref. 2 the on-shell fermion self energy, rather than the on
shell propagator, has been normalized, which does not lead 
to infrared divergences. ) 

As for the remaining contributions proportional to Fll-v' 
only the last one containing ('1 + m)uF ('1 + m) can be 
removed by a suitable gauge choice: this time A = 1 (the 
Feynman gauge) is singled out. The term with the anticom
mutator {'1 + m,uF}, however, is present for any value of A. 

All these gauge dependences are very unsatisfactory 
from the point of view of the effective field equations, where 
in contrast to the on-shell effective action the gauge param
eter A will not drop out in general. 

In the next section we shall consider the gauge and re
parametrization invariant definition of the off-shell effective 
action 1 to tackle these equations. 

III. THE GAUGE AND PARAMETRIZATION 
INDEPENDENT EFFECTIVE ACTION IN QED 

In Ref. 1 it has been pointed out that gauge dependence 
of the off-shell effective action is a manifestation of the more 
general field parametrization dependence of the convention
al definition of the effective action. 

However, if the (infinite-dimensional) field configura
tion space is naturally endowed with an affine connection, a 
preferred parametrization is given by geodesic normal co
ordinates. 

For a large class of gauge field theories, a connection 
conforming to the gauge structure of the field configuration 
space has been constructed in Ref. 1. The necessary condi
tion to achieve gauge fixing independence turns out to be 
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that geodesics thus defined on the whole configuration space 
project onto geodesics on the quotient space of gauge orbits. 
This implies that covariant functional derivatives of the 
gauge generators (i.e., the tangent vectors to the gauge or
bits) again have to be proportional to gauge generators. 1,4 In 
QED this requirement is violated by regarding the usual par
ametrization through All- (x) and t/J (x) as "Cartesian," as is 
implicit in the conventional formalism. 

Following the construction of Ref. 1 and the prescrip
tion of Ref. 6 for the inclusion of Fermi fields, an affine, 
torsionless connection with the above property is given by 
(in the conventional parametrization) 

(a )" r~'A;:=r~;:"" = -ie;Z l5(x-x')I5(x-x"), 

r~, A" = - e2~(x) (!J:...)' (~)" l5(x - x')I5(x - x") 
" v a2 a2 ' 

(3.1) 

as the only non vanishing connection components. [Here we 
use the notation A ~ = All- (x'), etc.] 

With (3.1) the gauge generators of QED, which are giv
en by 

D~f=~I5(x-x'), 
axil-

D~, = - iet/J(x)l5(x - x') 

(3.2) 

(3.3 ) 

are even found to be covariantly constant vector fields on the 
configuration space. For (3.2) this is seen immediately; only 
the covariant functional differentiation of (3.3) needs closer 
inspection, and, indeed, one finds 

'" -J '" '" 1/1" '" A~' -DX";A~- dx (rA~I/I"Dx" +rA~~,Dx" )=0,(3.4) 

'" - 15 '" J '" '" A~'_ D x"; !/I - 15t/J' D x" + dx r !/IA;:' D x" =0. (3.5) 

QED is also special in that the invariant connection 
(3.1) is flat. [The vanishing of the curvature functional en
tails that the original version of the reparametrization invar
iant effective action proposed by Vilkoviskyl and the modi
fied one due to De Witt4 coincide, (For their difference in the 
general case cf. Refs. 6 and 7.) ] To verify this assertion, the 
only nonobvious relations to be checked are 

R '" - 15 r'" J d "" r'" r !/I" , - 0 A"""A m--- A'A m- X ''''''A m "'"A' - , 
IJ.'Y 1.' at/J" p. v Of' v 'f/ p 

(3.6) 

'" -J d "" r'" r!/l'" R '''A''Am - X ( ''''''A'' Am.1I 
If' p 'V or IJ. " 'f' 

(3.7) 

'" !/I"'_ - r'"'''Am rA"A') -0. 
Of' A v It 

(3.8) 
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The effect of going over to geodesic normal coordinates 
corresponding to (3.1) in place of the conventional parame
trization of the configuration space is that all ordinary func
tional derivatives are to be replaced by covariant ones. 

We will now show that this removes the gauge fixing 
dependences from the off-shell effective action. In the case of 
W ~, as computed above, the only modification takes place 
in the vertex 

S,¢A~.".I.,,=o = - ieYIlD(x - X')D(X - x"), (3.9) 

which is replaced by 

S.:i'A ,.".1.,,=0 = S ¢A '.,,' 
• Y' /-l'" • It'¥' 

- f dxlll(rt;,S.;r.,,' 

- S :i.,1" rf.A ' ) I ,."." "'" .,,=0 

( 
ava )' = -ieyv D; -af D(X-X')D(X-X"). 

(3.10) 

(Here S denotes the classical action functional.) 
By this the photon propagator becomes sandwiched 

between two transverse projection operators. The photon 
propagator in an arbitrary linear gauge imposed by the 
gauge breaking term 

_1_ f dx(jVA )2 = _1_ f dx A ftll'jvA 25 v 25 pJ v 
( 3.11) 

reads 

(3.12) 

~I (1) = (1 + ,.1,)( - llJJooo + (llJ - 1 )JIOO) 

if [all ./v ) = O. By (3.10) this general propagator effectively 
reduces to the one ofthe Landau gauge [A = 0 in (2.3)]: 

( a ap
) ( a aU) &:. _ _ Il__ 11 DU __ v _ = 11 Landau (3 13) 

Il a 2 A~u v a 2 A"A v " 

losing any memory of the original gauge breaking terms. 
Thus the conclusion is that the gauge independent effec

tive action of Ref. 1 coincides with the ordinary Landau 
gauge result. The question raised in Ref. 2, whether the 
unique effective action might lead to a qualitatively different 
situation (e.g., as to nonlocality), is answered in the nega
tive. The only distinguished feature of A = 0 in the result 
(2.12) is the vanishing of~2 in the one-loop approximation . 
However, the other terms that appear to be off-shell artifacts 
and which have been deemed unsatisfactory in Ref. 2 are not 
removed. If the gauge independent effective action of Ref. 1 
is regarded as the final answer, then these terms have to be 
taken seriously as they contribute to the now unambiguous 
effective field equations. 
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APPENDIX: THE EFFECTIVE ACTION W~J IN 
ARBITRARY DIMENSIONS 

In this Appendix we give the results for the effective 
action W~ in arbitrary dimensions 2w. 

Insertionoftheformulas (2.S)-(2.11) into (2.4) yields 
the following integral representations of the operators 
~i (1) introduced in (1.1) and (1.2): 

- (1 - A )(llJJOIO + HJII1 + (llJ + 1 )J110 + HJ211 ), (AI) 

(A2) ~2(1) = (1 +,.1,)( - (llJ -l)JIOO) + (1-A)((llJ + l)JIOO + HJ211 ), 

~3(1) = ((1 + ,.1,)/2)( - (2llJ - 3)JI01 + (llJ - I)J201 + (llJ - 2)Jo01 ) 

- ( 1 - ,.1,)/2)(2 -llJ)JOI1 + (llJ + 2)J211 + HJ3\2 - m2J 112), 

~4(1) = ((1 + A)/2)m2( - (llJ - l)J201 - (3 -llJ)J10\) 

+ ((1 - A)/2)m2(llJ + 2)J211 + HJ3\2 - (llJ + 1 )JII1 - HJ212 - 2m2J 112), 

~5(1) = - ((1-A)/2)m4J 112, 

j 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

where According to dimensional regularization llJ has been general
ized to llJEtC. 

1638 

J =-- drds 1 L"" 1"" a.b,c (41T)'" 0 0 

X exp --H -sm2 ~Sb + c ( sr ) 
(s+r)a+b+", s+r 

= r(b + llJ - l)r(c + 2 -llJ)r(a + 1) 

(41T)"'r(a + b + llJ) 

X 2F1 (c + 2 - llJ,a + l;a + b + llJ;.!£) . 
m2 (A6) 
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The above expressions can be considerably simplified by 
the following integral relations: 

Ja,b,c =Ja+I,b,c +Ja.b + l.c' (A7) 

m2Ja,b.c =HJa+I,b,c - (c-l +2-llJ)Ja,b.c_I' (AS) 

HJa,b,c = (b + llJ - 2)Ja,b_l.c_1 - aJa_1.b.c_I' (A9) 

which yields 
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!ol = (1 +A)( -wJooo + (W-l)JIOO) 

- (1 - A)(W - I )(JOIO + J IOO ) , 

!o2 = - U (W - I )J1OO' 

(AIO) 

(All) 

!o3 = - J lll + (w - 2)Jow (AI2) 

!o4 = ( 1+ A)/2)m2
( - J I01 - J20l + (w - 2)Jll1 ) 

+ ((1-A)/2)m 2 (w -1)(JI01 - 3J201 ), (A13) 

!o5 = ((1-A)/2)m2 (w - I)(JI01 - 2J2Ol ). (AI4) 

The pattern of gauge parameter (A) dependences, as 
discussed in the text, remains the same for all dimensions 
(with the notable exception of w = I): !o2 and !os vanish in 
the Landau gauge and Feynman gauge, respectively, and!o3 
is gauge independent, even off shell. 

The on-shell value of !o3 is given by 

!o31Jif= -m = (w - 3)/2, (AI5) 

corresponding to an anomalous magnetic moment 

g - 2 = (e2/4r)(3 - w) + O(e4
), (AI6) 
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which in the present one-loop order is a linear function of the 
space-time dimension D = 2w. 
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A short expression is given for the gravitational and electromagnetic potential of N Kerr
Newman particles. The free parameters of the solution and some limiting cases are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The N-soliton solution of the Einstein-Maxwell station
ary axisymmetric equations (Ernst equations) has been 
found by several authors. 1-3 The arising solution has the in
terpretation of N Kerr-Newman particles placed on the z 
axis on arbitrary background. However, from the solution 
given by these authors, the discussion of the free parameters 
and other important matters, such as the linear dependence 
of the gravitational potential s and the electromagnetic po
tential ¢, is not at all direct. In this work, starting from the 
result and formulation of Neugebauer and Kramer, I we give 
a short expression for the resulting sand ¢ potentials of N 
aligned Kerr-Newman particles. The obtained expression 
enables us to see clearly that this general solution involves 
3N complex constants associated with the complex mass, 
complex charge, rotation, and the place on the z axis for each 
Kerr-Newman particle. Furthermore this simple expression 
could be used to discuss the equilibrium achieved by avoid
ing line singularities on the z axis for two Kerr-Newman 
particles. 

n,~ [(~~, 
0 E, ) C BI 

Al o +..1, Al 0 
0 !(A I + B I ) 0 -FI 

n, ~ [( ~:, 
0 E, ) C B2 

A2 
1 o +- A2 0 

0 !(A2+B2) A 0 -F2 

where the 3 X 3 pseudopotential matrix 0 = 0(..1,,;,;-) is 
normalized to 

(3) 

The constant spectral parameter K is hidden in A, 

..1,= A(K) = [(K - i;-)/(K + i;)] 1/2. (4) 

Equations (2 )-( 4) imply expressions for the A-inde
pendent matrix components A 1,. •• ,F2 in terms of the poten
tials sand ¢, and their partial derivatives. 

For any given initial solution (So, ¢o) there is an asso
ciated matrix 0 0 satisfying the linear problem (2) and the 
normalization (3). By means of the ansatz (see also Ref. 5) 

0= m o, T= T(A,;,;-)=T(A), 

In Sec. II, we describe the formulation of Neugebauer 
and Kramer and find a short expression, by means of 
(N + 1) X (N + 1) determinants for the potentials sand ¢. 
In Sec. III, we discuss the interpretation of the free constants 
generated by every soliton step and relate them with the 
physical quantities associated to the Kerr-Newman parti
cles. We discuss also the conditions for the linear depen
dence of the potentials sand ¢, and show that the conform 
stationary solution, characterized by S = 0, is a particular 
case of this general solution. We finish by discussing the 
possibilities of generating Kerr-Newman black holes. 

II. THE N-SOLITON SOLUTION 

The Einstein-Maxwell equations for stationary axisym
metric fields, in terms of the complex potentials (s,¢), read4 

16.s = (Vs + 2~V¢)Vs, 

16.¢= (Vs+2~V¢)V¢, I=Res +¢~. 
(1) 

These nonlinear field equations are the integrability condi
tions of the linear problem I 

-:E,)]n. 

-:E,)]n. 
(2) 

n 

T(A) = a(K) (K + i;)nI2 I XsA s, n = 2N, 
s~o 

n 

T(1) = IXs , 

s=o (5) 

i2s+ I 

With A-independent 3 X 3 matrices Xs and a suitably chosen 
constant a(K), one constructs from 0 0 a new matrix 0 
which again obeys (2) and (3). The matrices Xs can be com
pletely determined from the following system of algebraic 
equations: 
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JoX,,; ;p. ~ 0, p. ~ 00(';. )C. ~ (!:) 
Tll (1) - TI2 (1) = 1, Tn (1 ) + Tz3 (1) = 0, 

TZ2 (1) - T21 (1) = 1. T\3 (1) - Tn (1) = 0, 

T33 (1) = 1'33(1) = (1 + T12 ( 1) + T21 0 »I/Z. 

(6) 

The zeros of the det T and the constant vectors CK are re
stricted by 

A3m=A3m-2, A3m_I=I/J3m. m=I, ... ,N, (7) 

o 
o 

~ ), 
-1 

(8) 

for a given no and with the prescribed values AK and CK 

satisfying (7) and (8), one obtains from (5) the transforma
tion matrix T and, consequently, n. From n one can read 
immediately 

(9) 

From Eq. (9) we can see that the new complex poten
tials S, ifJ involve only the second row of the transformation 
matrix T, T 21" i.e., involves only the N + 1 matrix elements 
c2s ' S = O, ... ,N and the 2N matrix elements g2s + 1 , h 2s + 1 ; 

S = O, ... ,N - 1. From Eq. (6), the system of 3N + 1 algebra
ic equations for the 3N + 1 matrix elements c2s ' g2s + 1 , and 
h2s + 1 are 

N-I 
+ L h2s+ IA 2s+ 17

K 
= 0, K = 1, ... ,3N, (0) 

5=0 

N N-I 

L C2s - L g2s+ 1 = 1. 
5=0 $=0 

Solving this system we arrive at an expression for the com
plex potentials sand ifJ as a quotient of the determinants of 
(3N + 1) X (3N + 1) (Ref. 1). We will reduce the system of 
Eqs. (10) to a system of N + 1 algebraic equations. 

First we redefine the zeros AK of det( n as6 

AM: = A3m = A 3m _ 2 = [(KM - i;)/(KM + i~) r12, 
- . 1/2 

A M:=A3m _ 1 = [(KM-~)/(KM+I~)] (ll) 

and the polynomials C(A), g(A), and h(A) as 
N N-I 

C(A) = L C2sA 2s, g(A) = L g2s+ lA 2s, 
s=O 5=0 

N-l (12) 
h(A) = L h 2s + IA 2s. 

s=o 

Then from Eqs. (10) and the condition A3m = A3m _ 2' we 
get 

and 

1641 

g(AA) = (lI/3A )h(AA)' 

C(AA) = - (aA //3A )AAh(AA)' 

c(1)-g(1)=I, A=I, ... ,N, 
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(12') 

g(AA )yAAA + C(AA) + h(AA )8AA A = 0, 

A= i, ... ,N, 
where we have defined a M./3M,YM, and 8 M by 

P3m-2 73m -P3m 73m-2 aM = , 
q3m-2 73m - q3m 73m-2 

/3 
- P3m - 2q3m - P3mq3m - 2 

M- , 

q3m-2 73m - q3m 73m-2 

~. _ P2m-t 
/l-M----' 

q3m-t 

~. _ A3m - t 
UM----· 

q3m-1 

(13) 

(14) 

The set of N of Eqs. (12) permits us to know the matrix 
elements C2s and g2s + I in terms of the N matrix elements 
h2s + 1 • From this result we now only need to compute the 
h2s + I elements, which can be achieved by solving the set of 
Eqs. (13). Actually the final expression for the complex po
tentials, ifJ depends only on g( 1) and h ( 1) [we must remem
ber that c(1) = 1 +g(1)]. From Eqs. (5) and (9) we have 

S = So + 2/0 g(1) - 2i¢of~/2h (1 ), 

(15) 

Then, solving Eqs. (12) and (13), the expressions for g( 1) 
and h(1) are 

g(1) = - ~I, h(1) = - ~2, I:. = detSAB , 

0 1 

Sil 

1:.1= 

SNI SNN 

0 /31 /3N 

Sit SiN 

1:.2 = (16) 

SNI SNN 

where 

SAB = 1 - [lI(KA - KB )] (aBR B - TJABRA)' 

TJAB = YA +/3B8A , 

RA = [p2 + (z _ KA )2] 1/2, 
(17) 

RA = [p2 + (z _ KA )2] 112. 

The constraints (7) and (8) in terms of the new functions 
a M,/3MYM,8M and KM,KM read 

rM = l/aM, ;5M = - /3M/aM, (18) 

and 

KM =KM· 

Equations (15)-07) together with the restriction (18) de
scribe the more general solution generated by soliton meth
ods on arbitrary background; it involves the seed solution 
and 3N new complex constants. 
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III. SOME LIMITS OF THE N-SOLITON SOLUTION 

To give a first interpretation of the general solution and 
the constants that it involves, we take the following particu
lar case. Let the seed solution be a flat space (Minkowski
an), i.e., So = 1,4>0 = O. Then the matrix no associated with 
this space-time is 

-1 ~). 
o Ii 

Because the CK's are constant vectors, from Eqs. (6) and 
(14) aM and f3 M are also constants. We can define six new 
real constants Z A ,a A ,m A ,n A ,e A' and gA instead of K A ,a A ,f3 A 
by 

where 

i(eA + igA) 

mA + inA 

(19) 

-C7A2=mA2+nA2-aA2-eA2_gA2. (20) 

It is very easy to read the meaning of the new constants 
by taking the simpler case N = 1 (So = 1,4>0 = 0). For this 
case we get the hyperextreme Kerr-Newmann solution with 
MI = m l + in l complex mass (mass and NUT parameter), 
e I + ig I complex charge (electric and magnetic charge), and 
a I being the rotation parameter. Also, Z I denotes the place of 
the source on the z axis (for this solution this parameter can 
be taken equal to zero). 

For the case N = 2 we obtain immediately from Eqs. 
(15)-(20) the twelve-parametric, two-soliton solution. 3 

Another interesting particular case, which follows in a 
very natural way from our formulation, is the linearly depen
dent case (for the Sand 4> potential). A subcase of this last 
one is the superposition of N collinear Kerr-Newmann 
sources with gravitational attraction and electrostatic repul
sion balanced (in the sense that leA + igA I = ImA + inA I). 
Let us consider this case in a detailed form. From Eqs. (15)
( 18) the complex potentials S, 4> can be linearly dependent 
only for flat background So = 1, 4>0 = 0 and 
f31 = f32 = ... = f3 N = - if3, i.e., when the quotient of the 
complex charge and mass is the same for every source. From 
Eqs. (15 )-( 18) and this condition we arrive at 

S = 1 + 2g(1), 4> = f3g(1). 

Moreover, if 1f31 = 1, i.e., if the electrostatic repulsion and 
gravitational attrl':;tion are balanced for each source, then by 
means ofthe gauge transformation r' = 4> + f3we get S' = o. 
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By rescaling the electromagnetic potential 4>, we can always 
make f3 = 1. Using that C7A 2 = aA 2 we arrive finally at the 
well-known conform stationary solution 

V: = _1_ = 1 + f~, s' = O. 
1+4> A~IRA 

The explicit metric for the last conform stationary solution 
in the case N = 2 was obtained by Perjes,7 Parker et al., 8 and 
Kobishe and Parker.9 We get a static solution by taking the 
rotation parameter a A equal to zero for each source. 

To end this section we want to discuss the limitations of 
this method to generate black hole solutions. As Neugebauer 
and Kramer l have pointed out (see also Ref. 10), due to the 
restriction given by Eq. (7) we can not generate Kerr-New
mann black holes. However, if the background is flat space 
and several of the N solitions have no electromagnetic 
charges ( f3 M = 0 for some or all M) then we can show that 
the two possibilities AM = eXM) -lor lAM I = lAM I = 1 are 
present. The second one enables us to generate Kerr black 
holes. So we can generate from flat space-via Eqs. (15)
( 17 )-the superposition of N particles placed on the z axis: 
M of them being Kerr black holes and N-Mbeing hyperex
treme Kerr-Newmann particles. In particular we can obtain 
the potential associated with a Schwarzschild solution 
placed between two hyperextreme Kerr-Newmann parti
cles. This configuration could be an approximate model of a 
mass endowed with multipolar electromagnetic moments. 
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A problem that arises in a model introduced by Mc Laughlin, Moloney, and Newell [Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 51, 75 (1983)] concerning the theory of optical ring cavities is solved. Namely, the 
equation i av/at = av - Ivl 2v + Eo lvl 4v, Eo> 0, v(O,) = lPC), where v(t,x): RXR2-+C, is 
considered. The solution of this equation is denoted by v", (t,x). In addition, let TeR, SeR, 
0< R < 1, and a('): R2-+C. It is proved that there exists a lP such that a(') + Rv", (T,) 
= lP( . ). Finally, the properties of such a lP are examined and various extensions are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION More precisely, under appropriate conditions on lP, 
( Ll) has a unique solution in i/!f (R,B I ). We denote this 
solution by v", (t,x) and we define v", (t) to be the function 
x-+v", (t,x). Let TeR, SeR, O<R<1 be given and a('): 

In this paper, we show the existence of a fixed point for a 
map involving the solution of the equation 

i av = _ av - Ivl 2v + Eolvl 4v, 
at 

v(O,) =lP(·), 
(Ll) 

R2 -+ C satisfying suitable conditions. The problem is to find 
lP such that a + Rei9 v",(T) =lP [(P.l)]. 

where a is the Laplace operator on R2, Eo> a is given, v is a 
function from R X R 2 to C, and lP is a suitable function from 
R2 to C. 

Such a problem has physical motivations. It arises in the 
theory of optical ring cavities (see Mc Laughlin, Moloney, 
and Newell l or Ref. 2 for a detailed discussion). 

A laser beam in such a cavity is represented by the infi
nite-dimensional map (G n ), where G ~ satisfies 

aGn 2 
forn>O, i-= -aGn +N(IGnl )Gn , forte[O,T], 

at 

Go(O,) = lP(·) and for n>l, Gn (0,) = a(') + Rei9Gn _ 1 (T,), ( 1.2) 

where a(') looks like a Gaussian and R is a factor of loss (0 <R < 1). For N, we take a saturated nonlinearity, namely, 
N(x) = - x + EoX2

, where Eo is non-negative and small. We then look for a fixed point of (1.2). This means that we seek 
(Gn ) such that 'Vn, Gn (t,) = Go(t,), for te[O,T]. That is, we seek lP such that F(lP) = lP, where F(lP) = a + Rei9 v", (T). 

We will prove that (P.l) has a solution by applying the Schauder theorem. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we find a suitable set K such that F(K) CK. In Sec. III, we state and prove 

our main result. We further derive some results on lP satisfying F(lP) = lP and on the sequence Gn • In Sec. IV, we examine 
slightly more general situations and make some further comments. 

Let us first establish some notational conventions and briefly recall some results on v", ('). 
All function spaces are defined on R2. We denote the function space BIn {lP; f IX 121lP 12 < + ao} by X, and we consider it 

to have its natural topology: IlP I~ = IlP It, + f Ixl 21lP 12. 
Furthermore, we suppose that a(' )eX. 
In Ref. 3, Ginibre and Velo show that for ipeX, (1.1) has a unique solution in i/!f (R,x). In addition, for teR, 

Iv",(t)IL' = IlPlu; 

E(v", (t») = IVv", (t) Ii, - ~ f Iv", (t) 14 + ~o f Iv", (t) 16 = E(lP); 

!!... f Ix l2lv", (t) 12 = - 4lm f ro", (t) !!... (v", (t»), where r = lxi, 
dt dr 

d: f Ix l2lv", (t) 12 = 2 IVv", (t) Ii, - ~ f Iv", (t) 14 + 2 Eo f Iv", (t) 16. 
dt 2 3 

Let us set 
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(1.4 ) 

( 1.5) 
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II. CONSTRUCTION OF AN APPROPRIATE STABLE SET 
FORF 

Since F is defined on X and the immersion of X in L 2 is 
compact (see Sec. III), we look for a bounded convex set 
KCXsuch thatF(K) CK. The first idea is to consider sets of 
the form 

{q:>EX; Iq:> IL' <ko, E(q:» <k\, f Ix1 21q:> 1
2<k2}, 

where ko,k\,k2ER+, since we have information on the 
I vtp (n IL" E (vtp (n), f Ixl21vtp (n 12. However, such a set is 
not convex because E(') is not convex. We are therefore led 
to look for sets conserved by F of the form 

{q:>EX; Iq:> IL2 <ko' E+ (q:» <k\, f Ix1
2

1q:> 1
2
<k2}. 

In contrast with the former set, such a set is convex. Let us 
observe that we could also seek such a set K of the form 

( Con {q:>EX; Iq:> IL' <ko, E(q:» <k\}) 

n{q:>EX; f Ix1
2

1q:> 12<k2} ' 

where Con designates the closed convex hull (this will be 
discussed in Remark 3.1 below). 

To find K, we use (1.3 )-( 1.5) and the fact that 
0< R < 1. We proceed in several steps: First, we find a set 
{q:>EX; Iq:> IL' <ko} stable by F. Then we look for a set of the 
form 

{q:>EX; Iq:> IL2<ko, E+(q:»<k\} 

stable by F. Finally, we find a set conserved by Fofthe form 
we want. 

Proposition 2.1: There exists ko such that the set {q:>EX; 
Iq:> IL' <ko} is stable under F. 

Proof We have for q:>EX 

IF(q:»IL' = la+Rei9vtp(nIL2<laIL' +R IVtp(nI L,. 

We thus derive from (1.3) that 

jF(<p)IL'<laI L, +R Iq:> IL 2. (2.1 ) 

Ifwe assume that lal L2 + Rko<ko, then {q:>EX; Iq:> IL' <koHs 
stable under F. Therefore, thechoiceofko = lalL'/( 1 - R) 
is suitable. Hence Proposition 2.1 is proved. 

Now, we want to compare E+ (<p) and E(q:» forq:> such 
that Iq:> IL2 <ko· 

Lemma 2.1: (i) E(q:»<E+(q:». 
(ii) There exists c = c(ko) such that, for Iq:> IL2 <ko, we 

have E+ (a + Rei9q:» <c + RE(q:». 
Proof Part (i) follows from the definition of E(') and 

E+(·). 

(ii) E+ (a + Rei9q:» = IVa + Rei9Vq:> Ii, + Eo/31a + Rei9q:> Ith' 

On one hand, we note that 

IVa + Re
i9

Vq:> Ii, <IVali, + 2R IVaIL,IVq:> IL' + R 21Vq:> Ii, <c + R IVq:> Ii" 

where c is appropriately chosen. On the other hand it follows after some calculation that 

la + Rei9q:> It.«R 1q:>IL. + laI L·)6. 

Thus by the same argument as before, la + Rei9q:> It. <R 51q:> It. + c (R 5> R 6). Therefore we have 

E+(a + Rei9q:»<c + R IVq:> Ii, + EoR 5/31q:> It. 

<c + R( IVq:> IL' - 1I21q:> /1. + Eo/31q:> It.) + Eo(R 5 - R)/31q:> It. + R /21<p /1 •. 
In addition, the Holder inequality implies that l<p /1. < Iq:> IL' l<p Ii. <kol<p Ii •. Finally, we have 

E+ (a + Rei9q:» <c + RE(q:» - Eo(R - R 5)/31q:> It. + clq:> Ii. <c + RE(q:» , 

for c which depends on ko (since R - R 5 > 0). Thus Lemma 
2.1 is established. 

We then easily derive the following proposition from 
Lemma 2.1. 

Proposition 2.2: There is a k\ such that the set 

{q:>EX; Iq:> IL2 <ko, E+ (q:» <k\} 

is stable by F. 
Proof: We claim it is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and 

(1.4). From Lemma 2. 1, thereisacsuch that, for l<p IL' <ko, 
we have 

E(q:»<E+ (q:», 

E+ (a + Rei9q:» <c + RE(q:». 

Since Ivtp (n IL' = Iq:> IL' <ko, 

E+(F(q:») = E+(a + Rei9vtp (T»)<c + RE(vtp (n). 

From (1.4) and Lemma 2.1, it follows that 
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E+(F(q:» )<c + RE(q:» <c + RE+ (q:», (2.2) 

where c depends on ko. From (2.2) we derive the existence of 
k\ such that 1q:>IL,<ko and E+(q:»<k) implies that 
E+(F(q:»)<k). Proposition 2.1 ends the proof. 

Now, let us turn to a bound for IVvtp (t) IL" for fER in-
volving 1q:>IL2,E+(q:». 

Lemma 2.2: Assume that Iq:> IL' <ko. Then, for tER, 

IVvtp (t) li2 <c + E+ (q:», where c = c(ko)· 

Proof' From (4), we have E (vtp (t») = E(q:» <E+ (q:». 
Thus 

IVvtp(t) Ii, - ~ f IVtp(t) 14 + ;0 f IVtp(t)1 6 <E+(q:». 

Using the same argument as before (in Lemma 2.2), we de
rive that 

IVvtp(t)li 2 + ~ f IVtpUW<c+E+(q:», 
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where c = c(ko). This yields the result. 
Now, we can construct the stable set we wanted. 
Proposition 2.3: There are ko,k l ,k2 such that 

{cpeX; IlP IL' <;;;ko, E+ (lP)<;;;k l , f Ixl 21lP 12<;;;k2} 

is stable under F. 
Proof: From Proposition 2.2, we know that there are ko, 

k 1 such that the set 

{cpeX; IlPIL,<;;;ko,E+(lP)<;;;k l } 

is conserved by F. 
Let lp be such that IlP IL' <;;;ko and E+ (lp) <;;;k l • From 

(1.5), we derive that 

.!!... f Ixl21vlp (t) 12 
dt 

= -41m f r~lPr + f :t22 f Ixl21vlp (t) 12. 

Thus, as a consequence of Lemma 2.3, (1.5), and the Holder 
inequality for the term Sr~lPr' we have, for tE[O,T], 

:t f Ixl21vlp (t) 12<;;;C + c (f Ixl 21lP 12) 1/2 

where c = c ( n. Therefore, by integrating we obtain 

f Ixl21vlp (n 12<;;;C + c (f IXl21lP 12) 1/2 + f IXl21lP 12. 

On the other hand, by the same argument as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.2, S IxI21F(lPW<;;;c + R 3/2 S Ixl21vlp (n 12. 
Hence it follows that 

(2.3 ) 

where c depends on ko and k I' This ends the proof of Propos i
tion 2.3. 

Remark 2.1: As mentioned above, we can seek a stable 
set of the form 

Con {cpeX; IlP IL' <;;;ko, E(lP) <;;;k l } 

n{cpeX; f Ixl21lP 12<;;;k2} 

(where Con designates the closed convex hull in L 2 as be
fore). The proof of conservation under Fofsetsofthis type is 
the same except for Proposition 2.2. Indeed, it is based on 
two lemmas. 

Lemma 2.2': Let ko> O. Then there exists c = c(ko) 
such that Vk l , 

Con {cpeX; IlP IL' <;;;ko, E(lP) <;;;k l } 

C{cpeX; IlP IL' <;;;ko, E(lP)<;;;k l + c}. 

Lemma 2.2": Let ko>O. Then there exists c = c(ko) 
such that, 

for IlP IL' <;;;ko, E(a + Rei8lP)<;;;C + RE(lP). 

III. THE MAIN RESULT 

In this section, we conclude the existence of a fixed point 
for F and give some applications of the estimates obtained in 
Sec. II. More precisely, for lp such that F(lP) = lp, we esti
mate IlP Ix and state continuity result on lp. In addition, we 
derived a uniform bound for the sequence G n , where ( G n ) is 
defined by (1.2). 

Theorem: Let 0 < R < 1, TElR, aElR, and a ( . )EX'. Then 
there exists lPEX'such that 

F(lP) = a + Rei8vlp (n = lp. 

Proof: As mentioned in the Introduction, we apply 
Schauder's fixed point theorem: Let K be a convex compact 
subset of L 2 and let F be defined on K. Suppose that FIK is 
continuous in L 2 and F(K) CK. Then there exists tpEK such 
that F( lp) = lp. 

Let us set 

K = {cpeX; IlP IL' <;;;ko, E+ (lP)<;;;k l , f Ixl 21lP 12 <;;;k2}, 

where ko, k l , and k2 are defined in Sec. III. Since KCX, Fis 
defined on K and, from Proposition 2.3, F(K) CK. In addi
tion, we can easily check that K is convex. Thus to prove the 
theorem it suffices to show that K is a compact subset of L 2 

and that FIK is continuous in the L 2 norm. 
(i) First, we prove that K is compact in L 2. Let us con

sider a sequence (lPn ) in K. We can easily check that 

Vp>O, Vn, r lP~<;;;k;. 
JlxI;;.p p 

Since Vn, IlPn IL' <;;;ko and IVlPn IL' <;;;k l , by a classical argu
ment there exists lPoo and a subsequence (which we also 
denote by lPn) such that lPn -lPoo in L 2. In particular, 
lp n -->-lp 00 weakly in X. Therefore lp 00 EX' and IlP 00 I L' <;;; ko· 
Since E + ( .) is convex and strongly continuous in HI, 

E+ (lp 00 ) <;;;lim sup E+ (lPn) <;;;k l . 

By the same argument, 

f IXl
2

1lPoo 12<;;;lim sup f Ixl21lPn 12<;;;k2· 

Thus lp 00 EK and it follows that K is a compact set in L 2. 
(ii) Let us prove that the restriction of F to K(FIK ) is 

continuous in the L 2 norm. We claim that it is a consequence 
of the inequalities proved by Ginibre and Velo.3 First, let us 
remark that there is a c K such that V tER, V tpEK, 
IVIp(t)IH,<;;;CK [(1.4) and Lemma 2.2]. We recall that if 
vip ( .) is the solution of ( 1.1 ), we have3 

Vt, vip (t) = U(t)lP - i f U(t - s)( - I vip (s) 12VIp (s) + EolvIp (s) 14VIp (s»)ds, (3.1 ) 

where U(·) is the group generated by itl. (the Schrodinger group). Moreover, there is a c such that 

Vt, VVEL4, I U(t)VIL 4 <;;;clvIL 413/t 112, 

Vt, VUEH 1
, 1U(t)vI H, = IvI H,. 
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Now, consider lP ] ,lP zEK. First, we estimate I vip , (t) - vrp' (t) IL" which then yields an estimate of Ivrp' (t) - vip' (t) IL" 
Using the definitions ofvrp , (.) and vip' (.) and the inequalities above, after some computation (see Ref. 3 for similar computa
tions), we obtain 

I vip , (t) - vip' (t) IL4 

.;;; I U(t)(lP I -lP z) IL' + C 10' Iv~, (s) - vip' (s) IL 4(lvip' (s) Ii, + I Vip' (s) li 4 + Ivrp' (s) 11. + Ivrp' (s) 11. ds). Jo (t - s) 1/2 T 

It follows from the Sobolev inequalities and the properties of U( .) that 

\;ft, IVip,(t) -V<p,(t)IL' 

I I zIIIZ i' I () ( ) I d ,;;;cKlP -lP L,+CK 0 v~, S -v<p's L' s. (t_s»)fZ T 

We denote sUPIE[O" dv<p' (t) - v<p' (t) IL' by M(t). Vt, M(t) ';;;cK IlP I -lP 211'',1 + CK S~M(s)ds. As a consequence of the Gron
waIIlemma, we have I vip , (T) - v<p' (T) IL4 ';;;cK IlP i -lP zIY? eCK ';;;cK IlP i -lP zIY?' Furthermore, using (1.5) and Lemma 2.3 
we can check that 

f (Ixlz + I) Iv<p' (T) - vip' (T) IZ.;;;cK· 

Then, 

Iv<p' (T) - vip' (T) IL'" ';;;cK (1/~ Ixl 2 + IEL 6). 

Thus, using the HOlder inequality, we obtain 

I Vip , (T) - v<p' (T) IL' .;;;Ivip' (T) - vip' (T) If~, I vip , (T) - V<p2 (T) It.s';;;cK IlP I -lP zIY,s. 

Therefore, we easily derive that 

IF(lP i
) -F(lPz)IL,.;;;cKllPJ-lPzIY,s. (3.2) 

It follows that FIK is continuous in L z. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 

Remark 3.1: In the proof above, L Z can be replaced by 
£P with p such that pE [2, + 00). 

Remark 3.2: We may assume that Eo = I to prove that F 
has a fixed point. Indeed, if we denote by lP the solution of 

i av = _ av _ IVl2v + Ivl4v, 
at 

v(O,.) = lP('), 

a(E~I2,· )E~12 + Reievip (T I~/z,. ) = lP(·). 

Then, Eo-IIZlP(Eo-II2,.) = 'II ( .) is a solution of 

i av = _ av _ Ivlzv + Eolvl4V, 
at 

v(O,.) = 'II ( .), 

a ( .) + ReievljI ( T,.) = 'II ( . ) . 
We now give estimates of the norm IlP I x for lP satisfying 

F(lP) = lP· Indeed, we show that, for a fixed R, IlP Ix is esti
mated by lal x . 

Proposition 3.1: For fixed 0 < R < I, there exist h 1 ,h ~ 
such that h 1 ,h ~ are continuous functions and V x> 0, 
0<h1(x).;;;h~(x); 

limhk =0, lim hk = oo,fori= 1,2; 
x-a x- 00 

h 1 (Ial x )';;; IlP Ix';;;h ~ (Ial x ), 

for lP a solution of the problem (P.I) in X. 
Proof Let us consider lP such that a + Rei9v<p (T) = lP. 

On one hand, we have 
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lal L2 +Rlvip(T)IL 2.;;;llPIL2. 

Thus (3) yields 

IlP IL2 .;;;lalL'/(l - R). 

On the other hand, 

lalL'';;;R Iv<p (T) IL' + IlP IL" 

Therefore lalL'/(l + R).;;;llP IL" Moreover, for lalx<cK' 
the calculations in Sec. II [namely, (2.2) ] yield the fact that 
E + (lP) is bounded by a constant that goes to zero as C K goes 
to zero. Using (2.3), we obtain the same result for S Ixl21lP IZ. 

Proposition 3.1 then follows. 
Another application of the calculations in Sec. II is a 

uniform bound for Gn , where Gn is a sequence satisfying 
(1.2). Namely, VGo(')EX there is a c>O such that Vn, 
VtE[O,T], IGn (t)lx';;;c. 

Proposition 3.2: Consider a sequence Gn that satisfies 
( 1.2). Then, we have 

(i) lim IGn (t) IL2 .;;;ko, 
N_ + 00 

(ii) lim E+(Gn (t»).;;;k l , 
n_ + 00 

(iii) n~i~ '" f IxlzlGn (t) I z.;;; kz, 

where ko, ki' and kz are the constants defined in Sec. II. 
Proof (i) is easily derived from (2.1). 
Then using computations similar to those in Sec. II, 

V E > 0, for n large, we have 

E+(Gn (O»)';;;c(ko) + E + RE+(Gn (0»). 

Thus (ii) follows [since k] =c(ko)/(1-R)]. The same 
argument allows us to prove (iii). 

Remark 3.3: It is easy to see that if we assume that 
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(En,Rn,en,Tn ) -+ (Eo,R,e,n and an -+a in X as n-+ + 00, 

and if we donate by tp n a solution of the problem in X, 

i av = -l1v - Ivl2v + En Ivl4 v, at 
v(O,) = tp(.), 

Fn (tp) = an (.) + Rn ei9nv", (Tn') = tp(.), 

then the set {tpn, nEN} is precompact in L 2 and the limit 
points of the sequence tpn are solutions of (P.l) [namely, 
a + Rei9v", (n = tp ]. 

To show this, using the same calculations as in Sec. II 
[(2.1)-(2.3)], we derive that there are ko, kl' and k2 such 
that 

K= {tpEX; ItpIL,<;ko,E+(tp)<;kl , J IXI2ItpI2<;k2} 

is conserved by F n , 'fin. Therefore 'fin, tpnEK and it is easy to 
conclude. 

IV. FURTHER RESULTS AND COMMENTS 

First, we generalize the theorem slightly. 
(i) We remark that we can suppose R> 1 in the 

theorem. Indeed, using the time-reversible character of the 
Schrodinger equation, we may find tp such that 
a + Rei9v", (n = tp. Indeed, this is equivalent to finding 'I' 
['I' = v", (n] such that 

- e - i9 aiR + v", ( - n e - is I R = '1'. 

(ii) Furthermore, the theorem is still true if we consider 
the solution of the equation 

i
av = -l1v-lvI 2v+/(v), at 

v(O,) = tp(.), 

where v(t,x): RXRN -+C and/satisfies appropriate condi-

1647 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 30, No.7, July 1989 

tions (see Ref. 3). Namely, we suppose that (a) / (0) = 0,/ 
is a continuously differentiable function from C to C, and 
thereexistsg: R-+R such that 'fIz,j(z) = g( IzI2)Z; (b) there 
exist real numbers PI' P2' r l , r2, and c such that 

1 <;PI<;P2 <2* -1, 2<;rl <;r2<2*, 

r21 71 <;PI <;P2<;r l l 72, 

'fIz, 1.3L1 + 1.3L1 <;c(lzIP, -I + IzIP,-I), 
az(z) az(z) 

where 2* = 2N I(N - 2) if N> 2, 2* = + 00 (otherwise 
2* = + 00) and 7 is the conjugate exponent of r 
(1/7 + 1/r = 1); and (c) there exists c and P3 < 1 + 41N 
such that 

'fiXER, lX/(S)dS;;;. - c - CxP'. 

Then there exists tpEX such that a + Rei9v", (n = tp (the 
proof is the same as before). 

Finally, let us state some open questions concerning 
problem (P.l). 

First, an important problem is the question of unique
ness of solutions of (P.1 ). 

Additionally, since for R # 1 the problem (P.1) has a 
solution, we may ask if it also has a solution for R = 1. In 
other words, 'fie, 'fiT, 'fIa(')EX is there tp such that 
a + ei9v", (n = tp? 

Lastly, is there a solution of (P.1) when we take a non
saturated linearity (Eo = a)? For lal x small, we can check 
that the problem (P.1) still has one solution. 

'D. W. Mc Laughlin, J. V. Moloney, and A. C. Newell, Phys. Rev. Lett. 51, 
75 (1983). 

2A. J. Lichtenberg and M. A. Lieberman, Regular and Stochastic Motion 
(Springer, Berlin, \983). 

3 J. Ginibre and G. Velo, J. Funct. Anal. 32, \ (1979). 
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Exact solvability of the Mullins nonlinear diffusion model of groove 
development 
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The Mullins equation for the development of a surface groove by evaporation-condensation is 
y, = yx"Jl + .v;.1t is pointed out that this is the equation of the potential for the field variable 
o satisfying the nonlinear diffusion equation 0, = ax [0x/1 + 0 2

]. The latter has already 
been solved exactly, with boundary conditions corresponding exactly to those specified by 
Mullins. The depth of a groove at a grain boundary is predicted exactly without first making 
the linear (small-slope) approximation. For some types of initial data, the Cauchy problem 
may be solved for some related equations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the development of surface grooves by the mecha
nism of evaporation--condensation, I the theoretical profile 
satisfies the nonlinear diffusion equation 

y, = [D(O)/( 1 +.v;) ]Yxx' (1) 

with D(O) constant and (x,t)ERX [0,00). Mullins l consid
ered the evolution of a single groove originating at x = 0 
from a perSistent grain boundary intersecting the surface of a 
hot polycrystal. The groove is assumed to be symmetric 
about x = 0, so that the domain may be reduced to the half
line x;;;.O. In this case, the appropriate boundary conditions 
are 

Yx (O,t) = Co (constant) 

and 

Yx (x,t) .... O as x ...... 00. 

The initial condition is taken to be 

y(x,O) = o. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(3) 

In order to obtain an analytic solution, Mullins l replaced 
( 1) by the linear diffusion equation 

y, = ayxx' (4) 

which is valid in the small-slope approximation y~ 41: 1. The 
main point of this paper is to show that the full nonlinear 
boundary value problem (1 )-( 3) is exactly solvable, even 
without the small-slope approximation. In addition, it is 
pointed out that one may exactly solve a wider class of equa
tions 

y, =/(Yx)Yxx' (5) 

subject to the same initial-boundary conditions (2) and (3). 
Finally, the exact solvability ofthe Cauchy problem for the 
examples of Eq. (5) and some generalizations recently in
vestigated by Kitada2 and by Kitada and Umehara3 will be 
addressed. 

II. TRANSFORMATION TO THE STANDARD 
NONLINEAR DIFFUSION PROBLEM 

Following the simple transformation 

0= C 0- Iyx' Y = CO J: 0(x I ,t)dx l , (6) 

and taking note of (2b), Eq. (5) becomes 

f: 0, dx = D(0)0x , 

where D( e) = / ( C00). By differentiating, we obtain 

0, = ax [D(0)0x ]' (7) 

This is the standard general nonlinear diffusion equation, 
which has been extensively studied because of its many ap
plications to heat and mass transfer.4 The boundary condi
tion (2) implies 

0(0,t) = 1, 

0(x,t) .... 0 as X--+oo, 

and the initial condition is 

0(x,0) = o. 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(9) 

Fujita5 showed how to obtain an exact parametric solution 
to the boundary value problem (7)-(9) whenD(0) isofthe 
form 

D = D(O)/( 1 + 2a0 + {:J02). (10) 

This includes the form of D arising from the Mullins equa
tion (1), namely, that with a = 0 and f3 = C~ > 0, 

D=D(0)/(1+C~02). (11) 

However, Fujita carried out the solution only for the 
three special subcases 

f3 = 0, a#O (Fujita6
), 

f3 = a 2 #0 (Fujita7
), 

a<O, f3>0, 0< -alf3<1 (Fujita5 ). 

Although, for practical purposes, Fujita's third subcase 
requires the existence of a local minimum in the diffusivity 
function, the same method of solution applies to the current 
monotonic case (11). The solution, although remaining 
complicated, contains fewer parameters as a result of a being 
zero. 

Although it at first appears that an extra step [the inte
gration (6)] is required to obtain Mullins' dependent vari
able y from Fujita's variable 0, in practice this requires no 
extra labor. A new variable 1/1, which is defined in an interme
diate step of Fujita's method,5 is shown, in the next section, 
to be closely related to yt -1/2 which is a natural scaling in-
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variant for the Mullins problem. The solution for t/J can be 
quite easily obtained from the solution for 0. 

III. THE EXACT SOLUTION TO THE MULLINS PROBLEM 

The boundary value problem ( 1 )-( 3) is invariant under 
the one-parameter group of scaling transformations 

x = e'x, y = e'y, 1 = e2st. (12) 

A set of independent invariants for this group is {xt -1/2, 
yt -1/2}. Therefore, we seek a self-similar solution4 of the 
form 

p =g(1/), 

wherep = !y[D(O)t] -1/2 and 

1/ = !X[D(O)t] -1/2. (13) 

Equation (1) then reduces to the ordinary differential equa
tion 

The initial-boundary conditions (2) and (3) reduce to 

dp = Co and lim p = o. (15) 
d1/ 'I-co 

Now 

dp = ay = C
0
0. (16) 

d1/ ax 
In his solution to the problem (6)-( 10), Fujita5 introduced 
an intermediate variable t/J, that, in the current case of a = 0 
and {3 = ()o, satisfies 

and 

dt/J = 21/ [Eq. (19) and (20) of Fujita5 ], 

d0 

dt/J = 0 at 0 = 1 [Eq. (29) ofFujita5 ], 
d0 

t/J-.O as 0-.0 [Eq. (29) ofFujita5
]. 

Hence 

!t/J= f1/(0I)d01 

= 1/0 - J~ 0(1/1)d1/1 

= 1/0 - C O-Ip, by (6) and (16). 

Rearranging this equation, one obtains 

p=Co[1/0-!t/J]. (17) 

From Fujita's exact parametric solution 

[0,1] 3lA--+(1/,0), 

we have 

0= CO-I tan[F«(),€)] (0<0<:;0.), (18a) 

o = Co- I tan [tan-I Co - F«();€) + F«()m;€)] 

(0.<:;0<:;1), (18b) 
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1/ = €-1/2{() sin [F«();€) ] 

+ (1-()2-€ln()1/2cos[F«();€)]} 

(0<0<:;0. ), 

1/ = €-1/2{() sin [tan -I CO - F( ();€) + F( ()m ;€)] 

- (1 - ()2 - €In ()1/2 cos[tan- I Co 

- F«();€) + F«()m;€)]} 

(0. <:;0<:;1), 

(19a) 

(19b) 

t/J=2€-I/2C O-
I()sec[F«();€)] (0<0<:;0.), (20a) 

t/J = 2cI/2Co-l()sec[tan-1 Co - F«();€) + F«()m;€)] 

(0. <:;0<:;1), (20b) 

where the function F«();€) is given by 

F«();€) = il) (1-q2-Elnq)-1/2dq (21a) 

i iO-'(I) ( € In sin tP) - 112 
= 1 - 2 dtP· 

o cos tP 

The parameters 0., €, and ()m are defined by 

€= (1- (1 + C~){)~ ]Iln ()m' 

tan-I Co = 2F(1;€) - F«()m;€)' 

and 

0. = Co- I tan [F(1;€) ]. 

(21b) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

The parameter ()m may be found by numerically solving the 
transcendental equation (23). Then, € and 0. may by com
puted from () m' Unlike the model considered by Fujita,5 here 
() = () m corresponds to a spatial boundary since, from (19b) 
and (22), it is clear that 1/ = 0 corresponds to () = () m • 

Therefore, from (17) and (20b), the value of p at the bound
ary1/=Ois 

p(O) = - €-I/2()m~1 + C~ 
or 

_ () [_ In () ] 1/2 
(0) - m m b (22) 

p - [()~-1/(1+C~)]1/2' Y . 
(25) 

The value of p (0) may be determined from the slope at 
x = 0, according to (22), (23), and (25). This then provides 
a correction to the linear approximation, in which 

y(O,t) = - 2Co[D(O)t] 1/2ierfc(O), 

and 

p(O) = Co ierfc(O) = - C01r- I/2. (26) 

For a grain boundary with slope Co = 1, Eq. (25) predicts 
that the depth of the developing groove is 16% lower than 
that suggested by Eq. (26). However, for small to moderate 
values of Co, the linear model is quite accurate. For example, 
with Co = 0.4, the linear model overestimates p(O) by only 
3.6%. 

In order to evaluate (21 b ), the function 

(In sin tP) I cos2 tP 
appearing in the integrand, has been represented in the 
neighborhood of tP = 1r/2, as a series 
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Insin<p = In(1-8) (where 8 = I-sin<p) 
1 - sin2 <p 8(2 - 8) 

-1 co 1/)i-1 

= 2 - 8 - j~2 j 2 - 8 . 

IV. OTHER EXACTLY SOLVABLE PROBLEMS OF THE 
MULLINS TYPE 

It is clear that given any exactly solvable boundary value 
problem of the type (7) and (8), there is a related exactly 
solvable Mullins-type problem [Eqs. (5), (2), and (3)] ob
tained by the transformation 

Y = f~ 0(x,t)dx l , 

j(yx) = D(0). 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

A nonlinear diffusivity D(0) of the Fujita class (10) will 
yield an exact complicated parametric solution. In another 
original approach due to Philip,8 one may propose an admis
sible explicit form for the exact solution and then deduce the 
exact form for the diffusivity. In direct contrast to the Fujita 
models, this approach tends to produce simpler explicit solu
tions but with more complicated forms for the diffusivity. A 
collection of exactly solvable models has been produced in 
this way by Philip.8 Each of these now leads to an exactly 
solvable model of the Mullins type, through the simple trans
formation (27). 

Kitada2 and Kitada and Umehara3 have rigorously es
tablished smoothing properties for the Cauchy initial data 
problem associated with Eq. (1). In this problem, a pre
scribed initial surface profile is allowed to evolve freely in 
time, in the absence of imposed grain boundaries. Equation 
( 1) is considered on the domain R X [0, 00 ) and with a pre
scribed initial condition 

y(x,O) = a(x). (28) 

The author has not been able to solve the Cauchy problem 
for the original Mullins equation (1). However, if it is as
sumed that y .... 0 as x .... 00, then under the simple transfor
mation (27), the more general equation (5) transforms to 
the standard general nonlinear diffusion equation (7). Pro
vided that a is differentiable, the initial condition (28) trans
forms to 

0(x,0) = a'(x). (29) 

In the special case that 

D(0) = D(O)/( 1 + a0)2, (30) 

the method of Knight and Philip9 produces an exact para
metric solution when a' (x) is an even function monotonical
ly decreasing to zero on [0,00 ). In the context of the smooth
ing problem considered here, this provides an exact solution 
when the initial profile is an odd function a(x) which be
comes horizontal for large values of Ixl. For example, the 
solution given explicitly by Knight and Philip9 with the ini
tial data 

1650 

0(x,0) = {00
' 

0, 
Ixl <1, 

Ixl> 1. 
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(31) 

can be used to describe the smoothing of an initial surface 
dislocation 

{

-0 x< -1, 
y(x,O) = x00~' Ixl..;; 1, 

0 0 , x> 1. 

The governing equation in this case is 

y, = [D(O)/( 1 + ayx )2]yxx. 

(32) 

(33) 

Although this is not the same as Mullins' equation (1), it 
shares many of the same features. Its exact solutions may be 
used to examine the effect of nonlinearity, to test numerical 
solution schemes, and to test rigorous estimates for the decay 
of surface irregularities. 

Assuming that the integral in (27b) exists, the transfor
mation (27) relates a conservation field equation 

0, = Dxv(t,x,0,0 1,02, ... ,0n) (34) 

to an equation for the corresponding potential 

y, = v(t,X'YI'Y2,· .. ,Yn + I)' (35) 

Here, a subscript integer j represents the jth spatial deriva
tive, for example, 

aj0 
0.=-

J axi' 

and Dx represents the total spatial derivative, 

av n av 
Dxv=-+ L --0j+1' ax j=O aE>j 

Among the second-order nonlinear examples of Eq. (34), 
some have known exact nontrivial solutions and these lead to 
special solvable second-order nonlinear examples of Eq. 
(35), which generalizes the Mullins-type equation (5). 
Some of the exactly solvable nonlinear diffusion equations 
may incorporate nonlinear convection or spatial heterogen
eity. 

In a nonlinear diffusion--convection equation, the func
tion v in Eq. (34) takes the form v = D(0)0 1 + K(0) for 
some functions D and K. The best known exactly solvable 
example is the Burgers equation,1O with D constant and K 
quadratic. In this case, Eq. (35) is known as the potential 
Burgers equation. Another nonlinear diffusion--convection 
equation with known exact solutions is the Fokas-Yortsos
Rosen equation, II with D( 0) as in Eq. (3) and 

K(0) = v/(1 + a0) +,80 + r (a,v,,8,r constant). 

Even if closed-form solutions are not available, a large class 
of equations of the type (34), subject to boundary and initial 
conditions (8) and (9), may be solved by the quasianalytic 
series method of Philip. 12 

Finally, for nonlinear diffusion in a scale-heterogeneous 
medium,13 the governing field equation is a conservation 
equation (34), with 

v = A. (x)D(0)Ox + A. '(x)G(0), 

for some positive functions A., D, and G. The class of such 
equations that possess Lie-Backlund symmetries was found 
by Broadbridgel4 and for each member of this class, exact 
solutions may be found for the potentials that satisfy the 
corresponding class of equations (35). 
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ERRATUM 

Erratum: Liouville theorem for the Yang-Mills self-duality equations [J. Math. 
Phys. 29, 2303 (1988)] 

Shahn MajidB
) 

Lyman Laboratory of Physics. Harvard University. Cambridge. Massachusetts 02138 

(Received 13 March 1989; accepted for pUblication 13 March 1989) 

Due to a typographical error, the left-hand side ofEq. (1.5) is missing. Equation (1.5) should read: 

[Fp.y,FaP] = W(F,F)p.yaP + [lI(n - 2)] (gvaF!p --, gp.aF~p - gypF!a + gp.pF~a), 

aJ Present address: Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
University of Wales, University College of Swansea, Singleton Park, 
Swansea SA2 8PP, United Kingdom. 
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